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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

To the Honorable the Board of Geological Survey of the State of Mich- 
igan: 

Gov. Fred M. Warner, President. 
Hon. D. M. Ferry, Jr., Vice-President. 
Hon. L. L. Wright, Secretary. 

Gentlemen :—I beg to present herewith for printing, a report by Dr. 
Chas. C. Adams on the ecology, that is the natural history, of Isle Royale. 
This comes to us with the approval of Dr. A. G. Ruthven, our Chief Field 
Naturalist, and our Board of Scientific Advisers, and is a continuation 
of the work published in our annual report for 1905. 

This contribution to the Biological Survey of the State, which the 
legislature authorized me to supervise by Act No. 250 of the session of 
1905, comes from the University Museum. The explorations were made 
without expense to the State Survey by means of contributions from 
friends of the Museum. As this work is in harmony with the ainis of 
the Biological Survey we are fortunate in securing such co-operation. 
The reports on the Porcupine Mountains and Isle Royale at the north 
end of the state complement the work on Walnut Lake, Oakland county, 
and that in Huron and Tuscola counties. 

I trust that the present report will be of service to the schools of the 
state. 

Very respectfully, 
ALFRED C. LANE, 

State Geologist. 
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE. 

Through the generosity of Mr. Bryant Walker, of Detroit, Hon. Peter 
White* and Mr. H. M. Kaufman of Marquette, the University Museum of 
the University of Michigan was able, in the summer of 1904, to send a 
party to the Porcupine Mountains and to Isle Royale, Michigan. The 
aim of the party was to collect speciinens for the museum and to make an 
ecological survey of the regions visited. The party was only able to 
spend a few weeks on Isle Royale at that time, but through the continued 
generosity of Mv. White and Mr. Walker, the survey was continued dur- 
ing the summer of 1905. The present volume on the natural history of 
the island has resulted from these surveys. 

To Mr. White and Mr. Walker the Museum is under special obligations 
for their hearty and substantial support, not only in the funds provided, 
but also for their aid in securing the transportation of the party. Many 
other individuals also assisted in various ways. Those who aided the 
party in the matter of transportation were: Mr. Henry Russel, of the 
Michigan Central Railway; Mr. Geo. T. Arnold, of the Union Ticket 
Office and Dock of Mackinac Island; Mr. H. H. Brigham, of the U. 8. 
and Dominion Transportation Company (“Booth Line”); Myr. Henry 
Meyering, of the Graham and Morton Line; Mr. M. Adson, of the Duluth, 
South Shore and Atlantic Railway. The survey is furthermore indebted 
to Section Director C. F. Schneider of the Michigan Section of the Clim- 
atological Service of the U. 8. Weather Bureau, for the loan of meteoro- 
logical instruments; to Major Lansing H. Beach, Detroit, of the Light 
House Establishment, for permission and suggestions as to camping in 
the abandoned Light-house at Rock Harbor; to Mr. Geo. UC. Stone, Sec- 
retary of the Washington Club of Duluth, Minn., for the use of their 
grounds and many favors from their care-takers, Mr. Chas. Preulx and 
Mr. Michael Hollinger; to Mr. K. Neutson, of Park Place (‘“Neutson's 
Resort”), Rock Harbor, Isle Royale, for many favors during the stay 
upon the island; to Mr. J. H. Malone, Keeper of the Isle Royale Light, 
and to his sons, particularly to the Assistant Keeper, Mr. J. A. Malone, 
for many favors and for their hospitality. It is a pleasure to have this 
opportunity of thanking these persons for their cooperation. 

On the return of the party from the field, work was at once begun upon 
the collections, and in this a large number of specialists have aided by 
the determination of the specimens. Acknowledgements are made to 
such persons throughout the report and will not be repeated here. Those 
who were not members of the party, but who have prepared papers are: 
Mr. Bryant Walker, of Detroit, Michigan, Dr. W. M. Wheeler, American 
Museum of Natural History; Mr. A. P. Morse, Research Assistant of the 
Carnegie Institution, and Wellesley College; Dr. Jas. G. Needham, Cor- 

x Recently deceased. 
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nell University; Prof. J. S. Hine, Ohio State University; Prof. E. 8. 
Titus, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station; Dr. A. G. Ruthven, Univer- 
sity Museum, University of Michigan, and Mr. A. B. Wolcott, Field 
Museum of Natural History. : 

The volunteer members of the Museum party should be mentioned in 
this connection: Dr. R. A. Brown, Dr. H. A. Gleason, Mr. W. P. Holt, 
Mr. Max Minor Peet, Mr. Otto McCreary, and the writer. It will be 
evident that the volunteer work of this report comprises the major part 
of it. 

Personally the writer wishes to express his appreciation of the assist- 
ance of Mr. Walker and Mr. White; of the cooperation of the members 
of the party and the many specialists who have examined the specimens; 
and of the valuable suggestions and assistance of: Mr. Norman B. Conger, 
Inspector U. 8. Weather Bureau, Detroit; Dr. Glover M. Allen, Boston 
Society of Natural History; Mr. Frank Leverett and Mr. F. B. Taylor. 
of the U. 8S. Geological Survey; Prof. H. F. Wickham, State University 
of Iowa; and to Mr. A. B. Wolcott, of the Field Museum of Natural 
History. Also to Dr. A. C. Lane of the Michigan Geological Survey for 
many favors and courtesies, including the preparation of the topographic 
map, and to Dr. A. G. Ruthven, Chief Field Naturalist of the Survey, 
for assistance in the publication of the report. 

The shortcomings of this report will be no more evident to any one 
than to the writer. If, however, with its defects, it preserves some “van- 
ishing data,” and presents suggestions for the improvement of such 
ecological surveys, it will have served the purpose for which it was 
intended. 

CHAS. C. ADAMS. 
July 23, 1908. 
Hull Zoological Laboratory, 
University of Chicago. 



ERRATA ISLE ROYALE REPORT. 

Page 2, line 29, for and the read for the. 

Page 5, line 30, for sources read resources. 

Page 11, line 48, for larger read large. 

Page 13, line 11, for White Spruce read Black Spruce. 

Page 14, line 7, for has been read had been. 

Page 15, line 16, for Cicada read Tibicem. 

Page 16, line 40, for .anti-lion read ant-lion. 

Page 19, line 28, for hardwood read hardwoods. 

Page 21, line 24, for Hibbiscus read Hippiscus (and elsewhere in the report). 

Page 21, line 25, for versicolor read pickeringi. 

Page 21, line 48, for Limnaea read Lymnaea (and elsewhere in the report). 

Page 22, line 26, for 2F read 254. 

Page 22, line 43, for Aechna read Aeschna. 

Page 26, line 21, for Grophaena read Gyrophaena. 

Page 27, line 2, for billow read billowy. 

Page 29, line 14, for Fig. 45 read Figs. 45 and 57. 

Page 46, line 21, for the bearing of the latter read their. 

Page 47, line 46, for e read 4. 

Page 48, line 14, for Fig. 53 read Fig. 55. 

Page 50, line 33, for f read 5. 

Page G1, line 28, dele (Fig. 29). 

Page 63, line 10, dele Fig. 36. 

Page 63, line 16, for Lake read Lakes. 

Page 64, line 8, for Fig. 22 read Fig. "6. 

Page 65, lines 48 and 49, for Formica adamsii read Formica adainsi. 

Page G65, lines 50 and 51, dele No. 114. 

Page 77, line 27, for Grophoena read Gyrophacna. 

Page 93, line 25, for XI read VJ. 

Page 110, line 6, for condition of weather read condition of sky. 

Page 135, line 31, for fostered read forested. 

Page 152, line 29, for Burns, F. Z. read Burns, F. L. 

Page 158, line 43, transpose Buprestids and Trichias. 

Page 159, line 9, for Grophoema read Gyrophaena. 

Page 161, line 44, for Their read their. 

Page 188, line 28, dele William. 

Page 205, line 46, for Bolitobius read Boletobius. 

Page 205, line 46, for Ney Jersey read New Jersey. 

Tage 257, line 17, read Salticidac=Attidae. 

Page 261, line 43, for Jassidaeae read Jassidae. 

Page 284, line 28, for 61-62 read Figs. 61-62. 

Page 306, line 26, dele 3. 

Page 306, line 28, add 3. 

Page 306, line 29, add S. elongata. 

Page 342, line 25, for Fig. 45 read Fig. 57. 

Page 350, line 35, add Fig. 60. 

Page 354, line 17, add Fig. 17; line 20, dele Fig. 17. 

Page 393, line 15, for influences read inferences. 

Page 397, line 7, for Canton read Caton. 

Page 407, line 26, for J. N. Malone read J. H. Malone. 

Page 419, line 14, for Hoops read Hoopes. 
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ISLE ROYALE AS A BIOTIC ENVIRONMENT. 

BY DL. CLLARLES C. ADAMS. 

I, INTRODUCTION. 

1. Itinerary and Personnel of the Party. The University Museum 
party left Ann Arbor, Michigan, June 29, and reached the abandoned 
light-house at Rock Harbor, Isle Royale, on the morning of July 5, 1905. 
The party was composed of the following: N. A. Wood, Dr. R. A. 
Brown, Dr. H. A. Gleason, W. P. Holt, Otto McCreary, a camp hand, 
B. F. Savery, and the writer. In general, the duties of the various 
members were as follows: Mr. Wood, the Museum taxidermist, 
looked after the trapping of mammals and the preparation of bird and 
mammal skins. He was assisted by Dr. Brown, who gave most of his at- 

tention to the study of the bird life, and who remained with the party 
until July 25. In the study of bird life, Dr. Brown, Mr. Wood and Mr. 
McCreary co-operated, the latter devoting his entire time to the ecolog- 
ical phase of the work. Dr. Gleason devoted his attention to the collec- 
tion and ecological study of invertebrates, particularly molluses and in- 

‘sects, and most of the photographs were taken by him. In collecting in- 
sects about the camps. he was assisted by B. F. Savery. Mr. Holt’s time 
was devoted to the study of the vegetation. The writer, who was in 
charge of the expedition, gaye special attention to the environmental 
dynamics, biotic succession, and the general correlation of the work 
of the various members of the party. 

During the: stay at Rock Harbor, “ig. 1, the following localities were 
examined: The shore, from the light-house south to the head of Conglom- 
erate Bay; the region about the head of Rock Harbor and Summer 
lake; a line from. the mouth of Benson brook to Sargent Lake and Me- 

Cargoe Cove.; and the vicinity of Tobin Harbor; in other words, the 
localities included in Stations T-IV. 

The party remained at Rock Harbor from July 5 to August 1, and 
then moved to Siskowit Bay. Here Mr. Max M. Peet joined the party 
on August 8, and devoted his attention to collecting birds »ud mammals. 
He also took a number of the photographs. While at the Siskowit 
Camp, the bay and lake of that name were examined, and also the Hay- 
town trail and the islands near the Isle Rovale Light. All of these lo- 

calities are included in Station V. 
On August 17 the party moved to Washington Harbor, and was then 

partially disbanded. The members who remained made their headquar- 
ters on the grounds of the Washington Club, at the head of Washington 
Harbor. After September 5 Mr. Peet alone remained there until the 

22nd, in order that he might continue the study of the fall migration 
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of the birds. He returned on the last boat of the season for Duluth, 
Minn. 

During the previous (1904) season, the Museum party had made a 
general examination of the vicinity about Washington Harbor, so that it 
was now thought desirable to devote more time to other localities. With 
the exception of bird migration, no detailed work was done in this vicin- 
ity in 1905. In addition to the region about the head of the harbor, Lake 
Desor was also reached from this point by means of the road along the 
crest of the Greenstone Range. 

2. The Aim and Methods of Work. The field work was conducted on 
the same general plan as that pursued during the previous season in 
the Porcupine Mountains and at Washington Harbor. Much more 
ground was covered, however, because it seemed improbable that a third 
trip could be made to the same region. It therefore seemed desirable 
to gain some idea of the biota of the island as a whole, because of its 
Canadian character. Even then, the survey was confined almost exclu- 
sively to the region south of the Greenstone Range. 

As mentioned in the report for 1904 (Ruthven, ’06, pp. 11-12), the aim 
of the work was not simply to collect specimens, but also to study the 
relations of the plant and animal life (the biota) to their surround- 
ings. The environment as well as the biota was considered from a dyn- 
amic standpoint, and an effort was made to analyze the environment 
in order that the dominant conditions and processes of which it is com- 
posed might be recognized, and their Jaws of change be perceived and 
formulated. To resolve such: a problem as this must of necessity 
require more time and detailed investigation than the possibilities of a 
few months work will permit, and yet it is equally evident that prelimi- 
nary work should be carried on from a genetic standpoint, because such 
a method determines upon what facts emphasis should be placed, and the 
broader and more general relations, as well as the details, are equally 
subject to a genetic and dynamic treatment. In preliminary work of 
this character, it is considered of special importance to discover, if pos- 
sible, the order of the major biotic successions, because these succes- 

sions must be clearly perceived before their causes can undergo ade- 
quate analysis. Our knowledge of causes generally lags far behind our 
recognition of successions. 

Thus throughout the study of the Isle Royale biota a special effort 
was made to investigate the genesis or successions of events. The en- 
vironment has not been considered as limited to habitats alone, but 
also to include that greater unit, the geographic. To ignore this is 

to overlook the real background. It is believed that certain advantages 
are derived from this method of work, which, although they may be 
recognized from other points of view, are likely to be subordinated to 

other facts. It should not for a moment be thought that this method is 

considered as the only one of approach, but it appears to have certain 
advantages which seem to justify its adoption. Nor should it be inferred 
that the genesis of the biota and the habitat is all that should be in- 
cluded in an ecological survey. The problem of succession is only one of 
several which clearly show the intimate relations and responses between 
organisms and their environment; others that remain. to be investigated 
involve physiological and structural changes, and yarious modifications 
of habit and behavior of both plants and animals. 
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The ecological relations in the north are so different, in some respects, 

from, those farther south, that one may easily form an erroneous con- 
ception of the conditions under which such a preliminary investigation 
mav be made. A very favorable condition for the work was the fact that 
practically all the time was devoted to it, instead of only occasional 
trips being made for the purpose, as is necessary with those busy with 
other duties. There are also certain advantages in being able to be in 
the field continuously, as a certain familiarity with conditions is ac- 
quired in the beginning, especially where the variety of forms is limited, 
which otherwise would involve time upon each visit. Although 
most of the members of our party were upon the island only during July 
and August, yet at this time those seasonal phenomena were concen- 
trated which require much more, or several times that amount of time 
for their development farther south. The seasonal contrast is well il- 
lustrated when the summer season at the other extreme of the State of 
Michigan—500 miles away—is contrasted with that of Isle Royale. Such 
relations are further reinforced by the fact that the species and 
societies which are dominant in the various northern habitats are 
verv much smaller in number than farther south. This necessarily sim- 

plifies the problem, and to a corresponding degree reduces the chances 
of error in anticipating biotic changes which are correlated with those 
of the environment. This is a relation of much importance in the study 
‘of succession. The writer was especially impressed with the relative 
simplicity of the problem of environmental relations and of the biotic 
succession upon Isle Royale, and has received further confirmation of the 
epinion that a tendency to exaggerate the complexity of the environ- 
ment is prevalent. 

An important aid in environmental analysis has been received from 
the effort to distinguish the major or geographic features of the gross 
environment from the minor habitat units which make up the mosaic 
or complex, although their mutual and genetic relations were not 
overlooked. Some of these relations have been well expressed by 
Montgomery in his comment on distribution (’06, p. 6) as follows: 
“And, as is always the case when. the method has been consistent and 
scientific, the factors of distribution and the meaning of it will ulti- 
mately be stated in verv simple form. These factors appear to us now 
to be enormously complex, but this is because we have hardly com- 
menced to analyze them.” 

At this point it should be mentioned that there are certain dif- 
ficulties which tend to confuse the field worker, which, if clearly 
understood, will often be of aid in ecological studies. In pursuing 
field studies, in addition to a knowledge of the species, one of the first 
essentials is a familiarity with the habits and habitat preferences of 
organisms; and further, there should be the ability to recognize how 
the dominance of one society is transformed into that of another. 
The lack of a sufficient power of constructive imagination makes the 
detection of such transformations very difficult, perhaps even impossible 
to some. This limitation almost completely restricts such a student 
to the purely descriptive phases of field ecology, because the explanatory 
phase lies beyond his grasp, although there remains for him a large 
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field for useful and valuable activity in the study of habitat preference, 
and the mutual relations of the associated species in given habitats. A 
familiarity with the forms studied, under diverse circumstances, de- 
velops a certain perspective which is a great help in preventing confusion 
caused by minor and relatively insignificant details. 

The limited time spent in the present investigation did not permit 
detailed studies of the interrelations of the organisms within the habitat, 
either in their relation to the environment or to each other. In local 
studies attention is usually given to detailed life histories rather than 
to a deliberate study of their interrelations as members of a society. 
The emphasis which is sometimes. placed upon individual life histories 
would lead one to expect that such histories could be assembled and 
would give us the same result as if they had been studied as a society. 
But the points of view are so different that such a result, although 
theoretically possible, is unlikely to be obtained. At this time we only 
wish to emphasize the fact that both methods should be used to secure 
the best results. For example, in applying -these principles to the study 
of birds, the life histories of the dominant species of a society might 
first be given special attention. Then the relations of the dominant 
species to others of the association and to the environment may be deter- 
mined and later on the subordinate kinds considered. This will involve 
prolonged study in the field (and Jaboratory) of the habits of nesting, 
feeding, rearing of young, etc., as influenced not only by other mem- 
bers of the same species, but also by other species in the same habitat. 
The same general method is applicable to other groups of organisms. 

3. Previous Biological Investigations upon Isle Royale. Previous to 
the investigations by the Museum party in 1904, (Ruthven and others, 
706) there seems to have been very little study of the Isle Royale biota. 
Several collections of plants and animals have been made, but very little 
has been published about them. In 1848 W. D. Whitney was “ornithologist 
and botanist” for the government geological survey parties, and he pub- 
lished a list of the plants found. (Foster and Whitney, ’51, pp. 359-381). 
Incidental mention is also made in these geological reports of the collec- 
tions of animals (Foster and Whitney, ’50, pp. 17, 51, 201; Jackson, 49. 
pp. 423, 440, 441,) ; but, so far as known to the writer, no detailed reports 
were published. 

So far as the vegetation is concerned, the most important source of 
information is the maps of the Ives Linear Survey. Here the general 
character of the forest, the extent of the swamps, and the underbrush 
are indicated. Mr. Henry Gilman (’73), of Detroit, made two visits 
to the island (one of which was in 1873); and his botanical and ethno- 
logical collections were presented to Columbia and Harvard Colleges. 
In 1890 Mr. F. FE. Wood made a collection of plants from the vicinity 
of Rock Harbor and presented them to the herbarium of the Botanical 
Department of the University of Michigan; and in 1901 W. A. Wheeler 
(701) published a short paper on some plants taken on the northeast 
end of the island. 

The invertebrate fauna found in the deep water off Isle Royale was 
examined by Smith in 1871, and a list of Coleoptera from Isle Royale 
was published by Hubbard and Schwarz (’78). The writer has recently 
published a paper on certain phases of the problem of succession, as 
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illustrated by the birds upon Isle Royale. This paper, with some ad- 
ditions, is included in this volume. Detailed references to these papers 
will be found in the accompanying bibliographies. 

From the above remarks, is it quite evident that very little attention 
has been given to the biological conditions of the island, and much 
remains to be done. In all probability other naturalists have visited 
the Isle, but I have not learned of their results. 

4. Historical Note. The history of Isle Royale, since its cession 
by the Chippewa Indians in 18438, is, in brief, one of prospecting, 
mining explorations, fishing, summer resorts, and scientific surveys of 
the topography, hydrology, geology, and biology. 

A general historical account is given in Lane’s report (98) on the geol- 
ogy of the island, and need be mentioned here only inv outline. There 
is abundant evidence that in prehistoric times the Indians mined copper 
on the island. Within three or four years after the cession of the island 
to the United States, it was invaded by prospectors and explorers, so 
that by 1847, according to Lane, “the island presented perhaps as lively 
a scene as ever in its history.” At this time the Lihear Survey was 
made by William Ives. But this period of activity was only of short 
duration, for the decline was almost as rapid as had been the ascent, and 
by 1855 the “island was a desert once more, with no permanent in- 
habitants.” (Lane). This passive condition of affairs lasted until the 
Lake Survey engineers arrived in 1867. This survey continued until 
1871, during which interval explorations were somewhat revived, and 
continued for several years, only to be followed by another relapse and 
still another ascent in 1891, when a number of careful and detailed 
explorations were made for copper by means of the diamond drill. 
But this activity also ceased about 1892. A year later, and again in 
1895, Dr. Lane visited the island for geological investigations. 

The mineral sources are thus seen to have been the main attraction. 
The forest growth is too stunted and inaccessible to have merited the 
attention of lumbermen, although several timber prospectors were pre- 
sent during the summer of 1905. During more recent years the fish- 
ing and summer resort business have attracted some attention to the 
island, and have made it accessible during the summer through regular 
steamboat service. The climate, scenery and the fishing ‘make. the 
island very attractive as a summer resort, but it should be recognized 
that if the scenery is to be preserved the forests must be protected 
from fires, because reforestation is exceedingly slow on land with such 
a shallow soil. It is to be hoped that the geographic isolation may be a 
protection from such devastation, because the cool summer climate, 
the rocky coast, the forests, the picturesque scenery, and the 
surrounding Lake Superior, are natural features which should long 
remain attractive to summer visitors. If the interest in copper should 
revive permanently, the biota will become greatly modified, in which 
case some conception of the conditions upon the island in 1904 and 
1905 will be preserved by these records. 

[It may be of interest to note here that 86,000 acres of the island 
were for sale in the winter of 1908 for $150,000. Lane.] 

5. Available Maps of Isle Royale. The available maps are not 
generally known to the public, and are therefore listed here, especially 
those which are of value from a biological standpoint. 
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1. The Ives Linear Survey Maps. Because of their large size (2 
inches to the mile), and the details concerning the character of the 
swamps, the forest and the soil, this is the most useful map for the 
field. Photolithographic copies of the township maps, of which there 
are eighteen, may be secured for 25 cents each from the General Land 
Office at Washington, D. C. 

2. The U. 8S. Lake Survey Chart of Isle Royale, (Catalog No. Sh.). 
This is very useful because it indicates the topography, in part by 
hachures, and gives the details of the coast, including soundings and 
the character of the bottom. A large tract of the interior, between 
lakes Desor and Chickenbone, is unmapped. This map may be secured 
for 25 cents from the Lake Survey Offices at Detroit and Duluth. An 
excellent chart of the entire Lake Superior basin may be secured from 
the same source. 

8. Lane’s Geological Map. Published by the Michigan State Geo- 
logical Survey. It accompanies Lane’s report (’98) on the geology of 
the island, and is on a scale of 5 of an inch to the mile. 

4. Passage Island Topographic Sheet. This is the only sheet pub- 
lished by the U. 8. Geological Survey which includes any part of Isle 
Royale, and it covers only the extreme northeastern end of the island. 
This may be secured from the Survey for 5 cents. The contour inter- 
val is 20 feet, and the scale one inch to tlie mile. 

5. An English land company is said to own much of the island, and 
has published a map on a scale of % of an inch to the mile. The agent 
for this company is R. R. Goodell, Houghton, Michigan. 

II. THE’ BIOTA CONSIDERED BY STATIONS. 

1.- The Location of Field Stations in 1905. As a detailed survey of 
the entire island was impossible, it was necessary to select representa- 
tive localities and conditions, or habitats, and to devote to these all 
available time for study and collecting. In order to make sure that 
these conditions were representative, considerable care was necessary 
in locating these stations. In general a Station, in the strict sense, 
stands for a region, while a Substation refers to a particular habitat, 
usually of relatively limited extent. The character and extent of a 
Substation, (or, as it is generally called, for the sake of brevity, a 
“station,”) was determined primarily by the relatively homogeneous 
character of the conditions. Thus a “station,” as the Balsam-Spruce 
forest (V, 4) for example, varied somewhat in its extent with different 
groups of organisms. In the case of birds it included a greater area 
than was necessary for many invertebrates, such as land snails, but 
in every case such a “station” is intended to enable one to determine 
what organisms were dominant and characteristic of such a sample 
situation. 

Some such system of sampling is generally advantageous or necessary, 
and this is particularly essential in the case of a surveying party, in 
order to give definiteness and co-ordinated activity to their work, parti- 
cularly if the results are to be made at all comparable. Of course some 
individual judgment is necessary in applying such a plan to different 

groups, but no more perhaps than is necessary to carry out any other 
comprehensive plan. 
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1. Location of Ficld Stations, 1905. 

Light-house Peninsula, between Rock Harbor and the 
head of Conglomerate Bay, Sec. 26 and N. E. 14 Sec. 34, T. 66 N., R. 34 
Ww. 

Sub. 

Sub. 
Sub. 
Sub. 
Sub. 

Sub. 

Sub. 

Station IT. 
20, 29, 30, T. 

Sub. 

Sub. 

Sub. 

Sub. 

Sub. 

Station III. 

Sub. 

Sub. 
. Sub. 

Sub. 
Sub. 

Sub. 

Lake and Bay Beaches. 
Natural Rock Clearings, N. E. 14 Sec. 26. 
Balsam-Spruce Forest, N. E. 14 Sec. 26. 
Tamarack, and Arbor Vitae Swamps, Sec. 26. 
Jack Pine Ridge, 8S. W. % Sec. 26 and 8S. E. 4 Sec. 27. 
Sphagnum-Spruce Bog, 8. W. 14 Sec. 26 and 8. E. 
YY Sec. 27. 

Light-house Clearing, “N. W. 14 Sec. 26. 
Rock Harbor and McGargoe Cove Trail, Sec. 27, 22, 21, 

66 N., R. 34 W., and Sec. 25 and 26, R. 35 W., T. 66 N. 
1. Benson Brook and Ransom Clearing (outlet of Benson 

Lake), N. E. 4% Sec. 27 and 8. E. % Sec. 22, T. 
66 N., R. 34 W. 

2. Tamarack Swamp, 8S. W. 14 Sec. 22 and 8S. E. 14 Sec. 
21, T. 66 N., R. 34 W 

Sf 2 OUR Se Ne 

3. Rock Ridge Clearings (burned over), Sec. 21 and 20, 
T. 66 N., R. 34 W. 

4. McCargoe Cove, at end of Trail, N. E. 44 Sec. 26, 
T. 66 N., R. 35 W. 

Forbes Lake, N. E. 14 Sec. 28, T. 66 N., R. 34 W. 
Western End of Rock Harbor, Sec. 28, 33 and 32, T. 

66 N., R. 34 W., and Sec. 5 and 4, T. 65 N., R. 34 W. 
Small Island, 8. E. 44 Sec. 32. 
In Harbor at West end of Island, Sub. 1. 
Bulrush Zone and Delta, Sec. 32, T. 66 N., R. 34 W. 
Trail to Sumner Lake, Sec. 33, T. 66 N., R. 34 W. 
Sumner Lake, Sec. 33 and 34, T. 66 N., R. 34 W. 
Southwest Coves of Rock Harbor, Sec. 5 and 4, T. 
65 N., R. 384 W. 

or 

OU Oe iRo 

Station IV. Tobin Harbor and Vicinity, T. 66 and 67 N., R. 33 W. 
Sub. 

Sub. 
Sub. 

Sub. 

Sub. 

Sub. 

Sub. 

Sub. 8. 

Sub. 

Station V. 
Sub. 

Sub. 

Sub. 

1. Scovill Point, Sec. 26 and 35, T. 67 N., R. 33 W. 
2. Island No. 14, Sec. 26, T. 67 N., R. 33 W. 
3. Bayou, North of Monument Rock Trail, N. W. 14 Sec. 

34, T. 67 N., R. 33 W. 
4. Trail to Monument Rock, N. W. 14 Sec. 34, T. 67 N., 

R. 83 W. 
5. Clearing at Neutson’s Resort (Park Place), Sec. 4, T. 

66 N., RB. 33 W. 
6. Small island in Tobin Harbor, Sec. 5, T. 66 N., R. 33 W. 
7. Head of Tobin Harbor, Sec. 7, T. 66 N., R. 33 W. 
8. Trail to Greenstone Range, Sec. 7, T. 66 N., R. 33 W., 

and Sec. 12; T. 66 N., R. 34 W. 
9. Mountain Top, Sec. 12, T. 66 N., R. 34 W. 
Siskowit Bay, Lake and Vicinity. 

1. The Beach, (at camp), Sec, 32, T. 65 N., R. 35 W. 
2. Heath Zone and Beach, Sec. 33. T. 65 N, R. 35 W. 
3. Rock Clearing (at camp), Sec. °39, T. 65 N . R. 385 W. 
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Sub. 4. Trail through Balsam-Birch Forest, Sec. 32 and 31, T. 

G5 N., R. 35 W. 
Sub. 5. Tamarack Swamp, N. W. 14 Sec. 32, T. 65 N., R. 35 W 
Sub. 6. South Shore of Siskowit Lake, Sec. 31 and 32, T. 65 

N., R. 35 W. 
Sub. 7. Haytown Trail, from Siskowit Lake, West Line of Sec. 

24, across Sec. 18, T. 65 N., R. 36 W., cf. Lane, 798, 
pl. XI. 

Sub. 8 Arbor Vitae Swamp, at end of Haytown Trail, N. W- 
14 Sec. 13, T. 65 N., R. 36 W. 

Sub. 9 Ontlet of Siskowit Lake, N. W. 14 Sec. 36, T. 65 N., 
R. 36 W., and Sec. 31, T. 65 N., R. 35 W. 

Sub. 10. Long Island Gull Rookery and Menagerie Island, T. 
64. N., RL35 W. 

Sub. 11. Tamarack-Spruce Swamp, Sec. 33, T. 65 N., R. 35 W. 
The following stations were examined by the Museum party during 

the season of 1904. VPart of these Stations were re-examined and will 
be referred to by Station number and date, thus: Sta. I, ’04. 

stration I, 04. Clearing on the Shore of Washington Harbor, Sec. 29, 
T. 64 N., R. 88 W. 

Station IT, 04. Washington Creek, Sec. 29, T. 64 N., R. 38 W. 
Station III, ‘04. Trail along the top of Greenstone Range (Desor 

Trail). T. 64 N., R. 37, 38 W. 
Station IV, ‘04. Washington Brook, Sees. 28 and 32, T. 64 N., R. 88 W. 
Station V, ’04. Tamarack Swamp, Sec. 20, T. 64 N., R. 38 W. 
Station VI, ’04. South of Greenstone Range, Sec. 32, T. 64 N., R. 38 W. 
Station VIT, 04. Lake Desor, T. 64 N., R. 32 W. 
Station VIII, ‘04. Western end of Siskowit Bay, Secs. 27 and 28. 

T. 64.N., BR. 387 W. 
Station IX, ’04. Southwestern end of Minong Trap Range, Sec. 30, 

T. 64 N., R. 39 W. 
Station X, *04.. Washington Harbor, T. 64 N., R. 38 W. 
2. General Characteristics of the Stations. In this section, I do not 

aim to give a completely correlated account of the biota of each sta- 
tion, but to present a general idea of the main characteristics of the 
various situations examined, and some of their common and represen- 
tative plants and animals. Photographs illustrating the  charac- 
teristics of the various “stations” will accompany this section, and 
should be consulted in connection with the text. 

Station I, Substation 1. The Lake and Bay Beaches. This “station” 
includes the shore line from Rock Harbor, near the light-house, Fig. 7. 
to the head of Conglomerate Bay. The entire shore was not studied in 
detail, as most of the time was devoted to the beaches which are being 
formed at the heads of the coves and bays. Quite a variety of condi- 

tions are represented along this shore, due not only to the degree of 
exposure to the waves of Lake Superior, but also to the character of 
the rocky coast itself. All degrees of shore and beach are developed, from 
overhanging and vertical cliffs, Mig. 2, with bases strewn with large 
blocks lowered by sapping, to a shore line with a low angle strewn with 
shingle and gravel, and a sandy beach, as found at the head of Conglom- 
erate Bay. Ih harmony with the dip of the rocks and the effect of the 
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glacial ice movement upon the valley slopes, which tend to be gentle 
on the southeastern side, the corresponding shores of the bays and 
coves are usually at a low angle, except possibly where faulting has 
taken place, or a wave cut terrace has been developed. The northern 
sides of the bays are comparatively abrupt, and there is thus a tendency 
for the cliffs to occur mainly upon the northern slopes and shores. The 
larger bays are the submerged portions of the valleys, mark the 
location of the less resistant rocks, and are inherited topographic fea- 
tures; but many of the minor coves and the rocky headlands have been 
carved by the activity of the present lake. The beaches are ouly de- 
veloped at the heads of the coves and bays, and are very Jargely com- 
posed of shingle and gravel. The only extensive sand beach seen was 
at the head of Conglomerate Bay. The character of the material com- 
posing these beaches clearly shows its local origin, and emphasizes the 
isolation which prevents long shore transportation of such material. Thus 
only floating material is liable to extensive long shore dispersal, a signifi- 
tant fact that bears upon the dispersal of the snail life along the shore. 

During severe storms, the wave action upon this coast is quite in- 
tense and even the waves of the summer storms are quite active, as may 
be seen by referring to Fig. 3. The blue deep lake water comes close 
up to the shore, so that generally no breaker line is developed off shore. 
In several places there are numerous reefs or islands (usually the iso- 
lated continuations of the rock ridges), which tend to break the force 
of the waves rolling in from the open lake. 

No effort was made to study the life of the open lake, only the shallow 
water of the bays and coves being examined. The major environmental 
features of the coast are the Lower, Middle and Upper Beaches; but these 
are-only differentiated clearly at the heads of the coves and harbors. 
The Lower and Middle Beaches are only seasonal expressions of the same 
phenomena, but ecologically they are fairly distinct. 

The Lower Beach. This beach extends from the shallow water to 
the upper limit of the summer waves. The submerged portion is not 
sharply defined above on account of the changes in level of the water 
surface, due to waves, the periodical and seasonal fluctuations, and the 
atmospheric pressure (seiches). In time there has been a downward 
migration of the entire beach zone, a tendency which is in part counter- 
acted by the northward elevation of the land. This is the zone domi- 
nated by water, ice, and wave action. It is certainly a sharply defined 
tension line upon an exposed coast, which clearly suggests that it is not 
probable that many forms of animals have made the transition from 
fresh water to the land under such conditions. If we consider the 
shore habitats as including all stages from a rock cliff to the sand beach, 
the lower beach and the protected shores are the most favorable aquatic 
habitats upon such shores. 

Upon the sloping rock, shingle, gravel and sand beaches is found a 
varied fauna. In winter, when the bays are frozen over, a calm is pro- 
duced which must be favorable to the preservation of the aquatic life 
upon this stormy coast. 

The general character of the sandy beach at the head of Conglomerate 
Bay is shown in Fig. 4. The life of the submerged portion of the shore’ 
is quite limited, except on the beaches and protected portions. The vege- 

2 
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tation consists of algae, which grows in moderate abundance, though 

not luxuriantly, as found about the Gull Rookery (V, 10), or at the 
fishermen’s camp at Rock Harbor, a fact which suggests that the abun- 
dance of suitable nitrogenous material is much greater in such places 
than in the open lake water. With the development of the fall storms, 
Mr. J. A. Malone states that these rocks (V. 10) are washed free of 
the algae, thus evidently necessitating a repopulation of these surfaces 
each season. 

The characteristic fauna secured in the shallow water shore margins 
were the snails, Limnaea stagnalis, L. emarginata, and Physa sayii. A 
small fish, the Miller’s Thumb, Uranidea franklini, is also fairly abun- 
dant and characteristic of this shore. 

Upon low rocky shores beach pools, Fig. 5, are occasionally found 
which, when favorably located, are supplied with water by the ordinary 
summer waves, otherwise by storm waves and rains. The precarious 
existence of life in such places is indicated by the general type 
of the fauna, which shows exceptional power of locomotion, usually 
coupled with a short life cycle. The immature stages of insects 
are rather characteristic, as shown by nymphs of the water boat- 
men, Coriza, dragonflies and Caddis fly larvae. Water beetles were 
represented by Rhantus binotatus, and the snails by Limnaea emarginata 
and Planorbis parvus. The Gulls and Spotted Sandpipers should be 
mentioned as birds which frequent these conditions. 

The Middle Beach. This beach occupies the strip of shore over which 
the winter waves retreat as they fall to the upper summer storm limit. It 
is thus seen that the Middle Beach is only a temporary or summer aban- 
donment of part of the upper shore, which is repeatedly claimed by the 
winter waves. In summer this strip is exposed to denudation; in the 

fall and early winter, to the fury of the waves, and, later, it is covered 
with ice. Driftwood and debris tend to lodge here and to accumulate. 
It is an important region of biotic invasion for land forms. Beach 
pools are also developed in this area, upon the abandoned wave cut ter- 
races of earlier lake levels. Upon the cliff faces, sloping rock shores and 
shingle beaches, little is found that is favorable to life, but upon the 
protected sand of the Middle Beach, relatively favorable conditions for 
many organisms are found during its period of exposure. The character 
of the substratum of the Middle Beach varies from rock to shingle, 
gravel and sand. 

The characteristic features of the vegetation, where the wave action 
is not too severe, are the fruits which are washed ashore by the waves, 
together with certain annuals and lichens. The fauna varies with the 
character of the conditions. The open character of this beach and the 

relative abundance of animal food makes such situations favorable for 
spiders of the genus Pardosa. The same open character makes the 

shores a favorable patrol for certain butterflies, particularly Basilar- 
chia arthemis. Insects and snails washed ashore by the waves also 
characterize this habitat. 

The Upper Beach. This part of the beach is beyond the reach of the 
waves, and forms the transition between the open beach area and the 
inland forests. The width of this belt varies greatly with the gradient of 
the shore. Where the beach is continuous with a more or less bare rock 

- 
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ridge, this habitat may be rather extensive and ill defined, as at the ridge 
south of the light-house (I, 2), but when it borders a depression, as at 
the head of the rockbound coves, or where a beach is well developed, 
this transitional zone is more clearly defined and limited. When this 
beach is wide and grades into the rock openings, as in Figures 6 and 7. 
the crustaceous and foliaceous lichens grow upon the rocks; but if 
soil accumulates, as is shown in Fig. 6, the Cladonia—Bearberry society 
becomes established, and includes some annuals, such as Solidago. <A 
limited variety of insects, especially ants, characterize such conditions. 
When adjacent to the forests, in depressions, this beach is generally bor- 
dered by alders, some aspens and voung trees. 

The fauna consists largely of insects, such as butterflies, certain dra- 
gonflies and Hymenoptera, which frequent the open places on wing. 

Station I, Substation 2. Natural Rock Clearings. This Station con- 
sists of two small rock openings, one just north of the light-house, and 
the other south of it, on the north side of the entrance to Tonkin Bay. 
only a short distance from the light-house. They were both park-like ave- 
nues extending along the ridges, largely bordered by the Balsam-Spruce 
forest. 

The north ridge will first be considered. The general character of the 
opening is well shown in Fig. 8. The White Spruce, Balsam, Paper 
Birch and Arbor Vitae bound the ridge on either side, within which 
there is a distinct heath zone of Bearberry and patches of Cladonia, while 
along the central aisle there is a shallow residual and humic soil on the 
almost bare rock. The south slope is rather gradual, but the north 
slope and the end of the ridge at the shore form a cliff. 

The fauna of this location was limited. Snails were found among 
the Cladonia, such as Vertigo, Zonitoides arborea and Pyramidula 
cronkheiteit anthonyi. This was also a runway for Hares. 

The south opening or clearing is situated on a low sandstone ridge 
which slopes down to the beach, and is thus in marked contrast to the 
north clearing, which ended in a cliff. This gradual slope beautifully 
illustrates the transition from the bare rock beach, through the moss 
and lichen zone, to the Cladonia, Bearberry and Solidago fiora, (Figs. 
6 and 7), and on to the crest of the ridge, Fig. 9, with its dominance 
of Cladonia and Bearberry. The severity of the conditions is furthered 
by the weathering of the sandstone into thin scale like layers, about 14 
of an inch thick, which become loosened and slide down the slope. Thus 
a vegetation may become fixed to the rock surface, but not permanently 
to the slope. These scale like fragments are shown in Fig. 6. That a 
greater amount of vegetation would grow here, if the soil were allowed . 
to accumulate, is shown in Fig. 6, where such conditions have been 
produced by the presence of a larger boulder. The Cladonia-Bearberry 
avenue extends along the crest of the ridge, Fig. 9. This is bounded 
by large Jack Pines near the beach, and farther from the shore by the 
Balsam-Birch forest. 

The zonal distribution on the ridges is quite marked; the central strip 
is composed of Cladonia, Bearberry, Solidago, and Linnea borealis; 
while this is bordered by a shrub zone composed of Juniperus nana, 
alder, Arbor Vitae and young Balsams, and a bordering tree zone is com- 
posed primarily of Balsam. When once the shade of the forest, es- 
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specially that of the Balsams, encroaches upon the Cladonia society, 
the Bearberry first becomes reduced in number, and is then replaced 
by Aster macrophyllus, and a moss from the forest floor. The former 
is perhaps the most striking and characteristic shade plant upon Isle 
Royale. The succession, or order of invasion on the ridge, from the Cla- 
donia to the Juniper and into the Balsam forest, is thus briefly shown 
in the transverse section from the central ridge to its margin. This zonal 
phenomenon, as will be seen later, is only an expression of the relative 
rates of invasion, and is not a phenomenon separate from the normal 
succession. 

The soil upon the top of the ridge is about two inches deep. It is 
residual, supplemented by the humus from a now extinct crustaceous 
lichen society (that of the Cladonia-Bearberry), and at its margins 
by the Juniper, Balsam, Birch and Jack Pine leaves and debris and 
further, to an important degree, by the excrement of the numerous 
Varying Hares which frequent the rock ridges. 

In the case of rock ridges which entend down to the beach and are 
thus in direct communication with the shore drift, conditions exist 
which show how such ridges may have been invaded by lichens froin 
two sources—the shore drift and the exposed beach itself—because of 
the continuity of the rock habitat. Of course possibly another origin 
is to be found in the fact that this ridge was itself once a beach. Ants, 
grasshoppers and a few other insects characterize this fauna, which 
is limited in variety, but fairly abundant in individuals. The Hares 
are abundant and form distinct paths or runways, as shown in Fig. 9. 

Station I, Substation 3. Balsam-White Spruce Forest. This station 
included the forest traversed by a blazed trail from near the south- 
eastern part of Sta. I, 2, and extended northward to the clearing about 
the light-house (I, 7), and beyond it to the north rock clearing (I, 2). 
Most of the region occupied by the forest is of low relief, with an occa- 
sional low rock ridge or hill. The dominant tree was the Balsam Fir, 
with much Paper Birch and White Spruce. Where the forest was very 
dense, especially if due to the number of Balsams, the ground was densely 
shaded and there was almost no herbaceous ground cover; but wherever 
there was a small opening, due to a fallen tree, or where one had been 
cut down, there was an abundant growth of Large-leaved Aster and 
White-flowering Raspberry; and it was in the midst of such conditions 
that young Balsams abounded. These were very characteristic plants in 
such conditions. In most cases a thick layer of humus covered the 
ground, but the tree growth was of small size. The common size of the 
Balsam was about 4 inches, the larger ones reaching 8 to 10 inches. The 
Birches averaged larger, usually about 6 inches. No evidence of burns 
were seen, but probably many trees have been cut from this vicinity, 
because of its proximity to the light-house, and the former Indian camp- 
ground now occupied by the fishermen. The Balsam appeared to become 
dominant at this place, as more young trees of this species were seen 
than of any other. 

The fauna found in this forest was rather limited, and doubtless 
great numbers of the insects which were taken in the clearing about the 
light-house (I, 7), bred in the adjacent forests. This is particularly true 
of the Cerambycids and other wood infesting beetles, the wood-boring 
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Hymenoptera (Urocerus), and their parasites. In addition to such spe- 
cies as feed upon Balsam, White Spruce and Paper Birch and their asso- 
ciated vegetation, there were those animals which are dependent upon 
the shade, moisture, soil, decaying logs and other features associated 
with forests. To this class belong certain insects which frequent decay- 
ing timber or the fungi growing upon them, and the earthworms of the 
soil, the ground beetles or Carabids, and the ground-inhabiting spiders, 
Lycosids. Some of the birds found were: Chickadee, Red-breasted 
Nuthatch, Golden-crowned Kinglet, Whitewinged Crossbill and Purple 
Finch. 

Station I, 4. Tamarack and Arbor Vitae or White Spruce Swamps. 
This swamp is located in one of the valleys near the head of Tonkin 
Bay, and extends back from the bay about one-fourth of a mile. It 
begins just back of the beach and is bordered by a strip of Alders, 
Paper Birch, Mountain Ash, young Balsams and White Spruces. The 
rock walls of this valley are about 75 or 100 feet apart and are well 
shaded and covered by lichens and mosses, the south surface largely by 
lichens alone. Back of the marginal beach strip above mentioned, comes 
the dense growth cf very large Arbor Vitae trees, intermingled with nu- 
merous large fallen trunks, partially decayed and covered with a dense 
growth of mosses. In the dryer places the ground is covered with a 
dense litter, and a thick damp or wet mass of mosses, but no pools of 
water. The undergrowth is composed of young Balsams, Birch and 
Ground Hemlock, Fig. 10. 

Proceeding farther up the valley, the Arbor Vitae is replaced by 
Balsams and Paper Birch; the forest is more open, and the amount of 
moss on the ground is greatly reduced, and is replaced by a growth of 
Large-leaved Aster and large quantities of Ground Hemlock—all of 
this vegetation being indicative of mesophytic conditions. In this re- 
gion there are scattered pockets or small pools of water containing 
dogwoods. Still farther up the valley the Balsams and Arbor Vitae con- 
tinue and Tamaracks are added, but no standing water was found. The 
valley turns, and returns to the bay on the north side of the ridge which 
bounds the Arbor Vitae swamp on the north; the entire basin is thus 
somewhat horseshoe shaped. The returning section becomes almost pure 
Tamarack and contains numerous small pools of water. The conspicu- 
ous feature of this environment is its jungle-like character, the rapid ac- 
cumulation of litter and humus, and the damp substratum. 

The fauna of such a bog is surprisingly limited in variety and amount. 
A few shells were found, as Pyranidula cronkhcitet anthonyi and, in 
the small] pools, Pisidium. The large numbers of Mosquitoes and Black 
Flies made up for all deficiencies, and were almost intolerable. The 
birds frequenting this forest were the Red-breasted Nuthatch, Black- 
throated Green Warbler and Chickadce. 

Station I, 5. The Jack Pine Ridge. This ridge is located near the 
mouth of Conglomerate Bay, on the north shore. Some general idea 
of the location is given in Fig. 11, which is a view looking toward the 
head of Conglomerate Bay. Just back of the beach, on an outcrop of 
conglomerate, was a small rock clearing, with Cladonia, Juniperus nana, 
and a wild rose. From here the trail extended through a narrow strip 
of forest, composed of Balsams, White Spruce and Arbor Vitae, with an 
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undergrowth of Balsam, Mountain Alder, and a ground cover of Large- 
leaved. Aster, and passed on through a belt. of young growth of Birch, 
with the usual White-flowering Raspberry and Large- leaved Aster, ig. 
12, and up the face of an escarpment to the crest rae the ridge, which 
had a height of about 100 feet above the lake level. From the abundance 
and characteristic growth of Jack Pines on this ridge, the station takes 
its name. Part of ‘the ridge has been burned over, as was shown by the 
burned and fallen timber, but the part to which our attention was given 
was apparently an original growth. The Jack Pine was scattered, and 
largely occupied the depressions and the larger crevices. The ridge is 
fairly flat topped, but is occasionally broken by transverse gullies, which 
contain Aspens, Birches, etc. The surface of the lava has weathered 
but little in some places, the original roche moutonées surface 
being very clearly preserved, and the planed glacial surface but little 
eroded. Near the escarpment, however, disintegration and decomposi- 
tion have been much more active, probably influenced in part by lake 
waves at former levels, thereby developing a talus slope. composed of an- 
gular blocks, and in some places forming a stony soil. All intermediate 
stages are found between these two extremes. In addition to the large 
amount of bare rock surface, and that covered by only a thin layer of soil 

and vegetation, the shallowness of the soil is further evidenced by over- 
turned trees, Fig. 13. This soil is of residual and organic origin, the 
crustaceous lichens and the Cladonia-Bearberry society, and later the 
Jack Pines, having contributed much to its formation. The excrement of 
the Hares has also been an important factor in soil formation, and that 

of the Lynx also, though to a much less degree. 
The process of weathering must be relatively rapid on this ridge, 

because it is exposed to the winds at all-seasons of the vear, and to the 
marked seasonal and daily changes of temperature. The heat of the 
noonday sun is excessive, and the radiation from the nearly bare rock 
must be rapid, as it also is at night, so that the various influences con- 
sequent to temperature changes are allowed full play. Weathering is 
further favored by the irregularities of the surface, and the crevices, 
which allow the accumulation and downward conduction of this moisture, 
thus permitting the prying action of ice. 

In general, the succession of plant societies on this ridge appears 
to be about as follows: MLichens are the pioneers on the rock surface, 
and these may be of several species, Umbilicaria, and the crustaceous 
and foliaceous forms. As a soil develops in the crevices or on the sur- 
faces, these are followed by Cladonia, Bearberry, Sibbaldiopsis tridentata, 
Solidago, Diervilla diervilla (Bush Honeysuckle) ; and later, when the 
soil becomes deeper, by Amelanchicr, Prunus pennsylranica (probably 
dispersed to these ridges by birds) and Juniperus nana. The presence 
of the Small-toothed Aspen, willow and an occasional Birch probably in- 
dicates the next society. In the shade of the Birches and Jack Pines 
Solidago and Aster macrophyllus occur, if sufficient soil is developed. 
From the character of the vegetation in the ravines which traversed the 
ridge, and upon the talus slope toward the bay, it is apparent that the 
next societv tends to be that of Birch and Aspen with some. Balsam, 
Pennsylvania Cherry, Mt. Alder; and a ground cover of Large-leaved 
Aster, Large-flowering Raspberry, Ground Cornel and Lycopodium. It 
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is clearly seen that among these there are several elements of the 
Balsam, White Spruce and Birch forest society, which tends to ulti- 
mately possess the ridge. 

The fauna of the ridge is quite diversified, and there is a general 
faunal correlation corresponding with these successions of the vegetation. 
Thus during the Lichen-Heath stage, ants and spiders, certain shells, 
‘and grasshoppers are abundant. As the soil becomes thicker or the 
crevices déepen, a subterranean fauna, consisting of myriapods, earth- 
worms, etc., develops. As shrubs and trees encroach in patches, the 
animals frequenting the open tend to perpetuate themselves mainly at 
the open margins. From this condition on, so far as the fauna is con- 
cerned, it is largely a question of an “opening” or a forest environment. 
So long as this habitat remains open, the grasshoppers, ants, spiders, 
butterflies, flies, and certain Hymenoptera, Hares and Bats are character- 
istic, and this condition tends to continue as long as the trees are 
scattered. The Cicada is very characteristic of the Jack Pine stage, 
and although it occurs elsewhere in young Birches it is not so character- 
istic as on these hot ridges. With the advent of the Balsam-Birch society, 
which is slowly encroaching upon the ridges, the forms frequenting the 
open will disappear, or linger in the open spots where local conditions 
have retarded the advance of the forest. Only a few birds were seen 
here, but Hares had been numerous, as was shown by the large amount 
of excrement, and there was similar evidence of the occurrence of the 

Lynx. <A bat was flushed from under a stone at the edge of the escarp- 
ment. 

Station I, 6. Tamarack-Spruce Bog. This is a very small bog located 
at the base of the north slope of the Jack Pine Ridge (I, 5), and roughly 
estimated as about 250 by 300 feet in extent. The central part is 
covered with sphagnum, Cassandra, and a scattered growth of Labrador 
Tea. Widely scattered throughout the bog occur Tamaracks and Black 
Spruces, small Birches, Dwarf Cranberry, Cotton Grass and alders. No 
standing open water was found ‘in this aréa, nor was the bottom quaking. 
Bordering the sphagnum zone is one of alders, willows, and a tall grass 
which merged into a zone of Tamaracks, willows, alders, Cassandra and 
Balsam, Fig. 14. Along the western end a narrow strip of water, a 
few inches deep, was found, which flowed through a ravine across the 
ridge. Along this outlet the deeper soil and moisture has permitted 
the development of Balsam, Birch, Small-toothed Aspen, Mt. Maple, 
Ground Hemlock, Ground Cornel, Large-leaved Aster, and a few Black 
Ash trees. 

The fauna, like the vegetation, was not studied in detail, but the fol- 
lowing general relations were observed. In the open central Sphagnum- 
Cassandra society were numerous large ant nests. A Toad was ob- 
served here; and the following birds: Golden-crowned Kinglet, White- 
throated Sparrow, Cedar Waxwing, and Black-throated Green War- 
bler. 

Station I, 7. Light-house Clearing. This was a small clearing which 
has been made about the Light-house: it connects by a path to the fish- 
ing camp on Rock Harbor. It covers about half an acre, and was origi- 
nally, in all probability, a Balsam and Spruce forest like the surround- 
ing forest. A sod covered much of the ground, and there were numerous 
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weeds, of which the Cow Parsnip umbels furnished excellent places for 
collecting Syrphid flies, Cerambycid beetles and Hymenoptera. 

The fauna of this clearing consisted largely of insects which fre- 
quent flowers, and butterflies which fly in open places; but a few animals. 
were found about the Light-house itself. The Chipping Sparrow bred 
in this clearing. Fig. 1. 

Station IJ. This station included the clearing at the mouth of the 
stream which drained Lake Benson, and which we called Benson Brook, 
and followed the blazed trail to Sargent Lake, and on to McCargoe Cove. 
The clearing at the beginning of the trail at Rock Harbor marks the 
site of the former settlement called Ransom on the old maps. 

Station IT, Substation 1. Ransom Clearing and Benson Brook. The 
clearing was occupied by scattered Small-toothed Aspens and Birches, 
and was well sodded with grass and Red Clover. Our attention was 
called to this locality because of the great number of Garter Snakes 
(Thamnophis sirtalis) which were found there. These snakes were very 
abundant in a small area east of the mouth of the brook, in a rank 
growth of grass and among some rails. 

The brook contained but little life, although it was carefully examined 
near its mouth and farther back where the trail crosses the brook. 
Only a few dead Physa were found, and a young fish, at the mouth of the 

brook. 
Station II, Substation 2. Tamarack Swamp. This is a long swamp 

which is crossed by the trail, and which contains a scattered tree 
growth of Tamaracks, Black Spruces and Arbor Vitae, a dense shrub 
growth of Cassandra and Labrador Tea, and a ground cover of Sphagnum 
and Pitcher Plants. While no water was seen on the surface, it was 
a wet swamp. 

This locality was only examined for birds and manimals. 
Station IT, Substation 3. Rock Ridges. This station number is given 

to the open rock ridges which were crossed by the trail between II, 2 
and Sargent Lake. These ridges have been burned over and are largely 
destitute of soil and the Cladonia growth usually found on other rock 
ridges. Small-toothed Aspens generally border these ridges which have 
a northeasterly southwesterly direction. The heat during the middle 
of the day is excessive. The scant vegetation which grows in some 
crevices.and depressions in the rock leaves an open area which is decided- 
ly favorable for grasshoppers. In some places they were exceedingly 
abundant and many ridges were examined almost solely for their grass- 
hopper fauna. In the dry soil on one ridge an anti-lion larva was 
found in the dust at the base of its funnel, and a Jarge Garter Snake 
was taken on another. The grasshoppers found here were Chloealtis 
conspersa and a@bdominalis, Cireotettir verruculatus, Meclanoplus 
alaskanus and fasciatus. 

Station II, Substation 4. AfcCargoe Cove. This station simply marks 
the location of the end of the trail, and the cove where a few molluscs 

were found. There were dead shells of Anodonta grandis footiana,. 
which were abundant at the edge of the water. Here upon the low 
rocky shore were also found specimens of Limnaea stagnalis. 

Station II, Substation 5. Forbes Lake. The examination of this 

small lake was mainly confined to the north shore, as the south shore 
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FIG. 1. THE LIGHT-HOUSE AT ROCK HARBOR, ISLE ROYALE. 

FIG. 2. CLIFFS BETWEEN TONKIN AND CONGLOMERATE BAYS. 
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FIG. 8. SUMMER STORM WAVES UPON THE BWACH (I, 1) AT THE HEAD OF 

TONKIN BAY, SOUTH OF THE LIGHT-HOUSE. 

FIG. 4. SAND BEACH AT THE HEAD OF CONGLOMERATE BAY (I, 1). 
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FIG. 6. TRANSITION FROM TIIE BEACH (I, 1) TO ROCK CLEARING (I, 2), SOUTH 

OF THE LIGHT-IIOUSE. 
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FIG. 7. NATURAL ROCK OPENING (I, 2) OR AVENUE, FARTHER UP THE SLOPE 

THAN IN FIG. 6. 
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FIG. 8. NATURAL ROCK CLEARING OR OPENING (I, 2) NORTH OF THE LIGHT- 

HOUSE AT ROCK HARBOR. 

FIG. 9. NATURAL ROCK CLEARING (I, 2) SOUTH OF THE LIGHT-HOUSE, ADJACENT 
TO FIG. 7. 
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FIG, 10. ARBOR VITAE BOG (I, 4) NEAR TONKIN BAY. 

FIG. 11. VIEW FROM THE JACK PINE RIDGE (I, 5), LOOKING TOWARD THE HEAD 

OF CONGLOMERATE BAY. 
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FIG. 12. SECOND GROWTH OF WHITE BIRCH ON THE TRAIL TO THE JACK PINE 

RIDGE (I, 5) CONGLOMERATE BAY. 

FIG. 13. JACK PINE RIDGE (I, 5) CONGLOMERATE BAY. 
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FIG. 14. SPHAGNUM-BLACK SPRUCE BOG (I, 6) NEAR THE JACK PINE RIDGE. 

FIG. 15. SMALL ISLANDS NEAR THE HEAD OF ROCK HARBOR (III, 1). 
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FIG. 16. BULRUSH ZONE AND DELTA AT THE HEAD OF ROCK HARBOR (III, 38). 
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‘ 

FIG. 17. EXPOSED SECTION OF SPIT FORMED AS THE WATER LEVEL HAS 

LOWERED IN ROCK HARBOR, NEAR THE BEGINNING OF THE 

TRAIL TO SUMNER LAKE (III, 4). 
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FIG. 18. SUMNER LAKE (III, 5), EASTERN END. 

FIG. 19. WESTERN END OF SUMNER LAKE (III, 5). 
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FIG. 20. NORTHEASTERN MARGIN OF SUMNER LAKE (III, 5). 

FIG. 21. SOUTHEASTERN CORNER OF SUMNER LAKE (III, 5). 
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FIG. 22. WESTERN END OF SUMNER LAKE (III, 5). 

FIG. 23. NORTHERN SHORE OF SUMNER LAKE (III, 5). 
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FIG. 24. ROCK OPENING ABOUT CAMP ON SISKOWIT BAY (V, 3). 

FIG. 25. ROCK OPENING AT SISKOWIT CAMP (V, 8). 
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FIG. 26. ROCK OPENING ON SISKOWIT BAY (V, 3). 

FIG. 27. BORDER OF THE OPENING ABOUT THE SISKOWIT CAMP (V, 3), NEAR 
THE BEGINNING OF THE TRAIL TO SISKOWIT LAKE (V, 4). 
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FIG. 28. ANT NEST IN THE OPENING AT THE SISKOWIT CAMP (V, 8). 

FIG. 29. GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE SOUTH SHORE, NEAR THE BASTERN 
ENTRANCE TO SISKOWIT BAY (V, 2). 
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POOL ON THE BEACH (V, 2), WHERE A VARIETY OF INVERTI- 

BRATES WAS SECURED. 
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FIG. 31. SAXIFRAGA AIZOON ON BEACH (V, 2). 
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FIG. 32. GENERAL VIEW ALONG THE SHORE AT V, 2. 
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FIG. 38. FARTHER UP THE SAME SLOPE AS IN FIG. 32 AND ADJACENT TO IT. 
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FIG. 34. STILL FARTHER UP THE SLOPE AND ADJACENT TO FIG. 33. 
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FIG. 35. LOOKING UP THE SLOPE ON THE WESTERN PORTION OF STATION V, 2. 
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FIG. 36. UPPER PORTION OF WESTERN PART OF STATION V, 2. 

FIG. 37. DETAIL OF WESTERN PART OF STATION V, 2. 
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FIG. 388. CHARACTER OF GROUND COVER IN PARTS OF THE BALSAM-SPRUCE 

FOREST (V, 4). 
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FIG. 39. OPEN SPACE IN THE BALSAM-BIRCH FOREST (V, 4). 
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FIG. 40. OPEN SPACE IN THE BALSAM-BIRCH FOREST (V, 4). 

FIG. 41. TAMARACK SWAMP (V, 5). 
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FIG. 42. SPRUCE MARGIN OF STATION V, 5. 
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FIG. 43. BLACK SPRUCE MARGIN OF STATION VY, 5. 

5. MARGIN OF STATION V, BOG FIG. 44. 
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FIG. 45. LONG ISLAND GULL ROOKERY, (V, 10). 

FIG. 46. POND IN TAMARACK—BLACK SPRUCE SWAMP (V, 11). 
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FIG. 47. MARGIN OF LILY POND (V, 11). 

FIG. 48. BLACK SPRUCE IN CASSANDRA ZONE OF STATION (Y, 11). 
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MAPLE FOREST ON THE DESOR TRAIL (III, ’04). FIG. 49. 
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FIG. 50. FOREST ALONG WASHINGTON BROOK (IV, ’04). 
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is rocky and steep, with Birches and other trees growing down to the 
water. The north shore has been largely burned over, and is being re- 
placed by Birches and Small-toothed Aspens, which are now dominant; 
the undergrowth consists of alders and the abundant Large-leaved Aster. 
The water in the lake is brownish. At the western end there are White 
Waterlilies, near the shore Yellow Waterlilies, Caltha palustris, Hquise- 
tum, and farther back Cassandra and alders, Tamarack, Arbor Vitae, 
and Black Spruce. 

On the north shore a rocky point projects into the water, and east of 
this along the shore is-a floating sphagnum bog, ranging in width from 
about 40 to 100 feet and containing Pitcher Plants, Low Cranberry, 

Buckbean, scattered sedges and Blue Flags, and a shrub growth of 
Cassandra, Labrador Tea and Wild Rosemary. Scattered trees of 
Tamaracks, Arbor Vitae, and Black Spruce grow to the edge of the 
water. Water stands in the small depressions over this bog. 

The fauna: was not studied in detail, but. the forms collected were 
as follows: The spider, Pardosa glacialis, with egg masses, was found 
running about over the wet sphagnum; a dragonfly, Aeschna, was seen 
on wing; two species of grasshoppers were found in the wet Sphagnum; 
Melanoplus extremus and, in the wetter places, nymphs of Mecostethus 
lineatus were quite abundant. There were also great numbers of 
mosquitoes and Black Flies. Upon some driftwood near the end of 
the lake was found Physa gyrina (No. 71 A.). Yellow Perch were so 
abundant in this lake that locally it is called Perch Lake. A Canada 
Jay was seen in the top of a tree. 

Station III. Western End of Rock Harbor. This station was in- 
tended to include those localities near the western end of Rock Harbor. 
Station IIT, Substation 1 and 2. Small Island. The general character 

of this island is shown in Fig. 15. This is a small, rocky, wooded island, 
the trees consisting of one large White Pine, about 14 inches in diameter, 
Arbor Vitae, Birch, Balsam, and White Spruce, the dominant ones being 
the Balsam, Arbor Vitae and Birch, with a shrub growth of Mt. Alder, 
Willow, Nine-bark, Mountain Ash, Amelanchier alnifolia. Upon the rock 
occurred Cladonia, Bearberry, and Low Juniper, and toward the western 
end of the island, where the trees shade the ground, grew Lycopodium 
complanatum, mosses and Clintonia borealis. 

Of the fauna, the bird life only was examined; Cedar Birds and a 
Song sparrow nested here, the former being quite abundant. 

The submerged western end of this island formed Station III, 2. 
The bottom was composed of sand and angular rocks. In the shallower 
water Anodonta grandis footiana valves were found, and live animals 
in water about 18 inches deep. These rocks also furnished a number 
of Limnaea stagnalis, and a dead specimen of Planorbis bicarinatus. A 
few scattered rushes (Scirpus) grew at this place. 

Station III. Substation 3 and 6. Head of Rock Harbor. These 
stations include the delta at the mouth of the largest stream flowing into 
the Harbor, Station 3, and the sandy and rocky shallow water zone 
extending from III, 2 around the head of the Harbor, Station 6. 

The general character of the delta, III, 3, region is shown in Fig. 16. 
This small delta had been formed by a small sluggish brown-stained 
brook, 15 or 20 feet wide, which enters the Harbor at this point. The 

3 
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channel contained a growth of Vallisneria spiralis, Potamogeton crispis, 
and the banks supported a growth of sedges, Lycopodium complanatum, 
Clintonia borealis, alders and Mountain Ash. The surface of the delta 
is strewn with driftwood and other plant remains, upon a clean sandy 
bottom. Nearer the shore, upon a muddy bottom, were found an abund- 

ance of Amphipod crustaceans, Hyalella knickerbockeri, Gammerus 
‘limnacus, and the small bivalve molluscs, Pisidiwm. The fresh water 
sponge, Spongilla lacustris, was found here, and water striders, Gerris 
remigis, were found on the surface. Individuals were abundant, so that 
the fauna is relatively varied. : 

Substation 6 included the southwestern coves of the Harbor. The 
bottom was rocky, and covered in places with much sand; the water was 
shallow and contained, near the shore, many patches of rushes, Scirpus 
and Hquwisctum. Anodonta grandis footiana, Limnaea stagnalis and 
Pisidium were the characteristic molluscs, and a few fish were found. 

The protected character of the shore is noteworthy, as no beach is 
developed, because the coves are protected from the heavy lake waves. 
Another characteristic feature is the sand bottom. This sand is carried 
toward the head of the Harbor by the currents. Even at higher Lake 
levels, this Harbor was sandy, as is shown by the sand banks on the 
north shore, and these are being ‘re-worked by currents and waves 
and carried up the Harbor. The spit developing from the south 
shore, Fig. 17, illustrates this. 

Station ITI, Substations 4 and 5. Sumner Lake and Trail. The trail 
to Sumner Lake (III, 4), begins on the south shore of Rock Harbor 
and extends south about one-half mile to Sumner Lake. It passes 
through a second growth of Birch and Aspen (which has followed a 
burn), a small Arbor Vitae swamp, over a rock ridge to the north shore 
of the lake, where there are a few large Norway Pines, from 12 to 
15 inches in diameter, and a few White Pines. But little attention was 
given to the life along the trail, although a few observations on the bird 
life were made, and some mammals were trapped. However, Sumner 
Lake proved to be such an interesting locality that attention was given to 
it more especially than to the trail. This lake has many of the charac- 
teristics of a large lily pond, because the White Waterlilies and Pota- 
mogetons form such a wide belt around the lake. Figs. 18-23. In pass- 
ing from the interior of the lake toward the shore, the following zones 
of vegetation are found: The bulrush zone, which is well developed, 
with its denser growth about the eastern end; then the Yellow Water- 
lilies, followed by the dense sedge zone which produces a substratum. 
In the eastern and western ends of the lake the water gradually shal- 
lows; but on the sides the change is more abrupt, thus interrupting 
the shallow water zone of sedges, as shown on the north shore, 
Fig. 23. This encroachment of vegetation upon each end of the lake 
is very marked, and is much more extensive at the eastern end, 

where the lake is drained into the head of Conglomerate Bay by a small 
_brook. The encroachment at the western end of the lake is well shown 
in Fig. 19. A partial view of the eastern end of the lake is given in Fig. 
18. The sedge zone contains a variety of plants, including several or- 
chids, Iris, Pitcher Plants, Buckbean, scattered Eriophorum and Sphag- 
num, Cassandra and Andromeda. The substratum is quaking and sinks 
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several inches below the water level with the weight of one’s body; occa- 
sionally small but deep holes are found through this substratum, and 
care must be taken to avoid them. This zone is very broad and contains 
apn abundance of life. Outside the sedge zone occur alders and Tama- 
racks, which border the forests at the base of the slopes. 

The fauna of the open Waterlily, Bulrush and Potamogeton zone con- 
sists of insects flying over the water, such as the dragonfly, Aeschna 
and the leaf beetles Donacia, which abound, especially about the Yellow 
Waterlilies. On the surface film were water striders, Gerris margina- 
tus, and whirligig beetles, Gyrinidae. Sticklebacks were abundant, and 
are quite characteristic of such waters, as is another small fish. Loons 
were frequently seen here, and also a Hooded Merganser. Toward the 
outer margin of this zone where the lilies are often closely matted on 
the surface, the insect life and the surface film fauna are the most 
abundant. <A live mussel, Anodonta grandis footiana, was found on the 
bottom; and the snails, Planorbis campanulatus and parvus, were found 
in small pools in this sedge zone. The bottom in this vicinity, and that 
bordering the water margin of the ridges, is covered with a mass of 
partly floating debris, the appearance of which suggested to Wood, who 
first observed it, that something had exploded and scattered the strands 
of debris about the surface. It is not improbable that the formation 
of marsh gases will adequately explain this phenomenon, (Cf. Penhallow, 
Science Vol. 22, 1905, pp. 794-796). 

The dragonflies were Hnallagma hageni, Aeschna, Somatochlora shurt- 
lefi, and Lucorhina proxima, the last being very abundant. 

Where the sedge zone was absent, as at our raft landing at the end of 
the trail, an abundance of needles, leaves and twigs from the over- 
hanging conifers and hardwoood had accumulated at the shore, and were 
stained almost black. The water of the lake is brownish. At this 
point a number of invertebrates were taken, including shells, leeches, 
insects, ete. 

Station IV. Tobin Harbor and Vicinity. As very little time was 
spent at this station, the description will be correspondingly brief. Tobin 
Harbor is a deep, narrow, protected bay, similar to that at the head. of 
Rock Harbor, but narrower. The adjacent hills are forest covered, 

largely with Aspen and White Birch. In the vicinity of Neutson’s Resort 
there is a large, cleared area. Mattson’s resort is located on an island in 
this Harbor. The most marked scenic feature of the Island, Monument 
Rock, is on the north side of Tobin Harbor. 

It is a noticeable fact that many of the low islands in Tobin Harbor, 
and especially those near its eastern end, are clothed with vegetation 
close to the edge of the water. They are thus in marked contrast with 
the islands along the southern shore, and to the various points of rocks 
which project into the water. 

Upon a small island, Number 14 on the Land Office map, were found 
small rock beach pools, just above or near the height of the usual quiet 

weather waves. The water in one was about a foot in depth and con- 
tained a very small amount of algal growth. In this pool were found 
water striders, Gerris remigis, a few other insects (No. 30), and small tad- 
poles. In another small pool about 10 inches above lake level, and with a 
temperature of 77° (the Harbor water having a temperature at the 
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time of 50° F.), were many species of Limnaca catascopium and a 
few adult Physa. Algae were only seen in the crevices. 

Station IV, Substations 1 and 2. Rock Pools and Scovill Point. 
Scovill Point is an almost bare, glacially planed, narrow and low rock 
ridge, projecting out into the lake. Numerous small faults occur on 
the sloping southern side, and these, supplemented by the waves, etc., 
have produced rock pools. In one case a long row of pools occurred 
along the line of the fault. The presence of tadpoles about an inch 
long would suggest that these pools have some duration. The higher 
summer waves might also reach many of these pools. Water striders, 
Gerris, are abundant upon the surface, and a large deep ravine, near 
the lake level, contained Sticklebacks, but no shells were observed in any 
of these pools. 

Station IV, Substation 3. Bayou East of the Monument Rock Trail. 
This is a very small pond which is connected with the Harbor by 
a small stream just large enough to admit a row boat. It illustrates the 
last stage of separation of the valleys from the Harbor, as only a very 
slight fall of the lake level would completely isolate it. In this particular 
case the outlet is on the south side, and not at one end as is usually 
the case. The central part of the pond is open water and is surrounded 
by an almost complete zone of Yellow Waterlilies, and a sedge zone con- 
taining several low shrubs. The Waterlilies were badly infested by a 
small leaf beetle, Galerucclla nymphaea; larvae, pupae, and freshly 
emerged beetles were taken. A few dead shells of Anodonta marginata 
and one of Limnaea megasoma (the only specimen taken upon the 
island) were secured here. An extensive suspended flocculent mud cov- 
ered the bottom, so that molluscs could not obtain a foothold. At the west- 
ern end of this pond innumerable small tadpoles formed an almost 
compact pavement upon the bottom at the edge of the water. <A few 
dragonflies were seen, but were not captured. 

Station IV, Substation 4, 8 and.9. Forest on the Greenstone Range. 
These three stations are combined because they are related to the forest 
occupying the Greenstone range. The trail to Monument Rock (IV, 4) 
begins on the north shore of Tobin Harbor and extends northwest about 
one-half mile to Monument Rock. The forest is dense and is apparently 
a second growth of Balsam, White Spruce, Birch and Aspen, with un- 
derbrush. of Mountain Alder, Mountain Ash, Ground Hemlock, and a 
ground cover of Few-flowered Cranberry, Clintonia borealis, Linnea 
borealis, and Wild Sarsaparilla. In the moist places was found Ground 
Cornel, Aster macrophyllus, an Hquisetum, Lycopodium, and, in . wet 
places of the swamp traversed, the Buckbean and Skunk Cabbage. For 
some distance on the slope down from the base of Monument Rock occur 
large blocks which are covered by a dense mat of mosses, and the 
ground is covered with a thick layer of humus, so that the general 
appearance of the vegetation is that of a mesophytic forest. 

The trail up the Greenstone (IV, 8), begins at the mouth of a small 
brook at the head of Tobin Harbor, and follows the crest of an open 
burned over ridge southeast for about half a mile. This ridge contains 
a scanty growth of Amelanchier oligocarpa and alnifolia, Prunus penn- 
sylvanica, Jack Pine, wild rose, Solidago, Bearberry and Yarrow. From 
the end of this ridge a valley crosses to the north and contains large 
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Aspens, Tamarack, Norway and White Pine, and an underbrush of 
Speckled Alder and Ground Hemlock. After crossing this depression, 
the trail ascends the slope and crosses the burned ridges where there 
is a growth of Birch and Aspen. The slope increases more abruptly 
as the crest of the Greenstone is approached. This is the vicinity of an 
old signal station and has an elevation of about 460 feet, according to 
the Lake Survey. This forest along the crest comprised Station IV, 9. 
The large trees stand above the surrounding second growth, on the 
burned area, and can be seen for some distance. The Balsam, Birch 
and Quaking Aspen are the dominant trees, the Balsams reaching a 
diameter of about 10 to 12 inches, and the Birches and Aspens about 12 
to 15 inches. The shrub growth is composed of Mountain Maple, Ground 
Hemlock, and the Few flowered Cranberry, the ground cover of Dier- 
villa diervilla, Large-flowering Raspberry, Aster macrophyllus, Clintonia 
borealis, Linnea borealis, Lycopodiwm, Wild Sarsaparilla and Brake 
Fern; the White and Black Spruces being only occasionally seen. This 
forest produced dense shade. Fallen timber is abundant in places, but 
no signs of fire were. observed. This ridge was bounded on the north 
by a cliff of perhaps 20 to 30 feet, below which was a long talus slope 
covered with Birch, Aspen and Balsam. From the top of this ridge there 
is a splendid view to the north. The crest was followed west to a small 
open burned area where Diervilla diervilla and Large-flowering Raspberry 
were abundant. The leaves of the latter were badly perforated by the 
abundant grasshoppers, Hibbiscus tuberculatus and Melanoplus alas- 
kanus. In the deep wood a Tree Toad, Hyla versicolor, was found, and 
Varying Hares and Red Squirrels were seen. 

Station IV, Substation 5. Clearing, and Vicinity of Neutson’s Resort 
(Park Place). There is a rather extensive clearing at Neutson’s Resort, 
so that very little collecting was done in this vicinity. A collection of 
grasshoppers was made here by Brown and Wood, and the following 
list of plants was made by the former from the same vicinity: White 
Spruce, Birch, Aspen, Mountain Alder, Juniperus nana, Wild Red 
or Pennsylvania Cherry, Red and White Clover, Bush Honeysuckle, Fra- 
garia vesca, Cow Parsnip, and Lycopodium complanatun. 

The grasshoppers were: Chloealtis abdominalis, Camnula pellucida, 
Hippiscus tuberculatus, Circotettia verruculatus, Melanoplus alaskanus, 
and huroni. Two butterflies, Argynnis atlantis and Pyrameis cardui, 
and the dragonfly Lestes unguiculatus were also taken here. In Rock 
Harbor, at Neutson’s, leech egg capsules of Nephalopsis obscura, and 
Physa were taken. On a small island across the Harbor to the south, 
in a Sphagnum, Pitcher Plant and Tamarack swamp, a number of Wood 
Frogs, (Rana cantabrigensis) were taken. 
A Red-bellied Snake (Storeria occipitomaculata) was reported to have 

been killed in the clearing, during July. 
Station IV, Substation 6. Small Island in Tobin Harbor. This sta- 

tion includes the sedges and shallow-water at the west end of a small 
island in Tobin Harbor. The bottom was covered with sand and large 
angular blocks of rock. Limnaea stagnalis was very abundant and oc- 
curred in water with a depth of about three feet. The shells are very 
fragile. Upon the rocks Physa occurred in limited numbers and was wide- 
ly scattered, but they were abundant on the stems of the sedges not far 
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below the surface. The young of L. stagnalis occurred with the Physa. 
A specimen of Gordins aquaticus was secured here. 

Station IV, Substation 7. Head of Tobin Harbor. A small brook 
empties into the head of the Harbor, and its brown water brings into the 
bay quantities of vegetable remains and flocculent debris. These cover 
the bottom near the mouth of the stream, and although carefully ex- 
amined, were found to be singularly free of animals. Upon patches of 
Potamogeton perfoliatum occurred a few Physa, and in the shallow 
water a few fish were found. (No. 35.) 

Station V. Siskowit Bay, Lake, and Vicinity. This station includes 
all the localities in the vicinity of Siskowit Bay and Siskowit Lake, ex- 
eept that of VIII, ’04, which is at the head of Siskowit Bay. 

Station V, Substation 1 and 3. The Bay Beach at Camp, and the 
Rock Clearing. The beach (V, 1), is protected from the waves of the 
open lake and bay by large off-shore islands. The rock composing it is 
vesicular lava, and slopes 10 the water at an angle of about 10 degrees. 

The Rock Clearing about Camp (V, 3), begins at the beach and ex- 
tends up the slope backward to the Balsam, Spruce and Birch forest as 
a park-like opening. The soil, mainly of residual and humic origin, is 
very shallow and completely lacking in places. The surface of the rock 
is rough, showing that it has been eroded since glaciation. In places 
the rocks are more or less covered by crustaceous and foliaceous lichens, 
or, where there is more humus or soil, by Cladonia, Fig. 24. Where 
the soil is deeper is found Bearberry, Narrow-leaved Cow-wheat, Soli- 
dago, grasses and moss. A scattered shrub growth is composed of 
Juniperus nana and Amelanchier, Fig. 25 and 26, and the bordering 
tree growth consists of Balsam, Black and White Spruce, Birch and 
Arbor Vitae. In the shade of these bordering trees, Aster macrophyllus 
develops in abundance. The above description also outlines the prob- 
able succession of plant societies upon this surface, all stages of which 
are now to be found within this area. Many smaller patches of this 
open condition are found scattered through the forest and are becoming 
shaded and converted into the forest as a soil develops, Fig. 27. 

The fauna of the openings is rather characteristic and abundant. 
Of course many species range over a variety of plant societies and only 
recognize a clearing or forest society, and not their varieties. Yet 
others are much more sensitive to smaller environmental units. This 
is well shown by certain ants. Ant nests of Formica fusca as illustrated 
by Fig. 28, and certain spiders, as Pardosa, are quite characteristic of 
the Cladonta-Bearberry plant society. The opening, as contrasted with 
the forest, is frequented by grasshoppers, such as Mclanoplus fasciatus ; 
butterflies, as Argynnis and Basilurchia arthemis; and the dragonflies, 
Sympetrum, which were very abundant and characteristic (Aechna 
patrols the margins of such openings). The robber fly, Asilus annulatis, 
frequents such open sunny areas where animal food abounds. 

The vertebrate frequenters of the open were the Flickers, which were 
observed by McCreary to destroy ant nests. Several of such demolished 
nests were seen. Toward night a nocturnal association frequented the 
open; the bats on wing; and the hares came from the forest to feed, 
having been in hiding during the day. 

No doubt the presence of this opening, in part, determined the location 
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of the log cabin used by our party. The logs were thoroughly infested 
by beetle larvae, and attracted vast numbers of parasitic Hymenoptera. 
For this reason, insect collecting about the cabin was of an exceptional 
character, and included a considerable variety of species. From the 
adjacent forest a number of trees had been cut, but this did not material- 
ly influence this locality, except near the shore. 

Station V, Substation 2. Heath Zone and Beach. This locality in- 
cludes a strip of rocky coast on the south shore of the island, a short 
distance east of the entrance of Siskowit Bay, Fig. 29, and extends from 
the edge of the water back to the forest. This is an exposed section of 
the coast and is unprotected by offshore islands, so that easterly storms 
from the open lake have full sweep on this shore. The slope is a fairly 
uniform rock surface, with an upward slant of about 10 degrees, and 
is composed of amygdaloidal lava. Crevices of various dimensions, from 
a mere crack to a deep rock ravine, extend obliquely up the slope. One 
of these ravines, the only large one, divides this station into two sections 
east and west. The eastern section of the slope is covered by a Cladonia- 
Juniperus procumbens society, while the western section is occupied by 
a Cladonia-Juniperus nana-Huckleberry society. Thus there are three 
fairly well defined natural divisions of this part of the coast, the beach, 
the procumbens, and the nana societies. 

1. The Beach. The low angle of the slope, and the exposed situation 
and deep offshore water all combine to make the beach zones quite wide 
(four or five paces) upon this slope. No collections were made upon the 
submerged beach and only a few specimens were taken upon the lower. 
The characteristic species, however, were a small hemipterous shore in- 
sect, Salda ligata, a caddis fly, and ants. Above the lower beach is a 
wide upper one, characterized by a dark green moss (Grimmia) and 
crustaceous lichens. 

A number of rock pools occupy the oblique crevices which extend 
up the beach. The largest of these is shown in Fig. 30. This is a pool 
about 4 x 8 feet in diameter and contains about 15 to 18 inches of 
water. On the surface of the water were fragments of insects, water 
striders, Gerris remigis, and on the bottom, dragonfly nymphs (No. 14), 
while caddis fly larvae crawled upon the sides and bottom. No algal 
growth was visible. The character of this insect life suggests a pool 
of some duration, but the absence of shells suggests a lack of permanent 
water. Numerous basin-like depressions, a few inches in depth, occur 
on the lower beach and on the foliaceous lichen-covered portions of the 
middle beach. The sharp angles of some of the pools show that these 
are occasionally produced by the removal of small blocks of rock. Most 
of the pools, however, occur in crevices. From one of the large pools 
a frog, Rana clamitans (No. 120), was taken, clearly showing how tad- 
poles may reach such pools. 

In the crevices and behind angular rock projections occur Hare-bells, 
Yarrow, Ninebark, and an interesting succulent Saxifrage, Sawvifraga 
aizoon, Fig. 31, and some grasses. In the crustaceous lichen zone is 
a greenish moss, Grimmia, and in the crevices are Bearberry, Juniperus 
procumbens, and Arbor Vitae. 

2. The Cladonia-Juniperus procumbens Society of the Eastern. Section. 
About ten paces farther up the slope, Fig. 32, this crevice society spreads 
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out, and, with the addition of Cladonia and some Juniperus nana, forms 
interrupted patches or streaks, Fig. 33, which farther up the slope fuse 
and form a solid mat, completely covering the surface of the rock, Figs. 
33 and 34. The dominant forms are Juniperus procumbens and certain 
species of Cladonia. This was the only place where J. procumbens was 
found growing on such an extensive scale, or associated in abundance 
with Cladonia. This formed a novel and beautiful sight, the light-colored 
patches of the Reindeer-lichens in places intermingled with the bright 
green of the procumbens to form a variegated mat. The beauty of color 
and pattern is lost in a general view, as in Fig. 34. The White Spruce 
invades the slope in crevices, just in advance of the solid mat formation, 
but the soil is so shallow that it may be blown over, as is shown in 
Fig. 33. Procumbens grows so densely and close to the ground that 
it greatly favors the formation and retention of the soil, and it appar- 
ently precedes, on this slope, the Cladonia. In the large crevices within 
this zone grow patches of White Pine, Balsam, Mountain Alder, Spruce, 
Birch and Arbor Vite. The general relations of this slope can easily 
be seen by a comparison of Figs. 32, 33 and 34, in which is shown the 
transition from the bare wave washed beach, the flat growing lichens, 
the pioneers of the mat formation invading the crevices, and the domi- 
nance of the J. procumbens-Cladonia society with its scattered trees, up 
the slope into the Balsam-Spruce forest. This same order probably also 
expresses the succession of plant societies at this place. As previously 
mentioned, the fauna of the lower beach is quite limited, the greater 
variety occurring in the pools; but farther up the slope appear various 
forms which frequent the open. On the scattered part of the Cladonia- 
procumbens zone occurred the spiders, Pardosa glacialis and sternalis, 
the grasshoppers, Circotettix verruculatus, Melanoplus alaskanus and 
fasciatus. A ground beetle, Pterostichus femoralis was found under 
Cladomia, and under ‘similar conditions were found an abundance of 
shells, Acanthinula harpa, Strobilops virgo, Vertigo tridentata, Vitrina 
limpida, binneyana, Euconulus fulvus, Huconulus chersinus polygyratus, 
Zonitoides arborea milium, Agriolimax campestris, Pyramidula cronk- 
heitei anthonyi, Helicodicus parallelus, and Cochlicopa lubrica. The 
number of these shells which have a distinctly boreal range is particular- 
ly noteworthy, suggesting that such a habitat has some of the character- 
istics of a “boreal island.” 

3. The Cladonia-Juniperus nana Society of the Western Section. 
Here, as at the eastern section of this slope, the bare lake beach bounds 
this area shoreward. A general view up this slope is shown in Fig. 
35. The bare wave-washed lower beach is in the foreground, and the 
green moss and light colored lichen zone is a broad belt above it, followed 

- in turn by foliaceous lichens, and in the crevices by Aspen. The rock 
surface is considerably rougher than that of the east beach. In general 
appearance this beach is much more like that about the camp at Siskowit 
Bay (V, 3) than the Cladonia-procumbens section, and contains more 
of the Low Juniper rather than the Procumbent Juniper. There is 
also much more exposed rock, and a much more diversified flora. In 
places the Low Huckleberries are very abundant, while they are not 
at all conspicuous on the eastern section. To get an idea of the general 
appearances Figures 34 and 36 should be compared. 
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Figure 34 shows the marked dominance of procumbens, which was not 
abundant on the west slope. The plant life is more varied, with the 
foliaceous lichens and bunches of coral-like Cladonia, ferns, grasses, Soli- 
dago, and the willows and aspens in the crevices, Fig. 37. These forms 
give a very different aspect to the pioneer society from that of one 
composed of a Cladonia-procumbens mat. The open or patch like char- 
acter of this society suggests that the retarded development of the 
vegetational cover may be related in some way to the scarcity of J. 
procumbens, which is such an excellent agent in soil formation. But 
why this shrub should not thrive here is not known. 

Associated with these conditions were the snail Polygyra albolabris, 
and the grasshopper Melanoplus fasciatus. The absence of the dense 
mat, and less soil, greatly reduced the variety of animals frequenting 
such conditions. 28 

Taking the station as a whole (V, 2), it is one of the most interesting 
places seen on the island. The beauty of the variegated Cladonia mat, 
the extensive area of the open habitat, the boreal character of the lichens, 
the Saxifrage and many of the shells, the apparent completeness of the 
preservation of the stages in the transformation from the lower beach 
back to the forest, all combine to make this situation one of the most 
interesting and important of those examined.* 

Station V, Substation 4. Trail through Balsam-Sprucc Forest. This 
station begins at the opening about camp (V, 3) and extends northwest 
to the south shore of Siskowit Lake, opposite the eastern end of an 
elongated island. The topography of the region traversed is one of low 
relief, with only occasional low rocks, hills, or ridges, 15 to 20 feet in 
height, and a few shallow and moist ravines. A thick layer of humus 
covers the surface, except on the ridges. The trail first passes through 
a forest of White Spruce, Balsam, Birch and scattered Tamaracks. 
Among these trees are many fresh windfalls, due to the winds and the 
shallow soil. In the more shaded portions the ground cover consists 
of a dense growth of mosses, liverworts, Fig. 38, with Aster macrophyllus 
in the less shaded portions. There are open patches 10 to 15 feet in 
diameter scattered about through the forest, especially on low rock 
ridges, which contain a growth of Cladonia, and illustrate the last stages 
of the decline of the openings. 

In the moist depressions was found an abundance of Round-leaved 
Cornel, alder, and also Ground Hemlock, Mountain Ash, Balsam, White 
Spruce, and the Ground Pine (abundant.) There were many fallen 
and decayed logs. In and characterizing the more open places, such as 
were associated with large Birches, are the Large-flowering Rasp- 

* This slope is very favorable for the study of the ecological distribution of lichens, and at this point 
attention is directed to some papers on lichen societies by Professor Bruce Fink, of Miami College. 
These are the most important papers on this subject. i 

1902. Ecological Distribution an Incentive to the Study of Lichens. Bryologist, 5, pp. 39-40. 
1903. Some Common Types of Lichen formations. Bull. Torrey Bot. Club., 30, pp. 412-418. 
1903. Some Talus Cladonia Formations. Bot. Gaz., 35, pp. 195-208. 
1904. A Lichen Society of Sandstone Riprap. Bot. Gaz., 38, pp. 265-284. 

Contributions to the Study of Lichens of Minnesota: 
I. Lichens of the Lake of the Woods. Minn. Bot. Stud., 1, 1896, pp. 693-701. 

II. Lichens of Minneapolis and Vicinity. Minn. Bot. Stud., 1, 1896, pp. 703-725. 
III. The Rock Lichens of Taylors Falls. Minn. Bot. Stud., 2, 1898, pp. 1-18. 
IV. Lichens of the Lake Superior Region. Minn. Bot. Stud., 2, 1899, pp. 215-276. 
v. Lichens at ae Minnesota Valley and Southwestern Minnesota. Minn. Bot. Stud., 2, 1899, 

pp. -329, E 
VI. Lichens of Northwestern Minnesota, Minn. Bot. Stud., 2, 1901, pp. 657-709. 

VII. Lichens of the Northern Boundary. Minn. Bot. Stud., 2, 1903, pp. 167-236. 
4 
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berry, Sarsaparilla (dominant), and Clintonia borealis. but Aster 
macrophyllus was not as abundant here as elsewhere. The larger 
Birches averaged about 12 to 15 inches in diameter. The general 
appearance of the conditions is shown in Fig. 39. This patch of birches 
was near the swamp (V, 5). From this Birch colony, on to the end 
of the trail to Siskowit Lake, the forest was dominated by large Birch, 
with a. few quaking Aspen, Balsam and White Spruce, while in the 
damper places Ground Hemlock and Dogwood were abundant. On 
the ridges there are small “islands” of Cladonia, mosses, Bearberry and 
a ground pine. The general appearance of this forest, in an open place, 
is shown in Fig. 40. 

While there are thus minor differences which prevent absolute homo- 
geneity in the general conditions of the forest, yet these differences do 
not seem to particularly influence the environment as a whole. The 
general transition from the openings, as found on rock ridges like those 
about camp (V, 3), to the Balsam-Spruce forest may be seen by a com- 
parison of Figures 25, 26, 27 and 38. 

The fauna of the forest (V, 4) is rather varied. The shells are repre- 
sented by Acanthinula harpa, Zonitoides arborea, and Pyramidula 
cronkheitei anthonyi; the beetles by the carabid, Calathus, the fungus- 
inhabiting beetles, Boletobius, Tritoma and Grophaena, and doubtless 
many of the other species which were taken about the flowers and the 
camp. The wood-boring Hymenoptera, as Urocerus, are also character- 
istic of this kind of forest. Hares remained concealed in the forests 
during the day, but at dusk they came in large numbers into the clear- 
ings to feed. The birds had begun to migrate when this location was 
examined, so that little attention was given to their habitat preferences. 

Station V, Substation 5. Tamarack Swamp. This swamp lies between 
Siskowit Lake and the western end of the trail through the Balsam- 
Spruce forest (V, 4). This is a valley swamp bordering a small stream 
which flows through the swamp. The central open part of the swamp 
is occupied by a small pool or pond, Fig. 47, which is invaded by. Yellow 
Waterlilies. Surrounding this is a zone of Buckbean and sedge, the 
overgrowing sedge being more conspicuous. This sedge zone is quite 
wet and quaking. The current of the stream passed through this zone 
and parted the sedges in a wet line two or three inches wide. At its 
outer border, the zone becomes invaded by small Tamaracks, 4 to 5 
feet high, alders, willow, scattered Cassandra and Pitcher Plants, and 
Wild Rosemary (common). LHriophorum, the Blue Flag and the Purple 
Cinquefoil occur in some of the depressions. A very few small Arbor 
Vitae also occur here. <A strip of trees bordered the stream, while 
farther south occurred the Cassandra and Sphagnum zone proper. The 
latter contained scattered Blue Flags, and upon dry hummocks, colonies 
of Cladonia, which seemed rather out of place. The margin of this 
area was invaded by the Tamarack, Black Spruce and Labrador Tea. 
The general appearance of this forest is shown in Figs. 42-43. Near the 
margin of the swamp, where the spruces are quite large and the ground 
well shaded, the growth of Labrador Tea and Sphagnum was very lux- 
uriant. The growth of Sphagnum at this place was by far the most 
luxuriant seen upon the island. It grew in hillocks over fallen trees 
and stumps, and stood considerably above the general level of the swamp. 
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This ground cover was not limited to the swamp, but invaded 
the Balsam-Spruce forest in large billow growths, such as is 
shown in Fig. 44. In other places the undergrowth and ground 
cover of the Balsam-Spruce forest apparently invaded the swamp, as 
was seen by the intermingling of the two plant societies. Here 
there is a mat of the Sphagnum and Labrador Tea intermingled 
with Ground Cornel, Clintonia borealis and young Balsams. As 
in Fig. 44, this might also be interpreted to mean an invasion of the 
Balsam-Spruce forest by the swamp; but the vigor and dominance of the 
Balsam society favors the interpretation that this is an invasion of the 
swamp by the’ Balsam society. It is not surprising that along such a 
tension line either society may dominate at times. 

The fauna of this bog consisted of a Garter Snake (7. sirtalis), found 
near the small brook flowing into the western or upper end of the bog. 
Here also was found Hyla pickeringii, Rana clamitans, and R. 
cantabrigensis, and a water strider, Gerris, running on the surface. In 
the Cassandra and Sphagnum hummock zone were found the grasshop- 
pers, Mecostethus lineatus, Melanoplus extremus, and Stenobothrus 
curtipennis. Nearer the central lilypond, among the sedges and Cas- 
sandra, were found the dragon flies, Tetregoneuria spinigera, Aeschna, 
Leucorhinia hudsonica and Sympetrum obtrusum, and the spider Hpeira 
patagiata. Through the central area of the bog the stream was only 
indicated by the parting of the sedges, but at the lower or eastern 
end it again became well defined, and contained the small Stickle- 
back, EHucalia inconstans. Beetles taken from this bog were Haliplus 
ruficollis, Hydroporus tristis and Agabus congener. The molluscs were 
represented by the small bivalves, Pisidiwm. 

Station V, Substation 6. South Shore of Siskowit Lake. This sit- 
uation is simply the end of the trail through the forest, and marks the 
location of some collecting in the lake. The shore is rocky, with rather 
low and overgrown banks. : 

Station V, Substation 7. The Haytown Trail. This trail begins al- 
most directly opposite the outlet of Siskowit lake, where a large White 
Pine has been marked “36 W. 65 N., 19 E.” This area has been burned 
over, but farther inland the blaze on the older trees enables one to follow 
the trail. The course is shown by Lane, (’98, Pl. XI), but we examined 
it only to about the point where it is crossed by the outlet of Hatchet 
lake, at which place there was a Tamarack swamp with very large trees 
(V, 8). After crossing the burned area near Siskowit lake, this trail 
passed through dense Arbor Vitae bogs and a large area of Balsam-Birch 
forest. In general the area traversed was rather deeply covered with 
soil and contained very few rock exposures, those observed probably 
being due to fires. 

The general character of the upland forest, of mixed conifer and 
hardwood, is indicated by the following list: Balsams, Birch and 
Aspens (all about 10 inches in diameter), scattered Arbor Vitae (10 to 
15 inches), a few scattered White Pines (about 3 feet in diameter), and 
a few Hard Maples (some 8 inches). It is thus seen that the largest 
abundant trees are the White Pine, Arbor Vitae, Birch, Hard Maple and 

ty 
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Aspen. The large amount of hardwood present was an unexpected feature. 
This forest may be considered transitional between the Balsam, White 
Spruce forest, and the Hard Maple, Yellow Birch, Balsam and Arbor 
Vite forest as found on the Desor Trail (ITI, 704). 

The undergrowth consisted of Ground Hemlock in abundance, Moun- 
tain Maple, Beaked Hazel, young Balsams and Birches. The ground 
cover was composed of Clintonia borealis, Lycopodium lecidulum, Cla- 
bonia on dry rotten wood, Aster macrophyllus, Large-flowering Rasp- 
berry and Wild Sarsaparilla. 

Mountain Maples and young Balsams showed a marked tendency to 
take possession of the trail. The lack of an undergrowth in the dense 
swamps was particularly noticeable, and the clearly defined old trail 
through such places indicated relatively stable conditions. 
A very marked characteristic of this trail was its limited fauna. Very 

few birds were seen, and Red Squirrels were not at all abundant. Sev- 
eral times we saw the remains of Balsam cones where a Red Squirrel 
had taken a meal. Almost no effort was made to collect invertebrates. 

Station V, Substation 8. Arbor Vitae Swamp. This swamp marked 
the end of our Haytown Trail, and bordered on a small stream. The 
dark colored soil contained much humus and was soft and spongy. The 
vegetation bordering this stream was composed of Speckled Alder, Skunk 
Cabbage, Marsh Marigold, Clintonia borealis, scattered Blue Flags, 
and Ground Cornel; in the moderate shade, Coptis trifolia, Mountain Ash, 
young Arbor Vitae and Balsams, Twayblade, and, in the damp places, 
away from the stream, Mitella nuda. 

‘In the dense and apparently well drained swamp there was a firm 
humic soil covered by a thick layer of leaves, conifer needles and twigs. 
The ground cover was composed of Ground Cornel, Clintonia borealis 
and Wild Sarsaparilla, with an undergrowth of Mountain Maple, Ciliated 
Honeysuckle, numerous young Balsams, young Arbor Vitae, Ground 
Hemlock, Mountain Ash, and Beaked Hazel. The large Tamaracks were 
about 3 feet in diameter, and the Arbor Vitae about 2 feet, others about 
20 inches in diameter were abundant. It is thus seen that this was 
an old and mature swamp with some very large trees, under which the 
ground was quite open. With better drainage, the young or suppressed 
undergrowth would succeed the Tamarack society. 

The old trail through this swamp was remarkably well preserved and 
distinct because the dominance of the large shade-producing trees pre- 
vented the development of an undergrowth. No animals were collected. 

Station V, Substation 9. Outlet of Siskowit Lake. A trail or path 
ran from the head of the outlet of Siskowit Lake south to the Siskowit 
Bay beach, a distance less than a quarter of a mile. The area traversed 
had been burned, and second growth had developed, the best of which 
was in the depressions where the soil is deeper. The open ridges near 
Siskowit Lake, where the soil is thin, have an open growth near the 
head of the trail and support Prunus pennsylvanica, Birch, Diervitle dier- 
ville, Mountain Ash, Mountain Maple, Amelanchier oligocarpa, Ground 
Cornel, Everlasting, Wild Rose, White Clover, Fire Weed and mosses. 
In the depressions among the underbrush in the deeper soil and in shade 
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is found Diervilla diervilla, Fire Weed, Prunus pennsylvanica, Mountain 
Maple, Mountain Ash, Birch, Monwtain Alder, Willow, Sarsaparilla, 

Wood Equisetum, Oak and Ladies’ Fern, Large- flowering Raspberry, 
Cornus stolonifera and Clintonia borealis. 

The open arid character of much of this station is refiected in the 
grasshopper fauna, as follows: Hibbiscus tuberculatus, Melanoplus 

alaskanus, fasciatus and Oircotettir verruculatus. The butterfly, Basil- 
archia arthemis was also taken here. The rare dragonfly, Ophiogomphus 

columbrinus was also taken at this station, probably because of the 
proximity of the rapid flowing outlet, which forms a trout stream. 

Station V, Substation 10. Long Island Gull Rookery and Menagerie 
Island. This station was examined solely for its bird life, which will 
be discussed elsewhere in this report. This large Gull rookery is on Long 

Island, Fig. 45, which lies about one mile west of Menagerie Island 
where Isle Royale Light is located. ‘This bird clearly breeds upon the 
middle and upper beaches. Long Island is formed by the upturned 
edges of red sandstone and is exposed to the full sweep of the lake 
waves, as is clearly evidenced by the bare rocks. The vegetation on the 
island was not examined, as the time that could be devoted to the exam- 
ination of the rookery was limited. But mention should be made of the 
abundance of algae in the lake bordering the rookery, and of their 
abundance in the rock pools. on the beach. 

Station V, Substation 11. Tamarack-Spruce Swamp. This station 
includes a waterlily pond surrounded by zones of sedge, heath shrubs, 
Tamarack and Black Spruce. <A general view of the pond is shown in 
Fig. 46. It was located almost due west of the western end of Station 

V, 2, and only a short distance northwest of the boat landing. 
In the pond, submerged, was Utricularia, Yellow Waterlily, 

Potamogeton, and Brasenia (Water Shield); practically all the open 
water was occupied by the-Yellow Water Lily. At the edge of the 
water grow the sedges, Mig. 47, which form a distinct zone, and the 
Buckbean. The sedge zone also includes the Lquisetum, Purple Cinque- 
foil, Comaruin palustre, a willow, Hypericum, Water Hemlock (Cicuta 
bulbifera), and the White Bog Orchid. Beyond the sedge zone comes 
Sphagnum, Andromeda polifolia, Cassandra, patches of Labrador Tea, 
O«ycoccus oxycoccus (Small Cranberry, abundant), Alder, Chiogenes 
hispidula (Creeping Snowberry), Bunch Berry or Dwarf Cornel (Cornus 
canadensis), Kalmia glauca, Pitcher Plants, Drosera intermedia. The 
trees do not extend to the inner limit of the Cassandra zone. Cladonia 
grew upon dry hummocks in this zone. In a few places, in depressions in 
the tree zone, Eriophorum was found. The trees are Tamarack, Black 

Spruce, and small Arbor Vitae. The general appearance of the Cassan- 
dra and tree zones are shown in Fig. 48. 

The invertebrate fauna of this station was abundant and varied, but 
the vertebrates were more limited. In the Water Lily and Pota- 
mogeton zone the Stickleback, Fucalia inconstans, was taken, and at 
the sedge margin, Rana clamitans. Water bugs are represented by Bel- 
ostoma “and Coriza nymphs, and on the surface by the Water Strider, 
Gerris rufoscutellatus. A small shell, Physa aplectoides, was found in 
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small foot-print Hke pools in the outer part of the Buckbean and sedge 
zone. In the Cassandra zone were taken the dragonflies Knallagma ha- 
geni, Aeschna, Leucorhinia proxima, the grasshopper A/elanoplus alas- 
kanus, and the butterfly Pyrameis cardui. From this bog were also taken 
the Arachnids, Lacinius ohiocnse, Drassus neglectus:' and Pardosa gla- 
cialis. 

The stations at Washington Harbor were not examined in 1905 in as 
much detail as were other localities, and the descriptions will therefore 
be correspondingly brief, and will be supplementary to a similar account 
by Ruthven, ’06, pp. 48-52. 

Station I, ’04. Clearing at the Head of Washington Harbor. This 
clearing is the property owned by the Washington Club of Duluth, Minn. 
Much of it is sodded, pastured and under some form of cultivation. 
These conditions were particularly favorable for grasshoppers, which 
occur in great numbers. The following species were taken: Stenobo- 
thrus curtipennis, Chloealtis abdominalis, C. conspersa, Mecostethus 
lineatus, Camnula pellucida, and Melanoplus alaskanus. This area ap- 
peared to be a favorable resort for migrating birds, as anes in the ac- 
companying report by Peet. 

Station II, ’04. Washington Creek. This is the nail trout stream 
which flows into the head of Washington Harbor. 

Station III, ’04. Trail along the Top of the Greenstone Range, the 
“Desor Trail.” This trail follows the road whith has been opened from 

_ the Club House (I, ’04) to Lake Desor (VII, 04). At the western end 
this road traverses a forest which varies considerably in its com- 
position. In places it is dense and apparently original. but at 
one place it has been burned and replaced by an abundant growth of 
Birch. The original forest is dense and composed of large trees, and 
the proportion of hardwoods is surprising, since the Balsam-Spruce 
forest is so prevalent elsewhere upon the island. The hardwoods are 
really dominant. The forest Fig. 49, is composed of Yellow Birch, 
Balsam, Arbor Vitae, and a few Sugar Maples, and the undergrowth of 
Mountain Maple and Ground Hemlock. Farther out on the trail, toward 
Lake Desor, the Maple becomes dominant and forms an almost pure 

_ Stand, so dense that in places there is almost no undergrowth, and the 
forest appears quite open with a scattered ground coyer. A loose thick 
layer of leaves and twigs covers the forest floor. In the more open 
places the ground cover is composed of Large-flowering Raspberry, Wild 
Sarsaparilla, Clintonia borealis, Lycopodium, mosses, Ground Cornel, and 
the shrubs, Mountain Maple, Beaked Hazel, Round- leaved Cornel, Moun- 
tain Ash and Red Cherry. The Yellow Birch is a large tree, with 

a diameter of about 2 feet; White Pine is very rare, but ‘the trees are 
large, even about 3 feet in ‘diameter; Arbor Vitae reaches about 2 feet. 
A few Large-toothed Aspens, Black Oak and Black Ash were seen, the 
Aspens about 20 inches in diameter and the Maples 10 to 15 inches. 

Red Squirrels were seen in the forest, the body of a Lynx was found 
hanging on a tree where it had been left by a trapper, and several Toads 
were seen. Invertebrate life was abundant. In an Arbor Vitae stump, 
galleries of an ant, Camponotus herculeanus whympcri (140 A), were 
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found in both the seasoned and the decayed wood. A few beetles were 
taken along the trail; Quedius fulgides, Tachinus ineimnomius and 
Geotrupes blackburnii. Shells were abundant: NStrobilops virgo, Vitrea 
binneyana, Euconulus chersinus polygyratus, Zonitoides arborea, Z. eai- 
gua. Pallifera dorsalis, Pyranidula alternata and P. cronkheitci 
anthonyji. 

Station IV, ’04. Washington Brook. Cf. Ruthven, 706, p. 50. This 
station was examined or the slope back of the Club-house. It is a 
swamp forest along the border of a very small stream, Fig. 50. Part of 
the forest is being cleared. 

Station V, 704. Tamarack Swamp. This swamp was not visited in 

1905. Cf. Ruthven, ’06, p. 50. 
Station VI, ’04. North Slope of Greenstone Range. Cf. Ruthven, ’06, 

p. 49. 
Station VII, ’04. Lake Desor. Cf. Ruthven, ’06, p. 51. A few addi- 

tional records are: The dragonfly, Enallagma exsulans, the water strider, 
Gerris remigis, the fish, Coregonus artedi. At the end of the trail (III, 
704) at Desor, the beetle, Welanotus paradoxus, and the spider Dolomedcs 
idoneus, were taken. , 

Station VIII, ’04. Western End of Siskowit Bay. The large clearing 
and burned area at the head of Siskowit Bay marks the site of a former 
town, the county seat. A well-defined graded road leads from near the 
north ‘shore of the Bay westward and north to an old mining camp, 
This road is being invaded in places by Birches and Aspens. This exten- 

_Sive clearing was overgrown with many introduced plants and was 
given only a cursory examination. The following vertebrates were ob- 
served: Sharp-tailed Grouse, (of which several were seen), the Hare, 
Toad and. Garter Snake. The snails, Polygyra albolabris and Pyramidula 
alternata, and the grasshopper Stenobothrus curtipennis were found 
here. The limits of this station were changed somewhat from those 
given in 1904. 

Station IX, ’04. Southwestern End of Minong Trap Range. Cf. Ruth- 
ven, ’06, p. 51-52. No additional collections were made here in 1905. 

Station X, ’04. Washington Harbor. Cf. Ruthven, ’06, p. 52. No 
additional collections were made at this station in 1905. 

II, THE EVOLUTION OF THE GROSS ENVIRONMENT. 

1. Geological Succession. In his report on the Porcupine Mountains. 
Ruthven (’06) has summarily outlined the general geological history 
of the Lake Superior region. It is only necessary, therefore, for our 
purpose, to repeat some of this history and to enlarge upon those 
phases peculiar to Isle Royale. The structural geology of Isle Royale 
has been studied in detail by Lane (’98) and is relatively simple. The 
different rock formations are in narrow strips nearly parallel with the 
long axis of the island, while the dip of the rocks is toward the basin 
of Lake Superior. The rocks north of Siskowit Bay consist of the trun- 
cated beds of ancient lava flows, interrupted by a small amount of inter- 
bedded sedimentary rocks. Although these tilted and truncated beds are 
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inclined at a high angle, this was not their original position; in all 
probability they were formed in a nearly horizontal position by fissure 
eruptions under the sea, because the lavas are interbedded with shales, 
sandstones and conglomerates. In thickness these lava beds vary 
from a few inches to hundreds of feet. The narrow beds often show 
upper and lower surfaces filled with small cavities (amygdules) in 
contrast with the denser central part. These cavities were formed by 
gas or vapor while the lava was hot, and leave such a rock porous 
and less resistant to disintegrating agencies and to erosion. The same 
principles also hold for the thicker beds of lava; the outer parts are 
more porous and softer than the central part. This structural difference 
is clearly shown in the topography of the island; the ridges mark the 
central or more resistant parts of the truncated lava beds, while the 
valleys, in general, have been worn into the softer outer parts of the 
lava and into the interbedded sedimentary rocks. These beds are of 
Keweenawan or pre-Cambrian age; their formation ceased with an ele- 
vation of the land from the sea and their destruction was begun by 
the agents of subaerial erosion. These processes continued until the 
titled strata were truncated and reduced to a base level. Again the 
region was depressed and upon this croded surface were deposited un- 
conformably those red sandstones and conglomerates which now char- 
acterize the Siskowit Bay region and to the southward, and are of 
Cambrian age. Once more the region was elevated, titled and subjected 
to prolonged erosion and the strata truncated as had been done with 
the Keweenawan. Similar processes continued until the marked eleva- 
tion of the land, which took place at the close of the Tertiary, and 
which initiated the repeated glaciations of the Ice Age. 

With the extension of the last or Wisconsin ice sheet in the Superior 
basin, Isle Royale was completely overridden by the movement of an 
ice sheet from the northeast that moved almost parallel to the ridges, 
but was somewhat more inclined from the east (Lane ’98, p. 183). For 
this reason there was a tendency to plane down the southeastern slopes 
and to preserve the steeper ones which had been formed on the north- 
western side (Foster & Whitney, 750, p. 202). As the island has a 
topography which indicates subaerial rather than marine erosion, it 
must have had at one time a residual soil, which, unless it had been 
swept away by a former ice invasion or the waves of some body of water, 
was probably removed at this time with the minor inequalities of the 
surface. In this manner the Superior lobe buried the island under 
several thousand feet of ice and continued its movement far to the 
southward, leaving a glacial desert in its wake. This condition of affairs 
lasted until the return movement broke up the great ice sheet into lake 
basin lobes and brought the receding ice front into the Superior basin. 
As soon, however, as this lobe wasted away from the margin of this 
basin, the water from the melting ice accumulated before it and formed 
a lake which, overflowing the rim, found its way through the St. Croix 
valley to the Mississippi river, as indicated in Fig. 51. But, as the ice 
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wall continued to retreat toward the northeast, these ponded waters 
increased in area and formed the highest beach lines now preserved on 
the north shore of Lake Superior. The evidence for this is found on 
Mt. Josephine, located on this shore just north of the southwestern end 
of Isle Royale, which reaches an elevation of about 800 feet above the 
Lake. Far up on its slopes, according to Lawson (’93, p. 253), evidence 
of beach lines are found, about which he says: “These two terraces at 
585 and 607 feet are remarkable for being the highest strand lines which 

Fig. 51. Showing origin of the Glacial Lakes, their relation to the ice sheet and their Miss- 
issippi drainage. 

have thus far been observed on the coast of Lake Superior.” Under such 
conditions it seems that Isle Royale would undoubtedly have been sub- 
merged. The ice retreat continued and finally Isle Royale, freed from 
the ice and in part from the lake waters, emerged as a narrow rocky 
ridge—the crest of the Greenstone Range which today rises, at the 
northeastern end of the island, to a maximum elevation of about 550 
feci. As the ice wall retreated the Michigan and Huron basins became 
confluent, and an outlet to the east (Trent valley, Ontario) at first, 
later the Port Huron and possibly the Chicago outlet (Goldthwait, ’09, 
p. 65) became available, Fig. 52, and at about this time the Glacial Great 

5 
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Lakes became isolated from the Mississippi drainage. The lake level 
was lowered, and it was perhaps at this level that the beach lines were 
formed on the north side of Lake Superior, which are now 400-500 feet 
above the present lake level (Taylor, ’97, p. 126). Similar evidences of 
ancient beaches have been recognized by Lane (’98, pp. 188-191) upon 
Isle Royale, but he is inclined to place the level of this Glacial Lake 
Algonquin at about 485 feet. It is probable that more field 

work will be necessary before adequate correlations of these beaches can 

be made. 
Some general idea of the extent of the island at this stage may be 

gained by reference to the 460 foot contour on the accompanying map, 

Fic. 52.—Showing the Algonquin stage of the Great Lakes. A water barrier to northward 
dispersal of the land bioto. 

Fig. 53. At this time, Fig. 52, the ice sheets had retreated far enough to 
the northeast that the climate of the Superior basin must have been so 
greatly ameliorated that animal life could have lived in its water. This 
inference seems probable because fossil shells have been found in the beach 
lines of the same lake farther to the south by Lane and Walker (Lane 
00, pp. 248-252), and at Port Huron, Michigan by the writer in company 
with Dr. J. W. Goldthwait and Dr. A. G. Ruthven (Goldthwait, ’07, p-. 
118). Here were found an abundance of Goniobasis livescens, occa- 
sional valves of Sphaerium striatimum Lam. and Unionid fragments, a 
fauna like that of the present beaches. It is therefore not improbable 
that this fauna invaded the Great Lakes drainage from the Mississippi 
during the early stages of the great glacial lakes, when they still over- 
flowed into the Mississippi drainage. 
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_ The time of invasion and the sources of the Glacial and post-Glacial 
supply of life which invaded the northern land and waters presents 
several interesting problems. At this point the origin of the aquatic 
biota is of special interest. From what is known of the fresh-water 
aquatic biota of the far north, it is very probable that the Glacial Great 
Lakes, at least in their later stages, were not utterly devoid of animal 
life. So it seems reasonable to infer that such forms as lived during 
Glacial times near the ice margin were among the first to succeed the 
retreating ice sheet. 

As the lake fauna is one of the most characteristic features of the 
life of northeastern North America, the question naturally arises as to 
where this fauna was preserved during the Ice Age. Today there is 
no extensive development of lake fauna south of the glaciated region. 
Where then was such a fauna preserved? On the west were the arid 
plains, and to the south an old land area of mature drainage and very. 
few lakes. Such relations as these suggest that this fauna must have 
occupied the lakes formed on the rejuvenated glacial topography or 
in the adjacent streams. Had there been extensive lake areas to the south 
to act as regions of preservation, it seems probable that the present fauna 
of the Great Lakes would have been much richer. Undoubtedly 
the most important fresh-water preserve was the Mississippi system, 
on account of its direct communication with the glacial drainage, thus 
allowing a. southward escape into more favorable climatic conditions. 
This was also a water communication of considerable duration, lasting 
even into early post-Glacial times, and one which has greatly influenced 
the origin of the present fauna of the Great Lakes. In all probability 
it was this Glacial and post-Glacial water connection and_ barrier 
that retarded the northern extension of so many land species, and at the 
same time favored the extension of certain aquatic animals. The later de- 
velopment of the eastern outlets did not open up such a favorable 
source of supply as occurred farther west. 

So much for this phase of the problem. Now let us continue with 
the history of the Superior basin since Algonquin times. The fall in 
the lake level did not take place suddenly, since a series of beach 
lines are preserved which show that it halted for some time at different 

“levels, but none were of any remarkable duration until it reached a 
level marked by a very extensive series of beach lines now preserved 
at about 60 feet above the level of Lake Superior. This well defined 
beach represents the shore of the Nipissing Great Lakes, post-Glacial 
lakes whose general outline was much like that of the present lakes 
in the same basins, as is indicated in Fig. 54. The low outlet of this 

lake was to the east through the Ottawa valley into the Champlain 
Sea, and is of special interest in that it is suggestive of how certain 
Great Lake animals of marine affinities (Mysis, Pontoporeia, Triglopsis) 
might have invaded the upper lakes in post-Glacial times. At one 
time it was thought that there had been a Glacial salt water com- 
munication between Lake Superior and the Hudson Bay region, but 
this view has been abandoned (cf. Taylor, ’97, pp. .127-128; ’96, pp. 255- 
256, and Coleman, ’06, pp. 193, 198-199). It is definitely known that 
the land was depressed to the north of Lake Superior, but this period 
of depression was at a time when it was covered by the ice sheet, 

a 
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Fic. 54. The Nipissing Great Lakes. Showing the fresh water highway or barrier in the west and the sza barrier in the east. 
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and thus the salt water was excluded. An alternative hypothesis is 

that these animals are adapted to a constant and low temperature 

rather than to fresh or salt water, and that during Glacial times they 

were dispersed far to the south in fresh water and have only been 

preserved in restricted favorable localities. The low temperature of 

Glacial times would be a period especially favorable for the acclimatiza- 

tion of marine forms to fresh water on account of the favorable .con- 

ditions which accompany the slow rate of changes at low temperatures. 

The long duration of the Nipissing Great Lakes is well attested by 

the character of the beach. As Taylor (’96, p. 398) remarks: “It is 

altogether the most remarkable littoral feature of the Great Lake 
region. It is a shore line well advanced towards old age. All other 
beaches of the lakes are youthful in comparison ............ Instead ’ 
of the slender spits and barrier bars of the Algonquin and other beaches, 
the Nipissing beach has what may be called barrier plains, made up 
of many, sometimes forty or fifty, massive beach ridges laid one against 
the other. Many bays were entirely filled by these beach plains and 
others were cut off, so as to form small littoral lakes. Some of these 
plains are a mile to a mile and a half wide. In some instances the old 
deltas of other beaches are large and conspicuous, but the constructive 
products of wave action have no comparison to those of the Nipissing 
beach.” From a biological standpoint these facts are of special signifi- 
cance. The maturity of the beach line is a condition decidedly favor- 
able to the development of a littoral biota. The sandy shore, spits, 
bars, beach pools, cut-off ponds and lakes furnish a variety of favorable 
habitats in marked contrast with the poverty stricken character of. 
life frequenting an exposed and topographically youthful lake shore. 
Such an old beach is both qualitatively and quantitatively favorable 
to the biota, and not only favors an abundant supply but also its dis- 
persion along shore and by currents throughout such a body of water. 
The long duration of such conditions is of evident advantage to an. 
extensive dispersal of such life. 

As the basin of the Nipissing Great Lakes in the Superior basin was 
so much like that of Lake Superior, it is not improbable that the lake 
currents were much the same in both lakes, so that our knowledge of 
the present lake currents should aid in the interpretation of those of 
the Nipissing Great Lakes. Such relations as these suggest that at the 
Nipissing stage, and perhaps even earlier, the lake currents tended to 
people Isle Royale with north shore drift. By this time the island 
was quite large, though smaller than the present island by the subtraction 
of the area below the 60-foot contour. At this time the climate of the 
region must have become greatly ameliorated so‘that the north shore 
of Lake Superior was perhaps repopulated from the south, largely 
around the western end of the lake. , With the advent of an abundance 
and diversity of plant and animal life, a new element enters the environ- 
ment, whose influence is far reaching. The vegetation tends to blanket 
the surface with a humus layer and thus to bind the soil so that it 
retards erosion and becomes a geological agent. The influence of 
animal life is also far reaching and may be conspicuous if beavers are 
abundant. But these influences will only be mentioned here. 

The development of the Nipissing beach upon Isle Royale has not 
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been so clearly recognized as elsewhere. Thus Lane (’98, p. 187) con- 
siders the present beach as the most distinct of any found upon the 
island. In a way this is not surprising when we recall the fact that 
at former lake levels the small area of the island did not permit of 
an extensive stream development, hence the limited quantities of sand, 
gravel and boulders. Thus the overriding of the ice, the isolation of. 
the island in deep water, and the steep shores of resistent rocks are 
conditions unfavorable for supplying tools with which the waves could 
work. All of these conditions would tend to preserve the youthful 
topographic features and exaggerate the apparent relative rate at which 
the island emerged from the waves and the small time during which 
the waves beat at any particular level. The materials available to the 
present waves have therefore been cumulative. Lane (’98, pp. 188-189) 
has recognized several evidences of a 60 foot level. . 

After the formation of the Nipissing beach there was an uplift toward 
the ‘north, as shown by Taylor’s (’97, p. 127) study of this beach on 
the Canadian shore north of Isle Royale. In the vicinity of Port Arthur 
this beach is at 60 feet; at Nipigon 90 feet, and 110 to 115 at Peninsula 
Harbor. Such an assumed variation or tilting near Isle Royale sug- 
gests the necessity of great caution in attempting to correlate the 
various beaches and emphasizes the desirability of further field work 
upon this subject. Lane (’98, p. 192) suggests that this northward tilt- 
ing has tended to pond the northeastward flowing streams and to drain 
the ones flowing in the opposite direction. Such tilting as this would 
have considerable influence upon the biota. Even in an uplift of a few 
feet per mile, in the case of Isle Royale 45 miles long, would be sufficient 
to have a marked influence upon the swamp environment, which is one 
of the most characteristic features of the island. In this manner a 
swamp and its biota might migrate several miles, become a pond or 
lake or even become drained, and other fates are suggested for ponds, 
lakes and other environments when such a distinct trend or dynamic 
tendency is present in a given region. 

The change from the Nipissing to the present lake level was not a 
sudden one, as Lane (’98, p. 191) has recognized beaches at various 
levels showing its gradual character; the 30 and 15 foot levels are, 
however, the most distinct. A few observations were made upon two 
of these abandoned beaches, but their height was not determined. One 
was located just south of the mouth of Conglomerate Bay in a small 
cove about 60 or 70 feet wide. There was an abundance of fresh drift 
wood a few feet from the edge of the water, back of this a zone of 
weathered and decayed drift, and beyond this a high boulder beach 
containing disintegrated boulders with foliaceous lichens, while back of 
the lichen zone came Wild Cherry, Paper Birch, Bear-berry, Wild Rose, 
Jack Pine, Alders and Columbine. The back slope then declined into 
a Jack Pine growth. This beach is interesting because it illustrates 
the various stages from wave-washed, clean sand and gravel back into 
the forest growth. Lane (’98, p. 185) refers to a lichen covered beach 
on Sec. 10, T. 65, R. 34. The second of the beaches mentioned is located on 
the south shore near the eastern end of Siskowit Bay (Sec. 26, T. 65 N., 
R. 35 W.). The present beach is locally known as the “Greenstone 
beach” and forms a good boat landing. 
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2. The Topography and its Origin. The most conspicuous and char- 
acteristic topographic features of the island are its parallel flat-topped 
rock ridges with the intervening valleys and numerous swamps. These 
ridges project far out from the main body of the island and form the 
narrow rock ridges bounding the harbors, and forming a vast number 
of small islands and low rocky reefs. The tilting, faulting and trunca- 
tion of these narrow beds clearly shows that the dependence of the 
topography upon rock structure is one of me most characteristic features 
of the island. 

The main ridge, the Greenstone Range, is a divide which extends the 
entire length of the island, and is from about 400 to 500 feet high, 
with a maximum height of about 550 feet at the northeastern end of 
the island. At only one place does a drainage line cross the Green- 
stone. This is a small stream heading in Sec. 17, T. 64 N., R. 837 W 
and a tributary to Washington River. This ridge is a truncated lava 
bed whose outer softer part has been eroded, thus throwing into promi- 
nence the compact resistant central core. Thus erosion, faulting and 
the dip of the rocks have combined to produce a northwestward facing 
escarpment nearly throughout its extent. The fairly flat topped 
truncated ridges of the island clearly show that their origin must be. 
due to a period of baseleveling and is no doubt related to those exten- 
sive processes which have produced the Laurentian peneplain (cf. 
Ruthven, ’06, p. 45) of the Superior region. The ridge of second im- 
portance is the Minong Trap Range, which lies parallel with the Green- 
stone, about a mile to the northwest, and reaches a height of about 400 
feet. Between these ranges lies a valley containing five fairly large 
lakes, all of which drain across this range to the northward, and the 
probable faults indicated by Lane (’98, pl. 1) at- Todd Harbor and 
McCargoe Cove are suggestive as to how the ridge has been broken 
through. Faults seem to have influenced the location of several lakes, 
such as Angleworm, Lesage, Livermore, Chickenbone, Feldtmann and 
also the outlet of Lake Richie into Chippewa Harbor. In addition to 
these main ranges there are great numbers of lower ones whose heights 
range from 100 to about 300 feet. East of Lake Feldtmann there is a 
bold escarpment 130 feet high, which was said by McIntyre (Foster, 
50, p. 506) to afford the “finest view that I have seen on the island.” 

The drainage of the island presents some interesting features. At 
each end of the island the drainage is mainly along the valleys into 
the harbors‘at their ends. Between these two extremes, roughly marked 
by the area between lakes Desor and Sargent, the drainage, although it 
may follow the valleys for some distance, is yet to a marked degree 
across the strata or ridges. Taken as a whole the drainage is very 
imperfectly developed. Although the island is not extensive, it con- 
tains numerous small independent streams which drain into the lakes 
or directly into Lake Superior, but it has no master stream. It seems 
probable that this is also related to faulting, as also in the case-of 
the stream, which may be called Malone Creek, that flows into the head 
of Siskowit Bay. The probable influence of faulting upon the location 
of lakes has previously been mentioned, and combined with its influence 
upon streams reinforces the idea of the dominance of structure upon 
the topography and consequently upon the drainage. But when in the 
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field the most conspicuous features of this imperfect drainage are the 
vast strips of swamp land found in the valleys and bordering the lakes 
and streams. -The rock bound character of the basins and the south- 
ward tilting of the surface must greatly influence the form and extent 
of these strips. The stream channels have not cut deeply but are largely 
bordered by swamps, and the divides between many of them are very 
low or may even be swamps, so that the drainage from either end of 
a swamp may be into a different drainage line. Such imperfection of 
the drainage means that evaporation rather than run off is the pro- 
nounced feature, and this condition, combined with the insular loca- 

tion, must greatly influence the relative humidity of the atmosphere. 
The brownish waters of even the largest lake upon the island, Siskowit, 
54 feet above Lake Superior, clearly shows the influence of the imper- 
fect drainage and the extensive swamps of its drainage basin. 

The general character of the soil was indicated by Ives on the Linear 
Survey map. This is as a rule shallow, the deeper being at the south- 
western end (T. 64 N., R. 88 W.) and is characterized as “sandy loam 
and stony, second rate sufficiently deep for cultivation.” At the head. 
of Siskowit Bay (T. 63 N., R. 37 W.) he records soil “stony, 2nd and 
8rd rate land. Soil varies from a few inches to 3 or 4 feet in depth.” 
And near McCargoe Cove (T. 66 N., R. 35 W.) the soil is from 1 to 10 
feet deep. The soil then in general may be said to be shallow, second 
and third rate stony, sandy loam. In the swamps and valleys there 
is a large amount of vegetable debris, although it is probable that this 
is generally not deep. No bog lime or marl has been observed. Large 
strips of the ridges are destitute of soil, especially those which have 
been burned. No morainic materials were recognized, although the ice 
overrode the island, and glacial boulders are abundant in places, as 
about the head of Washington Harbor. Dr. Lane writes me that there 
is some till, “especially on the lee end near Washington Harbor.” 

The origin of these soils appears to be relatively clear as there 
are only a few possibilities available. Some of the pre-Glacial residual 
soil may have been preserved but it has not been recognized. As above 
mentioned there are some Glacial boulders and till. The post-Glacial 
disintegration and decay of the rocks has been the most important 
source, supplemented by organic remains, from the vegetation in par- 
ticular. A fourth source is the lake deposits of sand and clay as the 
waves have worked over the entire surface. These are best preserved 
in what were once harbors or places protected from the waves. In 
many localities the origin of the soil is diverse, several different pro- 
cesses having contributed a part. 
From thé above topographic relations it is seen that the flat-topped 

ridges and depressions are due to the structure of the rock, the influence 
of base leveling processes and probably also to faulting. The present 
drainage is not sufficient to explain the primary ridges and valleys; 
these must therefore have been inherited from past conditions. The 
present drainage is therefore consequent and in its infancy, hence 
its imperfection. From a biological standpoint these facts are signifi- 
cant because such conditions favor isolation of small streams, swamp 
and lake habitats affect the relative humidity and produce a prominent 
zonal and linear arrangement of the habitats along the ridges and 
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vallevs. The absence, residual, or organic character of the soil is also 
an important factor of the environment. . 

3. The Atmospheric Influences. and their Evolution. a. Climate. 
Unfortunately there has been no continuous series of climatological 
records made on Isle Royale. A few records were made by our party with 
instruments loaned by Mr. C. F. Schneider of the Michigan Weather 
Service, that, while very imperfect, are suggestive. The mean tempera- 
ture for 26 days in July is 58° F., the minimum record is 46°, and 
the’ maximum 79°. From August 2 to 17 the mean is 59°; the mean 
maximum is 71° and the mean minimum is 47°. For the same period 
the maximum is. 80° and the minimum 36°. There was but little rain 
although it rained all day on July 15. 
Very fortunately, however, these meager records may be _ supple- 

mented by those from Port Arthur, about 25 miles distant on the 
Canadian shore.1 This data has been kindly furnished by Mr. B. C. 
Webber of the Canadian Meteorological Service. The records cover the 
decade of 1896 to 1905, and show the mean monthly and annual tem- 
peratures, maximum and minimum temperatures, and the precipitation 
for the same period. 

The table of temperature, Table 1, shows that the decade average of 
the mean monthly temperatures for February is 7.65° F., with a maxi- 
mum during July of 62.24° and an average annual of 36.07°. The 
monthly averages of the maximum temperatures for January is 38.1° 
and for July 85.8°, with an average annual of 36.7°. The lowest 
average monthly temperature for the same period is—27.5° for January, 
and for July 42.0°. The average minimum temperature for this ten 
years is—30.8°. The monthly averages for 5 months are below zero. 

TABLE NO. 1—MEAN, MONTHLY AND ANNUAL TEMPERATURES AND AVERAGES 
FOR 10 YEARS. PORT ARTHUR, 1896-1905. 

Mean Temperatures in °F. 

‘ 

Year. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. | April.| May. | June. | July. | Aug. | Sept. | Oct. | Nov. | Dec aol 

9.38 | 12.4 | 15.9 | 35.5 | 51.6] 59.8 | 63.5 | 60.2 | 51.0 | 388.5 | 19.7 | 16.0 | 36.1 
6.9 | 13.2 | 19.5 | 36.1 | 46.5 | 53.7 | 64.0 | 59.6 | 57.0 | 44.4] 23.1] 11.3] 36.3 

10.4 | 10.6 | 24.2 | 35.5 | 47.9 | 54.5 | 60.4 | 59.6 | 55.9 | 41.7 | 28.1] 12.2 | 36.1 
3.2} 1.4] 9.9 | 36.3 | 46.6 | 55.9 | 61.8 | 60.8 | 48.8] 44.3 | 36.7 | 14.8] 35.0 

14.8 | 1.5 | 16.6 | 40.6 | 50.8 | 57.9 | 61.9 | 68.5 | 54.7 | 49.3 | 25.1] 17.2 | 37.8 

7.6 | 5.6 | 17.8 | 38.3 ; 49.2 | 56.8 | 64.0 | 62.1 | 52.6 | 42.3 | 24.7 | 12.1] 36.1 
10.9 | 15.0 | 27.5 | 35.8 | 46.7 | 52.6 | 63.2 | 58.9 | 50.2 | 40.6 | 30.7 | 11.7] 37.0 
7.8} 7.9 | 24.0 | 35.2 | 46.4 | 56.9 | 61.8 | 57.3 | 50.0 | 43.4] 26.0) 7.5] 35.4 
4.4] 0.5 | 18.4 | 33.3 | 47.4 | 55.5 | 60.4 | 58.4 | 50.2 | 41.0 | 30.9 | 10.1] 34.2 
4.4') 8.4] 21.6 | 35.3 | 45.8 | 54.6 | 61.4 | 61.4 | 54.6 | 40.3 | 26.9 | 18.7 | 36.1 

AVerage......... eee 7.97| 7.65] 19.54] 36.19! 47.89] 55.82] 62.24) 60.18] 52.5 | 42.58] 27.19} 13.11! 36.02 

§. E. Michigan (Mean)...] 24.1 | 22.2 | 30.8 | 46.9 | 56.7 | 67.1 | 77.9 | 69.1 | 62.6 | 50.6 | 36.5 27.0] 47.2 

1 Fora general account of the Canadian climate see Stupart ’98 and ’05. 

6 
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Highest Temperatures in °F 

Year. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. | April. | May. | June. | July. | Aug. | Sept.) Oct. | Nov. | Dec. ae 

36.0 | 47.0 | 47.0 | 59.0 | 89.0 | 88.0 | 91.0 | 87.0 | 77.0 | 66.0 | 46.0 | 47.0 | 91.0 
42.0 | 33.0 | 45.0 | 67.0 | 73.0 | 86.0 | 84.0 | 83.0 | 88.0 | 74.0 | 47.0 | 38.0] 88.0 
35.0 | 38.0 | 43.0 | 60.0 | 76.0 | 80.0 | 85.0 | 82.0 | 78.0 | 64.0 | 61.0 | 43.0 | 85.0 
38.0 | 42.0 | 32.0 | 74.0 | 78.0 | 81.0 | 86.0 | 82.0 | 78.0 | 67.0 | 60.0 | 43.0 | 86.0 
46.0 | 32.0 | 54.0 | 66.0 | 84.0 | 83.0 | 86.0 | 82.0 | 78.0 | 68.0 | 57.0 | 40.0) 386.0 

36.0 | 38.0 | 44.0 | 67.0 | 77.0 | 85.0 | 90.0 | 85.0 | 82.0 | 70.0 | 48.0 | 37.0 | 90.0 
35.0 | 41.0 | 49.0 | 69.0 | 81.0 | 76.0 | 83.0 | 80.0 | 71.0 | 64.0 | 53.0 | 34.01 83.0 
34.0 | 43.0 | 48.0 | 61.0 | 71.0 | 85.0 | 87.0 | 82.0 | 76.0 | 63.0 | 69.0 | 34.0] 87.0 
37.0 | 33.0 | 41.0 | 66.0 | 81.0 | 80.0 | 84.0 | 81.0 | 70.0 | 65.0 | 48.0 | 44.0} 84.0 
42.0 |°41.0 | 54.0 | 67.0 | 77.0 | 77.0 | 82.0 | 79.0 | 73.0 | 77.0 | 52.0 | 39.0} 82.0 

AVOLIQE . sssssisisiene se <a ae 88.1 | 38.8 | 45.7 | 65.6 | 78.7 | 82.1 | 85.8 | 82.3] 77.1} 67.8 | 54.1! 39.9) 86.2 

Lowest Temperatures in °F. 

Year. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. | April.| May. | June. | July.) Aug. | Sept. | Oct. | Nov. | Dec. Bivins 
e 

6.0 | 31.0 | 38.0 | 41.0 | 34.0 | 23.0 | 14.0 |-21.0 |-24.0 | -33.0 
2.0 | 26.0 | 28.0 | 50.0 | 37.0 | 25.0 | 20.0 |-11.0 |-21.0 | -30.0 
1.0 | 30.0 | 36.0 | 37.0 | 40.0 | 30.0 | 14.0 |-11.0 |-30.0 | -30.0 
8.0 | 27.0 | 37.0 | 48.0 | 41.0 | 20.0 | 24.0 |-14.0 |-22.0 | -87.0 

18.0 | 25.0 | 34.0 | 41.0 | 44.0 | 31.0 | 28.0 | -4.0 |-25.0 | -30.0 

16.0 | 29.0 | 32.0 | 42.0 | 40.0 | 28.0 | 20.0] 0.0 |-29.0 | -29.0 
5.0 | 23.0 | 34.0 | 44.0 | 39.0 | 25.0 | 21.0 | -6.0 |-20.0 | -30.0 
2.0 | 16.0 | 34.0 | 40.0 | 37.0 | 29.0 | 21.0 | -8.0 }-26.0 | -31.0 

12.0 | 25.0 | 37.0 | 40.0 | 35.0 | 30.0 | 20.0 | -1.0 |-23.0 | -34.0 
16.0 | 24.0 | 35.0 | 42.0 | 33.0 | 28.0 | 10.0 |-12.0 |-11.0 | -24.0 

Average...........0.. -27.6 |-26.4 |-14.5 | 8.6 | 25.6 | 34.5 | 42.0 | 38.0 | 26.9 | 19.2 | -8.8 |-23.1 | -30.8 

The precipitation during the same period is shown in Table 2. The 
minimum average monthly rainfall for the period is .002 inches for 
February, with a maximum of 4.25 inches in July, and an annual 
total of 21.73. inches, more than half of which fell during the growing 
season for the vegetation—June, July and August. The snowfall 

averaged a maximum for January with 4.59 inches and an annual total 
The. deep snows of this region are thus seen not to 

be due so much to the abundant precipitation as to its preservation by 
the low temperature. 

of 25.44 inches. 
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TABLE NO. 2.—PORT ARTHUR, 1896-1905. 

Rainfall. 

Year. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. | April.| May. | June. | July. | Aug. | Sept. | Oct. | Nov. | Dec. | Total. 

In. In. | In. In. | In. In. In. In. Th. In. In. In. 
0.00 | 0.12 | 2.382 | 4.10 | 2.04 | 1.75 | 1.73 | 1.41 | 3.04 | 1.28 | 0.00 | 17.79 
0.00 | 0.00 | 0.64 | 2.06 | 3.89 | 6.53 | 4.65 | 1.12 | 1.44 | 0.57 | 0.00 | 20.97 
0.00 | 0.83 | 0.07 | 3.04 | 6.94 | 4.58 | 2.42 | 5.40 | 2.78 | 0.65 | 0.00 | 26.23 
0.00 | 0.00 | 2.57 | 3.40 | 3.84 | 3.52 | 3.76 | 3.65 | 1.79 | 1.34] 0.78 | 24.65 
0.00 | 0.00 | 0.50 | 0.36 | 2.48 | 3.33 | 6.77 | 6.14 | 5.20 | 0.49 | 0.12 .39 

0.00 | 0.00 | 1.57 | 0.95 | 3.76 | 6.24 | 2.92 | 1.98 | 2.47 | 0.38 | 0.00 | 20.27 
0.02 | 0.36 | 0.55 | 1.89 | 5.18 | 3.03 | 3.01 | 1.99 | 2.78 | 1.29 | 0.00 | 20.10 
0.00 | 0.14 | 0.23 | 3.14 | 1.60 | 3.29 | 1.97 | 5.56 | 2.61 | 0.27 | 0.00 | 18.81 
0.00 | 0.36 | 0.32 | 2.87 | 2.36 | 2.94) 2.65 | 3,41 | 3.62 | 0.15 | 0.06 | 19.24 
0.00 | 0.88 | 0.69 | 2.14 | 2.86 | 7.83 | 1.80 | 4.58 | 2.27 | 2.29 | 0.00 | 23.84 

‘ 

ee ee 057; .002} .22 95 | 2.85 | 3.39 | 4.25 | 3.12 | 3.52 | 2.8 87 09 | 21.73 

S. E. Michigan........] 1.94 | 2.16 | 2.42 | 2.27 | 8.58 | 3.19 | 2.68 | 2.38 | 2.30 | 2.73 | 2.88 | 2.03 | 30.22 

Snowfall. 

: Year. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. | April.}| May. | June. | July. | Aug. | Sept. | Oct. | Nov. | Dec. | Total 

In. Tn. In. In. In. In. Tn. In: | In. In. | In. Tn. In. 
5.5 2.1) 6.4] 6. c 1.6 | 36.9 
1.6] 86) 9.2] 8. 4.6 | 37.0 
5.1 4.6| 5.4 2.8 | 19.1 
5.0) 5.7] 3.4 4.7 | 18.8 
8.5 | 2.0] 2.9 8B} 1.8) 17.0 

8.4| 0.6] 6.6 3.3 | 3.5 | 22.4 
5.0} 2.4] 0.4 4.8] 4.6] 17.2 
2.8} 2.9] 8.1 0.8] 1.8 | 33.0 
2.3 1.8] 7.8 4.3 | 13.7 | 30.3 
2.2) 2.9] 5.5 4.1 1.0 | 22.7 

Average...........4-5 450) 2,87 | BST | FB 1 OB cecal evesee] ex enwafecnd vee 93 | 4.28 | 4.01 | 25.44 

Ss Ee Mich. (5 years) os) eon sacle va aalisernes sblaatdnga| eeasaicccsel iaseig sighed uaieintave | giatceans te] obs Soelalf acscoie & =] oekaiciere saampsal| SER 

These climatic records are likely to mean little when taken by them- 
selves, but when compared with the conditions found in the other extreme 
of the state, interesting relations become apparent. Transeau (’05 b, 
pp. 356-358) has summarized the temperature and precipitation means 
for certain localities in southeastern Michigan, and these means have 
been placed in the table with the Port Arthur data. The most striking 
difference (Table 1) is the much higher temperature throughout the 
year in southern Michigan; the mean July maximum is 71.9° as contrast- 
ed with 62.24° at Port Arthur; the annual mean is 47.2° as contrasted 
with 36.07° for Port Arthur. The northern mean is between the tem- 
perature of the maximum density of water (39.2°) and the freezing point. 
‘The precipitation presents almost equally striking differences. The rain- 
fall instead of being largely confined to the summer months, as at Port 
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Arthur, is much more generally distributed throughout the vear. The 
rainfall is also about 14 more in the south, the northern mean is 21.72 
inches and the southern one 30.22 inches. In the north there is about 
1/5 more snow than rainfall, 21.72 as contrasted with 25.44 inches; 
while in the south about 14 more of the precipitation occurs as snow, 
30.22 of rain as contrasted with 38.4 inches of snow. While in both 
regions the greater precipitation is in the form of snow, the longer grow- 
ing season of the plants in the south makes more of this moisture avail- 
able; but on the other hand, on account of the higher temperature, more 
is needed. While about one-half of the rainfall in both regions occurs 
during the growing season, yet the evaporation is much greater in the 
south so that the relative humidity is less when compared with the 
north. (Cf. Transeau, 05, a). It seems probable that the relative 
humidity of Isle Royale is greater than on the adjacent mainland on ac- 
count of its insular location and imperfect drainage. 

Mention should also be made of the long period of daylight in the 
north because this is of great importance to a vegetation whose period 
of growth is limited to such a short summer. 

To one accustomed to the hot summers farther south, the cool summer 
of Isle Royale is very agreeable and invigorating. Moderately heavy 
clothing is needed for comfort except during the middle of the day wher 
the heat at times is very oppressive. This was especially the case dur- 
ing our examinations of the rock ridges. Thus on July 10 on the Jack 
Pine Ridge (III, 5) the thermometer on a mat of Cladonia recorded 
93° F. in the sun, while at the same time (2 P. M.) in the sun, but ex- 
posed to a cool breeze, it recorded 76° F. Such temperatures would not 
attract special attention were it not for the fact that usually the tem- 
perature is so much lower. The nights are very cool, and at Washington 
Harbor on Aug. 22 there was a frost in the valley along Washington 
Creek (II, ’04). During our camp at the Light-house, when shore winds 
accompanied a storm, the temperature became so low that a fire in the 
evening was necessary for comfort. On July 15 there was a brisk east 
wind, with a mean temperature of about 50° so that the vapor of ones 
breath was visible all day. The lake breeze is at times very noticeable 
as one passes from Rock Harbor into the channel at Middle Islands. It 
is quite probable, as Jackson (’50, p. 420) suggests, that this cold lake 
air is a factor in the production of the stunted tree growth. 

The low temperature of the wet, densely forested cedar swamps is 
worthy of special mention. As Foster.remarks ( ’50, p. 420) “Under the 
shade of the crags, and among .the thick evergreen swamps of white 
cedar, it not unfrequently happens that perennial ice is found, covered 
by a layer of turf. Mr. Blake discovered a considerable area of ice thus 
preserved in midsummer, near Rock Harbor.” Unfortunately our party 
did not find such conditions although such “cold islands” were kept 
in mind with the idea that under such conditions “glacial relicts” might 
be expected if these areas were of sufficient extent. 

b. Seiches. The rapid and temporary changes of the water level in the 
harbors has-been the basis of much comment. This was very marked at 
Tobin Harbor and at Washington Harbor. Its influence upon Washing- 
ton Creek was quite marked,:at times it would be ponded for some 
distance up stream while on other days it would be a briskly flowing 
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stream. Foster and Whitney (’50, p. 51) make the following comment 
upon these fluctuations at Rock Harbor; “While at Rock Harbor, Isle 
Royale, in the summer of 1847, we witnessed the ebbing and flowing of 
the water, recurring at intervals of fifteen or twenty minutes, during 
the entire afternoon. The variation was from twelve to eighteen inches; 
and we took advantage of their recession to catch some of the small 
lake fish which were left in the pools. The day was calm and clear 
but before the expiration of forty-eight hours a violent gale set in.” 

This phenomenon has been investigated on the Great Lakes by Deni- 
‘son (°98, p. 568) who states that these seiche movements are very 
marked preceding and during storms and are due to atmospheric pres-. 
‘sure upon the lake. 

ce. Climatic Succession. From what is known of the general geologi- 
‘cal history of the Superior region, during Glacial and post-Glacial times, 
it is evident that there has been a great climatic change which has been 
of the utmost biological importance. It is therefore desirable to see 
what inferences will aid us in forming a general conception of the pos- 
‘sible climatic successions. It appears to be generally conceded that at the 
margin of the ice sheet the conditions must have been quite arctic in 
character, similar to that of the “barren grounds” of the far north. Such 
climatic conditions might result from a permanent atmospheric low cor- 
related with the presence of the ice sheet (Cf. Chamberlin and Salisbury, 
06, 11, pp. 674-675; 111, p. 4383). The prevailing westerlies, combined with 
a permanent low to the north would favor westerly continental winds 
along the margin of the ice. Perhaps a suggestive comparison can be 
made between the seasonal transitions from the two permanent winter 
lows near the Arctic regions, into the summer condition of one low with 
its transitional “March weather” and that of American and European 
glacial lows and their transformation into the present summer arctic 
low. In connection with this subject a paper by Fassig (’99) is of spec 
ial interest. Analogies are often dangerous but the idea is of interest 
because it suggests a “March weather” transformation for post-Glacial 
times. In this connection the formation and occurrence of the wind 
blown loess, with its greatest development in the west and on the east 
banks of certain streams, is of special interest, although these condi- 
tions did not develop in the north as they did farther south. The oc- 
‘currence of the westerly winds seems to be further supported by the west- 
erly and southwesterly extension of the ice from the centers of the accum- 
ulation (Cf. Chamberlin and Salisbury, 706, 111, pp. 330-333). Some- 
what similar conditions in some respects obtained in Europe (Penck, ’06, 
p. 183). but the dry winds were easterly rather than westerly as in North 
America. The European loess deposits also approached much nearer 
to the (western Europe) coast than in America, where they remain far 
to the interior. The Great Lake storm track may have been wider, but, 
more probably, was narrower and more intense. The northeastward re- 
treat of the ice sheet is paralleled by the northeastward migration of 
spring weather conditions (Bigelow, ’97, p. 48) and if this route of the 
opening of spring was initiated at- this early date it must have had 
important biological consequences upon the migrating animal life of the 
interior. The arctic and storm track types of climate are perhaps the 
only ones which Isle Royale has possessed, although the storm centers 
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may have, as a rule, passed farther south than at present. If these sug- 
gestions are applied to the interpretation of the Glacial and post-Glacial 
history of Isle Royale, the general relations will be about as follows: 
Succeeding the disappearance of the ice was an arctic condition with 
short summers and long winters, prevailing westerly winds, and severe 
easterly or southeasterly moving storms. Such conditions as these 
would influence the direction of lake currents, wave action on the 
beaches, and the source and movement of the lake drift, all of which 
would greatly influence the biota. 

Ifthe Glacial and post-Glacial adjustment of the permanent lows was 
accompanied by severe storms, this would be a factor which would cer- 
tainly influence the rate of formation and the distinctness of the beach 
lines, and it is not altogether improbable that a study of the well de- 
veloped Nipissing beach, by the development of its spits and bars, may 
furnish data regarding the lake currents and the prevailing winds. But 
in order to interpret such records it will be necessary to formulate 
criteria by means of which duration of a beach formation may be dis- 
tinguished from one of less duration but due to more severe storms and 
active. currents. F 

d. The Lake Storms and their Influence. The significance of lake 
storms is of special interest on account of the bearing of the latter upon 
the conditions of life upon the beach, and also upen the lake drift. That 
they must be reckoned as an important factor in the post-Glacial repopu- 
lation of Isle Royale is evident when we recall that during the 
life of the present fauna and flora the island has never been connected 
with the mainland except by ice. Very fortunately the subject of lake 
storms has been carefully investigated by Garriott ('03) because of its 
influence upon navigation. 

The period of greatest seasonal frequency for severe storms ranges 
from September to December, with a November maximum, while March 
contains the greatest number of such storms for the remainder of the 
year. The smallest number occur in June, July and August. 

There are several types of these storms, the most severe of which are 
those of southwestern origin and which occur between October and May. 
They are preceded by east and northeast winds which gradually become 
a gale; but when once the storm center has passed the wind suddenly 
shifts to the northwest and is an offshore wind from Canada. Such 
storms are frequently followed by much snow and intense cold. During 
the warmer months, storms from this direction are usually of tropical 
origin. 

Less severe storms are those coming from the middle-west. These are 
preceded by gales, first from the south and later from the east, and after 
the passage of such a storm center the wind suddenly changes to the 
northwest and finally finishes with clearing weather, or if in winter, 
sometimes by a light snow. These storms are common at all seasons of 
the year, but the most severe ones occur during the cold months. 

Storms from the northwest are seldom severe; they are preceded by 
south or southwest winds, and after their passage the wind shifts to the 
west and northwest and rapidly diminishes in velocity. In winter the 
attending precipitation is generally light, in summer it is in the “form 
of thunder storms, and the high winds in squalls from the southwest 
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at the time the center of the storm is passing.” To this class belong 
the majority of lake storms, but they are seldom severe. 

From these relations it is seen that storms whose origin is from the 
south, southwest or middle-west, are preceded by east or northeast winds 
or (middle-west) by southern winds, and followed, after the passage 
of the storm center, by northwest or west winds; while storms of north- 
western origin are preceded by south or southwest, and followed by 
west and northwest, winds. These facts show that offshore winds from 

the eastern and southern shores of Lake Superior are. the general law 
for winds preceding most storms; and that after the passage of the 
storm center all appear to be followed by west or northwest winds. These 
offshore winds are likely to be onshore winds for Isle Royale. The 
proximity of the north shore, the frequency and magnitude of this wind 
phenomena, clearly suggests that these factors may largely account for 
the Canadian affinities of the maiority of the Isle Royale biota. But we 
shall see later that there are other factors to reinforce this same ten- 
dency. It may seem unnecessary to enter these details, but it should be 

“remembered that the conditions under which an organism may reach the 
island is an important factor in its survival, a relation of special import- 
ance in the migration of birds. That the majority of these storms occur 
in the fall and winter, at a period of relative inactivity on the part of the 
Isle Royale biota, is yet a condition. which would be favorable for the 
transportation of some smal] hibernating invertebrates. The life histories 
of these storms, especially the conditions of their termination, may be 
expected to have an important bearing upon the survival of the drift 
biota. 

There is still another important phase of this subject, and that is 
the influence which these storms have upon the life of the shore and 
beaches. The fauna of the exposed shore of Isle Royale is very scanty 
and much inferior to that of the harbors, so that, generally speaking, up 
to a certain point the more protected the coast the more diversified the 
fauna. This was very clearly shown by the molluscan life upon the 
shore. These storms have a powerful scouring action with the sand, 
gravel and shingle on the exposed coasts, so that a rock surface or one 
with blocks too large for disturbance by the waves is much more favor- 
able to life. 
‘The relation of waves to lake currents presents a significant phase 

closely related not only to the occurrence and distribution of life along 
the beach, but also to the problem of lake drift and its biological im- 
portance. A breaking wave tends to carry forward floating objects so 
that when such objects are carried along by the currents and once come 
within the range of influence of the breaking waves of shallow water, 
they tend to move with these waves into the shallow water and thus 
shoreward and are cast upon the beach in harbors, bays or about 
islands (Harrington, ’95, p. VI.)- 

e. The Surface Cur moe of Lake Superior. Mention has previously 
been made of the fact that in addition to the offshore winds from Canada, 
which accompany certain severe storms, there are other influences 

which have a similar effect upon drift—the lake currents. These are, 
in part, an expression of the same climatic trend and their direction 
is a resultant determined by the influence of the prevailing westerly 
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winds, the rotation ofthe earth, the form and contour of the basin, 
and the position of the outlet. A detailed investigation of these cur- 
rents was made by Harrington and Conger (Harrington, ’95) who 
paid particular attention to the currents about Isle Royale. As these 
investigations were made during the season of navigation, they are of 
particular interest from the standpoint of the biota, because it is dur- 
ing this same period that we must in general expect the most advantage- 
ous dispersal of plants and animals to take place. 

The simplest of these factors influencing currents are: the general 
movement toward the outlet of a lake, the prevailing westerly winds, 
the deflection to the right (or southward) of the current on account of 
the rotation of the earth. But the general form of the lake and its shore 
line, the contour of the bottom and the location of islands, introduce 
important complexities into the problem. As may be seen in Fig. 53 
Lake Superior well illustrates the influences of all these conditions. The 
small size of the outlet does not allow the escape of this vast current, 
so that there is a return along the north shore, where islands are 
encountered which produce eddies; and in their shallow water and along 
their coasts breakers are encountered which tend to carry shoreward and 
lodge drift. 
When the return swirl reaches Isle Royale the problem becomes com- 

plex and is of such importance that these currents were made the sub- 
ject of a special investigation by Harrington and Conger. In their study 
of the lake currents, bottles containing instructions were sent adrift and 
the finder was requested to communicate their recovery to the Weather 
Bureau. In this manner, supplemented by other sources of information, 
these currents were determined. The results of the investigations 
about Isle Royale are as follows: 

“Not a single bottle has been recovered on the northwest coast of 
Lake Superior. This is not due to no bottles having been floated in that 
vicinity, as during the season of 1893 alone Mr. Conger floated 250 bot- 
tles between Duluth, Minn., and Thunder Bay, Ont. 

“This fact was deemed of such importance that the Chief of the 
Bureau, accompanied by the inspector in charge of the Lake Marine 
Service, made a special trip from Duluth, Minn., along the northwest 
coast around Isle Royale to Port Arthur, Ont. Careful note was made 
of the entire coast, all beaches examined, and observations of water 
temperature made to assist in solving the direction of the current flow 
in this region. At French River, observations were made with special 
current floats, and it was discovered that the main current was to the 
northeast from 1 to 2 miles from shore. Inside this line was found a 
current flowing to the.westward. This shore current evidently begins 
farther to the east, and continues to the west end of the lake, and is 
positive at or near Duluth, as is confirmed by investigation of the offi- 
cials of the city of Duluth, howeven, narrow and does not extend far 
into the lake. 

“Around Isle Royale there was found abundant evidence that the cur- 
rent flows to the west along the north shore of this island. Observa- 
tions of water temperature at this point are very interesting and indi- 
cate a deep stream flowing from the eastward. There appears but little 
difference in the temperature of the water at the surface and at the 
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depth of 100 feet. In other localities to the southward there is a marked 
difference between the surface and deep water temperatures. 

“In confirmation of this current there may be mentioned the follow- 
ing special drifts, the numbers referring to those on the chart*: 
(7) Drift of the yacht Albatross in summer, during a dead calm; papers 
thrown overboard remained alongside of the yatch for several hours; 
the drift was strong and uniform to the west. (8) Track of driftwood 
floated by party from the boat in a calm off McCargoes Cove, Isle Royale. 
(9) Drift of wreckage from the Silver Islet crib and pier which was 
washed away in a northeast storm. (10) Record of ice floes in calm 
weather during winter of 1891; reported to have drifted from the north- 
east to southwest at a rate of 3 miles an hour. (11) Drift of party in 
sailboat while becalmed on July 31, 1894. (12) Steamer Cumberland, 
which went to pieces on Rock of Ages, in 1877, whose wreckage was 
distributed along the entire south shore of Isle Royale. (13) Drift of a 
champagne bottle floated by Mr. W. H. Arnold, Port Arthur, Ont., on 
October 8, 1893; and (14) the drift of a fish barrel floated by J. H. 
Malone, keeper Menagerie Island Light, about August 27, 1885, and 
picked up twenty-six days later. The wind during this period was mostly 
from the south shore. 
' “The confirmations indicate that the current between Isle Royale and 
the north shore sweeps to the west and southwest after passing the 
island and recurving rejoins the main easterly current to the south and 
west; the drift of the wreckage from the Silver Islet pier indicates that 
it recurves at some point to the southwest of Grand Marais, Minn. 

“Special attention is called to the current between Isle Royale and 
the north shore. The great depths, the conformation of the bottom, and 
the water temperatures in this locality indicate that there is a steady 
and fairly strong current sweeping from the east through the narrow 
pathway to the west, flowing to the southwest after passing the west 
end of the island, and rejoining the main easterly current as mentioned 
above. This narrow and relatively rapid stream, like the one between 
the Manitou Islands and the Michigan mainland in Lake Michigan is 
probably the most persistent and regular to be found in this lake. * * 
* * 

“1, Section 79.—Floated by Capt. H. O. Jackson, steamer L. Shicka- 
luna on June 23, 1893, at 6:45 p. m., in northwest corner. Found by 
Charles Lesage, Lake Linden, Mich., at entrance of McCargoes Cove, 
Isle Royale, on October 20, 1893, on the beach.” 

It is thus seen that drift from the north shore of Lake Superior tends 
to be strained from the lake currents by the various harbors of Isle 
Royale. It also suggests that north shore life might also reach Kewee- 
naw Peninsula, but so far as known this has not been recognized. Drift 
was observed in Tonkin Bay which had evidently come from a distance 
and dead birds reported by Peet, as drifting into Washington Harbor, 
probably came in part from the north shore current. The long duration 
of these currents since the Ice Age seems very probable, and undoubtedly 
they have had an important bearing upon the geographic origin of the Isle 
Royale biota, so that they cannot receiye too much emphasis. 
A few words may be added concerning the probable history of the 

* Not reproduced on the map or figure. 
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lake currents. Since the location of outlets, prevailing winds, topo- 

graphy of the basin and rotation of the earth all influence lake cur- 

rents, it is evident that any important change in these conditions will 

cause a modification in the currents. By means of these criteria then 

we may infer what currents are likely to have existed under certain 

conditicns. Some of these conditions have had a very permanent value 

in the Superior basin, because the general form of the southern shore 

(except Keweenaw Peninsula), the earth’s rotational deflection to the 

right, and the prevailing westerly winds, made. relatively definite condi- 

tions. ‘Thus the early Glacial lakes in this basin, which had south- 

western outlets, must have had different currents, perhaps more or 

less against the prevailing westerly winds, and the absence of large 
islands would be favorable to uniformity. Later at the Algonquin stage, 
Fig. 52, there must have been a very complicated system of lake cur- 
rents, perhaps a rough outline of those of the present Great Lakes, at 
least in the deflection toward the right shores on account of the rota- 
tion of the earth, and to the eastward on account of the prevailing 
westerly winds and the eastern outlets. The broad connection between 
the Superior and the Huron basins perhaps also favored a north shore 
return whirl, while at the Nipissing stage, Fig. 54, in the Superior 
basin the currents were in general quite similar to those of the present 
lake, but more simplified in detail by the greater depth of the lake. 

If such general relations as these obtained, it will be seen that the 
north shore return whirl may have been of considerable duration, and 
that the opportunity for these currents to carry life from the south 
shore must have been ‘constantly less favorable than the chances for 
them to effect transportation from the north shore of the Superior basin. 
In this basin then it seems that the currents were first relatively simple, 
became quite complex at the Algonquin stage and were simplified at 
the Nipissing stage. A detailed study of the beach lines such as those 
of the Nipissing, niight add much positive information as to these 
ancient lake currents and their biological relations. 

f. The Origin of the Habitats. Isle Royale is about 45 miles in length, 
has.an average width of about seven or eight miles and an area of about 
210 square miles. The shallow soil, rock ridges, forested swamps, lakes, 
small. streams, rocky coast, and harbors provide a _ variety of 
conditions and furnish play for such a variety of processes that many 
diverse habitats.are produced. Generally speaking, the island is. covered 
with a stunted coniferous forest growth. Attention has already been 
called to.some of the conditions, and processes which have produced 
‘the major environmental regions and the general topography of the 
surface.. If Isle Royale had high mountains and greater extent, very 
different habitats would be expected. 

As we have seen, the entire surface of the island has been beach, 
and previous to that it had been a reef in the lake, so that the beach 
represents the original land habitat upon the island. Generally speak- 
ing this habitat has migrated from the crest of the Greenstone Range 
downward for about 550 feet to the present lake level. With this 
progressive downward movement, there has been an increasing area 
exposed to subaerial processes of erosion. The origin of the harbors 
has been a part of the beach problem, but that of the protected beach, 
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these with the falling of the lake have migrated outward, as is sug- 
gested by the courses of the main streams occupying the rock valleys. 

The very immature condition of the drainage shows that during the 
present post-Glacial cycle only comparatively slight changes have 
modified the relief from the condition in pre-Glacial times; it is thus 
largely an inherited topography, hence the consequent drainage. 
It should perhaps be added, however, that the date of the faulting is 
not definitely known; it may be very ancient, but the weight of the 
ice sheet may have had considerable influence. It thus seems probable 
that with the decline of the lake level there has been an increase and 
downward elongation of the stream environments, and that their course 
has been determined largely by the pre-Glacial topography, supple- 
mented, of course, by the southward tilting of the land. The lake 

‘basins have had an origin similar to that of the streams and have 
tended toward extinction by tilting, inwash, organic debris and to a 
limited extent by the downcutting of outlets. On account of the rela- 
tively small amount of erosion by the ice sheet it is probable that the 
shallow swamps and the smaller streams were influenced more by the 
ice than those features related to the greater relief of the surface; 
even moderate tilting would considerably influence such an environ- 
ment, because within the major valleys the divides are generally low. 

The origin of certain Jand habitats only remains to be considered. 
These have undergone a complex succession of changes. The resistent 
lava of the Greenstone had been the least reduced by erosion so was the 
first to emerge from the lake level. This was first a beach, and as the water 
fell from its crest the upper beach migrated to lower levels and the 
land habitat continued to increase in area. The beach line itself 
expanded laterally, if not in width, as the area of the island increased. 
When once the exposed rocks were beyond the reach of the waves, 
weathering and erosive processes were initiated which tended to pro- 
duce a residual soil. Plant remains from lichens were perhaps the 
first humus formers, and it is probable that it was not until the 
period of Lake Algonquin that the lake drift which was washed ashore 
became a source of such material; but winds, birds, lake currents and 
the waves may all have contributed pioneers of the higher plants. 
‘The harbors at the northeastern end of the island would tend to strain 
out the drift from the southwestward flowing current and the return- 
ing one along the southeastern coast of the island would tend to lodge 
drift in Washington Harbor and the Siskowit Bay region. 

As the water continued to fall to lower levels, the land biota 
followed ‘down the slopes behind the receding beach. By _ the 
Nipissing stage, the vegetation and many animals were probably 
well established and had begun to actively encroach upon the 
swamps and lakes and thus tended to increase the land habitat. 
With the tilting that followed the formation of the Nipissing 
beach, a readjustment must have taken place between the land 
and water habitats, but to what degree their relative areas were 
influenced is not known. During the initial elevation ponding would 
be expected at the northeastern end of the island, but with a greater 
elevation this same area would be well drained, as the divides in the 
valleys are low and the transverse drainage near the central part of 
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the island would tend to prevent extensive ponding, combined with 
the fact that the valleys extended in the same general direction as the 
uplift and not across it. It therefore appears that many processes 
have tended to increase the Jand habitats at the expense of the aquatic, 
such as the falling of the lake level, the encroachment of organic re- 
mains on the depressions, the perfecting of drainage lines and the 
tilting of the surface. 
With the advent of the forest a habitat differentiation developed 

in contrast with the natural openings. These openings were originally 
due to the lack of soil, as on the ridges, wave action, as on the beach, 
or an excess of water as in the depressions. With the accumulation 
of soil, the downward migration of the waves, and the filling up or 
draining of the depressions, the range of the forest has been extending, 
and is tending to completely cover the surface. 
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912° 

Vig. 55. Surface currents of Lake Superior. Vo show their possible influence on 

the origin of the biota. (Drawn by ITlall, after Harrington.) 
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FIG. 56. “THE WENDIGO ROAD,” FROM THE CLEARING AT THE CLUB-HOUSE TO 

WENDIGO, WASHINGLON HARBOR. 

FIG. 57. LONG ISLAND (¥. 10), SISKOWIT BAY, LOOKING TOWARD ISLE ROYALE 
LIGHT-HOUSE. 
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WIG. 58. GULL ROOKERY ON LONG ISLAND (Y, 10), SHOWING HIDING INSTINCT 

OF GULL. 

FIG. 59. GULL ROOKERY ON LONG ISLAND (V. 10). 
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FIG. 60, EAGLE NEST AT TOBIN HARBOR (IV, 8). 
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THE ECOLOGICAL RELATIONS OF THE INVERTEBRATE FAUNA 

OF ISLE ROYALE, MICHIGAN. 

BY DR. HENRY ALLAN GLEASON. 

I. Introduction. 

The most recently emerged portions of Isle Royale are the rock and 
gravel beaches which together constitute virtually the entire shore of 
the island. Animal life is found upon them almost to the edge of the 
water, and well within the limits of wave action. The physiographic 
succession in the island is such that the areas originally occupied by 
beach pass through a series of changes in the physical factors, a series 
which is accompanied, sometimes hastened, sometimes retarded, by cor- 
responding vegetational successions, and which culminates in the final 
or climax plant association of balsam and spruce forest. The detail of 
this physiographic and vegetational succession is by no means uniform ; 
it may proceed along either of two well-marked lines, depending on the 
immediate physical and biotic conditions, certain intermediate stages 
may be prolonged or omitted entirely, and various other deviations may 

_ occur. Nevertheless the final stage is always the same. Accompanying 
the changes in physiography and vegetation is a similar and dependent 
change in the fauna, so that there is a corresponding series of animal 
associations, beginning on the beaches and developing in the same di- 
rection, with the same deviations or omissions, to the, final or climax 
association in the balsam-spruce forest. 

The preceding general statement rests on the assumption that the 
areas now occupied by the climax biotic associations have developed from 
the, beach associations through a series of stages intermediate in time 
corresponding to those associations which now stand intermediate in 
space between the two extremes. Or briefly, as some ecologists have 
expressed it, the lateral distribution in space recapitulates the vertical 
distribution in time. Such an assumption is evidently closely akin to 
the recapitulation theory of the evolutionists, and just as that so-called 
biogenetic law has been accredited with more than its true value, so 
has this ecological dictum possibly much less importance than has been 
usually supposed. The weakness lies in too little consideration of the 
time element. It is certain that the higher land in Isle Royale has 
been submerged. This is shown by the old beach marks now many feet 
above the present level of the lake. Consequently by the gradual emer- 
gence all of the island has passed through a beach stage. But it is un- 
warranted to conclude from this that the faunal or floral associations 
of the former beach were similar to those of the present, or that in the 
intermediate stages the biota resembled that which now occupies the 
area between the ancient beach and the present shore. While it is like- 
wise certain that with a continued subsidence of the lake level the pre- 

sent beaches will eventually be left far above the water, it must not 
therefore be assumed that their biota will show the same successions 

or reach the same climax as those of the past. Changes in the tempera- 
8 
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ture or rainfall may certainly keep pace with the changes in Jake level, 
or even be caused by it, and in either case they would exert a profound. 
influence on the biota. Migration of species is still taking place among 
both plants and animals, and may introduce new or even dominating 
species among the present forms. The so-called equatorial pressure of 
southern species is fully as strong now as it was directly after the close 
of the glacial epoch. Lastly, and most important of all, the influence 
of the biota itself is always to be reckoned with. Both plants and 
animals are continually becoming more plastic, adapting themselves to 
new conditions, and extending their habitats into new associations. 
They push forward more rapidly than the changes in physiography, some- 
times hastening and sometimes retarding physiographical action, and 
at all times greatly influencing the subsequent successions. 

A biotic association may develop into another by a mere re-arrange- 
ment of the interrelations, numerical or otherwise, of the component 
species, without the necessary loss of some or addition of others. But 
such cases are rare, and the Isle Royale observations show that no two 
associations have exactly the same species, and that with each pro- 
gression there has been an addition of certain forms which become the 
most characteristic types. The first bit of beach formed was occupied by 
an association possibly not unlike that of the present beaches. All the 
species must evidently have immigrated from beyond the island. When 
the soil deposits on the beach were sufficient to support a second as- 
sociation its species were derived partly from the beach itself and partly 
from new immigrants. The further development of biotic associations 
on the beach was then possible not only from immigrants, but also from 
the two associations already present. Similarly at the present time 
each association on the island is constantly being invaded by species 
from all the others, and many of them are actually able to establish 
themselves. This tends toward a homogeneity in the biota hardly in 
full accordance with the recapitulation idea. Indeed, it is very probable 
that independently of all physiographic agencies the whole surface of 
the island would eventually be occupied by the balsam-spruce forest and 
its attendant faunal association. 

In many cases it is virtually certain that the lateral succession does 
faithfully repeat the vertical, and the zonation of plants around a pond 
may be taken as an example, but the filling of a pond is only a single 
step in the genetic development of the biota of an island. 

With this preliminary note of warning, the truth of this recapitulation 
theory will be assumed for the island, and the discussion of the insect 
and molluscan fauna will follow the genetic lines indicated in the first 
paragraph. 

The relationship of the various physiographic types on the island 
to each other may conveniently be expressed by a diagram. (‘see end of 
paper), indicating the direction of the devolpment by arrows. It must 
be remembered that practically any one of the intermediate stages may 
be omitted. : 

II. The Lake. 

The lake (Superior) must obviously be regarded as the first stage in 
the genetic development of the faunal associations. Broadly speaking, 
the lake fauna is divisible into two main groups. The first is pelagic in 
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character and includes those species whose distribution is entirely inde- 
pendent of the shore, for example, most of the species of fish. The 
second group is littoral; the species occur along the shore in compara- 
tively shallow water, and are to a greater or less extent dependent upon 
the land in its relation to the character and slope of the bottom and to 
the motion of the water. Members of the latter group only are con- 
sidered here. 

The two dynamic factors just mentioned are the most important ones 
that influence the biota of the lake. There are no currents of sufficient 
rapidity to affect the animal life. The direction of the wind, whether 
off-shore or on-shore, may respectively lower or raise the level a few 
centimeters, especially when the wind blows lengthwise of the long 
narrow inlets, such as Conglomerate Bay (Fig. 11). Some fixed or 
slow-moving species may accordingly be alternately submerged and ex- 
posed, while motile forms can at once adjust themselves to any change 
of level. Of far greater importance is the motion of the water caused 
by wave action. It is only on rare occasions that the lake is quiet. 
Gentle waves come in nearly all the time, and after storms become of 
great violence. Wave action is of itself sufficient to inhibit the growth 
of shells along the exposed shores, where they might easily be torn 
loose and crushed against the rocks. Such forms are consequently re- 
stricted to the shores of the smaller bays or to the lee side of islands. 
Wave action is of importance further in determining the character 

of the bottom. Where the shore is exposed directly to the lake it is 
usually of massive rock, all the fragments having been washed down to 
deep water. In small shallow coves, where the waves break always in 
one direction there is usually a sloping beach of gravel extending across 
the end perpendicular to the direction of the waves. Every breaker 
sorts over this gravel so that it is nearly impossible for a fauna to 
develop. In larger coves or bays, where the violence of the wave action 
is reduced by distance, the gravel is finer or even a beach of sand may 
rarely be formed. Along the steep or cliff-like sides of these coves the 
bottom is frequently covered with angular rock fragments too large 
to be moved by the water. These are frequently inhabited by shells. In 
general the development of a free littoral fauna demands quiet water 
where the animals will not be dashed on the rocks or stranded on the 
shore, and for attached species there is required either quiet water or 
a firm bottom which will not be dislodged by the waves. A more de- 
tailed discussion of this as affecting the distribution of shells will be 
given later. 

In the larger inland lakes, of which Siskowit Lake, the only one of 
the class studied, may be taken as an example, essentially the-same con- 

ditions obtain as on Lake Superior itself. The difference in temperature 
and content of the water seems to be of minor importance. The waves 

in the larger lake can naturally reach a larger size, and their influence 
is felt far into the bays. Thus at the head of Rock Harbor, about six 
kilometers from the lake proper, the distribution of shells and the al- 
most total absence of free forms indicate that even there wave action 
is of importance. In Siskowit Lake, although larger than Rock Harbor 
the force of the waves is so reduced by every headland or island that 
on the quiet water in their shelter a rich fauna of such free forms as 
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water-striders and whirligig beetles is found on the surface, while 
numerous mussel shells live on the silt or sand bottom. In Sumner Lake 
and others of limited area the motion of the water has no measurable 
effect on the biota, and they will therefore be treated under a separate 
heading. 

The distribution of shells along the shore, particularly species of 
Limnaea and Physa, is of especial interest. Having relatively low 
motility they are correspondingly limited in their distribution and the 
factors governing it are more readily determined. These will perhaps 
be made clearer by concrete illustrations. 

Tonkin Bay is a small inlet about half a kilometer long, opening 
to the east upon the lake, and with steep, approximately parallel sides. 
It is narrowed half way up by two beaches lying perpendicular to its 
length. By this the wave action on the upper part is reduced, but still 
may sometimes be sufficient to wash heavy drift-wood upon the beach. 
In the outer half the wave action is but slightly less than on the lake 
itself, and no shells are found. In the inner or upper half Limnaea 
stagnalis L. (Nos. 50, 54, 57), Limnaea emarginata Say (Nos. 50, 57), 
and Physa sayti (Tap.) (Nos. 50, 57), live along both sides where the 
bottom is rock, but not across the ends. They live only on a rock 
substratum, which may be either horizontal or vertical, and in water 
up to 45 cm. in depth. The larger species, Limnaca stagnalis, is more 
abundant in the deeper water, and only the smaller species live at a 
depth less than 15 cm. They then prefer the vertical walls to the hori- 
zontal or flat bottom. : 

Conglomerate Bay is a rocky inlet (Fig. 17) similar to the one just 
described and about 1.6 km. long. Being wider at its mouth than 
Tonkin Bay the force of the wave action is felt farther up the bay. Near 
the end the waves have little effect, as is evidenced by a sandy beach 
(Fig. 4), almost without driftwood. At the upper end of this bay along 
the north side Limnaeca emarginata Say (Nos. 118, 125) and Physa sayii 
Tap. (Nos. 118, 125) are found in water 15—45 cm. deep, in the deeper 
water on the tops of flat rocks, in the shallower water, also on the verti- 
cal sides and in small crevices. They never occur on the sand or gravel 
deposited around the rocks, as is frequently the case near the sand 
beach at the upper end of the bay. The distance to which they extend 
from shore is greatest opposite the concavities of the shore line and least 
opposite the small rocky headlands. Their distribution in both Tonkin 
Bay and Conglomerate Bay seems to be regulated mostly by the wave 
action, since they seek the most protected places, avoid the shallow 
water where the waves would strike them most, and do not live on 
loose or small rocks, gravel, or sand, which would easily be dislodged. 

The fact that the smaller shells are found at the least depth, while the 

larger Limnaea emarginata inhabits the deeper water, would indicate 
that the small size of the former renders tham less easily dislodged by 
the waves. Again their greater abundance on the north side suggests 
the possibility of a light relation. og 

Siskowit Lake, with its rocky shores and large area, offers essentially 
the same condition as Lake Superior itself, and the shells have the same 
general distribution. Along the very gently sloping rocky shore near 
the outlet Limnaca stagnalis occurs in abundance, always at a depth 
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of 10-40 cm. Along the south side of a large island near the south shore, 
where they are sheltered from waves in every direction, the same spe- 
cies is abundant. They live on rocks in the full sun in water 10—45 cm: 
deep, with the optimum depth at 20—25 cm. They may occur on-the 
tops or sides of rocks, but never on the sand between them. Associated 
with the Limnaea, but much less abundant, are Planorbis bicarinatus 
royalensis Walker (No. 210), P. campanulatus Say (Nos. 210, 211), 
Lampsilis lwteolus (Lam.) (Nos. 210, 211), Anodonta marginata Say 
(No. 210), and Anodonta grandis footiana Lea (Nos. 210, 211). 
Opportunity was given to observe the behavior of Limnaea stagnalis 

(No. 217) in waves of some size near a small circular island half a kilo- 
meter out in the lake. The bottom was gently sloping, and either of 
solid rock or of large rounded fragments. There were no overhanging 
trees, so the shells were found in uniform abundance in the usual depth 
of water on all sides of the island. At the time the island was visited 
a strong wind was blowing, and the waves were probably nearly as high 
as they ever become on Siskowit Lake. One or two shells were seen 
which had been washed loose, and of course would be unable to re- 
attach themselves until the waves abated. It would be expected that in 
such cases the shells might be crushed or broken or the animal killed. 
That such mav happen was evidenced by finding a few live shells which 
had been cracked and then healed, Jeaving an irregular surface. Their 
occurrence here and elsewhere only upon rocks of considerable size 
shows that they require a firm substratum, and where the rocks are 
free from any coating of slime they can certainly endure higher waves.’ 
Around the island under discussion the rocks were washed perfectly 
clean. 

The beach in front of the camp at Siskowit Bay (Fig. 29) was inhabited 
by large numbers of (No. 200) Physa sayii Tapp., Physa sp., Limnaea 
stagnalis L., and Limnaca emarginata Say, so that more detailed obser- 
vations of them could be made, and a few experiments carried out to 
show their sensitiveness to the depth, or bathytropism, as it has been 
termed. ‘The beach here is of rock with a gentle slope of about one in 
five, corresponding to the dip, except where blocks have worn off, leaving 
low vertical walls. The wave action here is very light, its force being 
cut off by a series of islands lying between the beach and the main body 
of Siskowit Bay. This was well shown by the conditions on August 2, 
when there was scarcely a ripple inside the islands, although the bay 
outside was covered with whitecaps. The beach is covered with a thin 
coat of slime formed mostly of excrement from the snails. 

On such a beach snails may live close to the edge of the water, but 
the larger Linnaeas still occupy their usual depth of 1.5 to 4.5 deci- 
meters. About 10 A. M., on August 3, all the shells to a depth of about 
1 decimeter were gathered from a strip of the beach about 10 meters 
long. They were comprised in the following species: (No. 200) Limnaea 
stagnalis L., Limnaca emarginata Say, Physa sayit Tapp., and Physa sp. 
The smaller Physas were especially abundant and about 200 of them 
were taken. Four hours later, at 2 P. M., 60 shells, all of the smaller spe- 
cies, had migrated upon the same strip. The only evidence concerning 
the way that they came is that one shell of Limnaca stagnalis was seen 
to drift up over a low wall into the shallow zone. This method could 
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hardly account for 60 of the smaller ones, however, appearing in so short 
a space of time. It may be taken as indicating a general and continued 
migration in all directions within their bathytropic limits. 

It was noticeable that the large Limnaea emarginata and Limnaea 
stagnalis, aside from the one specimen mentioned above, live at an aver- 
age depth of 3 dm. and never deeper than 4.5 or 5 dm. To test their bathy- 

tropism six of them were picked out of the deeper water by hand and 
held in contact with the bottom in the shallow zone until they extended 
their feet and attached themselves. At this time the water was very 

quiet, moving just enough to cause a faint sound on the beach. But the 
size of the shell of the two Limnacas is so large that they offer consider 
able surface to the water and are consequently easily washed loose. Two 
of the six swung a little from side to side and were then washed off and 
carried by the undertow into water 3 dm. deep, where they again at- 
tached themselves. A third, without being shaken by the waves, clung 
to the rock for some time, then suddenly let go its hold and drifted over 
a low ledge into the deeper water. Two others immediately started to 
crawl down the slope, and one in about fifteen minutes, the other in 
about half an hour, had crawled over the ledge into water 3 dm. deep, 
where thev both remained stationary. The sixth remained attached, and 
in three hours had crawled 2 dm. parallel to the shore, keeping at the 
same depth. The next morning, twelve hours later, it had disappeared, 
and of course could not be recognized in the deeper water. 

On August 4 two shells of Limnaea appeared in the shallow zone, but 
it is not known whether they drifted or crawled up. They were there 
at least three hours. After they were last observed a fresh breeze 
sprang up from the east and the slight wave action caused by it prob- 
ably washed them down. 

The level of the lake varies somewhat with the direction and inten- 
sity of the wind, so that in front of the camp a strip of beach up to 
5 dm. in width may or may not be covered with water. The smaller 
shells, Physa sayti Tapp. and Physa sp., live in this zone in spite of the 
fact that they are sometimes out of water. So far as observed they are 
never exposed for any considerable length of time, so that they do not 
become dry. Then again the weathering of the rock has left bow]-shaped 
hollows a centimeter or so across and about the same depth, and the 
snails usually get into them. 

To summarize, the known facts bearing on the distribution of these 
four species are as follows: 

1. Their lower limit is 4.5 to 5 dm. depth of water, governed possibly 
by the water-pressure or the food supply. ; 

2. The upper limit is for Limnaea stagnalis and Limnaea emarginatu 
1.5 dm. of water, for Physa sayii and Physa sp. the shore-line. The 
cleaner the rock and the less the wave action the shallower the water 
which they may inhabit. 

3. Their horizontal distribution is controlled by (a) full exposure 
to the sun; (b) a rock bottom; (c) a certain minimum of wave action. 

But two species of insects were collected which should properly be 
considered here, caddice flies and stone flies. The larva cases of the 
caddice flies were collected only in the outlet of a small stream 
emptying into Rock Harbor, in 1—1.5 m. of water (No. 163 or 
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164), but the imagos were common all along the shore of the lake, es- 
pecially on the gravel beaches. One (No. 192) was taken on the boat 
about 2 km. off the south shore of the island. Stone flies were also fre- 
quently collected along the beaches, where they came up to breed. They 
were most numerous, however, on steep or even vertical cliffs with south- 
ern exposure (Nos. 24, 80). Near the entrance to Conglomerate Bay 
(Fig. 2) they were seen collected in such a place by thousands. The 
water there was at least 4 m. deep. 

A few hair-worms, Gordius aquaticus (.) (No. 207), were collected 
in 2 to 3 dm. of water on the rock beach (Fig. 30) in front of the camp 
on Siskowit Bay. 

The various mussels slteciedt in Siskowit Lake and elsewhere, even 
though sometimes associated with Limnaea stagnalis, belong rather to 
the associations of the smaller inland lakes. 

III. The Inland Lake. 

The smaller lakes are mainly surrounded by tamarack swamps, with 
the vegetation showing the characteristic zones, certain ones of which, as 
the rushes, water-lilies and pond weeds, live in the lake itself. The bot- 
tom is covered with peaty mud or with slime, and the wave action is 
never severe enough to interfere with the growth of either fauna or 
flora. In many of the smaller lakes, in fact, the water lily zone is so 
‘wide and the open water so restricted that there is practically no wave 
action at all (Fig. 46). Accordingly both fauna and flora are 
richly developed both in species and individuals. The fauna may 
be roughly classified into several groups according to their habitat in 
order to facilitate description. The interrelations of the different spec- 
cies are complex in the extreme, and of course could not be properly 
worked out in such a short time as the lakes were under observation. 

a. The Fauna of the Bottom. In Sumner Lake (IIT, 5) (figs. 18-22° 
and in sheltered places in Siskowit Lake several species of shells live on 
the bottom in sand or mud and at a depth of from 3 dm. to 1 or 2 m. 
Planorbis trivolvis Say (No. 185) lives in the shallower water, prefer- 
ably in mud. It is nowhere abundant, but was collected in both lakes. 
‘One specimen only was found in Sumner Lake in a little pool with mud 
bottom. Shells were commoner on the shoreward side of an island in 
Siskowit Lake, on a bottom composed of sand and mud. They were 
well buried under the sand and the majority of the shells were dead. 

Mussel shells, especially Anodonta marginata Say and Anodonta 
grandis Lea, were common in all the smaller lakes and at the upper 
end of Rock Harbor. They were most abundant in the deeper water 
with a sand bottom, particularly where there was comparatively 
little vegetation. In certain sheltered bays at the upper end of Sisko- 
wit Lake they were especially numerous. Muskrats carry them to the 
shore to eat, and leave the empty shells in heaps, which were conspicu- 
ous sights along most of the lake shores. In Sumner Lake live shells 
were very scarce, but the piles of dead ones on the bank testified to their 
former abundance. 

At the upper end of Rock Harbor some small shells, Planorbis bicari- 
natus Say (89), Planorbis exacutus say (89), Planorbis parvus Say 
(89, 163, 164), Valvata tricarinata Say (89, 163), Valvata sincera ny- 
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landeri Dall (89, 163, 164), Aimnicola lustrica Pils, (89, 163, 164), and 
Pisidium sp. (168, 164), and Amphipods were dredged from a depth of 
1.5 to 2 meters near the mouth of a small stream (Fig. 22) where the 
bottom was thickly covered with small twigs and other coarse vegetable 
debris. From the same place the caddice fly larvae were obtained, as 
mentioned previously. The same fauna was collected in the stream it- 
self, but only near the mouth, where the water was deep, the current 
slow, and the conditions in general much like those of a lake. May flies 
probably breed in similar places. No larvae were seen, but a few imagos 
were collected (No. 178). 

The fauna of the bottom shows a connection through the presence of 
Pisidium sp. in the last case with that of the small streams in the 
tamarack swamps and with that of the brooks, like the outlet of Siskowit 
Lake. The accumulation of vegetable debris and the more restricted 
amount of water are both approaches toward the conditions in the former 
places. In Siskowit Lake, where Planorbis campanulatus, Planorbis 
bicarinatus royalensis and Anodonta grandis footiana were associated 

“with Limnaea. stagnalis, another transition was shown between the faunas 
of the inland lakes and the larger lakes as typified by Lake Superior 
itself. 
_b.. Lhe Free Fauna of the Water. No species were observed except 
fishes and leeches. The latter were abundant in Sumner Lake, especially 
among the water lilies and in the shallow water along the shore. 

c. The Fauna of the Surface. Hardly belonging properly to this 
group were the small shells, Limnaca catascopium Say (220), Physa sp. 
(220, 221), Valvata sincera nylanderi Dall (220), and Amnicola limosa 
Say (220), found abundantly on the under side of water lily leaves. Their 
distribution is directly controlled by that of the water lilies, that is, 
near the shore, and in the larger lakes only in the sheltered bays. Pro- 
bably a third of the leaves had one or sometimes two shells attached 
to them. Water striders, Gerris remigis Say (No. 96), were abundant, 
usually near shore in the water lily zone, but occasionally out in the 
open water. Whirligig beetles, Gyrinus minutus Fabr. (No. 219) were 
also common, but not abundant on the smaller lakes. In the sheltered 
bays of Siskowit Lake they collected in immense swarms, keeping mostly 
near the shore among the water lilies and under overhanging brush. 
Donacia ‘procxima (Nos. 171, 184) and Donacia cincticornis (Nos. 171, 
175) were abundant on Sumner Lake, resting on the water lily leaves. 
When alarmed they would fly a short distance close to the water, making 
a little trail behind them, and alight on another leaf. 

d. The Free Aerial Fauna. Dragonflies of several species are abun- 
dant along all of the lakes. They usually keep close inshore or over 
the water lilies, and fly regularly in patrols around the lake, searching 
all the time for insects but keeping up a uniform rate of speed. Aeschna 
sp. was probably the most abundant, and associated with it were 
Enallagma hageni Walsh and Leucorhinia prowima Anth. The butterfly 
Argynnis atlantis Edw. also occurs (No. 169). | 

The inland lakes may be regarded as small detached portions of the 
main lake, cut off from it by, the lowering of the level of the latter. 
Since they are composed of stagnant water with little or no wave action, 
where organic material may accumulate in quantity, they support a 
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different fauna and their genetic development is along a different line, 
culminating however in the climax type or balsam-spruce forest. The 
only intervening stage is the tamarack swamp. 

IV. The Tamarack and Arbor Vitae Swamps. 

Nearly every inland lake in the Isle Royale region is wholly or partly 
surrounded by tamarack swamps, (igs. 14, 19, 22, 41, 47, 48). It is 
not necessary to discuss the general structure of the vegetation, since 
that is described elsewhere in this report, but it may be indi- 
cated here that the ground cover is a spongy mass of sphagnum covered 
with a dense growth of ericaceous shrubs, such as Cassandra and Ledum, 
and that the trees are almost entirely tamarack and black spruce. The 
forest cover is open enough to allow ample illumination. Tamarack 
swamps may be found of all ages, from those developing at the edge of 
a lake to those which have completely covered the lake and are now 
dying as an association. Their surface is generally level, the older parts 
being successively somewhat higher as they are built up by the accumu- 
lations of peat. 
When the level is nearly that of the lake the beds of sphagnum are 

interspersed by little streams or pools of water, some of them being 
merely extensions of the lake itself, or some of them serving as inlet 
or outlet. The smaller ones have no bottom except the sphagnum itself, 
while the larger have a loose incoherent bottom of slime. In the larger 
of these streams are found small bivalve shells, Pisidium sp., embedded 
in the slime at the bottom (No. 230; V-5), and other material; and the 
beetles Haliplus ruficollis DeG., Hydroporus tristis Payk, and Agabus 
congener Payk. (No. 230, V-5). In the smaller ones, which are fre- 
quently only a decimeter or two wide and half as deep, there is no 
difference in the vegetation except for a little Utricularia in the bottom. 
Animal life is there very scarce (No. 237, V-5), but included Pisidium 
sp. 

As the swamps become older the water is limited to small shallow 
pools, seldom more than one decimeter deep or three or four decimeters 
wide. Their bottoms are covered with dead leaves and sphagnum, and 
they are usually densely shaded by the forest growth above. In them are 
found small bivalves, Pisidium affine Sterki (77A, 79A), P. subrotundum 
Sterki (116, 181, 182, 237), P. subrotundim Prime (116, 237), and water 
beetles, Haliplus ruficollis Deg. (No. 116, I-4) and Scutopterus hornii 
Cr. (No. 181, 144). The latter is restricted, so far as observed, to this 
single habitat in the pools in tamarack and arbor vitae swamps. Dragon- 
flies are the principal aerial insects, but are not abundant. A fly (No. 
240, V-5) was taken on the flowers of Solidago neglecta. 

‘In still drier swamps, where there is no longer any standing water, 
(Fig. 14). ants are a characteristic feature of the fauna. They 
build huge dome-shaped nests, 4 to 7 dm. high, composed within of 
sphagnum and other vegetable debris, and smoothly covered on the 
outside with leaves of Cassandra, doubtless to prevent drying. Formica 
adamsii Wheeler (No. 115, I-6) seems to be the only species concerned, 
and a nest from which the collection was made was photographed. No. 
114, taken at the same time from a similar nest, has been identified 
’ 9 
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as Formica dryas Wheeler, suggesting a possible confusion of the num- 

bers. No other insects were observed except the omnipresent black-flies 

and mosquitoes. 

At the head of the numerous fjord-like inlets along the shore there 

is usually a swamp tract extending for some distance inland in the 

game direction as the inlet itself. The level is but little above the lake 

itself, but there is no permanent standing water or lakes as in the 

tamarack swamps. The standing water is limited to small scattered 

pools, seldom more than a meter across, and the forest cover is pre- 

vailingly of arbor vitae. The shade is exceedingly dense, and the 

ground is covered with tangles of underbrush and fallen logs. The 

fauna is accordingly reduced to a minimum, and the few forms col- 

lected were all dredged from the leaf-covered bottoms of the small 

pools, and included bivalve shells, Pyramidula striatella (Anth.), and 

Pisiditum subrotundum Sterk. (No. 182), and water beetles, Scutopterus 
hornii Cr. (No. 182). The latter were very scarce. 

Faunistically the arbor vitae swamp is very closely related to the 
later stages of the tamarack swamp, as a comparison of the species will 
show. At the ends and around the sides the swamp grades imper- 
ceptibly into the balsam-spruce forest. 

In connection with the swamps must be mentioned the fauna of the 
small rapidly flowing streams leading out of the inland lakes. The 
bottom is usually rock or gravel, and the swift current prevents the 
accumulation of organic debris. In Benson Brook on the north side 
of Rock Harbor in still, deeply shaded places were dredged up (No. 149) 
Pallifera dorsalis (Binn.), Pyramidula alternata (Say), Pyramidule 
striatella (Anth.), Zonitoides exiguus (Stimp.) and Physa sp. In the 
outlet from Siskowit Lake, in small pools 5-15 cm. deep with a bottom 
of slime covered with loose pebbles, were collected several shells (No. 
238), Physa sp., Pistdium medianum Sterki, P. subrotundum Sterki, 
and Muscutinm securis (Prime). The current where these were col- 

lected was very slow. In the more swiftly flowing water nothing could 
be found. 
Owing to the peculiar geological structure of the island the swamps 

have a generally oblong form with approximately parallel sides. Along 
the sides the swamps grade imperceptibly into the balsam-spruce forest 
(Fig. 43), and on the ends as well, though there the transition 
is more gradual and the facies are usually separated by an intermediate 
zone marked by dense thickets of alder. 

Vv. The Gravel and Sand Beaches. 

The gravel beaches are found in but certain places along the shore 
(Fig. 1), where the slope of the banks and the action of the waves permit 
the formation of the gravel deposits. Optimal conditions are found 
at the heads of the numerous inlets or coves; such as Conglomerate Bay 
(Fig. 4), and Tonkin Bay, already described, and many other similar 
places. They also occur, however, along the shore of the lake itself, 
where the wave action is at its minimum. Their distribution appears 
to be controlled principally by the slope of the bottom, since the gravel 
could not be piled up on slopes of too steep pitch, and they are almost 
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invariably in locations so bounded by rocks or shore that the waves 
strike them always in one direction. An instance of this was seen 
near the light-house. A small inlet about 5 m. in length and width 
opened towards an island. Waves struck it in two directions, both 
diagonally, but rebounding from the rocks continued into the inlet in 
one direction. At its back was a small but typical beach, the only one 
in the immediate vicinity and likewise the only spot where the waves 
always came in the same direction. As a consequence of this directive 
action the beaches always lie at right angles to the direction of wave 
action. 

The gravel of which they are composed varies in size from fragments 
as large as one’s fist to mere sand, but the biota of the sand beaches 
is so different that it requires separate discussion. There is no vege- 
tation, but the beaches are frequently strewn with dry drift wood in 
which several kinds of fruits, dead insects and shells may be found. 
The gravel is dry on top, but is always moist at a depth of one or two 
decimeters or even Jess. The broader beaches have full exposure to 
the sun, but the narrower are shaded, and all are bounded at the rear 
by a narrow but dense zone of alder. 

The fauna of these beaches is limited in species, probably owing to 
the lack of food, although the number of individuals is relatively large. 

Caddice flies are rather common running about over the finer gravel 
just above the reach of the waves, or sometimes taking short flights 
(No. 10). Stoneflies are associated with them; they crawl about 
actively over the wet gravel near the water’s edge and do not attempt 
to fly. They are frequently struck by waves which merely wash them 
a little farther up the bank. A few species of ants are also common, 
running over and through the gravel (No. 38). They prey on dead 
caddice flies or even on live ones when they succeed in capturing them. 
The most characteristic group, however, consists of several species of 
Spiders, which are found in great abundance on the coarser gravel in 
the sun (Nos. 16, 25, 38, 39, 60), Lycosa pratensis Emer., Pardosa 
lapidicina Emer., Pardosa groenlandica Thor., Ebo latithorar Keys. 
They run with great rapidity and at the least alarm crawl under the 
rocks, where it is almost impossible to find them. After the first alarm 
‘they usually show themselves in 10 to 15 seconds, but being frightened 
again, they crawl for some distance under the gravel and are lost 
permanently. Many of them carry egg cases, and if forced to drop them 
they spin a web which they follow back in a short time. These spiders 
‘are very numerous, probably 10 or 12 to every square metre over ali 
the gravel beaches. 

Other insects observed were, a small beetle (38) crawling over the 
‘ssandiest part of the beach; two species of small beetles (39) crawling 
through the coarse sand and fine gravel at the water’s edge; a click 
‘beetle, Corymbites medianus Germ. (41) crawling over sand in a shaded 
place near a rock cliff; a Scarabaeid, Serica vespertina Gill. (48); a 
‘beetle, Macropogon. rufipes Horn (60). Some fish worms (40) were 
also found buried 3 dm. deep in moist coarse sand under the gravel 
‘beach in front of the light-house. They were above the level of the 
ground water. Butterflies and wasps, which were so abundant on the 
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sand beaches, were collected but once. The butterfly, Pyrameis cardut 
Linn. (39) flew out of the woods, rested a moment on the gravel, and 
then visited a dogwood flower. The single wasp (41), Ammophila sp., 
was seen flying low over a smaJl area of sand near the water's edge ona 
gravelly beach. 

Some fossil beaches were observed, rising several meters above the 
lake. The gravel was then thinly covered with lichens, and in some 
cases even supported a scanty growth of flowering plants. A beetle, 
(37) Leptura chrysocoma Kby., was collected on a rose in such a place. 
The contents of the drift washed up on the beaches is of some inter- 

est as indicating a possible way in which new forms might reach the 
island. Here were found Limnaea stagnalis (19); a dead butterfly, 
Anosia plexippus Linn., (19); some dead ladybugs, Anatis 13-punctatu 
Oliv. (21); shells (21); butterflies (21); one snail shell, Polygyra albo- 
labris. (Say), badly broken but still containing part of the body (39). 
The vegetable drift (18, 21) included cones or fruits of jack pine, balsam, 
arbor vitae, and alder. 

Sand beaches are formed in the same way and under the same condi- 
tions as the gravel beaches already mentioned, but only where the wave 
action is much reduced by distance from the lake. The principal ecologi- 
cal difference between the two lies in the presence of the sand, affording 
a fairly uniform surface, and a finer substratum in which various species 
may live protected from predaceous ants and spiders. 

The principal beach studied was at the head of Conglomerate Bay, 
(Fig. 4), and may be described in some detail. The beach was more than 
100 meters long, and divided at the middle by a small stream running 
through it into the bay. One portion was only 2-6 m. wide, and over- 
hung by alders. There the sand was always moist, and the fauna very 
scanty. The other portion was 10-20 m. wide, fully exposed to the sun, 
and sloping very gently back to the usual zone of alders. There was 
some drift wood scattered about over it. 
A warm sunny open place like this attracts many casual visitors from: 

the neighboring woods. Three species of butterflies were especially char- 
acteristic. Papilio turnus (No. 29) was the most abundant. They flew 
back and forth along the beach at a general height of 2-3 meters, occa- 
sionally flying out over the water and dipping into it now and then. 
They very seldom alighted on the sand. The red butterflies (No. 29) 
hovered low over the sand but when they alighted chose grass or low. 
shrubs along the margin. No. 29 includes Pyrameis hunteri Fabr., 
Pyrameis cardui Linn. and Basilarchia arthemis Dru. 

The black butterflies were not common (No. 29). They flew rapidly 
and irregularly over the sand and the edge of the water at a height of 
1-3 m. and very rarely alighted. Two other casual visitors were ob- 
served but not caught; a redwinged grasshopper which flew over the. 
sand at a height of 2 m., and dragonflies which hovered over the small 
stream. Both came from, and returned to, the woods. 

Peculiar to the beach were small blue butterflies, Phyciodes tharos 
Dru. (No. 29), and two or three species of sand-wasps (No. 31), includ; 
ing Diodontus n. sp., Ammophila sp., and Xanthosarus latimanus Say, 
which flew rapidly over the surface at a height of about 1 dm. but very 
rarely alighted. When dead they were preyed upon by ants. One 
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or two species of flies (No. 81) (Cynomyia cadavcrina Desy.) were also 
‘common. 

Crawling over the sand were ants (No. 30), spiders with eggs cases, 
Pardosa groenlandica Thor. (No. 30), and beetles, Bembidium. ‘cavinula 
Chaud. (No. 30). The latter were very numerous, and included two 
species. They ran rapidly and irregularly over the sand, and especially 
the fine gravel just back of the wet margin. When alarmed they try to 
hide under small pebbles, or sometimes fly a short distance. 

A dead shell of Limnaea stagnalis (No. 32) was found on the beach, 
and a dead Polygyra albolabris in the small stream (82). 

VI. The Rock Beach. 

Where the slope of the shore is steep or the action of the waves severe, 
gravel or sand cannot accumulate, and the bare rock is left exposed. 
The ecological conditions affecting animal life here are so different from 
those of the gravel beaches that they require especial mention. 

Rising directly from the water they are naturally exposed to the full 
force of the waves, (Fig. 3), which dash upon them to a considerable 
height, washing away all loose particles and effectually preventing even 
the most meager formation of soil. Beyond the reach of the waves, rains 
and drainage water act with greater or less effect in the same way. The 
vegetation is therefore limited to various species of crustaceous or 
foliaceous lichens, which are true lithophytes. Even they are absent 
from the lower portions where the wave action is more continued; and 

especially where the ice may scrape them off. Higher up the procumbent 
juniper and Cladonia appear and the whole eventually merges into the 
‘Cladonia clearing to be described next. Some idea of the zonal succes- 
sion of the different plants may be gained from the following table, 
showing the heights of the different zones on a rock beach near the 
Rock Harbor light-house, Figs. 6 and 7. 

Zone. Height—feet. Total heigat. 

Drustaceous Wchens 2cc00.ee.qun chiaweeueddsees eaeicanuewa 7 ft. 7 in. 7 ft. Zin. 

AOUaseoUd HENONS acre nee ced. n es SoeeR RRS ek ee Te hes Se eR RON N 4 ft. 9in. 12 ft. 4 in. 

J MNIDET sd jeep hk oF THEE Gt OE SOS Ge oe AR Sa oe 4 ft. Oin. 16 ft. 4in. 

Tell OTTO) Soii5,2, i covsigrecchccre pans Gs eattieei hes Beason abe aa mae 6 ft. 7in. 22 ft. 11 in. 

POLES Ad aiwe ates 38k Sas kako dad a aeumemeeedbng wee 4 ft. Lin. 27 ft. 6 in. 

The first two zones, to the height of twelve feet above the lake, are 
included here in the rock beach. Naturally these levels may vary with 
different localities, being lower in more sheltered places. 

Over the lower portion of the beach the fauna is practically without 
shelter or protection, and in the zone of foliaceous lichens shelter is 
afforded only to very minute species. There are sometimes small fis- 
sures in the rock, but only two species were observed to enter them. 
During all or part of the day the beaches are exposed to the direct rays 
of the sun, and the rock consequently reaches a temperature’ far above 
that ever reached by the air. 
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The temperatures observed on July 11 may be given as an example. 

Time. Air at.4 ft.insun.| Rock surface. Rock. 

aA ass aes dae ge eal ss EES 51 ° Fhr. 68 (sun) 88 

DA Biscay sa 4 eR Sra ee Harm eee Ga 6 GR Ra —E 58° “ 61 (shade) 95 

TADe Miccaicie ch san biubside per a wiguis gies avin SBF Peete ggin aalerbrese 100 

PWR oi daly a's @ eR AGRR Kean LEA aR ee eae 56% « 94 (sun) 90 

The absence of plant growth also tends to limit the number and char- 
acter of species to predatory forms, and the number of individuals is 
small. 
A small rock beach jutted into the lake near the light-house, and 

was at most but one meter high. Although sheltered from the waves 
by an island, it was still completely flooded by even moderate waves. 
Most of the surface was accordingly without vegetation, but besides 
the crustaceous lichens there was one species of moss, a few plants 
of harebell, and several tufts of grass. Five species of insects were found 
on this beach, four of which were merely casual visitors. Some spiders 
(No. 46), Pardosa groenlandica Thor., wandered upon the rock from the 
neighboring gravel beach, but finding no rocks to hide under they soon 
left. Ants (No. 46), Formica dryas Wheeler, were rather common, but 
it was easy to see that they came from, and returned to, the gravel 
beach. The only food they obtained appeared to be the remains of dead 
caddice flies. A species of fly, Hydrophorus philombrius Wheeler (No. 
46), was very common on those parts of the rock which were constantly 
wet by the waves. They were seldom seen over the dry. portions, but re- 
mained resting on the wet rocks. This fly was of common occurrence 
in the uplands and will be mentioned also under other headings. A 
few stoneflies (No. 46) were found on the wet rocks where the waves: 

‘struck. The only species confined to the beach was one species of beetle, 
Bembidiwm grapei, which-ran over the surface, hiding from time to time 
in tufts of moss. 

On a smaller rock beach exposed to the full force of the waves were: 
collected a spider (No. 47) and an ant, Formica dryas Wheeler (No. 
47); a butterfly (No. 47), Basilarchia arthemis Dru., was also taken. while 
hovering over the beach. 

On a larger beach near by, the elevations of which were given in a 
preceding paragraph, the fauna was better developed. A jumping spider 
was fairly abundant, and was a fine example of protective coloration, 
being almost invisible against the gray rock background. Another spider 
(No. 48) and red mites (No. 48) hid under the foliaceous lichens. A small 
beetle (No. 48) was abundant, running rapidly over the rock, never 
attempting to fly, but hiding in the crevices. A brightly colored red 
and black beetle was common. It ran rather slowly but flew easily. No 
ants were seen. Besides the forms just mentioned, which may be con- 
sidered normal members of the rock beach association, there was collected 
a caddice fly (No. 48) and a running spider (No. 48), undoubtedly a 
straggler from the Cladonia zone above. 
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At other times were collected on rock beaches ants, (No. 15) Cam- 
ponotus herculeanus L., carrying away dead caddice flies, and as acci- 
dental visitors a Cimber americana Leach (No. 106). a_ butterfly 
(No. 107), Basilarchia arthemis Dru., and a running spider (No. 103), 
Lycosa pratensis Emer. 

In connection with the rock beaches may be mentioned the beach 
pools (Fig. 5), which are depressions in the rock filled with water by high 
waves. They are naturally most abundant on flat or gently sloping 
beaches, and their permanency varies with their size and depth, affecting 
evaporation, and with their height above the lake, affecting the frequency 
with which they are filled. In those which are permanent are found 
shells, Limnaca emarginata Say (No. 58), and Planorbis parvus Say 
(No. 59), and a few insects, Rhantus binotatus Harr. and Coriza sp. 
(73, 74, 75). The water beetles and water boatman are strongly stereo- 
tropic, staying on the bottom or in, crevices, and leaving it only to dart 
quickly to the surface for air. 

VII. The Cladonia Clearing and Jack Pine Ridges. 

The elevated position of the rock ridges and their physiographic rela- 
tion to the uplands are the two chief factors determining the succession 
of biota upon them. In response to the rapidity of drainage, and the 
slowness of soil formation the first plant life to invade the rock beaches 
is a lichen association composed to a large extent of Cladonia rangiferina, 
which carpets the rock to a thickness of 1 to 3 dm. With it are associated 
various xerophilous shrubs and herbs, but no trees. Consequently the 
insolation is strong, and after rains that water not removed by surface 
drainage is soon evaporated. The soil consists only of those thin de- 
posits formed by the disintegration of the underlying rock and the 
decay of the vegetation, .and is held in place by the tufts of lichens. 
Such natural clearings in the forest are frequent near the lake (Figs. 
6, 7, 9), either on gentle slopes but little above the lake and consequently 
of late origin, or upon the elevated rock ridges (Figs. 8, 25, 26), where 
they are of much greater age. Their shape and size varies naturally 
with the topography. 

In these Cladonia clearings has been developed a very characteristic 
faunal association, rich in species and in individuals, and especially dis- 
tinct in the number and variety of insects. The fauna may be con- 
veniently divided for discussion into three groups, aerial, terrestrial, and 
subterranean. Since the latter is the most nearly fixed in habit, it may 
be described first. 

1. Subterranean Fauna. In the shallow depressions and crevices of 
the rock (Figs. 7, 25, 26), are thin soil deposits supporting a dense growth 
of various plants, especially the Cladonia lichens, the bearberry, and 
dwart juniper. Ants are frequent, running over the surface and ex- 
cavating below it, but they make their nests only in the deeper crevices 
or under the densest growth of plants where the depth of soil is suffi- 

cient to allow them to make their excavations and to conserve the mois- 
ture supply. In the crevices they are usually 1 dm. or more below the 
surface. Camponotus herculeanus L. (22), Myrmica rubra L. (61), and 

‘ Leptothoraz canadensis Prov. (63) are the species generally represented. 
The nests are more frequent near the margin of the rock clearings, 
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where the soil is better shaded. A nest of, Formica sanguinea Latr. (No. 
72) was placed under a decaying limb, and the soil beneath it was 
largely composed of minute fragments of rotten wood. This ant has 
two sorts of pupa cases. Another colony, Leptothorax canadensis Prov. 
(No. 77), was also collected in Cladonia clearings. 
The largest species of ant (No. 62), Camponotus herculeanus L., is 

found always singly, and no nests were ever observed. 
Spiders also occur in the looser soil deposits, but most of them prob- 

ably belong to the surface, such as (No. 71) Lycosa kochii Keys, which 
had an egg case attached, although buried under two cm. of soil. 
The largest spider, (No. 67) Coelotes sp. of which only one specimen 
was observed, is apparently entirely subterranean. It spins a pocket 
just about large enough for its own body, and when uncovered does 
not attempt to run, but buries itself in the soil or in crevices. A third 
species was a mite (No. 64), Rhyncholophus simplex Bks. 

Other species are found in fewer numbers, such as the fishworm (No. 
70), in soil under bearberry at a depth of 5 cm.; a shell, Zonitoides 
‘arvoreus Say (No.-65); myriapods (No. 64), and a few other 
insects, including beetles, beetle larvae, and one Jassid (No. 64). 

2. Terrestrial Fauna. Aside from the ants, which I have included 
in the first group, shells, spiders and grasshoppers are the most import- 
ant members of this fauna. Of the former but one species is included, 
Polygyra albolabris Say. It was not seen. alive, but their dead shells 
are abundant on nearly every Cladonia clearing as well as the drier 
forest covered ridges (Nos. 20, 33, 88, 93, 188, 145, 174, 197). The 
live ones are also found in damper places or even in swamps (No. 118). 

Spiders were numerous especially in the clumps of Cladonia, where 
they crawled over and under the mats, frequently carrying egg cases. 
Three species were observed, Gnaphosa brumalis Th., Pardosa sternalis 
Th., and Lycosa kochii Keys, (all No. 22). 

During the first part of July grasshoppers were infrequent, except the 
wingless stages, but during the last part of the month and in August they 
were extremely abundant. They are not confined to clearings with a 
copious growth of Cladonia or other vegetation, but are equally abundant 
on the most barren rock-ridges. Immature specimens of Chloealtis con- 
spersa Harr. (No. 22) were hopping over the lichens on July 6. 

Mature forms of Melanoplus huroni Blatchl. and Circotettix verrucu- 
latusKby. (No 44, 35, 108, 131, 182), were very abundant. They fly 
well, making a clicking noise the while, and very rarely leave the sunny 
open ridge. Chloealtis conspersa Harr. (Nos. 148, 144) was collected 
in similar places from Prunus pennsylvanica, Diervilla, and Coptis tri- 
folia, and the grasshopper Melanoplus alaskanus Scudd, (Nos. 146, 147) 
was taken on Gnaphalium, Diervilla and grass. 

3. Aerial fauna. The light and warmth of the Cladonia clearing 
attracted many flying species, including the cicada, Tibicen. rimosa 
Say, var. (44, 108, 111) ; bees, Monumctha albifrons Kby. (68), Xanthos- 
arus latimanus Say (68, 108), XY. melanophea Sm. (108); the dragon- 
flies, Acschna (No. 69), Ophiogomphus colubrinus and Tetragoneuri:t 
Spinigera Say (132); the butterflies, Papilio turnus Linn. (97), Basil- 
archia arthemis Dru. (97), Argynnis myrina Cramer (97), and Argyrnis 
atlantis Edw. (82), and hosts of blackflies, Simuliumn venustum Say. 
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The butterflies, Basilarchia arthemis Dru. and Argynnis atluntis Edw., 
are so characteristic of these clearings that we knew them by the com- 
mon name of “clearing” butterflies. The blackflies are abundant, and 
are preyed upon by dragonflies, probably the chief reason for the occur- 
rence of them so far from the swamps. 

Of particular interest was the small fly, Hydrophorus philombrius 
Wheeler, mentioned before .in connection with the rock beaches. They 
were numerous over all the clearings, but they settled in especial abund- 
ance on the moist newly exposed soil which I uncovered. It is probable 
that they do this only for the moisture or coolness, but in one case a 
number of them swarmed over the pupa case of an ant, (No. 66). 

Of especial interest was the fauna of the large complex of Cladonia 
clearings just behind the camp at Siskowit Bay. (V, 3), Figs. 24, 25, 26. 
There was a uniform gentle slope from the margin of the bay back some 
distance inland, on which large areas were occupied by the usual growth 
of Cladonia, juniper and bearberry. The whole was surrounded and 
intersected by balsam and spruce forest. 

Shells were quite rare, although a few of the usual species, Polygyra 
albolabris (Say) (233), were collected. 

The subterranean species of ants so common about Rock Harbor were 
not observed. They were replaced by another species, Formica fusca 
L. (223, 224, 226, 227), which built large circular flat-topped nests 
(Fig. 28), 5 to 8 dm. in diameter, composed of earth and vegetable debris 
and covered with debris of balsam and spruce needles. Two sizes, a 
larger (223) and a smaller (224), were sometimes associated in the 
same nest. Many nests had been almost completely destroyed by the 

pileated woodpeckers. Spiders, Pardosa sternalis Th. (No. 225), were 
frequently seen crawling over the ant’s nests. Other spiders crawl over 
and through the Cladonia, dragging egg cases behind them, and crawl- 
ing into holes and crevices. 
‘Grasshoppers were abundant, as usual. Some short winged nymphs 

of Melanoplus fasciatus Barnst-Walk., (No. 208) were taken in thickets 
of Juniperus nana. They usually hide down in the juniper and will not 
jump out if frightened, but crawl down close to the ground, so that they 
are practically invisible. When once seen they can be picked up with 
the fingers. Sometimes they leave the clumps of juniper and jump or 
fly out over the Cladonia and rocks. These flights seldom exceed 1-2 
m. in length, but on one occasion one flew 6 m. high and disappeared 
among the balsam trees. The aduits of the same species (193, 201, 
208, 214), with full length of wings, fly long distances at a height of 
3-7 m. or more, making “the usual clicking noise. They alight only on 
the bare rock or on short Cladonia, avoiding the other vegetation. One 
fiddling grasshopper, Camnula pellucida Scudd. (No. 228), was also 
taken from mats of the juniper. 

Bumblebees, particularly Bombus terricola Kby. ( 208), visited the 

flowers of Diervilla and Melampyrum. 
Other bees, including Venthredopsis nebclloidcs McGtl, Coelioxys 

moesta Cr., Xanthosarus mclanophea Sm., and 1. latimanus Say, visited 

the same plants. 
A small carabid beetle, Carabus serratus Kby. (No. 208), crawls over 

and through the Cladonia, foraging. Leptura chrysocoma Kby. (208) 
was taken in the same locality. 

10 ik 
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The yellow clearing butterfly, Basilarchia arthemis Dru. (208), is 
very common, flying in regular paths up and down the clearing at a 
height of about one meter, sometimes alighting on the ground and some- 
times on the flowers of Opulaster. 

Urocerus flavicornis Fabr. and U. flavipennis Kby. (208, 209, 228) 
were especially common. They fly low, usually 2-3 feet above the 
ground with a moderate but uniform velocity. They are searching for 
balsam trees in which they deposit their eggs, and were sometimes taken 
crawling over the trunks. 
A small brown wasp flies low over the ground like an asilid. 
Asilid flies, Asilus annaulatus Wil. (208), fly low, 1-2 ft. above the 

ground, alight on tufts of grass or Cladonia and crawl down into it. 
It could not be determined what they were hunting. 

Three species were taken on the flowers of the harebell, Campanula 
rotundifolia. They were Coelioxys nivesta Cr., Xanthosarus melanophoca 
Sm. and X. latimanns Say. Insects were more numerous on the flowers 
of Opulastcr, from which were collected Tenthredopsis ncbelloides Mc- 

Gill, Prosopis sp., Argynnis atlantis Edw., Fristalis dimidiatus Wied., 
hormia terracnovae Desv., P. regina Meis, and Hyetodesmia serva Meis. 
A wasp, Hutypus americanus Cress. (235), was found backing over 

‘the ground dragging a spider, Lycosa kochii Keys. At brief intervals 
it dropped the spider and ran rapidly back and forth looking for the 
hole to which it was taking its capture. It seemed to have a general 
idea of its location, but had to crawl always exactly to it. Having found 
it, a similar search was begun for the spider, and then the journey was 
resumed in a direct line toward the hole. 

The typical Cladonia clearings just described were almost invariably 
on the lower ridges or gentler slopes. They were surrounded, and 
eventually entirely covered, by the balsam-spruce forest. On certain 
of the higher or steeper ridges, there was another intermediate stage in 
which the clearings were covered with jack pine. This was due ap- 
parently to their position; the formation of soil was slower and the 
drainage better, so that, even with a considerable depth of soil they were 
still too dry for balsam or spruce, and were accordingly occupied by the 
xerophile jack pine. In general ecological conditions they were but 
little different from the treeless associations. The ground vegetation 
was, as usual, Cladonia or bearberry, and the forest cover was scarcely 
heavy enough to make much shade. But the mere presence of trees 
indicates that there was a greater deposit of the soil. Under the bear- 
berry and Cladonia, the soil was quite thin, but there were more loose 
rocks, and larger and deeper fissures, which were filled with soil. The 
effect on the fauna was to increase the number of subterranean species 
and diminish the number of aerial forms. 

In the soil deposits up to 5 cm. deep there is practically no animal 
life, although ants crawl over the surface. Nests of Lasius niger L. are 
common in crevices and under loose stones at a depth of 1 dm. or more 
(Nos. 79, 82). <A nest of Lasius niger L. (No. 83) was excavated under 
and at the side of a large stone. ‘I'he stone formed the roof of shallow 
excavations where the pupae were stored, and the vertical wall of earth 
at the side was honeycombed with rounded passages 1-2 cm. high, 2-4 cm. 
broad, and separated by thin partitions. Under larger stones their 
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nests may be built at less depth, as one of Formica fusca L. (No. 100) 
at a depth of 4 cm. These loose rocks tend to conserve the moisture 
just as do the crevices. 

Beetle larvae are rarely found, owing to the abundance of ants which 
feed upon them. They occur under rocks or in the deepest soil deposits 
where the moisture is conserved. (Nos. 80, 82, 102.) No. 102 contains 
two species of larvae, one a Cistelid, the other Drasterius sp. The latter 
when collected had been captured by an ant, Formica fusca L. (No. 
102). A dead beetle, Dipolataxis liberta (102), was collected under a flat 
rock. : 

Spiders are abundant, especially Drassus neglectus Keys (No. 101), 
Cicurina arcuata Keys (No. 102), and Lycosa pratensis Emer. (108). 
The former builds a small pocket-like web 2 by 3cm. in cavities under 
rocks, at a depth of about 1 dm. Spider egg cases were frequently found 
under stones or in rotten wood (No. 102). 

Myriapods were rarely seen. They seem to have regular runaways 
excavated through the wood or soil (No. 103). A dead caterpillar was 
also found under a rock (No. 102). 

Besides the numerous dead shells of Polygyra albolabris Say (Nos. 28, 
27, 81, 187) which are common on the ground, especially near dead 
logs, others were taken below ground. They occur at a depth of 1-2 dm. 
under angular rocks, or at a less depth under larger flat rocks. In 
either case their presence seenis to be controlled by the moisture (Nos. 
81, 102). Other shells were also rather common under rocks, especially 
flat ones at a depth of 1 dm. or less (81). This single collection in- 
eluded Pyramidula cronkheitet anthonyi Pils., Zonitoides arborcus Savy, 
Vitrea binnojana (Nise), Strobilops virgo (Pils.). Under angular rocks 
down to a depth of 1.5 dm. Pyranidula cronkheitei anthonmyi (Pils.) and 
Zonitoides arboreus (Say) were found. There are very rarely more 
than one under each stone. Most of them were dead, and the shells 
were frequently broken, but a few were alive. At but one place were 
they associated with a Polygyra, and in this case the Polygyra was 
sealed with a membrane across the orifice and was probably still alive. 
No shells were ever found under rocks with ant’s nests. 

One jumping spider, Lycosa pratensis Emer. (103), was caught on a 
dead jack pine tree, 6 dm. from the ground. 

The fiy (Hydrophorus. philombrius Wheeler) already observed on 
beaches and clearings was again common. Ordinarily they fly about 
near the surface in ‘the sunniest places, alighting on the ground or on 
low plants. As soon as any moist soil is exposed they congregate on 
it in numbers, crawling over the surface, into ant burrows, and even 
apparently attempting to eat the ant pupae. One species of ant was 
seen catching them. ; 
Among other insects were bumblebees, Bombus sp. (23), visiting the 

flowers of Diervilla dicrvilla; grasshoppers Circotcttiz verruculatus Kby. | 
(27); cicadas, Tibicen rimosa Say, var. (28, 84), frequent in the pine ‘ 
trees. 

VIII. The Balsam-Spruce Forest. 

The ultimate tendency of all plant associations on Isle Royale is 
toward the balsam-spruce forest. The succession is sometimes direct, 
sometimes indirect; sometimes rapid, as upon the smaller Cladonia 
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clearings; sometimes slow, aS upon the jack-pine ridges. Just as ail 
temporary plant associations are occupied. by definite faunas of a com- 
position largely dependent on the plant covering, so the climax. associa- 
tion of plants is also accompanied by a definite fauna, which must like- 
wise be regarded as the climax animal association. 

The succession of the dense forest growth brings into play a number 
of new ecological factors, which are not only of the highest importance 
in controlling the animal life, but are also retreactive upon the plant 
covering itself. In all the associations heretofore described physio- 
graphic changes have been proceeding with comparative rapidity. 

They may be due to wave action, drainage, elevation, rock disintegra- 
tion or soil formation as direct agents, or to changes in the soil com- 
position, soil moisture, light, or heat through the indirect agency of 
the vegetation. Corresponding to the wide diversity in physical con- 
ditions there has been developed a fauna of many species adapted to 
many different, modes of living. Through the agency of the forest 
cover the light is reduced to a constant minimum, the temperature is 
made more uniform, the soil becomes of uniform character throughout, 
and the moisture is kept nearly constant. Indirectly the diffuse light 
is normally too weak to allow the growth of a ground cover of herba- 
ceous plants so that the variety of food supply is reduced. Jn short, 
the change is from heterogeneity of ecological conditions to homo- 
geneity, and the number of species varies directly with the heterogeneity 

of the habitat. This is true not only for Isle Royale. but for any 

biotic association. Here, however, the homogeneity is especially 

marked, because two species alone, the balsam fir and the white spruce, 
are dominant throughout. 

The soil in the balsam-spruce forest is a damp closely packed leaf 
mold, sometimes deep, sometimes shallow over the rocks, and com- 
posed of decaying balsam and spruce needles, mixed with decaying 
sticks and interwoven with fungus mycelium. When the forest is not 
so dense aspen and birch trees may be growing, and their leaves also 
mix in the mould. In such places there may be a very thin 
ground cover of Aster macrophyllus, Linnaea americana and Pyrola 
chlorantha; otherwise the soil is without cover. Above this rises 
the dense growth of trees, the vounger ones and the lower branches 

stunted or dead from lack of sufficient light. 
The insect fauna is composed almost entirely of subterranean species, 

all few in number, and mostly cclorless. A few species of spiders are 
seen, and a minute Collembolan, Tomocerus niger Bourl. (No. 140). 
Two species of myriapods (No. 140) are rather abundant in the mould, 
one other larger species was seen once (No. 140), and an Fnuchytraid 
earthworm (No. 140). A few species of small shells are rarely found 
at depths of about 5 cm. or sometimes on the surface. They are Pyra- 
midula striatclla (Aunth.), Zonitcides arboreus (Say), Vitrea binneyana 
(Nise), and Aneyclus sp. (140). ‘ 
There are no ants except a large black species which forages singly 

over the surface, Camponotus herculeanus LL. (No. 140). A single 
black Carabid, Calthus gregarinus Say (No. 140, 236), also runs over 
the surface and hides under old balsam cones. 

A few species of flying insects occur, especially mosquitoes, and when 
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the fresh mould is turned over a few of the moisture-loving flies, 
Hydrophorus philombrius Wheeler, appear and rest on the moist ex- 
posed surface. 

The trees themselves shelier a more varied population. Most of the 
Buprestids and Cerambycids caught in the tent probably came from 
the forest. The dead trees of balsam or spruce are attacked by wood- 
boring larvae, which construct a network of chambers just between 
the wood and bark. Some of these turn into the wood and extend 
to the center, following a longitudinal or tangential path for most of 
the way. These holes may be filled with dust part of the way, but 
the greatest portion is empty. They are about 3 by 5 cm. in diameter, 
of an elliptical shape, but at the ends sometimes widen out into cham- 
bers a couple of centimeters broad. Two species of larvae occupy these 
burrows (No. 205), and in one was found a small spider, Amaurobius 
bernetti Blk. (No. 205). 

Under the loose bark of trees which have decayed further spiders, 
Amaurobius bennetti Blk. (No. 205), frequently build their webs. A 
beetle, Calauthus advena Le C. (No. 142), forages here for food, and 
in cne case a shell (142) was taken. . nest of Formica sanguinea 
Latr. (No. 78) was found in the rotten wood of a fallen tree, but the 
ants probably foraged over a rock clearing near by rather than in the 
forest. In prostrate decaying logs the fauna is not. different from 
that of the leaf mold, and the same species were collected. 

A number of the mushrooms of the genus Plemrotus were collected 
on dead trees and they were inhabited by large numbers of beetles 
(229) Tritoma thoracica Say, T. macra Lec.. Boletobius cineticollis Sav, 
and Grophaena sp. 

IX. Artificial Clearings. 

The clearing about the camps both at Rock Harbor and at Siskowit 
Bav attracted many species of insects, particularly strong fliers, such 
as Hymemoptera, Lepidoptera and Diptera. At Rock Harbor Cow- 
parsnip, Heraclewmn. lanatum, introduced in the island some way, was 
in bloom and it attracted a number of species of bees and flies. 

In a similar clearing on the north side of Rock Harbor a number of 
shells were collected from the under side of dead logs (150). Some 
cf these were observed at no other place. They included Polygyra 
albolabrig (Say), Acanthinula harpa (Say), Bifidaria tappaniana (C. 
B. Adams), Zonitoides arborea (Say), Pyranidula cronkheiti anthony? 
Pils., Cochlicupa lubrica (Mill), and Vallonia costata (Miiller). A 
plant of Opulaster blooming in the same clearing attracted a multitude 
of insects (148), including the flies Platychirus peltatus Meigen, 
Syrphus zennalis Williston, Sphaerophoria cylindrica Say, Fristalis 
dimidiatus Weed and femnostoma aequalis Loew; the bees Halictus 
rersans Lowell, Yanthosarus latimanus Say, and Bombus terricola Kby ; 
the beetle Leptura chrysocoima Isby. and the lepidopteron Cupido sepiv- 
lus Bd. 

X. Summary. 

From the lake, representing the most primitive habitat, there are 
three lines of development culminating in the climax association ; first, 
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through ihe tamarack swamp and peat bog; second, through the gravel 
beach and arbor vitae swamp; third, through the rock beach and 
Cladonia clearings. Physiographic forces have some direct part in 
causing the successive changes in ecological factors, but most of them 
are due to the retroaction of the vegetation upon the habitat. The first 
stages of the series are marked by a severity of conditions which limit 
the fauna to a few well adapted species. The intermediate stages have 
generally a wide variety of conditions, leading to the development of 
a varied fauna. The most noteworthy in this respect is the fauna of 
the Cladonia clearings. The ultimate or climax stage is homogeneous 
because of the dominance of a few species, and the fauna is again Jim- 
ited to a few well adapted species. 
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THE ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE BIRDS OF ISLE 

ROYALE, LAKE SUPERIOR. 

OTTO M’CREARY, AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION, GENEVA, N. Y. 
‘ 

I, INTRODUCTION. 

In this report T shall discuss the habits of the different birds and 
their relation to their environment as found upon Isle Royale. The 
different localities visited will be described, the birds listed as found 

in each locality, and the details of their habits and distribution de- 
scribed. 

On account of the limited time, I was unable to examine a large 
part of the island, but representative localities were visited, so that a 
general idea of the bird life of the island can be gained from this re- 
port. For example, a number of tamarack swamps were visited and 
certain birds were found in each of these; it therefore seems reasonable 

to infer that these birds are found in the many other tamarack swamps 
which were not visited. 

Observations were made in five different localities by members of the 
Museum party, but only those visited by the writer will be described. 
In connection with this paper the “Annotated List of Birds” should 
be consulted. These localities will be taken up in the following order: 

1. Light-house Peninsula. 
2. Trail to McCargoe Cove. 
3. West End of Rock Harbor and Trail to Summer Lake. 
4, Siskowit Bay Region. 

II. LIGHT-IHOUSE PENINSULA. 

This station included the land between Conglomerate Bay and Rock 
Harbor. The conditions in this small strip of country varied very much, 
and on this account it will be divided into a number of stations as fol- 
lows: 

1. Lake Superior and Beach (Station J, 1). 
2 Spruce and Balsam Forest (Station I, 2 and 3). 
3. Tamarack and Arbor Vitae Swamps (Station I, 4). 
4. Jack Pine Ridge (Station I, 5). 
5. Sphagnum and Spruce Bog (Station I, 6). 
6. Valley at Head of Conglomerate Bay (Station I, 1). 

1. Lake Superior and Beach (Station I, 1). 

This station included the whole of Tonkin and Conglomerate Bays 
and that portion of Lake Superior and Rock Harbor which could be 
seen from the light-house. The water was deep, cold and contained 
very little vegetation. The shore bordering the lake was composed of 

’ jagged, desolate, wave-washed rocks (Figs 2. 5), and only in the 
11 
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most pretected portions of the bays and harbors were trees found 
growing near the edge of the water (Fig 4). This accounts for 
the fact that no shore birds or vegetable feeding water fowl were ob- 
served here. 

The birds seen in this station were as follows: Herring Gull, Loon, 
American Merganser, Hooded Merganser, Spotted Sandpiper, Song Spar- 
row, Myrtle Warbler, Olive-backed Thrush, Crow and Osprey. 

The Herring Gull was the only bird seen on the water in large num- 
bers. At almost any time of the day there were fifteen or twenty in 
sight, and sometimes they came in large flocks to eat the refuse thrown 
.along the shore of Rock Harbor by the fishermen. Seventy-seven were 
once counted, and occasionally the number was greater. 
When not feeding on the water they passed the time soaring in the 

air or resting on the bare rocks. They seemed to prefer soaring during 
windy weather. With the head toward the wind they would move slowly 
upward and forward for some time, then turn suddenly and soar 
away with the wind at a rapid rate, then swing around in a graceful 
curve and again mount upward. 

The American Merganser, Loon and Hooded Merganser were occa- 
sionally seen on the water. On July 27 and 28 a female Hooded Mer- 
ganser and six young were observed. These ducklings were yet small 
and could be overtaken with a row boat, but when pursued they escaped 
by diving. 

Thus it will be seen that, excepting the Gulls, water birds were scarce 
and the shore birds nearly lacking. Only one shore bird, the Spotted 
Sandpiper, was seen and that was observed two or three times; this 
was probabiy a migrant. The other birds seen on the shore, were_the 
Crow, Myrtle Warbler, Song Sparrow, and Olive-backed Thrush. They 
occasionally came from the bushes and forests to feed there. Of these 
birds the Song Sparrow was seen the most often, and almost every 
morning could be heard singing on the small rocky islets partially covered 
with bushes, which lay just east of the light-house. 

2. Spruce and Balsam Forest (Station I, 2-3). 

In this forest of spruce, balsam and birches, there were many low 
rock ridges whose tops were almost destitute of soil and trees, thus 
forming a long, narrow, natural clearing of not more than two hundred 
yards in length and from thirty to sixty yards in width (Fig. 8). 
Near the light-house there were five of these ridges from thirty to two 
hundred yards apart; while farther to the west there were more of 
them, but they were farther apart. , 

On account of these openings in the forest, there were many birds 
here that frequented partial clearings, yet no birds that inhabit large 
tracts of cleared land, except the Chipping Sparrow, which occurred 
in the small clearing at the light-house. 

The birds found under these conditions were as follows: Red-breast- 
ed Nuthatch, Chipping Sparrow, Nashville Warbler, Black-throated 
Blue Warbler, Black-throated Green Warbler, Chickadee, Flicker, Gold- 
en-crowned Kinglet, Bay-breasted Warbler, Crow, Myrtle Warbler, 
Sparrow Hawk, Magnolia Warbler, Wilson’s Thrush, Olive-backed 
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Thrush, Pine Siskin, Purple Finch, White-throated Sparrow, Tree Swal- 
low, Barn Swallow, Sharp-shinned Hawk and White-winged Crossbill. 

The Purple Finch, Pine Siskin, Sparrow Hawk, Sharp-shinned Hawk, 
Bay-breasted Warbler, Black-throated Blue Warbler, Tree Swallow and 
Barn Swallow were only occasionally seen. 

Some of the Warblers were common, and it was interesting to note 
the difference in the localities which they frequented. The Myrtle 
Warbler was most frequently seen near the shore. The Magnolia Warb- 
ler frequented the small spruce and balsam trees but was not seen on 
the shore. The Black-throated Green Warbler was always observed 
in that part of the forest where there were many birch trees, and the 
Nashville kept near the partial clearings. 

Nests of the Myrtle Warbler, Chickadee, Golden-crowned Iinglet, 
Olive-backed Thrush and Chipping Sparrow were found in this locality. 
The nest of the Myrtle Warbler was found July 7, on a small jack 
Pine standing near the edge of a rocky cliff, which rose perpendicularly 
from the water to a height of about twenty feet. It was composed of 
small twigs, dried grass and pine needles, and contained four young 

about a week old. While we were near, the old bird approached the 
nest very cautiously. It would fly from tree to tree until within about 
fifty feet of the nest and then drop down near the ground and fly low 
until below the nest; when leaving it flew along the edge of the cliff. 

On the same day a Golden-crowned Kinglet was seen to take a bit 
of moss and fly into a clump of stunted spruce trees on a rock ridge. 
The tops of the spruce were so thick and bushy that it was impossible 
to see the nest from the ground, although the tree was not more than 
twenty-five feet high. On climbing the tree a half finished nest was 
found built mostly of green moss. By July 21 the nest was finished 
and contained eight small eggs. This beautiful mossy cup was about 
four inches in diameter and of the same depth, but the cavity contain- 
ing the eggs was still smaller, as the wall of the nest was about two 
and a half inches thick and lined with hare fur. 

In front of the light-house at the edge of the beach, stood a small 
spruce about twenty feet high, on a horizontial limb of which was the 
nest of a Chipping Sparrow, composed entirely of grass. When the 
nest was found on July 5 it contained four young that had evidently 
just hatched. 

An Olive-backed Thrush’s nest was found July 8, in a low limb of 
a spruce that stood near the shore. It was found five feet from’ the 
ground, composed of grass and moss, and contained three very young 
birds. The old bird would not approach while J was near the nest 
and was so shy that the true owner of the nest was difficult to determine. 
Probably more nests would have been found had we arrived upon the 
island earlier, as many young were able to fly when we came, and several 
immature Magnolia Warblers were found at that time in the bushes 
near the light-house. 

Birds were more abundant in this locality than in any other of the 
same size. Why this was true, I did not determine. 
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3. The Tamarack and Arbor Vitae Swamps (Station I, 4). 

This almost impenetrable swamp of cedar and tamarack, situated 
at the head of Tonkin Bay, extended back about a quarter of a mile 
toward the southwest. To cross this swamp was difficult on account 
of the fallen trees and numerous low branches, but a rock ridge extended 
from the bay through the middle of the swamp, almost to its western 
end, and furnished a convenient route into it. This ridge in- 
fluenced the bird life of the vicinity because of its different ecological 
conditions. It was bare in places, but most of it was partially covered 
with birch, spruce and balsam. 

The birds seen in this swamp habitat were as follows: Nashville 
Warbler, Red-breasted Nuthatch, Chickadee, Black-throated Green Warb- 

ler, Raven, Brown Creeper, Yellow-bellied Flycatcher, Hairy Wood- 
pecker, Winter Wren, Black-throated Blue Warbler, Flicker and Canada 
Jay. 

On July 11, nests of the Black-throated Green and Nashville Warblers 
were found on the north slope of the ridge within twenty-five yards 
of each other. The nests of the Black-throated Green was in a cedar tree 
about twenty feet from the gfound. It was composed of grass, moss 
and twigs and contained young. The nest of the Nashville Warbler 
was in a cavity in a thick bed of moss which covered the face of a 
sinall cliff five or six feet high. Here, in a soft nest composed of lichens 
and lined with grass, were found five voung in the down. ' 

These two birds acted very differently when one was near their nest. 
The Black-throated Green would come within less than ten feet of the 
observer and scold while moving restlessly about among the branches. 
The Nashville Warbler was not as bold, for it remained up in the tree 
tops. It would hop on a branch, turn around a few times, turn anxious- 
ly toward the nest and then repeat the performance; but it never uttered 
a sound. Here was one of the difficulties in judging what localities 
birds preferred. These two birds nested on the slope of a rock ridge and 
fed in a cedar and tamarack swamp. To which did they belong? How- 
ever, judging from other observations, I would say that if the natural 
clearing had not been here the Nashville Warbler would not have been 
found, while the Black-throated Green might have been. 

The Black-throated Green, Black-throated Blue and Nashville Warb- 
lers, Chickadee, and Red-breasted Nuthatch were nearly always found 
in this swamp, and these were in the more open parts where the trees 
were not so close together. J visited the thickest part of the swamp 
many times without seeing a single bird. 

4. Jack Pine Ridge (Station I, 5). 

This habitat was on the north side of Conglomerate Bay and-composed 
a portion of the south side and the top of a hill about 100 feet high. 
The side of the hill was dry and rocky, and was partially covered with 
scattered aspens and clumps of jack pines (Fig. 13). Where there 
were no trees the ground was partially covered with mosses, lichens, 

bearberries, golden rods, etc. The top of the hill was bare rock with 
jack pines and a few plants growing in the crevices. Occasionally there 
was a small gully with other trees growing in it. 
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On account of the desolate character of this locality few birds were 
found here. A Cedar Waxwing’s nest containing five eggs was found 
July 10. Juncos and White-throated Sparrows were occasionally heard 
singing among the jack pines. 

5. Sphagnum and Spruce Bog. (Station I, 6). 

This small bog, situated on top of the hill north of Conglomerate 
Bay, was covered with sphagnum moss and bushes with several black 
spruce trees scattered over it. There were also several tamaracks and 

spruce at the edge of the bog. (Fig. 14). The birds seen, here were: 
Golden-crowned Kinglet, White-throated Sparrow, Cedar Waxwing, and 
Black-throated Green Warbler. The Oven Bird and Wilson’s Thrush 
were heard in the forest near by. 

6. Valley at Head of Conglomerate Bay (Vicinity of Station T, 1). 
I 

This location included the alders and the partial clearing at the 
mouth of the brook that emptied into the head of Conglomerate Bay. 
The partial clearing, evidently due to fire, as blackened logs were still 
lying around on the ground, was covered with weeds, raspberry bushes, 
dogwoods and clumps of small birches. 

The birds seen here were: White-throated Sparrow, Canadian Warb- 
ler, Redstart, Flicker, Winter Wren, Chickadee, Nashville Warbler, Mag- 
nolia Warbler, Olive-sided Flycatcher, Olive-backed Thrush, Sparrow 
Hawk and Cedar Waxwing. The Redstart and Magnolia Warbler seemed 
to be restricted to certain parts of this locality. The Redstart was always 
seen among the alders, while the Magnolia Warbler kept among a patch 
of evergreens at the foot of the hill on the north side of the habitat. 

Ill. TRIAL TO MCCARGOE COVE. 

This station included the country along the trail which ran from 
Rock Harbor to McCargoe Cove. This trail started on the north side 
of the harbor at the mouth of Benson Brook which it followed nearly 
to Lake: Benson, then it crossed the hills to Sargent Lake and from there 
it went to McCargoe Cove. As I did not make any observations north 
of the Greenstone Ridge, I will only describe that portion of the’country 
between Rock Harbor and the top of the Ridge. In this portion there 
were several different conditions which will be described in the follow- 
ing order: 

1. Ransom Clearing (Station IT, 1). 
2, Benson Brook (Station I], 1). 
3. Spruce and Tamarack Swamps (Station I, 2 and 5). 
4. Rock Ridge Clearings (Station IT, 3). 

J. Ransom Clearing (Station IT, 1). 

This small clearing on the lowland at the mouth of Benson Brook 
was covered with grass and large clumps of alders, birches and aspens. 

These bushes scattered through. the clearing formed an excellent habitat 

for birds, and, although the clearing was small, thirteen species were 

observed here. They were as follows: Black-billed Cuckoo, Canada Jay, 
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Song Sparrow, Alder Flycatcher, White-throated Sparrow, Redstart, Red- 
eyed Vireo, Cedar Waxwing, Wilson’s Thrush, Olive-backed Thrush, 

Sparrow Hawk, Purple Finch and Pine Siskin. 
Every time this station was visited there were one or two Alder 

Flycatchers among the alder bushes, sometimes on top of the highest 
bush and sometimes near the ground. They seemed to be always on 
the lookout for insects, and every few minutes they would fly several 
feet into the air and a snap of the bill told that some insect had been 
caught. They could often be located by their “pep” of alarm, and in 
the morning I frequently heard them sing a short song. 

The Redstart and Nashville Warbler were often seen among the alders 
also. Both were always on the move. The Redstart kept flitting from 
branch to branch, only pausing an instant at each one to look for 
insects, while the Nashville Warbler would light on a limb and start 
to hop toward the top, looking an instant at each leaf as it passed. 

* 2. Benson Brook (Station IT, 1). 

The conditions along this little brook are difficult to describe in a 
general way because they were so diverse; every few rods there was a 
change. The little stream meandered through dense forests of cedar, 
spruce and birch; through thickets of alders, dogwoods and small 
maples; rushed through narrow ravines between bare topped ridges, 
over rocks, through forests of birch and aspen until it finally reached 
the harbor at Ransom clearing. 

The birds found along this brook were the White-throated Sparrow, 
Redstart, Winter Wren, Red-eved Vireo, Cedar Waxwing, Oven Bird, 
Sparrow Hawk, Wilson’s Thrush, Olive-backed Thrush, Blue Jay, Canada 
Jay, Crow, Purple Finch, Sharp-tailed Grouse, Grinnell’s Water Thrush, 
Flicker, Magnolia Warbler, Hairy Woodpecker, Nashville Warbler, Red- 
breasted Nuthatch, Golden-crowned Kinglet and Chickadee. The Spar- 
row Hawk, Blue Jay, Flicker, Sharp-tailed Grouse, Cedar Waxwing. and 
Purple Finch were seen more often in the clearings where there were 
berries, grasshoppers and other insects. The Winter Wren and Water 
Thrush were always seen near the brook. The former frequented places 
where the undergrowth was thick. It was often observed flying along 
the brook and stopping every few vards to look under the leaves and 
logs for insects, and one was shot with a spider (Amaurobius bennetti 
Blk.) and two mosquitos in its mouth. Sometimes this shy bird would 
venture away from its damp retreat, perch upon the top of a tree 
and pour forth a melody that rivalled any song heard in these woods. 

The Oven Bird and Red-eyed Vireo were nearly always found among 
the birches and aspens. The former very frequently was flushed from 
among the honey-suckle bushes on the ground, but the Vireo was always 
in the trees. The Magnolia Warbler, Red-breasted Nuthatch, and Golden- 
crowned Kinglet were always seen in that part of the forest where there 
were several spruce or cedar trees. 
A large number of different species of birds was observed in this 

habitat, but that was because it was so large. In reality the country 
was rather desolate, for with the exception of some damp places along 
the brook, the original forest has all been burnt off and was only partial- 
ly replaced by a second growth of birch and aspen. 

1 
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3. Tamarack and Spruce Swanps (Station TI, 2 and 5). 

About a quarter of a mile north of Benson Brook there was a swamp 
similar to I, 5, except that it was larger and had more spruce and 
tamarack trees scattered through it. The ground was covered with 
sphagnum, Labrador tea, pitcher plants, etc., but apparently nothing 
that would attract birds except the trees, 

The birds seen here were the Red-breasted Nuthatch, Marsh Hawk, 
Junco, Canada Jay, Black-throated Green Warbler, Black-throated Blue 
Warbler, Chickadee, Golden-crowned Kinglet, White-winged Crossbill, 
Yellow-bellied Flycatcher, and White-throated Sparrow.. The Junco 
probably strayed here from a large rocky clearing near by, as only 
one was seen in the swamp, but it was heard in the clearing every 
time I visited it. 

About a quarter of a mile further on toward Greenstone Ridge, the 
trail crossed another swamp similar to this one, though it was somewhat 
longer. Since the conditions were the same in these two places, many 
of the same birds would be expected to occur in each, and this was the 
case as will be seen by comparing the list given above with the following: 
Olive-sided Flycatcher, Red-breasted Nuthatch, Nashville Warbler, 
Canada Jay, Chickadee, White-winged Crossbill and Golden-crowned 
Kinglet. 

Near Forbes Lake there were two other swamps and in these the fol- 
lowing birds were seen: White-throated Sparrow, Canada Jay, Cedar 
Waxwing, White-winged Crossbill, Red:breasted Nuthatch, Golden-crown- 
ed Kinglet, Chickadee, Nashville Warbler and Flicker. All these were 
found in both swamps with the exception of the Nashville Warbler and 
Flicker. 

There is a marked similarity in the lists of birds seen in each of 
these five swamps, and five of the species were found in all of them. 

4. Rock Ridge Clearings (Station ITI, 3). 

This habitat consists of all the rock ridges which were crossed by 
the trail after it left Benson Brook. These ridges were nearly all bare 
on the top, owing to the absence of soil. They had been burnt over 
several years ago and the stumps that are left show that they were 
originally almost if not entirely covered with forests. The trees that 
were found in places where there was a little soil were almost entirely 
aspen and birch. The birds found in this habitat were the Cedar Wax- 
wing, Junco, Bay-breasted Warbler, Mourning Warbler, Robin, White- 
throated Sparrow, Olive-backed Thrush, Sparrow Hawk and Red-eyed 
Vireo. 

Very few birds were seen in the clearings, probably because the heat of 
the sun drove them to the shade, as most of the birds were observed at 
the edge of the clearings, in places where the ground was partially 
covered with trees. 

IV. WESTERN END OF ROCK HARBOR AND TRAIL TO SUMNER LAKE, 

This station comprised the western end of Rock Harbor and a por- 
tion of the adjoining land. It was divided into five habitats. 
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Harbor (Vicinity of Station TTT, 2). 
Small Islands (Station III, 1). 
Bulrush Zone and Delta (Station ITT, 3). 

Trail to Sumner Lake (Station ITI, 4). 
a. Birch Forest. 
b. Birch and Coniferous Forest. 
Sumner Lake (Station IIT, 5). 

eee tei 

oO 

1. The Harbor (Vicinity of Station FIT, 2). 

In this habitat the following list of fish-eating birds were found: 
Loon, American Merganser, Herring Gull, Kingfisher and Bald Eagle. 

An adult American Merganser and a number of voung were observed 
about the middle of Julv, and about a week later another adult female 
and twenty-three young were seen. Although the young birds were 
quite small they were good swimmers, and it was impossible to get near 
them in a row boat, except by cornering them in a small bay or in the 
end of the harbor. 

The Loon was often seen and heard here, and once seven were seen 
together: Occasionally one of the flock would swim around and around 
in a circle as fast as it could, splashing the water so that it could 
be heard for at least half a mile. It was impossible to get near these 
birds, not even close enough to shoot them with a shot gun, for as soon 
as they thought it was dangerous they would dive, to appear after 1 
few minutes very much farther away. It is very difficult for the Loon to 
rise from the water, as it must fly a long distance flapping its wings 
and pushing the water with its feet before it can get into the air. 

The Eagle was seen on a tree at the edge of the water. 

2, Small Islands (Station IIT, 1). 

Near the west end of the harbor there were two small islands partially 
covered with stunted cedar, spruce and birch trees, where many birds 
nested. The probable reason for this was that no squirrels inhabited 
the islands. On one island three or four rods long were found the nests 
of four Cedar Waxwings, two Myrtle Warblers, a White-thtoated Spar- 
row and a Song Sparrow, and on the other island which was somewhat 
smaller, were a number of Cedar Waxwing’s nests, three containing eges 
or young, and the remainder being empty, most of them last year’s nests. 
The Waxwing’s nests were from three to fifteen feet from the ground 
and were composed entirely of lichens (Usnea). These birds do not 
get excited as do many birds when their nests are disturbed. When 
I looked into these nests J did not hear a scolding note, although some 
of the owners were sitting on a tree not far away. 

Four Myrtle Warbler’s nests, two old and two new, were found. These 
nests were placed on spruce and cedar trees, from six to ten feet from 
the ground, and were composed of small twigs and grasses with a lining 
of feathers. One nest contained small young, July 21, and the other 
contained nearly fully fledged young. The White-throated Sparrow’s 
nest was made of small sticks and grasses with a lining composed 
entirely of grass. It was on some bushes about a foot and a half above 
the ground, and contained one ege. 
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3. Bulrush Zone and Delta (Station IIT, 3). 

This small grass and sedge covered marsh was too small to attract 
many marsh birds, and a pair of Swamp Sparrows with two young, a 
pair of Kingfishers and Song Sparrows, a Red-winged Blackbird and the 
Lesser Yellow Legs were the only birds observed here. The last two 
were only observed once, and no doubt they were only stragglers here. 

This small marsh was surrounded by a forest of spruce, birch and 
balsam, and here the Golden-crowned Kinglet, Magnolia Warbler, Chick- 
adee and Red-breasted Nuthatch were found. 

4. Trail to Suuner Lake (Station LI, 4). 

Starting from the harbor this trail first went up a hill through a 
birch forest, then across a narrow cedar swamp into a birch, spruce 
and balsam forest and down the hill to Sumner Lake. As the birds found 
in the birch forest were not the same as those found in the birch, spruce 
and balsam forest, the habitats will be distinguished. The cedar swamp 
was too small to be of any importance, and the birds in it were nearly 
the same as in the birch, spruce and balsain forest of which it will be 
considered a part. 

a. Birch Forest. 

Judging from what had been observed before these birch woods were 
visited, I expected to find the Oven Bird and Red-eyed Vireo, and upon 
investigation, many of both kinds were found. A family of Black-throated 
Green Warblers were also seen. Several Cedar Waxwings and White- 
throated Sparrows were observed along the edge of Rock Harbor near 
the trail, but they occurred almost everywhere along the edge of the 
Harbor irrespective of the kind of trees. In rowing along the shore 
these birds were seen very much more often than any other. 

vb. Birch and Coniferous Forest. 

This habitat was frequented by the Chickadee, Golden-crowned King- 
let, and Red-breasted Nuthatch, the three most common birds in all the 
coniferous forests that were visited. The Winter Wren was heard 
in the cedar swamp. 

5. Sumner Lake (Station III, 5). 

This habitat included Sumner Lake and the grassy marsh which sur- 

rounded it. Everywhere in the marsh the ground was soft, and the 

thick mat of grass sank under the weight of. the body until the water 

poured into the shoe tops. The line dividing the grass and sedges from . 
the forest was very distinct, but there were several stunted tamaracks 

and alders growing out in the marsh (Figs. 18-23). 
Many White- throated Sparrows were heard in the forest near the 

marsh, and at the foot of one of the alder bushes near the edge a nest 
was found hidden in a bunch of grass growing around the bush. Here 
in a well built nest of grass were two nearly fledged young (July 18). 
On the same day another nest of this bird was found on the other side 
of the lake, in a position similar to the one described above, but instead 

12 
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of young it contained four bluish white eggs densely and irregularly 
variegated with brown. Out in the marsh a Bittern was flushed from 
the grass, and near by a deserted nest containing a bad egg and the 
bones of two young was found. This nest was only a depression in the 
tangled mat of grass in which it was situated. 

Two Loons were seen on the Lake many times, and these two birds 
were much'tamer than Loons usually are, for they swam very close to 
the bank where I was standing. As soon as they saw me one of them 
gave a weird and rapid “ha! ha! ha!” and on being imitated it would 
reply every time. .\ Hooded Merganser, another fish-eating bird, was 
also observed here. 

vy. SISKOWIT BAY REGION. 

When I arrived here in August the breeding season was practically 
over. Many young birds could fly almost as well as the adults, and 
families were roving about the forests. Sandpipers were probably mi- 
grating then, and although many were seen here it cannot be said that 
they bred. In two weeks other birds began to come from the north 
in large flocks, so that most observations were on habits of birds during 
migration. 

Another evidence that the breeding season was over was the decrease 
in the amount of singing. This was first noticed on July 20, and in 
the next few days some species were heard for the last time. The follow- 
ing is a list of birds with the last date upon which they were heard 
singing: Nashville Warbler, July 24; Myrtle Warbler and Olive-backed 
Thrush, July 25; Wilson’s Thrush, July 26; Magnolia Warbler, Black 
and White Warbler and Redstart, Aug. 4; Winter Wren, Aug. 8. 

Although birds are more apt to be found in all kinds of conditions 
during migration, yet many of them showed a preference for certain 
localities, so the localities in which the birds were seen will be given. 
This station has been. subdivided into the following habitats: 

1. Siskowit Bay and Shore (Station V, 1). 
2. Trail to Siskowit Lake (Station V, 4). 
3. Siskowit Lake (Station V, 6 and Vicinity). 
4. Burning West of Outlet to Siskowit Lake (Station V, vicinity 

of 9). . 
5. Long and Menagerie Islands (Station V, 10). 

1. Siskowit Bay and Shore (Station V, 1). 

The conditions at this place were about the same as those at Rock 
Harbor, and almost the same species of birds were seen. Those seen 
here were: Herring Gull, Loon, Scaup Duck, Solitary Sandpiper, 
Spotted Sandpiper, Kingfisher, American Merganser .and Osprey. 

I cannot say with any certainty how many of these birds bred in 
this vicinity, but the Gull and Merganser did, as a female Merganser 
with a flock of very small young was seen several times, and the Her- 
ring Gulls bred on the Islands south of the bay. The Loon, Kingfisher 
and Spotted Sandpiper were observed nearly every day. The Solitary 
Sandpiper was seen only once, on August 16. 
On August 8 four young Gulls were obtained from a fisherman, and 
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we had an opportunity to study the habits of these birds. One was 
nearly full-grown, while the other three were just getting their wing 
feathers. All were quite tame and the oldest would eat from the hand 
and allow itself to be picked up. We were surprised to find how clean 
these young Gulls were, for the nests were as filthy as those of the 
domestic Pigeon. They all seem very fond of bathing, and the largest 
one took a bath several times a day. It would swim out into the bay, 
splash water over itself with its head and wings, dip its head under 
water, then shake itself; after repeating these performances several 
times it would come to the shore, flap the wings and jump as if try- 
ing to fly. They were very particular about keeping their bills clean, 
for after eating they would walk to the water, immerse the bill and 
shake the head. 

2. Trail to Siskowit Lake (Station V, 4). 

This habitat included all the forest along the trail between Siskowit 
Bay and Siskowit Lake. If it had been in the breeding season | it 
might have been divided into two or three different habitats, but the 
migrating birds did not seem to show any preference for a particular 
forest. 

The birds seen at this station were as follows: Golden-crowned 
KKinglet, Chickadee, Raven, Pigeon Hawk. Winter Wren, Red-breasted 
Nuthatch, Bay-breasted Warbler, Red-eved Vireo, Hairy Woodpecker, 
Magnolia Warbler, Black-throated Green Warbler, Brown Creeper, 
White-throated Sparrow, Tennessee Warbler, Flicker, Canada Jay, 
Junco, Blue Jay, Pileated Woodpecker, Nashville Warbler, Sparrow 
Hawk, Chipping Sparrow, Grinnell’s Water Thrush, Purple Finch, Pine 
Grosbeak, Sharp-shinned Hawk, Myrtle Warbler, Black-throated Blue 
Warbler, Olive-backed Thrush, Downy Woodpecker, Yellow-bellied Fly- 
catcher, and Cape May Warbler. 

The nests of only two birds were found here, the Chickadee and Gold- 
en-crowned .Kinglet. The Chickadee’s nest was in a dead birch tree 
about ten feet from the ground, and contained four young which were 
able to leave the nest August 11. The Kinglet’s nest was in a spruce 
tree about thirty feet from the ground. Both old birds were observed 
carrying insects into the tree, but the top was so thick that the nest 
could not be seen from the ground. On August 16 the young birds 
were still in the nest. 

The Nashville Warbler, Olive-backed Thrush, Junco, White-throated 
Sparrow and Chipping Sparrow frequented partial clearings or clear- 
ings in the breeding season but were found in the forests in the second 
week in August. On August 11 a flock of birds were seen feeding in 
the top of a tall tamarack. They were mistaken for warblers but on 
shooting one to identify it, it was found to be a Chipping Sparrow. 

38. Siskowit Lake (Station V. 6). 

This Lake was six miles long and about two miles wide at the widest 
part. The shores were mostly rocky, and trees grew down nearly 
to the waters edge. The birds found here were: Herring Gull, Osprey, 
Eagle, Spotted Sandpiper, Aimerican Merganser, Loon, and Kingfisher. 
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The Song Sparrow and Grinnel’s Water Thrush were also seen along 
the shore. 

The American Merganser, Loon, and Eagle nested in the neighborhood. 
Three different families of Mergansers were seen on the lake. One consist- 
ed of a female and three young, but I did not get close enough to the other 
two flocks to count them. When first observed, these two flocks were to- 

gether, but they separated when we rowed toward them. Two young 
Loons in. the down were seen August 10. An Eagle’s nest composed 
of sticks was found about 125 yards north of the lake, on top of a 
dead pine which was at least sixty feet high. The nest was four feet 
in diameter, and contained one young bird nearly ready to fly. 

4. Burning West of Outlet to Siskowit Lake (Station VY, 9). 

Here the original forest had all been burnt away and was only 
partially replaced by a second growth of birch, mountain ash, aspen, 
wild cherry, June berry, and northern maple. Between the trees the 
ground was covered with grass, currants, fire weed and other plants. 

The stream that formed the outlet of Siskowit Lake formed the east- 
ern boundary of the burning. The birds found in this partial clear- 
ing were as follows: Purple Finch, Cedar Waxwing, Hawk Owl, White- 
throated Sparrow, Chickadee, Redstart, Myrtle Warbler, Flicker, Red- 
eyed Vireo, Black and White Warbler, Nashville Warbler, Sharp-tailed 
Grouse, Water Thrush, Olive-sided Flycatcher, Chipping Sparrow and 
Song Sparrow. 

The Hawk Owl bred scme place near here, as a young bird with only 
down on its head was taken August 4. This owl was seen flying around 
the clearing in the middle of the day and in the bright sunlight. The 
young bird was quite tame, or rather it was ignorant of the wars of 
man. It flew from one dead stub to another uttering a peculiar screech 
as it flew. The old bird was seen about a quarter of | a mile away on the 
top of a dead tree, but was wary and flew away. 

Along the stream there were several dead trees still standing, and 
on these trees eight to ten or more Myrtle Warblers were seen 
many times. These warblers sat on the limbs and watched for flies 
like flycatchers, and every few minutes the snap of a bill sounded 

the death note of some unfortunate insect. They did not sit in one 
» place as long as a. flycatcher does, but on the other hand they were not 
constantly in motion like most warblers. 

Very little can be said about the ‘other birds that were seen here. 
The Purple Finch and Cedar Waxwing fed on the berries here, and 
a Grouse was taken with berries and grasshoppers in its crop. The 
Water Thrush was seen near the lake and stream. 

». Long and Menagerie Islands (Station V, 10). 

These two long narrow rocky islands were on the south side of Sis- 
kowit Bay about three miles from the mainland. Long Island was 
covered with trees except for a wide belt along the shore which was 
washed clean by the waters. Menagerie Island, on which the light- 
house was situated, had very few trees on it, as the top was barely 
out of the reach of the waves in severe storms. 
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Menagerie Island was visited twice, on August 6 and 16. The birds 
seen here were: Song Sparrow, Barn Swallow, Tree Swallow, Herring 

Gull, Spotted Sandpiper, and Humming Bird. 
The Barn Swallow built in the boat-house and under the cliffs along 

the shore. On August 16 the nests under the cliffs contained young 
nearly ready to fly. These cup shaped homes were composed of moss 
and mud, lined with feathers, and placed on small projections of the 
rock. 

The light-house keeper, Mr. J. A. Malone, told us that the Tree Swal- 
low built in the tower; but at this time the young were probably gone 
as none were observed entering the light-house, although many were 
flying around. 
Long Island was visited on August 6, but no observations were made 

on any birds except the Gulls. "These birds nested here by the thou- 
sands. The nests were among the rocks, some being just ‘beyond the 
reach of the waves of ordinary storms, and others back among the 
bushes. They were from one to two inches thick, and composed of 
grasses, sticks or moss, depending on which of these materials was 

found near. Most of the nests were on the south side of the island, 
and only a few were found on the north shore. At the approach of 
the boat the young Gulls that could not fly swam out into the water 
or hid in the bushes, while the old birds flew around overhead utter- 
ing their weird notes of alarm. 

XT. Summary. 

This brief review of the birds found in each of the habitats studied on 
Isle Royale will give an idea of the birds that should be expected to occur 
in similar habitats of the island which were not visited. Of course only 
the common birds will be mentioned, because preference cannot be de- 
termined by a few observations. The habitats of this rugged and hilly 
island presented a variety of conditions. There were bays, lakes and 
harbors, with rocky shores, wave-beaten and desolate. There were 
swamps that were covered with sphagnum moss and low bushes with 
here and there a. black spruce or tamarack tree, other swamps that were 
covered with a dense forest of cedar and tamarack. There were clear- 
ings and partial clearings, forests of birch, containing scattered bal- 
sams and spruce, and still other forests of spruce and balsam con- 
taining a few birch trees. The characteristic birds of each of these 
habitats will be discussed in the order just given. 

1. Water Birds. The water birds found on the harbors and smail 
lakes were the Herring Gull, Loon, American Merganser, and Hooded 
Merganser. Of these birds the Herring Gull was the most abundant 
species and could always be seen on Lake Superior and quite often 
on the smaller lakes on the island. The American Merganser pro- 
bably ranked second in abundance. The Loon was quite numerous, 
and at first ft seemed as if they were more abundant that the Merganser, 
but in time it became evident that the Merganser was the more numet- 
ous, though much less conspicuous, as they did not make any noise, while 
the Loon is very noisy and can often be heard a mile away. The Mer- 
ganser frequented the bays, harbors and larger inland lakes. The 
Loon was seen. very often on the larger bodies of water, but seemed to 
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prefer the smaller Jakes more than the other water birds, as every little 
lake contained a pair of Loons. Young Mergansers and Gulls were 
often seen, but, strange as it may appear, young Loons were only seen 
once, August 10. 

The Osprey, Eagle and Kingfisher were also seen several times, but 
only the latter was seen around any of the smaller lakes, and it was 
not often seen. These lakes abounded in small fish and would have 
been a good feeding ground for Kingfishers, but there were no sand 
banks around the small lakes where it could have nested, and this may 
have been the reason for its absence. There were two sand banks 
along the shores of Rock Harbor, and these were used as nesting sites. 

2. Shore Birds. The Solitary and Spotted Sandpipers were seen 
along the shore, but these were probably migrants as only one or two 
Spotted Sandpipers were seen hefore August 1. 

Although they were not shore birds the Cedar Waxwing, Winter 
Wren and White-throated Sparrows were often seen and heard while 
rowing along the shore. The Cedar Waxwing would sit on the tops 
of the dead trees and every few minutes would fiy out over the water 
after insects. 

Herring Gulls nested on the shores of the smaller islands in large 
numbers but very few nested on the main island. There is a reason 
why they choose the smaller islands instead of the mainland, and it 
is probably because there are no minks, lynx or other carnivors on 
these small islands. The Gull seems to place its nest on the shore at 
random, without any view to protection or secrecy, and if there were 
mink or lynx about the voung would soon all be killed by these animals. 

The Barn Swallow nested underneath the cliffs along the shore at 
Menagerie Island and at Scovill Point. The Song Sparrow and Myrtle 
Warbler were often seen feeding on the shore, and both were found 
breeding near it. The Song Sparrow frequented the small rocky islands 
in front of the light-house, one of the islands in the west end of 
Rock Harbor, and also Ransom Clearing on the north side of the Har- 
bor. Even in this clearing it was never seen far from the water. The 
Myrtle Warbler was found breeding on the north shore of Tonkin Bay, 
and on an island in the west end of Rock Harbor. 

3. Birds Frequenting Swamps. The characteristic birds of the 
tamarack-spruce swamps were the Cedar Waxwing, Chickadee, Red- 
breasted Nuthatch, Golden-crowned Kinglet, White-winged Crossbill, 
Canada Jay, Nashville Warbler and White-throated Sparrow. Pro- 
bably none of these birds were found here simply because it was a 
swamp, for all frequented other localities. The White-throated Spar- 
row, Cedar Waxwing, and Nashville Warbler are characteristic of par- 
tial clearings, and this was really a partial clearing because the trees 
were so far apart. The White-winged Crossbill, Red-breasted Nuthatch 
and Golden-crowned Kinglet are characteristic of coniferous forests, 
and as the trees in the swamp were nearly all coniferous trees, this 
would therefore be their natural habitat. The White-winged Crossbill 

feeds on the seeds of the tamarack trees, and during the first few 
weeks of July it was only seen where there were tamarack trees; dur- 
ing the latter part of July, when the seeds of the spruce became more 
matute, they were seen many times in the spruce and balsam forests. 
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The seeds of the tamarack mature quicker than the spruce, hence the 
Crossbills would prefer the tamaracks during the earlier part of the 
summer. The Black-throated Green Warbler was characteristic of 
forests where there were a number of large birch trees, and this bird 
was only seen in those swamps which had several of these trees around 
the edge. Indeed the only true swamp bird seen here was the Marsh 
Hawk, and that was only seen once. 

In the thickest part of the cedar swamp only a few birds were seen, 
and these were the Winter Wren, Chickadee, Red-breasted Nuthatch, and 
Brown Creeper. The Canada Jay, Nashville Warbler, Black-throated 
Blue Warbler and Black-throated Green Warbler were seen where the 
trees were tall and farther apart. 

4. Birds of Clearings and Partial Cleurings, The characteristic 
birds of the clearings were the Chipping Sparrow, Junco, White-throat- 
ed Sparrow, Flicker, Cedar Waxwing, Purple Finch and Sharp-tailed 
Grouse. t 

The Cedar Waxwing and Purple Finch were often seen feeding on 
berries in the clearings, and a Flicker was observed scratching in an 
ant’s nest and eating the ants. Many ants nests were found scratched 
to pieces, probably by these birds. 

The characteristic birds of the partial clearings were the White- 
throated Sparrow, Cedar Waxwing, Chickadee, Olive-backed Thrush, 
Wilson’s Thrush and Nashville Warbler. 

5. Birds Frequenting the Forests. In the forests of birch or aspen 
the Red-eyed Vireo and Oven Bird were quite abundant, and in many 
small tracts of birch and aspens these were the only birds seen. Other 
birds seen many times in these forests were Wilson’s Thrush, Chickadee, 
Black-throated Green Warbler and Canada Jay. The characteristic 
birds of the spruce and balsam forests were the Chickadee, Red-breasted 
Nuthatch, Golden-crowned Kinglet, Magnolia Warbler, Canada Jay 
and Wilson’s Thrush. The Magnolia Warbler seemed to prefer places 
where the trees were not very high, for on the small rocky knolls which 
were covered with stunted spruce and balsam, this bird was more 
numerous than elsewhere. 
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THE FALL MIGRATION OF BIRDS AT WASHINGTON HARBOR, 

ISLE ROYALE, IN 1905. 

BY MAX MINOR PEET. 

I, INTRODUCTION. 

Our observations of the fall migrations of birds at Washington Har- 
bor extended over the period from August 18 to September 22. A 
hasty examination was made of the bird life here before migration had 
really set in (August 5 to 8), and the observations gathered at this time, 
together with the records obtained the previous year, gave us an insight 
into the conditions existing there. This was important, as migration 
had commenced while we were still at Siskowit Bay. 

Isle Royale is situated about fifteen miles from the north shore of 
Lake Superior, and lies nearly northeast by southwest. Situated as 
it is several miles from the north shore and with an unbroken stretch 
of water 100 miles across lying south of it, the island makes an ex- 
cellent point for the migrants to stop before crossing the lake. The 
birds seemed to center at Washington Harbor as if focussed there from 
the north shore, and in all probability the birds observed there repre- 
sented the avian life of many square miles on the mainland. Records 
were kept of the species seen each day and are given in tabulated form 
at the end of this paper. 

Il, THE ENVIRON MENT. 

1. The Clearing. Under the head of clearings, we include the three 
artificial clearings and the narrow roads connecting them. The first of 
-these was situated on the shore of Washington Harbor, near its head 
and close to the mouth of Washington River. The trees had been en- 
tirely cleared away over an area of several acres, making a rectangular 
clearing which had been seeded to timothy and short grasses. The waves 
had cut away the soil along the shore leaving a nearly vertical bank 
two or three feet high, in some places overhanging the water. The 
land gradually rises from the water’s edge, more rapidly at the south- 
ern end where a low bluff is formed. On this bluff the Club-house 
stands, and below, nearer the lake, is a little group of four small 
houses, the largest of which we used as a camp. Other buildings were 
also located in this clearing. Part of the clearing was overgrown with 
brush and small trees. These had been burned and the debris left 
where it fell. Many small bushes, weeds, and vines sprang up among 
the fallen logs and branches, forming on ideal retreat for the smaller 
birds such as warblers and sparrows. The rank growth of the vegeta- 
tion made it almost impossible to penetrate any distance into it. Here 

the Lincoln Sparrows were most abundant during their migration. 
As the soil was very shallow, the timothy grew short and scattering, 

and probably furnished little protection for the birds, as it was cut 
13 
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about the middle of August. Near the road leading to the second 
clearing to the north was a small spot cleared for a garden. This 
bare ground was the favorite feeding place of the Horned Larks. On 
the short, steep slope which skirted the road to the second clearing, 
thirty or forty stumps had been left. These were the favorite perches 

for the Sparrow and Sharp-shinned Hawks, and the tops of many 
of them were covered with the harder portions of grasshoppers, these 
insects forming one of the principal foods of these birds. Three nar- 
row roads or trails Jeft this clearing, one to the second clearing, one 

to the head of Siskowit Bay, and the third to Lake Desor. The first 
of these was kept open and had originally been much wider than at 
present, being narrowed by a fringe of alders, birches, and small bushes 
together with voung balsams and spruces. 

The second clearing, consisting of 3 acres, was divided into two parts, 
a grassy tract and a garden in which potatoes, carrots, etc., were 
grown. From this a road (Fig. 56) led to the third clearing. 
called Wendigo, which was about the same size, and contained 
two old log houses and two or three decaying sheds. Few 
of the stumps had been removed and hawks used them as_ per- 
ches. The ground was overgrown with short, nearly dead grass. 
White-footed mice were abundant in these clearings after nightfall, 
and many Northern Hares were seen along the roads just at dusk. A 
narrow road wound past the clearing and off along the base of the 
bluffs for a mile or more to several abandoned cuts made by the old 
nuning company. It was along these roads, which ran approximately 

_nhorth-east and south-west, that the bulk of the migrants passed. Even 
during the heavy migration comparatively few birds were observed in 
the dense forests, although many passed along the river. It has been 
generally noticed that many birds, the smaller migrants in particular, 
as the sparrows and warblers, prefer the borders of clearings, and a 
long narrow road through heavy timber and bordered by bushes and 
small trees, appeared to be an ideal place for them. All the clearings 
were surrounded by the dense, coniferous forest except the first which 
fronted on the lake. ; 

2. The Forest. The forest may be considered to consist of all that 
portion which has not been entirely cleared of the native trees. The 
major part consists of balsam and spruce with a heavy undergrowth 
of ground hemlock, and in places along the river there are dense 
thickets of alder. The soil in the depressions is damp, with small pools 
of water standing on the decayed leaves. Washington River flows 
through the lower portion of the forest. It is a stream sixty or seventy 
feet wide near its mouth, but it rapidly diminishes in size, so that 
near Wendigo is not more than five or six feet across. However it 
becomes much more rapid and the banks are covered with refuse and 
fallen logs and branches. 
Few resident hirds were found in the dense, dark forest, and still 

fewer migrants were found there. During very severe weather the 
Chipping Sparrow sometimes retreated to the protection of the balsams, 
but it never wandered far from the open. The White-throated Spar- 
row was quite common, breeding in the forest along the river, and even 
during migration it was found most abundant in, the underbrush. The 
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Sharp-shinned and Sparrow Hawks rarely remained here, except dur- 
ing the night, or in very stormy weather. The warblers were scarcely 
ever found in the heavy timber, but along the more open part of the 
river and in the alder thickets they were abundant. By far the most 
common warbler along the river was Grinnell’s Water Thrush. This 
bird was confined almost entirely to the forest, and especially to that 
portion, bordering ihe stream where fallen logs and rubbish furnished 

their favorite haunt. They seemed to be migrating in pairs, but no 
immature birds were seen with them. During the stormy period last- 
ing from September 2 to 5, the Water Thrush came out into the road 
and clearings. The Wilson and Olive-backed Thrushes bred in the 

forest, but during migration they preferred the open and were only 
occasionally found in “the heavy timber. The path skirting the river 
was also a favorite route for them. The maple brush which 
bordered the forest in many places was the favorite habitat 
of the Hermit Thrush. This and the diminutive Winter Wren were 
sometimes met with among the very densest conifers. Among the 
other birds occurring here were the Brown Creeper, Golden-crowned 
Kinglet, and Red-breasted Nuthatch. Chickadees were nearly always 
present. This habitat was chosen by nearly all of these birds during 
migration, probably because it furnished the right kind of food and 
excellent protection. Many other species were occasionally met with,. 
but they were only wanderers and no particular significance can be 
attributed to their occurrence here. 

3. Food. The clearing afforded abundant food for nearly all species: 
The grassy meadows and dry hillsides were infested with great swarms 
of grasshoppers which rose up before one as a buzzing cloud. Nearly 
all the birds taken, among which might be mentioned the Sharp-shinned 
and Sparrow Hawks, Thick-billed Redwing, Rusty Grackle, Flicker and 
Nighthawk, fed to a greater or less extent on these pests, as was shown 
by an examination of their stomachs. Many other species of insects 
were abundant, blackflies, deer flies, and “no-see-ums” being: at times 
almost unbearable. The Deer Mouse was very plentiful; and also the 
Northern Hare, as many as twenty or thirty of the latter being seen 
at one time feeding in the road between the first and second clearings. 

These animals together with the large number of Red Squirrels found 
along the edge.of the road furnished abundant food for the owls and 
migrating hawks. Seeds were plentiful and constituted the principal 
food of the Savannah and other sparrows. Wild red raspberry bushes 
were common and these berries together with several other kinds were 
greedily eaten by many of the birds, especially the Cedar Waxwings. 
A few wild flowers grew in the clearing and these were occasionally 
visited by the Ruby-throated Humming Bird. Insect life characteris- 
tic of coniferous forests was probably abundant because the Brown 
Creeper, Chickadee, and Golden-crowned Kinglet fed here almost ex- 
clusively; otherwise this habitat did not appear to furnish much food 
for the migrants. 

Ill, THE WEATHER CONDITIONS AND MIGRANTS. 

1. Weather Conditions. Throughout the period of thirty-five days 
during which observations were made on migration at Washington Har- 
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bor, a daily record was kept of the direction of the wind, temperature, 
and the general weather conditions. The barometric readings, taken 
at Port Arthur, thirty-five miles nearly due north from the Harbor, are 
from the daily weather maps. A comparison of my observations on 
the weather with those from Port Arthur shows that the conditions 
at the two places were much the same, so I feel safe in assuming the 
barometric pressure at the island to be approximately that recorded just 
to the north. An examination of the daily weather maps for this period 
shows that the same isotherms and isobars include both localities. Un- 
fortunately Port Arthur is the most northern station on the daily 
weather map that could have any appreciable effect on the bird life 
of Isle Royale. A reference to the areas of high and low pressure in- 
dicates that conditions similar to those on the island probably prevailed 
over a large area to the north of it. 

The records for the entire thirty-five days are included in the follow, 
ing table. The readings were made between 7:30 and 8 A. M. Other 
readings were made during the day and where these are of importance 
I will give them under the particular discussion upon which they bear. 
All temperature readings were in Fahrenheit. The dates of the large 
bird waves are starred. 

TABLE. 

Date. Barometer. is oe Wind. Sky. 

Aug. 29.7 62 iS] Rainy. 
29.7 55 Ww.s. Clear. 
29.7 58 Ss. W. Partly cloudy. 
29.6 62 S. W. | Cloudy. 
29.9 52 W. Clear. 
29.9 58 N. W. Clear. 
30.2 53 N. W. ; Clear. 
30.3 50 None. Clear. 
30.2 54 None. Cloudy. 
30.1 53 None. Clear. 
30.1 56 Ss. W. Clear. 
29.9 61 N E. Rain. 
29.8 56 N. W. Clear. 

ei] # |B | Situ Sept. : .&B. oudy. 
0 5 Dyes 30 44 N.E. Hard rain, 

40 N. E. Hard rain, 
44 N. W. Clear. 

30.1 39 N. W. Partly cloudy. 
30.1 42 N. W. lear. : 
30.1 45 None Rainy. 
30.2 52 S. W. 
30.1 45 N. W. 
30 52 N. W. 
29.8 52 N. Clear, 
30.2 42 N. W. Clear. 
30.4 26 Ww. Clear. 
30.2 47 S. E. Rain. 
29.8 52 None Clear. 
30 50 E. Cloudy. 
29.9 53 N.E. Clear. 
29.8 52 N. E. Clear. 
29.4 59 N. W. | Cloudy. 
29.8 46 Ww. Clear. 
29.5 54 Ww. Clear. 

*Large bird waves. 

2. The Bird Migrants. a. Warblers. Many warblers nest on the 
island, and so the first indication of migration in this family was the 
tendency to flock preparatory to the trip south. At first these flocks 
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consisted only of the parent birds and young, but as these wandered 
about they were joined by other families and, impelled by the gregarious 
instinct which is so strong after the breeding season, kept together and 
formed one large flock. Beginning to feel the migratory impulse they 
were restless and wandered about over considerable territory, probably 
being joined from time to time by other families and often by other 
forms, for a flock of migrating warblers is rarely composed of a single 
species, as are the flocks of so many birds. Small bands of Myrtle 
Warblers were seen feeding in the balsam trees on August 18, and on 
August 19 the first flocks of Tennessee Warblers appeared. However, 
these were scattered and composed of only a few birds, mostly adults. 
On August 20 I saw the first Redstarts, and from then on different 
species were constantly making their appearance. On the 26 the bulk 
of the Black Poll Warblers began to arrive, only a few adults being 
seen among the hundreds which came to the clearing. It is a significant 
fact that, in all cases where the young were not in company with the 
adults, the latter and not the former, as some have reported, preceded. 
In the case of the Tennessee Warblers three days elapsed before there 
was any noticeable number of young, while toward the last of 
the migration the young greatly outnumbered the adults. Throughout 
the entire migration, however, the immature Blackpolls outnumbered 
the old birds, in fact the latter were very rarely seen. Only two Black 
and White Warblers were observed, and only four small flocks of 
Black-throated Green Warblers. 

The principal feeding grounds were among the alders, birches and 
balsams which lined the more open parts of the road. In the narrow 
strips where the high conifers bordered the path, the bird life was 
scanty, and when these portions were encountered by the migrating 
warblers they were quickly passed, often in a single flight. The Myrtle 
Warblers were the only ones observed to linger among these large trees. 

The food of the warblers consisted largely of insects, most of it being 
gleaned from the leaves and twigs of the bushes, but some was taken on 
the wing. The open area here afforded a greater supply of insects than 
the forest, and this may possibly have played a part in the choice of 
this particular habitat. 

On cold mornings, when the thermometer registered about 45° F. or 
below, the warblers would remain hidden in the dense underbrush, 
not appearing until about nine o’clock, when the sun would be quite 
warm and the usual morning fog be dispelled. This fog hung over the 
harbor nearly every morning and frequently was so dense that Beaver 
Island, in the harbor, was almost invisible. It was often blown back over 
the clearings, and until it raised, the majority of the birds remained 
quiet. The height cf the migrating movement seemed to be from the 
middle of the afternoon until nightfall; how far into the night it ex- 
tended I was unable to ascertain, but the cries of innumerable birds 
could be heard until nearly morning. These cries, usually of a single 
faint syllable, were possibly uttered to help keep the birds together. 
When the migrating flock had to cross the clearing it was a noticeable 
fact that they rarely flew directly across, thus exposing themselves to 
the attack of the numerous hawks, but instead kept near to the ground, 
making short flights from busb to bush, and where these were scattered 
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they alighted directly on the ground. This was especially noticeable 
in the case of the Palm Warblers, which often lingered to feed in the 
grass, 

The Sparrow and Sharp-shinned Hawks were the principal enemies 
of these birds, devouring many each day. During the large bird wave 
of September 12, the Pigeon Hawk also plaved a conspicuous part in 
their destruction. The influence of the hawks will be taken up under 
the discussion of that family. 

During the first days of migration the warblers moved along very 
leisurely, the same flocks apparently remaining about the clearings 
all day, but toward the latter part of the season the birds hurried for- 
ward, taking their food as they moved along. There were several 
warbler waves or periods of great abundance, the first occurring on 
August 23. This one was made up almost entirely of Tennessee War- 
blers, adult and young being about equal in number. For the re- 
mainder of the migration, however, the young outnumbered the adults. 
The second, made up largely of immature Blackpolls, arrived on August 
26. The third wave, consisting principally of Palm Warblers, occurred 
on August 30. The last wave, and by far the largest, occurred 
September 12. At this time the clearings and roads were full of 
warblers, nearly every species observed at Isle Royale being represented 
to a greater or less extent. These waves will be dealt with separately. 

During the heavy rain and- wind storms of September 1, 2 and 3, 
the warbler migration was at a standstill, the birds keeping under 
cover as much as possible. The Blackpolls and Palm Warblers were 
-the only species’ which seemed to be urfaffected by the weather. These 
‘beautiful warblers were observed feeding in the open clearing during the 
~heaviest rains, but even they did not undertake to migrate against the 
‘strong wind, so far as I could determine. 

b. Sparrows. The sparrow migration began much later in 1905 than in 
1904, some of the most striking examples being Savannah, Aug. 17, 
White-crowned, Aug. 28 and Lincoln, Sept. 1, 1904. On August 18, 
/(1905) the first day observations were made, Chipping and White-throat- 
ed Sparrows were seen, The Chipping had gathered into flocks and 

- roamed about the clearings, feeding near the borders, while the White- 
‘throated were still in single families hunting about among the dead 
_leaves in the damp underbrush. Many of the White-throated Sparrows 
were still too young to migrate, some having a little of the first down 
on them. On August 22, an immature Vesper Sparrow was taken, 
the only one found on the island. A few Song Sparrows were present 
from August 21 to 24. These were the only ones seen and were probably 
Migrating at that time. The next few days the number of both Chip- 
‘ping and. White-throated Sparrows was materially increased, large num- 
‘bers of. young of both species making their appearance. Very few of 
‘these had moulted the first plumage. Not until August 31 were any 
other species seen, then large flocks of Savannah Sparrows, both young 
_and adults, came to the clearings. All were in perfect fall plumage. 
‘It seems peculiar that none of these birds were seen before this date, 
because between August 5 and 8, I saw several, and obtained one im- 
nature barely able to leave the nest. The food was obtained along 
‘the roads, in the meadows, and about the houses, where several lost 
their lives by entering deserted rooms and not being able to find their 
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way out. The Sharp-shinned Hawks proved to be their worst enemy. 
The first flocks of Savannah Sparrows to arrive remained for several 
days, their numbers constantly increasing. On September 5 many 
of the Chipping, White-throated, and Savannah Sparrows left the island, 
and for the next two days only a comparatively few were seen, then 
others came in from the north and the flocks were rapidly increased. 

It was noticeable that most of the birds which migrated from the 
island on September 5 were adults, the voung remaining until a later 
time. The Savannahs showed the least fear of man during migration 
of any of the sparrows. On September 12, with the great bird wave, 
came the Lincoln Sparrows. Throughout this and the next three days 
hundreds of these birds were seen. As a rule they kept secreted in 
the burned brush and weeds of the first clearing, but individuals were 
met with all along the road, where they were seen hunting among the 
fallen logs and underbrush for insects. 

Chipping. Sparrows remained throughout the entire period during 
which observations were made, but probably none of the individuals 
first seen remained throughout that time. This seems the more likely 
as on several dates the bulk of the sparrows of all species left, while 
more came in later from the north. 

c. Hawks. During a few days spent at Washington Harbor early 
in August (Aug. 5 to 8) only a few Sparrow and Sharp-shinned Hawks 
were seen, but by August 18, many individuals of both species had ar- 
rived. These remained here to feed on the swarms of grasshoppers in- 
fecting the meadows, and on the small birds, as warblers and sparrows, 
which were easily caught in the exposed clearing. The first few days 
the Sparrow Hawks outnumbered the Sharp-shinned about 10 to 1, but 
as the season advanced their numbers became more equal and toward 
the last the Sharp-shinned outnumbered the Sparrow Hawks, both 
because of a steady increase of the former and because many of the 
latter left the island for the south. When the observations were first 
made the adult Sparrow Hawks were as numerous as the immature, 
but toward the last of September the adults had nearly all left and 
many more immature had taken their places. Some idea of their 
number may be gained from the statement that more than thirty were 
counted at one time, sailing over the first clearing. Until the middle 
of September the immature Sharp-shinned greatly outnumbered the 
adults. These immature were full size, but did not have the spotted 
plumage of the adult. The females of both species greatly predominated. 
Toward the end of September many male Sharp-shinned, both im- 
mature and adult, appeared. These two species of hawks fed on grass- 
hoppers to a considerable extent, but many crops of both species were 
found filled with the remains of Tennessee, Palm and Blackpoll War- 
blers, Savannah Sparrows and other species not determined. As a 
rule the older hawks were the ones which destroyed the birds, and this 
may account for their migration from the island at the same time that 
the large warbler and sparrow wave passed, while the immature hawks 
remained. Pigeon Hawks were recorded from time to time, but not 
until September 12, when the lower end of the island was suddenly 
flooded with bird life, did they appear in any numbers. On this date 
several flocks of 6 or 8 were seen in different parts of the clearing. 
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They were preving principally on the sparrows, and were creating 
great havoc among them. Coming with the great wave they remained 
throughout the day and passed on with it that night, only one being 
seen the next morning. 

The migration of the hawks is thus seen to have been intimately con- 
nected with the migration of the smaller birds upon which they preyed, 
and seems to give at least one instance of bird migration being in- 
fluenced by the food supply. 

During cold, rainy mornings the hawks rarely appeared in the open, 
usually not until about 9 o’clock. This, however, was the time the 
warblers appeared on such days, and this may also have determined 
their appearance. 

d. Owls. Only two species, the Great Horned and Acadian Owls, 
were seen. These were residents at this time and only concerned mig- 
ration in that they sometimes preyed upon the migrants. Their effect 
was probably slight. 

e. Thrushes. Six species were observed migrating, the Bluebird, 
Robin, Wilson’s, Olive-backed, Gray-cheeked and Hermit Thrushes. <A 
pair of Blue Birds nested in a dead Birch at Wendigo, and this family 
left the island about August 22. On the 24th a small flock probably 
consisting of two families appeared at the first clearing and remained 
about the tangled brush until August 31, when they also left. No others 
were seen except on September 11 and 12. Robins were seen twice 
during August, but on September 6, the first real migratory move- 
ment was initiated, and from then on the number rapidly increased. 
Small flocks numbering a dozen or so wandered about the clearings 
and open woodland. Many disappeared on the night of September 12, 
but the number was soon replenished, and at the time the observations 
were closed the Robins were quite abundant. 

The most commgn of the Thrushes was the Wilson’s. They bred on 
the island and showed no indications of the migrating spirit until the 
latter part of August, when they gradually increased in numbers and 
moved about to a greater extent. After September 6 they became 
rather scarce, and none were seen after the 14th. Their place was 
taken by the Olive-backed, and Jater the Gray-cheeked became abundant. 
Many immature Olive-backed were seen but this species had nearly 
disappeared when the great flocks of Gray-cheeked arrived on September 
12. They showed little fear and did not seem to be frightened at the 
report of a gun. The flocks of the Gray-cheeked were made up of 
immature and adult birds, all in perfect fall plumage. 

f. Other Birds. Following the breeding season the woodpeckers wan- 
der about the island making what might be called a local migration. 
Perhaps some of these birds leave the island in the fall and probably 
others come in from the north. In one instance, that of the Flicker, 
their numbers are enormously increased during the latter part of 
August and all through September. It is very improbable that any of 
these latter birds winter on the island. Flickers were seen every day, 
but the number greatly increased toward the last of September, and 
from the report of residents the number continues to increase until late 
October when they appear to leave the island. Many were found dead 
without any apparent cause, and it was reported that in the latter 
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part of October hundreds were found dead each year. The Downy 
and Hairy Woodpeckers visited the clearings occasionally, as did the 
Pileated Woodpecker. 

Several pairs of Kingfishers frequented the river banks, and one 
pair nested in a sand bank, rearing 7 young. ‘These birds gradually 
disappeared, until on September 15 the last ones left. Families of 
Redbreasted Nuthatches occasionally visited the clearings, often ac- 
companied by Chickadees. During August, Crows were commonly 
seen, but by the latter part of September they had entirely disappeared, 
whetber to the south or not it was impossible to determine. Several 
species of flycatchers and vireos were seen migrating, the Alder, Green- 
crested, and Least Flyeatchers being seen several times, while only one 
Yellow-bellied was found. Both young and adults of the Least Fly: 
catcher were seen, usually together. 

One pair of Chimney Swifts was observed circling over the river on 
August 19. Whether these were migrating I do not know, but they 
were the only ones noted here in 1905. One of the most conspicuous 
species during August was the Thick-billed Redwing Blackbird which 
came to the clearing in flocks numbering from about 30 to 50. Flocks 
composed of young and adults arrived nearly every day. The propor- 
tion between the two seemed to be about equal, or if anything, in favor 
of the adults. None were in the black breeding dress, and only a few 
males had the red on the shoulders out of the pin feather stage. The 
majority left on August 26, a few were seen on August 29, 31, and Sep- 
tember 2, and two young were found on the 8th, 9th and 10th. A single 
specimen was taken September 16 and another, partially moulted, on 
the 20th. 

There were many instances where only an individual or a single 
flock of a certain species was seen. Among these might be mentioned 
the Catbird observed on September 12, which was the only one the ex- 
pedition noted either in the Porcupine Mountains or Isle Royale during 
beth years, the Philadelphia Vireo, Blue-headed Vireo, Chimney Swift, 
Vesper Sparrow, Humming Bird, Migrant Shrike, Black-throated Blue 
Warbler, Black-throated Green and Black and White Warblers, Yellow- 

bellied Flycatcher, Red-eyed Vireo, and Kingbird. Of these, only two 
of the Philadelphia Vireo and Chimney Swift were seen, and but single 
individuals of the Migrant Shrike, Black and White Warbler and Ruby- 
throated Humming Bird. 

Iv. LARGE BIRD WAVES. 

During the period from August 18 to September 21, six large bird 
waves passed over the island. Sometimes the waves were composed 
principally of one species, and again several species occurred in vary- 
ing numbers. These bird waves were mostly from the north, although 

small ones, consisting of the birds which had accumulated on the island, 
took place at various times. 

A bird wave may be recognized, first, by a sudden increase of indi- 
viduals, second, an increase of species, or, third, by a sudden decrease 
in the number of birds which were residents or had gradually accumu- 
lated on the island. During the large wave of September 12, all of 

14 
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these evidences were present, but usually only one or two were recog- 
nized, the most pronounced of which was the great increase of birds 
as they passed along the roads from one clearing to another. 

In some cases the bird wave marked the date of first arrival, at other 
times it simply marked the arrival of the bulk. The bird waves were 
generally sharply defined, so that their relation to the atmospheric 
changes could be noted to the best advantage. The bulk of the migration 
took place during the nights of bird waves, although there was a con- 
stant going and coming of certain species throughout the fall. Being 
almost constantly in the field the writer had excellent opportunities to 
study the migration when it was most pronounced, that is, during the 
large waves. 

1. First Ware. The first wave observed occurred on August 28, and 
consisted principally of Tennessee Warblers, immature and adults being 
about equal in number. At 7:00 A. M., the temperature was 58°, a 
rise of 6° in the last twenty-four hours. The weather was clear, and 
it was in fact one of the most beautiful autumn days of the season. 
A light northwest wind prevailed, the barometer standing at 29.9 inches 
(low). This wave lasted for three days. The day previous the weather 
conditions had been about the same, except that the thermometer stood 
at 52°. An area of low pressure (29.75) was advancing towards the 
islind and on this date was-central over Assiniboia. On the 23d this 
aren was central over Isle Royale and the area to the north and northeast 
of it. On August 24 a low area was centered over northeastern Missouri 
while the high pressure which followed it reached very nearly to. Isle 
Royale, thus lowering the temperature to 53° with a northwest wind and 
barometer reading of 30.2. On the 25th of August the high (30.3 inches) 
included the island and the area directly south of it. The weather was 
clear, no wind, and a fall in temperature to 50°. On this date the 
beginning of the large wave of Blackpoll Warblers commenced, many 
large flocks appearing before nightfall. On the fourth day of the wave 
(August 26) the barometer fell to 30.2 with an increase to 54° in tem- 
perature. There was scarcely a breeze, and the day was for the most 
part humid and cloudy. The bulk of the Blackpolls arrived during the 
previous night and throughout the day. The wave lasted for several 
days, decreasing gradually in volume, so that it was difficult to tell ex- 
actly when it stopped, if in fact it did not grade off into the next one. 

2. Second Wave. On August 30 great flocks of Palm Warblers in- 
vaded the island. On the previous day the area of low pressure was 
central over the region a little to the west of Isle Royale, with a bar- 
ometric pressure of 29.9, a temperature of 61°, and wind northeast with 
rain. On the 30th the low area had passed on to the St. Lawrence Val- 
ley and the advancing high pressure was over Manitoba. The barometer 
stood at 29.8 with a northwest wind blowing 4 miles per hour and a 
temperature of 56°. This wave also lasted three days and might have 
continued longer but for the severe gales which set in on the night of 
September 1. 
The second day of this wave (August 31) the area of high pres- 

sure (30.1) was central over all of Northern Michigan, a considerable 
area north of it, and south to southern Wisconsin. With the high pres- 
Sure came a drop in temperature to 46°. The day was clear with a north 
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wind blowing about 4 miles per hour. The Palm Warblers continued to 
come in large flocks and were by far the most abundant bird at the 
Harbor. The vanguard of the migrating lost of Savannah Sparrows 
appeared early on the morning of the 31st, and by evening the clearing 
was fairly covered with them; more came during that night and all 
the next day large flocks were arriving at the first clearing. There was 
no appreciable increase during the four succeeding days among the bird 
migrants. The third day of the wave (September 1) the barometer stood 
30.1 inches, temperature 52°, with a northeast wind and a cloudy sky. 
This day marked the close of this wave both of birds coming to and 
leaving the island. This wave might have been checked either by the 
gales which followed or the change of the wind from north to northeast. 
A few birds attempted to cross during these succeeding days, as many 
were killed by striking the lighted windows, etc., or were found in an 
exhausted condition. These were probably part of that steady stream of 
‘migrants which continues to pass south during the fall, without any 
marked wave and in general disregard of the weather conditions. 

3. Third Ware. This wave was noticed first on September 5 when the 
bulk of the Chipping, White-throated, and Savannah Sparrows left the 
island, and on September 6 the first real migration of the Robin com- 
menced. I have considered these two days as parts of one wave, con- 
trolled by the same conditions, for probably the same influences acting 
at the same time caused the sparrows to leave the island and the Robins 
to leave their more northern home. The weather conditions were such 
as seem to be most favorable for fall migration. On September 5 the 
high pressure had advanced to an area lying from Winnipeg on the north 
to Memphis on the south, and extending east nearly to Duluth. The 
barometer stood at 30.1 (high) with a northwest wind blowing six 
iniles per hour and a temperature of 39°. The day was partially cloudy, 
but no rain fell. On the 6th an area of high pressure had formed over 
the region directly to the north and northeast of the island. A moderate 
northwest wind prevailed with the barometer at 30.1 inches, and ther- 
mometer 42°, and the weather was clear. A few Robins had been noted 
before this, but these were only scattered individuals or pairs, but on 
this date a large number came to the island, both young and adults being 
seen, although the latter greatly predominated. 

4. Fourth Wave. On September 12 the largest wave of the season 
occurred. For number of species as well as individuals it could scarcely 
be compared to the other large waves, a total of 41 species being ob- 
served in actual migration on this day. On the previous day the low 
area was central over Lake Erie, and a similar area was formed over 

the Dakotas. The barometer stood at 29.8 inches, the temperature at 
52°, with a north wind and a clear sky. It was cloudy, however, on the 
north shore. On the morning of the 12th the low area was central over 
“New England, while the western one had moved south and had been 
followed by an area of high pressure ceniral over the Dakotas and 
Western Minnesota. The island lay between the isobars of 30.1 and 30.2 
inches, with a temperature of 42°, and a northwest wind averaging 8 
‘miles per hour. The day was clear and seemed perfect in every way. 
“The birds were so plentiful in the clearing at 6:30 A. M., as to attract 
;my attention from the windows. Unlike the other bird waves, the 
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motion was continuous, scarcely a break occurring in the steady stream 
of migrants as they passed along the road. There was very little linger- 
ing by the way, although when the birds arrived at the first clearing 
they often scattered about, feeding on the myriads of insects infesting 
the grass and shrubbery. Many of the birds after collecting into great 
flocks, sometimes numbering more than a hundred, rose directly from 
the clearing and taking a southwesterly direction, left the island, pre- 
sumably for the south shore. As a rule the birds flew directly down the 
Harbor and the fishermen and tourists at Washington Island reported 
that never before had they seen such numbers of birds except during 
the spring migration. These observers reported that the majority of 
the flocks passed at a considerable height above the island, many of 
them probably belonging to the same flocks that left the clearing four 
and one-half miles up the bay. Some species, particularly the warblers 
and sparrows, flew from the ground in practically the direction they 
took when on their way, but others as the American Pipit, Rusty Grackle, 
Horned Lark and Thick-billed Redwing flew around in great circles, 
often hanging around the border of the clearing for some time, as if not 
quite decided whether to go or not. No flocks of the last named bird 
were seen on this day, however. As I passed up the road toward Wendi- 
go that morning I met flock after flock of Palni Warblers, Grey-cheeked 
Thrushes, and Savannah Sparrows. The progressive movement of the 
migratory birds was clearly shown as they passed in a southwesterly 
direction along the road from Wendigo to the clearing at the Club 
House. 

Darting everywhere were Sharp-shinned and Sparrow Hawks, while 
every few minutes a Pigeon Hawk would dash by. All the birds seem- 
ed restless as if impelled by some uncontrollable spirit to keep ever on 
the move. Warblers, thrushes, sparrows and flycatchers were constantly 
crossing and recrossing the path in front of me. 
During the night of September 12 nearly all the birds left the island. 

Towards evening the temperature gradually dropped, until at 9 P. M. 
it was only 38°. The morning of the 13th was one of the coldest I 
experienced on the island, ice remaining on the water pail until nearly 
noon. During the night the area of high pressure had advanced until 
at 7:00 A. M. it was central over Isle Royale with a barometer reading 
of 30.4, temperature at 26°, and a brisk west wind. The sky was clear, 
as is usual under high barometric pressure. Many Lincoln Sparrows 
remained, as well as numerous tiocks of Gray-cheeked Thrushes. But 
the great flood of migrants had passed on the previous night. However, 
the wave set up by these very favorable conditions was not vet over. 
Large flocks of Horned Larks numbering from about 60 to 200 or more 
came to the clearing, feeding on the insects and seeds in the open 
meadow and on the cultivated ground. On this morning many dead 
birds were found, among which was an adult male Yellow-bellied Fly- 
catcher, the only one of this species seen. 

The following is a list of the 41 migrants which composed this re- 
markable wave of September 12: Chipping Sparrow, White-throated 
Sparrow, Sharp-shinned Hawk, Sparrow Hawk, Blue Bird, Flicker, 
Myrtle Warbler, Tennessee Warbler, Phoebe, Redstart, Least Fly- 
catcher, Hermit Thrush, Spotted Sandpiper, Pigeon Hawk, Robin, Olive- 
backed Thrush, Golden-crowned Kinglet, Cooper’s Hawk, Wilson’s 
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Thrush, Solitary Sandpiper, Magnolia Warbler, Palm Warbler, Oven- 
bird, Bay-breasted Warbler, Blue Headed Vireo, Blackpoll Warbler, 
Savannah Sparrow, Black-throated Green Warbler, Grinnell’s Water 
Thrush, Marsh Hawk, Catbird, Black-throated Blue Warbler, Nash- 

ville Warbler, Philadelphia Vireo, Red-eyed Vireo, Lincoln’s Sparrow, 
Connecticut Warbler, Ruby- crowned Kinglet, Gray-cheeked Thrush, 
Broad-winged Hawk and White-crowned Sparrow. 

The following were seen on September 13: Chipping Sparrow, White- 
throated Sparrow, Sharp-shinned Hawk, Sparrow Hawk, Flicker, Her- 
mit Thrush, Pigeon Hawk, Robin, Palm Warbler, Blackpoll Warbler, 
Savannah Sparrow, Marsh Hawk, Lincoln’s Sparrow, Gray-cheeked. 
Thrush, White-crowned Sparrow, Horned Lark and Yellow-bellied 
Flycatcher. . 

5. Fifth Wave. On September 16 the bulk of the Rusty Grackles 
arrived. A few had been seen the day previous, but only scattered in- 
dividuals composing the vanguard of the large, noisy flocks to follow. 
The area of highest pressure was off the New England states, while 
the low pressure centered in Kansas. The barometer stood 30.0 inches, 

temperature 50°, and an easterly wind with a cloudy sky. While this 
was one of the smallest of the sharply defined waves, it presents a 
marked contrast to most of the others. Although the area of highest 
pressure was not near Isle Royale, as during most waves, the barometer 
stood at 30.0 inches, which was higher than for the area to the west 
and south; the wind was from the east and the sky cloudy in con- 
trast to the northwest wind and clear sky of the other waves. 

6. Sixth Wave. On September 18 the high area was far to the 
east (Maine) and the low centered over Kansas. The barometer steod 
at 29.8 inches, with a clear sky, northeast wind, and a temperature of 
52°. Like the last this was comparatively a small wave and only in- 
volved a single species, the American Pipit, which came in large flocks 
numbering from perhaps 100 to 200 birds. 

VY. THE RELATION OF WEATHER TO MIGRATION. 

Cooke (’88, p. 16,) makes the following statement in regard to the 
yelation of temperature and barometric pressure during migration, “The 
area of the lowest pressure is never stationary but constantly moving, 
and in an easterly direction. It may be moving northeast, east, south- 
east, and rarely north or south; but never northwest, west, nor south- 

west. The usual direction in the Mississippi Valley is a little south 
of east.” Warm waves, which are associated with areas of low pres- 
sure, therefore begin in the northwest, and move toward the southeast. 
“It is a law of the movement of winds that they go toward areas of 
low pressure, and from an area of high pressure.” “But an area of 
low pressure is followed by one of high pressure, producing an opposite 
effect, and the isotherms which bent north to welcome the coming of the 
low area turn rapidly southward before the icy breath which blows 
from an area of high pressure. Thus the cold and warm wares both 
come from! the same quarter, and both move in the same direction; 
that is the direction in which the area of low pressure is advancing.” 
Tt will thus be seen that the temperature and the direction of the wind 
over any given area are both associated with the barometric pressure 
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and the movement of its high and low areas, and since “low pressure 
is generally accompanied by clouds and rain, while areas of high pres- 
sure are cloudless” it will be seen that this important element is also 
associated with the barometric pressure. Thus we see that the four 
striking factors which influence migration, namely temperature, direc- 
tion of wind, condition of the weather, and barometric pressure are 
correlated and work together, the same factors being always associated 
together and giving the same results. 

To determine the true relation of these factors to migration we 
must discover the most favorable conditions for this movement, and 
then we can correlate the atmospheric changes which are taking place 
with the corresponding migratory movement. Of course many birds 
are constantly passing to the south throughout the fall, irrespective 
of the weather conditions, but the changes which will set great num- 
bers moving onward simultaneously mst be the ideal conditions for 
migration. If this be true the time to study this relation of the weather 
is during the great waves. 

TABLE OF BIRD WAVES. 

Tempera- 
Date. Barometer. | ‘ture, F. Wind. ‘Sky. 

FIRST BIRD WAVE. 

AUB 23 eousic aes guhesak eee Ree BARES eAd EEE 29.9 58 N. W. Clear. 
QE o Boe Sea A AY BRE PS KEENE EO RS een 30.2 53 N. W. Clear. 
25 need eO re Pea OEE Sh ee Th eee Bes 30.3 50 None. Clear. 
2G waaGh eee eos Ghee donee ead a8 payee 30.2 54 None. Cloudy. 

SECOND BIRD WAVE 

AU 80 seid Sa s.d mambo ee deg Widanhd Pune b Sau 29.8 56 N. W. Clear. 
OM click AOGaiic oa afegaihceah Se igual decailshesun neues coda a a 30.1 46 N. Clear 

ets s GR hit Monee Ss. geal ya. hale ano outs 30.1 | 52 N.E Cloudy. 

THIRD BIRD WAVE. 

Sept. 3 DRAR RARE Wistebi dw RAY Aaa E Tee aR Sea oe | re _ a purely cloudy. 
SeROEe: ge dae TOMENEES ee Cheha) a awh eae avi a % ‘ 4 ear. 

FOURTH BIRD WAVE, 

Sept. ig ARGy. Ein nt > Sue gia gag RECMALO g eae eee er | ae N. Ww. Clear. 
CREPE EE GE ERE EEE E48 BE OR oo eG OR 2 . ear. 

FIFTH BIRD WAVE. 

Sept: 16 .cceeuad Sis. bode doa beak ooenns 30 | 50 E. Cloudy. 

; SIXTH BIRD WAVE. 

BETts S18 ican e n8. 7b aa ae eRe aA ae 29.8 | 642 N.E_ | Clear. 

1. Influence of Wind. A reference to the table of bird waves shows 
that on six days of the thirteen during which large waves were ob- 
served, the wind was from the northwest. Two days were without 
appreciable wind, on two, the wind was from the’ northeast, and upon 
other days it was from the north, east, and west, but upon none of 
them was it from the south, southeast, or southwest. A northwest 
wind prevailed the first two days of the first wave, the third and fourth 
days being without wind. ‘The second wave commenced with: a. north- 
west wind, which changed to north on the second, and to the north- 
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east on the third day. The northwest winds prevailed both days of 
the third wave, while the fourth started with a northwest wind, and 
changed to west on the succeeding day. The fifth wave was peculiar 
in having an east wind and the sixth a northeast one, both of which 
brought birds of different species, and from a different direction than 
those with northwest winds. These two waves were also much smaller 
than the preceding ones. It will thus be seen that the great bulk of 
migration took place with a northwest wind. 

2. Influence of Temperature, Since fall migration prevails at a 
time when the temperature is gradually falling, the records for a wave 
near the first of the movement would be much higher than those at 
the last, so this factor can be considered only in a relative way, i. e., 
we must not compare the temperature at the first and last of the 
season, but simply consider the temperature immediately preceding and 
following a wave. The average temperature for the thirteen days was 
47°. This low average was partially due to two days of very low 
temperature. <All the waves but one were on a falling temperature, 
and in this case the mercury had fallen from the day previous. As 
a falling or low temperature is the cause of the high barometric pres- 
sure, which in turn with the passage of the high, causes the north- 
west winds which are so favorable to migration, it will be seen that 
a falling or low temperature is perhaps the first requisite for the bird 
wave. The low temperature also influences the food of the migrants, 
killing off the insects, or driving them to shelter, and in this con- 
nection may prove to be very important. 

3. Influence of Barometric Pressure. One of the most striking con- 
ditions was the high barometric pressure under which these large waves 
took place. On ten of these thirteen days the barometer stood at 30 
inches, or above, the average of these being 30.17. The lowest pressure 
was 29.8, the average for all being 30.09. None of the waves took 
_place on a falling barometer, but where there was a change the pres- 
sure was rising as: first wave 29.9, 30.2, 30.3, 30.2; second wave 29.8, 
30.1, 30.1; third, 30.1, 30.1; fourth 30.2, 30.4. As before stated the 
direction of the wind is due to the relation of the areas of low and 
high pressure to the region under consideration, and it is in this con- 
nection that it bears upon the problem of migration phenomena. 

Cooke in his discussion of the effects of atmospheric changes on 
spring migration shows that at this season. the large movements took 
place on low or falling barometers, and stated that it probably would 
be found that in “fall the opposite conditions existed and migration 
would occur on the rising or high barometric pressures. This was found 
true at Isle Royale and probably is true for all fall migration. 

4. Condition of the Sky. It will be noticed that on 9 of the 13 
davs of bird waves the sky was clear, and on the remaining four it 
was simply cloudy, no waves occurring during rainy weather. In 
spring the waves usually occur during cloudy nights; in the fall, as 
witnessed here, the opposite is the case, and the bulk of the fall migra- 
tion can be said to take place on clear nights. 

5. Summary and Conclusion. From the data submitted we see that 
fall migration as witnessed at Isle Royale occurs, in the majority of 
cases, with a northwest wind and a falling temperature with its rising 
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barometer, and clear sky. (Cf. Smith, ’07, p. 223.) It therefore seems 
evident that low temperature and high barometric pressure, with the 
prevailing northwest winds and clear sky which accompany them fur- 
nishes the most favorable conditions for the bulk of the fall migration. 
It will be noticed under the head of Migration Routes that a few birds 
prefer northeast instead of a northwest wind. The conditions which 
would be favorable for the migration of these birds would occur after ° 
the passage of a high and while the approaching low was still some dis- 
tance off. 

It is desirable that similar observations be carried on at other favor- 
able localities in order to further test these conclusions, and determine 

whether they are of general application to the fall migration. 

VI. ROUTES OF MIGRATION. 

From the observations made during the falls of 1904 and 1905, it 
seems that Isle Royale lies directly in the path of a very strong mi- 
gratory movement. In the fall there was a great massing of bird 
life. For some unknown reason the path of densest movement was 
very narrow, at least appearances pointed to such a condition. This 
apparent narrowness of the route through the island was strikingly 
shown on September 9 when a trip was made across it from Washing- 
ton Harbor to Siskowit Bay. About 15 miles were traversed, em- 
bracing every environment from clearings to high hardwood forests 
and damp cedar swamps. Nearly a day was spent hunting over the 
clearing and adjacent forest near the head of the bay, but scarcely 
any migrants were observed. A few Black-throated and Tennessee 
Warblers and a few sparrows were seen, while an occasional Sparrow 
or Sharp-shinned Hawk was met. This was not due to a lack of food, 
as grasshoppers and other insects were very plentiful. At Washington 
Harbor the reverse was the case; here on September 9 and 10 I saw 
many migrants, the majority of which were not seen at Siskowit at 
all. These observations at the harbor were made in the morning before 
leaving and in the late afternoon of the following day when I re- 
turned from the bay. While at Siskowit scarcely a bird was heard 
passing over, although at the harbor they could be heard throughout 
the night. The path apparently extended lengthwise of Isle Royale 
with Washington Harbor and the region lying between it and the 
north shore of the island as its diameter. 

In a recent paper, Taverner (’05) makes the statement that perhaps 
a migration route lies between Isle Royale and Keweenaw Point. From 
the observations made on the island, I am led to believe that such a 
route does exist and also one lying much to the west of this point, 
perhaps to the Apostle Islands and the mainland lying Southwest of 
them. These conclusions were drawn from a consideration of the fol- 
lowing facts. The route taken by the majority of the migrants, both 
those which passed slowly across the island and those observed flying 
overhead, whether by night or day, lay nearly southwest. During the 
latter part of August and parts of September, the nights were un- 
usually bright, so that migrating flocks could often be seen high in the 
air even when not crossing the face of the moon. The cries of mi- 
grating birds, heard mostly of cloudy nights, usually came from a 
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northeasterly direction and died away in a southwesterly one. Cer- 
tain birds, as the Thick-billed Red-wing Blackbird and Lincoln 
Sparrow, which were found commonly at the island, are very 
rare or do not occur at all in the region directly south 
or southeast of it. The Thick-billed Red-wing has never been taken 
at any point in southern Michigan. These birds, being of western origin, 
have gradually worked their way east where they have found suitable 
breeding grounds, but it seems probable that in their fall migration they 
move westward and join the throng passing down the migration rotte 
traversed by their ancestors. It seems probable that the greater portion 
of the migrants which leave Isle Royale, moving in a southwesterly 
direction, continue thus until they reach the Mississippi Valley, where 
they are joined by birds from other regions, and all move down this great 
highway of bird migration. 

It was observed that nearly all the large bird waves were associated 
with northwest winds. As the birds probably take a southwest course 
this gives them the beam wind which seems to be most favorable for 
their flight. Of course it was impossible to tell from what direction 
the birds came to Isle Royale, but it seems reasonable that they should 
choose a beam wind when leaving the mainland, since they arrived 
shortly after at the island flying with such a wind. If this proves 
to be true, the majority of the birds coming to Isle Royale are from 
the north or northeast. | 

The data for the supposed route to Keweenaw Point is slight com- 
pared with that for the southwestern one. Two species, the Rusty 
Grackle and the American Pipit, were observed migrating in this direc- 
tion. During their flight the wind was from the northeast giving them 
the beam wind which a number of observers have noted to be the one 
preferred by hawks and gulls during their migration. Under “Perils 
of Migration” an instance is cited where a number of birds were caught 
by a storm while crossing to the east of the island and were driven 
to Washington Harbor. These birds were possibly crossing to Kewee- 
naw Point. Probably the majority of the birds which strike this point 
are from regions lying to the northeast of it, and arrive there on north- 
west winds as do those birds which miigrate across Isle Royale. The 
theory that many birds skirt the Great Lakes, as brought out by’ 
Taverner, explains the absence of several species from Southern Mich- 
igan which is not done by the discussion of the routes from Isle Royale. 

VII. THE PERILS OF MIGRATION. 

Dixon in his “Migration of Birds,” divides the perils of migration 
into three important classes: first, those arising from fatigue due to 
the mechanical part of season-flight; second, those arising from the 
natural enemies of each species; and third, those arising from. blunders 
and fatalities on the way. These three classes were observed in vary- 
ing degree during the fall migration at Washington Harbor. 

1. Fatigue. Between the north shore of Lake Superior and Isle 
Royale, the distance is so short that unless unfavorable winds inter- 
cept them the older birds would have little trouble from fatigue due 
to the simple operation of flight; but the young, which often commence 
migration soon after being able to fly, would experience considerable 

15 
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strain on their frail bodies in even so short a flight. This was vividly 

shown in the number of exhausted young found after every bird wave. 

During September, immature warblers and sparrows were often found 

in the morning in an almost completely exhausted condition after their 

night’s flight. This was especially evident among the Tennessee and 

Blackpoll Warblers. On the morning of September 138, following the 

day which witnessed the largest bird wave, I picked up many dead 
birds. Nearly all were warblers, the Tennessee seeming to have suffered 

most, although the Palm was a close second. A few immature Savan- 
nah Sparrows, one adult Yellow-bellied Flycatcher, and several young 
Flickers were also found dead. These dead migrants were seen in the 
clearing, along the roads, and on the banks of the stream. An ex- 
amination of these victims showed no outward indication of the cause 
of their death. Only a few were emaciated to any extent. It was a 
noticeable fact, however, that none of the birds found dead were in 
the prime, fatty condition of most of the other migrants taken. The 
conclusion therefore seems probable, that the birds must be in the 
best condition possible to make a successful migration flight, and that 
the greatest mortality among the migrants lies in that class which for 
some unknown reason are not in prime condition. As there were no 
other reasons evident which could have brought on this high death rate, 
it is probable that death had been caused by severe exertion, coupled 
perhaps in a few instances with lack of food and unfavorable weather 
conditions in which to recuperate. This seemed the more plausible 
considering the fact that in only a comparatively few cases were the 
victims adult birds, while, as before stated, many of the immature 
warblers and sparrows had only been able to fly for a short time. 

After heavy storms, especially those from the southeast, many adult 
as well as young birds were found in an exhausted condition, their 
plumage presenting a dilapidated appearance, the wing and tail feathers 
broken, and showing general evidence of a hard struggle with the wind. 
Some of these birds may have been caught by the storm while cross- 
ing from the north shore to the island, but as the birds appeared to 
be blown before the wind I think that at least part of them, were over- 
taken while crossing the lake considerably to the east of Isle Royale, 
perhaps toward Keweenaw Point. Overtaken by the storm and with 
no place to take refuge they were gradually blown in the direction 
of the island where they were found the succeeding morning in such 
an exhausted condition. Some of these birds would even allow them- 
selves to be picked up and handled without showing any fear. The 
birds which suffered most were the Palm and Tennessee Warblers. 
Michael Hollinger, a resident on the island for several years, told me 
that often, especially in spring, he had seen Washington Harbor “liter- 
ally covered” with floating birds which had succumbed in their struggle 
against the storms and had drifted in from the open Jake. The peculiar 
shape of the harbor and the lake currents tends to mass floating bodies 
at this point. But the loss as shown by those collected at the harbor 

* could be but ai slight proportion of the vast numbers which must have 
perished in the open lake. ; 

Several fishermen said that after heavy gales in late fall and early 
spring, the shore at Washington Harbor would be strewn with the life- 
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less bodies of birds thrown up by the waves. During the fall of 1905, 

birds were several times reported as lighting on the ships coming into 

the island, and the fishermen secured several which lit on their small 

boats after a storm, when about two miles from land. They reported 
the birds as very tame and allowing themselves to be handled freely. 
The birds secured were several small sparrows, Tennessee and Palin 

Warblers, a Saw-whet Owl, aud one adult Robin. These birds were 
all encountered near the southwestern end of the island. They had 
probably been blown out of their course and were striving to reach 
the nearest point of land, as no birds would be coming from the south 
at this time of year nor would any so completely exhausted have at- 
tempted to leave the island. 

2. Natural Enemies. Without doubt the greatest natural enemies 
of the birds during migration were the Sharp-shinned and Sparrow 
Hawks. At times the Pigeon Hawk made great havoc among the 
smaller birds, and the Owls also played a small part. Probably weasels 
and minks fed to some extent on the migrants, which they caught while 
the birds were resting. These animals, however, only destroyed com- 
paratively few, as remains of their victims were seldom found. Like- 
wise the Owls probably destroyed only those which came directly in 
their path, the abundance of the Varying Hare furnishing a food much 
easier to procure. This undoubtedly saved a large number of migrants. 
Of the other animals, the Lynx also fed largely on the Hares and so 
probably molested the birds very little, while the family of house cats 

kept at the club-house were more than supplied by the number of small 
birds which met death striking against the windows, etc. 

The early migrants were preyed upon very little by the hawks, prin- 
cipally because the Sharp-shinned Hawk had not arrived in any ap- 
preciable numbers, and secondly, the great swarms of grasshoppers fur- 
nished an abundance of appetizing food. As the season advanced and 
both species of hawks grew more numerous, their effect on the bird 
life increased. None of the smaller birds were safe, away from the 
protecting boughs of the conifers and alders, and therefore were con- 
fined almost exclusively to the edge of the clearings. The Sparrow 
Hawks fed both on grasshoppers and on warblers and sparrows, while 
the Sharp-shinned fed almost entirely on the latter. During the bird 
waves the hawks became more numerous, this being especially true for 
the great wave of September 12. On this date great numbers of both 
Sharp-shinned and Sparrow Hawks made their appearance, as well as 
many of the Pigeon and a few Cooper’s and Broad-winged Hawks. 
The Pigeon Hawks in particular timed their migration to that of their 
victims, appearing and disappearing with each successive wave, very 
few remaining on the island. The majority of the Sharp-shinned also 
kept pace with the retreating birds and by the time the bulk of the 
warblers and sparrows had passed they too had gone on. Among the 
birds which suffered most heavily may be mentioned the Tennessee, 
Blackpoll, and Palm Warblers, the Wilson’s, Olive-backed, and Gray- 
cheeked Thrushes, and the Chipping and Savannah Sparrows. Great 
daring was shown by the Sharp-shinned Hawks. Sometimes so eager 
were they in pursuit of their prey that they would dart within a few 
inches of one’s head. 
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3. Blunders and Fatalities. A comparatively new danger which 
besets migratory birds on the island is the fatal attraction of the lighted 
windows of resorts and the light-houses. During the migration scores 
of warblers, chiefly Tennessee and Palm, killed themselves by striking 
against the lighted windows of the Club-house which stood in a clearing 
near the Harbor. Many also met death by the same means at Washing- 
ton Island, which is situated at the entrance to the harbor. Among 
the species killed at the latter place were the Tennessee, Blackpoll, 
Myrtle, Magnolia and Palm Warblers, Gray-cheeked, Olive-backed and 
Hermit Thrushes, and several species of sparrows. On September 2, 
during a hard storm which lasted several days, five Olive-backed 
Thrushes were found dead by Wood beneath the windows at the hotel, 
and on September 5, a Gray-cheeked Thrush was found dead at the 
same place. This latter was the first one of this species seen, no other 
being observed until September 12. All the birds were killed on the 
north side of the buildings. Sometimes after cloudy nights numbers 
of small birds would be found on the north porch of the Club-house in a 
dazed condition, probably from striking the building the night before. 
Both young and adults were found, the young being the only ones 
killed on clear nights. 

The light-house keeper at Menagerie Island in Siskowit Bay, Mr. J. 
H. Malone, reported that hundreds of birds lost their lives every spring 
and fall at his light alone. It was mainly on cloudy nights that the 
birds struck the lighted windows and the lantern, but some were killed 
on other nights. 
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THE ECOLOGICAL SUCCESSION OF BIRDS.* 

BY CHARLES C, ADAMS. 

“Of all truths relating to phenomena, the most valuable to us are those which 
relate to their order of succession. On a knowledge of these is founded every 
‘reasonable anticipation of future facts, and whatever power we possess of in- 
fluencing those facts to our advantage.”—JoHn Sruart MILL. 

“Indeed, some geologists seem to take pride in lack of knowledge of principles 
and of their failure to explain the facts observed in the terms of the elementary 
sciences. I have heard a man say: ‘I observe the facts as I find them, unpreju- 

diced by any theory.’ I regard this statement as not only condemning the work 
of the man, but the position as an impossible one....The geologist must select 
the facts which he regards of sufficient note to record and describe. But such 
selection implies theories of their importance and significance. In a given case 
the problem is therefore reduced to selecting the facts for record, with a broad 
and deep comprehension of the principles involved, a definite understanding of 

the rules of the game, and appreciation of what is probable and what is not prob- 

able; or else making mere random observations. All agree that the latter alter- 
native is worse than useless, and therefore the only training which can make 

a geologist safe, even in his observations, is to equip him with such a knowledge 
of the principles concerned as will make his observations of value.”—PRESIDENT 

C. R. Van HISE. 

I. INtTrRopuction. 

Almost every observer of animals has noted that certain kinds of 
birds are usually found associated in certain conditions, as, for ex- 
ample particular species of sandpipers and plovers upon the sandy 
beach, or the Meadowlark and Dickcissel upon certain prairies; but 
this is rarely considered a subject worthy of serious scientific study. 
To discuss the significance and value of such ecological study and sug- 
gest phases for investigation is the object of this paper. By the ecologi- 
cal distribution of birds is meant that correlation between environ- 
mental conditions and the occurrence and association of certain species 
of birds. In such study special attention must be devoted to the places 
of breeding; nevertheless the associations of birds at all seasons of the 
year are of importance. It is not the isolated occurrence of these 
species, but their relative abundance, the association of certain species, 
and their persistent occurrence in such conditions which is  signifi- 
eant. In the literature of ornithology there is a vast amount of isolated 
data bearing on this subject, but very little of it has been organized 
and systematically studied. 
When once the facts and general ecological relations have been de- 

termined, so that the representative bird associations or societies of 
given localities have been correlated with their proper environ- 
ments it will then be possible to determine how one society becomes 
transformed into another, whether this is due primarily to other birds 
or to other environmental influences. A knowledge of the succession 
of bird societies and of the laws of change will not only lead to new 
ideas as to the influence of the environment, but will also have a 

* Reprinted, with the addition of chapter VI, from the Auk, 25, pp. 109-153, 1908. 
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marked influence upon the practical field studies of the bird student. 
It should lead to a more intelligent understanding of the relation of 
birds to the world about ee or even better, to the world of which 
they form a part. 

Attention should further be directed to the fact that simply the 
occurrence of the bird in a definite habitat is not by any means the 
sole aim of such work. The influence of the environment should be 
studied in its bearing upon all phases of bird life. Not only should 
the most favorable habitat or optimum be recognized, but also the in- 
fluence of the less favorable conditions; thus the nesting site, composi- 
tion of the nest material, food, abundance, feeding grounds, migrating 
habits and all like relations are needed for an adequate and exhaustive 
study of the ecological distribution and succession of birds. 

It is therefore not surprising that such requirements will be diffi- 
cult to.meet because the facts themselves are difficult to secure. Then 
there are further difficulties which are due to the limitations of the 
student himself, and are psychological in their nature. As examples of 
this class of difficulties two mav be cited, because they are of frequent 
occurrence in all kinds of scientific work and not by any means confined 
to the study of birds. For, contrary to our youthful ideas, naturalists. 
have the same limitations as humanity in general! We may divide 
naturalists into two classes, depending upon their primary type of mind. 
First, those who tend to see only the infinite detail of isolated facts and 
observations. This type of mind is particularly impressed with the 
multiplicity and variety in nature, and is one to which a general state- 
ment is almost a cause of irritation because there are usually exceptions 
to any general statement. The constructive imagination seems feebly 
developed in this type. To this class belongs many extremely valuable 
and useful students, because of the data which they, often with extreme 
conscientiousness, collect. They are collectors of facts rather than stud- 
ents of relations. To the second class belongs that type of mind whose 
primary interest is in generalizations, principles, relations, and which 
tends to neglect isolated facts and observations. The constructive im- 
agination is liable to be developed in this type. This includes many 
extremely valuable and useful students on account of their tendency to 

condense, sift and formulate great masses of isolated facts. They are 
students of ideas and relations rather than collectors of “facts.” 

Fach class, especially the well-marked types and extremes, often finds 
it difficult or impossible to understand the point of view of the other 
class. This frequently leads to misunderstandings and often to mutual 
contempt. Cope and Marsh clearly illustrate these two types of minds 
among our American naturalists. 

By this time some may wonder why this subject has been introduced. 
It: has been with a definite purpose, because frequently these opposed 
points of view cause delays in the development of many subjects. Thus 
a forewarning to students of bird ecology may produce good results if 
the individual student makes a conscious effort to counterbalance such 
deficiencies as go with his particular type of mind. In the past, details 
have tended to produce confusion through the neglect of general ideas. 

It is rarely that a word of warning on this subject is out of place, be- 
cause the balanced “golden mean” investigator is never too abundant. 
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The quotations at the head of this article have an immediate bearing 
upon the subject at this point. 

Not ouly is habitat preference, the association of avian species, their 
succession, and the laws expressing these relations of much interest, but 
they are of much importance scientifically as well as in a practical way. 
It is therefore desirable that naturalists realize the necessity of under- 
standing the “rules of the game” if the true relations of birds are to be 
studied to the best advantage. No adequate substitute has yet been 
devised to replace a grasp of general principles. 

Throughout this paper emphasis is placed on the definiteness of the 
dominant major environmental influences and complexes because the 
irregular features have apparently received undue emphasis and have 
retarded the recognition of certain important definite relations. 

II. REPRESENTATIVE LITERATURE ON HABITATS AND SUCCESSION. 

1. Habitat Preference. The American literature on habitat prefer- 
ence and succession, as a subject of special investigation, is very limited. 
By succession is meant the change or replacement at a given place of 
one or several species (an association) by others; as when a swamp is 
invaded by a dune and the representative swamp birds are replaced by 
those of the dune; or even again when the dune becomes fixed by vegeta- 
tion and is inhabited by still another association of bird life. This is 
a much neglected subject; however, isolated observations on habitats 
are abundant in the biographies of the various species. The fragment- 
ary character of these biographies tends to make them composite and 
they lose what pecularities they may have which are due to a response 
on the part of the bird to its particular conditions of life. These un- 
fortunate limitations clearly show that here is an extensive field worthy 
of careful investigation. The work already done will be a useful guide 
in many cases, but the student who wishes to develop this subject must 
turn to the fields and forests rather than to the literature, both for 
his inspiration and his data. : 

Perhaps a further word should be added concerning the limitations of 
the composite life-history method, as this will aid in making clear the 
kind of work needed in the future. This composite or generalized method 
of describing habitats and life histories and the response of birds to them, 
tends to lay undue emphasis upon the average conditions of life and habits, 
and tends to neglect those detailed responses to the environment which 
reflect the laws of local influence. These results are similar to those pro- 
duced by systematic students who are “lumpers” and who do not recog- 
nize local races or varieties. Thus a nest may be built upon the ground 
at the base of a shrub or bunch of grass, or in the brush, but what 
conditions determine such sites? In a dry meadow a Song Sparrow may 
build directly upon the ground, but in a swamp, in order to have a dry 
nesting site, it builds in a willow shrub. In many cases the causes of 
these differences will be difficult to determine, but in others it is a 
relatively simple question for any one familiar with the species to solve. 
There are also geographic variations of habits as well as those of 
habitats just cited, and for this reason it is necessary not to confuse such 
variations with those confined to some restricted area. These local 
and geographic relations are very intimately related, but they are sub- 
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jects which can only be worked out in detail when local studies give 
proper attention to local environmental responses. 

In the following account of the literature no attempt is made at 
completeness, but “the papers cited are believed to be representative. 
These papers will help to give some idea of the kind of observations 
and records already made, and will be suggestive as to future work. 
Mention will first be made of the literature on habitat preference, and 
then of that on succession. 

By far the best discussion we have found on habitat preference of 
the birds of a given region is that by Townsend (’05) on Essex County, 
Massachusetts. The primary avian environments are described, the 
representative birds listed, and their preferred habitats are briefly dis- 
cussed. Thus, the ocean and its birds, the sand beach and its birds, 
the sand dunes and their birds, the salt marshes and their birds, and 
the fresh marshes and their birds, give a general idea of the subjects 
treated. Regarding the birds of the sand beaches, he remarks: “Among 
the Plover, the Black-bellied, Semi-palmated, and Piping Plovers are 
above all birds of the beach, although the first two are occasionally 
found in the marshes, while the last-named rarely strays from the beach 
and the adjoining sand dunes. The Golden Plover, although at times 
found on the wet sands, is much more likely to hunt for food on the 
dry sands above the highest tides, or still farther inland, while the 
Killdeer generally avoids the beach altogether, preferring the fields” (p. 
21). And regarding the birds of the sand dunes he remarks: “Savanna 
Sparrows nest in numbers at the foot of clumps of tall beach grass 
throughout the dunes, and on the edges of the tidal inlets from the 
marsh. The nests of the Red-winged Blackbirds and the Bronzed Grack- 
les are abundant in the bogs and groves of the birches. The’ Crow, 
in the absence of tall trees, builds perforce in the stunted pines and 

-birches, at times only ten or twelve feet from the ground” (p. 34). In 
the case of the Crow, note that he records the response to the dune 
environment. 

While Townsend recognizes changes in the environment, as in the 
dunes and beach (pp. 21, 30), yet he does not see their relation to 
the bird life in the definite way in which he sees their habitat pref- 
erences, nor does he appear to clearly recognize the fundamental re- 
lation of association within the breeding habitat. To him the environ- 
ment is static. However an excellent feature of his work is the record 
of seasonal changes in the bird life of the various habitats. In this 
connection attention should be called to certain papers which will 
greatly aid in the study of the dynamics or changing environmental 
factors which influence sea or lake shores bordered by dunes and 
swamps; conditions represented on the Massachusetts coast. Gilbert 
(85) has discussed the general principles and topographic features of 
lake shores and Gulliver (’99) the shore line of the sea. But in ad- 
dition to these physiographic forces, the vegetation also has a dominat- 
ing influence upon bird life. For general principles relating to this 
subject Cowles (’01) should be consulted for his discussion of the vegeta- 
tion of inland shores and dunes, and Ganong (’03 and ’06) for his 
treatment of the Atlantic coastal conditions. These authors discuss 
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the succession of the vegetation, a factor of the utmost importance in 
the study of avain succession. 

While considering Townsend’s results, it may be well to outline 
briefly a general succession of bird life along the shore as indicated 
by his records. It is evident from the map accompanying his volume 
that the currents and waves are constantly modifying the coast line 
and forming spits, bars and islands; and that the barrier beach area is 
increasing, and thus tending to become continuous at the expense of 
some of the ocean habitat. As the continuity of the beach develops, 
the area of swamp land behind it tends to increase and thus to further 
restrict the open water and increase the swamp habitat. The beach 
sands, once free from the waves or ground water, are caught up by the 
winds to form dunes, and may migrate into the swamps and thus trans- 
form them. Thus with the extension of the beach the sea birds are re- 
placed in dominance by the shore birds, and a succession is produced. 

In a similar manner the dunes encroach upon the swamp, and swamp 

birds are succeeded by those of the dunes. As the wandering dunes 
become anchored by vegetation and forests grow upon them, still other 
birds will invade them. Thus all stages may be expected, from ocean 
to beach birds, onward to those characteristic of wandering and fixed 
forested dunes. These relations are outlined simply to indicate the 
problem and its causes, which need detailed investigation. 

In Michigan a few habitat studies have been made. One in the Por- 
cupine Mountains, on the south shore of Lake Superior, and another on 
Tsle Royale. Both are by McCreary; the paper on the latter area is pub- 
lished in this volume. The summer birds of the Porcupine Mountains are 
listed (McCreary ’06) by selected localities and the habitat preferences 
are discussed as follows: water birds, birds frequenting the shores and 
banks of streams, birds frequenting grassy meadows and alders, birds 
frequenting tamarack and cedar swamps, birds frequenting hemlocks 
and maples, and birds frequenting the cliff and mountain top. In its 
emphasis upon habitat preference this paper is the only one so far seen 
which at all approaches Townsend’s discussion of this subject. Mc- 
Creary’s work was done without a knowledge of Townsend’s. 

In southeastern Michigan, Brown (’06) made a locality study and 
outlines the habitats as follows: birds found in orchards, birds of the 
open woods, birds of the open fields, birds of the thicket, and birds of 
the marshes and river. Brown’s paper is intermediate in character 
between the preceding papers and. those of an economic nature, to be 
mentioned later, because the area studied has been so much influenced 
by man. 
there are a few papers which, although primarily faunistic or geo- 

graphic, contain habitat data. Such, for example, is Ridgway’s (’74) 
discussion of the birds of the Wabash Valley and (’89) the birds of 
the Illinois prairie (pp. 18-16). An exceptionally good paper of this 
character on the Louisiana birds is by Beyer, Allison and Kopman (’06), 
although its aim and method of treatment differs from that of Town- 
send. The bird life is, however, closely correlated with the vegetation 
and the physical conditions of the State. 

The papers previously mentioned have been written from a regional 
standpoint. The study however of all the various conditions frequented 
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by a given species or some natural group is also an important and 
neglected method of ecological study which possesses certain important 
advantages. As an illustration of this method may be mentioned 
Palmer’s (’00) study of the Marvland Yellow-throat. He has shown 
that different varieties have different habitat preferences. Jacobs (04) 
has given us an interesting habitat study of a single species in Pennsyl- 
vania, the Golden-winged Warbler. 

Let us now turn to another class of habitat studies, those which 
through man's influence throw only a subordinate light upon “natural” 
habitats and succession, and are primarily of economic importance but 
contain valuable habitat data. 

An interesting and rather unique paper belonging to this class, based . 
on observations in Southeastern Michigan, is by Watkins (700). It is 
entitled ‘Michigan Birds that Nest in Open Meadows. A few of his 
statements explain his point of view: “To make more plain the limit 
and scope of this treatise, which, of necessity must be longer than J 
hoped, I will include in my list only such species as I have found nesting 
upon the ground in the open fields and meadows, excluding those found 
nesting upon the boundary fences or ground; also those nesting in the 
open marsh land which are undrained and boggy to the extent of being 
unfit for hay or pasture” (p. 67). The paper contains numerous notes 
on the habitat preference and variations in these traits. 
By far the most comprehensive and thorough study of any limited 

farm area is that by Judd (02) of a farm in Maryland. In this paper 
habitat preferences are clearly recognized, and discussed rather fully 

(pp. 12-20). The birds are associated thus:—birds that nest in the 
open fields, birds that depend on covers, birds of less limited distribution 
(consists largely of remarks on haunts), and birds of varied distribu- 
tion. His last two sections are rather miscellaneous in character and 
show that the principles of classification for habitats were not clearly 
defined in his own mind. 

The only other paper discussing habitat preference in detail is also 
the latest upon the subject, and is by Forbes (’07). This is a pre- 
liminary report on a bird census across the corn belt of Central Illinois 
in the early autumn; a study of the feeding grounds and preferences as 

influenced by the dominant crops of the area traversed, corn, pasture, 
and stubble. By means of this census, the habitat preferences for differ- 
ent crops and the association of species in them is statistically deter- 
mined. The paper is particularly suggestive for its bearing on the sub- 
ject of dominance; however, the suggested method of study has even 
greater significance when applied during the breeding season. Doubt- 
less opinions will vary as to the validity of the method as applied by 
Forbes, even by those who would approve of it for the detailed study 
of a limited area, or a breeding habitat. For large areas some co- 
operative method may be necessary. 

2. Succession. Turning now to the literature on succession, it is 
found to be extremely limited in amount. So far as known to the 
writer, only two American authors seem to have realized the existence 
of succession. In his discussion of the biotic succession in the Por- 
cupine Mountains of Michigan, Ruthven ((06) clearly included the birds, 
although they did not receive separate treatment, and might for this 
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reason be overlooked. His position is clearly stated (p. 48) as fol- 
lows: “Owing to the dependence of forms of life on their environ- 
ment, biotie changes are necessarily closely related to environmental 
changes. These biotic changes may occur in two ways; the forms must 
either be able to respond to the new conditions, or be supplemented 
by other forms. That they tend to become adjusted cannot be ques- 
tioned, but in many cases at least, this adjustment lags behind the 
changing conditions, and the forms are replaced by others from ad- 
jacent habitats which are adjusted to the conditions toward which the 
particular habitat is changing, thus bringing about a succession of 
societies.” In speaking of the biota of the hard-wood forest he further 
says: “This region has been reserved for the last, for the conditions 
are evidently those toward which the ‘other habitats tend to be changed 
under the present conditions....This society thus represents the climax 
society of the region. It consists of the forms that are adapted to or 
associated with the conditions which prevail in this region in the last 
stages of the mutual adjustment of all the environmental processes. 
As the processes become adjusted to one another, the habitat of the 
climax society is increased at the expense of the other habitats, and 
the associated biota tends to become of general geographic extent in 
the region.” 

The only other paper discussing avain succession is that by Frothing- 
ham (’06), and this is not a “natural” succession but one influenced 

primarily by man. He clearly expresses a bird succession correlated with 
the reforestation of burned lands. The area studied is the Michigan 
forest reserve on Higgins Lake. The region was originally covered with 
White and Norway pine, but repeated fires first killed off the pines, later 
the oak and maple; and finally the dominant vegetation is sedge, sweet 
fern, huckleberry and prairie willow. With the ‘fire protection “afforded 
by the reserve, Frothingham anticipates a reversal of the above succes- 
sion of destruction, and further remarks: “With the types of vegeta- 
tion which mark the different stages of the plant succession just de- 
scribed there seem to be correlated certain definite bird forms. These 
forms are for the most part such as frequent observations in northern 
Michigan have identified as generally characteristic of the respective en- 
vironments.” This is followed by lists of birds characteristic of differ- 
ent kinds of vegetation. While these lists do not correlate perfectly 
with the implied succession, yet the general statement of the problem 
is clearly expressed. 

The burning of forests has long been known to change the character 
of the vegetation and fauna of areas, but this is often referred to as the 
change of a “life zone.” Thus Merriam (99, p. 47) states that ai fire 
in the Canadian zone on Mt. Shasta is followed by the Transition 
zone and remarks: “But in the meantime a new growth of Shasta 
fir has started, and in ten or twenty vears is likely to overtop and 
drown out the Transition zone species, enabling the Canadian zone to 
reclaim the burn....But on the steeper slopes, especially rock slopes, 
if the vegetable layer is burned off, the (lower) zone which creeps up 
to replace the (higher) one destroyed becomes permanent or nearly 

so....Deforestration of an area therefore tends to lower its zone posi- 
tion.” Birds are not mentioned in this discussion nor the relation of 
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“zones” to the general problem of succession. Such “zones” are thus 
only particular phases of succession. 

It is thus seen from the above outline of literature that habitat pre- 
ferences have been outlined for a few widely separated localities and 
for some agricultural conditions, but there has been no comprehensive 

_ discussion of the problems of habitats and succession, even in a pre- 
liminary manner, either from a scientific or economic standpoint. This 
fact seems rather remarkable in view of the great utility of a knowledge 
of the general principles underlying economic practice. There are, 
however, certain phases of biotic succession which have been discussed 
by a few authors. These subjects have either been discussed in a very 
general manner or are detailed discussions of special regions or groups: 
of pJants and animals. For this reason, perhaps, their bearing upon 
other groups than those specifially mentioned are very likely to be over- 
looked by those who take little interest in any subject or discussion 
which does not specifically mention their specialty or locality. This 
phase is mentioned in order to show that while avain successions have 
been considerably neglected, advances have been made elsewhere, by 
means of which some general principles appear to have been fairly 
well ‘established. This is particularly true of plant succession, as 
shown by the writings of Cowles (’01), and in considerable detail by 
Clements (’05). The. discussion by Clements will be particularly valu- 
able to the student of avian succession. 

Ill. THE MAJOR AVIAN ENVIRONMENTS. 

As has been seen in the preceding review of the literature on haunts, 
no comprehensive discussion has been given of the environmental influ- 
ences or ecological distribution of (extra-tropical) North American 
birds. Various authors have discussed their geographic distribution, 
and certain geographic variations have been referred to certain environ- 
mental influences, but a general ecologic treatment, as contrasted with 
a primarily faunistic one, has not been made. This is remarkable when 
we recall the fact that the collections of North American birds are, 
considering the large area concerned, the best in the world both as to 
quality and as to quantity (Stejneger, ’03). This means that there 
have been many trained collectors; but what has become of the notes 
and observations on the environments and conditions of life of these 
birds, which must necessarily have been known to successful collectors? 
Part of these observations have been published, and perhaps no one is 
to blame because more have not; but the point of significance is that 
we have, in fact, hardly made a beginning in the careful detailed study 
of the bird environment and its development as a distinct field of study. 
In common with the remainder of the North American biota, several 
general principles are known, but they do not appear to be current 
among ornithologists. 

The following discussion and suggestions on the larger environmental 
units attempt only an outline of certain phases of the “problem, in order 
to call attention to certain principles which seem useful as a background 
for the intelligent study of bird habitats and succession. From such 
a standpoint as this, the dominant influences of given areas and environ- 
ments are of particular interest and of fundamental value. By focuss- 
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ing attention upon the importance of recognizing these dominant en- 
vironmental influences, we may hope to escape some of the confusion 
which appals those who are keenly impressed with the chaos and com- 
plexity of the problem. These dominant factors are usually not single 
isolated forces, but resultants of several or many influences. Thus, 
as in the case of the vegetation, it is not one factor, but a complex, 
which influences different birds in different ways. Nevertheless there 
is what may be called a mass or dominant effect. 

A major habitat unit may be considered as a combination of condi- 
tions which are dominant in a certain area. The very dominance means 
that a relatively limited number of forces or complexes are operative. 
With departure from such a center of influence the dominance changes, 
as other influences are encountered and other dominants are established. 
When we consider that certain ecological groups of birds are world- 

wide in their environmental relations, it becomes evident that such 
characters are of fundamental importance. Thus water birds may 
occur in any part of the world where water is a dominant environ- 
mental factor. This is not a simple ecological group of birds, but one 
of the greater units of association which may be subdivided into many 
minor classes; as those which frequent the sea, and others the inland 
bodies of water. The shore birds form another natural ecological 
group, and also the inland birds a third. There may thus be considered 
to be three primary ecological groups of birds which are closely correl- 
ated with definite and dominant environmental influences: Thus :— 

1. Water birds. 
Those frequenting the sea and the adjacent rocks on which they nest, 

and inland waters. 
2. Shore and Marsh birds. 

Those frequenting shores of all kinds, seas, lakes, swamps and rivers. 
8. Inland birds. 

Those frequenting deserts, grass lands and forests. 

Of course these ecological classes are not sharply defined, and yet 
they are so distinct that they can be easily recognized. It should be 
noted that the above groups are closely correlated with certain domin- 
ant physical features of the earth—the sea, the shore and the inland 
environments. 

The relative abundance and dominance of these classes of birds will 
be determined largely by the dominance of such physical conditions 
as most distinctly favor a particular ecological group. Thus at sea 
the water birds are dominant; on shore, the shore birds; and inland, 
still other kinds. The linear character of the shore habitat and the 
adjacent breeding grounds gives it a rather unique character, as the 
two other habitats occupy lar ge expanses. However, the swampy, some- 
what shore-like conditions of the far north most nearly approach, for 
the shore birds, the expansive character so usual for water bodies and 
inland areas. 

In the present discussion the emphasis placed upon the inland vegeta- 
tion does not mean that the dominance of other influences is not recog- 
nized, but simply that it makes a convenient and fairly reliable index 
to many other environmental influences, as, for example, the climate 
and topography. A further important advantage of the plant index is 

17 
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that the science of plant ecology and many of its general principles and 
methods are applicable to birds. A general knowledge of plant ecology 
is therefore becoming one of the most valuable tools in the hands of the 
field ornithologist. Every field naturalist has observed the general cor- 
relation of certain birds with certain kinds of vegetation. This rela- 
tion is clearly expressed by Ridgway (’89, p. 8) as follows: “There 
is probably no better index or key to the distribution of birds in any 
country than that afforded by the charactér of the vegetation; should 

this. vary essentially within a given area, a corresponding difference 
in the bird-life is a certainty.” This phase of the subject clearly illus- 
trates the oft-repeated experience of naturalists that in order to thor- 
oughly understand one subject—perhaps the favorite one—it becomes 
necessary to study another, or even several. Thus im order to know 
the bird life of a region it has become necessary to study the ecolo- 
gical relations of its vegetation. 

The study of ecological plant geography is an extensive one, but many 
of the details. so important to the botanist, are of much less concern 
to the ornithologist, who needs primarily to know the major plant as- 
sociations or formations and their successional relations. This im- 
plies ability to recognize dominance among plant species and the gen- 
eral method of transformation. from the dominance of one to that of 

’ another. 
By a plant formation is meant that association of species (or plant 

society) which is correlated with those conditions which tend to pre- 
vail over a large geographic area in the last stages of mutual adjust- 
ment of all environmental and biotic processes. Such an association 
or formation tends to occupy such an area to the exclusion of all others, 
and is thus a climax society. 

But absolute dominance of a formation does not occur, because local 
conditions break the monotony where streams, water basins, bare rock, 
and similar influences may interrupt the desert, grassland or forest, 
and produce minor habitats and associations of both plants and 
animals. 

It is not my purpose to discuss in detail the various plant formations 
of (extra-tropical) North America, but to outline those which are of 
evident ornithological utility. The following may be recognized pro- 
visionally:— 

1. The Arid Deserts of Southwestern U. 8. and the Mexican Plateau. 
The Grasslands of the Great Plains. 
The Deciduous Hardwood Forest of Southeastern U. S. 
The Coniferous Forest of Eastern Canada. 
The Giant Conifer Forest of the Pacific Coast and the Rocky Mountains. 
The Barren Grounds or Cold Desert. 
The Alpine Deserts. PTS 

A mere inspection of this list of avain and vegetational formations 
shows that the recognition of these large environments is relatively 
simple. It is also seen that they represent fairly definite physical 
or environmental complexes of such fundamental importance that there 
can be no doubt as to their general validity. As to the relative value, 
influence, boundaries, and the dynamic relations of these formations, 
much is already known, but not as an organized body of facts and prin- 
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ciples. It will also be noted that these regions do not closely correspond 
with current faunal areas, although there is a very close correlation 
in some cases. An avian formation may, in general. terms, be consid- 
ered the analogue of a vegetational formation, although this does not 
imply that they necessarily have the same boundaries. 

As the literature treating of the vegetation of these areas is extensive 
and scattered, a few papers will be cited as an index to others:— 

Arid Deserts; Bray, ’06; Coville and MacDougal, ’03. 
Grasslands or Plains; Clements, ’05; Pound and Clements, ’00. 
Southeastern Hardwoods; Cowles, ’01; Harper, 706; Transeau, ’05. 
Eastern Canadian Conifers; Whitford, 01; Transeau, ’03, ’05-’06; Ganong, 

708, ’06; Harvey, 03. 
5. Rocky Mountain and Pacific Conifers; Whitford, ’05; Gray and Hooker, ’81; 

Piper, 06; Young, ’07. 
Alpine; Merriam, ’90, 99; Coville, ’93; Fernald, ’07. 

These environmental unit areas as found to-day, are the result of 
many successions which, in some cases at least, reach rather far back 
into the past. This is because some occupy ancient land areas, such 
as much of the Southeastern Hardwood area. On the other hand, some 

occupy relatively new regions, that is, at least with regard to the dom- 
inant factors now in control, as in the glaciated part of North America 
and on the Coastal Plain. So far as the present is concerned such rela- 
tions clearly show that these areas are only the end results of extensive 
past changes or successions which represent the terminal branches and 
cross sections of development. It is to the study of such regions and 
associations that we must turn for the fundamental organization or 
associational relations of the various elements which compose not only 
the environments but also the associations of animals. 

In order to make as definite as possible the structural and ecological 
characteristics of these formations, certain general relations are here 
formulated. Throughout this paper it should be remembered that the 
individual birds and associations of given areas form the units of com- 
parison. Such a distinction is necessary because many species show con- 
siderable geographic variation’ in habits and in the habitats frequented. 
The writer clearly recognizes the risks and difficulties of such an at- 
tempt. They are deliberately put in their present form to invite criti- 
cism and qualification from field workers. It is desirable to know the 
validity of these formations, their internal ecological relations and dy- 
namic tendencies, their relation to dominant environmental influences, 
etc. A complete list is not attempted, and some of the statements may 
be only fragments of larger generalizations; but it is just such relations 
as these which will develop if the entire subject is considered critically 
and synthetically. Some of the leading characteristics of these larger 
environmental units and their avian formations may be briefly outlined: 
as follows :— ; 

1. The dominance of a limited number of physical conditions or 
complexes, as climate, topography, vegetation, animals, etc., in a given 
area produces the primary environmental units and formations. 

2. Secondary environmental dominance is shown by a secondary avian 
association. Thus in the Northeastern biotic center there is a second- 
ary dominance due to water basins in the forest area. 
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3. A formation or climax society is composed of a relatively (and 
usually absolutely) limited number of species which are dominant in a 
given environment of geographic extent. Such dominance, in general, 
implies extensive range, relative abundance, and ability to indefinitely 
succeed or perpetuate itself under given conditions. _ 

4. Where dominance obtains, avian variety is limited so that the 
greatest diversity occurs where local influences prevail, and at the mar- 
gins of the formation. 

5. Correlated environmental and biotic dominance produces what 
mav be considered a biotic base, stratum, or optimum, from which de- 
partures may be considered less favorable. This is a relative equilibrium, 
resulting from complete environmental and biotic adjustment, under 
given conditions. 

6. In each formation there is a normal inter-adjustment of the avian 
species and individuals, in addition to the adjustment with the domi- 
nant physical environment. The former is dominated by their structure, 
habits, and the instincts or behavior; hence the colonial breeding or 
spacing, migration, etc. 

7. Fach large environmental area or formation tends to have a full 
complement or set of species, of diverse but supplementary ecological 
character, such as water, shore or inland birds. One set is likely to be 
dominant. ° 

8. Relative stability in an association is correlated with the climax 
dominance, and generally with extreme and slowly changing local in- 
fluences. Fluctuation is correlated with intermediate conditions. 

9. Diversified associations and isolation are greatest with imperfect 
dominance, but dominance itself produces isolation of the climax as- 
sociation. This diversification produces associations surrounded by 
others and hence their isolation. 

10. The taxonomic elements in different formations vary much, but 
there are close analogies in the kinds of taxonomic and ecological groups 
in different formations,—as the Mniotiltide of the New are represented 
by the Svylviidae of the Old World. Cf. Osborn ’02. LeConte, 50, 
p. 239. Of. No. 7. 

11. The roughly zonal arrangement of societies about the climax 
society (formation) or the environmental optimum, is primarily due 
either to local reversals, the lagging influence of local or neutral condi- 
tions, or to the influence of adjacent formations. This is‘a result of 
the retardation of the complete cycle of successions. 

12. The primary environmental conditions tend to encroach upon 
all others. The local conditions thus tend to become transformed in 
the direction of the dominant environment and to be appropriated by 
it. The corresponding avain associations are thus given a definite 
dynamic trend. 

13. The mobility of birds during the breeding season is very generally 
overestimated. The presence of the nest and young renders them for a 
time relatively sedentary. There are many causes influencing this, such 
as other individuals, proximity of food for young, homing, instinct, ete. 
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IV. Minor AvAIn ENVIRONMENTS AND THEIR ASSOCIATIONS. 

We have seen that the larger geographic environments or formations 
are characterized by definite conditions and associations, and at the 

same time that even throughout these favorable regions the climax as- 
sociation is not distributed with absolute uniformity because of local 
variations in the physical features, such as vegetation, water basins, 
streams, mountains, etc. For the student of local bird life the real work 
begins when one attempts to examine into the causes and influences ex- 
erted by these conditions which break the monotony of the formation 
and make possible a diversified avifauna. But birds do not always re- 
spond as closely to slight local influences as does the vegetation, and for 
this reason one must learn by experience just what size of units must 
be used. Thus in the forest a few wind-falls will attract but little 
attention, but a burn of a few acres will have a noticeable influence in 
harboring those species of birds which frequent openings; while swifts 
and swallows ignore many local influences which dominate other species. 

It should also be noted that whenever possible it is of distinct 
advantage to examine all habitats in their original state, uninfluenced 
by man. 

Instead of discussing the leading features of local conditions and 
their societies or associations in detail, only an outline of them will 
be given, and that in a form to facilitate use and revision. : 

1. Minor environments are primarily dependent upon local conditions, 
and are thus in a sense correspondingly independent of the dominant 
forces of the region. This is, of course, a relative condition. 

2. Minor environments are, as a rule, relatively limited in area. 
In general their limited area favors their short duration, but age is 
primarily a result of the rate of change. 

3. Marked isolation, even when of extensive linear extent,—as a 
shore line, along a stream, or an elongate rocky ridge,—is also character- 
istic of minor environments. 

4. Minor environments tend to become encroached upon by the 
dominant regional influences and ultimately to become extinct. The 
succession of societies in local habitats is a declining one, while that 
of the geographic or climax habitat is an increasing and ascending one. 

5. Local habitats produce most of the variety within the dominant 
area, .and make possible a diversified avifauna. The structural dif- 
ferentiation within a formation (zones, etc.) is thus largely, in addition 
to variations in the formation itself, of local origin. 

6. Local associations or societies, in general, furnish the essential 
clues as to their earlier successions which have attended the evolution 
or development of regional dominance. The variations in these are due 
both to the kind of life and to the influence of adjacent associations and 
centers of dominance. 

7. Marginal societies are particularly liable to variation in com- 
position, due to the combined influences of adjacent formations or centers 
of dominance as well as to local conditions. 

8. Comparative studies of local habitats will form the most general 
and practical guide in the determination of the successions in the forma- 
tion. 

9. Local habitats and societies, in common with the larger environ- 
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mental complexes, are characterized by the dominance of few physical 
and biotic factors, and by a limited number of species. 

V. AVAIN SUCCESSION. 

1. General Remarks. Since the breeding grounds are fundamental 
importance in the ecology of birds, the study of them in such situations 
furnishes the greatest source of insight into their life relations. By 
an avain association, formation or society is meant different combina- 
tions of species which regularly occur together in the same breeding 
habitat or area. These breeding grounds must be considered broadly, 
and include not only the nesting site but also the feeding grounds, 

even when they are physically very different, because ecologically these 
conditions form a unit during the breeding season. 

It is well known that when a given set of physical conditions are 
dominant, as in a dense conifer forest, a swamp or an extensive orchard, 

relatively few individuals and kinds of breeding birds are characteristic 
of such conditions, except in the case of those nesting in colonies. The 
field relations of these colonial and isolated breeders are quite different. 
It is also of importance to recall that abundance is a relative term, with 

a very different meaning in the case of seed-eating and predaceous 
species. 
. Bearing in mind these conditions, bird succession means a change 
from the dominance of certain species or associations to that of others. 
Thus in the beginning a slight change in abundance of a species may be 
noted, with a corresponding decrease in another; and this proportion 
may continue to change until the intruder becomes dominant and the 
rival form may disappear entirely. This process of change, as a rule, 
is not limited to a single species, but usually involves several or all 
of the members of the association, as when a dune invades a swamp 
and the swamp birds are completely replaced by those frequenting the 
sand dunes. 

2. Succession on Isle Royale. With these preliminary considera- 
tions in mind, we will turn to the ecological succession of bird life 
upon Isle Royale, Lake Superior. The field work upon the island was 
carried on by a party from the University Museum of the University 
of Michigan, under the direction of the writer. Aside from succession, 
the general ecological relations of the birds were studied by Otto Mc- 
Creary and Max M. Peet, and elsewhere detailed descriptions of the 
region and detailed notes will be published. The writer has based his 
main records of habitat preference upon their work. For this outline 
of succession only the primary features of the location need be given. 

In the present treatment an attempt will be made to follow the 
genetic succession, at least in its broader outlines. Various qualifica- 
tions and reservations have been made, and others will follow, so it 
is hoped that no confusion will be produced by this method of treat- 
ment. 

Geographically, Isle Royale, Michigan, is an island in Lake Superior, 
near the North Shore, not far from Port Arthur, Ontario. The topogra- 
phy forms a part of an ancient peneplain of moderate relief, glaciated 
and with an abundance of elongated low ridges and valleys with numer- 
ous water basins. The soil, which is locally absent, is generally humic 
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or mixed in character, bordering and in the depressions; but is mineral, 
stony and residual elsewhere. The combined shore and beaches are 
extensive, largely stony and gravelly, and contain but little sand; much 
of the shore line is rocky and precipitous; many outlying islands. 
Vegetation, herbaceous in shallow inland waters and as a ground cover 
except where the shade is too dense, and upon rocks; shrubs on pro- 
tected beaches, in more open places in the forest and in burns; the 
forest consists of Tamarack, Black Spruce and Arbor Vite in bogs; and 
elsewhere in mesophytic conditions of Balsam Fir, Arbor Vite, White 
and Yellow Birch, and rarely Sugar Maple. Upon the dry ridges, Jack 
Pine; and in burned areas, Aspen and Paper Birch. Climate, seasonal 
changes very pronounced; winters very long and cold, and summers 
short and cool; a relative humidity of about 80% in December and 
of about 70% in July (cf. Johnson, ’07); a mean temperature for 
January 7.97° F.; and for July, 62.24° F. (Port Arthur data). Early, 
deep snows. Predaceous animals, as the Lynx, Marten, weasels, Red 
Squirrel and bats are directly in competition with the birds for food, 
or prey upon the birds. 

The above environmental factors are dominant features and give us 
a general picture of the conditions, largely in terms of common ex- 
perience. In the life of the birds, however, a complete reassortment 
and change of intensity in these factors occurs when they are com- 
bined as habitats. The surrounding lake, the numerous bays, small 
lakes and ponds compose the aquatic habitat and make it a characteris- 
tic feature. The very irregular and extensive shore line and limited 
beach area characterize the coastal border, while inland, excepting the 
main bodies of the few larger lakes, the encroachment of the bog vegeta- 
tion upon the shores is such as to prevent an extensive development of 
sandy open beaches. The above mentioned habitats are open unforested 
areas; the remainder of the island, with the exceptions of the bare 
rocky ridges, the clearings and burned over areas, are fostered. Very 
extensive swamp forests abound in the elongate valleys and the borders 
of the water bodies, and are composed of Tamarack, Black Spruce and 
Arbor Vite. The mesophytic forest occurs on drained’ areas and is 
characterized by Balsam Fir, White Spruce and Paper Birch; the 
burned areas by second growths of aspens and Paper Birch. Then there 
are also influences which are exerted upon the bird life in general, as 
for example, migration. In this case, undoubtedly both external condi- 
tions and the habits and the behavior must be correlated. Another 
general and dominant influence should be reiterated here, and that is 
that all open areas tend to become invaded with vegetation and finally 
forested, whether they are lakes, ponds, bogs, rock openings on the 
ridges, burns or clearings. The mesophytic Balsam-spruce forest tends 
to monopolize all habitats, and gives a definiteness to all succession 
upon the island. 
From a genetic standpoint the past and present dominance of the 

surrounding Lake must be recognized. This formerly stood at a level 
much above that of the highest ridges upon the island, as is clearly 
evidenced by the abandoned beaches on the north shore of Lake Superior. 

Such relations prove that Isle Royale was once a rocky reef in the 
lake, which, as the Lake level was lowered (it is quite unlikely that the 
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island has been materially elevated) became exposed as a wave-washed 
beach. These conditions are approximated to-day by the low outly- 
ing islands. The beach or shore is thus the original habitat upon Isle 
Royale, and in general, all others have been derived or developed from 
it. To discuss these as a truly genetic series would require that these 
be described simultuncously, as the differentiation took place. These 
habitats did not develop as isolated phenomena, but several developed 
at the same time, or abreast. Thus as soon as enough of the land sur- 
face had become exposed so that its inequalities began to have an in- 
fluence, the ridges would be the parts best drained, and certain depres- 
sions would tend to accumulate the drainage. This process would lead 
to a simultaneous development or differentiation of the well, moderately, 
and poorly drained habitats. Almost all of the residual soil formed 
as the region was baseleveled was probably cleared away by the glaciers; 
or later, as the waves fell from the island, by the pounding of the waves. 
Thus the relative absence of a soil must characterize all habitats. At 
what period life first reached the island in post-Glacial time is not 
definitely known; but it is likely that the pioneer vegetation of lichens, 
mosses and low herbaceous vegetation reached it soon after its crposure. 
If the biota reached the island about the time of the formation of the 
Algonquin beach, which, roughly speaking, may have been at about 
the present elevation of 475 feet, above the Lake surface, it has since 
spread upward and downward from that level. The composition of 
the initial societies is not liable to as much variation at the later ones. 
Thus if the Herring Gulls returned to the region at this early period 
of the exposure, they were probably the pioneer birds; but if only 
at a much later date, still other species might have accompanied them. 
While such variations as this may be expected, and due allowance must 
be made for them, yet there can be little reasonable doubt but that 
water birds and those frequenting open places tended to become the 
pioneers, and that later, with the development of a soil and forests, 
other associations of birds became established. 

There are at least five important factors which enter into the com- 
position of the past and present conditions which have moulded and 
are even now moulding the formation of the habitats upon Isle Royale. 
These five are:—jirst, past climatic changes; second, the local topogra- 
phy; third, the falling lake surface; fourth, dvnamic tendency of the 
vegetation; and fifth, the habits and structure of the birds. With these 
guiding principles, let us now turn to certain details of the resultant 
succession. 

a. The Aquatic Association and Habitat. 

The expanse of Lake Superior, the irregular shore line producing 
coves, the inland water bodies and streams, together furnish an ex- 
tensive and expansive area of habitat. The cutting of the Lake waves 
encroaches upon the land habitat, and the deposition by them elsewhere 
causes minor extensions of the land habitat (as at Rock Harbor where 
a sand spit furnishes a nesting site for a Kingfisher). Inland the 
encroachment of the vegetation tends to restrict the water areas, as the 
falling Lake level has, in the past. tended to increase the land habitat. 
These processes must be recognized in order to grasp the dynamic ten- 
dencies of the habitat. 
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The characteristic aquatic society is composed of the Herring Gull, 
Loon, American and Hooded Mergansers, and the Pied-billed Grebe; 
mainly fish eaters and scavangers. Other species, of greater inland 
tendencies, are attracted by the fish food, as the Eagle, Osprey and the 
Kingfisher. The Gulls show a decided preference for the great Lake, 
and the Loon for the inland waters. The presence of the Kingfisher 
was influenced by the harbor with its attendant sand banks and bars. 
As all these water bodies near Isle Royale freeze over in winter, the 
strictly aquatic birds must normally migrate to secure food. Of course 
none of these birds nest in the open waters, but on the island beaches 
(Gulls), near the mouths of streams, and inland in marshy places; but 
all, as a rule, nest near the water. The very young soon attend their 
parents, and are thus in the water at an age when many land birds are 
yet helpless in the nest, thus confirming their aquatic habits and habi- 
tat. During migrations many other species frequent this habitat. 
Where Isle Royale now is, once rolled the open Lake; and it is not 

improbable that as the island appeared the Herring Gull was one of the 
first species to discover it. Such a bird might even reach the island under 
climatic conditions of the Ice Age, for the species now ranges far north 
along the shore of the Arctic Sea. A species of such extensive chronolog- 
ical and geographical range will tend to give much stability to suc- 
cesion. The present range of the Mergansers and the Loon is not so far 
north, and for this reason they may have arrived under milder climatic 
conditions. But if the island became exposed under mild post-Glacial 
conditions, all of these species may have arrived at much the same time. 
But even with the chances for such variations the general succession 
seeius to have been initiated with the aquatic association as the, pioneer 
society. 

In following the genesis of the habitats and associations from this 
point onward, divergence and differentiation hecomes so marked that 
it is impossible to develop all lines abreast. <A linear treatment be- 
comes necessary, and therefore certain general relations are liable to 
become obscured unless specifically mentioned in advance. 

The aquatic and beach habitats possess a marked tendency toward a 
zonal arrangement. From the Superior beach the transition is through 
open or shrub zones into the climax forest. The topography of the 
island with its longitudinal ridges and valleys form a dominant factor in 
impressing this zonal structure upon the biotic associations. The series, 
—from the water, through the beach, open and shrub marginal zone, 
into the climax forest,—may be considered as the genetic vegetable suc- 
cession. They change simultaneously and are due to the same general 
cause,—the falling Lake surface, which transforms the water area into 
beach, the beach into forest margin, and forest margin into the climax 
association. But as mentioned, it is manifestly impossible to discuss all 
these transitions at once, and each ecological unit must therefore receive 
separate genetic treatment. 

This tension line or marginal zone between the Lake and the forest 
shows such a wonderful diversity and complexity in its conditions, 
that several plant and animal associations are formed within this zone. 
With its onward march there are simultaneous changes in several asso- 
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ciations which, while they will vary in their changes, yet all tend to con- 
verge in harmony with the dominant factors. These conditions migrate 
or radiate from the highest land. On the other hand, the inland marginal 
zones, which border the smaller water bodies, migrate inwardly; and 
being closed areas, tend to become extinct. This marginal zone, parti- 
cularly beyond the upper beach, forms one of the most interesting and 
complex conditions found upon the island. It.is not an ecological unit, 
but is composed of several of them. This is where most of the con- 
fusion arises in actual field work of habitat studies. 

b. The Shore and Marsh Association and Habitat. 

As the area of the islands expanded and the shore line was lengthen- 
ed, the habitat for shore birds increased; but the steep and rocky shores 
were unfavorable for the development of beaches because loose rock, as 
tools for the waves, was limited in amount. The local character of the 

shingle and gravel to-day found in the various coves clearly indicates 
their local origin; and much the same conditions have obtained in the 
past. On account of these conditions, the sandy beaches are very con- 
spicuously absent. The dynamic tendencies of the beach are those 
which cause the extension or restriction of the aquatic and beach 
habitats, supplemented by the drift which is tossed upon the shore. 
Where there is shallow water, and mud accumulates, favorable condi- 
tions are furnished for invertebrate food for birds. Inland, the numer- 
ous lakes, ponds and marshes furnish shore conditions which tend to 
become extinct through drainage or overgrowth of the vegetation, except 
in those parts of the larger lakes where wave action tends to scatter 
such accumulations as rapidly as formed, or to prevent its formation 
‘altogether. 

Although observations on this subject are quite limited, yet it seems 
fairly safe to consider the Spotted and Solitary Sandpipers as char- 
acteristic birds of this association. Upon such a rocky coast, sandy and 
gravelly beaches are quite exceptional and are confined to protected 
coves. Additional diversity is produced where small streams -enter 
these coves and produce deltas. 

Little is gained by sharply segregating the marsh and shore birds, 
although the marsh birds show a preference for conditions better 
represented or correlated with topographically older coasts, pro- 
tected and inland conditions. Attention should be directed, how- 

ever, to the significant fact that successions initiated with such 
diversity will produce a variation in the composition of the associa- 
tions. Also that so far as possible these variations should be con- 
sidered comparatively and synthetically in reconstructing and antici- 
pating successions. 

The American Bittern, Lesser Yellow-legs, Swamp Sparrow and 
Marsh Hawk belong to this society of marsh birds. As in the case of 
the aquatic association, these birds generally nest in close proximity 
or entirely within these shore or marsh conditions. Still other species 
frequent this belt to feed, as it is an open area; but their presence is 
mainly conditioned by the adjacent shrubs or forest. The very limited’ 
number of species in the aquatic and shore associations is worthy of 
particular mention. 
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The Yellow-legs, Spotted Sandpiper, Bittern and Marsh Hawk range 

far to the north, even to the Barren Grounds, and thus suggest chances, 
as in the case of the aquatic association, of an early arrival and suc- 

cession upon, the island. 
With the growth of the island, there has been a corresponding ex- 

tension of the outer and inner shore habits, although the encroaching 
vegetation has had a marked tendency to restrict the area of the inland 
habitat. The dominant environmental influences in this habitat appear 
to be, 1, the physical character of the shore and beaches; 2, the dynamic 

forces of the water bodies and streams; 8, the encroachment of the 
vegetation; 4, the downward migration of the shore; and 5, the habits 
and structure of the birds. 

As a general rule, we may say that the beach of the outer lake 
tends to “be succeeded by cither the bog or upland associations, and 
those inland by the bog associaition. : 

c. Bog-forest Association and Habitat. 

As just stated the outer coast or an inland one may develop into 
‘a marsh or bog habitat or association. In the bog, the Tamarack, 
Black Spruce and Arbor Vite are the pioneer trees in transforming 
the open marsh into a forested one; while upon the outer shore the 
alders and aspens tend’ to precede the conifers as a general rule. 
From the bog forest the transition to the Balsam-White Spruce forest 
may be perfectly continuous, and thus there will be a series character- 
ized by the dominant conifers. In places Arbor Vite may form the 
dominant swamp forest, but this is only a variation in the conifer domi- 
nance. With improved drainage or the accumulation of vegetable 
debris, these habitats become converted into the Balsam-spruce climax 
forest and hence the environmental dynamic tendency. 

As the forest encroaches upon the open bogs the Tamarack, Black 
Spruce, Arbor Vite, Cassandra, Labrador Tea and aldergs are accom- 
panied. by birds characteristic of this early stage; such as the Red- 
breasted Nuthatch, Yellow-bellied Flycatcher, Golden-crowned Kinglet, 
Cedar Waxwing, Chickadee, Canada Jay, White-winged Crossbill. 
Where alders abound the conditions are favorable for the Redstart and 
the White-throated Sparrow. But later, as the bog conifer forest 
becomes continuous and dominant, the Waxwing, Redstart and White- 
throated Sparrows diminish in numbers and finally disappear. Still 
later, as the swamp becomes eliminated with the development of the 
climax forest, the Yellow-bellied Flycatcher will also become’ excluded. 

This is perhaps the simplest succession from the water to the climax 
forest, via the bog forest. This series is very. perfectly preserved in 
all stages and has an extensive range. The number of species in the 
association is rather large when compared with the preceding asso- 
ciations. 

d. Aspen-birch Association and Habitat. 

This series develops from the beach and the waves fall from the 
ridges or low rock surfaces and leave the bare expanses. As the rock 
disintegrates, decomposes, and humus accumulates, a soil is formed, 
mainly in depressions or at the bases of the ridges, and from these 
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it tends to encroach upon the open places with a zone of Jack Pine, 
aspens, or White Birches. These areas are largely strips along the crests 
of ridges or small park-like openings on rather Jevel rock. In no case are 
these single areas large, so that the habitat is only extensive in the 
aggregate. With the presence of the open aspen and birch woods, the 
following society is likely to be characteristic :—Junco, Oven Bird, Red- 
eyed Vireo, Chipping Sparrow, White-throated Sparrow, Flicker, Cedar 
Waxwing, Wilson’s Thrush and the Chickadee. As the deciduous trees 
are replaced by the open encroaching conifer forest, the Song Sparrow, 
the Nashville, Myrtle and Black-throated Green Warblers and Wilson’s 
and Olive-backed Thrushes, which frequent the forest margins, increase 
in abundance. The Oven Bird has an extensive northern range from 
Labrador into the Yukon Valley and may well have been a very early 
pioneer upon the island as the aspens and birches were probably the 
first broad-leaved tree arrivals. From the above it is seen that this 
means an extensive variety, but as the dominance of the climax forest 
encroaches this number again becomes reduced. 

The composition of the society varies somewhat, depending upon 
the surroundings, as proximity of the present shore or distance from 
it. Many of these openings are continuous with the present beach. 
It is not improbable that this was a prominent society whenever the 
waters fell rapidly. from the island between. rather stationary levels. 
This has been a society decidedly on the decline with the encroachment 
of the forest. 

Probably this association varies considerably in its composition, and 
has done so in the past; but its main features are fairly constant. 
These variations seem likely, through the influence of openings pro- 
duced by fires which, when extensive, may have caused a new equilib- 
rium among those species frequenting openings. 

The Burned Area Association. 

This phase should perhaps be considered as supplementary to the 
aspen-birch association just considered. A fire brings about a reversal 
of conditions through the destruction of the forest, and in some cases, 
a part of the soil as well. As there are all degrees of extent and com- 
pleteness in this process, there is a corresponding variation in the 
details of the resulting succession, at least in its early stages. It is 
only when there is a very complete destruction of the vegetation that 
the continuity with former occupancy is wholly broken. 

The easily inflammable character of these conifers, even when in a 
green condition, makes it likely that natural causes, such as lightning 
or marsh gas (cf. Penhallow, ’07), may have been influential. The 
proximity of the gas supply and the conifers is of interest as this may 
influence their liability to fire and thus to this sort of reversal of con- 
ditions. Thus liability to fires is rather characteristic of the region, 
and man’s influence has tended merely to reinforce rather than to intro- 
duce this feature. Thus it seems probable that fires have been a factor 
in supplementing the natural park-like openings. In addition to the 
burned areas found upon Isle Royale, other limited open areas are due 
to cultivation and are kept open. 

The birds characteristic of the more open situations are the Sharp- 
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tailed Grouse, Song and Chipping Sparrows, Flicker, and the Purple 
Finch. The Grouse is a Plains form, is near its eastern limit, and is 
perhaps a late arrival upon the island. The other species are wide 
ranging in the Canadian coniferous forests but are not of such northern 
range as the aquatic and shore associations. There is nothing in their 
range to suggest their arrival earlier than the forest association. Tak- 
ing all the birds of the openings together, it is not improbable that 
they arrived at about the same time as those of the forests, but fre- 
quented different situations,—the forest kinds occupying the slopes 
and drier valleys, and the others the openings. 

e. The Climax Association or Formation and Habitat. 

The climax association should not be considered in such a way as 
to lead one to think that. it is distinct from the other associations. It 
belongs to all of them as the end of their series under existing biotic 
and environmental conditions. Thus the aquatic association, through 
the bog conifers, is transformed into the Balsam-spruce association ; 
and from the beach through the aspen-birch association again to the 
balsams and spruces. The climax association is the condition of ad- 
justinent toward which all societies move under the present conditions. 
For this reason the earlier stages, conditions and associations of the 
climax have been outlined in the preceding discussion. 

In the dominant forest the dense shade prevents an extensive ground 
cover of herbaceous plants; and although Ground Hemlock is abundant 
locally, yet in places the forest floor is quite open and free from lower 
shrub growth. The remarkable preservation of trails or roads through 
such tracts shows clearly how slowly changes take place. Such a 
habitat must be relatively equable in its temperature and moisture 
relations. 

Geographically speaking, the primary characteristic of the climax is 
its relative stability, due to a dominance or relative equilibrium pro- 
duced by the severe environmental and biotic selection and adjustment 
throughout the process of succession. 

At this point attention should be called to the fact that dominance 
is a resultant of an equilibrium produced by neutralizing or overcoming 
other forces and influences. We may think of the process of succession 
as a stream of forces whose development may be compared with the 
transformation of a drainage line,—such as, for example, that of a 
rivulet into a creek, and then into a river. The stream and the char- 

acter of the ground mutually influence each other and the course fol- 
lowed is a resultant of the mutual adjustments. The stream is deflected 
by one condition and then another, just as succession varies with local 
conditions; yet the water continues to run down grade and seeks an 
equilibrium, and similarly, biotic succession continues on its course de- 
flected here and there by local influences, yet forever tending toward a 
state of biotic equilibrium. The dominance of the climax society or 
formation, considered as a process rather than a product, has much in 
it that is analogous to the dominance produced by the process of base- 
leveling. 

The characteristic birds of the climax forest are:—the Chickadee, 
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Golden-crowned Kinglet, Red-breasted Nuthatch, Canada Jay, Downy, 
Hairy, Arctic Three-toed and Pileated Woodpeckers, and the White- 
winged Crossbill. Here again the association becomes small in variety 
of species and comparable with the small society which must have been 
associated with the complete dominance of the Lake waters. Thus there 
has been a development of diversity from simplicity, with later a return 
to simplicity. To these birds of the forest should also be added those 
species of general distribution, as the Eagle, Swift, Swallows, etc., a 
class of birds whose predaceous, insect-feeding and wide ranging habits 
make them particularly difficult to properly associate. A careful study 
of this class of birds will be necessary before they can be satisfactorily 
correlated with their proper avian associations. 

But let us not overlook the fact that even this dominance is only 
relative, for since the Ice Age even this entire formation has migrated 
northward, and a true succession has been produced with its attend- 
ant changes in the conditions and in the composition of the associa- 
ticns. Just as upon Isle Royale a definite dynamic trend was given to 
the complete environment by the falling Lake surface, so in the post- 
Glacial northward migration there was a northward migrating climate. 
“These conditions determined that on the north side of this immense suc- 
cession or migration habitats and associations were developed which 
are comparable to those attending the downward march of the Isle 
Royale beach; and even today, by passing from Isle Royale to the tree 
limit with its zone of aspens and birches. one may find representatives 
of the various kinds of associations which in all probability moved north, 
just as today in passing from the forest to the rocky beach, balsams 
and spruce are encountered before the aspens and birch. If, however. 

this is only another case of convergence and not at bottom the same or 
a comparable process, we are then certainly far from an understanding 
of even the general nature of the problem. 

3. Internal Factors. With the idea of succession, as exemplified 
by Isle Royale, let us turn to other factors which influence the internal 
relations of the birds within an association or society, because such 

relations are also necessary to an intelligent understanding of suc- 
cession. Some of these general relations have been outlined, but certain 
others are needed which have been well expressed by Brewster (’06, p. 
62-63): “Many if not most birds show a marked preference for breed- 
ing in certain regions, throughout which they are more or less evenly 
and generally distributed, but within which their numbers do not seem 
to increase beyond fixed maximum limits no matter how carefully the - 
birds may be protected or how successful they may be in rearing their 
young * * * T have observed—as, indeed, who has not!—that few 
birds—excepting those which, like Swallows, Terns, Herons. and Gulls, 
are accustomed to nest in colonies—tolerate very near neighbors ef 
their own species during the season of reproduction. At its beginning 
each pair takes possession of a definite tract of woodland. orchard, 
swamp or meadow, which the male is ever on the alert to defend against 
trespassers of his own kind and sex, although he often seems quite 
willing to share his domain with birds of other and perhaps closely re- 
lated species. The extent of the area thus monopolized varies exceed- 
ingly with birds of different species. An apple orchard which affords 
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sufficient room for—let us say—two pairs of Yellow Warblers, two 
pairs of orioles, three or four pairs of Chippies and four or five pairs 
of Robins, seldom or never harbors more than a single pair of King- 
birds or crested Flycatchers. * * * As a rule, the species which 
roam over the most ground in the course of their daily wanderings 
claim and maintain the broadest preserves, while those of sedentary 
habits often content themselves with very modest freeholds. Whatever 
the extent of the domain, the birds who occupy it as a summer home 
evidently regard it as exclusively their own. The readiness and celerity 
with which trespassing birds are accustomed to retire when attacked 
or even merely threatened by the established tenants, has seemed to me 
to indicate that the claims of temporary ownership are respected by 
all right-minded birds. * * * Im my opinion the desire for exclu- 
sive possession so conspicuously shown by the male, and often by him 
alone, is usually the direct result of sexual jealousy. This, as is natural, 
makes him intolerant, during the breeding season, of the near presence 
of rival males. If his concern were chiefly in respect to the food supply, 
it would be equally manifested at every season and towards all birds 
who subsist on the same food that he and his mate require—which is 
certainly not the case.” 

The tendency of pairs and species to space themselves and to become 
relatively sedentary is thus a characteristic condition in an association, 
and is an important element in an understanding of succession because: 
it shows the internal organization and habit with which an invader 
or pioneer from another association has to contend. As Dixon (’97, 
p. 91) has pointed out, this spacing tendency is an important factor in 
the extension of range of species and is intimately related to the loca- 
tion of nesting sites. These facts clearly show that both these internal 
influences and the environmental ones must be distinguished if we wish 
to determine the relative influence of each and their bearing on suc- 
cession. The above quotation from Brewster clearly shows that in 
general not only a greater number of birds can live in a given area, 
but also that they can live closer together, if they vary in kind. Then 
again, within the association there are marked differences in habitat 
preference. Thus in the forest there are those birds which nest in 
the trunks or among the topmost brauches of the trees, or even upon 
the ground; and these are differences largely distinct from the spacing 
of the pairs of the same species. These influences must be recognized 
among the dominant influences within the association, and upon which 
much emphasis must be placed. 

4. Environmental Factors. Then in addition to these internal fac- 
tors, there are the dominant physical factors. In the following discus- 
sion primary emphasis will be placed upon succession as found in the 
Northeastern Biotic or Conifer Center, because successions at other 
centers with different biotic components and other dominant physical 
conditions must possess a certain amount of individuality, in addition 
to those features common to succession in general. The dominant biotic 
tendency or dynamic trend of this center, as a resultant of all internal 

and environmental influences, is for the conifer biotic association to 

encroach upon all other societies and habitats and to become the domi- 
nant or universally distributed association. Thus, in general, all, 
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habitats produced by local influences tend to become transformed into 
the dominant biotic association or formation. In general also, small 
bodies of water are rapidly encroached upon by inwash, vegetation or 
drainage, and tend to become extinct and forested. All other openings, 
as the rocky ledges and ridges or burns, are encroached upon as soil 
accumulates or fires are prevented, and the forest biotic association 
spreads over the entire area. 
From such relations it will be seen that our knowledge of the causes 

and conditions of succession must largely result from the study of 
these local environments or habitats and their biotic succession, because, 
where dominance is established the succession is almost completely 
obliterated. Hach minor habitat and society is to be looked upon as 
sinply a stage, more or less temporary, in the onward wave toward the 
dominant or climax association. Thus in the marshes, birch or aspen 
woods, rock openings and ponds may be “original” conditions which 
are becoming cumulatively transformed in the direction of the final 
dominance of the climax biotic type. 

The relatively slow rate of change in many environmental processes 
and the relative stability of the climax biota,’ is doubtless the basis 
for the current view that such conditions are relatively constant or fixed ; 
but that change and not constancy is the normal and usual condition in 
nature is quite evident upon a moment’s reflection. Almost every one no- 
tices these changes after an absence of a few years from a region. Thus 
intimacy tends to blind us to changes unless a habit of giving attention 
to them is deliberately cultivated. For this reason some find it almost 
impossible to recognize environmental changes or to comprehend their 
significance. It is therefore of practical value to recognize clearly 
under what conditions changes may be most readily perceived. There- 
fore the importance of the study of local influences is emphasized, and 
the necessity recognized of distinguishing the dominance of geographic 
and relatively stable conditions or formations as contrasted with those 
due to local and often relatively changeable conditions. Then among 
these changes we must distinguish those which are mere fluctuations 
and those which are indicative of the true progressive succession. 
This is mainly accomplished by attention to general relations and the 
subordination of minor details. , 

5. Environmental and Associational Convergence. At the present 
imperfect stage of ecological development, comparison must furnish us 
the most important and general clues to the processes of succession; and 
undoubtedly this method must long remain as our main guide on ac- 
count of its comprehensive application and the magnitude of the prob- 
lem to be solved. It is therefore desirable that the limitations of the 
method should be clearly borne in mind. It is often assumed that the 
implied successions of a given place are the same as those which have 
developed at ithat place in the evolution of the present climax. But 
as we positively know that many different causes are able to produce 
the same or very similar results, such conclusions must be received 
with due caution. That the dominant geographic conditions tend to 
override local influences seems very fairly established because diverse 
local or original conditions are transformed into the climax or domi- 

1 For the migrations of climax societies, cf. Adams, '05. 
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nant type. This clearly shows that in time diverse local influences have 
flowed into the general environmental trend or current and have become 
a part of it. There is thus a very strong convergent tendency. By 
convergence is meant the independent production of the same kind of 
association from diverse starting points or habitats and associations. 
Quite minor ecological units may show similar but temporary con- 
vergent tendencies in their succession. Jt is therefore not surprising 
that any marked environmental dominance will tend to produce simi- 
lar or convergent results, even in local areas. Under such circumstances 
similar associations or societies may be independently and repeatedly 
formed by the selecting environmental influences, such as, for example, 
are found in the numerous small lakes scattered throughout the coni- 
ferous forests. This convergent phenomenon is certainly a_ fertile 
source of confusion throughout all phases of science. Perhaps the best 
guide through such a labyrinth will be to clearly bear in mind the rela- 
tive value of general and local influences, and watch with an “eternal 
vigilance” for convergent results due to diverse causes. This con- 
vergent phenomenon is particularly liable ‘to occur in the case of en- 
vironments produced by reversible physical conditions. It should 
further be stated that a study of these problems from ‘a genetic and 
dynamic point of view will aid in recognizing such results. Under such 
circumstances attention is primarily directed toward the dominant 
causes and: conditions of change rather than to the stages, products, 
and results produced by them. Convergence thus viewed is the result 
of several causes and should be considered a product rather than a 
process. This same distinction may he made for all societies, associa- 
tions and formations. Convergent phenomena are thus particularly 
liable to confuse wherever products rather than genetic processes recewe 
primary emphasis. 

6. Succession and Environmental Evolution. The relation of suc- 
cession to general biological problems is very intimate. This opens up 
a very extensive field which is only mentioned to indicate its general 
relation to succession. The facts of succession and evolution must ever 
remain far in advance of our knowledge of their causes. If, however, 
one turns to the standard evolutionary treatises and searches for a dis- 
cussion of the evolution of the environment, as correlated with animal 
evolution, only the most general, or the elementary and superficial 
phases, are as a rule discussed. To be sure, certain papers and treatises 
take up special phases of the problem, and the broadest phases are 
treated by the geologists; but none of them seem adequate as a com- 
prehensive treatment of so important a subject. Succession, broadly and 
genetically considered (dynamic rather than static), is a phase of en- 
vironmental evolution. 

7. The Relation of Succession to Organic Evolution. Mention has 
been made of the relation of succession to environmental evolution, but 
its relation to the organic evolution of birds should also be indicated. 
The mutual relations of organic and environmental evolution have been 
and will continue to be the battleground of biological thought for an 
indefinite length of time. Here lies the tension line between the two 
main schools of biological interpretation. 

One school maintains that all causes of evolution are internal, and 
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that the environment is only a condition, not a cause. From this point 
of view the fundamental causes are internal and therefore environmental 
conditions can only indirectly influence evolution through the weeding 
out of those forms not in harmony with the conditions; and hence it 
has a selective rather than an originative influence. From this point of 
view succession and environmental evolution can contribute nothing to 
the elucidation of the causes of organic evolution, though they may to 
an understanding of the selection produced by the succession of condi- 
tions in which organic evolution has taken and is taking place. In 

. harmony with this point of view, succession, broadly treated, should 
furnish a fundamental method of treatment for the process of selec- 
tion, and the detailed principles of its working. This would certainly 
be an important advance because natural selection has frequently been 
reproached for its indefinite methods and lack of definite treatment. 
Succession from this point of view is primarily related to the Dar- 
winian factors of evolution. No doubt this is one reason why Darwin 
himself put such high value upon the study of ecological relations of 
animals, i. e., their relation to their complete environment, or their 
struggle for existence. 

If, however, all causes are internal and not directly subject to ex- 
ternal influences, they must be beyond experimentation to a.correspond- 
ing degree. Under such conditions evolution becomes a descriptive 
rather than a causal science, and all that investigation can do is to 
describe the succession of forms produced by these internal causes. 

On the other hand the rival school maintains that both internal and 
external conditions may be real causes of organic evolution. This is 
thought to be brought about by the direct or indirect influence of the 
environment upon the germ cells, by environmental selection,.or even 
by both combined. From such a point of view the environment may 
thus be either a cause or a condition of organic evolution, or both. From 
such a standpoint the evolution of the environment receives increased 
importance, as under such conditions organic and environmental evolu- 
tion are causually related, and thus intimately correlated. Viewed thus, 
environmental evolution is more than the description of the ‘succession 
of conditions, but may be explanatory as well. 

The particularly significant feature is that environmental evolution 
and biotic succession are of great value and can contribute either to 
the causes or conditions, or to both, of evolutionary advancement. 

VI. Some PrINcIPLES of Succession. 

By succession is meant the progressive change (— adjustment) in 
the composition of the associations at a given place. If a swamp be- 
comes filled with dune sand, the birds characteristic of the swamp will 
be replaced by those of the dunes, and thus succession is initiated. But 
in addition to changes due to local influences there are those pro- 
duced by very extensive or geographic influences, as in the case of a cli- 
matic change. Attention should also be directed to the fact, that biotic 
succession is only a particular phase of the general law of change 
which we see operating wherever a complex of forces are tending to- 
ward a condition of mutual adjustment. That succession is a process 
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which, from its very nature, must be as extensive as are the causes of 
change does not appear to have been clearly recognized by all students of 
biotic succession. For this reason there are certain principles of suc- 
cession which are well established in other sciences, but which have not 

been applied to biotic succession. In human society, for example, there 
are many institutions whose formation, development and perpetuation 
clearly illustrate the laws of succession which also apply, not only to 
plants and animals, but to geologic phenomena as well. It is not at 
all surprising therefore that under these various guises their common 
features are easily overlooked and even denied by some students. 

In the study of the animal environment some knowledge of the gen- 
eral principles of succession, not: worked out in detail for birds 
but already well established elsewhere, ought to be suggestive and 
possibly valuable in the study of avian succession. Though such gener- 
alizations are primarily of a provisional and suggestive character, yet 
investigation should be stimulated rather than retarded by them. Such 
descriptive characteristics and principles are stated briefly in a form 
convenient for testing and criticism and should be useful as are cri- 
teria in the study of geographic origin. So far as known to the writer 
only two authors have attempted to formulate principles of biotic suc- 
cession, and these have been limited to plants. The first is by the Dan- 
ish ecologist Warming (’96, Oekologische Pflanzen Geographie, pp. 360- 
361), and the second by Clements (’05), whose treatment merits special 
attention. Cowles (’01) has done much to put the idea of succession 
upon a genetic basis. In the present outline only those features and 
principles are mentioned which are thought to be of a more or less 
general character, and those particularly applicable to animals. This 
list needs to be greatly prolonged, and the interrelations of these char- 
acteristics must be determined as well as their relative value and appli- 
cation to various ecological groups and in diverse regions. The fol- 
lowing suggestions can only outline the problems involved. At this 
stage, differentiation is particularly desirable. Processes and pro- 
ducts bear the same names and must be understood accordingly; thus 
the processes of dominance lead to the product dominance. Dynami- 
cally considered, the process .is primary, but used in a structural sense 
such terms refer to products. 

1. Starting with anv given set of environmental conditions and or- 
ganisms, these become a cause and condition of future changes. All 
changes are cumulative and form a continuous series or process. 

2. No sharp line can be drawn between cause and conditions in 
succession as their relations are often reversible. A cause at one time 
may be a condition at another, and vice versa. 

3. The. formation or association itself must be considered as an 
essential part of the complete environment, and should be so under- 
stood when reference is made to the environment. cf. No. 1. 

4, A given formation in its dominance tends to encroach upon all 
minor habitats and associations. ‘These minor habitats tend to be- 
come cumulatively changed convergently toward the climax environ- 
ment or formation. This is a process of eliminating diversity and thus 
establishing dominance. 

5. Where complete environmental and biotic adjustment has taken 
20 
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place, the dominance of the biotic formation is most complete. This 
may be considered a geographic or environmental optimum. ‘This, in 
general, implies complete succession and the dominance of the climax 
formation. 

6. From the standpoint of causes and processes, the succession of 
societies and formations is ‘the expression or result of the environ- 
mental process moving toward an equilibrium. 

7. The lack of a uniform rate of succession throughout large areas 
is the rule, on account of the slowness with which extreme conditions 
are transformed into those of the average. ; 

8. The slowly changing extreme conditions tend to preserve many 
of the most important early stages of conditions and succession; hence 
the utility of these belated changes in validating succession as deter- 
mined by the comparative method. 

9. Other things being equal, the slower the succession the greater 
the chances for variation in the details and composition of the societies. 

10. The formation or climax society is only the most conspicuous 
case of convergence, reached by all routes and successions, at a given 
environmental center. ; 

11. The succession of societies within a formation is liable to be 
more stable in its main features than the composition of its societies. 
Probably the general features of such a succession most nearly ap- 
proximate that which the region passed through in the development 
of the formation. Adams, ’05, p. 67. 

12. Formations of different geographic centers will vary in their 
dominant dynamic tendencies, yet open (unforested) formations will 
have certain features in common, as will also forest formations. Thus,. 
not only will the compositions of the societies vary, but also the climax 
formations and their dynamic trends. 

18. The stability of the climax environmental factors and their biotic 
formations is only relative. They may themselves migrate or change 
by a progressive succession in the direction of the dominant environ- 
mental trend. This migration involves a true succession, as is well 
illustrated by changes and successions attending the Glacial influences 
and the elevation of the Coastal Plain of the United States. (Cf. Adams, 
705). 

14, The stability of dominance is due to a complete biotic and 
environmental adjustment brought about by the repeated selections of 
the preceding succession and resulting in a “pure culture.” Dominance 
may be likened to the static social condition of China or to a monopoly. 

15.. Succession is a form of complete or entire environmental selec- 
tion, certain species or associations receiving an environmental ap- 
proval while others are excluded. This is a particular and extensive 
form of natural selection. Successional selection in its broadest ecolo- 
gical aspect includes the evolution of the organisms, particularly as 
members of associations in their most intimate environment. 

16. Any association not a climax is in unstable equilibrium and in a 
condition unfavorable to its permanence. The climax society is in a 
state of biotic and environmental equilibrium. (Cf. Warming, No. 6 
and Clements V; also cf. No. 18, 14). 
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17. Widespread physically uniform conditions favor a dominant 
biotic formation. Climate may neutralize topographic diversity, or 
topography the climate. Baseleveling and other geological processes 
which favor the production of uniform conditions will favor dominance. 
(Adams, Amer. Nat., 35, p. 842). 

18. From an evolutionary standpoint the ealier stages of succession 
are liable to be struggles with the. physical environment; later, in the 
intermediate state of “storm and stress,” the competition is most di- 
verse and intense, and may thus be a fertile source of adaptive changes 
and individual adjustments, through severe selection; and finally in 
the stage of dominance, the competition is also biotic and physical, but 
under relatively simpler conditions. Permanence of new characters may 
be favored by habitat isolation and thus favor polytypic or divergent 
evolution. 

19. In succession the adjustments and modifications of species may 
be accomplished by a change from one society to another as well as 
by individual modifications or adjustment within the society. 

20 Pioneer invaders, except in social species, are generally isolated 
and increase progressively with dominance. Cf. Warming, No. 1. 

21. Species and individuals in the early stages of succession or of 
societies are relatively few, increase in the intermediate stage, and 
are again reduced in number with dominance and in the climax society. 
Cf. Warming, No. 2. Clements VI. (3, 5). 

22. The species of open (unforested) formations are only pioneer 
societies in forested formations and vice versa. Cf. Warming, No. 5. 

23. The less sedentary species, those less inclined to regularly re- 
turn to old nesting sites, and young birds tend to become pioneers and 
thus extend the breeding range. Cf. Warming No. 4. Dixon, ’97, p. 
91. 

24. Pioneers generally come from near by and from similar condi-: 
tions. Cf. Clements ITT, (3). ; 

25. Extension of range takes place mainly at the unoccupied margin. 
This may mean unilateral or radiate extension. Cf. Clements V, (5). 

26. The succession from the aquatic association to the forest is 
probably an ancient one.. In this there is a general succession from the 
less to the more specialized kinds of birds. Cf. Warming No. 2; Clements 
VI (A). , 

VII. Somm ADVANTAGES oF A KNOWLEDGE OF THE LAWS OF SUCCESSION. 
e 

The study of succession implies a detailed knowledge of the field 
relations of birds, and as this has received so little attention as a sub- 
ject of special study, it is perhaps worth while to mention briefly some 
of the practical and scientific advantages which we may reasonably 
expect will result from the development of this phase of investigation. 

The current discussions of environments are generally very frag- 
mentary and chaotic, and the careful study of bird habitats and suc- 
cession will greatly improve this phase of ecology. Here is a field of 
study in need of distinct recognition as a subject worthy of detailed 
investigation, in addition to those lines already current. When once 
this field is developed, then and only then will it be possible to in- 
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telligently discuss the evolution of avian environments and to cor- 
relate them with the evolution of birds themselves. It is quite prob- 
able that one of the main conditions which prevenis a more rapid ad- 
vance along evolutionary lines is in a large measure due to the almost 
utter failure to analyze dynamically environmental complexes. Suc- 
cession, studied in its broader aspects, should greatly aid in the for- 
mulation of the laws governing the “struggle for existence,’ which is 
frequently condemned for its indefinite character. 
From another point of view there are very important reasons for 

urging extensive studies of this character at a relatively early date, 
because the encroachments of civilization, which by the destruction of 
the forests, the drainage of the land, irrigation, farming and grazing 
of the grasslands, are rapidly destroying original environmental con- 
ditions before they are studied ecologically. Much of Europe has al- 
ready gone through this stage of demolition, and it is only to new and 
relatively unmodified countries that we can look for an adequate state- 
ment of these problems and their relations in their original and _ pri- 
marily evolutionary and developmental form. It is not improbable 
that the next generation may wonder why some subjects, the investiga- 
tion of which might have been delayed, have received detailed attention, 
while others equally or perhaps even more important have been almost 
ignored and must forever remain unknown because of this neglect to 
secure the “vanishing data.” (Cf. Haddon, ’03.) 

Such ecological studies may be expected to have a valuable reflex in- 
fluence upon the naturalist himself. We may hope that the future re- 
visor of a group of birds will consider a knowledge of the field relations 
of .his specimens as an essential qualification, just as at the present 
time a large series of specimens is held necessary. Fifty years ago a 
limited series was considered no disqualification, just as to-day the 
lack of a knowledge of their ecological relations is not so considered. 
Perhaps our ideas of relative values must change. In this connection a 
statement from Tristram (’94, p. 472) is to the point:—“The closet 
systematist is very apt to overlook or take no count of habits, voice, 
modification and other features of life which have an important’ bear- 
ing on the modification of species. To take one instance, the short- 
toed lark (Calandrella brachydactyla) is spread over the countries bor- 
dering on the Mediterranean; but along with it, in Andalusia alone is 
found another species, Cal. bactida, of a rather darker color, and with 
the secondaries generally somewhat shorter. Without further knowl- 
edge than that obtained from a comparison of skins, it might be put 
down as an accidental variety. But the field naturalist soon recog- 
nizes it as a most distinct species. It hag a different voice, a differ- 
ently shaped nest; and, while the common species breeds in the plains, 
this one always resorts to the hills. The Spanish shepherds on the 
spot recognize their distinctness, and have a name for each species.” 
Many examples of similar character might be cited to show the 

scientific value of a knowledge of the environmental relations of birds, 
and a moment's reflection will show that the problem of succession is 
only a small part of the general problem of environmental relations 
of plants and animals. Attention has already been directed to the 
relation which this general subject bears to evolutionary problems. 
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It is not at all unlikely that succession is very closely related to some 

of the causes of bird migration, and that with advance in this subject 
much light would be thrown upon migration. Migration is doubt- 
less another illustration of convergent phenomena. In all probability, 
migration has originated not only independently in very diverse kinds 
of birds, but perhaps repeatedly, from. different causes, even in the 
same group. The causes of migration must be numerous, varying with 
different ecological groups, which appear to be the true natural units 
for study and comparison. Thus the comparative study of migrations 
of different kinds of associations, as formations and societies, should 
lead not only to a better understanding of the various associations, but 
should also contribute to the general subject of migration which seems 
to have shown a tendency toward stability in the current methods of 

study. It scarcely seems probable that with the diverse formations in- 
habited by birds, and with their ecological diversities there should be 
only a few causes of the phenomena. 
‘To keep pace with successions animals must either adjust themselves, 

change their habitat, or migrate. From such relations it is evident that 
various supposed environmental responses must be tested primarily 
arithin the association and environment to achich the animal normally 
belongs. To this class belongs protective coloration and allied phenom- 
ena. To be of fundamental value, the influence must have some perman- 
ence and this may be sought in the dynamic trend and dominant influ- 
‘ences of different associations. It is difficult to conceive of other more 
reliable methods of approach to such problems. 

In addition to the scientific value of this line of investigation, there 
are important economic applications of the laws of avian environment. 
This is particularly true of forestry and agriculture. The forestry prob- 
lem is continually becoming more important, but the relation of. bird 

‘life to forests and forest succession has received little attention. As 
agents for scattering seeds of trees and shrubs, birds are very important. 
Here is where the interests of the avian ecologist and forest ecologist 
overlap. The student of bird life will wish to know how a region is to be 
reforested, and what succession of bird life will attend the succession 
of the forest as reforestation progresses. On the other hand, the 
forester will wish to know how birds will aid or retard him in the 
process of reforestation. Then, in guarding or protecting the forest, 
what help can be secured from birds with regard to insect pests? These 
are only samples to show that here is a field which, as time advances, 
will become of more and more importance, and that these problems 
will eventually call for specially trained men to handle them. 

In-connection with forestry and agriculture we have quite exceptional 
conditions for extended experimental studies in bird succession as re- 
lated to forest succession, crop rotation, etc. The relation of birds 
to agriculture appeals to .a much larger number of people than- does 
their relation to forestry. There are several reasons for: this; first, 
because more persons are interested in farm and horticultural crops 
than in forests; and second, because birds are soon attracted in such 
large numbers by the food supply of grains and fruits which these crops 
so greatly increase, that the extensive destruction. by birds readily at- 
tracts attention. And while we hear much of the great reduction of 
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certain species of birds in parts of the country, it is not at all im- 
probable that with the destruction of the forests (which were dense and 
dominant and tended to limit the abundance of many species frequent- 
ing the open), and the increase of food in cultivated fields, there has 
been an increase in the total number of birds, even in spite of the 
great numbers killed by man. 

But to the phase of succession with which we are primarily concerned, 
almost no attention has been given, in spite of its fundamental rela- 
tion to crop rotation and the corresponding avian succession attend- 
ing this. Indeed there seems to be a very decided need of a thorough 
investigation and discussion of the genera] principles underlying all 
these economic problems, that they may be brought into harmony with 
the advances made in some other phases of ecology. 
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THE COLEOPTERA OF ISLE ROYALE, LAKE SUPERIOR, AND 

THEIR RELATION TO THE NORTH AMERICAN 

CENTERS OF DISPERSAL. 

BY DR, CHAS. C. ADAMS. 

1. Introductory Note. 

The beetles secured in 1905 by the Museum expedition were collected 
during July and August by various members of the party. We are 
indebted to Prof. H. F. Wickham, of the University of Iowa, Iowa City, 
for the determination of most of the species; the remainder were deter- 
mined by Mr. E. A. Schwarz, of the U. S. National Museum, through 
Dr. L. O. Howard and Mr. E. S. Titus. To these gentlemen we wish 
to express our appreciation for these favors. Mr. A. B. Wolcott has 
kindly furnished certain records of distribution, as indicated in the text. 

The field notes and collections were largely made by Dr. H. A. 
Gleason; some were made by the writer; and specimens were also col- 
lected by B. F. Savey. The geographic range of all the species taken 
is given in some detail, as a basis for geographic conclusions. Time 
limitations have prevented a full discussion of these. 

The geographic relations of the fauna have been discussed in more 
than customary fullness. The entire subject of the geographic rela- 
tions of the North American beetle fauna had to be gone over; and 
as the work advanced, it became evident that a general account of these 
faunal relations was desirable from a standpoint somewhat different 
from that generally expressed. Undoubtedly many important papers 
and statements have been overlooked, so that it will be desirable for 
others to further extend this treatment of the subject. 
“Attention should also be called to the fact that in the past studies of 
the distribution of insects have been largely irrespective of their 
habitats, associations and such ecological relations. This has been 
one of the many defects of distributional studies, as it is of the present 
study. It is for this reason that an attempt is made to briefly discuss 
the habitat relations and successions of beetle associations. Life 
history, food habits and other ecological phases need detailed investiga- 
tion and discussion so that all these phases can be related to the causes 
and conditions which affect distribution. The economic advantage of 
a knowledge of the laws of succession of beetle associations has largely 
been neglected, but ultimately must become one of the main general 
principles in much economic practice. This will probably become more 
conspicuous when forests assume a higher value, and the relation of 
beetles to reforestation, etc., demands careful attention. 

21 
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IT. Notes on the Habitat Relations of Beetles. 

The beetles collected by our party were tabulated by Stations to: 
determine if marked habitat preferences were evident. The tabulation 
shows that at most stations only a relatively few species were found. 
At those stations where the largest variety was found, as at our camps, 
the conditions were exceptional. The occurrence of the flowers of the 
Cow Parsnip attracted many species. It is quite evident that these 
flower frequenting species did not breed there, so that in a strict sense 
they do not belong to these open areas, as the breeding places of in- 
sects must furnish the only substantial basis for the determination 
of insect habitats. In many cases only provisional habitats can be 
assigned with our present incomplete knowledge of life histories. In 
many species the larval and adult habits are very different, particular- 
ly with regard to their food. For this reason error is very liable 
to occur and caution is necessary. In the present provisional dis- 
cussion the haunts frequented by the adults have been primarily utilized. 
This is an unfortunate limitation, but it is hoped that this will not 
confuse the main feature of the problem. 

On the Lake Superior beach (I, 1) the following 14 species were 
found: Calosoma frigidum, Bembidium (five species), Rhantus binota- 
tus, Anatis 15-punctata, Macropogon rufipes, Corymbites medianus, 
Podabrus diadema, Malthodes niger, Sericea vespertina and Lep- 
utura chrysocoma. It is evident that some had been washed up 
by the waves (Calosoma and Anatis) while others normadly frequent 
sandy beaches (Bembidium) or the beach pools (Rhantus), while still 
others were here because of the open character of the beacn and the 
proximity of the forest. Hayward (’97, p. 37) says concerning the 
habitat of Bembidium: “Most of them are riparial in their habits, 
occurring under stones and refuse near the water’s edge along streams, 
the shores of ponds, or on the seamoss, while a few occur almost any- 
where.” 

The clearing about the Light-house (I, 7) had the greatest variety 
of beetles found at any station. It included 37 out of the 89 species ~ 
found at all stations. There were several circumstances which com- 
bined to make this number large. The greater opportunity of ,those 
about camp to make collections; the season of the year (July); the 
presence of the Cow Parsnip in large numbers (which acted as insect 
traps, and upon which beetles congregated in such numbers that they 
were easily brushed into the cyanide bottles in large numbers); and 
the presence of logs, stumps, brush, etc. The flowers were a very con- 
spicuous factor, and on these Leptwra chrysocoma gathered in large 
numbers. The open space was favorable to the Carabids, the flowers, 
for the Coccinellids, Elaterids, Buprestids, Trichias and the Cerambycids. 
The two latter frequent also the logs and stumps. The wandering, 
tramp-like existence of these adult wood-boring beetles should not con- 
fuse one as to the true habitat of the immature stages which is in the 
forest. The surrounding forest was mainly composed of White or Paper 
Birch, Balsam and Spruce. 

At the camp on Siskowit Bay (V, 3) somewhat similar conditions 
were found to those at the Light-house (I, 7), but there were fewer 
flowers, more cut timber, furnishing logs, stumps, brush; a log shack 
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was very thoroughly infested with beetles and their Hymenopterous 
parasites. The surronnding forest was largely White Spruce and Paper 
Birch. Xylotrechus was particularly abundant at this place. 

Other open places, as those bordering the beach (V, 2) or the small 
openings on the ridges (I, 2), produced, in addition to the wandering 
flower feeders Buprestis striata and Mordellestina scapularis, a few 
Carabids, as Harpalus megacephalus and Pterostichus femoralis. 

In the Balsam, White Spruce and White Birch forests (J, 3 and V, 
4) the Staphylinids, Grophoema, Boletobius cincticollis, the Erotylids, 
Tritoma and the Carabids, Culathus and Blechrus, are characteristic. 
The moist conditions which favor fleshy fungi show a marked influence. 
Here in the forest, of course, must also belong a great number of wood 
and bark boring beetles, which our limited collecting found assembled 
in the sunny openings on flowers. 

Along the Desor trail (III, ’04), through the hardwood forest of 
Yellow Birch, aspen and Sugar Maple, two other Staphylinids were 
found, Quedius fulgidus and Tachinus menmnoius and the Scarabaeid 
Geotrupes blackburnit. i 

If now we turn to the lakes and bogs, a very different kind of beetle 
life is found. On the surface of Siskowit Lake (V, 6) were found 
Gyrinus minutus and picipes and in the water-lily margins of ponds 
and Jakes were found (III, 5 and IV, 3) Donacia prowima, cincticornis 
and Galerucella nymphaeae. In the tamarack and arbor vitae swamps 
(I, 4, 6 and V, 5) the following species of water beetles were found: 
Haliplus ruficollis, Hydroporus tristis, Agabus congener and Scutop- 
terus hornii, 

These may seem very elementary and commonplace observations, but 
the principles which underlie the correlation of certain (even common) 
species and their environmental conditions are very generally ignored 
by students of local faunas, except for collecting purposes. To know 
the exact habitat of certain species in one locality does not by-any 
means prove that the subject is exhausted for other localities. 
No general ecological treatment of our beetle fauna has been attempted, 
not even of the smaller groups, such as families or genera, or even 
for a local area. The nearest approach we have to such work is found 
in certain economic papers, devoted to insects affecting some particular 
plant. Here is an excellent field for investigation. 

Before leaving the subject of habitats, attention should be called 
to certain publications which are of particular use in the study of the 
life histories of insects in these northern forests. The first is Packard’s 
“Forest Insects,” and the second is Felt’s “Insects Affecting Park 
and Woodland Trees.” 

A few suggestions are added as to methods of ecological collecting 
which may aid similar surveys. When the time for a survey is limited 
some system of ecologic trapping will prove of great advantage. Thus 
for aquatic beetles traps, like those planned by Needham, may be very 
useful; and still others are needed for the ground fauna and those 
frequenting trees and shrubs. Sweeping and ‘beating as usually prac- 

ticed, while securing many species, certainly produce little ecological 
data. It may be suggested that systems of trapping may be devised 

which will contribute much valuable ecological information. 
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III. The Succession of Beetle Associations. 

The subject of succession is a relatively new one in entomology. The 
only other paper treating of beetle succession known to the writer is 
that by Shelford (07). Our points of view are very similar but have 
been independently conceived. Broadly speaking succession means the 
change, in time, of the insect life at any given habitat or place. 
Our aim is to note the changes in the composition of the beetles 
found associated in a given breeding habitat or region. The method 
is first to determine what species of beetles are associated or found 
together in the same habitat, and then to determine their mutual and 
environmental relations, so that their laws of change may be determined. 
Habitats and their associated insects have very rarely been considered 
as worthy subjects for special study. Even in very excellent local 
lists, but little attention is given to this subject. This is well exemplified 
by Wickham’s Bayfield list. In one case he says: “A peat-bog of several 
acres in extent also proved very productive of peculiar species.” But 
unfortunately he does not indicate the kinds. 

In spite of the lack of a detailed study of the problem of beetle suc- 
cession, however, certain general relations are apparent. We will only 
attempt an outline of the problem as found on Isle Royale. This in- 
volves an idea of the history of the island as the Lake formerly stood 
at a much higher level, which as it fell exposed Isle Royale. We are 
thus given, as a natural starting point, the Lake shore and beaches. 

1. The Lake Shore and its Beetle Associations. 

Topographically the shore is very diverse in its character, and all 
stages are to be found, from a cliff to a low rocky shore and on to the 
gravelly and sandy beach. When the shore lies at a low angle, so that 
beach pools are developed by the waves and rain, certain water beetles 
as Rhantus binotatus at Tonkin Bay (I, 1) and Scovill Point 
(IV, 1) find a habitat. Upon topographically older beaches, where 
gravel and sand have accumulated, various species of Bembidium are 
to be found, as previously listed. Such a sandy beach often contains 
a mixed lot of beetles, and may contain examples of a large number of 
species from all habitats, which have been tossed up by the waves. 
It is probable that many of these come from a considerable distance. 
Upon the upper parts of such a beach, where soil accumulates and’ 
annuals grow, certain flower beetles, as Leptura and Trichias are liable 
to be found feeding. In such a soil may be expected Carabids, as 
Pterostichus femoralis was found upon the heath beach (V, 2) on the 
south shore of the island. 

The transition from the upper beach to the rock openings is often a 
gradual one; all stages of which were found preserved. 

2. Rock Openings and Associated Beetles. 

These park like rock openings and open oak ridges furnish a transition 
from the beach into the forest conditions. They are characterized by the 
‘absence of soil or the presence of only a shallow one, and by the rein- 
deer moss and heath plant society. The shallow soil and low open veg- 
vegetation favors the continuation of some of the Carabids found upon 
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the upper beach, as Pterostichus. Under such conditions were found 
P. femoralis and Harpalus megacephalus (1, 2; V, 2). The flower 
feeders also continue to maintain their position, but the Bembidiums 
have largely been eliminated. 

These open sunny spots, surrounded by dense shady forests, in their 
attractiveness for insects, remind one of electric lights where insects 
congregate in such vast numbers. As representative of these condi- 
tions the great variety of beetles found about the camps should be 
recalled. 

3. Lake, Pond and Bog Habitats and Associations. 

From the park-like rock openings let us turn to another series of 
open habitats: those which are initiated by inland water bodies. The 
water beetles to be found in the open lakes were not given special at- 
tention but there can be no doubt as to their existence in such places, but 
in general we may say that water beetles increase in number and kind 
nearer the margins and in shallow water. Here the Gyrinids (V, 63), 
Donacia (III, 5), and Galerucella (VI, 3) abound, while farther in- 
land at the bog margins and in the bogs occur Haliplids and Hydro- 
philids, Haliplus, Hydroporus, Agabus and Scutopterus (I, 4, 6; V, 5). 
Even this brief series outlines the main, features seen in the transition 
from the strictly open water conditions and species to those of the bog. 
But this succession may even be safely carried a step farther, as is 
clearly shown by an important observation by Wickham (’97, p. 126) at. 
Bayfield, Wisconsin. He states that “The Water Beetles were not 
found in such abundance as I had hoped from a perusal of lists from 
northern localities, and of those named in the present report a great 
part were taken not in water but under moss in damp spots—a pecu- 
liarity which I have noted in some species of Agabus collected on a 
previous trip to Alaska.” Under such conditions as this the bog asso- 
ciation of water beetles may even be able to spread beyond the bogs. 
and invade the forest, a change of habitat which has been recognized 
among plants but has been largely overlooked by students of animals.. 
It is only by the detailed study of habitats that the significance of such 
facts can be understood and the peculiarities of succession determined 
for different regions. 

There is thus seen to be a very perfect transition from the bog 
forest into that of the balsam and spruce, and the dominance of coni- 
fer trees clearly shows that the beetles frequenting such forests will be 
on the increase as the aquatic association of beetles declines in domin- 
ance. The methods and detailed order of this succession awaits in- 
vestigation, but it is clearly dominated by the forest succession. 

4. The Forests and Their Beetle Associations. 

The gradual and perfect character of the transition from the bog 
to the balsam-spruce forest has just been indicated. This is paralleled 
by a corresponding transition from the park-like openings and the bare 
ridges to the forest. These habitats change as rapidly as soil, humus, 
and shade increase at the margins of the openings; and as shrubs and 
young trees encroach upon the open. Thus as the bogs fill up, and as the 
soil increases on the rock surfaces, both habitats tend to become trans- 
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formed toward and invaded by the balsam-spruce forest conditions and 
association. Here is a clearly defined convergent tendency, the exposed 
ridges and the water basins both tending to become forested. Corre- 
sponding with these environmental changes are corresponding ones in 
the beetles. The Carabids, as previously mentioned, continue in the 
humus from the rock openings as: the water beetles may in the damp 
moss. As the vertical extent of the forest increases and the forest 
crown migrates upward, the intervening trunk, bark and branch habitat 
for beetles enlarges and the leaf eating inhabitants of the forest crown 
rise upward. This crown fauna retains, or rather continues some of 
the characteristics found at the marginal zone, with which it retains 
direct continuity. The marginal zone of trees is likely to be birches (yel- 
low or white) or aspens, in the rock opening succession, and conifers 
in the bog series, a feature which influences the beetle fauna. With a 
dominance in the forest of Balsams, Paper Birch and White Spruce, the 
beetles (and many other insects as well) are likely to be much in- 
fluenced, not only by the plant food, but also by the physical con- 
ditions associated with the forest. As one plant or forest society 
replaces another, the unfavorable conditions of the declining society 
may be expected to faver insect injury as it is well known that in 
general vigorous trees suffer less from such attacks than those which 
are defective. Under such circumstances as this insect injury may 
be a useful index of succession, as well as a factor hastening it. Under 
such circumstances the climax of insect abundance or dominance 
may lag behind the climax of the development of the plant society 
upon which it depends. Insects may also initiate a plant succession, 
through a period of extreme abundance by doing damage to the food 
plant, thus permitting the invasion of other forms. If, however, the 
hardwoods, the yellow birch-sugar maple forest, is the climax type, then 
the balsam-spruce-paper birch association will be succeeded by it in 
time; and a further change in the beetles may be expected. But here 
also, as in the coniferous forest, a dense forest stand appears to be 
unfavorable for the abundance and variety of beetles (as is generally 
the case with many other animals). This scarcity of beetle life in 
the dense forests of the Lake Superior region has been commented 
upon by LeConte (’50, p. 201) as follows: “The whole country being 
still almost in a primitive condition, the specimens are equally dis- 
tributed throughout'a large space; the wocds will not therefore be 
found very productive to the collector. In fact nearly all the species 
were adjacent to small streams; or else were driven on shore, particu- 
larly on sand beaches, by the winds and waves after being drowned in 
the lake.” 

Throughout the preceding discussion the intimate relation of the 
beetles and the vegetation has been assumed. There seems to be 
a good reason for this. Ulke (’02, p. 3) has well expressed this dependence 
as follows: “Now, as about half of all the beetles depend upon plants 
for their food, the greater variety of food plants the larger we find 
the number of species of beetles.” In this we also see why so few 
species (relatively) are found where a climax plant society has become 
dominant, because such societies are, as a rule, composed of but rela- 
tively few species. At the same time it is seen why at an intermediate 
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stage, with a diversified vegetation, we may expect the greatest variety 
of beetles. From such relations as these it follows that a knowledge 
of plant succession will furnish a very important basis for the study 
of beetle succession. 

While these remarks have been primarily intended for beetles, it 
is equally evident that they have a much more extended application 
to other plant feeding insects and certain other invertebrates as well. 

IV. The General Characteristics of the North American Beetle Fauna. 

In attempting to form some idea of the general faunal affinities of 
the Isle Royale beetle fauna, the literature was searched for a gen- 
eral account of the distribution of North American beetles. As no 
recent comprehensive account of the subject could be found, various 
general statements ‘and generalizations were compiled. On account 
of their scattered occurrence in the literature and their value and 
suggestiveness to students of other groups of insects, it has been 
thought desirable to assemble and publish them. An effort has been 
made to quote only the more important statements. Several of the 
colder statements by LeConte, before he accepted the theory of evolu- 
tion, are omitted. A similar selection has also been exercised in the 
case of some other writings. The main aim has been to bring to- 
gether the most comprehensive generalizations which have been made 
upon our beetle fauna, so that they may have greater utility, further 
extension, and revision. Supplementary data from other groups of 
insects has largely been omitted, although this should be given due 
weight in a comprehensive study of this subject. The references should 
be consulted in connection with the compiled abstracts. 

1. Compiled Generalizations on the Fauna. 

Carpenter, W. L. 1875, pp. 539-542: “The principal and most inter- 
esting result obtained from the study of this collection, is the demon- 
stration of the fact that the alpine insect-fauna of the Rocky Moun- 
tains, is nearly identical with that of Mount Washington (New 
Hampshire), Labrador, and Alaska; and that insects which are found 
upon mountains at great elevations will likely occur in a much higher 
latitude at a less elevation. 

“TInsect-life, with the exception of the grass-hoppers, is more abund- 
ant in the foot-hills than the plains near the foot of the mountains. 
An altitude of about seven thousand feet appeared to produce the 
greatest variety of species.” p. 540. 

Cockerell, T. D. A. 1893, pp. 305, 306, 309, 310-311, 312, 313-314, 
315, 316, 317, 319-820-322. 

“The insect fauna of the mid-alpine zone of Custer County [Colorado] pre- 
sents some elements which are sufficiently diverse; but taken as a whole, it 
is a natural fauna, belonging to a well-defined region, and hence available 
for comparison with other like faunae. It is, indeed, truly characteristic of 
the mid-alpine, that besides its ordinary elements, it contains species coming 
up from the sub-alpine, and down from the high alpine; but although it thus 
happens that Junonia coenia and Parnassius smintheus have been taken in 
the same zone, it does not follow that either are truly characteristic of it, 
or that they belong to the same fauna. All faunal lists contain such excep- 
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tions or deviations from the average; but when, as in the case of Colorado 
as a whole, there is no uniformity about the range of the various species, and 
the majority do not occur throughout the territory, it is impossible to treat 

the region as containing a single fauna.” p. 305. 
“The mid-alpine zone, as I have defined it,* extends from about 6,500 feet 

to 10,000 feet. It is essentially the zone of oak-scrub (Quercus undulata) and 
quaking asp (Populus tremuloides). Its most characteristic conifer is Pinus 
ponderosa var. scopulorum, but with the high-alpine zone it shares Picea engel- 
manni, with the sub-alpine, Pinus edulis, and Juniperus virginianus.” p. 306. 
“Among the Coleoptera it will be noticed at once how many of the species 

are boreal extending to Canada (sens. lat.) and often to the New England 

States. The Southern element is but slight although distinct if looked for; 
and there is also a fair number of species endemic in the Rocky Mountains. 
The Tenebrionidae, characteristic of the Western prairies, are fairly numerous. 
The Coleopterous fauna, as a whole, is strikingly distinct from that of the 
Mississippi region and the Eastern States generally, except as regards the 
boreal element. Mr. Wickham has published a list of the beetles found in the 
vicinity of Iowa City, and on comparing it with the present list, I was astonished 
to find how few were the species common to both. This result is brought 

about in large measure, no doubt, by the different character of the forests— 
those of Iowa containing a great variety of deciduous trees, those of Colorado 

mainly conifers, with very few deciduous species. Thus, it happens that not 
one species of Cerambycidae is common to the Custer County and Iowa City 
lists, although six species are common to our district and the much more distant 

State of New Jersey.” p. 309. 
“The high-alpine zone in Custer County extends from 10,000 feet on the 

Sangre de Cristo range to summits of the mountains (Gibb’s Peak, wrongly 
called Gibson Peak, 13,729 feet; Horn’s Peak, 13,447 feet; Humboldt Peak, 

14,041 feet, etc.). A list of the high-alpine species so far as observed, is given 
in “Can, Ent.” 1890. Although the number of records is not great, they show 
that the high-alpine and mid-alpine zones are sufficiently distinct.” p. 310. 

“Of the high-alpine Coleoptera, 25 species are recorded, and a 26th may 
be added, namely, Coccinella trifasciata L., from near the Micawber Mine in 
October. It extends to Canada, Lapland, etc. Of these 26, seven genera are 
not mid-alpine, namely, Orsodachna, Dichelonycha, Chrysobothris, Zeugophora, 
Athous, Dasytes and Glyptina. Eleven of the species are wanting in the mia- 
alpine collections.” p. 310. 

“These statistics would undoubtedly be altered by further research, but I 
do not think they can be without significance. That the high-alpine and mid- 

alpine fauna are largely of different derivation seems to be proved by the large 
proportion of generic difference. Thus, 25 distinct species of Hymenoptera in- 
clude no less than 16 genera; and eleven Coleoptera include eight genera. 

The high-alpine, therefore, is not, as regards its peculiar’ features, derived from 
the mid-alpine or lower; contrasting in this respect with the high-alpine of 
Ecuador, which is so derived. 

“The affinities of the high-alpine not being with the mid-alpine, they could 
only be with the far North. Alberta being a suitable region for comparison, 
I wrote to Mr. Thomas E. Bean, asking him to tell me how many of my high- 
alpine species occurred with him. He most kindly replied, giving me the fol- 
lowing interesting information: 

“Of the Coieoptera, he finds at Laggan Dolopius lateralis, Podabrus lateralis, 
Orsodachna atra, Cicindela longilabris, Adoxus vitis, Chrysobothris trinervia, 
Coccinella transversoguttata, Trichodes ornatus, Acmaeops pratensis and Mor- 

della scutellaris. He adds: “That is a good sprinkling concidering that I de- 
rive the facts from a small lot I sent Mr. Fletcher several years ago, pre- 
sumably thecommoner species. * * * The timber line at Laggan is at 
7,000 ft. p. 311. 

“Thirty-six Coleoptera were found and identified in the sub-alpine zone, and 
of these twenty-two, or nearly two-thirds, were not found in the mid-alpine. 
These include the following eleven genera not found in the mid-alpine: Pityo- 
phagus, Batyle, Ditylus, Badister, Serica, Diabrotica, Tomicus, Polyphylla, 
EHuryomia, Listrus and Desmaris. Of the thirty-six species, only one, Hippo- 
damia convergens, was observed to range up to the high-alpine. 

* See ‘‘ Entomological News,’’ 1892,"p. 203. 
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; “Thus, in both Coleoptera and Orthoptera, the difference between the two zones 
is seen to be very marked, not only as to species, but also as to genera, show- 
ing that we have to deal with distinct fauna. p. 312. 

“So far as I am able to judge, the suppression of the central region is en- 
tirely justified, but I cannot agree as to the proposed Sonoran region. An 
analysis of the insects of the Colorado Rocky Mountains shows that the high- 
alpine and mid-alpine elements, although sufficiently distinct, are both essential- 
ly boreal. If we follow Dr. Merriam’s arrangement, it appears that the high- 
alpine is truly boreal while the mid-alpine belongs to the transition region, 

containing a considerable number of strictly American types. The sub-alpine, 
on the other hand, is southern or Sonoran. 

“Dr. Horn has kindly given me his opinion as follows: ‘My ideas of the 
distribution of the Coleoptera in the mountainous region of Colorado, which 
is a good center of the Rocky Mountain chain are as follows: The high region 

seems to have been populated from the Canadian through the H. B. T. region. 

A collection made above 8,000 feet in Colorado is almost identical with one 
made in the Lake Superior region. The same fauna runs down to N. M. and 
Arizona, and again appears, mixed, of course, in the Mexican Mountains. 

““The sub-alpine region is one that continues from Washington to New Mexico, 
as shown by such striking forms as EHrgates, Melanophila miranda, Iphthimus 
serratus, Galeruca externa, Calosoma lunatum in varieties. 

““The lower region, foothills, etc., is a mixture of New Mexico forms with 
those of the Hastern United States, with some peculiar forms allied more to 

the southern regions. 
“California is a peculiar region, and, in many respects, allied to Europe (in 

general). I think California supplies us with more species of genera peculiar 
to Europe than does the Eastern region.’ (In litt., July 14, 1892.) 

“According to the facts now recorded it seems that there is, firstly, a circum- 
polar and strictly boreal element; secondly, a boreal but modified or Canadian 
element; and thirdly, a southern element belonging to the arid portion of Dr. 
Merriam’s Sonoran region. I do not think any distinct faunae except these 
can be recognized, and the central region accordingly falls. But there is, 
sprinkled among the ordinary types, a distinct element of endemic species, to 
which I shall refer later. There also seems to be a few surviving fragments 
of an ancient fauna, of which Anthracopteryx is a good example. 

“There seems to be a small California element, but the species falling under 
this head are perhaps rather Southern than properly Californian. pp. 313-314. 

“The resemblance between the Colorado fauna, and that of the Mississippi 

basin and further East, always, excepting the boreal element that comes from 

the North, is very slight indeed. The great plains to the east of the Rocky 
Mountains have been as much a barrier as the sea would have been. p. 314. 

“A Method for Defining Faunal Regions. It appears from a consideration 
of what has been written on faunal regions, that it would be desirable if some 
rules could be laid down, so as to leave the matter less to the discretion of 
the individual writer. It would require a good deal of research to determine 

what rules could be laid down, that would work, but as regards insects, at 

all events, I have thought it possible that the following rule might answer for 
secondary faunal divisions: 

“Any two districts shall be regarded as in the same secondary faunal division 
if the number of species common to both exceeds the number of genera in com- 
mon, p. 315. . 

“Hquigeneric Areas. For minor divisions, to be used in relation to particular 
groups, I have devised what may be termed equigeneric areas. 

“Equigeneric areas are areas throughout which the genera of the group under 
consideration are identical. 

“These areas are sometimes large, sometimes small. When two genera over- 

lap, the region where they both occur, however small, makes a separate equ- 
generic area. This might be thought a disadvantage; but really, I believe it 
to be an advantage in the method, since it is important to recognize these 
intermediate or overlapping areas. p. 316: 

“Origin of the Rocky Mountain Fauna. The numerous fossils of Colorado 
bear testimony to the fact that the region of the Rocky Mountains has in the 
past been peopled by a highly remarkable and numerous fauna. This fauna, 
however, does not appear to be ancestral to that of the present day. Nor has 

22 
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the present fauna any special connection with that of the high regions to the 
far South—the Andes. In order to arrive at just conclusions, it will be need- 

ful to consider these points in some further detail. 

“Alpine Insects of the Andes. The recently-published ‘Supplementary Ap- 

pendix’ to Mr. Whymper’s work on his travels amongst the Andes of Ecuador, 

containing an account of his captures, includes some very valuable ‘information 

about the insects of high altitudes in that country. The late Mr. H. W. Bates 
has written the introduction, in which the following passages occur: 

““Tf there had been any distinct element of a North Temperate or South Tem- 

perate Coleopterous Fauna on the Ecuadorian Andes the collections he made, 
inexhaustive though they may be, would have shown some traces of it; but 
there are none. A few genera belonging to temperate latitudes, though not 
found in the tropical lowlands, do indeed occur, but they are forms of almost 

world-wide distribution in similar climates, and there is no representative of 
the numerous characteristic and common genera of the North or South. Even 
the Northern genera, more or less abundantly found on the Mexican highlands, 

are absent. 
“One feature of the fauna is of great interest. It is the occurrence of apterous 

species of genera which at lower levels are always winged. 
“Tt seems to me a fair deduction from the facts here set forth that no distinct 

traces of a migration during the lifetime of existing species, from North to 

South, or vice versa, along the Andes, have as yet been discovered, or are now 
likely to be discovered.’ 

“Going through the list of insects taken at high altitudes in Ecuador, the 
following points may be noted. There are four new species of Pterostichus 
from 12,000 feet upwards, but they represent « new subgenus. There is not a 
single Amara or Harpalus. pp. 317-318. 

“The Glacial Epoch. It can readily be imagined that such a state of affairs 

[Prestwick’s account of the Amer. Ice Age] would lead to the destruction of 
a large part of the fauna, the remainder either surviving along the northwest 
coast-line, or going southward to the Gulf States and Mexico. The eastern 
fauna, with which we are not now particularly concerned, would largely sur- 
vive, owing to there being a considerable area of unglaciated territory avail- 
able. This, indeed, has been the case. The Californian fauna would survive 

in part to the north, and also in lower California and the western coast region 

of Mexico. But the fauna of the central region would be almost annihilated, 
because the warm winds being cut off by the coast ranges, the country would 

become extremely cold, even far down into the higher lands of Mexico. The 

arid region where not actually glaciated would be a frozen desert, and the 

migration of the fauna southward would be far from easy. 

“In the eastern province the species of the moist Northern States would find 
little difficulty in migrating southward into the equally moist Southern States. 
The isotherms would shift southward over moderately uniform country. In 

the central region, however, this would not be the case. There is no place 

available to the South, except the moister coast line, and the interior uplands, 

which latter were undoubtedly glaciated. The great plains between the Rocky 
Mountains and the Mississippi would have made an impassable barrier for most 
species, preventing migration in that direction. 

“But, it may be urged, at some point to the -southward the mountains or 
central uplands would cease to be glaciated, and why should not migration take 
place into the neotropical region. That it did not take place at all events 
beyond the isthmus, is evidenced by the facts above quoted from Mr. Whymper’s 

‘Appendix;’ and the reason of this no doubt is, that the isthmus itself was 
submerged, and all connection between North and South America cut off. This 
question of the submergence of the Isthmus of Panama has been fully. dis- 
cussed by various naturalists, and need not be enlarted upon here. 

“It is impossible in the present paper to give more then this bare outline 
of the subject, but I believe the conclusion is justified, that the central region 
fauna was practically stamped out during the glacial epoch; and that the 

present fauna is derived from the boreal faunae which survived to the east 
and to the west, and the southern fauna which survived in Mexico. This view 
seems to be supported by a consideration of the present distribution of species, 
as well as by geological evidence. pp. 319-320. 

“Post-Glacial Developments. Excepting the remnants of the ancient fauna, 

‘ 
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all the strictly endemic element in the Rocky Mountains is of post-glacial 
origin—that is, according to the views here set forth. This means a good deal, 
if it is actually the case, as I believe. Under certain circumstances, species 
develop quickly, and we have, at least among insects and flowering plants, a 
great array of new species coming into existence. Such species are closely al- 
lied to species from which they sprang, and to each other, so as to give rise 

to much dispute as to their validity—as an example, one may cite the genus 
Argynnis, which has been very productive of post-glacial species in America. 

In such a case it matters little whether we term all these diverse forms true 
species, or subspecies or races,—but to lump them under a common name ob- 
scures the facts, and leads us to ignore one of the most interesting phenomena 

that are presented to a zoologist. pp. 320-321. 
“Species-Forming Areas. It is well known that the genera commonly accepted 

are unequal in value, but most of those whose validity could not be questioned, 
are evidently of considerable antiquity. 

“But the curious thing is, that these wide-ranging genera are not equally 

productive of species over their whole areas. p. 321. 
“Among insects, Argynnis and Colias, and several genera of Noctuae, exhibit 

strong species-forming tendencies in the Western States of North America. 
Catocala, in the Eastern States, has a very strong species-forming area. And 

so on in many other instances which will occur to the reader. This phenomenon 

is a most remarkable one, since it affects chiefly old and almost cosmopolitan 

genera, and does not occur in the same districts in all the genera. Two cosmo- 

politan genera, as we have seen, may have their species-forming areas on op- 
posite sides of the world. It would seem, indeed, as if there were causes at 
the bottom of it, that we do not yet understand.” p. 322. 

Fall, H. C. and Cockerell, T. D. A. 1907. pp. 150-151, 152-153: “Comparing 
the beetles of New Mexico with those of Colorado, one is struck by the large 
amount of difference in the lists. Colorado has not, of course, the important 

and characteristic Middle Sonoran element, but the higher elevations are con- 
tinuous from north to south, and one would expect a practically identical fauna. 
Botanical investigations, however, have revealed striking differences in the 

plants of the northern and southern Rocky Mountains, and a degree of en- 

demicity among those inhabiting the mountain ranges which is quite surprising. 
The oaks (Quercus) are abundant in New Mexico, and have a luxuriant develop- 

ment as far north as Manitou, Colorado, and even beyond. But at Boulder, and 

north of Denver, generally, they are totally absent. On the western slope they 

go farther north, and one species just enters Wyoming; but there are none’ 

at all in Wyoming, with this exception, and none in Montana. This alone would 
explain the northward limitations to the distribution of the numerous species 
of Coleoptera which are attached to the oak, and various similar cases could 
be cited. It appears probable that the oaks were driven south during the 
glacial period, and owing to the unsuitability of their seed for being carried 
great distances, have been unable to recover their lost ground. Under these 
circumstances, the ample powers of flight of certain of the oak feeding beetles 

are of no service for promoting migration northward of the slowly moving 

line of oaks. pp. 150-151. 
“Tt will be noted that New Mexico shows a greater proportion of non-Colorado 

genera than species; or, in other words, the species found in New Mexico but 

not in Colorado are more likely to be of non-Colorado genera than in the 

reverse case. This is explained by the fact that the desert fauna in nearly all 
groups is rich in peculiar genera, but these are represented so far up as New 

Mexico by comparatively few species. On the other hand, the boreal fauna, 
‘so strongly developed in Colorado, is largely characterized by the abundance 
of species of circumpolar genera. 

“In Colorado the eastern plains region has been little searched for beetles, 
and the corresponding region of New Mexico is also poorly known. There is 
no doubt that the plains will furnish many species additional to the lists, and 
most of these will doubtless be common to both. The following are characteristic 
eastern species which are known to reach New Mexico, but have not yet been 
found in Colorado: Scarites subterraneus, Clivina bipustulata, Clivina ferrea, 
Aspidoglossa subangulata, Panagaeus fasciatus, Tachys xanthopus, Pterostichus 
.sayi, Dynastes tityus, Anomala undulata, Alindria teres. 

“The New Mexico list contains over 135 species, indicating that the eastern 
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fauna is really crossing the plains to some extent, and not only reaching us by 
way of the northern mountains. There are strong reasons for believing that 
a considerable part of this migration is recent, and has been assisted involun- 

tarily by man. This affords, of course, a strong argument in favor of the 

speedy exploration of western regions, in order that their original fauna may 

be ascertained before it is unduly contaminated by introduced forms. Fortunate- 

lv for the naturalists, the desert will not quickly or easily accommodate alien 

elements, but it is quite otherwise in more ordinary localities; and as Perkins 

has shown in the Hawaiian Islands the result may be destruction as well as 
confusion. 

“The number of species common to New Mexico and Southern California, but 
not, known from Colorado, is over 160, indicating a wide-spread southwestern 
fauna; but in general, the species of the Southern California coast region are 
not those of the Rocky Mountains. 
“We find over 30 names of New Mexico species listed ‘from the Lower Rio 

Grande. but not in the Colorado, Southern California or District of Columbia lists. 
Such for example: Cincindela circumpicta, Cindela severa, Dyschirius ter- 

minalis, Philophuga viridicollis, Helluomorpha ferruginea, Oodes cupraeus, 
Ischiodontus ferreus, Ludius texanus, Agrilus addendus, Mastinocerus texanus. 

“The following are examples of characteristic southern genera which reach 

New Mexico, but do not enter Colorado: Thalpius, Hololepta, Sandalus, Thrin- 
copyge, Lycus, Plusiotis, Aphonides, Strategus, Allorhina, Derobrachus, Tylosis,. 
Dendrobdias. 

“Because of the conspicuous place which these southern genera occupy in 
the fauna, an entomologist arriving from the north or east is very likely to 
assume that the Middle Sonoran of New Mexico contains precisely the same 
elements as the Lower Sonoran of Arizona just as it has been assumed that 
Florida is typically West Indian, because its numerous West Indian genera 
attract attention, and the absence of innumerable West Indian types is not so 
readily observed.” pp. 151-153. 

Hamilton. ’94 a. pp. 408-415. Cf. also Fauvel ’89. Hamilton gives the fol- 
lowing lists of species indicative as to their nativity: 

1. Species equally native in North America and in northern Asia not yet 
observed as occurring in Europe—49 species. 

2. Species native in North America and Northern Asia occurring in \Europe— 
277 species. 

3. Species native in North America and Europe not at present known to 
occur in northern Asia—50 species. 

4. Species probably introduced into North America now acclimated occurring 
in Europe, and those marked with a * likewise in Asia. Many of these are 

cosmopolite, or becoming so, through commerce—216 species. 
5. Species cosmopolite or subcosmopolite. 
Horn, G. H. 1872. pp. 383-384. “As is well known to all collectors, various 

species of Hleodes occur in great numbers in all parts of the west of our con- 
tinent, and the species themselves occur over a wide range of territory, and 
are not limited, as might be inferred from their apterous condition, to regions 
of small extent. As we pass from east to west over a given line, we find 
variations of average temperature, and of course great differences in altitude. 
These two causes, combined with, of course, the botanical changes, have tended 
to produce variations from a given type to a greater or less extent. Eleodes 
obscura Say affords a beautiful illustration of the extent to which this diver- 
gence may be carried. As a general rule I find, not only in Eleodes, but also 
in many other genera, that the higher the elevation or the colder the climate, 
the rougher and more deeply sculptured is the species. The smoother forms of 
E. obscura may therefore be expected in the southern regions in which it occurs; 
for example, var. dispersa is New Mexican, elytra with scarcely any traces 
of striae; var. obscura, elytra distinctly sulcate, but, not deeply, is from Colorado 
and Southern Idaho. As we advance to the west the elytra are more deeply 
sulcate, as in var. arata, while var. sulcipennis, from nearer the Pacific Coast, 
has deeply sulcate elytra, with very convex interspaces. The same variation 
of sculpture occurs in Calosoma luxatum, Say, which starts in Colorado with 
comparatively smooth elytra, until in Vancouver we find the elytra covered with 
lines of granular elevations, forming the variety known as C, pemelioides, 
Walker. The two extremes of each series above noted appear to differ widely- 
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from each other, and to be entitled to rank as a distinct species. In the fore- 
-going remarks reference only has been made to variations within specific limits. 
The same law appears to hold between different species. In the genus Omus 
the most roughly sculptured species occurs in Washington Territory, (O. Dejeanii 
Reiche) and the smoothest (0. laevis, Horn) from near Visolia, California. The 
object of the preceding remarks is to explain what appears to be a law of 
variation for our western slope, and thus cause the unnecessary multiplication of 
species, founded on slight characters, to be avoided. 

“Species everywhere in our fauna appear to be distributed on lines of country 
presenting as nearly as possible similar meteorologic conditions. Thus many 
Oregon forms extend southward into California, gradually seeking a higher 
mountain habitat as the region becomes warmer. Two species illustrate this— 

Tragosoma Harrisiti and Phrygan-ophilus collaris. Both extend their habitat 
from Maine to California following the cooler regions westward from Maine 
through the Canada and Red River region, thence northward nearly to Sitka. From 
the latter point southward to Oregon both occur at ordinary level, and rising 
as a more southern region is reached until at the latitude of Visalia they occur 
only a short distance below the snow-line, at an altitude of from ten to twelve 
thousand feet. p. 383. 

“As might be expected each new region visited yields new Meloidae of the 
genera Epicauta and Lytta; in fact, each species of Astragalus has its peculiar 
Lytta; and whenever any of that genus of plants is found in flower, an ac- 
companying visitant may always be looked for.” p. 384. 

LeConte, J. L. 1850. pp. 239-239*, 240*: “First, the entire absence [in Lake 
Superior region] of all those groups which are peculiar to the American con- 
tinent. Thus, there is no Dicaelus, no Pasimachus among the Carabica; the 
Brachelytra are represented only by forms common to both continents. Among 
the Buprestidae is no Brachys; in the Scarabaeidae, the American groups (except 
Dichelonycha) are completely unrepresented; in brief, there is scarcely a genus 

enumerated which has not its representative in the Old World. p. 239. 
“Secondly, the deficiency caused by the disappearance of characteristic forms, 

is obviated by a large increase of the members of genera feebly represented 
in the more temperate regions, and also by the introduction of many genera here- 
tofore regarded as confined to the northern part of Europe and Asia. Among 
these latter are many species which can be distinguished from their foreign 
analogues only by the most careful examination. p. 239.* 
“When a species in one district is paralleled by another in a different region 

so closely allied that upon a superficial glance they would be regarded as the 

same. These are called analogous species; e. g., the Olisthaeri, Spondyli, Bem- 
bidia, Helophori, etc., etc., of the preceding catalogue, as compared with European 

species. 
“Where several species in one region are represented by several others of 

the same genus, which perform a similar part in the economy of nature, without, 
however, displaying any further affinity to each other. These are called equivalent 
species; e. g., most of the species of Cicindela, Brachinus, Clytus, Donacia, etc., 
of America, as compared with those of the eastern world. p. 239.* 

“Notwithstanding this anproximation to a uniform, suberctic starderd, we still 
find in these boreal regions, a prevailing character of North American fauna— 
the extreme paucity of Curculionidae. The Donaciae too, although numerous, 
do not afford any prominent parellelism.” nn, 240*. 

LeConte, J. L. 1851. pp. 249-250, 251, 252, 253-254. “The first fact observed 
by the collector [in California], is the very small number of species which 
can be obtained at any single locality. Day after day he meets with a continual 

repetition of a few common forms, with an occasional admixture of rare species; 
so that at the end of two or three months a single locality will have furnished 
him with about 200 species of Coleoptera, and a rather less number of other 
orders. It will be here remembered that the contrary is true of the eastern 
part of the continent, where each locality furnishes a large number of species, 
extending over a large area, and represented by comparatively few individuals. 

“On removing to another locality, the same thing is again observed, with this 
difference: the species of the first place, even the most abundant, are replaced 
by others, many of which are true representative species, approaching as closely 
as those of Eastern America and Europe; while others belong peculiarly to their 
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own district, and are without any representatives in the other parts of the 

country. pp. 249-250. 
“It must be observed that the localities east of the Sierra (Vallecitas, Colorado 

and Gila) show more resemblance in their productions than the maritime regions 

of California: the desert nature of the country undoubtedly produces this effect, 

by presenting conditions unfavorable to animal life; yet even in this uniformly ° 

sterile tract, great differences are observed among the smaller species which 

abound only in moist places. p. 250. 
“The first point worthy of notice in this list is the extremely small number 

[compared with Europe] of Scarabaei, Elateridae and Longicornia: this might 

have been predicted, as these insects derive their food for the most part from 
large plants. The Curculionidae and Chrysomelidae are not in the same pro- 

portion as in the more wooded countries. The saprophagous Coleoptera, with 

the exception of Histeridae, are almost wanting: and these latter are not in 

larger proportion than with us. Thus the only effect, so far as observed, is 
the paucity of species in tribes for which the country affords but little food. 

The Staphylini and Carabica bear the same proportion to the whole, that they 
do with us; while the deficiency caused by the small representation of the tribes 

mentioned above, is made up almost entirely by the Tenebrionidae, which, as 
is well known, are but slightly developed in Eastern America. The Malachidae 

are also in larger proportion than in other parts of the continent.” p. 251. 
“The Tenebrionidae, from being the group most characteristic of the country, 

might be supposed capable of giving us the most certain data with regard 
to the law of distribution. The great majority of the genera of this tribe are 

apterous; and of those which are not apterous, all the genera found in Cali- 
fornia are cosmopolitan (Phaleria, Platydema, Helons, Uloma, Tenebrio, Upis, 

etc.), except Blapstinus, which again occurs in tropical America. Of the 
apterous genera, only three are found in eastern temperate America: two of 
these are peculiar, and one (Nosoderma) which exists in California is also 

found in Brazil. Of this group, there are in California about 28 genera, of which 
5 or 6 extend into the tropics. 

“The Histeridae, though not in undue proportion, exhibit a peculiarity: they 
nearly all belong to the genus Saprinus, which, in Eastern America and Europe, 
forms scarcely one-fourth of the group. 

“Thus the only manner in which the insect fauna of California approaches 
that of Europe, is in the great abundance of apterous Tenebrionidae. But in 
this respect it does not differ from a large part of South America and by 

the very form of these Tenebrionidae, which hear no resemblance at all to those 

of Europe, the greater relation of the Californian fauna to that of the rest 
of America is clearly proved. It will be seen, too, that the resemblance to 
European forms in the other tribes is only indirect, proceeding solely from 
universal or zonal forms, while the greater relation is again with the rest 

of America. It will moreover be seen, that while the stronger relation of the 
fauna is continental, yet a sufficient number of individual peculiarities are 
introduced to prove that it constitutes a system of its own, bearing no relation 
to that of Eastern America, except the slight continental resemblance proceeding 
indirectly through the tropics. pp. 251-252. ; 
: ere principles shown by the preceding analysis may be expressed briefly as 
ollows: 

1. California constitutes a peculiar zoological district, with sufficient relation 
to as other districts of America to prove that it belongs to the same continental 
system, 

2. This zoological district is divided into several sharply defined sub-districts, 

having a very close resemblance to each other. 

As the same mode of distribution obtains in the group of islands adjacent 
to the western coast of America, we are led to believe, 

8. That the local distribution of a small number of species is the characteristic 
of the eastern Pacific region, as the extensive distribution of a large number 
is the prevailing feature of the Atlantic. 

4. The genera occurring in, but not peculiar to, this district, belong to two 
classes: either they occur on the Atlantic slope of both continents, or they 

are peculiar to America, and are also found within the tropics.” pp. 253-254. 

1859. pp. IJI-V. “Before proceeding to consider the special material used in the 
preparation of this memoir, it will be proper to give a short sketch of the 
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general results thus far obtained regarding the geographical ‘distribution of 
Coleopterous insects in the territory of our republic. 

“The whole region of the United States is divided by meridional or nearly 
meridional lines into three, or perhaps four, great zoological districts, dis- 
tinguished each by numerous peculiar genera and species, which, with but few 
exceptions, do not extend into the contiguous districts. The eastern one of 
these extends from the Atlantic Ocean to the arid prairies on the west of 
Towa, Missouri, and Arkansas, thus embracing (for convenience merely) a 
narrow strip near the sea-coast of Texas. This narrow strip, however, belongs 
Sy properly to the eastern province of the tropical zoological district of 

exico. 
“The central district extends from the western limit of the eastern district, 

Perhaps to the mass of the Sierra Nevada of California, including Kansas, 
Nebraska, Utah, New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas. Except Arizona, the entomo- 
logical fauna of the portion of this district west of the Rocky Mountains, and 
in fact that of the mountain region proper, is entirely unknown; and it is 
very probable that the region does in reality constitute two districts bounded 
by the Rocky Mountains, and southern continuation thereof. 

“The western district is the maritime slope of the continent to the Pacific, 
and thus includes California, Oregon, and Washington territories. 

“These great districts are divided into a number of provinces, of unequal 

size, and which are limited by changes in climate, and therefore sometimes 

distinctly, sometimes vaguely defined. 
“The Atlantic district may be divided into: 1, a northern province, including 

Maine, Eastern Canada, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, etc., and extending west- 
wardly from Lake Superior to Lake Winnipeg and Western Canada, which fades 
insensibly into the great Arctic district; 2, a middle province, limited westward- 

ly by the Appalachian chain, and extending to Southern Virginia; 3, a western 
province, including Minnesota and the States of the valleyof the Mississippi, 

as far as the State of that name; 4, a southern province, including the States 

south of Virginia and Kentucky; 5, a subtropical province, including the point 
of the peninsula of Florida; 6, a subtropical province, including the sea-coast 
of Texas. 

“The Central district, as far as known, may be thus divided: 1, a northern 
province, comprising the regions north of the Missouri, the plains of the Sas- 
kKatchewan, etc.; 2, a middle eastern province, divided into two subprovinces, 

including: a, Kansas, and Nebraska; b, northeastern New Mexico; 3, a south- 

eastern province, including Texas, with the exception of province six of the 
Atlantic district; 4, a southwestern province, including the upper part of the 
valley of the Gila; and 5, a south-southwestern province, including the- lower 
Gila and Colorado. The unexplored portions of this district will indicate middle 
western, and northwestern provinces, or perhaps the necessity of constituting 
with them and the southwestern province a district to be called the Interior 

district. 

“The Pacific district may be divided as follows: 1, a hyperborean province, 
consisting of Sitka and the neighborhood; 2, a northern province, including 
Eastern Oregon and Washington; 3, a middle province, including Cali- 
fornia, probably as far south as Santa Barbara; 4, a southern province, 
including California from Santa Barbara to San Diego, extending to the crest 

of the Sierra. Southern, or lower California is also, perhaps only in part, a 
province of this district;* but, as yet, no collections of magnitude have been 

received therefrom. Other provinces will, from the peculiar method of distri- 

bution of species in that portion of America, be defined when more full collec- 
tions are made, but at present cannot be indicated. 

“At the north, the Atlantic and Central districts seem to merge imperceptibly 
together, about the valley of the Athabasca, and Winnipeg rivers, and finally 
to disappear in the limited Arctic fauna; the hyperborean province of the Pacific 
district also fares into this Arctic fauna, without, however, losing itself ¢co 
perfectly in the northern provinces of the other districts. We have thus evi- 
dence that the American Arctic district may be divided into two provinces, an 
eastern and a western. 

*' A few Speeie collected by John Xantus, pe at Cape San Lucas, though all new, indicate a 
greater resemblance to the fauna of the lower Colorado, than to that of maritime California; this 
province may therefore be found eventually to belong to the interior district.” 
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“At the south, the Atlantic district merges through Florida into the Caribbean 
tropical province, and through maritime Texas into the Mexican lower eastern 
province. In the same direction the Central district merges into the Mexican 

upper or central province, and the Interior district, towards the Gulf of Cali- 
fornia, into the Mexican western province. Regarding the southern affiliations 
of the Pacific district we know absolutely nothing; scarcely a single species 
found at San Diego had been found in Mexico. 

“The method of distribution of species in the Atlantic and Pacific districts, 
as already observed by me in various memoirs, is entirely different. In the 
Atlantic district, a large number of species are distributed over a large extent 
of country; many species are of rare occurrence, and in passing over a distance 

of several hundred miles, but small variation will be found in the species 
obtained. In the Pacific district, a small number of species are confined to a 

small region of country; most species occur, in considerable numbers, and in 
travelling even one hundred miles, it is found that the most abundant species 
are replaced by others, in many instances very similar to them; these small 
centers of distribution can be limited only after careful collections have been 
made at a great number of localities, and it is to be hoped that this very 
interesting and important subject of investigation may soon receive proper at- 
tention from the lovers of science on our Pacific shores. 

“In the Central district, consisting, as it does to a very large extent, of 
deserts, the distribution seems to be of a moderate number of species over a 
large extent of country, with a considerable admixture of local species; such 

at least seems to be the result of observations in Kansas, Upper Texas, and 
Arizona.” pp. III-V. 

1860. pp. 2-4. “The distribution of species in the northern part of the region 
which furnishes the materials for this report [Pacific R. R. Report], presents no 
remarkable phenomenon. As in other northern lands, certain tribes like Adephaga, 

Staphylinidae, and Elateridae assume a greater predominance in the fauna, from 
the fading out of the groups more characteristic of warmer climates, while a 
greater number of species are found common to both continents. Of these latter, 
about one-half are found on the Atlantic slope of America, while the other half 
have not yet occurred there. 

“The number of species occurring on both sides of America is also largely 
increased in these northern regions, but with the exception of Epiphanis cornutus 

and Priognathus monilicornis, the genera of such species are distributed on 
both continents. 

“On proceeding southwards to Oregon (and Washington Territory, which is, 

for purposes of convenience, always included when Oregon is referred to in 

these pages), similar phenomena may be observed, though on a diminished 

scale. The species of the eastern continent, not found on the Atlantic slope 
of America, have entirely vanished, and of the species common to both sides 
of both continents, but four remain. The number of species common to the 
Atlantic and Pacific slopes of America has greatly diminished, and among 
them Haplochile pygmaea, Ligyrus gibbosus, Alaus myops, and Microrhopala 
_vittata are the only representatives of America genera. 

“Finally reaching California, the species common to the two continents are 
reduced to Silpha lapponica and Dermestes vulpinus, the species common to 
Atlantic and Pacific America have not diminished absolutely in number, but 
from the more complete and copious fauna known to their relative proportion 

is much lessened. Among them, however, are found but few which extend 
their range to the Atlantic States proper, while the greater proportion are not 
found east of Kansas. Of American genera, Amblychila cylindriformis, Lachno- 
phorus elegantulus, and Eurmetopon atrum are found in Kansas, or New 
Mexico, while Ligyrus gibbosus and two species of Diabrotica also extend to 
the Atlantic.” 

“In Russian America the genera seems to follow to a certain extent the 
course already pointed out of the species, that is: the genera common to both 
continents have a much greater relative proportion, and among them a by no 

means insignificant part have not yet been found in Atlantic America; but 
as some of them are characteristic of high northern latitudes, there is reason 
to believe that the number will be reduced by more thorough explorations in 
Labrador, Newfoundland, and the regions near Hudson’s Bay. 

“Of genera confined to America, but six or seven occur in Russian America; of 
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these but three, Pristodactyla, Epiphanis, and Priognathus, have been detected 

on the Atlantic slope. Pristodactyla might, indeed, be for the present excluded 

from the list of peculiar American genera, for two reasons: 1, a certain number 

of species classed by Dejean, with Agonum, and remarkable for having but 
two dorsal punctures, are in reality Pristodactylae, and until the species of 
Siberia are thoroughly revised, we are warranted in supposing that some of 
them may also be included; but, 2, because the distinctions between Calathus 
and Pristodactyla, as observed by Lacordaire, are hardly sufficient to warrant the 

retention of the latter genus. : 
‘In Oregon the eastern genera, not found in the Atlantic States, have dimin- 

ished in number, but among them occurs Callisthenes, which is found in Kansas. 
The number of American genera has largely increased, even with our limited 
collections; of them 14 are found in the Atlantic States, 2 in Kansas, while 
8 are peculiar to Pacific America; of the 14 found in the Atlantic States, 
Haplochile, Dichelonycha, Anelastes, and Alaus are the only ones not found 

within the tropics. 
“In California the genera of the eastern continent have increased absolutely, 

from more extensive collections, over those found in Oregon, but do not attain 

the same relative proportion as those found in Russian America; among them 
is one, Tryssus, a genus heretofore known only from Madagascar, and is thus 
far the sole representative of the tribe of Scarabaeidae, to which it belongs 
on this continent. 

“The number of American genera has greatly increased, partly by the ad- 
dition of genera found within the tropics, and partly by the introduction of a 
few peculiar genera; the most remarkable addition, however, is that of eighteen 
genera of Tenebrionidae, of which but two, Nosoderma and Blapstinus, extend 
into the Atlantic States, while only four others extend into Kansas or New 
Mexico. The genera found in the Atlantic States, and not in the tropics, are 
Thalpius, Axindopalpus, Dichelonycha, Anelastes, Perothops, and Melanactes. 

_ “Another fact of great interest is the distribution of species within narrow 

limits observed in California. I am not able to exhibit the results in a tabular 
form, as collections have not been made with minuteness at a sufficient number 
of localities to give any definite results, but I can merely state my own ex- 
perience, that but few species occurred at more than one place, and call at- 
tention to the fact that, in every colleetion made at a fresh locality, a large 
proportion of new species is found, while in Oregon, at points equally distant 
from each other, a greater uniformity is seen. 
“The analysis, therefore, conducts to the same results announced by/ me, 

in 1851, at the meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science; the fourth proposition was, unfortunately, announced in too absolute 
terms, as the only two genera then known to me, Thalpius and Axinopalpus, 
were not considered as of sufficient importance to modify the result. Thalpius, 
indeed, is to closely allied to Diaphorus, that we may well expect some of the 
species of the latter genus to belong to it, while Axinopalpus is by many en- 
tomologists not separated from Dromius. The other four American genera com- 
mon to California and Atlantic America, not found in the tropics—Dichelonycha, 
Anelastes, Perothops, and Melanactes—upon , which I am now obliged to modify 
the assertion, were subsequently obtained. 

“The four propositions mentioned by me in the essay mentioned are: 
1. California constitutes a peculiar zoological district, with sufficeient rela- 

tion to the other districts of America to prove that it belongs to the same 
continental system. 

2. This zoological district is divided into several sharply-defined sub-districts, 
having a very close resemblance to each other. 

As the same mode of distribution obtains in the groups of islands adjacent 
to the western coast of America, we are led to believe— 

3. That the local distribution of a small number of species is the character- 
istic of the eastern Pacific region, as the extensive distribution of a large 
number is the prevailing feature of the Atlantic basin. 

4, The genera occurring in, but not peculiar to, this district belong to 
two classes; either (with the exception of Ergates) they occur on the Atlantic 

Slope of both continents, or, if peculiar to America, they are (with the few 
exceptions above noted) also found within the tropics.” pp. 2-4, 

This paper is accompanied by four tables as follows: 

23 
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I. Genera Common to the Eastern and Western Continents. 
II. Genera Peculiar to America. : 
III. Species Common to the Atlantic and Pacific Slopes of the Continent. 
IV. Species Found in Russian America and in the Eastern Continent, not 

Introduced and not Found in Atlantic America. 
1862. p. 336. “Some of the more conspicuous and peculiar species are des- 

cribed below: enough has been stated to show that the affinities of the fauna 
[of Lower California] are with that of the region extending from the Colorado 
Desert across to the Rio Grande valley, thereby confirming the results obtained 
by Prof. Baird, and Mr. Cope from the study of the vertebrata collected by Mr. 

Xantus. 
“The limited number of species of these two classes precludes the possibility 

of the occurrence of many new forms in the region here treated of; but in the 

number of peculiar species of the much more extensive class of insects seen 
in Mr. Xantus’ collections, we recognize that lower California constitutes one 

or more provinces of the Interior district, as defined by me in the introduction 

to my synopsis of the Coleoptera of Kansas and New Mexico. 

“The preponderance of Tenebrionidae, both in genera and species seen in the 
fauna of Upper California and Arizona, has here been partially destroyed. The 
genera which survive are, however, such as are already known from the last 

mentioned region. None of those peculiar to maritime California have as yet 

occurred.” p. 336. 
1878: pp. 447-448. “The elevated interior region of North America presents 

peculiarly favorable opportunities for the study of some of the most interesting 
questions connected with geographical distribution of animals and plants. 

“Tf the materials at our hands be, as indeed they yet. are. a very scanty 

representation of the organic forms now living in that part of the continent, 

they are, at least, sufficient to indicate the direction in which investigations 
should be pushed, in order to arrive at definite and final results. 

“The peculiarly favorable circumstances to which I chiefly refer at present 
are dependent on the following points in the development of the region :— 

ist. The gradual enlargement of the land-surface at the expense of the 

circumambient seas during the latest Mesozoic periods. 

2d. The gradual elevation of the middle of the continental mass during post- 
Cretaceous times, so as to greatly modify the climate in respect to both moisture 
and temperature. These changes have been so gradual, that we may say with 
certainty (excluding the local eruptive phenomena, which were more numerous, 
but not remarkably different from those of the present age) there has been 

no great or paroxysmal disturbance destructive of the land-surface in the 
elevated plains east of the Rocky Mountains since the deposition of our early 
Cretaceous strata (Dakota Group). 

3rd. While, during the Glacial epoch, the valleys of the mountains were 

filled with glaciers of moderate size, and the line of permanent ice streams 

and fields brought to a much lower level, there was an absence of the extensive 
ice sheets and flooded areas, which in Eastern America destroyed entirely the 
terrestrial organized beings of the former period. 

“It must be inferred from the first and second of these premises that the 
new land exposed by this gradual development of the continent received its 

colonies of animals and plants from the conterminous older land-surfaces in 

various directions, and that the subsequent elevation of the continental mass, 

by which the moisture was diminished, caused a later invasion of the territory 
by those genera and species which are characteristic of arid regions. 

“We may also conclude, from the third premise that the glacial displacement 
of species in the Rocky Mountains has been much less than in Eastern America, 

and that a very small area would be left bare of life on the return to a normal 
temperature; consequently, the previous occupants of the higher mountains 
would again return to their former domain, increased by refugees from the 

circumpolar continent of temperate climate, driven southward by the increas- 

ing cold. 
“Such being the case, it ought to be possible, with well-prepared lists of the 

insects of the plains and mountain regions, by comparison with lists of the 

local fauna of other zoological districts of the continent, to ascertain, with 
reasonable probability, the invasions from different directions by which, in the 

first place, the newly emerged land was colonized; and, in the second place, 
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the modifications, either in distribution or in structure, which have subsequently 
occurred. ‘ 

“J have on an other occasiont expressed my belief that the study of the 
distribution of existing insects could give much information concerning former 
‘topographical and geographical changes in the surface of the earth. I then 
Save several examples to show how the distribution of species peculiar in their 
habits and structure confirmed what was already known by geological investiga- 
tion of the gradual evolution of the middle part of the continent. I will now 
advance the additional thesis, that we may obtain somewhat definite informa- 
tion of the sequence, extent, and effects of geological changes in the more recent 
periods by a careful study of the insect fauna in its totality.” 

1878a, pp. 470-471. Includes lists of Florida Coleoptera: 
1. Florida species also found in the Antilles. 
2. Common to Florida and Mexico and partly found in Texas. 
838. Common to Texas, Arizona, and southern California. 

4. Anomalous common to Florida and South America. 
5. Distribution of anomalous species. 

Murray, A. 1870. pp. 7, 8, 11-12, 32-33, 36-37, 38, “The position I am about 
to maintain then is, that, subject to modifications to be afterwards mentioned, all 
the Coleoptera in the world are referable to one or other of three great stirpes. 
These three no doubt originally sprung from one stirps, and acquired their dis- 
tinguishing features by long-continued isolation from each other, combined with 

changes in their conditions of life. But now we have three, and only three, 

great strains, sometimes intermingling with each other, sometimes underlying 
or overlying each other, and sometimes developed into new forms, but always dis- 

tinguishable and traceable to one or other of the three sources. 
“These are—i, the Indo-African stirps; 2, the Brazilian stirps; and 3, what, 

for want of a better name, I shall call the microtypal stirps, in allusion to the 
general run of the species composing it being of a smaller size, or, more strictly 
speaking, not containing such large or conspicuous insects as the others. It is 
not altogether a satisfactory name, because the stirps does contain some large 
species, and it is not peculiar to it to abound in small ones. But, taken as a 
whole, its ingredients are smaller and more modest in appearance than those 

of the others. The fauna and flora of our own land may be taken as its type and 

standard. pp. 7-8. 

“The Indo-African stirps, as its name implies, inhabits Africa south of the 

Sahara, and India and China south of the Himalayas, also the Malayan district, 
the Indian archipelago, and the New Guinea group. This range is less modified 
by the general introduction of foreign elements than that of the next stirps. 

“The Brazilian stirps inhabits South Central America east of the Andes, and 
north of the River Platte, and furnishes, moreover, a large share in the consti- 

tution of North America, but has also received in return a very perceptible tinge 

from the microtypal stirps. 
In the microtypal stirps I include the fauna of Europe, Asia north of the 

Himalayas, Eastern North America, so far as not modified by the Brazilian element, 
and, what has less of this strain, the whole of North-west America, California, 
part of the Mexican fauna, Peru, Chili, the Argentine Republic south of Tucuman, 
Patagonia, Tierra del Fuego, Polynesia, New Zealand, and Australia. p. 8. 

“Let us now turn to the three great stirps, and pass each of them in review, 
trace their course, and determine their limits. I shall begin with the micro- 

typal stirps (with which we are most familiar). It is the most extensive of the 
whole, being distributed over the whole world with the exception of the In- 

dian, African, and Brazilian regions; and even they, from various exceptional 

causes, have a greater or less tinge of it in their faunas. It contains some 
minor faunas, and these, again, a number of subfaunas. The Europeo-Asiatic 
region is one of these minor faunas, and of it the Atlantic islands, the 
Mediterranean, and the Monoglian are subfaunas. Taken as one fauna, 
the Europeo-Asiatic extends from the Azores east to Japan, the whole 
of that vast space being inhabited entirely by the same type and, for the most 
part, by the same species, a few only dropping off here and there, and being re- 
placed by others of the same general character. p. 11. 

1. Trans. Am. Assoc. Adv. Science, 1875, Detroit, President’s address. [cf. Le Conte, ’76.] 
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“The Europeo-Asiatic Beetle-fauna't does not stop even at Japan; it passes over 
into North America by Behring’s Straits, or rather, I should say, it is found in 
North America on the other side of Behring’s Straits. In Russian America we 
have a fresh crop of Europeo-Asiatic form, genera and species; and here another 
noteworthy circumstance presents itself. It is generally taken for granted that 
there is a uniform homogeneous arctic fauna which extends all around the arctic 
circle. It is so, and it is not sc. It is so on the large scale, but not so on the 
small. The arctic fauna is subject to the laws of spreading by continuity and 

stoppage by barriers just the same as any other fauna. I have elsewhere endeav- 
ored to show that the mammalian fauna of Greenland is Europeo-arctic as dis- 

tingushed from Americano-arctic. I maintain that the homogeneity of a fauna 

depends on other causes than uniformity of condition of life within its limits. 
I cannot doubt that if there had been an isolated communication between the 
{ndo-African districts and the North-Pole, we should there have had a fauna 
related to and developed out of that fauna, and wholly distinct from the other 

faunas of the arctic regions. It is continuity of soil or freedom of intercommuni- 
cation which has produced the present uniformity of fauna in the arctic regions; 
but were minor interruptions exist, or old barriers or conditions equivalent to 

a barrier formerly existed, there are also subdivisions in the character of the fauna, 
and in the position of these minor divisions we see the operation of these laws 
and are able to trace the existence and former position of the barriers. Thus 
we find two minor subfaunas in Arctic America, an eastern and a western 
one. Two causes may have produced these. One of these may have been 
the sea which, it can scarcely be doubted, formerly existed between the 
Gulf of Mexico and the Polar Sea, in the line of the Missouri and Mackenzie 
rivers; another may have been that the ground now occupied by one of these 

subfaunas was under water at a later period than the other, so that it was 
peopled at a different date from it. Probably both contributed to produce the 
present arrangement of the subfaunas to the east and west of the Mackenzie River. 

That there was a barrier there, and that that side was still supplied with the same 
general type (though with minor deviations), is to be explained by their having 
received their species from the same general stock, but coming to it from dif- 
ferent directions, the one from the east, the other from the west. That the minor 

differences to which I allude are, in the case of North America, to be referred 
this cause, and not to mere gradual increase of variation arising from increase of 
distance, seems to be a legitimate inference from the fact that while the whole 
of the north of North America, without exception, belongs to the Europeo-Asiatic 
type, there are a number of European genera which occur in North-east America, 

and not in the North-west, and a few which occur in the North-west, and not in 
North-east America. pp. 32-33. 

“Returning to the Asiatic terminus of the microtypal stirps, let us now en- 
deavor to trace its further course. The genus Blaps, which is a characteristic 
feature in the Coleopterous fauna of Central Asia, will furnish us with the means.: 
It may be taken as a representative case applicable to other species also, although 

fit is the most striking instance which occurs to me. Upwards of 100 different 
species of Blaps, out of a total of about 150, have been described as inhabiting 
athe country between Southern Russia, Mongolia, and Mantchouria. Now if we 

cross to California in continuation of the same line we have not Blaps, but we 
have Blaps’s brother and he has been a twin. We have Eleodes, its perfect 

counterpart and representative; and it is to be observed that while the facies 
-of the species actually inhabiting California is entirely that of Blaps, a number 

of species which are found in Kansas and on the eastern flanks of the Rocky 
Mountains have a somewhat different facies; and I should add that the supposi- 
tion that these are stragglers from the Californian shores is strengthened by the 
fact that the genus does not occur to the east of the Missouri; other Heteromerous 
forms, reminding us of Mediterranean and Asiatic species, occur in California, 
and the whole of the north-west of America has a greater preponderance of the 
microtypal stirps than perhaps occurs east of the Rocky Mountains. pp. 36-37. 

“Next step to the south of California comes Mexico. It also is largely supplied 
with Eleodes; and although some of the showiest and finest non-microtypal Col- 

‘“17 was unable in my ‘Geographical Distribution of Mammals’ to adopt Dr. Sclater’s terminology 
of Palaearctic, Neoarctic, &c., because we did not agree in the extent and limits of our regions; and 
now, of course, in this paper [ can still less do so, ‘as a principal effect of my hypothesis, if it be 
sound, must be to still further break down their limits and destroy their solidity.” 
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eoptera in the whole world come from Mexico, they have no bearing on this part 
of my inquiry; for they come from parts of Mexico which are in direct com- 
munication with another stirps, the rich Coleopterous fauna of Brazil and Vene- 
auela; and the vast multitude of small European-looking species which occur 
on the high lands and western side is quite sufficient for my purpose. The col- 
lections made by Truqui in Mexico show this thoroughly microtypal character 
in a very marked way, Staphylinidous genera, such as Falagria, Homalota, &c., 
abounding. Mexico, being a sort of halfway house between Europe and Australia, 
might be expected to contain species both from the north and the south which 
have got thus far. Hleodes is an instance of this from the north, Philonthus 
another; both reach as far as Chili, but not into Australia. Zopherus, on the 
other hand, is an instance of a species which occurs in Australia, and runs up 
into Mexico, where it is in strength, and goes even a little further. Mexico may, 
indeed, have been its starting-point, but the connexions and relations of it and 
the allied genus Nosodendron decidedly indicate a separation between the eastern 
and western type of both; and the western type extends into Australia and New 
Caledonia.” p. 38. 

Schwarz, E. A. 1888. pp. 166-167, 168-170, 171-172. “After a study of this 
peculiar fauna of Key West which I also found on many other localities farther 
north and which constitutes the semitropical fauna of Florida, I have come ~o 
the conclusion that it is entirely of West Indian origin, and that the region I shall 
hereafter circumscribe as Semitropical Florida does not contain any endemic 

forms. In other words, the distinctive fauna of Southern Florida is a permanent 

colony of West Indian forms, much more numerous in species than it has 
hitherto been supposed; the number in Coleoptera alone amounting, accord- 
ing to a very low estimate, based upon my collection, to at least 300 species not 
yet in our catalogues. pp. 166-167. 

“Before entering on a discussion of the character and extent of this West Indian 
colony in Florida it seems worth while and instructive to give a glance at the 
south-western extremity of North America where our fauna comes also in contact 

with a semitropical fauna. The great faunal regions known as Nearctic and 

Neotropical are connected or divided by the Central American fauna which from 
the nature of the conditions participates in the characters of both regions, but 
is more nearly allied to the latter than to the former. It is again divided into 
the fauna of the Central American continent and the Insular fauna of Central 
America, more commonly called the West Indian fauna; these two faunal regions 
being related to each other in the same degree as is the fauna of our Atlantic 
slope to that of the Pacific slope. At the zone of contact between the North 
American fauna and that of Mexico the conditions are as follows: The ocean 
current along the Pacific coast of North America runs from north to south, thus 
facilitating the spread of more northern species southward. It loses its force 
and disappears before reaching southern California and thus the North American 
fauna along the coast does not come into contact with that of the Mexican coast. 
On the mainland we find between California and the largest portion of Arizona 
on the one side and Mexico on the other, a broad tract of the most barren and 

sterile* country which proves to be a most effectual barrier between the two 
faunal regions. Farther east, and more especially along the Rio Grande, a complete 
intermingling of the two faunas takes place in such a way that species of all fam- 
ilies participate in this intermingling. It is thus impossible to decide whether a 
collection of insects comes from Texas or the State of Tamaulipas, or whether 
it comes from southern New Mexico, from south-eastern Arizona, or from Sonora, 
The Morrison collection, for instance, has been distributed among North American 
entomologists as coming from south eastern Arizona and is worked up in the 
‘Biologia Centrali-Americana’ as coming from Sonora, Mex. pp. 167-168. 

“In looking for the original home of this colony of West Indian insects and 
plants we have been hitherto too much accustomed to consider the island of Cuba 
as the only place from which this immigration has taken place. In the task of 
determining my South Floridian Coleoptera it was found over and over again 
that these immigrants may have been described not only from Cuba, but from any 
other of the West Indian islands, or from the Central American continent south 
of Yucatan, or even from Columbia and Venezuela—in other words from all 
parts of Central America which come under the influence of the Gulf stream. As 
ean be seen from any physical atlas, the warm equatorial current enters the 

*See Dr. G. H. Horn’s “Notes on the ‘Biologia Centrali-Americana,’’’ ‘Trans. Amer. Ent. i 
Vol. XIII, Month. Proc., p. VII. mt. Soc., 
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Caribbean Sea through the Windward Islands and attaining by this contraction 
a considerable velocity forms the Gulf Stream which flows between the southern- 
most chain of the West Indies and the Leeward Islands and strikes the Central 
American continent, flowing northward along the coast. Deflected by the project- 
ing peninsula of Yucatan, the stream turns eastward and reaches the coast of 
Cuba and the southernmost part of Florida. Thus the West Indian colony of 
insects in Florida may come from any part of this vast area swept by the Gulf 

stream, although the largest proportion comes of course from Cuba since this 

island is the nearest to Florida. This immigration by the aid of the Gulf stream 

explains the following interesting phenomenon in geographical distribution. We 
have seen that insects from the coast of Central America south of Yucatan may 
occur in Southern Florida; but the same species often had the power of extending 
their geographical distribution northward on the Central American mainland 
through Mexico, thus reaching the south-eastern limits of the United States. 

Certain species may occur, therefore, in the United States, in Western Texas 

or South-eastern New Mexico and in Southern Florida, being however, 
absent in the intervening Southern States. viz: Eastern Texas, Louisiana, 

Alabama, Georgia, and Northern and Central Florida. This curious distribution 

has never been pointed out so far as J am aware but can be exemplified by num- 

erous species, not only among the Coleoptera but also other Orders of insects. 

“The distance between Cuba and Florida is not very great, the current of the 

Gulf stream is very swift, and logs and other debris swept out to sea from the 

rivers of Cuba may reach the -coast of Florida within three or four days; from 

Yucatan in about double that time. It is evident that within that short time all 
‘such insects may safely be carried from the West Indies to Florida which, in the 

‘imago or preparatory stages, live under bark, or within the wood of trees, or 

‘within seeds and similar sheltered conditions, or whose eggs are firmly attached 
to trees and covered with viscous liquid. But it is evident that this sea voyage 
is too long for all such insects as do not live in such sheltered positions. As a 

‘consequence, all adephagous Coleoptera, further all those living under old leaves, 
in the ground, in very rotten wood and similar places, and finally most of the 

Chrysomelidae which lay their eggs either onto the leaves or in the ground are not 

brought over from the West Indies. There are, therefore, no West Indian Cara- 
bidae, Lampyrdae, Staphylinidae and other rhypophagous Clavicorn families and 
very few West Indian Scarabaeidae and Chrysomelidae to be found in Southern 
Florida.* This is a most characteristic feature of the semitropical Coleopterous 
fauna of Florida, strikingly contrasting with the state of affairs in the south- 
western extremity of North America. I have stated before that along the Texan 
and New Mexican frontier there is a perfect intermingling of the North and Central 

American faunas so that it is impossible to decide whether a miscellaneous col- 

jection of Coleoptera comes from Western Texas or the adjacent parts of Mexico. 
A miscellaneous collection, consisting only of about 100 species but made pro- 
miscuously in semitropical Florida can at a glance be distinguished from a similar 

collection made in Cuba or any other part of the West Indies. Further, the pecu- 
liar composition of this fauna at once precludes the assumption that any agencies 
other than the current of the Gulf stream could have been active in assisting the 
immigration from the West Indies. pp. 168-170. 

“Most of the more southern Keys are covered with semitropical forest, i. e. 
forest covered with composed of West Indian trees, while, as I stated before, the 
true Floridian fauna and flora are almost entirely absent. These islands are, there- 
fore, by no means favorable to a study of the relation of semitropical to the true 
Floridian fauna. However, a stay of a few weeks on the shores of Biscayne Bay 
fully sufficed to settle this question. Here, as well as on the mainland farther south 
and the northernmost Keys (Key Largo and Elliott’s Key) the Floridian flora 
largely infringes upon the semitropical forest and reduces the same to smaller 
or larger island-like patches lying close to the shore or occupying similarly isolated 

patches on the shore of the Everglades and the few islands in the Everglades. 
The bulk of the mainland is covered by pine woods} with an undergrowth com- 

‘‘* The absence of fresh water in the coral region of the keys and the mainland south of Miami 
River necessitates the absence of Lytiscidae and most other aquatic or semi aquatic families. Even 
the Everglades and the rivers draining the same at the northern end of Biscayne Bay seem to be al- 
most destitute of aquatic Coleoptera.” i . 

“+ While it is true that the pine of Southern Florida, Pinus Cubensis, is also of West Indian ori- 
gin, its distribution in Florida is quite different from the rest of the semitropical flora and its intro- 
ae is ney of very ancient date. Its fauna does not differ from that of the Yellow Pine, 

. palustris).’ 
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posed almost entirely of true Floridian plants. There are further vast stretches 
of what is called ‘the prairie,’ i. e. land quite recently formed, partly by the-accumu- 
lation of seaweeds swept ashore by the waves, and partly by the advance of the 
Mangroves. This prairie is covered with the same herbaceous vegetation which 

we see in similar places in Central Florida and does not contain a single semi- 
tropical plant. Even the hammock is invaded by several Floridian trees: the 

Live Oaks, several Palmettos, the Hackberry and others make their appearance 
and, on higher ground we find plenty of Persea carolinensis. Now on all these trees 

in the pine woods and on the prairie, in short wherever there is the Floridian 

flora we meet the true Floridian insect fauna whereas the semitropical fauna is 
confined to the semitropical forest.* This fact once recognized, it becomes evi- 
dent that the northward extent of this fauna is identical with that of the semi- 
tropical forest, a fact fully borne out by subsequent experience.” pp. 170-171. 

“I desire to emphasize here once more as one of the principal characteristics 
of this flora and fauna, that north of the Everglades they nowhere appear inland 

but always close to the shore. Even along the inner bank of the Indian River 
there are—or rather were—but a very few spots covered with semitropical forest, 

viz: on the mouth of the St. Lucie and Sebastian Rivers, at the southern end of 
Merritt’s Island and perhaps some others; but they are now mostly destroyed by 
cultivation.” p. 172. 

1890. pp. 186-187. 
“The mountain ranges in America run in the direction from north to south, 

and the colonies of circumpolar insects upon their summits have thus been able 
to preserve their connection and specific identity with the arctic forms; whereas 

in Europe, where the mountain ranges run from east to west, the alpine colonies 

have generally undergone changes and, by isolation, lost their specific identity 
with the arctic species. There is, therefore, in the Old World an abundance of 

distinct alpine forms, none of which are identical with North American species; 
while we,-on our high mountains, have but few, if any, alpine, but more arctic 

forms. pp. 186-187. 
“Among the strictly circumpolar Coleoptera the predaceous families predom- 

inate over the phytophagous families; the Carabidae, Dytiscidae, Staphylinidae, 

and Coccinellidae are well represented, the Chrysomelidae and Rhynchophera are 
tolerably well, and the Cerambycidae and Elateridae are poorly represented. The 
Buprestidae are absent although this family contains numerous boreal species 

in every region. The phytophagous Scarabaeidae do not, or barely extend into 
the arctic regions; the coprophagous Scarabaeidae (Aphodius) are well repre- 
sented there, still none of them (with the exception of Aphodius rufipes, which 
doubtfully belongs here) is on the list of circumpolar Coleoptera.” p. 187. 

“Species not Belonging to the Circumpolar Fauna.—This division comprises 
endemic species of probably intratropical origin, which have spread, by natural 
dispersion, into the temperate zone of North America.” p. 187. 

1890a. pp. 170-171. 
“Turning now to the bulk of the species in the list [St. Augustine, Florida] we 

find that they consist of the usual admixture of more or less widely-distributed 
species and true Floridian forms, the proportion being but little different from that 
of the other localities, e. g. Crescent City, Enterprise, Tampa. . . But the St. 
Augustine list contains another element, viz: species belonging to the faunal 
region lying directly north of eastern Florida and comprising lower Georgia, the 
lower Carolinas, and eastern Virginia. This is an ill-defined region with very 
few, or no, peculiar species, and only characterized by a certain combination of 
@ number of southern species. The existence of this faunal region will become 
evident to any one who, on a summer day, goes from here [Washington] down 
to Fortress Monroe, Va. The difference between the Washington fauna and that 
of Fortress Monroe will then be found quite striking. Of this fauna I noticed 
about twenty species in the St. Augustine list not previously known from Florida.” 
pp. 170-171. 

1901. pp. 1, 2, 3. 
“Still, southwestern Texas belongs, at least as far as the insects are concerned, 

to the lower Sonoran fauna, of which it forms a marked subdivision, but with 
marked affinities to the austroriparian region. 

‘““* There is, in addition, in Southern Florida a maritime fauna of semitropical character, but the 
number of pear composing the same (about 12 in Coleoptera) is so small that it is hardly worth 
while considering. Its northern extent is still uncertain but it is safe to say that on the eastern coast 
it does not reach beyond Mosquito Inlet at New Smyrna.” 
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“Collections made at Laredo, San Diego, Corpus Christi and in the lower Nueces 
river valley prove that, with few exceptions, no tropical forms occur in that section, 
and the trip on the stage from Alice to Brownsville shows that the character of 
the country does not change southward until the black alluvial soil of the delta 
of the Rio Grande is reached. Here, within the bends of the river, as well as 

along the various backwaters and old river arms (resocas) which dissect the delta, 
isolated areas or strips of larger or smaller extent are covered with a dense forest 
having thick undergrowth of varied shrubbery and a rich vegetation of lower 

plants, the like of which is not seen at any other place in Southwestern Texas. 
The forest jungles (in Florida they would be called hammocks) are the home 

of the semitropical insect fauna of Texas, which, so far as known to me, has, 
previous to the year 1895, never been investigated by any entomologist, since even 

many of the most abundant species are either entirely new or not yet recorded 
from the United States. If, confining myself to Coleoptera found by Prof. Town- 
send or myseif near Brownsville, I mention the genera Agra, Dasydactylus, Phys- 
orhinus, Achryson, Gnaphalodes, Amphionycha, Megascelis, Plectrotreta, Brachy- 
coryne, Listronychus, Polypria (quite a number of others are not yet determined, 
or undescribed), no one can deny the existence of a semitropical insect fauna along 
the north bank of the lower Rio Grande. The number of species composing this 
fauna is very large; in Coleoptera alone I estimate that, after proper exploration, 
between 300 and 400 species will be added to our lists. 

As stated above, these semitropical thickets occur in isolated patches in the 

lowest parts of the delta; wherever the ground is a little more elevated, the usual 

mesquite and spiny chaparral, liberally interspersed with Opuntias, make their 
appearance, and with them the general fauna of southwestern Texas.” 

Scudder, 1895. pp. 27-28. 
“The Post-pliocene deposits have proved the most prolific with thirty-two species, 

though here only seven families are represented, of which the Carabidae and 
Staphylinidae, but especially the former, very largely predominate. The greatest 
interest attaches to the interglacial locality near Scarboro’, Ont., which alone has 
yielded twenty-nine species, and is the largest assemblage of insects ever found 
in such a deposit anywhere. These clays have been studied and their fossils col- 

lected by Dr. G. J. Hinde,t who sets forth the reasons why he regards them as 

interglacial, lying as they do upon a morainal till of a special character and over- 

lain by till of a distinct kind. The elytra and other parts of beetles found by him 

represent five families and fifteen genera; they are largely Carabidae, there being 

half-a-dozen species each of Platynus and Pterostichus, and species also of Patro- 

bus, Bembidium, Loricera ard Elaphrus. 

The next family in importance is the Staphylinidae, of which there are five 

genera, Geodromicus, Arpedium, Bledius, Oxyporus and Lathrobium, each with a 
single species. Hydrophilidae are represented by Hydrochus and Helophorus, each 
with one species, and the Chrysomelidae by two species of Donacia. Finally a 

species of Scolytidae must have made the borings under the bark of a juniper 
described below. 

“Looking, at the assemblage of forms as a whole and noting the distribution of 
the species to which they seem to be most nearly related, they are plainly indigen- 
ous to the soil, but would perhaps be thought to have come from a somewhat more 

northern locality than that in which they were found; not one of them can be 
referred to existing species, but the nearest allies of not a few of them are to be 

sought in the Lake Superior and Hudson Bay region, while the larger part are in- 

habitants of Canada and the northern United States, or the general district in 
which the deposit occurs. In no single instance have any special affinities been 

found with any characteristically southern form, though several are most nearly 

allied to species found there as well as in the north. A few seem to be most nearly 
related to Pacific forms, such as the Elaphrus and one each of the species of 

Platynus and Pterostichus. On the whole, the fauna has a boreal aspect, though 
by no means so decidedly boreal as one would anticipate under the circumstances.” 
pp. 27-28. Of. Scudder 794. 

Ulke, H. 1902. p. 3. 
“The appearance of northern and southern forms are here controlled [Wash- 

‘‘* This statement includes four species (Hydrochus amictus, Helophorus rigescens, Pterostichus dor- 
mitans, and Bembidium fragmentum), found by Dr. Hinde near Cleveland, Ohio, on the shores of Lake 
Erie, in clay beds very similar to those found near Scarboro’, on the shores of Lake Ontario, but not 
found at Scarboro’ itself. They undoubtedly belong to the same category.” 

““+ Can. Journ. Sc., N. S., xv, 388-413 (1887).’’ 
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ington, D. C.] by the change of seasons, so in early spring we may always expect 
more northern types, while in midsummer the southern ones predominate.” 

VanDyke, E. J. 1901. pp. 198-199. 
“The California faunal region proper ineluues practically all the lowlands of 

the State, the fertile valleys of southern California and the extensive valleys of 
the San Joaquin and Sacramento, the lesser valleys along the coast and the foot 
hills bordering them. The fauna prevailing throughout these portions are so 
affiliated with Sonoran forms, particularly toward the south as to warrant the 
designation of such portions as Sonoran sub-regions, and by the extension of 

these forms into the foot hills where they have interbred with Boreal types 
through a series of ages, genera characteristic of both parent regions have been 

evolved. Omus, Brennus (a cychrid subgenus). Metrius, Promecognathus, Pleo- 
coma, and Rosalia with others while more or less related to adjacent northern 
forms probably developed from a rich circumpolar fauna under the influence of 

adaptation to environment. Omus occurs rather generally throughout the state, 
and Metrius and Promecognathus similarly but less frequently in the moist timber 
belt of the Coast Range, alihough an Alpine variety of Metrius is found in the 

Sierras, and Brennus is confined to the coast. Many other examples of restricted 
location could be given. in earlier periods California was more isolated partic- 
ularly from the Sonoran region and northern influences prevailed. Then such 

genera as Omus and Plecoma became first established. Subsequently a few south- 
ern forms such as Coniontis and its congeners gained access. These constituted 

the-old California fauna, but when the southern isolation ceased, followed by the 
invasion of Sonoran forms, a new and later fauna was developed. This theory 

is partially supported by the fact that in the islands off the coast and in certain 

still isolated areas are faunas which are largely sui generis, and typical of the old 
California fauna above described.” 
Wickham, H. F. 1902. pp. 221-222. 
“The phenomena of distribution in Colorado are of much interest. Within a 

radius of a few miles we may find assemblages of species representing at least 
three distinct faunae. The first, that of the great plains surrounding the moun- 

tains, is marked by a great development of wingless or imperfectly winged forms, 
probably largely invaders from the south where we may suppose that the arid 

deserts first made their appearance and where this characteristic feature is more 
in evidence among the beetles. Good examples may be found among the Meloidae, 

Tenebrionidae and epigaeal Rhynchophora. Occasionally these forms leave their 
natural haunts and extend for long distances up the river valleys. Thus Eleodes 

may sometimes be met with at altitudes exceeding ten thousand feet. As we enter 
the timbered country on the higher foot-hills and lower mountain sides, we en- 
counter a fauna which while not unmixed with species that have come up from 

the plains, shows a strong affinity to the life about our Great Lakes. Higher still 
—that is to say from about eight thousand to nine thousand feet, according to 
the exposure, presence or absence of near-by snow-fields and so on—we meet with 
many species of genera still more boreal in habits. We may mention Nebria with 
its many species, usually taken along the coldest mountain streams, the flattened 
Bembidia, and the large Aphodii. Above timber line the peaks sustain a few 
beetles which seem to be of arctic origin, left, probably, by the retreating ice- 
sheets of the Glacial period. 

“T cannot agree with Prof. Cockerell* who claims that the Glacial epoch would, 
for the time being result in the almost complete extermination of the insect fauna 

of Colorado and the adiacent table-lands. He assumes that the arid region 
‘where not actually glaciated would be a frozen desert,’ something which I think 
is not indicated by such geological evidence as we possess. The glaciation of Col- 
orado was apparently not particularly extensive. Neither does it seem likely that 
the western ice-sheet went so far south as San Diego; at any rate the indications 
seem to show that along the highlands of Southern California only the loftier 
mountains were glaciated at all. Today great glaciers exist in the immediate 

vicinity of well-wooded districts rich in animal life. The same phenomenon may 
have occurred during ancient times.” 

1893. pp. 232-233. 
“1. That the fauna of southern Alaska is less closely related to our alpine, 

northern inland, or north-east coast faunae than is that of the Stikine Canon or of 
Glenora. 

“"* Transactions of the American Entomological Society, Vol. XX, p. 319. 

24 
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2. That the Stikine Canon fauna is more closely allied to that of the North and 
East than is that of the coast, and about the same as is that of Glenora. 

3. That the chief relations of all three are in the direction of Lake Superior: 
with larger lists this affinity might turn to the Rocky Mountains, especially in 
the case of Glenora. 

Regarding the affinities of the faunae of the Coast, the Stikine Canon and 
Glenora among themselves we find: 

4. That one-sixth of the Coast species extend up to the Canon while only one- 

thirtieth reach Glenora. 
5. That the last-named fauna is much more closely allied to that of the Canon 

that to that of the Coast; nearly one-fourth of the Glenora species are found also 
at the Canon while only about one-eleventh extend to the Coast. 

| 6 That the fauna of Glenora is apparently less related to that of the Coast 

than to that of the interior or the Hast. : 
“Reference to the accompanying maps will throw some light on the problems 

here suggested. Glenora is on the inside of the great Coast Ranges while the 

Little Canon is regarded by Dr. Dawson as marking the head of the old salt-water 

inlet that has been silted up. This would account for much in the distribution of 
the species in question. The climate of the country above the Canon is also much 
dryer and with greater extremes of heat and cold than on the Coast. Aside from 
the influence of the barrier of the Coast Mountains interposed between faunae 

which might tend to intermingle, the change of plants consequent upon difference 
in climate on opposite sides must also have its effect on the insects dependent 
on vegetation for food.” pp. 232-233 

1905. p. 46. 
“My proposed explanation, correlating the briefly outlined geological history with 

the facts offered as to the distribution of the insects [shore insects of the Great 
Basin], may be summarized as follows: 

1. The shore beetles under consideration are confined to the Great Basin or its 
immediate borders, and have, in general, no allies in other districts from which 

they could have been recently developed. This in itself is strong presumptive 
evidence that they are endemic, not immigrants. 

2. Within the Basin, recent conditions are such that the present distribution 

cannot possibly be a matter of modern origin. The small lakes now remaining 

in the Basin are separated by great tracts of arid desert, impassable to beetles 

depending on a moist soil for their development and food supply. The nature of 
these insects is such that they cannot be carried long distances, as eggs or larvae, 

en the feet of birds or other animals. 
8. Ancient conditions, as shown by the geological history through the Pleisto- 

cene, were favorable to the diffusion of shore-loving insects through the Basin, 
because of the much greater extension of the lakes in those times. 

4, The insect most thoroughly studied, Cicindela echo, is entirely confined, in 
its present range, to the neighborhood of lakes, from which their size and the 
presence of nearby springs, may be presumed to have lasted in some form from 

a remote period—even through times of severe drought. Other littoral forms 
follow the same general law, though some of them are less sensitive to local con- 
ditions. 
“From these facts, I think we can come to but one conclusion—the beetles under 

consideration are types that have inhabited the Basin during the Pleistocene times 

vhen the shores of the great lakes stretched over hundreds of miles of what are 
now desert sands. As the lakes shrunk during times of drought, the insects fol- 

lowed the retreating beaches. Those which attached themselves to bodies of 

sufficient size or permanence were able to sustain their specific existence, while 
such as were dwelling on the edges of pools of a transient nature were extermin- 

ated altogether. Thus we have the phenomenon of discontinuous distribution, 
presented not by one species alone but by an entire assemblage.” p. 46. Cf. 
Wickham, 1904. 

2. Comments on the Preceding Generalizations and on the Literature 
of Geographic Distribution. The American authors who have given 
special attention to the study of the geographic distribution of - our 
beetle fauna are few in number, but they are very representative men. 
First and foremost is Dr. J. L. LeConte, the most remarkable and 
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“exceptional” of American entomologists. A man who, had he devoted 
himself to subjects of more general interest than insects or to more 
general problems would, in all probability, have been generally re- 
cognized as one of the greatest of American naturalists. Other students 
who have devoted much attention to distribution, although none have 
given as much attention to the general principles of the problem as did Le- 
Conte, are: Schwarz, Hubbard, Hamilton, Wickham and Cockerell. 
Then there are several authors of local lists which must furnish the 
basis for comparisons, but onlv in a few cases do the authors of these 
local lists attempt to discuss the general charactcristics of their fauna 
or compare them with those of other localities. This is certainly an 
unfortunate omission, particularly so as. in general. the authors of 
such lists should be the most competent to discuss the main features 
of their fauna. Of the various local lists, two are to be particularly 
commended for the ecological notes which they contain: those by 
echwarz in Ulke’s Washington list, and those by Hamilton, in the Pitts- 

burg list. It is through the ecological influences upon distribution that we 
must expect the greatest advances in the future study of distribution. 
in this connection there should be mentioned the studies by Webster 
on the routes of dispersion of certain species, particularly those of 
economic importance. A very useful bibliography of local lists of beetles 
has been published by Hamilton and Henshaw (’91-’92), and still other 
recent local lists will be found in the bibliography accompanying this 
yaper, although no attempt at completeness is made. 

Limited time has prevented a detailed discussion of the quotations 
as originally intended, but in their present form they are much more 
accessible than when scattered. 

V. The Present Centers of Dispersal of the Beetle Fauna. 

The general characteristics of the Isle Royale beetle fauna can only 
be appreciated through a comparison with other areas, particularly 
with those of boreal regions and the remainder of the North American 
continent. Only the major features can here be outlined. It has been 
thought desirable to consider the subjects from the standpoint of centers 
of dispersal, rather than from the current taxonomic standpoint because 
of the emphasis thus put upon the genetic side of distribution and its 
ecological relations. 

In a former paper, (Biol. Bull., 1902, 9, p. 122) the writer listed 
certain criteria which may be used to determine biotic centers of dis- 
persal and centers of origin. As is well known, centers of origin and 
centers of dispersal do not necessarily coincide, although all established 
centers of origin must be centers of dispersal. Centers of origin are 
very often difficult or impossible to determine with the present state 
of knowledge; and many are likely to remain so indefinitely. Then 
there is the possibility, or even probability, that some forms have origi- 
nated at more than one place, and independently. This certainly com- 
plicates the subject of origins, increases the importance of determin- 
ing them, and means that this method must be repeated in such cases, 
but not that such determinations are impossible. Centers of origin, 
either single or multiple, at once become centers of dispersal, and 
by means of dispersal new centers become established so. that there 
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may be numerous centers of dispersal in wide ranging forms. It should 
also be again stated that centers of dispersal while not necessarily 
centers of origin, are likely to become such with age, particularly if 
favored by diverse environmental conditions. 

It is desirable to understand clearly what is meant by criteria. As 
understood by the writer, they indicate the kinds or convenient classes 
of, evidence to which we may turn for suggestions and proof as to the 
origin and dispersal of organisms. Their value is largely relative, so 
that they vary much in value, and in their application to various groups. 
In some cases a criterion may have great weight, while in another 
taxonomic or ecologic group it may have no value or so little as to be 
merely suggestive. Hach case must be tested on its own merits. The 
main advantage of criteria is the definite form in which they present 
the problems and in the definiteness which it gives to such inquiries 
as to origin. The number of criteria needs to be greatly increased 
by the formulation of those restricted to groups of peculiar taxonomic 
or ecologic character. It should be clearly emphasized that it is the 
convergence of evidence from many criteria which must be the final 
test in the determination of origins rather than the dependence upon 
any supposedly absolute criterion. 

The development of criteria has been largely along taxonomic lines, 
because taxonomy has been based largely upon structural characters 
rather than upon the convergence of all kinds of affinities and evidence. 
For this reason ecological criteria have been largely overlooked. With 
their increase in number, certain origins and dispersals may be estab- 
lished which otherwise could not be determined. 

It should be understood that the breeding range only is of fundamen- 
tal value in the use of criteria, in the determination of origins and the 
centers of dispersal. Of course only natural dispersal is considered 
when criteria and natural centers are involved. Dispersal as influenced 
by man has peculiarities of its own which have not yet been carefully 
formulated. Species introduced by man may thus secure many new 
centers of dispersal. 

Aside from historical and paleontological evidence the following 
criteria may be listed as those which will probably be of value in the 
study of beetles. They have also furnished the basis for the determina- 
tion of centers of dispersal and origin of the North American beetle 
fauna. 

1. Location of great or maximum taxonomic differentiation of a type 
or types. 
.2. Location of synthetic, primitive or closely allied taxonomic forms 

or groups possessing convergent affinities. 
3. Location of maximum size of taxonomic forms or groups. 
4, Continuity and convergence of lines of dispersal. 
5. Direction indicated by seasonal appearance; vernal suggesting 

boreal or montane origin, and aestival as austral or lowland derivation. 
6. Direction indicated by continuity and directness of individual 

variations or modifications along highways of dispersal. 
7. Location where the succession of beetle associations or societies 

reaches the relative equilibrium of a climax association or formation. 
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8. Location of dominance and great abundance of individuals. 

9. Direction indicated by biogeographical or ecological affinities. 
10. Location of least dependence upon a restricted habitat, except 

humid types in arid regions, and analogous cases. 
11. Location (when both a center of origin and dispersal). of maxi- 

mum ecological differentiation in habits, habitats, food, etc. “Adap- 
tive radiation,” in part, of Osborn. 

By various combinations many additional criteria may be produced. 
By sorting into groups most of the above criteria will readily fall into 
either a taxonomic or ecologic class. But it will readily be seen that 
no sharp distinction can be drawn between the two groups; and fur- 
ther, no particular advantage is gained by such a classification, 

The necessarily condensed character of such formulations makes 
further expansion and discussion desirable, but certain criteria are 
so well known and easily understood that their discussion is not nec- 
essary as in the case of No's. 1, 2 and 4; the remainder will be briefly 
considered. « 

3. Maximum size. This should be expected to apply to the larger 
taxonomic units as well as to the smaller ones. In certain families, 
genera, etc., there can be no question but that this criterion has great 
value, although it might not apply to allied groups. The broader out- 
lines of the relationship must be borne in mind and should not out- 
weigh exceptional cases. This relation of large size and centers of 
origin seems to be supported in part, by Murray's (70, pp. 7-8) pri- 
mary strains of beetle descent. Two of the three strains, the Indo- 
African and the Brazilian centers, contain the largest beetles. But 
this entire subject needs critical study before its value and limitations 
can be fully understood. 

5. Seasonal distribution. Although familiar with this criterion, 
it was, by an oversight, omitted from my former list of criteria. The 
northern affinities of thé vernal flora have long been known. - My atten- 
tion to this oversight was called by my friend, Mr. A. B. Wolcott. 
Recently Ulke (02, p. 3) formulated this, in part, for beetles, But it 
should perhaps be extended to include montane forms also, as the ver- 
nal fauna of the mountains may be expected to extend their breeding 
range downward, where they will appear as vernal forms at lower alti- 
tudes. At the same time the fauna at lower altitudes might tend to 
spread up the mountains where they would occur at the height of the 
summer season. I do not know that this subject has been investigated. 

The late fall feeding habits and the lack of ability to resist low 
temperature on the part of certain species which are extending their 
range, may be indicative as to their direction of origin. Many plant 
feeding insects, acclimated to northern localities, tend to cease feed- 
ing some time before the fall frosts and are thus better able to. resist 
low temperatures (cf. Bachmetjew, °99, Zeit. wiss. Zool., 46, p. 600) 
than those which feed late and are well fed. Chittenden (’01, p. 74) has 
recognized this general tendency, but has not correlated it with Bach- 
metjew’s results. 

It is highly probable that there are many other seasonal pheno- 
mena which indicate, in a general but more or less definite manner, the 
direction of origin. 
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6. Continuity and directness of individual variations. The continu- 
ity and directness or definiteness of individual variations along routes 
of dispersal may give very definite information as to the direction of 
crigin. This is perhaps not of universal application but carries much 
weight under certain conditions. For example, continuity of variations, 
as dwarfing or increasing size, have a certain definiteness which clearly 
points in a limited number of directions, when correlated with highways 
of dispersal (cf. Horn ‘72, p. 383). This is particularly so when a route 
is of a restricted character, as a drainage line, or a valley. If these 
variations were entirely promiscuous along lines of dispersal, there could 
be no idea of direction; but by taking into consideration the entire range, 
as one is perfectly justified in doing, continuity and directness clearly 
point in a given direction. It is mainly when the animals along a route 
are uniform or promiscuous that direction cannot be determined by the 
character of the variation. This criterion, as restated, like most other 
criteria should not be used independently. Compare Tower ’06, pp. 
12-13. 

7. Geographical centers and climax associations. To apply this 
ecological criterion it is necessary to understand the principles which 

“underlie the succession of beetle associations or societies. By a beetle 
association is meant that combination of beetles which occur asso- 
ciated in the same breeding habitat. As the environmental conditions 

upon which beetles depend change, the beetles also change and thus a 
succession is produced. The same general principle holds fcr a beetle 
association. Thus as the conditions change the association also 
changes and a_ succession of beetle associations is produced. When, 
however, a relatively complete adjustment or equilibrium is acquired, 
and changes become slight, a self perpetuating or climax association or 
formation has become established. Areas occupied by formations, 
through their abundance and dominance, become centers of dispersal, 
although they are probably more productive or originative, at an in- 
termediate stage, before the dominance of the climax association is 
fully established. 

Members, therefore, of such climax associations may be expected to 
point in the direction of such centers as include their associated species. 
If such a relation is valid, the various characteristics of climax associa- 

tions will aid in the determination or location of centers of origin and 
dispersal. Such criteria may have more value in determining centers 
of dispersal than those of origin. This criterion will probably apply to 
secondary societies, but with attenuated force. 

8. Dominance. This is a fundamental criterion in the determination 
of ecological associations. The tendency for certain associated species 
to obtain exclusive possession of any given area implies the abundance 
of individuals and their dominance. This idea is prevalent and funda- 
mental in ecologic studies. This is also a relative term, and like all 
other criteria, has its limitations. Dominance in a desert must in 

‘general have a different meaning than in a humid area. 
9. Bicgeographical or ecological affinities. In its broader applica- 

tion this criterion is applicable to general biotic relations and to large 
areas. It is one of the oldest criteria used in the determination of faunal 
and floral affinities. In some respects it is closely related to No. 7. This 
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criterion can be illustrated by reference to the-Ajax Butterfly (J. ajaa). 
The sole food plant of the Ajax larva is the Pawpaw, a shrub clearly 
of tropical origin. The allies of Ajar are also tropical; thus the asso- 
ciated biogeographic (plant and animal) affinities clearly point to the 
tropics. It is this combination of certain ecological relations or associa- 
tions which show biogeographic affinities. Thus food and other habits 
and instincts become of special value. Here also belongs a large class 
of ecological relations, particularly those related to the succession of 
insect associations. The great dependence of insects, as a class, upon 
vegetation necessitates a close relation between the succession of plant 
associations or societies and certéiin species of beetles. If certain mem- 
bers of a biotic (plant and animals) association or society have certain 
geographic affinities, others associated with them are likely to have 
similar affinities (cf. Horn ’72, p. 384). This phase is not identical with 
the idea of faunal or floral affinities, it includes them and the relation of 
biotic association, particularly as members of a climax association or 
formation, when geographic affinities are to be determined. 

This criterion is of very extensive application. It is really a group 
of criteria and not a single one, because associations include not only 
organisms in close proximity, but also commensals, symbiots, parasites, 
etc. Seasonal phenomena might well be included within this class. 

10. Least dependence upon a restricted habitat. From the stand- 
point of animal associations this is a criterion which may be ex- 
pected to have a rather extensive application. Its most conspicious 
application is to that of dispersal. Out-lying colonies tend to have 
a limited or restricted range. At the same time such colonies are 
particularly liable to become extinct, as they are usually near the 
limit of favorable conditions. Often beetles in such a location are 
dependent upon a single food plant, ete. This is true of the “boreal 
islands” in swamps within the glaciated portion of the continent. For 
example, members of the tamarack bog association, toward their southern 
limit, have very restricted or local range; but to the north, the bog 
forest conditions, as it were, spread from the bogs proper and become 
of extensive geographic range, as the water beetles invade the damp 
mosses (Wickham, ’97, p. 126). The outlying tropical “islands” border- 
ing the Rio Grande, as described by Schwarz (’01) and Wickham (’97a), 
apparently illustrate the same phenomena. * These restricted, attenuated, 
or isolated colonies, dependent upon special conditicns, are clearly 
indicative that they are pioneers or relicts, which point toward 
the region where their range is spread out and becomes of geographic 
extent. But it does not follow that every isolated habitat has such 
a meaning. In general, a study of succession in the region will deter- 
mine to which class the colony belongs, pioneer or relict. 

There is an exception to this criterion in the case of semi-aquatic 
or aquatic animals in an arid region. In such regions the springs, 
streams, and water basins are so limited in extent that their isolation 
is conspicuous; and yet these conditions may be very favorable to the 
formation, or at least preservation, of new variations and_ species. 
Thus an arid region may be particularly favorable, in a sense, to the 
formation of varieties and species, although individuals may- not be 
numerous. In such cases the amount and kind of differentiation with- 
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in the area should carry more weight than abundance of individuals. 
But by the proper correlation of criteria, such cases will not be con- 
fusing. This sort of differentiation is well shown among beetles by 
Wickham, 704, ’05. . 

This criterion evidently does not apply, at least in part, to the fauna 
now found in glaciated North America. This is made probable through 
origin elsewhere and a later expansion in the glaciated area as the lce 
Age declined. 

11. Ecological differentiation. Ecological and taxonomic differentia- 
tion need separate recognition, although they are frequently not dis- 
tinct because of their intimate genetic relations. With great taxonomic 
diversity, within a group, there is almost certain to be ecologic diver- 
sity; but generally much less attention is given to the ecological diver- 
sity. Compare No. 1. 

The following outline of the centers of beetle dispersion must be 
considered provisional and suggestive, as it is a subject which has 
received but little attention from the standpoint here presented. The 
preceding criteria, of taxonomic and ecologic nature, have been given 
much emphasis in locating the present centers of dispersal. Through- 
out this section references are given to significant papers, but this 
does not imply that the views here presented: are approved by the 
authors to whom reference is made. These references also apply to 
the quotations already given in detail. 

1. The American Tropical Center. From Panama northward to the 
Mexican plateau is the main body of the tropical center. Narrow 
elongations extend coastwise on each side of the plateau, and on the Gulf 

Coast to the Rio Grande river. William Wickham ’97a; Schwarz ’01; 
Townsend ’95, ’97; Tower ’06. Outlying colonies are found on the 
Pacific coast of Mexico and at the Southern extremity of Lower Cali- 
fornia; at the mouth of the Colorado river (Schwarz) ; and in south- 
ern Florida (LeConte ’78a; Schwarz ’78, ’88). The fauna of the West 
Indian Archipelago probably belongs with this great composite center. 

A vast number of beetles are characteristic of this complex area. The 
Biologia Centrali-Americana devotes thirteen volumes to the descrip- 
tion of beetles from part of this area. Within the United States the 
attenuated tropical element has been most carefully studied and its 
faunal affinities determined by Schwarz (’88) and Wickham (97a). 

This tropical center is composed of several distinct units. This is 
an ancient center of origin, preservation and of dispersal. The routes 
of dispersal into the United States have been along both coasts of 
Mexico and via the West Indies. It was practically uninfluenced by the 
Ice Age. 

2 The Mewican Plateau and the Southwestern Dry Desert. This center 
includes the Mexican Plateau; most of Lower California; the deserts of 
southwestern United States; the low lands of California; the Great 
Basin and the Great Plains northward into Canada and east to the 
forests. LeConte 751, ’59, ’60, °62; VanDyke 701; Wickham ’96, ’98, ’04, 
05: Tower 706; Fall and Cockerell ‘07. 

Characterized by numerous desert species; wingless Tenebrionidae 
(Horn ’71), and Cicindellidae. A given locality is characterized by a 

LT} 
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limited number of species which are individually abundant; numerous 
local faunae. Contains the characteristic desert fauna of North America. 

Influenced markedly by glaciation only at the extreme north, and 
possibly in the Great Basin, but certainly by the great fresh water 
lakes formerly occupying this basin (Wickham ’04, ’05). An old (pre- 
Glacial) center of origin, preservation, and center of dispersal. 

3. The Southeastern Humid Hardwood Forest Area. This area in- 
cludes much of eastern United States east of the plains (exclusive of 
southern Florida), and north to the Canadian conifers. The Coastal 
Plain (and possibly the Mississippi Embayment area) may form a sub- 
center through the influence of its conifers (Schwarz ’90; Chittenden 
00, ’01). 

Local lists within this center: Summers ‘74; Schwarz ’78; Ulke ’02; 
Dury 702, 706. cf. LeConte ’78a. 

Characterized by the abundance of forest insects, particularly those 
infesting hardwoods; species of extensive range; few local fauna; a 
large number of species found in a given locality, often but few in- 
dividuals. 

An ancient centre of origin, preservation and dispersal. Glaciated 
on the north, and post-Glacially repopulated, as was also the Coastal 
Plain and Embayment, with the elevation of the Coastal Plain. 

4. The Transcontinental Conifer Area. This area includes the re- 
mainder of forested North America, and includes all of the higher 
mountain ranges. Its relation to the Coastal Plain conifer belt has 
not been determined. 

Characterized by conifer feeding beetles, Cerambycids, Scolytids; 
numerous Carabids and Staphylinids, and thus shows a decided subarctic 
circumpolar affinity. Few endemic elements and local faunae. Ex- 
tensive range of species, except in the high mountains. Largely a new 
land surface through glaciation; largely repopulated at a relatively 
late date; apparently characterized by dispersal or diffusion of forms 
rather than for their origin or preservation, except the mountain areas 
of the United States, which were areas of preservation and origin. 

The very different history of its eastern portion, with much more 
extensive glaciation, is to be contrasted with the moderate western gla- 
ciation. The differences in the character of the forests is also marked; 
the giant western conifers are to be constrasted with the smaller con- 
ifers of the Northeast. The Mackenzie Basin and the Plains mark the 
line of division between these subcenters. This division is so marked 
that it may yet necessitate a complete severing of the transcontin- 
ental conifer belt. (cf. Murray ’70, pp. 32-33.) 

a. The Hastern Canadian Conifer Fauna. 

This includes Canada east of the Rocky Mountains, north to the tree 
limit and the interior of Alaska; northeastern United States; and 
southward on the Appalachians. 

Characterized by forms of extensive subarctic range, very few 
endemic elements or those peculiarly American; individuals abundant, 
variety moderate; beetles feeding on conifers, birches, and aspens. Le- 
Conte °50, 759, ’*78b. There is a possibility that this fauna has North 

25 $ 
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European affinities stronger than Asiatic ones; the reverse from the 
western conifer center. 

Local lists including this fauna: Hubbard and Schwarz ’78; Har- 
rington ’84; Wickham ’97; Hamilton ’94, 94a, ’95, Klages ’01. 

b. The Western Canadian Conifer Fauna, 

This includes the western mountains northward and upward to the 
tree limit, eastward to the Great Plains and the eastern Conifers. 

North of the United States this area has been extensively glaciated but 
within the United States the glaciers were local. 

On account of this moderate glaciation in the mountains of the 
United States, this old land surface has been a center of origin, preser- 
vation and dispersal. It contains more endemic elements than the 
eastern conifer center, and more local faunae. Beetles feeding upon 
conifers and aspens are fairly characteristic. The Asiatic affinities of 
the fauna are much more pronounced than those of the eastern con- 
ifer center. Part of the apparently European influence may more truly 
be considered <Asiastic—both the Western and European—having 
been derived from Asia. Elements of this fauna probably survived the 
Ice Age on the Pacific Coast north of the United States, but the 
humid interior has been invaded from the south, or is endemic. Le- 
Conte 76; Wickham ’96; Cockerell ‘93; Hamilton ’94, "94a; Fall and 
Cockerell ’07; Keen ’95. . 

5. Alpine and Arctic. This fauna occupies the area north of the 
tree limit, and above the tree limit on the mountains. This fauna is 
very imperfectly known and is limited in variety and in the number of 

_, individuals. Many species are of circumpolar range in the Arctic re- 
gions. Composed of very diverse elements and of diverse origin. . The 
unglaciated arctic areas are probably centers of origin as well as of dis- 
persal, as also slighitly or moderately unglaciated alpine areas. The 
glaciated portions have been repopulated and show incipient endemism 
but are mainly characterized by the extensive dispersal of species, as is 
apparently true of unglaciated Asiatic Siberia. Both of these centers 
(Alpine and arctic) have been much confused with regard to whether 
they are centers of origin or of dispersal. These types are currently 
stated as of boreal origin, but this is very improbable for perhaps 
the majority of the population. They may ‘be of alpine origin on the 
western mountains with an extensive post-Glacial dispersal favored by 
climatic conditions, and the low topographic relief of the northern land 
areas. Schwarz ’90; Murray ’70, pp. 82-33. 

Eastern Alpine, Scudder ’74; Bowditch ’96. 
Western Alpine, Carpenter 775; LeConte ’78, 79; Schwarz ’90; Cock- 

erell (including Horn) 93; Wickham ’03; Fall and Cockerell ’07. 

VI. The General Characteristics and Affinities of the Isle Royale Fauna. 

1. Faunal Characteristics. The accompanying list of beetles col- 
lected in 1905 includes 89 species. The only previous list is that by 
Hubbard and Schwarz (’78) in which they list 123 species. A surprising 
feature of our 1905 collections is that of our 89 species, 66 are not 
listed by Hubbard and Schwarz. Such species are indicated by the 
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letter A. following the scientific name. On the basis of these two lists, 
206 species are now recorded from the island. It is not improbable 
that other species have been recorded in the scattered literature, but 
no effort has been-made to search for them. Undoubtedly only a fair 
start has been made in the study of the beetle fauna. Careful detailed 
collecting, covering several years, would probably increase the number 
about five times, or bring it up to about 1,000 or 1,100 species; that is, 
judging from other northern localities. Pettit has recorded from 
Grimsby, Ontario 1,143 species and Harrington (84) from Ottawa 
1,003 species. On the other hand it is not improbable that the present 
known 206 species give a fair sample of the dominant features of the 
beetle fauna. Wickhain’s (’97) Bayfield, Wisconsin list contains 691 
species (six weeks collecting by an expert). Such statistics mean but 
little, beyond showing the reduction in variety toward the north when 
compared with southern localities. The two best local southern lists— 
the best in America—are those by Ulke for Washington, D. C., with 
2,975 species, and by Dury for the region about Cincinnati with 2,290 
species. Two important intermediate locality lists between these north- 
ern and southern ones are from the vicinity of Allegheny and Pittsburg 
by Hamilton, in which 2,153 species are listed or 2,500 as given by 
Klages; and at Buffalo, where about 1,424 species are listed by Reinecke 
and Zesch. The variety in beetle life is thus seen to drop off about 14 
or more in passing from the latitude of Washington and Cincinnati to 
that of Lake Superior and the St. Lawrence valley. 

2. Miscellaneous Notes on the Fauna. In the present list there are 
included 6 species which in the Hubbard and Schwarz list are indicated 
as “Species found by Dr. LeConte, mostly catalogued in Agassiz’ Lake 
Superior, p, 203-239, which have not since occurred.” These species 
are as follows: Carabus seratus, Calthus gregarius, Blechrus nigrinus 
(linearis Lec), Harpalus ruficollis, Pachyta liturata, Donacia proxima. 
All these and other rare species turned up in our collection. 

LeConte and Horn describe the following three new species from 
Isle Royale specimens in the Hubbard.and Schwarz paper: Habroceras 
magnus Lec., p. 598; Phymatodes maculicollis Lec., p. 614 (from one 
specimen) ; Orchestes canus Horn, p. 620. None of these species were 
found in our collection. LeConte ('78, p. 463) described Magdalis 
alutacea (armicollis Say) from Colorado and Isle Royale specimens. 

~\s numbered in the accompanying list of species collected during 
1905, the following are not to be found in the Bayfield list by Wickham; 
No’s. 2, 6, 7, 10, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, 30, 34, 36, 41, 
50, 52, 53, 55, 56, 59, 60, 62, 64, 73, 76, 77, 79, 81, 85, 86,—35 species. 
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VII. LISTS OF ISLE ROYALE BEETLES. 

1. LIST OF SPECIES COLLECTED IN 1905. 

Cicindelidae. 

1. Cicindela longilabris Say. A. One specimen of the dark form 
was taken from the clearing about Neutson’s resort (IV, 5) on July 21 
(G. 121). 

Geographic Range.. Newfoundland; Ottawa, Canada; Hudson Bay; 
Nova Scotia; Quebec; Mt. Washington (summit), N. H.; Michigan; Wis- 
consin; Nebraska; New Mexico; Colorado (10,000-12,000 ft.) ; Utah; 
Idaho; Montana; Alberta; California; Oregon; Alaska. 

Carabidae. 

2. Carabus serratus Say. A. A single specimen was found crawling 
over and through the tufts of Cladonia in the rock opening near camp 
on Siskowit Bay (V, 3) on August 5 (G. 208). 

Feographic Range. Saskatchewan Basin, Canada; Mt. Washington. 
N. H.; W. Penna.; Michigan; Indiana (A. B. Wolcott); Chicago, Il. 
(Wolcott) ; Kansas; Colorado; New Mexico. Hamilton ’94a, p. 354. 

3. Calosoma frigidum Kby. A. A single specimen was found on July 
7 among the drift on the beach (I, 1) near Tonkin Bay (A. 7). 

Geographic Range. Drummond’s Island, Ottawa, Canada; Mt. Wash- 
ington (summit) N. H.; New York; Chicago, Illinois (Wolcott); W. 
Penna.; Michigan; Indiana; Wisconsin; New Mexico; Texas. 

4. Bembidium carinula. Chaud. A. ‘Very abundant July 8 on the 
sandy beach at the head of Conglomerate Bay (I, 1). Running rapidly 
over the sand and fine gravel just back of the wet strip along the shore.” 
(G. 30), Gleason. 
Geographic Range. New Hampshire; Mass.; Adirondack Mts., New 

York; Port Arthur, Ontario; Saskatchewan Basin, Canada; Georgia; 
Ohio; Michigan; Indiana (Wolcott); Illinois; Wisconsin; Arkansas; 
Colo. (8,000 ft.) ; Oregon; Brit. Columbia. Hayward, ’97, p. 46. 

5. Bembidium transversale Dej. Two specimens were taken about 
the camp at the Light-house (1, 7) on July 11 (G. 49). 

' Geographic Range. Canada; Gulf of St. Lawrence; Lake Superior 
region; Mich.; Wisconsin; Nebraska; Kansas; Colo.; New Mexico; Ari- 
zona; Wyoming; Utah; Pacific Coast from So. Calif. to Alaska. 

6. Bembidiwm grapii Gyll.—=nitens Lec. A. “On a low bare rock on 
the shore near the Lighthouse at Rock Harbor (I, 1). On July 11, early 
in the morning, with air temperature of 51° F. and surface temperature 
about the same, no specimens were seen; but as the surface grew warmer, 
up to 95° F., the beetles became abundant. They probably conceal them- 
selves in crevices in the rock when the temperature is low.” (G. 46.) 
Gleason. 

Geographic Range. Greenland; Hudson Bay region, Saskatchewan and 
Mackenzie Basins; Isle Royale, Michigan; White Mts., N. H.; New York; 
southward on the mountains of the west to Colorado, New Mexico and 
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Nevada; Alaska; Siberia; Northern Europe. Hamilton, ’94, p. 8; "94a, 
p. 351. 

7. Bembidium variegatum Say.—=patruele Dej. “In debris cast up on 
the beach at the head of Tonkin Bay (I, 1) with B. versicolor and 
Platynus.” (G. 21). Gleason. 

Geographic Range. Nova Scotia; New England States; New York; 
New Jersey; Penna.; Maryland; Distr. Columbia; Texas; Ohio; Mich- 
igan; Lake Superior region; Wisconsin; Illinois; Iowa; Missouri; 
Nebraska; Saskatchewan Basin, Manitoba; Colorado; Nevada; Calif. 
to Brit. Columbia. 

8. Bembidiuwm versicolor Lec. A. “In debris at the head of Tonkin 
Bay (I, 1) with B. variegatum and Platynus 4-punctatus (G. 21).” 
(;leason. 

Geographic Range. General distribution in Canada and United States; 
from Anticosti, Quebec to Florida, Texas and California and north to 
Colorado and Manitoba; Pine, Ind. (Wolcott). 

9. Pterostichus coracinus Newm. A. <A specimen of this species was 
taken in the Lighthouse clearing (I, 7) on July 11 (G. 49) and on July 
28 (G. 179). 

Geographic Range. Ottawa, Canada; Mt. Washington (summit) N. 
H.; Vermont; New York; New Jersey; W. Penna.; Maryland; Virginia; 
Dist. Columbia; Tenn.; Ohio; Mich.; Northern Illinois; Iowa; Wyoming. 

10. Pterostichus femoralis Kby. A. A specimen of this ground beetle 
was found under Cladonia upon a sloping rock shore (V, 2) just beyond 
the reach of the waves, on August 16 (A. 130). 

Geographic Range. Ottawa, Ontario; Saskatchewan Basin; Mass.; 
Mich.; W. Penn.; New York; Ohio (Dury) ; Colo.; New Mexico; No. Ill. 
and Ind. (Wolcott). 

il. Calathus gregarius Say. A. A specimen was taken on or in leaf 
inould in a deeply shaded balsam-spruce forest (I, 3) on July 24 (G. 140), 
and (V, 4) on August 14 (G. 236). 

Geographic Range. Ottawa, Ontario; Quebec; Saskatchewan Basin; 
Vermont; New York; New Jersey to Florida and Texas; W. Penna.; 
Ohio; Mich.; No. Illinois (Wolcott) ; Wisconsin; Iowa; Kansas; Neb- 
raska; New Mexico. 

12. Calathus advena Lec. A. “One was found crawling through soft 
decayed wood in the balsam-spruce forest (I, 3) on July 24 (G. 142).” 
Gleason. 

Geographic Range. Maine; Vermont; Mt. Washington, N. H.; Mich- 
igan; Colorado; New Mexico; So. Alaska. Hamilton, ’94, p. 11. 

13. Platynus 4punctatus DeG. A. A single specimen of this 
species was found about camp at the Lighthouse (I, 7) on July 11 (G. 
49), also in debris cast up on the beach at the head of Tonkin Bay (I, 1) 
where it was found alive (G. 21). 

Geographic Range. Ottawa, Ontario; Canada; Hudson Bay and 
Lake Superior regions; Mt. Washington, N. H.; New York; W. Penna.; 
Mich.; Wisconsin; Idaho; Colorado; New Mexico; Montana; Alaska; 
Kamchatka; Siberia; Northern and Alpine Europe. Hamilton, ’94, p. 11. 

14. Blechrus nigrinus Mann=—linearis Lec. “In the debris under 
mats of bearberry on the rock ridge north of the Lighthouse at Rock Har- 
bor (I, 8), (G. 64).” Gleason. 

Geographic Range. Saskatchewan Basin, Canada; New York; New 
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Jersey; Mich.; Iowa; Wisconsin; Missouri; Dakota; Wyoming; Colo- 
rado; New Mexico; Calif.; Brit. Columbia; possibly. Siberia and No. 
Europe. Hamilton, ’94a, p. 355. 

15. Harpalus megacephalus Lec. “In rock crevices and under debris 
from bearberry on the jack pine ridge (1, 2) on July 13 (G. 72).” 
Gleason. 

Geographic Range. Wake Superior; Isle Royale, Michigan. 

Haliplidae. 

16. Haliplus ruficollis DeG. A. “At the bottom of small pools in 
the partially drained sphagnum bog near Conglomerate Bay (I, 6) on 
July 18 (G. 116), and at the bottom of a small stream flowing from 
a tamarack swamp near Siskowit Bay (V, 5) on August 12 (G. 230). 
In each case the water was shallow and the bottom composed of 
sphagnum covered with dead leaves.” Gleason. 

Geographic Range. Canada; Hudson Bay region; Mt. Washington; 
New Hampshire; Vermont; New York; New Jersey; Mich.; W. Penna.; 
Ohio; Ill. (Wolcott); Iowa; Colo.; New Mexico; Texas; Wyoming; 
Ixansas; Western Siberia; Europe; Turkestan. Hamilton, ‘94a, p. 355. 

Duytiscidae. 

17. Hydroporus tristis Payk. A. “In the bottom of small streams 
draining a tamarack swamp (V, 5), (G. 237).” Gleason. 

Geographic Range. Ottawa, Ontario; Vermont; Mass.; Mich.; Lake 
Superior region; Hudson Bay; Colorado; British Columbia; Alaska; 
Arctic Siberia; Northern Europe to Finland. Hamilton, 94, pp. 18, 
94a, 357. Sharp, ’82, p. 472. 

18. Hydroporus modestus Aube. A. Taken at Benson Brook clear- 
‘ing (IJ, 1) on July 29 (A. 81). 

Geographic Range. Ottawa, Ontario; Mt. Washington, N. H.; Mass.; 
W. Penna.; New Jersey; Dist. Columbia; “Carolina”; Wis.; Mich.; 
Ohio (Dury). Sharp, ’82, p. 480. 

19. Ilybius plewriticus Lec. A. “In the water near the shore at 
camp on Siskowit Bay (V, 1) on August 7 (G. 213).” Gleason. 

Geographic Range. Penna.; New York; Isle Royale, Mich.; Bayfield, 
Wis.; Iowa; Colorado. 

20. Agabus stridulator Sharp. A. Taken in a clearing (II, 1) on 
July 29 (A. 81). 

Geographic Range. Isle Royale, Mich.; Hudson Bay; Canada. 
Sharp, ’82, p. 509. 

21. Agabus congener Payk. A. “In the bottom of streamlets drain- 
ing a tamarack swamp (V, 5), (G. 237).” Gleason. 

Geographic Range. Greenland; Labrador; Hudson Bay; White 
Mountains N. H.; Mass.; Penna.; Mich.; Missouri; Arctic and Western 
Siberia; Central and Northern Europe. Hamilton, ’94a, p. 358. Sharp, 
782, p. 5138. 

22. Scutopterus hornii Cr. A. “In small pools in the tamarack and 
arbor vitae swamp (1, 4) on July 28. These pools were under fallen 
logs and at the bases of trees; seldom more than 1.5 dm. in depth and 
with a bottom of sphagnum and vegetable debris (G. 181, 182).” 
‘Gleason. 
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Geographic Range. Canada; Isle Royale, Michigan. 
23. Rhantus binotatus Harr. A. Two were found in rock pools on 

the beach at the entrance to Tonkin Bay (1, 1) on July 13 (G. 73, 74) 
and at Scovill Point (IV, 1) on July 19 (G. 130). The beetles usually 
remained on the bottom except when they came to the surface for air. 

Geographic Range. Labrador; Ottawa, Canada; Hudson Bay region; 
Brit. Columbia; Mt. Washington, N. H.; New York; New Jersey; Mich. ; 
Wisconsin; Kansas; Nebraska; Colorado; New Mexico; So. Arizona; 
Utah; Nevada; Calif.; Lower Calif.; Mexico; Guatemala. Sharp, ’82, 
p. 614. 

Gyrinidae. 

24. Gyrinus minutus Fab. A. “In sheltered coves of Siskowit 
Lake (V, 6) on August 9, where the water was quiet. Most numerous 
near the shore under the overhanging alders where they congregated in 
large flocks (G. 219).” Gleason. 

Geographic Range. Labrador; Canada; Hudson Bay region; Sas- 
katchewan basin (Evans 703); Vermont: W. Penna.; Michigan; Wiscon- 
sin; Washington; Oregon; Siberia; Central and Northern Europe. 
Hamilton, ’94a, p. 360. 

25. Gyrinus picipes Aube. A. In large numbers near the shore of 
Siskowit lake (V, 6) with the preceding species (G. 219). 

Geographic Range. Labrador to Brit. Columbia; Vermont; Michi- 
gan; Idaho; Oregon; So. Alaska. Hamilton 794, p. 14. 

Staphylinidae. 

26. Gyrophaena species. “Several specimens (G. 229) were taken 
from a shelf fungus, Pleurotus ostreatus, on August 11 (V, 4). Gleason. 

27. Quedius fulgidus Fab. A. Two were taken from leaf mould or 
under decayed bark in the maple forest (III, 04) on August 21 (A. 
142). 

Geographic Range. Greenland to Alaska; south to No. Georgia and 
La. and Central Calif.; Peru; Mich.; West Siberia; Europe; Asia Minor; 
No. India; Java; Tasmania; Australia; New Zealand. Hamilton, 94, 
p. 18, "94a, p. 366. 

28. Philonthus politus Linn.—aeneus Rossi. A. Hamilton, ’94a, p. 
19. One specimen was taken about camp at the Lighthouse (I, 7) on 
July 7 (G. 26). ; 

Geographic Range. Isle Royale, Mich.; Nova Scotia; Hudson Bay 
region; British Columbia; New York; Mass.; Penn.; New Jersey; La.; 
Ohio; Illinois (Wolcott); Wisconsin; Iowa; Kansas; Colorado; New 
Mexico; Queen Charlotte Island; Alaska; Siberia; Amur _ region; 
Europe. 

29. Lathobium simplex Lec. A. One specimen (A. 24) was taken 
July 17 on a jack pine ridge (I, 5). 

Geographic Range. Canada; Mass.; New York; Michigan; Wiscon- 
sin, Am. Ent. Soc., ’80, p. 176. 

30. Tachinus memnonius Gray. A. One beetle was found under the 
bark in the hardwoods along the Desor trail (III, ’04) on August 24 
{A. 149). 
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Geographic Range. Dist. of Columbia; W. Penna.; Ohio (Dury) ; 
Wisconsin; Michigan; Ill. (Wolcott). 

31. Boletobius cincticollis Say. “In fresh plants of the bracket 
mushroom Pleurotus sp. growing in the balsam-spruce forest (V, 4) on 
August 11.” Gleason. One specimen (G. 229). 

Geographic Range. Canada; New York; W. Penna.; New Jersey; 
Dist. of Columbia; Ohio; Wisconsin; Iowa; Mich. to Brit. Columbia; 
Calif. and Arizona; cf. Hamilton, *94, p. 21, Alaska. 

Coccinellidae. 

32. Hippodamia 13-punctata L. A. Taken about camp at Rock 
Harbor (1, 7) on July 14 (G. 98). 

Geographic Range. “All America north of Mexico;” West Indies; 
Alaska; throughout Europe and Central Asia; Siberia. Hamilton, ’94a, 
p. 378. 

33. Anatis 15-punctata Oliv=ocellata L. A. Found among drift 
cast up on the beach at the head of Tonkin Bay (I, 1) on July 6 (G. 21). 

Geographic Range. Ottawa, Saskatchewan basin, Canada; Nova 
Scotia; New York;, New Jersey; West Indies; W. Penna.; Ohio; 
Illinois; Mich.; Wisconsin; Iowa; Siberia; Europe. Hamilton, ’94a, p. 
379. ; 

Erotylidae. 

34. Tritoma macra Lec. A. “One specimen (G. 229) found August 
11 in a shelf fungus Plewrotus ostreatus (V, 4).” Gleason. 

Geographic Range. Maine; Michigan; Illinois; W. Penn. 
35. Tritoma thoracica Say. A. From fresh specimens of Pleurotus 

growing in the balsam-spruce forest (V, 4) on August 11 (G. 229). 
Geographic Range. Hudson Bay region; Saskatchewan basin; Ot- 

tawa, Canada; Vermont; New York; New Jersey; Va.; Georgia; 
Florida; Texas; W. Penna.; Ohio; Illinois; Mich.; Wis.; Iowa; Colo.; 
New Mexico; Washington. 

Dascyllidae. 

36. Jfacropogon rufipes Horn. A. One specimen was found upon the 
beach of Lake Superior (I, 1) on July 12 (G. 60). 

Geographic Range. Illinois; Isle Royale, Mich.; White Mts., N. H.; 
Horn, Amer. Ent. Soc., ’80, p. 80. 

Elateridae. 

37. Adelocera brevicornis Lec. A. One taken about camp at the 
Lighthouse (I, 7) on July 18 (G. 117). 

Geographic Range. Ottawa, Canada; Mich.; Wisconsin; Lake Su- 
perior. 

38. LElater hepaticus Mels. A. Two taken about the camps both 
at the Lighthouse (I, 7) on July 13 (G. 86), and at Siskowit Bay (V, 
3) on Aug. 7 (G. 212). 

Geographic Range. Canada; Vermont; W. Penna.;' New Jersey; 
Ohio; “Western States;” Wisconsin; Michigan. 

39. Hlater apicatus Say. A. One taken at the camp on Siskowit 
Bay (V, 3) on August 3 (G. 195). 
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Geographic Range. Saskatchewan basin; Ottawa, Canada; New 
Hampshire; Vermont; New York; Mich.; Wis.; Duluth, Minn. (Wol- 
cott); Colo.; Arizona; New Mexico; Idaho; Wash.; Oregon; Calif.; 
“Northern U. 8. generally.” 

40. Agriotes limosus Lec. Taken on flowers of the Cow Parsnip 
(Heracleum lanatum) in the clearing at the Light-house (I, 7) on 
July 17 (G. 105) and on July 23 (G. 136). Five specimens. 

Geographic Range. Newfoundland; Mt. Washington (summit), N. 
H.; Ottawa, Canada; Lake Superior; Saskatchewan basin; Michigan; 
Wisconsin: : 

41. Melanotus paradoxus Melsh. A. One taken about the camp 
at the Lighthouse (I, 7) on July 11 (G. 49), and near Lake Desor 
(VII, 704) on August 21 (A. 139). 
Geographic Range. Isle Royale, Mich.; Colorado; New Mexico 

(Snow). 
42. Corymbites medianus Germ. One taken on the beach south of 

Tonkin Bay (I, 1) on July 10 (G. 41), “crawling over the sand in a 
shaded place near a rock cliff.” Gleason. 

Geographic Range. Ottawa, Canada; Mt. Washington (summit), N. 
H.; New York; W. Penn.; Michigan; Wisconsin. 

43. Corymbites aeripennis Kby. One taken at Scovill Point (IV, 
1) on July 19 (G. 130). 

Geographic Range. Ottawa, Canada; Nova Scotia; Maine; Mt. 
Washington, N. H.; New York; Mich.; Wis.; Colo.; New Mexico; 
Idaho; Oregon; Brit. Columbia. 

44, Corymbites aratus Lec. On July 19 one was taken at Tobin 
Harbor (A. 29). : 

Geographic Range. Canada; Lake Superior; Michigan; No. Wis- 
consin. 

Buprestidae. 

45. Dicera prolongata Lec. A. Two were taken about camp at 
the Light-house (I, 7) on July 10 (G. 45) and on July 15 (G. 86). 

Geographic Range. Saskatchewan basin; Ottawa, Canada; New 
Hampshire; Mass.; New Jersey; Mich.; Wisconsin; Nebraska; Kansas; 
Colo.; New Mexico; Idaho. 

46. Dicera tenebrosa Kby. Taken about the camps at the Light- 
house (I, 7) on July 25 (G. 153), and at Siskowit Bay (V, 8) on 
August 7 (G. 212), and 15 (G. 239). 

Geographic Range. Ottawa, Canada; Lake Superior; Mt. Washing- 
ton, N. H.; Mass.; Mich.; Duluth, Minn. (Wolcott); Wisconsin; 
Colorado. 

47. Buprestis maculiventris Say. A. This was the most abundant 
species of the family, and was very abundant about the camp on Sis- 
kowit Bay (V, 8) during August; others were taken at the Light-house 
clearing (I, 7) during July (G. 86, 117, 179, 195, 212, 222, 231), (A. 
152). 

Food plants. Beetles have been found on balsam and spruce, and 
emerging from pine timber. (Felt, 1906, p. 674.) 

Geographic Range. Newfoundland; Ottawa, Canada; Lake Superior 
region; Mt. Washington (summit), N. H.; Vermont; Mass.; New York; 

26 
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Penna.; Mich.; Wisconsin; Nebraska; IKansas; Colo.; New Mexico; 
Utah. (Washington; Oregon, cf. Bethune, ’76, p. 65). 

48. Buprestis fasciata Fab. (and varieties). Like the preceding 
species, this was also taken 1n large numbers; at the Light-house (1, 7) 
during July and at camp on Siskowit Bay (V, 3) during August. (G. 
117, 133, 153, 166, 195, 212, 231). This is a large metallic green species 
which shows considerable variation in the amount of the light-colored 
spots on the elytra. In some Isle Royale specimens the spots are well 
developed, in others completely lacking. The var. langii is credited to 
Jsle Royale in the Hubbard and Schwarz list (78). This is a western 
and northwestern variety, Alaska, Brit. Columbia and western moun- 
tains. 

Food plants. Found on poplars, and the larva bores in maple. (Felt, 
06, p. 459.) 

Geographic Range. Ottawa, Canada; Nova Scotia; Northeastern U. 
S. generally; W. Penna.; Ohio (Dury); Michigan; Wisconsin; Colo- 
rado. 5 

49. Buprestis striata Fab. A. Taken on the open rock ridge north 
of the Light-house (I, 2) on July 13 (G. 68). One specimen. 

Food plants. Occurs on pine and spruce, the buds of which the 
beetles are said to eat; may also feed upon dead wood. (Felt, ’06, p. 
655). 

Geographic Range. Ottawa, Canada; New York; Mass.; New Jersey ; 
Penna.; Ohio (Dury); Michigan; Wisconsin. 

50. Melanophila accuminata DeG.-longipes Say. A. Two speci- 
mens were taken at the Light-house (1, 7) on July 7 (G. 26) and on July 
11 (G. 49). 

Geographic Range. Canada; Hudson Bay south to Virginia, and 
Kentucky; W. Penna.; Mich.; Wisconsin; Colo.; New Mexico; So. 
Calif.; Brit. Columbia; Alaska; Europe; China. 

51. Melanophila drunimondi Kby=guttulata Gebl. A. Taken about 
the camps at the Light-house (I, 7) during July (G. 98), and on Siskowit 
Bay (V, 3) during August (G. 212, 231, 239). Five specimens. 

Food plant. Found on spruce logs. (Blanchard, Ent. Amer., 5, p. 30). 
Geographic Range. Maine to Alaska (Yukon); Mt. Washington 

(summit), N. H.; Mich.; Wisconsin; Idaho; Colo.; New Mexico; Utah; 
Calif.; Washington; Oregon; Alaska; Siberia. Hamilton, "94, p. 29, 
"94a, 391. 

52. Chrysobothris trinervia Kby. Found at the Light-house (I, 7 
during July (G. 166) and very abundant at the camp on Siskowit Bay 
(V, 3) during August (G. 212, 222,231, 239). 
Food plant. Found on spruce logs. Blanchard, Ent. Amer., 5, p. 31. 
Geographic Range. Lake Winnipeg; Alberta; Hudson Bay region; 

Ottawa, Ontario; N. H.; W. Penna.; North Carolina; Mich.; Colo.; New 
Mexico; Washington; Oregon. Hamilton, ’94, p. 29. 

58. Agrilus acutipennis Mann. A. One specimen from the clearing 
at the Light-house (I, 7) on July 26 (G. 166). 

Food plant. Found on Oak. Blanchard, Ent. Amer., 5, p. 32. 
Geographic Range. “Mass. to Kansas, Florida and Texas”; W. Penna.; 

, Ohio (Dury); Mich.; Glendon Park, Hl. (Wolcott). Horn, Trans. Am. 
Ent. Soc., 18, p. 309. 
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Lampyridae. 

54. Podabrius diademu Fab. A. Found about the camp at the Light- 

house (I, 7) on July 23 (G. 133), and among beach drift at the head of 
Tonkin Bay (I, 1) on July 7 (A. 7). Two specimens. 

Geographic Range. Ottawa, Canada; Mt. Washington, N. .H; Ver- 
mont; New York; New Jersey; W. Penna.; Mich.; Wisconsin; Iowa. 

55. Podabrus tomentosus Say. A. Taken at the camp on Siskowit 
Bay (V, 3) on August 4 (G. 201). 

Geographic Range. W. Penna.; Mich.; Illinois (Wolcott) ; Colorado. 
56. Malthodes niger Lec. Found in a small rock pool on the Lake 

shore (I, 1) on July 12 (G. 75). 
Geographic Range. Isle Royale, Marquette, Mich.; Lake Superior 

region; Mt. Washington, N. H. 

Scarabaeidae. 

57. Geotrupes blackburnii Fab. A. Two of these beetles were taken 
about horse dung on the Desor trail (III, ’04) on August 21 (A. 143). 

Geographic Range. Ottawa, Canada; New York; New Jersey; Dist. 
Columbia; Ohio; Mich.; Wis. 

58. Serica vespertina Gyll. A. One specimen found on the gravelly 
beach near the Light-house (I, 1) on July 10 (G. 43). 

Geographic Range. Ottawa, Canada; Nova Scotia; Saskatchewan 

basin; Vermont; New York; N. J.; Dist. Columbia; Fla.; W. Penna.; 
Ohio; Mich.; No. Illinois and Indiana (Wolcott) ; Wisconsin; Iowa; 
Nebraska; Kansas; Colorado; New Mexico. 

59. Diplotawxis liberta Germ. A. A single dead specimen (G. 102) was 
found under a flat rock on a jack pine ridge (I, 5). 

Geographic Range. Isle Royale, Mich; W. Penna.; New Jersey; Dist. 
of Col. 

60. Lachnosterna arcuata Smith. A. Taken at the Light-house camp 
(I, 7), on July 26 (G. 166). 
Geographic Range. W. Penna.; Dist. Columbia; Michigan; Elliot and 

Carbondale, Ill. (Wolcott). 
61. Trichius afinis Gory. Very abundant in the flowers of the Cow 

Parsnip (Heracleum lanatum) in the clearing at the Light-house (J, 7) 
during July (G. 26, 45, 49, 105, 133, 136, 187). 

Geographic Range. Saskatchewan basin; Ottawa, Canada; Nova 
Scotia; N. H.; New York; New Jersey; Virginia; W. Penna.: Ohio. 
Mich.; No. [Illinois (Wolcott); Wisconsin; Iowa; Colorado; New 
Mexico. 

Cerambycidae. 

62. Phymatodes variabilig Fab. A. Two specimens were taken on Sis- 
kowit Bay (V, 3) on August 15 (G. 239) and August 16 (A. 152). 

Food plants. Larva feeds on the inner bark of dead and dying oaks 
and hickory. Probably has other food plant as hickory was not found 
on the island and oak is of very rare occurrence. (Felt, ’06, p. 433.) 

Geographic Range. Mass. to Alabama; W. Penna.; Ohio (Dury) ; New 
York; Mich.; Wisconsin; Kansas; Colorado; Arizona. Hamilton, ’97a, 
p. 395. Probably introduced. 

63. Xylotrechus undulatus Say. This active beetle was exceedingly 
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abundant about the camps at the Light-house (1, 7) during July and 
on Siskowit Bay (V, 8) during August. There is considerable variation 
in the yellow elytral markings in the series secured. (G. 86, 212, 222, 
231, 239), (A. 5, 152). 
Food plants. "Has been found on hemlock and spruce, but as hemlock 

is not found on the island, spruce is probably the food plant. (Felt, ’06, 
p. 671). 

Geographic Range. Ottawa, Canada; Lake Superior; New Hampshire; 
New York; New Jersey; W. Penna.; Mich.; Wisconsin; Iowa; Nebr.; 
Kkansas; New Mexico; Northwest Terr.; Colorado; British Columbia. 

64. Pachyta liturata Kby. A. The one specimen is from the camp 
at'Rock Harbor (1, 7) on July 381 (G. 191). 

Geographic Range. Vermont; Hudson Bay region; Mich.; Colo.; 
New Mexico (Psyche 9, p. 303) ; Washington; Idaho; British Col. Ham- 
ilton, ’94, p. 31. 

65. Acmacops proteus Kby. One taken at the Siskowit camp (V, 3) 
on August 15 (G. 239). 

Geographic Range. Labrador; Ottawa, Ontario; “common through 
Canada;” Hudson Bay; Saskatchewan basin; Mt. Washington (sum- 
mit), N. H.; Mass.; New York; Mich.; Wisconsin; Kansas; New 
Mexico; Montana; Colo.; Oregon; Brit. Columbia. 

66. Bellamira scalaris Say. A. A single specimen of this slender 
beetle came from the Light-house camp (1, 7) on July 22 (G. 183). 

Food plants. Beetle and larva have been found under the bark of the 
Yellow Birch. (B. lutea) and has been found ovipositing on maple. 
(Beutenmuller, ’96, p. 77.) 
Geographic Range. Saskatchewan basin; Ottawa, Canada; N. H.; 

New York; W. Penna.; New Jersey; Maryland; Va.; La.; Ohio (Dury) ; 
Mich.; Wisconsin. 

67. Leptura subargentata Kby. One specimen from the Light- 
house camp (1, 7) on July 11 (G. 49). 

Geographic Range. Canada; Hudson Bay and Lake Superior region; 
N. H.; Mass.; New York; Dist. Columbia; Georgia; Mich.; Ohio 
(Dury); Wisconsin; Montana; Colo.; New Mexico; Nevada; Utah; 
Calif.; Washington; Brit. Columbia; Alaska. 

68. Leptura nigrella Say A. A single specimen was taken at the 
Siskowit camp (V, 3) on August 7 (G. 212). 

Geographic Range. Ottawa, Canada; Hudson Bay region; Maine; 
Georgia; W. Penna.; Mich.; No. Illinois (Wolcott) ; Wisconsin; Colo.; 
New Mexico; Nevada; Washington. 

69. Leptura sexmaculata L. A. Taken on the flowers of the Cow 
Parsnip in the clearing at the Light-house (1, 7) during July (G. 105). 

Geographic Range. Hudson Bay to Lake Superior; Ottawa, Canada; 
Quebec; Mt. Washington (summit), N. H.; Mich.; Wisconsin; Colo.; 
Brit. Columbia; eastern and western Siberia; Alps and Europe. Hau- 
ilton, ’94, p. 396. 

70. Leptura canadensis Fab. A. Only two specimens of this red 
shouldered beetle were taken, one from the camp on Siskowit (V, 3) 
on August 7 (G. 212), and the other on August 13 (G. 232) from near 
the head of Siskowit Bay (VIII, 704). 
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Food plants. Larva burrows in spruce and hemlock. (Beutenmuller, 
796, p. 78). 

Geographic Range. Ottawa, Can.; Nova Scotia; N. H.; Vermont; 
Mass.; New York; Penna.; Virginia; Ga.; Mich.; Wisconsin; Mo.; Colo.; 
New Mexico; No. Arizona; No. Idaho; Brit. Columbia; eastern and 
western Siberia; Japan; Russia; Germany. Hamilton, ’94a, p. 396. 

71. Leptura chrysocoma Kby. This bright yellow beetle was the 
most abundant Cerambycid, occurring in great numbers in the flowers 
of the Cow Parsnip in the clearing at the Light-house (1; 7); also 
found in the flowers of the Wild Rose on the beach (I, 1); and on the 
flowers of Opulaster opulifolius, at the mouth of Benson brook (II, 1) 
during July. Also taken at the Siskowit camp (V, 3) on August 5. 
(G. 87, 45, 49, 105, 133, 187, 148, 191.) 
Geographic Range. Ottawa, Can.; Hudson Bay region: Nova Scotia ; 

Maine; N. H.; New York; Mich. ; Wisconsin; Colo.; New Mexico; No. 
Arizona; Priest’s Lake, Idaho, (Wolcott) ; Utah; Nevada; Calif. ; Brit. 
Columbia. 

72. Leptura prozima Say. A. Two specimens were found on the 
flowers of the Cow Parsnip (I, 7) in July (G. 105, 179), and another 
specimen at the camp on Siskowit Bay (V, 3) on August 3 (G. 195). 

Food plant. Reared from maple. (Wickham. Can. Ent., 29, p. 192.) 
Geographic Range. Ottawa, Can.; Vermont; N. H.; Mass.; New 

York; W. Penna.; Virginia; Ga.; Dist. of Columbia; Ohio; Mich.; No. 
Ill. (Wolcott) ; Wisconsin; Jowa; Missouri. 

73. Leptura tibialis Lec. A. The one specimen is from the camp 
on Siskowit Bay (V, 3) on August 16 (A. 152). 

Geographic Range. Mt. Washington, New Hampshire; Michigan; 
Oregon. 

74, Leptura mutabilis Newm. Four spetimens were taken at the 
Light-house (I, 7) during July (G. 49, 105, 137, 166). Some of these 
were taken on the flowers of the Cow Parsnip. , 

Geographic Range. Saskatchewan basin; Ottawa, Can.; Mt. Wash- 
ington (summit), N. H.; New York; Dist. Columbia; Mass.; New Jersey ; 
W. Penna.; Ohio (Dury); Mich.; Wisconsin; New Mexico. 

75. Monohammus scutellatus Say. A. Six specimens of ba large 
beetles were taken: one at the Light-house (I, 7) on July 24 (G. 152), 
and the others on August 7, 12 and 16 at the Siskowit camp (V, 3). 
(G. 212, 231; A. 152). 
Food ‘plant. Taken on white and hard pine; beetle girdles branches 

and the larva bores in spruce trunk. (Felt, ’06, p. 364.) 
Geographic Range. Ottawa, Can.; Hudson Bay region; Saskatchewan 

basin; W. Penna.; St. Joseph (Wolcott), Isle Royale, Mich.; Wisconsin ; 
Duluth, Minn. (Wolcott) ; Colo.; New Mexico; Brit. Columbia; Alaska; 
extensive N. American range in “pine regions.” District of Columbia. 

Chrysomelidae.* 

76. Donacia prozima Kby. A. “In the water-lily zone of Sumner 
Lake (III, 5) on July 27 (G. 171). The beetles fly low, dragging the 
tip of the abdomen in the water, and apparently alight only on leaves 
of the waterlily.” Gleason. Also taken July 29 (A. 184). 

*#cf. Chittenden (’93) for food habits of this family. 
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Geographic Range. Ottawa, Can.; Lake Superior; N. H.; Mass.; New 
York; Penna.; Mich.; Wis.; Hudson Bay Terr.; Idaho; Calif. Leng, 
Trans. Am. Ent. Soc., 18, p. 167. 

77. Donacia cincticornis Newm. A. “Three specimens were taken on 
July 27 and 28 at Sumner Lake (III, 5), associated with the preceding 
species and with the same habit.” Gleason. (G. 171, 175). 

Geographic Range. Canada; Vermont; New Hampshire; Mass.; New 
York; Michigan; No. Illinois; Texas. 

78. Orsodachna atra Ahy. var.=childreni Kby. Two specimens were 
taken at the Light-house (I, 7) on July 11 (G. 49). Horn, Tr. Am. Ent. 
Soc., 92, pp. 67. Ent. Amer., I, p. 9. 

Geographic Range. Saskatchewan basin; Ottawa, Canada; New Eng- 
land and south on the mountains to N. Carolina; W. Penna.; Mich.; 

Wisconsin; No. Il. (Wolcott) ; Towa; Alberta; Colorado; New Mexico; 
Arizona; California. Psyche, 9, p. 303; Brit. Columbia. 

79. Galerucella nymphaea L. A. These leaf beetles were taken in a 
small bayou (IV, 3) connected with Tobin Harbor on July 21 (A. 42). 
Larvae, pupae, freshly emerged and fully covered adults were all rep- 
resented in verv large numbers. The lily leaves were riddled by the 
innumerable larvae. Cf. Chittenden, ‘05, p. 58 and Mac Gillivray, ’08, p. 
325 for the life history of this species. 

Geographic Range. In Canada westward to the Mackenzie Basin and 
into Alaska; New York; Va.; Ohio (Dury); W. Penna.; Mich.; Colo- 
rado; Texas; Oregon; Calif.; Siberia into Europe. Hamilton, ‘94a, p. 
398. 

Tenebrionidac. 

80. Upis ceramboides LL. A. A single specimen was taken at the 
Light-house (I, 7) on July,23 (G. 153). 

Geographic Range. Ottawa, Can.; Hudson Bay; Saskatchewan basin ; 
Lake Superior; Nova Scotia; Maine; Mt Washington, N. H.; Vermont; 
New York; New Jersey; W. Penna.; Mich.; Wisconsin; Estherville, 

Cass Co., Minn. (Wolcott); Colo.; Montana; Manitoba; No. Asia; 
Siberia; No. Europe; Germany. Hamilton, ’94a, p. 400. 

Cistelidac. 

81. Cistela sericea Say. A. Found under loose stones on the jack 
pine ridge (I. 5) on July 14 (G. 81). 

Food plants. Has been found on pine, oak and basswood. (Felt, ’06, 
p. 518.) 

Geographic Range. Michigan; W. Penna.; New Jersey; New Mexico. 

Melandryidac. 

82. Serropalpus barbatus Schall. A. One specimen was taken at 
Tobin Harbor on July 19 (G. 129). 

Food plant. Larva bores in-sap and heart wood of balsam and spruce. 
(Felt, ’06, p. 671). 
Geographic Range. Canada; Lake Superior and Hudson Bay regions; 

Maine; Vermont; New York; W. Penna.; West Virginia; Colorado; 
Rocky Mts. south to New Mexico; Manitoba; Oregon; Brit. Columbia ; 
Alaska; Siberia; Europe. 
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Mordellidac. 

83. Anaspis rufa Say. A. Many specimens of this species were taken 
about the camp at the Lighthouse (I, 7) on July 28 (G. 179). 

Géographic Range. Ottawa, Can.; Mt. Washington (summit), N. H.; 
Vermont; New York; New Jersey; Dist. Col.; Florida; Ohio; Michigan ; 
Wisconsin; Wyoming; Colo.; Utah; Lower Calif.; New Mexico; Mexico ; 
Washington; Brit. Columbia; Alaska. 

84. Mordellistena biplagiata Helm. A. One specimen was taken on 
flowers in the clearing at the Lighthouse (I, 7) on July 11 (G. 49). 

Geographic Range. New York; Dist. of Columbia; Ohio; Mich.; Illi- 
nois; Wis. 

85. Mordellistena scapularis Say. A. Two specimens were taken at 
the Lighthouse (I, 7) on July 28 (G. 179). 

Geographic Range. Dist. of Columbia; “Middle and Western States” ; 
Mich. (Isle Royale) ; Ottawa, Canada. 

Curculionidae. 

86. Hylebius pales Hbst. A. A single specimen was taken at the 
Lighthouse (I, 7) on July 13 (G. 86). 

Food plant. Larvae live in bark of white pines. (Felt, ’06, p. 664). 
Geographic Range. Ottawa, Canada; Maine io Florida; Michigan; 

W. Penna.; Duluth, Minn. (Wolcott). 
87. Hypomolyx pineti Fab. A. This large snout beetle (G. 179) was 

taken July 28 in the Lighthouse clearing (I, 7). 
Geographic Range. Canada; Hudson Bay region; Saskatchewan 

basin; Mich.; Wisconsin; Siberia; Europe. 
88. Magdalis. “Apparently new,’ Wickham.; Taken at the Light- 

house camp (I, 7) on July 23 (G. 136), at Siskowit (V, 3) on August 15 
(G. 289). 

Calandridae. 

89. Cossonus subareatus Boh. A. Taken at the Siskowit Camp (V, 3} 
on August 7 (G. 212). 

Geographic Range. Mt. Washington, N. H.; Michigan; Wisconsin; 
Glendon Park; Ill. (Wolcott) ; Iowa; Kansas; Nebraska; Colorado; New 
Mexico; “Middle States.” 
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2. SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF ISLE ROYALE BEETLES. 

BY A. B, WOLCOTT. 

Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago. 

This supplementary list of species records from Isle Royale all ‘the 
species taken by Hubbard and Schwarz (’78, pp. 627-643) but not found 
in the 1905 collections. These two lists make a complete catalog of the 
species so far found on this island, excepting those species which are 
scattered in the literature and have thus been overlooked. The general 
‘geographic range of each species is given. 

Carabidae. 

1. Bembidium concolor Kby. New York; Maine; Canada; Michigan 
(Michipicoton River); Wyoming; Maine to the Pacific coast.’ 

2. Bembidium planatum Lec. Michigan (Isle Royale); Colorado; 
Wyoming; Nevada; Oregon; Washington to British Columbia. 

3. Patrobius longicornis Say. New Jersey; Vermont; New York; 
Dist. Columbia; Ohio; Pennsylvania; Canada; Michigan (Escanaba) ; 
Wisconsin; Illinois; Indiana; Iowa; Colorado; Texas; New Mexico. 

4. Pterostichus punctatissimus Rand. Massachusetts; New Hamp- 
shire; Vermont; Maine; Canada; Hudson Bay region; Michigan (Mich- 
ipicoton Island) ; Arctic Sibera; the Amur; Dauria. 

5. Pterostichus mandibularis Kby. var. New Hampshire; Vermont; 
Massachusetts; Canada; Wisconsin; Michigan (Marquette, Michipicoton 
River) ; Hudson Bay region; Alaska; Arctic Siberia. 

6. Amara latior Kby. New Jersey; New Hampshire; Canada; Mich- 
igan (Escanaba, Ann Arbor); Wisconsin; Illinois; Nebraska; Colo- 
rado; Idaho; New Mexico; Arizona; Vancouver Island. 

7. Amara impuncticollis Say. Dist. Columbia; Ohio; Michigan (De- 
troit) ; Wisconsin; Canada; Montana; Colorado; New Mexico. 

8. Calathus advena var. mollis Mots. Vermont; Maine; Michigan 
(Michipicoton River, Michipicoton Island) ; Alaska. 

9. Platynus aeruginosus Dej. Dist. Columbia; Indiana (Pine); 
Illinois (Chicago); Michigan (Escanaba, Detroit); Wisconsin. 

10. Dromius piceus Dej.. New Jersey; New York; Dist. Columbia; 
Massachusetts; Ohio; Michigan (Marquette, Detroit) ; Wisconsin; Can- 
ada; Iowa; California. , 

11. Harpalus fulvilabris Mann. Michigan (Marquette, Michipi- 
coton River). 

12. Harpalus rufimanus Lec. Michigan (Escanaba, Marquette) ; Wis- 
consin; Canada; British Columbia. 

13. Harpalus laticeps Lec. New Hampshire (Summit Mt. Washing- 
ton); Michigan (Escanaba, Marquette, Lake Huron); Wisconsin; Can- 
ada (Ottawa); Colorado. : 

14. Bradycellus cordicollis Lec. New Hampshire (Mt. Washington) ; 
Michigan (Marquette). 
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Hydrophilidae. 

15. Crenophilus (Hydrobius) digestus Lec. Michigan (Marquette, De- 
troit). 

Silphidae. 

16. Necrophoris vespilloides Hbst. New Jersey; New Hampshire 
(Mt. Washington); Michigan (Escanaba, Michipicoton Island); Wis- 
consin; Hudson Bay Territory; Nova Scotia; Ontario; Manitoba; Brit- 
ish Columbia; Alaska; Washington; Oregon; East Siberia; Kamt- 
schatka; Amurland; Wurope; China. 

17. Choleva basillaris Say. New Jersey; New Hampshire (Mt. Wash- 
ington); Ohio; Michigan (Sault de Ste. Marie, Detroit) ; Wisconsin; 
Nebraska; Kansas; Canada; Hudson Bay Territory; British Columbia ; 
Alaska; Nevada to Colorado; California. : 

18. Choleva (Catops) terminans Lec. Virginia; New Jersey; Mass- 
achusetts; Dist. Columbia; Ohio; [llinois; Michigan ¢(Bachewanung Bay, 
Michipicoton Island) ; Wisconsin; Canada (Ottawa). 

19. Anistoma assimilis Lec. Dist. Columbia; New Hampshire (Sum- 
mit Mt. Washington) ; Michigan (Marquette, Michipicoton River) ; Wis- 
consin; Canada; Colorado; Vancouver Island. 

20. Liodes globosa Lec. New Hampshire (Mt. Washington) ; Michigan 
(Marquette) ; Canada (Ottawa) ; Colorado; New Mexico. 

21. Agathidium revoivens Lec. Canada (Ottawa); British Colum- 
bia; New Mexico. 

22. Clambus gibbulus Lec. Florida; Dist. Columbia; Michigan (Mar- 
quette, Detroit) ; Colorado; S. Arizona. 

Pselaphidae. 

23. Tychus longipalpus Lec. Florida; Dist. Columbia; Michigan 
(Marquette) ; Canada (Ottawa). 

24. Reichenbachia (Bryacis) propinqua Lee. Canada (Ottawa) ; 
Michigan (Marquette, Point aux Pins); Colorado (species doubtfully 
identical). 

Staphylinidae. 

25. Quedius lacvigatus Gyll. Georgia; New Hampshire (summit Mt. 
Washington) ; Massachusetts; Pennsylvania; Ohio; Illinois; Michigan 
(Marquette, Bachewanung Bay, Detroit); Canada; British Columbia; 
Alaska; Oregon; Nevada; Colorado; Kansas; New Mexico; California ; 
eastern Siberia; northern and Alpine Europe. ? 

26. Stenus semicolon Lec. Dist. Columbia; Michigan (Escanaba, 
Marquette, Bashewanung Bay, Michipicoton River). 

27. Lathrobium terminatum Grav. (punctulatum Lec.). Florida; 
Georgia; Dist. Columbia; New Jersey; W. Pennsylvania; Ohio; “East- 
ern States”; Massachusetts; Michigan (Escanaba, Marquette, Detroit) ; 
Wisconsin; Iowa; Canada; Kansas; Colorado; Europe and Siberia. 

28. Tachinus fumipennis Say. Florida; Dist. Columbia; Michigan 
(Marquette) ; Wisconsin: Colorado. : 

29. Bolitobius cingulatus Mann. Virginia; New Jersey; New Hamp- 
shire (Mt. Washington) ; Pennsylvania; Michigan (Sault de Ste. Marie, 

27 
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Bachewanung Bay, Detroit) ; Wisconsin; Canada; Oregon; Queen Char- 
lotte Island; British Columbia; Alaska; Caucasia; Europe. 

30. Hobrocerus magnus Lec. Michigan (Marquette). The type of 
this species came from Isle Royale. 

31. Olisthaerus inegacephalus Zett. Michigan (Michipicoton Island) ; 
Canada; Alaska; California; Siberia; Lapland; Sweden; Hungary; 
Arctic and Eastern Siberia. 

32. Olisthaerus substriatus Payk. (nitidus Lec.). Massachusetts; 
Michigan (Michipicoton, Eagle Harbor) ; Wisconsin; Sweden; Germany ; 
France; Arctic and Eastern Siberia. 

33. Ancyrophorus planus Lec. New Hampshire (Mt. Washington) ; 
Michigan (Isle Royale). 

34. Anthophagus verticalis Say. Michigan (Marquette, Detroit). 
35. Acidota creanta Fabr. (seriata Lec.). Massachusetts; Common 

on Islands and shores of Lake Superior; Michigan (Marquette, Mich- 
ipicoton River, Detroit) ; Canada; central and northern Europe; Siberia. 

36. Arpedium sp. Michigan (Marquette). 

Phalacridae. 

37. Phalacrus politus Melsh. Florida; Dist. Columbia; Ohio; Illinois; 
Michigan (Marquette, Detroit); Canada (Ottawa); Iowa; Colorado. 

Coccinellidae. 

38. Coccinella perplera Muls. (trifasciata Linn.). New York; New 
Hampshire (Mt. Washington) ; Canada; Hudson Bay Territory; Mich- 
igan (Detroit, Marquette, Au Train Falls, St. Joseph) ; Wisconsin; I]l- 
inois (Chicago, taken by Wolcott) ; Alaska; Vancouver Island; Oregon; 
Washington to California; New Mexico; Kamtschatka through northern 
Siberia and Europe to Lapland. Circumpolar. 

39. Coccinella transversoguttata Fald. var. transversalis Muls. The 
typical form or its varieties are known from New Hampshire (summit 
Mt. Washington); Greenland; Hudson Bay region; various places in 
Canada; British Columbia; Northwest Territory; Alaska; Illinois (Chi- 
cago, Wolcott coll.) ; Michigan (Bachewanung Bay, Chatham; Wisconsin ; 
Minnesota (Duluth, Wolcott coll.); Nebraska; Nevada; Colorado; New 
Mexico; California; Rocky Mountains and Pacific regions to mountain- 
ous Mexico; eastern Siberia; Japan; northern China; Dauria; Lapland. 
Circumpolar. 

40. Cycloneda sanguinea Linn. Florida; West Indies; ‘United States 
and Canada generally”; Michigan (Michipicoton River, Chatham) ; Wis- 
consin; Illinois; Indiana; Ohio; New Jersey to Colorado; New Mexico; 
N. Arizona; Texas; Baja California; Europe. 

41. Cleis (Harmonia) picta Rand. Dist. Columbia; Pennsylvania; 
Canada to Colorado; New Hampshire (summit Mt. Washington) ; Mich. 
igan (Escanaba, Marquette) ; Minnesota (Duluth, Wolcott coll.); New 
Mexico. : 

42. Seymnus lacustris Lec. Michigan (Escanaba, Marquette) ; Col- 
orado; Arizona. 

4 
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Endomychidae. 

43. Lycoperdina ferruginea Lec. Dist. Columbia; New Jersey west 
to Colorado; New Hampshire (Mt. Washington) ; New York; “Middle. 
and Southern States”; Ohio; Illinois (central and northern) ; Michigan 
(Bachewanung Bay, Detroit) ; Canada; Wisconsin; Iowa; Colorado; 
New Mexico. 

Histeridae. 

44, Hister basalis Lec. Ohio: Michigan (Marquette). 
45.. Plegaderus sayi Mars. “Middle States”; Michigan (Sault de Ste. 

Marie, Marquette) ; Canada; Wisconsin; Colorado; New Mexico. 

Nitidulidae. 

46. Omosita discoidea Fabr. Canada; Michigan (northern) ; Colo- 
rado; New Mexico; Europe and the Pacific States, east to Colorado. 

Lathridiidae. 

47. Stephostethus (Lathridus) liratus Lec. Dist. Columbia; Ohio; 
Canada (Ottawa) ; Michigan (Detroit) ; Queen Charlotte Islands, Brit- 
ish Columbia. 

48. Lathridius minutus Linn. “Nearly all North America’; Dist. 
Columbia; Michigan (Detroit) ; Wisconsin; Colorado; “Alaska to Louis- 
iana and to Massachusetts and eastern Canada”; all Europe and north- 
ern Asia to Kamtschatka. 

49. Corticaria serricoliis Lec. Michigan (Michipicoton River, De- 
troit) ; British Columbia. 

Byrrhidae. 

50. Byrrhus geminatus Lec.. New Hampshire (summit Mt. Washing- 
ton) ; Michigan (Isle Royale only). 

Dascyllidae. 
51. Macropogon picens Lec. Michigan (Isle Royale only). 
52. EHurypogon niger. Michigan (Michipicoton River). 
58. Huscinetus terminalis Lec. New Jersey west to Colorado; New 

York; Vermont; Ohio; Illinois; Michigan (Escanaba, Marquette, De- 
troit) ; Canada. 

Elateridae. 

54. Cryptohypnus bicolor Esch. This species is believed to be merely 
a variety of nocturnus Esch. which is recorded with the variety from 
the following localities ;—Labrador ; ; Hudson Bay regions; New Hamp- 
shire (summit and alpine regions Mt. Washington) ; Canada; Michigan 
(Marquette, Sault de Ste. Marie) ; Dakota; Wisconsin ; Utah; ’ Colorado; 
Montana; Idaho; New Mexico; Oregon : British Columbia ; Alaska; 
Kamtschatka; eastern Siberia. 

55. Crytohypnus tumescens Lec. Michigan (Sault de Ste. Marie) ; 
Colorado; New Mexico. 

56. EHlater nigrinus Payk. var.? Elater nigrinus occurs in Vermont; 
Canada (Ottawa); Michigan (Escanaba, Marquette, Detroit); Alaska; 

28 
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Vancouver Island and Queen Charlotte Island; British Columbia; New 

Mexico; northern and central Europe; west Siberia; Amurland. 
57. Hlater miztus Hbst. Dist. Columbia; New Hampshire (summit Mt. 

Washington); Canada (Ottawa); Michigan (Marquette, Michipicoton 
Island) ; Colorado. 

58. Betarmon bigeminatus Rand. Dist. Columbia; Canada (Ottawa) ; 
Michigan (Marquette). 

59. Melanotus Leonardi Lec. Michigan (Marquette, Detroit). 
60. IMelanotus castanipes Payk. (scrobicollis Lec.). “Middle States-to 

Canada”; New York; Vermont; New Hampshire (summit Mt. Washing- 
ton); Dist. Columbia; Ohio; Pennsylvania; Canada; Michigan (sca- 
naba, Marquette, Detroit) ; Wisconsin; Colorado; Europe; West Siberia; 
Amurland. 

61. Limonus aeger Lec. New Jersey; New Hampshire (Mt. Washing- 
ton) ; Canada (Ottawa); Michigan (Marquette) ; Wisconsin. 

62. Campylus denticornis Kirby. New Hampshire (summit Mt. 
Washington); Maine; Pennsylvania; Canada (Ottawa); Ohio; Mich- 
igan; (Marquette, Port Huron) ; Wisconsin. 

63. Paranomus costalis Payk. New Hampshire (summit Mt. Wash- 
ington); “The northern shore of Lake Superior’; Labrador; Europe 
(Sweden, Finland, Lapland); Amurland. 

64. Sericosomus incongruus Lec. Canada (Ottawa) ; Michigan (Mar- 
quette) ; New Hampshire (Mt. Washington). 

65. Corymbites resplendens Esch. Newfoundland; Maine; Lake 
Superior region northward to 56°; Vermont; Canada (Ottawa); Mich- 
igan (Michipicoton Island, Marquette); New Hampshire (summit Mt. 
Washington) ; Wisconsin; Queen Charlotte Island; British Columbia; 
Alaska. 

66. Corymbites spinosus Lec. New Hampshire (summit Mt. Wash- 
ington); Canada (Ottawa); Michigan (Escanaba, Marquette) ; Wis- 
consin; Iowa. 

67. Corymbites mendar Lec. Michigan (Eagle Harbor). 
68. Corymbites insidiosus Lec. New Hampshire (Mt. Washington) ; 

Michigan (Marquette). 
69. Corymbites falsificus Lec. New Hampshire (summit Mt. Wash- 

ington); Canada; Michigan (Marquette).; Wisconsin. 
70. Corymbites triundulatus Rand. New Hampshire (summit Mt. 

Washington); Maine; Vermont; Michigan (Marquette); Canada 
(Ottawa) ; Wisconsin; Colorado. 

71. Corymbites propoia Lec. New York; Vermont; New Hampshire 
(summit Mt. Washington); Canada; Michigan (Michipicoton River, 
Marquette) ; British Columbia. 

72. Corymbites nigricollis Bland. Michigan (Marquette) ; Colorado. 
73. Corymbites splendens Ziegl. Dist. Columbia; Ohio; Canada 

(Ottawa); Michigan (Marquette). 
74. Corymbites nigricornis Panz. New Jersey; New Hampshire 

(summit Mt. Washington) ; Massachusetts; Illinois (Ft. Sheridan, Wol- 
cott); Michigan (Marquette, Detroit) ; Canada; Iowa; Wisconsin; Col- 
crado; central and boreal Iurope and Siberia. 
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Buprestidae. 

75. Melanophila fulvoguttata Harr. New Hampshire (summit Mt. 
Washington) ; Canada (Ottawa); Michigan (Escanaba, Marquette, Port 
Huron) ; Kansas. , 

Lampyridae. 

76. Plateros (Eros) modestus Say. Florida; Dist. Columbia; New 
Hampshire (summit Mt. Washington) ; Ohio; Michigan (Detroit, Mar- 
quette) ; Canada (Ottawa) ; Iowa (McGregor, Wolcott) ; New Mexico. 

77. Hllychnia (Photinus) corrusca Linn. “Common in Canada and 
most of the United States east of the Rocky Mountains”; Dist. Columbia ; 
Virginia; Georgia; New Jersey; New Hampshire (summit Mt. Washing- 
ton); New York; Ohio; Indiana (Wolcott); Illinois; Michigan (Mich- 
ipicoton River, Detroit); Iowa; Wisconsin; Nebraska; Kansas; Col- 
orado; New Mexico; Arizona; Canada (Ottawa); Nova Scotia; North- 
west Territory. 

78. Podabrus modestus Say. Georgia; New Jersey; New York; New 
Hampshire (Mt. Washington); Pennsylvania; Ohio; Michigan (Esca- 
naba, Marquette, Detroit) ; Canada (Ottawa); Iowa; Wisconsin; Colo- 
rado. : 

79. Podabrus laevicollis’ Kby. New Hampshire (Mt. Washington) ; 
Michigan (Marquette, Michipicoton River) ; Colorado. 

80. Telephorus Curtisii Kby. New Hampshire (summit Mt. Washing- 
ton); Michigan (Marquette, Michipicoton River) ; Wisconsin; Iowa; 
Hudson Bay region; British Columbia. 

81. Malthodes laticollis Lec. (transversus Lec.). Michigan (Isle 
Royale only). 

82. Malthodes concavus Lec. Dist. Columbia; Michigan (Marquette, 
Detroit) ; Colorado. 

83. Malthodes fragilis Lec. Michigan (Detroit). 

Cleridae. 

84. Thanasimus (Clerus) undatulus Say. New York; Vermont; Maine; 
New Hampshire (summit Mt. Washington); Canada; Michigan (Mar- 
quette, Escanaba) ; Minnesota; Hudson Bay north to lat. 65°; Kansas; 
Colorado; New Mexico; variety nubilus occurs in Northwest Territory 
and Alaska. 

Ptinidae. 

85. Dinoderus substriatus Payk. New Hampshire (summit Mt. 
Washington); “Northern States”; Canada; Pennsylvania; Michigan 
(Escanaba, Marquette, Bachewanung Bay) ; Alaska; eastern and western 
Siberia; Europe. 

Cioidae. 

86. Cis creberrimus Mellié. Florida; Dist. Columbia; Ohio; Michi- 
igan (Marquette, Detroit). 
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Cerambycidae. 

87. Tetropium cinnamopterum Wirby. New Jersey; New Hampshire 
(summit Mt. Washington) ; Vermont; Pennsylvania; Canada; Michigan 
(Marquette) ; Wisconsin; Colorado; New Mexico; northern and mount 
ainous Arizona; California; Oregon; Washington; Northwest Terri- 
tory; British Columbia; Alaska; “north to 55°”. 

88. Phymatodes maculicollis Lec. New Hampshire (Mt. Washing- 
ton); Michigan (Isle Royale-type locality) ; Colorado (7-9000 ft. el.). 

89. Microclytus gazellula Hald. (Crytophorus gibbulus Lec.). Dist. 
Columbia; New Hampshire (Mt. Washington); Canada (Ottawa) ; 
Michigan (Detroit). 

90. Pachyta monticola Rand. New York; New Hampshire (summit 
Mt. Washington); Vermont; Maine; Massachusetts; Pennsylvania; 
Michigan (Marquette) ; Wisconsin; Canada (Ottawa) ; Anticosti Island ; 
Alaska. 

91. Leptura rufula Hald. Michigan (Isle Royale only). 
92. Pogonocherus mixtus Hald. Dist. Columbia; New Jersey; New 

York; New Hampshire (summit Mt. Washington); Indiana (Clarke 
Junction, Dune Park, Wolcott coll.) ; Canada; Michigan (North Muske- 
gon, Marquette, Michipicoton River, Port Huron) ; Kansas; New Mexico; 
Colorado; Northern Arizona. : 

Chrysomelidac. 

93. Zeugophora varians Cr. New Jersey; New Hampshire; Penn- 
sylvania; Indiana (Pine-Wolcott coll.) ; Illinois (Glen Ellyn, Wolcott 
coll.) ; Canada; Michigan (Detroit) ; Wisconsin; Kansas; Washington. 

94. Syneta ferruginea Germ. Dist. Columbia; Maryland; New Jer- 
sey; New York; New Hampshire (Mt. Washington) ; Vermont; Mass- 
achusetts; Ohio; Illinois (central and northern); Michigan (Mar- 
quette); Canada (Ottawa); Wisconsin; Nebraska; Colorado; New- 
foundland. 

95. Bassareus mamimifer Newm. var. scllatus Suffr. (Cryptocephalus 
sellatus Suffr.). Dist. Columbia; New Jersey; “Middle and Western 
States”; Ohio; Indiana (Clarke, Hessville, Wolcott coll.) ; Michigan 
(Escanaba, Marquette, Detroit, North Muskegon, Holland) ; Wisconsin; 
Iowa; Canada; Colorado. 

96. Pachybrachys sp. Michigan (Sault de Ste. Marie, Marquette). 
97. Gonioctena pallida Linn. New Hampshire (summit Mt. Washing- 

ton); Michigan (Marquette, Bachewanung); Minnesota; Wisconsin; 
Colorado; Hudson Bay region generally; Europe and Siberia. 

98. Phyllodecta vulgatissina Linn. Virginia; New Jersey; New 
Hampshire (summit Mt. Washington) ; New York; Pennsylvania; Ohio; 
Tllinois (central); Michigan (Detroit); Wisconsin; Iowa; Canada 
(Ottawa) ; Iceland; Siberia; China; Turkestan; Canaries. Perhaps also 
in Alaska. 

Cistelidac. 

99. Hymenorus niger Melsh. Florida; Texas; Dist. Columbia; 
New York; New Hampshire (Mt. Washington); Pennsylvania; Ohio; 
Canada (Ottawa); Michigan (Escanaba, Marquette, Detroit) ; Wiscon- 
sin; Colorado. 
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Melandryidae. 

100. Emmesa connectens Newm. New Hampshire (summit Mt. Wash- 
ington) ; Michigan (Marquette). 

191. Scotochroa basalis Lec. Canada (Ottawa); Michigan (Esca- 
naba, Marquette) ; Colorado. 

Pythidac. 

102. Lecontia (Crymodes) disicollis Lec. New Hampshire (summit 
Mt. Washington); Michigan (Marquette); Manitoba; Canada; (Ot- 
tawa) ; Idaho; Coloradu; New Mexico. 

103. Boros unicolor Say. Dist. Columbia; Michigan (Marquette) ; 
Canada (Ottawa). 

104. Rhinosimus viridiaeneus Rand. (nitens Lec.). Dist. Columbia; 
Michigan (Detroit, Marquette). 

Curculionidae. 

105. Pissodes dubins Rand. New Hampshire (Mt. Washington) ; 
Canada; Michigan (Marquette) ; Wisconsin. 

106. Dorytomus brericollis Lee. Dist. Columbia; New Jersey; New 
York; New Hampshire (Mt. Washington); Ohio; Michigan (Marquette, 
Detroit) ; Colorado; New Mexico; Canada; Vancouver Island. 

107. Trichalophus aiternatus Say. Michigan (Michipicoton River) ; 
Wyoming (Laramie); Colorado. 

108. Apion sp. Michigan (Marquette). 
109. Magdalis hispoides Lec. Dist. Columbia; Michigan (Marquette, 

.Port Huron); Colorado; British Columbia. 
110. Magdalis gentilis Lec. Michigan (Marquette) ; Colorado; Cali- 

fornia. 
111. Magdalis armicoilis Sav (Magdalis alutacea Lec. Bul. U. 8. Geol. 

and Geogr. Surv. Terr., 4 p. 463, 1878). LeConte described alutacea 
from Isle Royale, Lake Superior (Mr. E. .A. Schwarz) and Leavenworth 
Valley, above Georgetown, Colorado, specimens; the species is not given 
in Hubbard and Schwarz’s list. It has since been found at various 
places in the mountains in Colorado; Ohio; Canada (Ottawa); New 
Hampshire (Mt. Washington); and a species doubtfully referred here 
occurs in New Mexico, 

112. Anthonomus corculus Lec. Dist. Columbia; Ohio; Illinois 
(River Forest, Bowmanville, Wolcott coll.) ; Michigan (Marquette, De- 
troit). 

113. Pseudanthononus (Anthonomus) crataegi Walsh. Florida; 
Dist. Columbia; Ohio; Ilinois (central and northern); Michigan (De- 
troit, Marquette). 

114. Orchestes pallicernis Say. ‘Nova Scotia to Texas, and to Puget 
Sound” (LeConte) ; Dist. Columbia; New Hampshire (Mt. Washington) ; 
Ohio; Michigan (Escanaba, Marquette, Detroit). 

115. Orchestes canus Horn. Ohio; Type locality given thus: “Speci- 
mens are before me from Isle Royale and Escanaba, Michigan, and from 
San Juan, Colorado” Horn. Also known from Marquette, Michigan. 

116. Cnemogonus epilobii Payk. Michigan (Marquette) ; British Col- 
umbia; Great Slave Lake, Northwest Territory; Colorado; northern and 
central Europe. 
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Scolytidae. 

117. Dendroctonus rufipennis Kby. Alaska; “Vancouver to Anti- 
costi, New Brunswick and southwest to Florida and New Mexico”; West- 
ern Pennsylvania; Michigan (Marquette). 
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NOTES ON THE VEGETATION OF ISLE ROYALE, MICHIGAN. 

W. P. HOLT, CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL, TOLEDO, OHIO. 

I. General Observations on the Plant Societies. 

Situated in the northern part of Lake Superior, in sight of the 
Canada shore, and bisected by the parallel of 43° N., Isle Royale offers 
a most attractive field for summer work. That its flora is strikingly 
northern may be inferred from its proximity to the Canadian shore, as 
well as by the many species of northern plants included in the anno- 
tated list of plants. 

The island, 45 miles long and containing about 210 square miles, has 
had almost no permanent population since the “copper days;” and only 
a few localities along the water’s edge are frequented by summer visitors, 
thus leaving the island largely free from man’s occupancy. With the 
exception of the buildings and mining improvements of the Wendigo 
Mining Company, at the head of Washington Harbor, little remains on 
the island to mark the vanished population, except the burnings and 
clearings, which are easily recognized by their characteristic floras. 

Large parts of the island, however, have remained quite free from 
man’s invasion. That the present natural conditions are not likely to 
remain long undisturbed, and that the past summer’s observations and 
records were made none too soon, is shown by the fact that contemporane- 
ous with the work of the Museum party there were at least three differ- 
ent parties of timber estimators working over large parts of the island 
looking toward the cutting off of the forests. 

The general plan of the summer’s work on the biota of the island was 
to select the most typical and representative parts as general stations, 
working these through sub-stations as carefully as time would allow, 
and comparing other similar localities with these. 

The principal plant societies of Isle Royale may be considered under 
four heads, viz.: Bog societies, shore societies, forests, and burnings. 

1. Bog Societies. It is doubtful if there could be found anywhere 
in an area of the same size a more interesting and more complete series 
of bogs than occurs on Isle Royale. On the geological map of the 
island, by Lane and Stockly, there are shown over 100 smaller bog 
areas, exclusive of the extensive bog region in the southwest part of the 
island, to the west of Siskowit Bay. Add to this the various stages 
of partly filled lakes, and there is shown almost every conceivable stage 
in the life history of bogs, from the open tarns, or lakes, to the climatic 
bog forest. 

It ig unnecessary to call attention to the very interesting manner in 
which the bog floras respond to the various stages of physical changes; 
such responses of vegetation in any physiographic series are too well 
known to need comment. For any student who desires to work out in 
detail these stages of successions as carefully and minutely as Cowles 
has done for the dunes of the Chicago region, Isle Royale ‘presents all 

29 
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that could be desired; and one important advantage here is that most 
of the bog areas are comparatively small, and all in a reasonably limited 
area, thus offering an unusual opportunity for their comparative study. 

There is, on the other hand, one difficulty that should be mentioned 
in connection with any kind of field work on Isle Royale which takes 
one far back from the shore, and that is the difficulty of penetrating 
the dense tangles of the forest. The absence of roads, the limited num- 
ber even of old blazed trails, the unusually dense underbrush, includ- 
ing a very rank growth of Tarus minor (Ground Hemlock) and numer- 
ous windfalls, together with the necessity of carrying by pack one’s 

supplies—all render the penetration of many parts of the island a mat- 
ter of such difficulty that it has been remarked by all who have at- 
tempted it. 

In the limited time at our disposal during the summer it was im- 
possible to visit all of the 100 or more bog areas on the island: our 
attention was therefore confined to a limited number of those which 
are typical of a certain stage of development, or to those having in- 
dividual points of special interest. 

Three general stages of the lake-bog series will be briefiy touched upon, 
(1) the open lake without marginal vegetation, (2) the partly open 
lake with marginal vegetation of varying width, (3) the wholly carpeted 
bog area; the vegetative carpet in some cases being recent enough to give 
beneath the feet, in other cases old and sclid enough to be more or less 
forested. 

The first, or open stage, includes only a few of the largest lakes of 
Isle Royale, such as Lake Siskowit and Sargent Lake. Of these Lake 
Siskowit is by far the largest, being at least a mile and one-half broad 
in places. The principal reasons for the absence of vegetation in the 
lakes of the first class seems to be that their size and openings renders 
the sweep of the wind and the resulting wave action so vigorous that 
even annuals cannot get a foothold along their shores. 
Wave action in a few places is clearly marked by a narrow but well- 

defined beach, as along the north shore of Lake Siskowit. 
Another factor that has to be reckoned with in the larger lakes of 

the first class is the work of ice. Ice destroys shore vegetation in two 
ways, first—by pushing, due to expansion by freezing (and this total 
expansion in a lake as large as Lake Siskowit is considerable) ; second 
—the open expanse allows large ice floes to blow ashore during the 
spring break-up. The most interesting example of ice pushing noted 
was along the north shore of Lake Siskowit, where there is an irre- 
gular ridge, varying in height up to 15 feet and composed of bowlders 
and various fragmental materials. Along this ridge there were, in 
places, even over-turned trees of considerable size, pointing away from 
the lake, back 20 to 25 feet from the present shore. This ridge seems 
certainly to be the work of ice as in the case of the so-called “bowlder 
rim” lakes of the western United States, or the ice floe ridges at Put- 
in-Bay in Lake Erie. 

In drawing a line between the lakes that will long continue to remain 
free from the encroachment of vegetation and those which are being 
gradually captured by vegetation, the size and openness seem to be the 
most important factors, affecting the vigor of wave action as well as 
the work of ice in one or both of the ways suggested. 
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In the smaller lakes, especially those nestled in depressions, the 
surrounding forests protect their surfaces from vigorous wind action 
so that there are practically no waves at all to check the encroachment 
of vegetation along the lake margins. 

That the slope of the shore, in the case of protected lakes, has much 
to do with retarding or assisting the encroachments of plants is self 
evident. The Isle Rovale lakes of the protected class show numerous 
examples where the plant zone is much farther advanced on the gently 
sloping side than on the opposite one with a more abrupt slope. 

A typical example of a lake midway in the process of capture is 
Sumner Lake. This lake, which is roughly one-half mile Jong and one- 
third as wide, with its long axis nearly east and west, has already 
been captured at its east and west ends. Had its north and south 
borders been less steep the entire lake would doubtless have been 
covered ere this. This lake has an outlet into Conglomerate Bay, but 
at its west end it receives a small creek. The west end is covered by 
a bog carpet still so young and elastic as to render the crossing of it 
difficult. Along the more abrupt sides, and connecting the bog carpet 
at the ends, was a narrow, irregular zone of Calla palustris and Iris 
versicolor, with the Menyanthes (Buckbean) and Comarum palustre 
(Marsh cinquefoil) mixed in places. Parts of this zone, where the shore 
is less steep, were clesely backed up by willows, Cornus stolonifera, and 
Alnus incana, thus giving to the marginal zone the aspect of a swamp 
rather than of a bog. Growing on the wet bog carpet at the ends were 
the Sarracenia purpurea, Drosera rotundifolia, Drosera intermedia, Men- 
yanthes trifoliata, Comarunm palustre, Drosera linearis (the latter two 
in wetter places generally than the former), Oxycoccus ox#ycoccus, 
Habenaria psycodes, Habcnaria dilatata, Pogonia ophioglossoides, Utri- 
cularia miner (wetter parts), Campanula aparinoides, Scutellarta galer- 
icula, Cicuta bulbifera, Triadenum virginicum, Parnassia. palustris, 
Solidago neglecta, ete. 

A word in passing in regard to the “false bottom” of Sumner Lake, 
for in no place on the island was this better shown. In paddling around 
the open part of this lake on a raft it appeared in places that the water 
was only 6-10 feet deep. This was a matter of surprise since even a 
raft’s length from the shore we could not touch bottom with our 15 foot 
pole. Further investigation showed a “false bottom” in various parts 
of this lake. This was composed of the fine, disintegrated remains of 
leaves and other light organic material. In places there were great 
breaks in this “false bottom,” doubtless due to the escape of gases 
which has lifted this fine, ooze-like material from a greater depth; and 
through these breaks one could look down several feet through the 
brownish colored water. While this “false bottom” was so tenuous 
that a pole could be thrust through it almost as easily as through the 
clear water, it seemed to play an important part in the distribution 
of patches of Castalia odorata (White Pond Lily) so abundant on the 
surface of the lake. and also served to call attention to the manner in 
which this material assists in lake filling. 

An area illustrating the final stage of bog covering was examined 
at the end of the cabin trail from our Siskowit Bay camp. In this 
sphagnum bog (V, 5), containing 80-100 acres, all has been covered 
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except an area of open water about 60 feet long and half as wide 
surrounded by an exceedingly wet, unstable margin. 
A few years hence and even this will be covered. The main part of 

the bog was covered with sphagnum hummocks, upon which were grow- 
ing Ledum groenlandicum, Chamacdaphne calyculata and Andromedu 
polifolia in dense patches. Young Tamaracks and Black Spruces were 
pushing out from the older parts of the margin, with Balsam Firs close’ 
behind. 

Along the south margin of this bog, in the tension zone between the 
bog and the adjacent forest, there was being waged one of the most 
intense and most interesting struggles for plant supremacy that we 
have ever seen. Working up the gentle slope from the bog margin the 
sphagnum invasicn (after the manner of a large snowdrift) was push- 
ing out its lobate fingers, over the forest carpet of leaves; and during 
a single season by its rapid growth had surrounded such plants of 
the forest as Aralia nudicaulis, Trientalis americana, Clintonia borealis, 
Lycopodium tlucidulum, all of which were completely helpless in the 
path of the sphagnum invasion. Even large, fallen trees were able 
to check its advance only temporarily, for instances were noted where 
entire fallen trunks were covered, only the upward projecting branches 

being out of reach of the Sphagnum. In a dry carpet of forest leaves 
the clean-cut forward margin of the sphagnum was so wet that water 
could be wrung from it at a distance of 15-20 feet from the original 
bog margin, thus showing how readily water is transferred through the 
sphagnum patches, even up a slope. 

While the sphagnum invasion was eminently successful against all 
the scattered plants of the woods there was at least one species of 
moss (Polytrichum commune) growing in dense formations which was 
successful in holding the sphagnum in check. The moss colonies were 
so dense that the sphagnum could not penetrate them; on the other 
hand the moss was actually invading the moist sphagnum and growing 
over it. 

Before leaving the semi-enclosed lake bogs a few questions suggest 
themselves regarding the trembling bog carpet adjacent to the water’s 
edge. What is the thickness of this elastic, quaking water cover which 
is, at the same time, strong enough to enable one to walk out to with- 
in a single step (in some cases) of the water’s edge? Also of what is 
it composed? In all the measurements taken it was found that this 
vegetative cover, within two to three feet of the water’s edge, had a 
thickness varying from 22-24 inches. Back from this younger and more 
unstable margin the bog cover becomes thicker and firmer. In one bog, 
back about 100 yards from the water’s edge, where the surface was 
firm and unyielding, the boring pole broke through into open water at 
a depth of 5 feet 6 inches. In another instance, at the west end of 
Sumner Lake, at a distance of over 100 yards back from the water's 
edge, I found the bog cover still so thin and trembling that I broke 
through in one place in attempting to walk across it, and anticipated 
that the same might happen in several other places. These and other 
instances all go to show that no definite statement can be made as to 
the exact distance from the water’s edge at which the bog cover be- 
comes thick enough to support one. This may vary with the depth 
of water underneath, as well as the distance from the original shore 
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1t is to be regretted that more borings and measurements could not 
have been taken in the limited time at our disposal. A summer spent 
with suitable boring tools in making an extended series of borings over 
various parts of several of the Isle Rovale bogs and bog-lake margins 
would doubtless bring to light some very interesting data. 
Now as to what gives strength to the bog cover. Since the sphagnum 

is so predominant on bog areas, covering large parts of the surface, 
and often extending out almost to the water's edge, one is apt to think 
only of the sphagnum surface and fail to consider the important net- 
work below that gives such strength to the trembling bog carpet out 
almost to the very water’s edge. It is scarcely necessary to add that 
the delicate sphagnum «lone is not sufficient to make a strong bog 
cover. The weakness of the individual sphagnum plants to resist strain, 
the lack of interlacing parts, or of even “felting” properties are clearly 
shown in that one can reach down a foot or more into the loose, soft, 
sphagnum and pull out a handful of it without seriously disturbing 
the adjacent plants. Moreover, the sphagnum does not grow along the 
water’s edge in advance of its supporting mat—at least we failed to 
find a single instance of this on Isle Royale—while in many cases it 
did not extend out to within several feet of the water edge of the 
supporting mat. 

On pulling up large masses of the floating mat at the water’s edge 
it was found to consist of a dense tangle, or network, of tough fibrous 
roots and rhizomes of sedges, Jfenyanthes trifoliata and Comarum pal- 
ustre, all so tightly interlaced that it was very difficult to separate any 
part of the tangle from the rest. Such tough parts are in striking 
contrast to the delicate sphagnum, as is also the manner of growth; 
and furnish the platform, on which the sphagnum works out toward the 
lake margin. . 

In the last, or wholly covered, division of bogs a wet and a drier stage 
may be recognized; the former may be characterized by the Sarracenia 
purpurea, Menyanthes trifoliata, Comarum palustre, and one or more 
species of Drosera. Sphagnum hummocks may occur in both of these 
covered stages, or the surface may be comparatively smooth. These hum- 
mocks, of varying size up to 4 feet in height, seem to be due in most 
cases to the sphagnum growing up around tree trunks, shrubs, or other 
objects. Instances were noted of where the rapidly growing sphagnum 
had so nearly covered the Ledum grocnlandicum that only the ends of 
the upper branches were to be seen. It is possible, however, that some 
of the hummocks may be formed in other ways, e. g. one large hummock 
was noted that was inhabited by ants. This suggested that possibly the 
sphagnum had overgrown a large ant mound, although it is also possible 
that the ants may have inhabited the mound only after its formation in 
some other way. 

The pioneer trees to appear in Isle Royale bogs are the Larix laricina 
(Tamarack), and Picea mariana (Black Spruce), which appear simultan- 
eously, and seem equally well adapted to bog conditions. Owing to the 
advance of the bog cover from the margin toward the centre, one nat- 
urally expects to find the voungest trees farthest in, and this is strik- 
ingly well illustrated in many of the bogs. 

By counting the rings of trees cut in the bogs, and comparing with 
the same species just outside, it was found that the growth of those in 
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the bogs was strikingly slower. The rings of the bog species were in 
many cases so close together as to render a hand lens desirable for 
counting them, while the annual rings of thé same species in the adja- 
cent forest were widely separated. 

2. Shore Vegetation. The work done on shore forms was confined 
entirely to the south shore,‘including the group of small islands near 
the abandoned Light-house at Rock Harbor. The northern shore is steep 
and cliff-like, the southern shore gently sloping. While the northern 
shore is strikingly different from the southern, and might have brought 
to light many interesting things (especially in the way of lichen forma- 
tions), it seemed best to confine the limited time at our disposal to work 
on the south shore. 

Of the special shore forms, the crevice plants are both interesting 
and attractive. The crevices in most cases are due to fissuring, although 
some long, narrow grooves were made by the differential weathering of 
the softer vein rock. The bed-rock of the shore is often amygdaloidal, 
and many small depressions in this, due to the more rapid weathering, 
afford a foothold for the hardy plants of the rock shore. In their narrow 
rock crevices and confines, with little soil, and on dark-colored rock which 
in summer becomes highly heated, at all times exposed to the strong 
lake winds, and in winter often washed by the powerful storm waves of 
Lake Superior, their struggle for existence is certainly a most strenuous 
one. On the whole their size and appearance is strikingly alpine, as 
is also their coloring in many cases. 

A partial list of the crevice plants is as follows: Campanula rotun- 
difolia, Potentilla tridentata, Potentilla littoralis, Saxifraga tricus pi- 
data, Saxifraga aizoon, Savifraga nivalis, Artemisia canadensis, Senecio 
balsamitae, Primula mistassinica, Solidago virgaurea (?), Sagina sag- 
inoides, Achillea millefolium, Aster ptarmacoides, Sisymbrium humile, 
Lobelia kalnii, Nabalus racemosa, etc. The insectivorous Pinguicula 
vulgaris (Butterwort) occurs in rock pools and on wet rocks along the 
rocky shores. 

The most common crevice shrubs were the Juniperus nana, Juniperus 
procumbens, Arctostaphylos uva-ursi (Bear-berry), Shepherdia cana- 
densis (Shepherdia), Opulaster opulifolius (Ninebark). On the exposed 
rocks at Scovill Point and at the eastern end of the island, the Empetrum 
nigrum (Crowberry) was also found, forming a part of the heath mat. 
Of all these the J. procumbens is easily of the greatest importance in 
preparing the way for other larger forms of plants. Certainly no shrub 
of Isle Royale precedes it or has better claims for pioneer distinction. 
Its hardiness, prostrate manner of growth, and its thick, sheltering 
branches are all of great importance in making it an excellent pioneer. 

A study of the small rock islands near the Rock Harbor light-house 
was very interesting not only on account of the striking differences in 
the individual flora of each, but also for a comparative study of the plant 
successions upon them. All stages of successions were noted from an 
unusually rich mesophytic flora, growing on a humus soil 3-10 inches 
in depth, down to islands almost bare except for a few crevice plants. 
In general all the islands showed a less development of the flora on the 
side exposed to the open lake than on the more protected land side: in 
some cases the vegetation. of the two sides was strikingly different. 

The advantages of. crevices in enabling vegetation to get a start upon 
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bare islands was well illustrated in the case of one of the small islands 
of this'group. Its smooth, sloping. surface was bare except for a few 
small patches of crustaceous lichens and a single large procumbent 
juniper. The juniper was growing in a crevice along which it had 
reached for several feet in either direction, occasionally rooting along 
the crevice which held it more securely in place. The spaces between its 
dense sheltering branches were filled with a vigorous growth of moss 
which doubtless started on the wind-blown material that had lodged 
there. So solidly had the moss filled the spaces between the branches 
where it was growing that in breaking off a portion of the juniper every- 
thing was stripped off down to the bed-rock. As such a juniper patch 
spreads, and the humus made by the moss increases, other plants come 
to grow on the juniper patch, and an ever-increasing heath mat is formed. 
Other similar crevices may, in like manner, spread to join this, and in a 
comparatively short time the entire surface is carpeted with vegetation. 
On other small islands crevice trees and shrubs have contributed shade 
and partial protection from the wind, and the process has gone on even 
more rapidly. Had there been no crevices to enable these higher pioneer 
plants to secure a foothold the process of vegetative capture would have 
gone on infinitely slower. What the possible steps are in such a case 
may best be considered in connection with the rock shore-heath-forest 
series to be referred to presently. 

To suggest the severe and varied conditions of the exposed rock shore 
the following is cited. On a bare, gently sloping (10°-12°) portion of 
the rock shore near Rock Harbor, there were, in an area approximately 
40 feet square, over.100 fresh scars where the thin (1-6 to 1-8 inch) 
patches of rock had recently been broken off. These patches varied in 
size from 12 inches in diameter down: some were covered in part by 
lichens (principally Parmelias), others were entirely bare. The intense 
daily heating and expansion to which the immediate surface of the dark 
colored, exposed rocks is subjected, together with the rapid cooling and 
the resulting contraction at night, doubtless has much to do with weak- 
ening the immediate surface, and starting the chipping. The freezing 
of moisture in the rock surface may have been responsible for the final 
breaking away and lifting. 

For a brief survey of the vegetation from the water’s edge back through 
the heath zone to the forest at the top of the gently sloping rock shore 
area, V 2, (designated as “the heath zone and beach” of Siskowit Bay) 
will be selected as a typical locality, and supplemented by additional 
observations on similar places elsewhere along the southern shore. The 
portion of rock shore to be considered has a rather uniform slope of 
about 10° and a width of 200-250 feet from the water’s edge back to the 
forest at its summit. 

The first zone of no vegetation extends back about 20-25 feet from the 
water’s edge, although the winter waves doubtless reach far beyond this. 
Back of this occur, in turn, the crustaceous and foliaceous lichen zones, 
which meet in a somewhat irregular tension zone that can, nevertheless, 
be distinguished by looking up or down the shore. The lichens of these 
zones are included in the annotated list, and will not be enumerated here. 

Numerous crevice plants (as already listed under shore forms) make 
their appearance in the crustaceous and foliaceous lichen zones, also 
Thuja occidentalis and Picea canadensis, the former being the hardier 
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pioneer of the two. In parts of the upper, or third, lichen zone there 
are unusually dense and luxuriant formations of Cladonias, often 50-60 
feet across. Scattered among the Cladonias were Juniperus nana, J. 
procumbens, Arctostaphyios uva-wrsi, and Vaccinium pennsyloanicum. 
The upper, or back portion, of this zone will be designated as the 
Cladonia-heath zone, for it is here that the real shore heath begins. The 
back of the heath zone contains numerous young Balsam Firs and White 
Birches which have worked in irregularly from the adjacent forest. - 

A similar sloping rock shore near our Siskowit cabin camp (V, 4) 
showed some interesting later stages. The shore was here better pro- 
tected from waves and wind by the flat neighboring wooded islands; and 
the forest development had gone on more rapidly, having extended irreg- 
ularly from the higher shore down to the very water’s edge sug- 
gesting the ultimate condition elsewhere along the less protected rock 
shore. There were still open places, suggesting the irregular manner 
in which the trees had pushed out to take possession of the lower shore; 
but the forest was here far better established (seemingly on account of 
the better protection) than elsewhere along the beach where exposed 
directly to the lake winds and waves. 

As the trees increase in number, and afford better conditions of shade 
and moisture, vigorous mosses and wood plants begin to invade the 
Cladonia patches still occupying the more open places. A. series of 
photographs was taken showing various stages of this invasion of 
under-growth wood plants, from a pure formation of Cladonias to a 
climax of a dense society of wood plants with not a vestige of Cladonias 
remaining. These later back shore formations were equally well shown 
along the heath-forest tension zone at Rock Harbor. 

If carefully worked out the rock shore series, from the water’s edge 
back to the neighboring forest, might be made to rival in interest the 
lake-bog-forest series, so deserving of more careful study on Isle Royale. 

3. Forests. The forests of Isle Royale include about 21 species of 
trees, 13 of which are deciduous, the remainder evergreen conifers. The 
paucity of species has been more than offset by a generous distribution 
and abundance, for the island as a whole is heavily forested. The largest 
and dominant trees of the present forest are Abies balsamea (Balsam 
Fir), Betula papyrifera (White, or Canoe Birch), and Picea canadensis 
(White Spruce), with the exception of the western end of Greenstone 
ridge where Acer saccharum (Hard Maple), Betula lutea (Yellow 
Birch), and Betula lenta (Black, or Cherry Birch) are dominant. 

Between the end of Washington Harbor and Lake Desor there are 
places where almost pure stands of Hard Maple and birches obtain. 
The scarcity of Abies balsaiea here, which is so abundant over almost 
all other parts of the island, is an interesting matter of speculation. 
Young Balsam Firs were noted growing in the shade and shelter of 
the maple groves, and they appeared to be vigorous and thriving, yet 
scarcely a large fir could be found associated with the maples in this 
part of the Greenstone ridge. An examination of the soil here showed 
that it is only 46 inches deep. This, together with the laterally 
limited root system exhibited by the larger overturned firs, seemed to 
suggest that, after attaining a certain height and rigidity, they be- 
came sufficiently exposed to be overturned by the powerful winds that 
sweep that exposed part of the Greenstone ridge. 

a 
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The forested bog areas are characterized by the dominance of Tain- 
arack, Black Spruce and White Cedar. As a rule, where the Tamarack 
is more abundant the White Cedar is less abundant, and the opposite. 
Where the White Cedar is dominant (as it is in many bog areas, the 

largest trees being 2—314 feet in diameter), the few Tamaracks pres- 
ent are large and appear as pioneer relicts. The White Cedar, more- 
over, does not appear with the Black Spruce and the Tamarack in the 
earliest, wetter stages; but seems to come in only when a drier con- 
dition has been reached. 

It may also be added that none of these characteristic bog trees are 
here so closely confined to their bog habitats as to the south of here; 
but they have a much more general distribution. The Black Spruce, 
for example, one of the earliest pioneers of the bogs, occurs sparingly 
distributed in the original forests along with the White Cedar and 
Balsam Fir; and I have also noted it growing on dry exposed rocks 
where very little soil was present. The Tamaracks also get out of the 
bogs and occur sparingly distributed in the upland forests—sometimes 
in most unexpected places. 

Of all the island conifers the Abies balsamea is easily the most com- 
mon, and seems to be superseding the spruces and tamaracks. The 
young seedlings of it grow in dense shade, as well as in more open 
places. Seedlings of the Balsam Fir come up abundantly under the 
White Spruces in place of the seedlings of that species which do not 
seem to be able to endure the shade of the dense forest. It will doubt- 
less form an important part of the climatic forest of the island. 

The Picea canadensis is fairly common along the margins of forests, 
and in the more open parts—even in the deeper parts of the forest— 
when it has come in as a pioneer with firs and other conifers of the 
present generation; but the White Spruces do not seem likely to suc- 
ceed themselves and become a considerable part ot the dominant forest, 
on account of the inability of their seedlings to withstand deep shade. 

4. Burnings. The burnings and old clearings are everywhere char- 
acterized by an abundance of Populus tremuloides and Betula papyri- 
fera, while the undergrowth consists largely of Diervilla diervilla, Aster 
macrophylla, Chamaenerion angustifolium, Rubus parviflorum, Cornus 
canadensis, and in places an abundance of Taxus minor. Burnings of 
different periods were suggested by uniform stands of Quaking Aspens 
and White Birches which were of different heights. 
The Pennsylvania Cherry (Prunus pennsylvanicus) occurs in burned 

areas and elsewhere where there is little soil, sometimes growing out 
of the crevices of exposed rocks where the conditions of growth were 
strikingly unfavorable. Perhaps no other tree on Isle Royale cau 
withstand more xerophytic inland conditions, with the possible excep- 
tion of the Jack Pine (Pinus divaricata) which was occasionally found 
associated with it on high exposed ledges. In one locality where the 
two were growing in close company—a high rocky ledge near Conglom- 
erate Bay (III, 5)-—there was an almost total absence of soil, due 
to its removal to lower altitudes by wind and rain; there was a strik- 
ing range of 50°-70° F. in the daily temperature, and a complete ex- 
posure to the powerful Lake Superior winds which overturn so many 
trees when they had developed enough heart wood to become rigid and 

30 
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resisting. There might be added to the unfavorable conditions of 
growth cn such exposed ridges the work of Hares, for the Northern 
Varying Hare often resorts to the exposed heights—as in the case just 
noted—for its winter feeding ground, since there is probably less snow 
left there by the sweeping winter winds than at lesser elevations, and 
the Hares can get about more easily. The principal damage done to 
the trees by Hares consists of the cutting off of the young branches, 
and gnawing the bark, and this in some cases amounts to considerable. 

Scattered individuals of White Pine (Pinus strobus) occur along 
the ridges and on the north side of Siskowit Lake, but it is nowhere 
abundant. Only a few Norway Pines (Pinus resinosa) were noted— 
these occurring principally on ridges and in exposed places, as on the 
ridge north of Sumner Lake (III, 5). 

The Green, or MountainAlder (Alnus alnobetula) was widely dis- 
tributed on higher ground, and can seemingly stand as much shade as 
any broad leaved tree on the island. The Speckled Alder (Alnus 
incuna) was common near the water’s edge and on low ground; and in 
places had worked back some distance from the water. 

The Sorbus americana, found on many parts of the island, was in 
most cases solitary in, its distribution and nowhere abundant. It ap- 
pears to be most abundant along the water’s edge. 

The successions of the burnings and clearings due to the attempts of 
the early copper prospectors to clear the land, as well as the results 
of later forest fires, present an interesting problem; also the peculiar 
distribution of the Hard Maple and White Pine on the island. Students 
of fleshy fungi may also find a most fascinating field for later summer 
work at the west end of the island, especially along the forest road 
from the Washington Club grounds to Lake Desor. Never have we 
seen a more inviting field for mycologists; and in a region as yet un- 
touched as to its fungi. 

In conclusion, we beg to call. attention to the fact that, owing to 
time limitations, no attempt was made to work out in detail any of the 
large and interesting problems that presented themselves; our object 
being rather to make a general reconnaisance of the plant life on as 
many different parts of the island as possible. It is to be regretted 
that time did not permit the party to investigate several habitats on 
the north side of the island in addition to the work done on the south 
side, for the physiographic conditions there are different from those 
on the south shore, and a comparison of the environmental conditions 
of the two localities would doubtless throw additional light upon the 
series of shore societies. 

To give a more detailed account of the plants noted and collected on 
the island than could be attempted in this resume of conditions the 
following annotated list is herewith presented. 

The writer is indebted to Dr. C. A. Davis of the Michigan Biological 
Survey for the determination of the sedges and certain flowering 
plants; to Prof. Bruce Fink of Miami College, Oxford, Ohio, for the 
determination of the lichens; for the determination of the mosses to 
Prof. J. M. Holzinger of Winona Normal School, Winona, Minn., and 
Dr. J. Roll, Germany. 

The nomenclature is that of Britton and Brown’s Illustrated Flora of 
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the Northern States and Canada, 1898. The report of the expedition 
for 1904 followed the nomenclature of Britton’s Manual of the Flora 
of Northern United States and Canada, 1901. 

II. Annotated List of Plants. 

Lichens. 
, 

By lichen zone No. 1 is meant to include the crustaceous lichens ; 
these forming small patches on the rocks as in Placodium elegans, in 
which the thallus is principally imbedded in the rock so closely that 
the rock must be broken away to secure them. Zone No. 2 (Foliose 
zone) includes the flat thallus species which are attached by rhizoids, 
ws Parmctia, These can be scraped or pulled off. Zone No. 3 (Fruiti- 
cose zone) includes the upright lichens like Oladonia. 

1. Ramalina calicaris farinacea (C) Fr. Vertical rock cliffs at 
water’s elge. Principal branching lichen on vertical cliffs. Common 
Sta. I, Sub. 1. 

2. Cetraria lacunosa Ach. On nearly bare surface of rocks Sis- 
kowit Bay, (V, 2). Occasional. 

3. Evernia prunastris (C) Arch. A light green, branching form 
growing in Cladonia zone (I, 1). | 

4. Usnea barbata cerotina (Ach.) Schaer. Hanging from trees along 
Siskowit cabin trail (V, 4), also on trees at Rock Harbor (I, 3). Com- 
u100. 

5. Usnea longissima Ach. A pendulous form 12-15 inches or more 
in length. Occurs on conifers. Less common than preceding species. 

6. Parmelia perlata (Jacq.) Ach. Top of cliff at Rock Harbor ([, 
2). Not widely distributed. 

7. Parmetlia sagitalis sulcata Tayl. A gray foliose form growing on 
very thin black humus on sloping tops of cliffs. Noted to be abundant 
top of rock cliff at Rock Harbor (I, 1). 

&. Parmelia caperata (C) Ach. On rocks of foliose lichen zone at 
Rock Harbor, I, 1; V, 2. 

9. Parmelia conspersa Ehr. One of the most common lichens on 
the island, and the principal form in the second (foliose) lichen zone of 
the sloping rock shore. Also: fairly abundant on rock surfaces back 
from the shore. I, 1; V, 2; V, 3; I, 2. 

10. Physcia pulverulenta (Scrieb.) Nyl. Natural openings on bed 
rock, growing on very thin hard humus. V, 3. 

11. Gyrophora hyperborea Ach. On almost bare rock in the foliose 
lichen zone (No. 2). Scarce. V, 2. 

12. Gyrophora (Umbilicaria) vellea (C) Ach. Occurs in patches 
on vertical rock faces. I, 1. Fairly common. 

13. Sticta pulmonaria (C) Schaer. Common along Siskowit cabin 
trail, on trunks of fallen trees.’ Fairly common in similar places else- 
where in forest. V, 4; IJ. 

14. Peltidea (Peltigera) aphthosa (L) Ach. In forest along cabin 
trail to bog at Siskowit Bay. Fairly abundant (V, 4). 

15. Peltigera canina (C) Hoffm. On moist moss patches in woods, 
and in shady places. Common. JV, 4. 

16. Placodium elegans (Link) DC. On exposed rock surfaces along 
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shore. Very abundant. Also on conglomerate. Gives a striking dark 
orange color to the cliffs along the main shore and on surfaces of small 
rock reefs and islands. I, 1; V, 2. The most striking lichen of the 
crustaceous lichen zone. 

17. Lecanora rubina (Vill.) Ach. In foliose lichen zone. Not com- 
mon. V, 2. 

18. Lecanora muralis Schrieb. In low rocky reefs scarcely above 
the action of summer waves. I, 1. Not abundant. 

19. Lecanora frustulosa (Dichs.) Ach. Rocky shores and cliff faces, 
also in patches among parmelias. I, 1; V, 2. 

20. Lecanora subfusca allophana Ach. Rocky shores and exposed 
rocks. Fairly common, I, 1; V, 2. 

21. Lecanora cinerea, gibbosa (Ach.) Nyl. Back 20-25 feet from 
water’s edge in second or foliose lichen zone, in lower edge of same. 
V, 2. 

22, Stereocaulon coralloides Fr. In foliose lichen zone. V, 2. 
23. Stereocaulon paschale (C) Ach. Rocky openings near Siskowit 

cabin. V, 3. Not ‘abundant. 
24. Cladonia rangiferina (C) Web. Very common in cladonia zone 

on all parts of shore where cladonias occur. Probably most abundant 
of dll cladonias noted. 

25. Cladonia sylvatica (C) Hoffm. Very common in cladonia zones. 
Lighter and smaller than preceding. Common in V, 2; I, 1. 

26. Cladonia alpestris (L). One of the principal forms in cladonia 
zone in the shore-heath series. ‘Common. I, 1; V, 2. 

27. Cladonia: coccifera (C) Willd. Thin earth on exposed rocks. 
Fairly common. II, 3; V, 7 (in burned area). 

28. Cladonia deformis (C) Hoffm. On partly decayed bark and wood 
of fallen trees. Not common. V, 4. 

29. Cladonia cristatella Tuck. On old wood. V, 4. 
30. Cladonia crispata (Ach.) Fib. Forest trail Siskowit. Also found 

growing into moss patches in woods. V, 4. 
31. Cladonia amoaurocraea (Flk.) Schaer. A cladonia in heath- 

cladonia zone at Rock Harbor, I, 1. Patches of this are being invaded 
by moss. 

32. Cladonia furcata pinnata Flik. Growing along cabin trail om 
debris, and on fallen conifers. V,4. Not abundant. 

33. Cladonia turgida (Ehbrh.) Hoffm. Growing on thin humus ac- 
cumulation on open rocky places, V, 4. Also along portage to Siskowit 
Lake (V, 9). 

34. Cladonia gracilis dilatata (Hoffm.) Wain. On thin humus cover- 
ing of bed rock. Natural forest “openings.” V, 4, 3. 

35. Cladonia verticillata Hoffm. Woods and rock clearing at Sis- 
kowit Bay station, V, 4, 5. 

36. Cladonia pyvidata (C) Hoffm. Rock shore in foliose and fruiti- 
cose lichen zones. V, 2. Not abundant. 

37. Cladonia fimbriata simplex (Weis) Wainio. On decaying bark 
ot fallen trees in forest. Forest trail from Washington Harbor to Lake 
Desor. 

38. Cladonia fimbriata coniocraca (Flk.) Wainio. Bark of fallem 
trees in forest along Siskowit cabin trail. V, 4. Not abundant. 
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39. Lecidea lactea (Flk.). In rather small patches on exposed slop- 
ing and vertical rocky cliffs. Common on the water side of crustaceous 
or Jower lichen zone. A white lichen with black dots. I, 1; V, 2. 

40. Endocarpon miniatunm (C) Ach. Rock surfaces with little soil, 
along Siskowit cabin trail, V, 4. Also in lower crustaceous lichen 
zone. V, 2; 1,1. Not abundant. 

41, Endocar pon miniatum saauaticum. In lower crustaceous pene 
zone within reach of winter waves. Not abundant. I, 1; V, 2. 

42. Ichmodophila aeruginosa. On decaying bark of fallen trees along 
Siskowit cabin trail. Scarce. V, 4. 

43. Rhizocarpon (Buellia) geographicun (C) DC. A small green 
lichen occurring in small patches on rocky shores in crustaceous lichen 
zone, often near the water. Can only be removed by chipping away 
the rock on which it grows. Fairly common. I, 2; V, 1. 

Mosses. 

44. Sphagnum teres Aug., var. tenellum R1., bicolor. 
45. Sphagnum robustum RL, var. gracile Rl., palleus. 
46. Sphagnum girgensohnii Russ., var. molle Crev., palleus. 
47. Sphagnum platyphyllum Sull., var. subsimplex Cdbg., glaucum. 
The above sphagna were abundant in all the bog areas of the island, 

and were of occasional occurrence on the low ground along creeks and 
elsewhere on low wet ground. I, 4; I, 6; IJ, 2; II, 5; Ill, 5; IV, 10; 
V, 5; V, 8; V, 11. 

48. Georgia pellucida (Tetraphis pellucida). Woods along Siskowit 
eabin trail. V, 4. 

49. Polytrichwn commune C. A most vigorous moss growing in 
dense colonies; in places along the forest-bog tension zone successfully 
invading the sphagnum masses. The only plant of the woods that 
could hold its own against the invasion of the Sphagnum into the forest. 
Confined to moist or wet places. V, 4. 

50. Polytrichum strictum Banks. Rather bare exposed places along 
‘Greenstone idee also “natural openings” along the Siskowit cabin 
trail. V, 2; Vv, é 

51. Dicranum schreberi. Near sphagnum bog at end of cabin trail. 

52. Dicranum fuscescens Turn. Occurs in small heads or clumps on 
dead wood. In woods. V, 4. 

53. Dicranum longifolium Hedw. Woods along Siskowit cabin trail. 

54. Dicranum scoparium (C) Hedw. Woods along Siskewit, cabin 
trail. V, 4. : 

55. Dicranum undulatum Voit. Woods along Siskowit cabin trail. 

56. Grimmia unicolor Hook. Confined entirely to small crevices and 
cavities in the bed rock of the gently sloping shore. It occurs nearer 
to the water’s edge than any other form of vegetation observed on the 
island. No other’ mosses approach it in nearness to the water’s edge, 
and it surpasses even the hardiest lichens of the crustaceous zone in 
this respect. Very hardy, and at times highly xerophytic. I, 1; V, 2. 
It is of a very dark greenish brown color. 
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57. Leucobryum glaucum (LL) Schimp. Grows in heads of varying 
size, principally in woods. I, 3; V, 4. - 

58. Tortella tortuosa (LL) Limpr. Rock ridges, and other rocky 
places. Grows in dense rounded tufts. IJ, 3. 

59. Ulota americana (Beauv.) Lindb. Growing on gently sloping 
rock shore, sometimes covering crustaceous and foliose lichen patches. 
Toe Vy 2s 

60. Bartramia pomiformis (LL) Hedw. Shady, moist niches and 
crevices in rock cliffs. A beautiful moss having the appearance of green 
wool. I, 1; V, 4. 

61. Bryum palleus Swartz. On dead wood, and on thinly covered 
rock surfaces in woods, V, 4. 

62. Aulocomium palustre (lL) Schwaegr. Near bog at end of cabin 
trail Siskowit Bay. V, 5. 
63. Mnium punctatum Hedw. Moist woods along Benson Brook ; 

also in moist places along Siskowit cabin trail through woods. IT, 1; 
V, 4. : 
64. Leskea nervosa (Schwaeg.). Myr. Closely associated with Ulote 

americana on the sloping rock shore where it sometimes covers patches 
of crustaceous and foliose lichens. I, 1; V, 2. 

65. Thuidium abietinum (L) B. & 8S. Growing on fine material that 
has accumulated among the close branches of the low Procumbent 
Juniper. It was noted on one. of the small rock islands in Rock Harbor 
which had little if any vegetation besides the crevices plants. It here 
plays an important part in the early formation of a humus soil by 
solidly filling in the spaces between the Juniper branches. I, 1. 

66. Hypnum crista-castrensis LL. On decayed wood in cool moist 
woods near peat bog. V, 4, 5. 

67. Hypnum schreberi Willd. Rich, moist woods along forest road 
Washington Harbor; also noted growing in Cladonia patches in woods 
along Siskowit cabin trail. It seems to be replacing and succeeding the 
Cladonias in places. V, 4; I, 3. 

68. Hypnum scorpoides L. Bog margin of Forbes Lake. II, 5. 
69. Aypnum vernicosum Lindb. Bog beyond Malone’s fishing camp. 

Back from V, 2. 
70. Hypnum polare Lindb. Protected rock crevices, Rock Harbor. 

ee 
71. Hypnwn fluitans L. Rock pools Scovill Point. IV; 1. 
72. Hypnum stramineum Dicks. Bog beyond Malone’s fishing camp. 

Back from V, 2. 
73. Hypnum aduncuny Sch. Bog at end of Siskowit Bay cabin trail. 

V, 5. 
74. Aypnum aduncum intermedium Sch. Growing in.water in mar- 

gin of a brook emptying into Forbes Lake, II, 5. 
75. Hypnum uncinatum Hedw. formaplumosa Sch. Moist woods: 

along trail to Monument Rock. IV, 4. 
76. Hylocomium triquetum (L) B. & S. Woods along Siskowit cabin 

trail. V, 4. Fairly common. 
77. Eylocomium splendens. Woods along forest road from Washing- 

ton Harbor to Lake Desor, III, ’04. 
78. Distichium capillaceum. From a partly protected vertical rock 

crevice 6-8 feet above water, Rock Harbor. I, 1. 
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79. Neckera oligocarpa B. & S. Forest road, Washington Harbor: 
woods. 

80. Dickelyma uncinatum Mitl. (?) Growing in a pool on small 
island at upper end of Rock Harbor. Unusually large. III, 1. 

81. Palndella squarrosa (LL) Brid. Bog margin of Forbes Lake. II, 

5. , 
Pteridophytes. 

Ophioglossaceae—Adder’s Tongue Family. 

82. Botrychium lunaria (L) Sw. Moonwort. Rare. Partially shaded 
rocky ground near Rock Harbor light-house, I, 1. 

83. Botrychium virginicum (LL) Sw. Virginia Grape Fern. Spar- 
ingly distributed in rich woods. I, 3; III, 4; V, 4. 

Osmundaceae. 

84.. Osmunda regalis L. Royal Fern. One locality. Rich low ground 
near small creek emptying into Forbes Lake, IT, 5. 

85. Osmunda cinnamomea L. Cinnamon Fern. Moist thickets and 
low ground. IIT, 5. 

86. Osmunda claytoniana L. Interrupted Fern. Mesophytic woods. 
Not common. 

Polypodiaceae—Fern Family. 

87. Onoclea sensibilis L. Sensitive Fern. Fairly abundant. 
88. Onoclea struthiopteris (1) Hoffm. Ostrich fern. Few localities: 

not abundant. 
89. Woodsia ilvensis (L) R. Br. Rusty Woodsia. Several small, 

dense patches on rock surfaces, and along rock crevices. Island upper 
end of Rock Harbor and J, 1; V, 2. : 

90. Cystopteris bulbifera (L) Bernh. Bulblet Cystopteris. Thinly 
scattered on moist, shaded cliff faces. Cliff near Rock Harbor light- 
house. 

91. Cystopteris fragilis (C) Bernh. Brittle Fern. Shaded, moist 
places. Not abundant. 

92. Dryopteris thelypteris (L) A. Gray. Marsh Fern. Wet mar- 
gins of bogs, and other low, wet places. Common in such places. IT, 
5; III, 5. 

93. Dryopteris fragrans (L) Schott. Fragrant Shield Fern. Com- 
mon in patches on cliffs and rocks along shore, I, 1. 

94. Dryopteris filix-mas (L) Schott. Male Fern. Fairly abundant 
in rich, moist. woods. Especially abundant near Benson Brook. II, 1. 

95. Dryopteris spinulosa (Retz.) Kuntze. Spinulose Fern. Rich, 
moist woods. Fairly common. Unusually large and vigorous on Malone’s 
Island in Siskowit Bay. ITI, 4; V, 4. 

96. Phegopteris phegopteris (lL) Underw. Long Beech Fern. Moist 
woods (IV, 4). Less common than P. dryopteris. 

97. Phegopteris dryopteris (L) Fee. Oak Fern. Rich, moist woods. 
Fairly common. IV, 4; III, 4. 

98. Asplenium trichomanes L. Maiden-hair Spleenwort. On thinly 
soil-covered rocks. Rare. Rock cliff along Siskowit cabin trail. V, 4. 
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99. Adiantum pedatum WL. Maiden-hair Fern. Sparingly distri 
buted in the mesophytic forest. III, 4, and at Washington Club (forest). 

100. Pteris aquilina L. Brake. Abundant in open, drier places, 
especially in burned areas. _ 

101. Cryptogramma acrostichoides R. Br. American Rock Brake. 
In dense patches on exposed bed-rock where thinly soil-covered. Upper 
end of Rock Harbor and I, 1. 

102. Pohypodium vulgare L. Common Polypody. Tops and exposed 
edges of cliffs. Common. I, 1. 

Equisetaceae—Horsetail Family. 

103. Equisetum arvense L. Between forest and bog margin, Forbes 
Lake, II, 5. 

104. Hquisetum sylvaticum L. Wood Horse-tail. Moist woods. IT, 
1. Noted in one locality only. 

105. Hquisetum palustre L. Marsh Horse-tail. Wet, back-margin of 
bog. 

106. Hquisetum fluviatile L. Swamp Horse-tail. In water upper 
end of Rock Harbor. ITI, 3. 

107. Equisetum scirpoides Michx. Depression in Arbor-vitae swamp 
along Siskowit Lake portage, (V, 9). 

Lycopodiaceae—Club-Moss Family. 

108. Lycopodium selago L. Fir Club Moss. Rare. Exposed rocks 
at Scovill Point, IV, 1. 

109. Lycopodium lucidulam Michx. Shining Club Moss. Edge of 
rock pcols Scovill Point, IV, 1, and in moist woods, ITI, 4. 

110. Lycopodium inundatum L. Bog Club Moss. Wet bog margin, 
Sumner Lake. III, 5. 

111. Lycopodium obscurum L. Ground Pine. Sparingly distributed 
in moist woods. I, 3. 

112. Lycopodium clavatum L. Running Pine. Common in dry to 
moist woods. III, 4; V, 4; I, 3. 

118. Lycopodiwn complanatum LL. Fairly common in woods and 
shady places. V, 4; ITI, 4. 

114. Lycopodium annotinum L. Stiff Club Moss. Cool, dry woods. 
Vv, 4 

Selaginellaceae—Selaginella Family. 

115. Selaginella rupestris (L) Spring. On thinly soil-covered rocks 
along Siskowit Lake portage (V, 9). Sparingly distributed. 

Isoetaceae—Quillwort Family. 

116. Isoetes sp? In shallow water at upper end of Rock Harbor, 
III, 3. 

; Spermatophytes. (Seed Plants). 

Naiadaceae—Pondweed Family. 

117. Potamogeton natans LL. Fairly common on margin of Sumner 
Lake. ITI, 5. 
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118. Potamogeton perfoliatus L. Clasping leaved Pond-weed. Mar- 
gin of Sumner Lake. 

119. Potamogeton heterophyllus. Schreb. Washington Creek. 
120. Potamogeton hillii (?) Hill’s Potamogeton. Margin of Sumner 

Lake. ; 
121. Potamogeton pectinatus L. Margin of Sumner Lake. 
122. Naias flevilis Willd. Slender Naias. Shallow water at head of 

Rock Harbor. 

Scheuchzeriaceae—Arrow-Grass Family. 

123. Triglochin maritina L. Bog margin of Sumner Lake. Not 
abundant. III, 5. 

Vallisneriaceae—Tape-Grass Family. 

124. Vallisneria spiralis L. Tape-Grass, Hel-Grass. Shallow water 
at head of Rock Harbor. 

Graminae—Grass Family. 

125. Panicum xanthophysum A. Gray. Dry rocky ridges, and rocks 
with little soil. 

126. Agrostis hyemalis (Walt.) B.S. P. Rather dry ground. 
127. Calamagrostis canadensis (Michx.) Beauv. Rock pool margins, 

Scovill Point, IV, 1. Creek margin upper end of Rock Harbor, III, 3. 
Wet places generally. 

128. Trisetum subspicatum (L) Beauv. Common in rock crevices 
and dry. places. Rock shore where little soil is present, where it occurs 
as the pioneer grass. I, 1; V, 2. 

129. Phragmites phragmites (L) Karst. Washington Creek. 
130. Poa pratensis L. A dry ground form. Island in Rock Harbor, 

III, 1. , 
131. Panicularia. canadensis (Michx.) Kuntze. Upper end of bog at 

end of Siskowit cabin trail. V, 5. 
132. Panicularia elongata (Torr.) Kuntze. Margin of Siskowit cabin 

trail bog. V,5. | cn 
183. Fescuta ovina L. Rock crevices and on thinly soil-covered rocks. 

I, 2; V, 2. , 
Cyperaceae—Sedge Family. 

134, Hleocharis palustris (L) R. & S. In shallow water at upper 
end of Siskowit cabin trail. V, 5. 

135. Eleocharis palustris glaucescens (Willd.) A. Gray. (?) Wet 
part of island in Tobin Harbor. 

186. Scirpus caespitosus L. Margin of Forbes Lake, II, 5, Rock 
pools, Scovill Point. IV, 1. ; 

137. Scirpus cyperinus (I.) Kunth. Low ground along “Island 
mine” road, head of Siskowit Bay. 

188 Eriophorum alpinum L. Alpine Cotton-Grass. Most common 
“cotton-grass” on the island. Common in all the bogs. II, 2; III, 5. 

139. Eriophorum vaginatum L. Sheathed Cotton-Grass. Sphagnum 
pogs. V, 11; III, 4; V, 5. 

31 
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140. Eriophorum gracile L. Bog margin of Sumner Lake, II, 5. 
141. Rynchospora alba (11) Vahl. White Beaked Rush. Common in 

wet bog margins. V, 11; IJ, 5. 
142. Carex pauciflora Lightf. Few-flowered Sedge. Margin of 

Siskowit cabin trail bog. V, 5. 
143. Carex folliculata L. Tong Sedge. Associated with preceding 

species. 
144. Carex monile Tuckerm. Necklace Sedge. Wet creek margin 

of bog near Malone’s fishing camp, (V, 11). 
145. Carex tuckermani Dewey. Along Washington Creek. 
146. Carex retrorsa Schwein. Retrorse Sedge: Along Washington: 

Creek. 
147. Carex riparia Curtis. River-bank Sedge, Creek margin head 

of Rock Harbor, III, 3. 
148. Carex filiformis L. Slender Sedge. Common in bog margins. 

II, 5; III, 5. 
149. Carex stricta Lam. Tussock Sedge. Bog margins. V. 11; 

II, 5. 
150. Carer aquatilis Wah]. Water Sedge. Bog margins. V, 11; 

III, 5. 
151. Carex limosa L. Mud Sedge. Rock pools, Scovill Point, IV, 

J. Siskowit cabin trail bog. V, 5. 
152. Carex orinita Lam. Along road to “Island Mine” head of Sis- 

kowit Bay. 
153. Carex arctata Boott. Drooping Wood Sedge. Dry woods, 

Washington Harbor. 
154. Carer viridula Michx. Edge of rock pools, and on moister 

parts of rock beach. I, 1; V, 1, 2. 
155. Carex chordorhiza TI. Creeping Sedge. Bog margins. VY, 11; 

III, 5; Il. 5. 
156. Carex tenella Schk. Soft-leaved Sedge. Arbor-vitae depres- 

sion, Siskowit Lake portage, (V, 9). 
157. Carex sterilis Willd. Rock pools, Scovill Point, IV, 1, and 

Siskowit cabin trail bog. V, 4. 
158. Carex brunnescens (Pers.) Poir. Rock pools, Scovill Point. 

IV, 1 
159. Carex trisperma Dewey. Three-fruited Sedge. Bog margins. 

II, 5; III, 5. 
160. Carex scoparia Schk. Pointed Broom Sedge. Washington 

Club Grounds. I, ’04. 
161. Carex festucacea Willd. Fescue Sedge. Dry rocky places; 

rock ridges. II, 3; V, 3. 

NOTE.—For more convenient reference the principal trees of the 
island will be grouped together instead of being placed under their 
respective orders and genera. 

Pinaceae—Pine Family. 

162. Pinus strobus L. White Pine. Large, isolated individuals 
occur along the Greenstone Ridge, and on other ridges; but is no- 
where abundant. It is confined almost entirely to higher ground, and 

es 
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to open, sunny places. Large, charred trunks 3-4 feet in diameter are 
still fairly abundant along the Greenstone and other ridges. Very 
few young trees of this species were noted; and there are no indica- 
tions, at present, to suggest that it will again become abundant on the 
island. I, 3; II, 3; III, 04; VII, ’04. 

163. Pinus resinosa Ait. Red, or Norway Pine. Not abundant; 
noted in two localities only. Occurs on high, exposed ground. III, 4. 

164. Pinus divaricata (Ait.) Sudw. Labrador, or Gray Pine. Fairly 
common on exposed, dry rock ridges, and on a few of the rock islands. 
Several in heath-forest tension zone near Rock Harbor light-house 
Able to withstand highly xerophytic conditions. 

165. Laria laricina (DuRoi) Koch. Tamarack, or American Larch. 
Principally in recently filled bogs or working in along margins of 
partly filled ones. The tamaracks and Black Spruces are the pioneer 
trees of the bogs. In the older bogs the few large tamaracks present 
are relicts, and few young ones appear to be coming on. Scattered in- 
dividuals occur throughout the upland forests but are nowhere abund- 
ant outside the bogs. Largest individuals noted (V, 8) were over 3 
feet in diameter, I, 4; I, 6; II, 2; IJ, 4; IJ, 5; III, 5; IV, 4; IV, 8; 
V, 5; V, 73 V, 8; V, 11; V, 704. 

166. Abies balsamea (L) Mill. Balsam Fir. The most character- 
istic and abundant evergreen of the upland forest. Abundant on all 
parts of the island except the Greenstone Ridge, and in the more re- 
cently filled bogs. Along the forest road from Washington Club to 
Lake Desor the absence of the larger firs was probably due to the 
shallowness of soil, exposure to the powerful winter gales (as soon 
as they overtop the maples and other trees among which they start to 
grow), and the reduced root system in proportion to the size of the 
tree. It reproduces readily in dense shade as well as more open 
places, and is not only succeeding itself but other forest trees, as the 
White Spruce. It will certainly occupy a large and ae pi place 
in the climatic forest. Up to 2 feet in didmneter. th 3; 1, 4; ITI, 4; IV, 
4; IV, 8; IV, 9; V, 4; V, 7; III, ’04.. ros 

167. Picea canadensis (Mill.) B.S. Pp. White Spride Side trees 
ave fairly common where they have come in with Abies as pioneers. 
It does not appear to be succeeding itself except along the edge of 
clearings and in more open parts of the forest. Since the Fir seedlings 
are common under the older trees instead of those from the present 
spruces it appears that the White Spruce will be replaced by the Fir 
in the climatic forest, the Fir seedlings being able to endure much 
deeper shade. I, 2; I, 3; III, 1. 

168. Picea mariana (Mill.) B.S. P. (Possibly Picea brevifolia 
Peck). Black Spruce. Confined principally to sphagnum bogs where 
it comes in with the tamarack as a pioneer. The largest trees noted 
were 214 feet in diameter. Also sparingly distributed outside of bogs. 
In a few instances it was found growing on the expcesed tops of cliffs 
(as at Rock Harbor) where there is only a thin. covering of soil. I, 6. 

169. Thuya occidentalis L. White Cedar or Arbor-vitae. Occurs in 
all bog areas except those most recently carpeted over. It does not 
appear to come in as a pioneer but follows closely Picea mariana and 

Lariz laricina. Largest specimens in old bog areas, V, 8, were 40 inches 
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in diameter. Occasional in upland forest, in fact, fairly abundant in 
places; also one of the trees to occur in crevices on the small rock 

islands and along the rock shore, in which cases they have a decidedly 
stunted appearance, and are often broader than high. I, 4; I, 6; II, 2; 
IV, 4; IV, 8; V, 6; V, 7; V, 8; V, 11; II, ’04; V, ’04. 

170. Juniperus nana Willd. Low evergreen shrub common on the 
back heath zone and along the rock shore. It appears to follow 
rather than to precede Juniperus (procumbens) sabina with which it :s 
so commonly associated. A common form on the rock islands and in 
the rock shore crevices. Also in the natural rock openings back from 
the shore. I, 1; I, 2; I, 5; III, 1. 

171. Juniperus (procumbens) sabina Ll. Procumbent Juniper. <A 
very important pioneer on the rock islands and on the sloping rock 
shore, starting as a crevice plant and sending out its dense prostrate 
branches 6-10 feet. It offers a favorable place for wind blown material 
which there accumulates, and this is of great importance for the 
pioneer mosses which contribute so largely to the first humus soil. 
Some most interesting examples of these pioneer stages were noted on 
one of the low, nearly bare rock islands near the Rock Harbor light- 
house, J, 1, and at V, 2, it was very abundant. 

Taxaceae—Yew Family. 

172. Taxus canadensis Marsh. Ground Hemlock, American Yew. 
Everywhere abundant in the upland forests of the island. On account 
of its low, spreading growth it forms one of the greatest impediments 
in penetrating the island forests. The rankest growth was noted in the 
lower forest region around Washington Harbor, where it attains a 
height of four to five feet. I, 6; IV, 4; IV, 8; IV, 9; V, 4; V, 5; V, 7; 
V, 704. 

Salicaceae—Willow Family. 

173. Populus grandidentata Michx. Large-toothed Aspen. Princi- 
pally along the Greenstone Ridge; not at all common as compared with 
P. tremuloides. 

174. Populus tremuloides Michx. American Aspen. Very common 
on almost all parts of the islands where burnings and clearings have 
occurred. This and the Betula papyrifera are the pioneer deciduous 
trees in burned and cleared areas, where the two seem about equally 
abundant, colonies of both being intimately associated. Younger and 
older stands of this as noted along the Greenstone Ridge near Rock 
Harbor, suggest the younger and older burnings by the copper pros- 
pectors. I, 1; I, 2; 1, 3; 1,5; 1,6; 1, 7; II, 1; II, 3; Ill, 4; IV, 5; IV, 
9; V, 8; V, 9; V, 3; V, £; V, 5; V, 7; I, 04; ITI, 04. 

75. Populus balsamifera Tu. Balsam Poplar. One locality only; 
head of Siskowit Bay. 

Betulaceae—Birch Family. 

176. Corylus rostrata Ait. Beaked Hazel. Rocky slopes and sum- 
mits of ridges. In thickets along the Greenstone. 

177. Betula papyrifera Marsh. Paper, or Canoe Birch. Common 
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everywhere in forested portions as well as burnings and clearings. 
This and the Balsam Fir seem to be the climax trees of the upland 
forest. I, 2; I, 3; I, 7; IJ, 1; III, 4; 1V, 8; IV, 9; V, 3; V, 4; V, 7; 
I, 04; III, 704. 

178. Betula lutca Michx. F. Yellow Birch. Noted only along the 
forest road from Washington Harbor to Lake Desor, where it was very 
common along the Greenstone Ridge. Specimens 36 inches in diameter 
were noted. III, 04. 

179. Betula lenta L. Black or Cherry Birch. Associated with ZL. 
lutea as mentioned above. Also attaining great size. III, ’04. 

180. Alnus alnobetula (Ehrh.) Koch. Green, or Mountain Alder. 
Fairly common in upland forest at Rock Harbor. Common shrub along 
with birches and aspens. 

181. Alnus incana (LL) Willd. Speckled Alder. Low ground, borders 
of streams and margins of Jakes. Along, water’s edge at Rock Harbor, 
and sparingly associated with Aluus alnobetula in the forest back from 
water. ‘ 

Note——Thru an over-sight the 3 species of Saliw observed were 
oinitted in preparing this list for the press. 

Fagaceae—Beech Family. 

182. Quercus rubra L. Red Oak. <A single specimen was noted along 
the forest road between Washington Club and Lake Desor, (III, ’04). 
The only oak noted on the island. 

Pomaceae—Apple Family. 

183. Sorbus americana Marsh. American Mountain Ash. Fairly 
common along the forested margins of the principal inlets, as Rock 
Harbor, and sparingly distributed through the inland forest. Always 
more or less isolated, never in colonies. 

184. Aronia nigra (Willd.) Britton. A single specimen: noted on 
north side of Rock Harbor. 

185. Amelanchier alnifolia Nutt. Northwestern June-berry. A 
shrub 6 feet or less in height. Rock openings also rock ridge near 
Conglomerate Bay (I, 5). : 

186. Amelanchier oligocarpa (Michx.) Roen. Oblong-fruited June- 
berry. A shrub about the size of preceding, but occurring on lower 
ground. 

Drupaceae—Plum Family. 

187. Prunus pennsylvanica L. Wild Red Cherry, Pennsylvania 
Cherry. Characteristic of xerophytic places as rock openings, talus 
slopes, and burnings; and able to thrive in exposed rocky positions 
where subject to great temperature extremes, and where there is very 
little soil. I, 5. 

188. Prunus virginiana L. Choke Cherry. Woods: not .common. 

Aceraceae—Maple Family. 

189. Acer saccharum Marsh. Sugar or Hard Maple. One part of 
the island, on the summit of the Greenstone Ridge along the forest 
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road from Washington Harbor to Lake Desor, it is very abundant. 
Reported to occur sparingly along other parts of the Greenstone, but 
seems to be confined entirely to the higher parts of the summit ridge. 
Along this “forest road” it forms almost pure stands, in other places 
there is B. lenta and B. lutea mixed with it. Some of the trees are 2-3 
feet in diameter. (III, ’04.) 

190. Acer spicatum Lam. Mountain Maple. Generally distributed 
in the forest, but nowhere very abundant. Largest trees over 30 feet 
high. One of the lower growth forms to invade the forest roads. Often 
in rocky places. V, 7; III, 704. 

191. Acer pennsylvanicum. Striped Maple, Moosewood. Rare on 
island. 

Cornaceae—Dogwood Family. 
i 

192. Cornus stolonifera Michx. Common in low ground and back 
margins of bogs. A prominent member of the shrub zone surrounding 
sinall lakes. 

193. Cornus circinata I’Her. Round-leaved Cornel. Sparingly dis- 
tributed in rich woods. 

Araceae—Arum Family. 

194. Calla palustris L. Water Arum. Lake margins, especially 
ubundant at Sumner Lake. ITI, 5. 

195. Spathyema foetida (L) Raf. Skunk Cabbage. Common in low 
grounds in woods, and near logs. III, 5; II, 1, 2; II, 5; IV, 4. 

Juncaceae—Rush Family. 

196. Juncus effusus L. Along old road to “Island mine,” and in 
shallow water at upper end of Rock Harbor. III, 3. 

Melanthaceae—Bunch-Flower Family. 

197. Tofieldia palustris Huds. Asphodel. Rocks at Scovill Point, 
TY, 1. 

189. Uvularia perfoliata L. Perfoliate Bellwort. Rich, moist woods. 
Scattered. 

Liliaceae—Lily Family. 

199. Liliwn philadelphicum L. Red, or Wood Lily. Common in drier 
parts of woods; even occurs as a rock crevice plant on the small islands 
in Rock Harbor. 

Convallariaceae—Lily-of-the-Valley Family. 

200. Clintonia borealis (Ait.) Raf. Yellow Clintonia. Common 
everywhere in moist, rich woods; very abundant in places. I, 3; IV, 
4; V, 4; V, 5. 

201. Vagnera trifolia (LL) Morong. Three-leaved Solomon’s Seal. 
oe in forest margins of bogs, and in cool, moist woods. I, 4; II, 

2 Noes 
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202. Unifolium canadense (Desf.) Greene. False Lily-of-Valley, Two- 
leaved Solomon’s Seal. Rather open patches in rich, moist woods. I, 
43°11, 2) 

203. Streptopus amplewicaulis (lL) DC. Clasping-leaved Twisted- 
stalk. Woods along portage to Siskowit Lake (V, 9). 

204. Trillium grandifiorum (Michx.) Salisb. Showy, White Trillium. 
Flood plain of Washington Creek. 

Iridaceae—Iris Family. 

205. Iris versicolor L. Larger Blue Flag. Common in low wet 
places, as lake and bog margins. V, 5; ITI, 5; II, 5. 

Orchidaceae—Orchid Family. 

206. Cypripedium reginae Walt. Showy Ladies-Slipper. Wet places 
in woods: not abundant. II, 1; near II, 5. 

207. Cypripedium hirsutum Mill. Larger Yellow Ladies-Slipper. In 
drier parts of woods than preceding. IV, 4. 

208. Orchis rotundifolia Pursh. Small Round-leaved Orchild. Rare: 
tamarack forest. 

(209. Habenaria orbiculata (Pursh) Torr. Large Round-leaved 
Orchid. Rich woods near IV, 2; few localities. 

210. Habenaria obtusata (Pursh) Richards. Small Northern Bog 
Orchid. Fairly common in forested bog margins, and bog forests. I, 
4; II, 2; V, 5. 

211. Habenaria hyperborea (LL) R. Br. Tall Leafy Green Orchid. 
Bogs and wet woods: margin of Sumner Lake, II, 5. 

212. Habenaria dilatata (Pursh) Hook. Tall White Bog Orchid. 
Trembling bog margins of Forbes and Sumner Lakes, very abundant 
in latter place. JI, 5; ITI, 5. 

213. Habenaria psycodes (li) Gray. Smaller Purple-fringed Orchid. 
Associated with H. dilatata as given above, and also abundant. III, 5; 
II, 5. 

214. Pogonia ophioglossoides (LL) Ker. Rose Pogonia. Common 
along wet bog margins. III, 5; IT, 5. 

215. Arethusa bulbosa L. Arethusa. Wet bog margins. Not so 
common as preceding species. 

216. Gyrostachys romanzofiana (Cham.) MacM. Wet margins of 
Sumner Lake and Forbes Lake. 

217. Listera cordata (L) R. Br. Heart-leaved Twayblade. Moist 
woods and ravines. 

218. Peramium repens (Li) Salisb. Lesser Rattle-snake Plantain. 
Cabin trail woods, V, 4, Siskowit. 

219. Peramium pubescens (Willd.) MacM. Downy Rattle-snake 
Plantain. Rather dry woods. V, 4, ITI, 4. 

220. Peramium menziesii (Lindl.) Morong. Menzies’ Rattle-snake 
Plantain. Rich woods. V, 4; III, 4 

221. Acroanthes monophylla (1) Greene. (?) Sumner Lake mar- 
gin. III, 5. 

222. Leptorchis liliifolia (LL) Kuntze. Large Twayblade. Moist 
woods and along bog margins. Woods of I. 
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223. Leptorchis loeselii (Iu) MacM. Loesel’s Twayblade. Wet thick- 
ets and spring banks. 

224. Calypso bulbosa (LL) Oakes. Calypso. Wet, cool woods and 
ravines. 

225. Corallorhiza corallorhiza (lu) Karst. Early Coral-root. Rich, 
moist woods. Woods at upper end of Rock Harbor. 

226. Corallorhiza multiflora Nutt. Large Coral-root. Fairly com- 
mon in rich woods. I, 4; III, 4. 

Santalaceac—Sandalwood Family. 

227. Comandra livida Richards. Northern Comandra. Thin soil on 
rocks, and in open, xerophytic places. Pine ridge near Sumner Lake, 
III, 4. Fairly common. 

Aristolochiaceae—Birthwort Family. 

228. Asarum canadense L. Wild Ginger. Flood plain, Washington 
Creek. Only locality where noted. 

Ifyricaceae—Bayberry Family. 

229. Myrica gale L. Sweet Gale. Margin of bayou off Tobin's Har- 
bor; wet rocks at Scovill Point. Also V. 6. 

Caryophyllaceae—Pink Family. 

230. Sagina saginoides (L) Britton. Arctic Pearl-wort. A hardy, 
low, rock crevice plant. I, 1. 

231. Alsine longifolia (Muhl.) Britton. Long-leaved Stitch-wort. 
Scattered ruderal. II, 1. 

232. Silene. antirrhina L. Sleepy Catch-Fly. Side of Greenstone 
Ridge, and exposed xerophytic places. Not abundant. II, 3. 

Nymphaeaceae—Water-Lily Family. 

233. Brasenia purpurea (Michx) Casp. Water Shield. Open water 
in a few bogs; not abundant. Bog near Malone’s fishing camp, V, II. 

234. Nymphaea advena Soland. Large Yellow Pond-Lily. Margins 
and shallower water in a few bogs. III, 5. 

235. Castalia odorata (Dryand.) W. & W. Sweet-scented White 
Pond-Lily. Abundant in Sumner Lake, III, 5, where it seems to grow 
in part on the uplifted “false bottom.” 

Ranunculaceae—Crowfoot Family. 

236. Caltha palustris L. Marsh Marigold, Cowslip. Wet places in 
woods. Low woods at head of Rock Harbor, II, 1, 2; III, 5. 

237. Coptis trifolia (lL) Salisb. Gold-thread. Hummocks in wet 
woods and filled bogs, and in wet bog margins. Common. 

238. Actaea rubra (Ait.) Willd. Red Baneberry. Sparingly dis- 
tributed in woods. V, 4, 9; IV, 4. 

239. Aquilegia canadensis L. Wild Red Columbine. Rocks near 
light-house at Rock Harbor. Not abundant. . 
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240. Anemone multifida Poir. Red Wind-Flower. Rare. Rock shore 
of one island in Rock Harbor. 

241. Hepatica hepatica (LL) Karst. Round-lobed Hepatica. Woods: 
not abundant. 

242. Ranunculus abortivus L. idney-leaved Crowfoot. Scattered as 
a ruderal. II, 1, and on Washington Club grounds. 

243. Ranunculus ovalis Raf. Thin soil on rock islands. Upper end 
of Rock Harbor, III, 1; also near Siskowit cabin (V, 1). 

244. Ranunculus macounti Britton. Macoun’s Buttercup. Rare, one 
locality, near Siskowit cabin (V, 1). 

245. Thalictrum purpurascens L. Tall Purple Rue. Moist, rich 
woods near Benson Brook (JI, 1), and along Washington Creek. 

Papaveraceae—Poppy Family. 

246. Capnoides sempervirens (L) Borck. Pink Corydalis. Rocky, ex- 
posed places along the Greenstone. IT, 3. 

Cruciferae—Mustard Family. 

247, Thlaspi arvense L. Field Penny Cress. Washington Club 
grounds. Only locality. Ruderal. 

248. Sisymbrium altissium L. Tall Sisymbrium. Washington Club 
grounds: waste places. I, ’04. Ruderal. 

249. Arabis brachycarpa (T. & G.) Britton. Purple Rock Cress. Ex- 
posed rocks. Greenstone Ridge along the McCargo Cove trail. II, 3 

Sarraceniaceae—Pitcher Plant Family. 

250. Sarracenia purpurea L. Pitcher Plant. Common in bog areas 
everywhere on island. I, 6; II, 2; II, 5; V, 5; V, 11. 

Droseraceae—Sundew Family. 

251. Drosera rotundifolia L. Round-leaved Drosera. Common along 
wet bog margins, especially III, 5. 

252. Drosera intermedia Hayne. Spatulate- leaved Sundew. Bog mar- 
gins, but generally in wetter parts than the preceding g; often elevated 
on a short stem extension. III, 5. 

253. Drosera linearis Goldie. Slender-leaved Drosera. Bog margins; 
fairly abundant. III, 5. 

Saxifragaceae—Saxifrage Family. 

254. Saswifraga tricuspidata Retz. Three-toothed Saxifrage. Fairly 
common as a crevice plant along the low rock shore. L, 1. 

255. Saxifraga aizoon Jacq. Livelong Saxifrage. A rock shore crev- 
ice plant. Rare. V, 2. 

256. Sawifraga nivalis L. Clustered Alpine Saxifrage. Exposed rock 
shores, growing on scanty soil. I, 1; V. 2. 

257. Mitella nuda L. Naked, or Low Mitrewort. Very common ‘in 
moist woods. I, 38. Woods at end of Rock Harbor-and on forested 
islands. 1 
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258. Parnassia palustris L. Northern Grass of Parnassus. Bog mar- 
gin of Sumner Lake. Sparingly distributed. 

Grossulariaceae—Gooseberry Family. 

259. Ribes setosum Lindl. Bristly Gooseberry. Shore of Siskowit 
Lake. Rare. 

260. Ribes prostratum L’Her. Fetid Currant. Rich, moist woods; 
also one of rock islands at Rock Harbor. Fairly abundant. 

261. Ribes rubrum L. Red Currant. Growing wild in abundance in 
vicinity of Siskowit Lake portage. V, 9. 

Rosaceae—Rose Family. 

262. Opulaster opulifolius (L) Kuntz. Ninebark. Occurs principally 
along the shores, often as a crevice plant on the rock islands, as well 
as on rocky shore of main land. I, 1; III, 1; V. 6. 

263. Rubus parviflorus Nutt. White. flowering Raspberry. A very com- 
mon and characteristic plant of clearings and “burnings; also occurs in 
thickets and open parts of woods. VIII, ’04. 

264. Rubus arcticus Il. Arctic Raspberry, or Bramble. Sparingly 
distributed in moist woods and filled bog areas. 

265. Rubus strigosus Michx. Wild. Red Raspberry. Found most 
abundant in the burned areas at head of Siskowit Bay.. 

266. Rubus americanus (Pers.) Britton Dwarf Raspberry. Occa- 
sional in woods; rather common in bog forests. 

267. Fragaria vesca L. Sparingly distributed. I, 1. 
268. Potentilla arguta Pursh. Tall White Cinquefoil. Common 

around light-house clearing at Rock Harbor as a ruderal. I. 
269. Potentilla monspeliensis L. Rough Cinquefoil. Exposed rocks 

having scanty soil. 
270. Potentilla littoralis Rydberg. Coast Cinquefoil. Fairly common 

as a rock crevice plant along main shore, and on small rock islands. I, 
1. 

271. Potentilla tridentata Soland. Three-toothed Cinquefoil. Very 
common as a rock crevice plant along shores and on small rock islands. 
I, 13 V5 2: 

272. Potentilla fruticosa L. Shrubby Cinquefoil. Rocks at Scovill 
Point, IV, 1. Occasional shore crevice plant. I, 1. 

273. Comarum palustre L. Purple Marsh Cinquefoil. One of the 
most common and most characteristic plants of all bog-lake margins, 
and contributing an important part toward the vegetative bog carpet. 

274. Waldsteinia fragariodes (Michx.) Tratt. Barren or Dry Straw- 
berry. Large patches on the side of the Greenstone range along McCargo 
trail. II, 3. : 

275. Rosa acicularis Lindl. Prickly Rose. Only species of rose found 
on island. Fairly common around light-house clearing and in open 
places. 

Geraniaceae—Geranium Family. 

276. Geranium bicknellii Britton. Bicknell’s Cranebill. Rock crevice 
plant: also on rocks with thin soil covering. Few localities only. I, 
1. 
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Polygalaceae—Milkwort Family. 

277. Polygala paucifolia Willd. Fringed Polygala. Fairly common in 
rich, moist woods. I, 3; ITI, 4. 

Empetraceae—Crowberry Family. 

278. Empetrum nigrum L. Crowberry, Heath-berry. On exposed, 
nearly bare rocks at Scovill Point. IV, 1. 

Anacardiaceac—Sumac Family. a 

279. Rhus hirta (L) Sudw. Staghorn Sumac. Sparingly distributed 
on higher parts of Greenstone. IIT, 3. 

Hypericaceae—St. John’s-wort Family. 

280. Triadenum virginicum (1) Raf. Marsh St. John’s-wort. Bog 
margin of Sumner Lake (III, 5); also margin of Forbes Lake (II, 5). 
Common. 

Violaceae—Violet Family. 

281. Viola rotundifolia Michx. Round-leaved Violet. Fairly com- 
mon in rich, moist woods, especially near I, 6. 

282. Viola labradorica Schrank. American Dog Violet, Few Speci- 
mens in low moist ground near shore at Siskowit Bay cabin, V, 1. 

283. Viola arenaria DC. Sand Violet. Rocky shore near Siskowit 
cabin V, 1. 

Onagraceae—Evening Primrose Family. 

284. Chamaenerion angustifolium (L) Scop. Fireweed. Very abund- 
ant everywhere in burnings and clearings. 

285. Epilobium lineare Mubl. Narrow-leaved Willow-Herb. Bog mar- 
gin Sumner Lake, III, 5. 

286. EHpilobium adenocaulon Haussk. Northern Bog Willow-Herb. 
Wet soil near shore of Siskowit cabin, V, 1. 

287. Circaea Alpina, L. Smaller Enchanter’s Nightshade. Cool 
moist woods at head of Rock Harbor. Not common. 

Pyrolaceae—Wintergreen Family. 

288. Pyrola chlorantha Sw. Greenish-flowered Wintergreen. Rich, 
moist woods. 

289. Pyrola asarifolix Michx. Liver-leaf Pyrola. Most common of the 
island pyrolas. Woods. 

290. Pyrola secunda L. Onesided Wintergreen. Rich, moist woods. 
Not common. ; 

291. Pyrola minor L. Lesser Pyrola. Woods. Scarce. 
292. Moneses uniflora (L) A. Gray. One-flowered Wintergreen. 

Rather widely distributed in rich, moist woods, although nowhere abund- 
ant. I, 3, 4; III, 4; IV, 4. 

293. Chimaphila umbeliata (LL) Nutt. Pipsissewa. Dry woods and 
exposed sunny places, as the pine ridge near Sumner Lake. 
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Monotropaceae—Indian Pipe Family. 

294. Monotropa uniflora L. Indian Pipe. Quite abundant in rich, 
dark, moist woods. Unusually large, vigorous specimens in wet margin 
of woods beyond Cabin bog at Siskowit (V, 5). 

295. Hypopitys hy ypopitys (L) Small. Woods at Siskowit Bay, V, 4. 
Rare. 

Haloragidaceae—Water Milfoil Family. 

296. Hippuris vulgaris L. Mare’s Tail. Head of Rock Harbor in 
shallow water. III, 2 

Avraliaceac—Ginseng Family. 

297. Aralia nudicaulis L. Wild Sarsaparilla. Abundant everywhere 
in rich moist woods, where it is one of the characteristic plants of the 
mesophytic forest. V, 4. 

298. Aralia hispida Vent. Bristly Sarsaparilla. One single colony 
on a burned-over island in Rock Harbor. I, 1. 

Umbelliferae—Carrot, or Umbel Family. 

299. Heracleum lanatum Michx. Cow Parsnip. Light-house clear 
ing at Rock Harbor; also an old mine clearing along Rock Harbor. 
Ruderal. I, 7; V, 3. 

300. Cicuta bulbifera L. Bulb-bearing Water Hemlock. Occasional 
in bog margins, as II, 5; III, 5. 

301. Pastinaca sativa ie Wild Parsnip. Clearing at peginniny of 
McCargo’s trail. 

Cornaceace—Dogwood Family. 

302. Cornus canadensis L. Low, or Dwarf Cornel. Bunchberry. 
Very abundant in filled bog areas and in moist woods. Also occurring 
abundantly in open places. One of most common herbaceous plants on 
the island. 

Cornus stolonifera (See tree and shrub list.) 
Cornus circinata (See tree and shrub list). 

Ericaceaec—Heath Family. 

808. Ledwm groenlandicum OEder. Labrador Tea. One of the most 
characteristic bog shrubs. Common in bogs everywhere. I, 6; II, 2; 
II, 5; V, 5; V, 11. 

Bod. Kalnia glauca Ait. Swamp Laurel. Fairly common in bogs, 
but nowhere so abundant as the preceding. 

305. Andromeda polifolia L. Wild Rosemary. Abundant in nearly 
all the recently filled bogs. 

306. Chamaedaphne calyculata (LL) Moench. Dwarf Cassandra. 
A very characteristic and common shrub of nearly all the bogs. 

307. Arctostaphylos uva-ursi (L) Spreng. Bearberry. Very abund- 
ant as a heath Plant along the rock shore, and on the thinly-covered 
“rock openings.” I, 1, 5 and V, 2. 
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Vacciniaceae—Huckleberry Family. 

308. Vaccinium wliginosum L. Great Bilberry. Rocks at Scovill 
Point. IV, 1. 

309. Vaccinium pennsylvanicum Lam. Low, or Pennsylvania Huck- 
leberry. Abundant as a heath plant along shores, and on nearly bare 
mountain sides. V, 2; Il, 3; IV, 8; and on some of the small islands at 
Rock Harbor. 

310. Chiogenes hispidula (L) T. & G. Creeping Snowberry. Edge. 
of bogs, and on sphagnum hummocks. I, 6; V, 5; II, 2. 

311. O«ycoccus oxycoccus (4) MacM. Low Cranberry. Confined to 
wet, unforested bogs: only fairly abundant. I, 6; II, 2; V, 5, and bog 
near Malone’s fishing camp, V, 11. 

Primulaceae—Primrose Family. 

312. Primula mistassinica Michx. Dwarf Canadian Primrose. A 
crevice plant along the rock shore. Not abundant. I, 1; IV, 1; V, 2. 

318. Lysimachia terrestris (1.) B. S. P. Bulb-bearing Loosestrife. 
Thinly soil-covered rock shore near Siskowit cabin, V, 1. 

314. Naumbergia thyrsifolia (L) Duby. Tufted Loosestrife. Margin 
of Siskowit Lake near head of Trout Creek, V, 6. . 

315. Trientalis americana Pursh. American Star-Flower. Moist, 
rich woods. Sparingly distributed. I, 4; IV, 4; V, 4. 

Gentianaceac—Gentian Family. 

316. Gentiana andrewsii Griseb. Closed, or Bottled Gentian. A 
few specimens from the Siskowit cabin trail bog, V, 5. Rare. 

317. Tetragonanthus deflecus (J. E. Smith) Kuntze. Spurred 
Gentian, Moist woods, head of Rock Harbor. Few localities only. 

Menyanthaceae—Buck-bean Family. 

S18. Menyanthes trifoliata L. Buckbean. Abundant in wetter parts 
of bogs: very important contribution in the formation of the “bog car- 
pet.” II, 5, ITI, 5, and bog near V, 2. 

Apocynaceae—Dogbane Family. 

319, Apocynum androsaemifolium L. Spreading Dogbane. Wash- 
ington Club grounds. : 

Convolvulaceae—Morning-glory Family. 

320. Convolvulus repens, var. pubescens. Pubescent Bindweed. Nearly 
bare sides of the Greenstone along the McCargo Cove trail, IT, 3. 

Hydrophyllaceae—Water-leaf Family. 

321. Phacelia franklinii (R. Br) A. Gray. Franklin’s Phacelia. Few 
specimens taken on a thinly soil-covered rock elevation near Rock Harbor 
lighthouse. 
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Labiatae—Mint Family. 

322. Scutellaria latcrifolia L. Mad-Dog Skullcap. Along flood plain 
of Washington Creek. 

323. Scutellaria galericulata LL. Marsh Skull-Cap. Wet bog mar- 
gins, as of Sumner (III, 5) and Forbes (IJ, 5) lakes. 

324. Prunella vulgaris L. Self-heal. Clearings: occurs as a ruderal, 
Washington Club grounds, TI, 1, ete. 

325. Clinopodium vulgare L. Wild Basil. Woods on Greenstone 
along McCargo trail. Not abundant. 

326. Lycopus americanus Muhl. Cut-leaved Water Hoar-hound. Wet 
bog margin of Sumner Lake. ITI, 5. 

327. Mentha canadensis L. American Wild Mint. Near water’s edge 
at Siskowit cabin, V, 1. Also on Washington Club grounds. 

Scrophulariaceae—Figwort Family. 

328. Scrophularia leporella Bicknell. Hare Firwort. Along Wash- 
ington Creek. 

229. Veronica americana Schwein. American Brooklime. Along 
Washington Greek on low ground. 

330. Castilleja acuminata (Pursh) Spreng. Lance-leaved Painted- 
Cup. Common around light-house at Rock Harbor. Fairly abundant 
in open, moist places. 

331. Melampyrum lineare Lam. Narrow-leaved Cow-wheat. Fairly 
common on dry, open, to partly shaded places. Exposed Norway Pine 
ridge near Sumner Lake; also occasional in open woods. 

; Lentibulariaccae—Bladderwort Family. 

332. Utricularia minor L. (?) Lesser Bladderwort. In shallow water 
on bog marginal carpet at Sumner Lake (III, 5); also occurs at Forbes 
Lake (II, 5). 

333. Pinguicula vulgaris L. Butterwort, Bog Violet. Rock pools or 
moist rocks near water’s edge; fairly common. IV, 1; I, 1; V, 2. 

Rubiaceae—Madder Family. 

334. Gallium spurium L. Lesser Cleavers. Low ground along Wash- 
ington Creek. 

335. Galium triflorwum Michx. Sweet-scented Bed-straw. Woods 
along McCargo trail. 

336. Galium trifidum L. Small Marsh Bed-straw. Wet bog margins 
of Sumner (III, 5) and Forbes (II, 5) lakes. 

Caprifoliaceae—Honey-suckle Family. 

337. Sambucus pubens Michx. Red-Berried Elder. Along Siskowit 
portage. Feirly common. 

838. Sambucus canadensis L. American Elder. Light-house clearing 
at Rock Harbor. 

339. Viburnum acerifolium L. Fairly common in woods. . I, 3; IIT, 
4. 
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340. Viburnum paucifolium Pyl. Few-flowered Cranberry. Moist 
woods: abundant. I, 3. 

3841. Linnaea borealis L. Twin-flower. Very common in woods and 
partial clearings. Even occurs at I, 1, as a rock crevice plant. Widely 
distributed. 

342. Lonicera dioica L. Glaucous Honey-suckle. Occasional in 
woods. I, 3. 

343. Lonicera ciliata Muhl. American Fly Honey-suckle. Fairly com- 
mon in woods. J, 8; ITI, 4; IV, 4, 8; V, 4. 

344. Lonicera hirsuta Eaton. Hairy Honey-suckle. Rare: in woods. 
345. Lonicera involucrata (Richards) Banks. Involucred Honey- 

suckle. Border of lighthouse clearing, and in open parts of woods. 
Fairly common. I, 3. 

346. Diervilla diervilla L. Bush Honey-suckle. A very abundant and 
characteristic shrub of burnings, clearings, and natural openings in 
woods. 1, 2 (and on rock islands in Rock Harbor), IT, 1, 8; III, 4; IV, 
4; V, 2, 3. 

Campanulaceae—Bell-Flower Family. 

347. Campanula rotundifolia L. Blue Hare-bell. Common rock 
crevice plant on rock shore and small rock island. Also growing on thin 
soil along the shore. I, 1; V, 2. 

3848. Campanula aparinoides Pursh. Marsh Bell-flower. Common in 
wet bog margins of Sumner (III, 5) and Forbes (II, 5) lakes. 

349. Lobelia kalmii-L. Brook, or Kalm’s Lobelia. A rock crevice 
plant, and on moist rocks near water’s edge. Common. I, 1; IV,1; V.2. 

Chicoriaceae—Chicory Family. 

350. Lactuca pulchella (Pursh) DC. Large-flowered Blue Lettuce. 
Noted in one locality only, rock clearing on side of Greenstone along the 
McCargo trail. II, 3. 

351. Hieracium umbeliatum L. Narrow-leaved Hawkweed. On rocks 
or in rock crevices. V, 2. 

352. Nabalus albus (L) Hook. White Rattlesnake Root. Woods: 
not abundant. Forest along Siskowit portage. V. 9. 

3538. Nabalus racemosus (Michx.) DC. Glaucous White Lettuce. 
Rocks and rock crevices along shore. IV, 1; V, 2. 

Compositae—Composite Family. 

354. Hupatorium pupurcum L. Joe-Pyve Weed, or Purple Boneset. In 
moist land near creek, upper end of Rock Harbor, ITT, 3. 

355. Solidago virgaurea L. var. (?) European Golden-rod. Rock 
crevices, and thin soil on rocks and rock islands. I, 1. 

356. Solidago neglecta T. & G. Swamp Golden-rod. Fairly common 
in most of the wet bogs. I, 6; III, 5; V. 5. 

357. Solidago juncea Ait. On thinly soil-covered rock surfaces. Rock 
Harbor, I, 5. 

358. Solidago wliginosa Nutt. Siskowit cabin trail bog. V, 5. 
359. Aster macrophyilus L. Warge-leaved Aster. Very abundant and 

_. characteristic in nearly all clearings, and in natural rock openings in 
woods. Often forms large colonies. 
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360. Aster ptarmacoides (Nees) T. & G. Upland White Aster. 
Fairly common on smaJl rock island, and as a rock shore crevice plant, 
the only crevice aster. 1, 1; IV, 1; V, 2. 

361. Aster hirsuticaulis Lindl. Hairy-stemmed Aster. Woods along 
Washington Creek; one locality only. 

362. Anaphalis margaritacea (L) B. & H. Large Pearly Everlasting. 
Dry soil, and rock clearings along Greenstone (McCargo trail). II, 3, 
and on Washington Club grounds. 

363. Artemisia canadensis Michx. Canada Wormwood. Crevice 
plant along rock shore, and on small islands in Rock Harbor. I, 1; V, 2. 

364. Senecio balsamitae Muhl. Balsam Groundsel. Common rock 
crevice plant on Rock Harbor islands, and elsewhere along the rock 
shore. I, 1; III, 1; IV, 1; V, 2. 

SUMMARY. 

Species of lichens ............ 0... cee eee 43 
Species of MOSsSeS ........... cece eee eee ees 38 
Species of Pteridophytes ................... 35 
Species of Spermatophytes ................. 248 

POtAl |: eccPacye die -o8 asteineets > aa eee 364 
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ANNOTATIONS ON CERTAIN ISLE ROYALE INVERTEBRATES. 

DR. CHAS. C. ADAMS. 

The following annotated list of Isle Royale invertebrates includes the 
groups which have not been made the basis for separate papers by 
specialists. For the determination of these I am indebted to the follow- 
ing persons: Prof. N. A. Harvey, the Sponge; Dr. T. H. Montgomery, 
Hair-worms; Prof. Frank Smith, Earthworms; Dr. J. Percy Moore, 
Leeches; Miss Ada Wecke], Amphipods; Dr. Harriet Richardson, Sow- 
bug; Mr. Nathan Banks and Mr. J. H. Emerton, Spiders; Dr. J. W. 
Folsom, Spring-tail; Mr. KE. B. Williamson, Dragonflies; Prof. Herbert 
Osborn and Mr. J. B. de ia Torre Bueno, Hemiptera; and to Prof. A. J. 
Snyder and Dr. James Fletcher, Lepidoptera. 

In general, in addition to the field notes which include those made 
by Dr. H. A. Gleason and myself, the geographic range has been outlined 
and a selected series of references is given for the convenience of the 
student of the Michigan fauna. The insects were largely collected by 
Dr. Gleason, the writer, and B. F. Savery who collected insects about 
the camps, but all members of the party aided in the collection of the 
specimens. The field numbers are indicated in parentheses, preceded by 
G in the case of Dr. Gleason’s numbers and A in my own. 

An examination of these lists will reveal their incomplete character, 
as an effort was made to make representative rather than complete col- 
lections of the groups. On account of the small amount of zoological 
information which we possess from Isle Royale it has been thought desir- 
able to make the determinations of the collections as complete as cir- 
cumstances would allow. 

PORIFERA. 

Spongillidae. 

Spongilla lacustris (Linn.). Fresh Water Sponge. A small colony 
of this sponge was found on July 26 in shallow water near the head of 
Rock Harbor (III, 3) by Gleason. Prof. N. A. Harvey examined the 
specimen and makes the following comments: “Small encrusting sponge, 
with a tendency to branch. One branch cylindrical, full of gemmules. 
Skeleton spicules smooth, pointed, slightly curved, numerous. Dermal 
spicules, few, half as long as skeleton spicules, densely spined, spines 
short, more numerous towards the ends, slightly curved. Gemmiules 
with very thin membrane, destitute of spicules, foramen oval. 

“This sponge is evidently a weak form of Spongilla lacustris (Linn.). 
It is very close to the paupercula of Bowerbank. There can be no 
question about the identity of this sponge, although it is somewhat un- 
usual to find gemmules so well developed in July. It developes its 
gemmules ordinarily very late in the fall. The spicules on the gemmule 
appear to be wholly wanting, and the dermal spicules are not numerous. 
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The specimen is too small to show the peculiar branching habit very 
distinctly.” 

A large quantity of this sponge was also secured during 1904 in the 
Porcupine Mountains, Ontonagon county, Mich., by N. F. Macduff. The 
specimens came from Carp Creek (Sta. VI) in August. Concerning these 
specimens Prof. Harvey also remarks: ‘Skeleton spicules smooth, 
slightly curved, pointed at both ends. Dermal spicules half the length 
of skeleton spicules, or shorter, spinous spines numerous but short. 
Gemmules not well developed. The branches containing few or none. 
The encrusting portion of the sponge manifesting some. Gemmule 
spicules wanting. The gemmule crust very thin, or altogether wanting. 
Its branching character is well marked, and the small size of the 
branches indicate the weak form which seldom shows many gemmules 
or in which the gemmule spicules are seldom well developed. In con- 
sequence of the size and striking branched habit of this sponge it is the 
one that is usually first found by collectors. J am surprised to find any 
gemmules matured in these sponges at the season when these were col- 
lected.” 

NEMATODA. 

Gordiidae. 

Gordius aquaticus robustus (Leidy) Montg. Hair Worm. This species 
of hair worm was fairly abundant: specimens were taken at the head 
of Tobin Harbor (IV, 7) among Potamogcton perfoliatum on July 20: 
among sedges at the head of a small island in the Harbor (IV, 6), ahd 
on the beach at our camp on Siskowit Bay (V, 1) August 3 and 6. Both 
sexes are represented in our series. cf. Montgomery, ’98, pp. 30-31. 
Geographic Range. Bay of Fundy; Maine; Massachusetts; Maryland; 

District of Columbia; New York; Pennsylvania; Montana; Michigan; 
Kansas. The typical form occurs in Europe. : 

During August, 1903, Mr. A. G. Ruthven secured specimens of Gordius 
lineatus Leidy, in a spring in the Porcupine Mountains (Station VI), 
Ontonagon county, Mich. cf. Montgomery, ’98, p. 32. This species seems 
to frequent springs. It is recorded from New York, Pennsylvania and 
Maryland. 

REFERENCES. 

1898. Montgomery, Jr., T. H. The Gordiacea of Certain American 
Collections with Particular Reference to the North American Fauna. 
Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., 32, pp. 238-59. 

1899. Gordiacea (Hair worms). Amer. Nat., 33, pp. 647-652. 

HIRUDINEA. 

Glossiphonidae. 

Glossiphonia complanuta (J.inn.). One specimen of this leech was 
taken in a tamarack swamp (V, 5) on August 12. Moore (’01, p. 493) 
states that it abounds under stones in running water and “feeds chiefly 
on small snails and annelids.” , 

Geographic Range. Connecticut; Lake Ontario; Lake Erie; Ontario; 
Ohio; Michigan; Illinois; also found in Europe. 
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Hirudinidae. 

Macrobdella decora (Sav) Vervill. This species was quite abundant 
at a marshy margin of Sumner Lake (III, 5), where many specimens 
were taken during July. This is a large species and easily recognized 
by its dark brown dorsal surface and reddish colored ventral surface. 
They are very graceful and conspicuous objects when seen swimming. 
One specimen was taken upon a frog. Moore (1901, p. 511) reports this 
species as a true blood-sucker and that it is frequently found gorged. 

Geographic Range. Maine; New York; Connecticut; Virginia; Mich- 
igan; Minnesota; Illinois; Kansas; Nebraska. 

Hacinopsis grandis Vervill. One specimen was taken, July 5, on the 
south shore of Siskowit Lake (V, 6). This is a mud leech and at times 
leaves the water in search of earthworms (Moore, ’01, p. 527). Also 
taken in 1904 by Ruthven at Lake Desor (VII, 04), Ruthven, ’06, p. 51. 

Geographic Range. Connecticut; Lake Huron; Michigan; Lake 
Superior (Verrill, ’74, p. 672); Yellowstone Park; Kansas; Alaska (H. 
imarmoratis Moore, ’98, p. 560); Michigan; INinois; Nebraska. 

Her pobdellidae. 

Herpobdella latcralis (Verrill) Moore. On the south shore of Siskowit 
Lake (V, 6) one specimen was taken August 5, and another specimen 
was taken July 14, in shallow water, at the head of Rock Harbor 
(ITT, 3). 
The type of this species came from near the northern shore of Lake 

Superior. 
Geographic Range. Maine; Connecticut; Lake Huron; Lake Superior ; 

Colorado, (Verrill, ’74, p. 675). 
Nephalopsis obscura Verrill. Figg capsules of these leeches were taken 

July 27 at Sumner Lake (III, 5), on a yellow water lily leaf (Nymphaea 
advent) and apparently voung were associated with them; and similar 
capsules were also found on Potamogeton leaves. A capsule was also 
found in Rock Harbor at Neutson’s Resort (IV, 5) also in a swampy 
bayou off Tobin’s Harbor (IV, 3) on July 21. Specimens of 
the leeches themselves weretaken in Siskowit Bay on the beach 
at our camp (V, 1), in Siskowit Lake at a small island on the south shore 
(V, 6) and at the swamp margin of a pond in the yellow water-lily and 
Potamogeton zone (V, 11). Also taken in 1904 by Ruthven at Lake 
Desor (VII, 704), Ruthven, ’06, p. 51. : 

Geographic Range. Wisconsin; Colorado (Verrill, ’74, p. 674) ; Mich- 
igan. 

| REFERENCES, 

1874. Verrill, A. KE. Synopsis of the North American Fresh-water 
Leeches. Report U. 8. Fish Comm. Pt. II, 1872-73, pp. 
666-689. 

1898. Moore, J. P. The Leeches of the U. 8. National Museum. Proce. 
U. S. Nat. Mus. Vol. 21, No. 1160, pp. 543-563. 

1901. Moore, J. P. The Hirundinea of Illinois. Bull. Ill. State Lab. 
Nat. His. Vol. 5, pp. 479-547. ; 
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1906. Hirudinea and Oligochaeta Collected in the Great Lakes 
Region. Bull. U. 8. Bureau of Fisheries, 25, pp. 153-171. 

1906. Ruthven, A. G. An Ecological Survey in the Porcupine Mount- 
ains and Isle Royale, Michigan. Ann. Rep. 1905, Mich. Geol. 
Survey, pp. 17-55. 

1902. Ward, H. B. Notes on the Leeches of Nebraska. Report Neb. 
State Board of Agriculture for 1901. pp. 229-242. 

OLIGOCHAETA, 

Lumobricidae. 

Helodrilus (Allolobophora) caliginosus (Savigny), nearer to typicus 
than to H. (A.) C. trapezoides (Ant. Dug.). These earthworms were 
taken along the beach near the light-house at Rock Harbor (J, 1) July 
9, and in a “rock clearing” (I, 2) on July 138, and also at the outlet of 
Siskowit Lake (V, 9) on August 15. An undetermined species was 
taken in the shallow humus on the rock beach under Cladonia (V, 2). 

Geographic Range. Northern Europe and North America. (Mich- 
aelsen, 700, p. 483). 
Lumbricus terrestris Mull. <A large specimen was taken from the 

mouth of a Garter Snake(Thamnophis sirtalis) found in a clearing which 
was formerly the location of the Ransom settlement (II,1). The snakes 
were very abundant near the shore in the grass. It is not improbable 
that these earthworms were introduced at this locality. Other specimens, 
doubtfully referred to this species came from the balsam-spruce forest 
(J, 3), where there was also found an Enchytraid. (G. 140). 
Geographic Range. Europe; New England; Illinois; Mexico. (Mich- 

aelsen, 00, p. 512, 08, p. 144). 

REFERENCES, 

1900. Michaelsen, W. Oligochaeta. Das Tierreich. 10 Lieferung. 
1908. Michaelsen, W. Die geographische Verbreitung der Oligochae- 

ten. Berlin. 

AMPHIPODA. 

Gammaridae. 

Eucrangonye gracilis (Smith). Among the dark colored vegetable 
debris on the north shore of Sumner Lake (ITI, 5) this species was found, 
July 29; also in a small stream flowing from a tamarack-spruce swamp 
(V, 5) on August 8, in the Potamogcton and Nymphaea advena zone of 
a small pond, and also back from the pond in small footprint-like pools 
of water in the buck-bean (Menyanthes trifoliata) and sedge zone. (A. 
126, 128, 77, 97). 

Hyalella knickerbockeri (Bate). Taken at the west end of Rock Har- 
bor in the bulrushes about the mouth of a small stream (III, 3) on 
July 26, (G. 159). Other specimens were taken in 1904 at Lake Desor 
(704, VII) on August 30; and on water plants in Washington river (04, 
IT) on August 18. 
Gammarus linnacus Smith. Found in the same conditions as the 

above species (IIT, 3) and in abundance. 
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REFERENCES, 

1874. Smith, S. I. The Crustacea of the Fresh Waters of the United 
States. Report U.S. Fish Comm. 1872-73. Pt. II, pp. 637-665. 

1907. Weckel, A. L. The Fresh-water Amphipoda of North America. 
Pro. U. 8. Nat. Mus., 32, pp. 25-58. 

ISOPODA. 

Oniscidae. 

Cylisticus converus (DeG.). One specimen of this sow-bug was taken 
at camp at the Light-house (I, 7) on July 15. (G. 99). Another specimen 
was taken July 2, at Mackinaw Island, Straits of Mackinac, Michigan. 
cf. Richardson, ’05, p. 609. 

Geographic Range. Massachusetts; New York; Washington, D. C.; 
Ohio; Michigan; [llinois; New Mexico; also Norway; Sweden; Den- 
mark; British Isles; Germany; Bohemia; Holland; Belgium; France; 
Turkey. This species may have been carried to Isle Royale by man. 

REFERENCE, 

1905. Richardson, H. A Monograph of the Isopods of North Amer- 
ica. Bull. No. 54, U. 8. Nat. Museum. 

ACARINA, 7 = 

Rhyncolophidae. 

Rhyncolophus simplex Bks. This mite was found in the thin soil and 
debris beneath the mats of bearberry in a dry rock clearing (I, 2). 
Banks, ’04, p. 30. = 

Hydrachnidae. 

Limnochares ertendens Say. This water mite was taken from the 
water in the sedge zone near the open water at Sumner Lake (III, 5). 

Geographic Range. ‘Tt occurs in northern states, from Maine to Mich- 
igan, perhaps farther west.” (Banks, in letter). 

bs ARACHNIDA. 

Phalangiidae. 

Lacinius ohioensis Weed. Only three specimens of this Harvest Spider 
were taken, one was found under stones on a shallow soil among the 
Jack Pines (I, 5) in a very hot and dry locality; the second from the 
margin of the sedge zone about a pond (V, 11), and the third from under 
Cladonia on a rocky beach with a very shallow soil (V, 2). 

Geographic Range. Ohio, Illinois, Weed, ’93, p. 559; Michigan. 

Dictynidac. 

Amaurobius bennetti Blk. A few specimens were taken under dry 
bark in the hardwoods on a ridge north of the Club House at Washington 
Harbor (V, ’04); also from under the bark of decayed log in the maples 
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on the Desor Trail (III, ’04). In the moist vegetable mold in the balsam- 
spruce forest (I, 3) and under the bark of dead trees near the rock 
clearing at the camp on Siskowit Bay (V, 3). One was found in the 
mouth of a Winter Wren shot by McCreary (1I, 1). In the clearing at 
Benson Brook (II, 1), and in the “rock clearing” at camp on Siskowit 
Bay (V, 3). 

Geographic Range. Canada, Marx, ’90, p. 510; Porcupine Mountains, 
Michigan. 

Drassidae. 

Drassis neglectiis Keys.==D. saccatus, Emerton, ’02, p. 6. One speci- 
men was taken from under a stone, upon the jack pine ridge where the 
soil was very shallow and the heat intense during the middle of the day 
(I, 5). It was enclosed in a rather compact close fitting web. Also taken 
from the margin of a pond among the vegetation (V, 11). One col- 
lected on the rock ridge north of the light-house (I, 2) was in a small 
pocket-like web about 2 by 2.5 em. in a cavity under a flat stone, sur- 
rounded by moist soil, at a depth of about 6 cm. (Gleason). : 

Geographic Range. New Hampshire, Slosson, ’98, p. 247; Michigan; 
Dist. Columbia, Marx, ’96a, p. 154. 

Gnaphosa brumalis Th. The only specimen (G. 22) was taken in a 
small Cladonia clearing on the north side of Conglomerate Bay (I, 2) 
near the beach. 

Geographic Range. Labrador; Anticosti Island, Quebec; White Mts.. 
above tree limit, N. H.; Ithaca, N. Y.; .Massachusetts; Colorado; 
Laggan, Alberta. cf. Emerton, ‘94, p. 413; Banks, 795, pp. 417, 421; 
Marx, 790, p. 508. It is not unlikely that the New York and Massachu- 
sets localities are from “boreal islands’—swamps or cool ravines, and 
are thus outliers from the principal range of this form to the north- 
ward. Alaska, Marx, ’96a, p. 189. 

-lgriopidae. 

Linyphia phrygiana Koch. One specimen was taken at our camp at 
the Light-house (1, 7). Emerton, ’02, p. 141. 

Geographic Range. Gaspe, Quebec; Mt. Washington, N. H.; Maine; 
Mass.; New York; Connecticut; Colorado; Rocky Mts. of Canada; 
Calif.; probably all over the United States and Northern Europe. 
Iemerton, 94, p. 409, and ’82, p. 63; Banks, ’95, p. 425. 

Tetragnatha extensa Linn. One specimen was taken on the window 
sill at the Light-house (I, 7). Emerton, ’02, 201, 203. 

Geographic Range. Labrador; Mass.; New York, Marx, ’90, p. 552; 
Anticosti Island, Quebec; Saskatchewan River; White Mts., N. H.; 
Adirondack Mts., N. Y.; Connecticut; Dist. Columbia; Alaska; Siberia; 
Lapland; Europe, Emerton, ’04, p. 406; Beaver Island, Mich., Pettit, 
01, p. 89; Calif., Collidge, Can. Ent. 39, p. 376. Marx. ’96a, p. 196. 

Epeira patagiata Clerck. Taken in the cassandra zone of a tamarack 
swamp (V,5). Emerton, ’02, p. 160. Comstock, 03, p. 38. 

Geographic Range. Lapland; Labrador; New Foundland; New Hamp- 
shire; New York; Pennsylvania; Maryland; District of Columbia; 
Virginia; Illinois; Montreal, Anticosti Island, Quebec; Lake of the 
Woods; Saskatchewan River; Colorado; British Columbia; Washing- 
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ton; Oregon; Sitka, Alaska; Europe. Emerton, ’04, p. 404, and ’84, 
p. 805; Slosson, 798, p. 248; Banks, ’95, pp. 417, 425. Marx. ’96a, p. 
194. It seems probable that the most southern localities of this species 
are confined to some restricted habitat. 

Thomisidae. 

Ebo latithoraw Keys. One specimen was taken on the beach near the 
Light-house (I, 1). Emerton, ’02, p. 38. 

Geographic Range. Mass.; New York, Emerton, ’92, p. 378; Virginia; 
District of Columbia; Maryland; Utah. Marx, ’90, p. 558. 

Clubionidae. 

Clubiona riparia Koch. One specimen was taken in the vicinity of 
Tobin Harbor (IV). 

Geographic Range. Maryland, Marx. ’90, p. 512; New Hampshire, 
Slosson, ’98, p. 247; Colorado, Banks, ’95, p. 422. Dist. Columbia,Marx. 
°96, p. 155. 

Agelenidae. 

Tegenaria derhami (Scop.). Found in the hardwood forest on the 
ridge east of the tamarack swamp (V, ’04) back of the Club House at 
Washington Harbor. Emerton, ’02, p. 96, and Marx, ’90, p. 516. 

Geographic Range. Labrador; Gaspe, Quebec; “A common house 
spider in North America and Europe,” Emerton, ’94, p. 411; New Hamp- 
shire, Slosson, 798, p. 247; Colorado, Banks, ’95, p. 422; Calif., Collidge, 
Can. Ent., 39, p. 375. Marx. ’96a, p. 190. Dist. Columbia, Marx. ’96, p. 
155. Indiana, Fox, ’93, p. 268. Probably introduced (Emerton). 

Coelotes sp. A specimen, too young for specific identification, was 
taken in a rock clearing (I, 2) near the Light-house. It spins a pocket 
just about large enough for its body beneath loose rocks. : 

Cicurina arcuata Keys. Where the soil was very thin on the jack 
pine ridge (I, 5) one specimen was taken under a stone and a female 
was found with a white disk-like cocoon containing a large number of 
young white spiders. A specimen belonging to this genus was found 
along the trail through the balsam forest in leaf mold at Siskowit Bay 
(V, 4), but it is too young for specific determination. It spins a small 
pocket-like web beneath flat stones. Frequents the dead leaves. of 
forests (Emerton). 

Geographic Range. Labrador; New Hampshire; Penn.; District of 
Columbia; Virginia; Lake Superior; Minnesota; Illinois; Colorado, 
Marx, ’90, p. 516; ’96a, p. 190, ’92 ,p. 155. 

Pisauridae. 

Dolomedes idoneus Montg. This large spider was taken at the log 
eabin of the Washington Club at Lake Desor (VIT, 704) (A. 189). 

Geographic Range. Lake Champlain; Conn. (Emerton); Penn.: 
Michigan. 
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Lycosidae. 

Lycosa frondicola Tamer. One specimen was taken about camp at 
the Light-house (I, 7). 

Geographic Range. Conn., Marx, ’90, p. 561; New Hampshire; 
Slosson, 798, p. 248; Penn., Stone, ’90, p. 426; Michigan; Dist. Columbia, 
Marx, ’96, p. 160. Indiana, Fox, ’93, p. 269. 

Lycosa pratensis Emer. On a gravelly beach near the Light-house (I, 
1) dragging an egg-case with it, in the rock clearing (I, 2) and on 
the dry Jack Pine Ridge (I, 5) were the situations in which this species 
was taken. Emerton, ’02, p. 69. 

Geographic Range. Anticosti, Quebec; White Mts., N. H.; Mass.; Conn.; 
Porcupine Mountains, Mich.; Lake of the Woods; Laggan, Alberta. 
Marx, ’90, p. 563 and Emerton, ’94, p. 422. ; 

Lycosa kochi Keys. This was an abundant species, found upon the 
beach near the Light-house (I, 1); in a rock clearing adjoining the 
beach (I, 2) (G, 71), and about the camp on Siskowit Bay (V, 3) where 
one had been captured by a wasp. One with an egg-case attached 
was buried under half an inch of soil on a rock ridge (I, 2). Emerton, 
02, p. 74. 

Geographic Range. Mass.; Conn.; Penn.; New Jersey; Dist. 
Columbia; Michigan. Emerton, ’85, p. 486; Stone, ’90, p. 426; Marx, 
96. p. 160. | 

Pardosa glacialis Thor. Found quite abundantly running about over 
the wet sphagnum on the north shore of Forbes Lake (II, 5); many 
were carrying cocoons. Others were secured among the open cassandra, 
tamarack and spruce zone about a pond (V, 11). Several other speci- 
mens were taken running about with cocoons in the Cladonia-Juniper 
procumbens and bearberry belt on a sloping rock beach (V, 2). Emer- 
ton, 02, p. 80. 

Geographic Range. Greenland; Labrador; White Mts., N. H.; Massa- 
chusetts (Emerton); Conn.; Laggan, Alberta; Emerton, 794, p. 
425; New Mexico, Psyche, 9, p. 123, Marx, 96a, p. 197. Found 
near Ann Arbor, Mich. in a tamarack swamp (Miss Jean Dawson), 
thus clearly indicating the boreal island character of such a habitat. 

Pardosa groenlandica Thor. This was apparently the most common 
species of spider collected. Many were found running about over the 
recky, gravelly or sandy beaches (I, 1) with cocoons (G. 16, 38, 39, 30, 
46). A specimen was also taken on the open heath beach on the south 
shore near Siskowit Bay (V, 2). Emerton, ’02, p. 79. 

Geographic Range. Greenland; Labrador; Anticosti Island, Quebec ; 
White Mts., above the tree limit among stones (Emerton), N. H.; Lake 
of the Woods; Laggan, Alberta; Idaho; Colorado; Washington; Oregon; 
Alaska. Emerton, ’94, pp. 400, 423; Banks, ’98, p. 16, ’95, p. 480; Marx, 
96a, p. 197. ‘ 

Pardosa sternalis Th.—Iluteola Em. All the specimens of this species 
were taken in open areas in a small Cladonia clearing near the beach 
on the north side of Conglomerate Bay (I, 2), and crawling about over 

the nests of the ant Formica fusca (V, 3); the heath beach near Sis- 
kowit Bay (V, 2) (A. 107) and in the open area about our camp on 
Siskowit Bay (V, 3) (G. 225). Most of the females carried cocoons. 
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Geographic Range. Colorado, Banks, ’95, p. 429. Mt. Washington, 
N. H. On mosses and lichens (Emerton). 

Pardosa lapidicina mer. This was also a beach spider (I, 1) (G. 
25, 88 (2)). The cocoons are very large in proportion to the size of 
the female and are flattened. Emerton, ’02, p. 78. Lives among stones 
(Emerton). 
Geographic Range. Gaspe, Quebec; Massachusetts; Connecticut ; 

Pennsylvania. Emerton, ’02, p. 79, states that this species “lives 
among stones in the hottest and dryest places from Connecticut to 
Labrador.” Marx, ’90, p. 565; Stone, ’90, p. 431. 

Pardosa tachypoda Thor. Found running over the bare rocks on the 
top of the jack pine ridge (I, 5), and carrying cocoons (A. 21). Emer- 
ton, ’02, p. 81. 

Geographic Range. VUabrador; Mt. Washington, N. H.; Adirondack 
Mts., N. Y.; Manitou, Colo. Emerton, ’85, p. 498, and ’94, p. 401. 

Salticidae—A ttidae. 

Phiddippus borealis Bks. One specimen of this jumping spider was 
found under loose stones on moist earth on the jack pine ridge (I, 5). 

Geographic Range. New Hampshire, Banks, ’95, p. 96, Slosson, ’98, 
p. 249; Maine; New York, Banks (in letter). 

Habitat Preferences. Reviewing the preceding list of mites and 
spiders the following habitat preferences appear to be indicated: 

I. Beach, rocky, bouldery or sandy. 
Lycosa pratensis (also dry openings). 
Lycosa kochi. 

Pardosa groenlandica. 
Pardosa sternalis (also dry openings). 
Pardosa lapidicina. 
Pardosa glacialis (also in sphagnum bogs). 

II. Dry openings, rock or shallow soil, heath-juniper—Cladonia plant 
society represented by I, 5; V, 2. 

Rhyncolophus simples. 
Lacinius ohioensis (in swamp also). 
Gnaphosa brumatlis. 
Drassus neglectus (in swamp also). 
Coeletes sp. 
Cicurina arcuata. 
Lycosa pratensis. 
Lycosa kochi (also beach). 

Pardosa sternalis (on beach also). 
Pardosa tachypoda. 
Pardosa glacialis. 
Phidippus borealis, 

III. Wet places—as sphagnum swamps. 
Epeira patagiata (cassandra zone). 
Pardosa glacialis (also dry openings). 
Drassus neglectus (also dry openings). 
Lucinus ohioensis (also dry openings). 

34 
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IV. Mesophytic forest—balsam-spruce or hardwoods. 
Amarobius bennetti. 
Tegenaria derhami. 

V. About Camps. 
Linyphia phrygiana. 
Dolomedes idoneus. 

From the above tabulation it is evident that, if the collections are 
representative, most of the spiders prefer the open places, the beach, 
rock openings or open parts of swamps, the most marked preference 
being for dry openings. It thus appears that as the forests encroach 
upon these areas the spider habitats become more restricted. The 
genus Pardosa seems quite characteristic of the open places. The 
general Arachnid successions are thus suggested in outline as follows: 
from beach types and rock openings to the forest; inland from the 
aquatic types and swamp forms to the forest. Particular attention is 
directed to the following habitats which deserve special attention for 
their bearing on succession; these are the birch-aspen border and 
clearing society, and glades or openings in the forest and the forested 
swamps. An examination of the literature clearly shows that the 
habitats of spiders have received but little attention. This is an ex- 
cellent field for study and one certain to give interesting and valuable 
results. 

Geographic Notes. The following nine species of Isle Royale spiders 
have been recorded from Labrador: Gnaphosa brumalis, Tetragnatha 
exztensa, Tegenaria derhami, Cicurina arcuata, Epeira patagiata, Par- 
dosa glacialis (also Greenland), Pardosa groenlandica (also Greenland), 
Pardosa tapidicina and Pardosa tachypoda. 

The following fourteen species have been reported from New Hamp- 
shire: Drassus ucglectus; Gnaphosa brumalis, Linyphta phrygiana, 
Tetragnatha extensa, Epeira patagiata, Clubiona riparia, Tegenaria der- 
hami, Dolomedes idoncus, Lycosa frondicola, Lycosa pratensis, Par- 
dosa glacialis, Pardosa groculandica, Pardosa tachypoda and Phidippus 
borealis. 

The following species are found in the mountains of Colorado: Gnap- 
hosa brumalis, Epeira patagiata and Pardosa groenlandica, (Banks, ’95). 
They also occur in New Hampshire, Labrador, and frequent open places. 
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INSECTA. 

Entomobryidac. 

Tomocerus niger Beurl. Specimens of this spring-tail (G. 140) were 
taken July 24, in the balsam-spruce forest (I, 3). 

This species has an extensive range; through Europe, Siberia, Alaska, 
California, Minnesota, Isle Royale, Michigan. cf. Folsom, 1902, Proc. 
Wash. Acad. Sciences, 1V, p. 97; Guthrie, 1903, The Collembola of 
Minnesota, p. 81. 

HEMIPTERA,. 

Corisidae. 

Corixa sp. Nymphs were taken in the rock pools on the beach (I, 1) 
(G. 73, 74, 75); in Summer Lake (IIT, 5), (G. 175); and in the pond 
in a tamarack-spruce swamps (V, 11) (126. A). 

Belostomatidae. 

Belostoma sp. Nymphs, but no adults, were secured at Sumner Lake 
(III, 5) (77 A.); and in the pond in the tamarack-spruce swamp (V, 
11) (126 A) on August 16. 

Saldidae. 

Salda ligata Sav. On August 10 these shore bugs were running about 
in numbers on the bare rock beach, just beyond the reach of the waves, 
on the south shore near the mouth of Siskowit Bay (V, 2) (106 A). 
“Common over eastern United States. These specimens are darker 
than most in my collection but seem to agree very perfectly with de- 
scriptions of Say and Uhler.” H. Osborn. 

Hydrobatidae. 

Gerris remigis Say. This member of the surface film fauna was found 
on July 14 on the bulrush zone and delta near the head of Rock Harbor 

(III, 3); in rock pools at Scovill Point on July 19 (33 A), where 
it was very abundant and represented by unwinged adults and nymphs; 
in rock pools on the south shore near Siskowit Bay (V, 2) on August 
9 and 14 by adults and’ nymphs (103 A, 117 A); and on Lake Desor (VIL. 
'04) on August 20 (139 A) by both young and adults. 

Gerris rufoscutellatus Latr. This species of water strider, in com- 
pany with G. remigis, was taken from rock pools at Scovill Point (IV, 
1) on Julv 19 (33 A). The specimens are winged. Also from the rock 
beach pools on the south shore (V, 2) on August 14 (117, A), and from 
a pond surrounded by a tamarack-spruce bog (V, 11) on August 16 
(126 A). 

Gerris marginatus Say.. This third species of strider was found only 
at Sumner Lake (III, 5) on July 28 (G. 175), and was represented by 
nymphs and adults. 
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Gerris sp? Nymphs were taken in a rock pool at Tobin Harbor 
(IV, 2) on July 19 (380 A), and on a small stream at the head of a 
bog (V, 5) near Siskowit Lake (95 A). 

Aradidae. 

_ Aradus abbas Berg. One specimen was taken on August 7 about 
camp on Siskowit Bay (V, 3). 

Lygaeidae. 

Lygus pratensis L. Taken about camp at the Light-house (I, 7) 
July 11. “One of the dark colored varieties. The species has a wide 
distribution in both Europe and North America.” H. Osborn. 

Pamera sp. Also taken about camp at the Light-house (I, 7) on July 

23. “Apparently an undescribed species.” H. Osborn. (136 A). 

Cicadidae. 

Tibicem rimosa Say. var. This cicada was abundant upon the hot 
jack pine ridge (I, 5) and among the birches at its base. Adult 
specimens and a nymph skin were taken on July 8 (G. 28), 10 (G. 44) 
and.17 (G. 108) ; at Neutson’s resort (IV, 5) on July 21 (44. A); in the 
rock clearings (I, 2) on July 13 (G. 68); on the rock ridges on the 
McCargoe trail (II, 3) on July 25 (G. 147); in the clearing about the 
Light-house (J, 7) on July &; and near the head of Rock Harbor (ITI, 6) 
on July 17 (G. 111). The species thus showed a decided preference for 
the open dry situations. Prof. H. Osborn writes concerning the speci- 
mens sent to him for determination: “These specimens agree closely with 
a variety of rimosa occurring at Ft. Bridger, Wyoming.” 

Concerning the habits of this species Osborn (°96, p. 196) states that 
in northwestern Iowa it occurs “on prairie land remote from timber, 
thus indicating a habit quite different from the other members of the 
genus.” The occurrence of this species in the more or less open place 
upon Isle Rovale is thus in harmony with its prairie habits and shows 
that these rock openings may contain not only forms of northern faunal 
affinities but also those from the western plains. The occurrence of 
these western species in open places in the northern forest region is 
analogous to the southern prairie species found in dry or sandy places 
in the south-eastern forests. 

Jassideac. 

Bathoscopus pruni Prov. This leaf hopper was taken from a rock pool 
upon a small island in Tobin Harbor (IV, 2) on July 19. 

Coccidae. 

Orthesia sp. This bark louse was taken July 19, at Scovill Point 

(TV, 1). “Undescribed se far as T can discover.” H. Osborn. 
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NEUROPTERA, 

Afyrmeleonidae. 

Myrmeleon immaculatus DeG. Ant-lion. An apparently full grown 
ant-lion was taken on one of the bare burned over ridges on the McCargoe 
Trail (II, 3), on July 25. None of the adult insects were seen and this 
was the only specimen and funnel observed. 

Geographic Range. Maine; Keene, N. H.; Isle Royale, Mich.; Illinois; 
Washington, D. C.; North Carolina; Texas; Colo.; Oregon; Calif. cf. 
Psyche, 9, p. 95. 

»ODONATA—DRAGONFLIES. 

The Dragonfly collection secured by the party is an interesting one in 
several respects as will be seen by reference to the geographic distribu- 
tion of the various species. Most of the specimens were collected by 
H. A. Gleason; the writer and other members of the. party also secured 
some. We are indebted to Mv. E. B. Williamson of Bluffton, Ind- 
iana, for the determination of the series. 

Agrionidae. 

Lestes unguiculatus Hag. <A single female, apparently of this species 
was found in the clearing at Neutson's resort (IV, 5) July 21. 

Geographic Range. Nova Scotia; Quebec; Maine; Mass.; Rhode Is- 
land; New York; Penn.; New Jersey; Ohio; Indiana; Tenn.; Illinois; 
Towa; Missouri; Wyoming; Montana; California; Corunna, Ann Arbor, 
Porcupine Mts., Mich. 

Nehalennia irene Hag. Two males of this species were found in or 
near a tamarack-spruce-sphagnum swamp (I, 6) on July 10. This.is a 
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swamp-land species which usually flies slowly among the low vegetation. 
Geographic Range. Ontario; Maine; New Hampshire; Mass.; New 

Jersey; Florida; New York; Penn.; Ohio; Indiana; Illinois; Towa; Wis- 
consin; South Dakota; Ann Arbor (Kavanaugh Lake, VII, 38, 703), 
Porcupine Mts., Mich. ; 
.Bnallagma exsulans Hag. One male was taken flving over the water 

near the boat landing at Lake Desor (VII, 704) on August 20. 
Geographic Range. Ontario; Maine; New York; Penn.; Maryland; 

District of Columbia; Virginia; Ohio; Indiana; Illinois; Missouri; 
Texas; Corunna, Huron River, near Portage Lake, Aug. 31, 03, Wash- 
tenaw Co., Kavanaugh Lake, July 10, ’03, Chelsea, Mich. 

Enallagma hageni Walsh. This species was quite abundant about the 
sedge margin of Sumner Lake (III, 5) where eight males were taken 
between July 24 and 29. Three other males were taken on August 16 
in the cassandra and sedge zone about a pond near Siskowit Bay (V, 11). 

Geographic Range. Newfoundland; Quebec; Ontario; Maine; New 
Hampshire; Mass.; New York; Delaware; Maryland; Ohio; Indiana; 
Illinois; Iowa; Missouri; Wisconsin; South Dakota; (July 10, 03, Kav- 
anaugh Lake) Chelsea, Porcupine Mts., Mich. 

Gomphidae. 

Ophiogomphus colubrinus Selys. One female was taken, August 7, 
flying low, at the outlet of Siskowit Lake (V, 9). This stream falls rap- 
idly providing a rapid water habitat which furnishes favorable condi- 
tions for most Gomphids. The streams on the island are small and flow 
through much swamp land so that there is but a slight development of 
the rapid water habitat. 

Geographic Range. Hudson Bay; Quebec; Maine; New Hampshire. 

Aeschnidac. 

Anax junius Drury. Nymphs only were taken. Cf. Needham report, 
Geographic Range. Central America northward to Newfoundland and 

Alaska; Bermudas; West Indies; Hawaiian Islands; Tahati; China; 
Kamtschatka. This is a very extensive range, quite exceptional among 
Dragonflies, and perhaps only surpassed by the cosmopolitan Pantala 
flavescens. 

Aeschna sitchensis Hag. One female was taken along the road through 
the hardwoods on the Desor trail (III, 04) on August 21. (Psyche, 
1890, p. 353). 

Geographic Range. Sitka, Alaska; Saskatchewan; Newfoundland; 
(Williamson, ’06, p. 185); Pequaming, Michigan, Calvert, Ent. News. 
15, p. 288. 

Aeschna species? The remaining Aeschnids cannot be satisfactorily 
determined at present. A male was taken in the sedge and cassandra 
zone bordering a pond (V, 11) on August 16. A male, which had been 
patrolling a small stream flowing from a tamarack swamp (V, 5), was 
taken on August 8. <A teneral female was taken July 13 on a rock ridge 
(I, 2) and in the clearing about the camp on Siskowit Bay (V, 3) (231) ; 
one male was taken ,August 15, and a female on August 12. Eight males 

were taken at Sumner Lake (III, 5) between July 26 and 29. A female 

was taken in a rock clearing near the light-house (I, 2) on July 18 (69). 
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Yhree nymphs skins were found at the margin of the sedge zone of 
Sumner Lake (III, 5). Compare Walker, ’08, who has examined the 
Iste Royale specimens. 

Cordulidae. 

Tetragoneuria spinigera Selys. One specimen was captured in a low 
rock opening at the shore, near the head of Rock Harbor (near ITI, 2) 
on July 14; and a female was taken. floating upon the water in the 
west cove at the head of the Harbor (III, 6). The third specimen, a 
female, vais secured from a rock ridge near the head of the Harbor 
near III, 2, July 21. (482.) 

Geographic Range. Maine; New Hampshire; Mass.; Georgia; Detroit, 
Mich.; Vancouver Island. 

Cordulia shurtleffi Scudd—=aenca L. Three specimens, two males and 
one female, were taken at the edge of the water in the sedge zone on 
he north side of Sumner Lake (III, 5) on July 29. (184, 78A.) 
Geographic Range. Nova Scotia; Newfoundland; Ontario; Maine; 

New Hampshire; Penn.; Saskatchewan; Fort Resolution; Mackenzie; 
British Columbia; Alaska; Northern Asia; Europe; Algeria. 

Somatochlora clougata minor Calvert. Only one male of this interest- 
ing species was found, it was flying about. the mouth of a small 
stream at the head of Rock Harbor (IIJ, 3) (165) on July 26. Cf. 
Calvert, Ent. News 1898, 9, p. 87. 

Geographic Range. Quebec; Maine; New Hampshire; Michigan; 
Wyoming. 

Libellulidae. 

Celithemis eponina Hagen. Nymphs only taken. Cf. Needham report. 
Geographic Range. United States east of the Rocky Mountains and 

southern Canada (Ontario). 
Leucorhinia hudsonica Selys. Three females were taken in the sedge 

zone of a tamarack swamp (V, 5) on August 8 (96A). Sympetrum 
eblrusum occurred abundantly in the same locality. 

Geographic Range. Quebec; Nova Scotia; New Brunswick; New- 
foundland; Maine; New Hampshire; Mass.; Lake Winnipeg; Sask- 
atchewan River; Fort Resolution, Mackenzie; Alberta; British Colum- 
bia; Alaska. 

Leucorhinia provima Calvert. About the margins of Sumner Lake 
(III, 5) these dragonflies were very abundant on July 18, 24, and 
29, and 19 males and 5 females were taken in the sedge zone. About the 
lake this zone was quite extensive, as shown by ‘the photographs. Most 
of our collecting of insects was done at the northeast end w here, with 
the aid of boots, an excellent swamp collecting ground was found. The 
ground was very wet, and spongy, and treacherous in places, on account 
of these soft spots. This species also occurred abundantly about the 
margins of a similar pond near Siskowit Bay (VY, 11), where it was 
associated with Mnuallagia hayeni, Aeschna and Sympetrim rubieun- 
dultan obtrusum. There is an interesting correlation between the geo- 
graphic range of this genus and of its close ally Sympctrum (both are 
primarily boreal, throughout both hemispheres) and the geographic de- 
yelopinent of those habitat conditions which they prefer. 
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Geographic Range. Nova Scotia; Ontario; Maine; New Hampshire; 
Mass.; Quebec; Vancouver Island; Kalso, British Columbia; Washing- 
ton. 

Lucorhinia intacta Hagen. Nymphs only taken. Cf. Needham report. 
Geographic Range. Nova Scotia; Maine; New Hampshire; Massa- 

chusetts; New York; New Jersey; Penn.; Ohio; Michigan; Ontario; 
Indiana; Illinois; Wisconsin; Iowa; South Dakota; Nevada; Washing- 
ton. 
Sympetrum rubicundulum obtrusum (Hag.). In the open area about 

the camp on Siskowit Bay (V, 3) this species was very abundant. Eight 
males and eight females were collected on August 11 and 12. A male 
was also taken near the head of Siskowit Bay (VIII, ’04) on August 
13; and 3 males and 1 female were taken in the sedge zone of a tamarack 
swamp (V, 5) on August 8. The number of specimens taken is not a 
fair index of the abundance of this species as an effort was made only 
to secure representative forms. The open areas where the heath and 
juniper-cladonia plant society were the representative types of vegeta- 
tion, seemed to afford feeding grounds for this species and they were 
very abundant in such places. It is in just such situations that the 
small forms of insect life are most abundantly seen on the wing. 

Geographic Range. Nova Scotia; Ontario; Maine; New Hampshire ; 
Mass.; Penn.; New Jersey; North Carolina; New York; Ohio; Indiana; 
Illinois; Wisconsin; Colorado; British Columbia; Washington; Corunna, 
Ann Arbor, Porcupine Mts., Isle Royale, Mich. 

Libellula quadrimaculata L. A single male specimen represents this 
species. It was collected about the Light-house clearing (I, 7) on July 
25. (153). 

Geographic Range. Newfoundland; Nova Scotia; Ontario; Maine; 
New Hampshire; Mass.; New York; Quebec; New Jersey ; Penn. ; ; Ohio; 
Indiana; Illinois; Wisconsin ; Wyoming; Montana; Idaho; Utah; ” Wash- 
ington; British Columbia ; Alaska; Northern and Central Asia; Northern 
Europe; Asia Minor; Corunna, Isle Royale, Mich. 

Geographic Notes. Attention is called to the geographic range of the 
following species: 

1. Ophiogomphus colubrinus. Hudson Bay; Quebec; Maine and New 
Hampshire. 

2 Aeschna sitchensis. Sitka, Alaska; Saskatchewan; Michigan; 
Newfoundland. 

3. Somat. e. minor. Maine; Quebec; New Hampshire; Wyoming. 
4. Cordulia schurtleffi (= -aened L.) Newfoundland; Nova Scotia; 

New Hampshire; Mackenzie ; British Columbia and Alaska; Northern 
Asia; Europe; Algeria. 

5. Tetra. spinigera. Maine; Georgia; Mich.; Vancouver Island. . 
6. Leucor. hudsonica. Newfoundland; Nova Scotia; west to Winni- 

peg, the Mackenzie basin and British Columbia. 
7. Libel. quadrimaculata. Newfoundland and Alaska; New Jer- 

sey; northwestward to Wyoming ; Washington; British Columbia; 
Northern Europe; Asia. 

From the above it is seen that seven of the Isle Royale dragonflies are 
decidedly representative of the region from Labrador to Alaska (and 

35 
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more especially of the eastern part of this area), largely north of the 
U. S. boundary. There is also a marked transcontinental tendency. As 
these forms do not now occur abundantly even in the mountain regions 
of the west, it is likely that many have spread northwest in post- 
Glacial times with the Northeastern Biota, rather than from the regions 
south of the western glaciated area with its relatively arid climate. 

Of these seven species the following four: Cordulia aenea (C. schurt- 
leffi), Leucorhinia hudsonica and Libellula quadrimaculata, are Asiatic 
(Northern) and European—thus circumpolar. As to the geographic 
origin of these forms very little can be said, as the taxonomic relations of 
the Odonata, from a geographic and ecologic standpoint, has never been 
attempted. Attention, however, should be called to the fact that so far 
as known, these are all forms that frequent quiet waters. 

There is an interesting correlation between the geographic range of 
the genera Leucorhinia and Sympetrum and the geographic development 
of the habitat conditions which they frequent. Both are circumpolar 
in the subarctic region. This same area (especially in America) also 
furnishes the greatest almost continuous tract of lake, pond and swamp 
conditions found upon the earth. In North America at least, the base 
ieveling of the region, its imperfect drainage due to glaciation, and its 
cool climate are the important or dominant factors in. the production 
of this extensive area of favorable habitats for these genera. It is very 
probable that many animals, dependent upon such conditions, will show 
a similar correlation. 

. The powerful flight of the larger species suggests that the present 
distribution of the above listed circumpolar species may have takeu 
place under conditions similar to those which exist today. Thus 
the habitat preferences and the present geographic distribution of the 
species all suggest a faunal interchange via Alaska-and Siberia. Such 
a change might have occurred during Glacial, inter-Glacial or post-Gla- 
cial times, but at present we have no criteria or evidence by which to 
determine such relations. 

The migratory habits of certain species of dragonflies also has a 
direct bearing upon the extensive range of certain species. One Isle 
Royale species, Libeliula quadrimaculata, has long been known to mi- 
grate (cf. Dragon Flies and Mosquitoes, 1890, p. 161). 
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LEPIDOPTERA. 

Check List. 

1. Carneades. bostoniensis Grt. 
2. Hemaris definis Bdv. 
3. Hemaris thysbe Fabr. 
4. Papilio glaucus turnus L. 
5. Colias philodice Godt. 
6. Argynnis cypris Edw. 
7. Argynnis atlantis Edw. 
8. Brenthis myrina Cramer. 
9. Brenthis bellona Fabr. 
10. Phyciodes tharos Dru. 
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11. Eugonia j-albwn Bd.—Lec. 
12. Huvanessa antiopa L. 
18. Aglais milberti Godt. 
14. Vanessa atalanta UL. 
15. Vanessa hunteri Fabr. 
16. Vanessa cardui L. 
17. Basilarchia arthemis Dru. 
18. Anosia plexippus L. 
19. Epidemia dorcus Kby. 
20. Epidemia epixanthe Bd.—Lec. 
21. Cupido saepiolus Bd. 
22. Amblyscirtes vialis Edw. 

Noctuidae. 

Carneades bostonicnsis Grt. A moth of this-species was taken about 
camp on Siskowit Bay (V,3) on August 9 (G. 222). 

Geographic Range. “Middle, Eastern and Northern States”. Massa- 
chusetts; New York; Michigan; Canada. 

Sphingidae. 

Hemaris definis Bdy. One specimen taken in the clearing about the 
camp (I, 7) on July 8 (G. 36). 

Geographic Range. “Canada, Hudson Bay Territory, Maine to Georgia, 
westward to Missouri, Iowa” (Smith). Michigan. 
Hemaris thysbe Fabr. One specimen in the open about the camp on 

Siskowit Bay (V, 3) on August 3 (G. 195). Food plant Viburnum. 
Geographic Range. “Labrador, Canada; southward to Florida; west- 

ward to the Mississippi” (Smith) ; Michigan. 

Papilionidae. 

Papilio glaucus turnus J.. Turnus Butterfly. Nine specimens were 
taken along the beaches (I, 1) on July 9, one in the clearing about 
the Light-house (I, 7) on Julv 8, and another on July 14, in a rock 
clearing near the head of Rock Harbor (near III, 3). The Isle Royale 
specimens of this species, when compared with specimens from Ann 
Arbor, are much dwarfed; the right fore wing of three specimens meas- 
uring 41, 42 and 47 mm. respectively. Most of the specimens secured 
were old worn males. This species is known to become dwarfed both in 
the far north (Alaska) and upon mountains (White Mountains, N. H.). 
A number of animals show this dwarfing tendency to the northward 
when they are of southern origin. Scudder, ’99, p. 158. 

Geographic Range. Newfoundland into Florida; U. S. generally; 
California into Alaska except in southern British Columbia. This is a 
species of southern origin; its relatives are South American. 

Pieridac. 

Colias philodice Godt. Clouded Sulphur Butterfly. ‘This species was 
not taken in 1905 but is recorded by Ruthven (’06, p. 103) from the south 
end of the island. , 
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Geographic Range. Anticosti, Quebec; Ontario; Newfoundland; 
Maine; New Hampshire; Mass.; New York; Penn.; West Virginia; New 
Jersey; Florida; Ohio; Illinois; Indiana; Kansas; Nebraska; Texas; 
Dakota; Iowa; Colorado. Scudder, ’99, p. 24. 

Nymphalidae. 

Argynnis cypris Edw. One specimen was taken on the burned over 
ridges (II, 3) on July 25 (G. 147); another August 14 on Solidago, in 
an open area near the beach (V, 2), (A. 115). Determined by Dr. J. 
Fletcher and Dr. Wm. Barnes. 

Geographic Range. A western Rocky Mountain species. 
Argynnis atlantis Edw. Atlantis Butterfly. One specimen was taken 

on the rock ridge near the head of Rock Harbor (III) on July 21 (G. 
132); two in the clearing at Neutson’s resort (V, 5) on July 21 (G. 
121); one from the burned over rock ridges on the McCargoe trail (III, 
3) on July 25 (G. 146, 147) ; and five from the clearing about the camp on 
Siskowit Bay (V, 8) on August 4, 9, 10 and 16. 

Scudder says: “The favorite resorts of this butterfly are grassy fields 
skirting the mountain streams, and it differs slightly from other species 
of the genus, preferring sunny woodland nooks to open country.” Scud- 
der, ’99, p. 213. 

Geographic Range. Labrador; Newfoundland; Nova Scotia; Rupert 
House, Quebec; Ontario; White Mts., N. H.; Catskill and Adirondack 
Mis., N. Y.; Indiana; Michigan; Iowa; Wisconsin; Lake Winnipeg; 
Colorado; Mackenzie and Hudson Bay. 

Brenthis myrina Cram. Myrina Butterfly. One specimen was taken 
at Sumner Lake (III, 5) on July 18 (G. 120); a second one upon a 

. Solidago flower near a small stream flowing from the tamarack swamps. 
(V, 5) on August 8 (G. 97). Scudder remarks that this species “fre- 
quents low, moist meadows and roadsides in their vicinity.” Scudder, 
99, p. 317. 

Geographic Range. Nova Scotia and New England; south on the 
Mountains to Maryland, Virginia and North Carolina; Indiana; north- 
ern Illinois; Wisconsin; Iowa; Colorado; Utah; Montana; Alberta; 
British Columbia; Sitka, Alaska; Saskatchewan; Nipigon, Ontario; 
Hudson Bay. Has a near relative in Asia, B. amphisaphe. 

Brenthis bellona Fabr. Bellona Butterfly. One specimen, no data, 
Scudder, 799, p, 311. 

Geographic Range. Quebec; New England; Ontario; Penn.; New 
Jersey; Virginia; northern Ohio; Indiana; Alberta; Colorado; Great 
Slave Lake; Lake Winnipeg and Hudson Bay. 

Phyciodes tharos Dru. Tharos Butterfly. One specimen was taken 
on the beach (I, 1) on July 10 (G. 209). Scudder, 799, p. 121. 

Geographic Range. Southern Labrador into Florida; west to 
Texas, Mexico and the Sierra Nevada; British Columbia; Alberta; Sas- 
katchewan; Mackenzie River and Hudson Bay. 

Eugonia J-album Bd.—Lec. White J. Butterfly. Two specimens 
were taken August 23 and 24 in the clearing at Washington Harbor 
(I, 704) and at the Siskowit Camp (V, 3) on August 16. Scudder, ’99, 
p. 7. This butterfly, according to Scudder, frequents “high open weod- 
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land, and on hilly roadsides in the vicinity of woods.” Perhaps mi- 
grates. The butterfly hibernates. cf. Scudder, ’97, pp. 139-144. 

Geographic Range. No. Labrador; Nova Scotia; Ontario; mountains 
of Penn.; Indiana; Wisconsin; British Columbia; Alaska. Closely 
related to the European EZ. van-album. Probably of Asiatic origin. 

Euvanessa antiopa L. Antiopa Butterfly. Not secured in 1905 but 
recorded by Ruthven (’06, p. 103) from the south end of the island. This 
is a wide ranging species from Gautamala and Mexico northward over 
most of the United States and southern Canada; Alberta; British Co- 
lumbia; Alaska; northern Asia and Europe. Scudder, ’99, p. 1. This 
species is probably of Asiatic origin. The butterfly hibernates. 

Aglais milberti Godt. Milbert’s Butterfly. One specimen was taken 
in the clearing at the Light-house on Rock Harbor (I, 7), (G. 36). 
Scudder, ’99, p. 330. Butterfly hibernates. 

Geographic Range. Labrador; Newfoundland; New Brunswick; On- 
tario; Nova Scotia; New Hampshire; New York; northern Ohio; In- 
diana; Montana; Colorado; Arizona and New Mexico, on the moun- 
tains; Alberta; British Columbia south to central California; Great 
Slave Lake; Mackenzie; Lake Athabasca; Hudson Bay. A distinctly 
northern and mountain species. 

Vanessa atalanta L. Red Admiral. Two specimens were taken in 
the light-house clearing (I, 7), (G. 45). This butterfly hibernates. 
Scudder, ’99, p. 79. 

Geographic Range. Southern Labrador; Newfoundland; Hudson 
Bay; Alberta; British Columbia; of general distribution over 
United States and extending southward on the mountains into Guata- 
mala; Europe; Northern Asia and Africa. The extensive southward 
distribution on the mountains is worthy of note. This species probably 
originated in Asia. ; : 

Vanessa hunteri Fabr. Hunter’s Butterfly. A much worn specimen 
was taken July 19, on the beach (I, 1), (G. 29), and on July 21 in the 
clearing at Neutson’s resort (IV, 5), (G. 121). Scudder, °99, p., 114. 
Butterfly hibernates. Larva feeds on the Pearly Everlasting, Anophalis 
margaritacea B. & TI. (Dr. J. Fletcher), but the plant was not found 
upon Isle Royale. 

Geographic Range. Nova Scotia; Quebec; Ontario; Minn.; British 
Columbia; United States generally; Mexico; Central America, and along 
the Andes perhaps even to Patagonia; Antilles; Canary Isles. This 
species, like the preceding, has an extensive southern distribution along 
the mountains. Of North American origin. 

Vanessa cardui lL. Thistle Butterfly. Four specimens were taken 
July 21, in the clearing about Neutson’s resort (IV, 5), (G. 121); two 
more upon the beach (I, 1) on July 10; a wing was found among the 
drift on the beach (I, 1); several from the clearing at the Light-house 
(I, 7) on July 7, 10 and 22 (G. 26, 45, 104, 133); one in the clearing 
about the camp on Siskowit Bay (V, 3) on August 7 (G. 212) and 
in the cassandra and sedge zone about a pond on Siskowit Bay (V, 
11) on August 16. Scudder, ’99, p. 106. This butterfly hibernates. 
This species, with Argynnis atlantis and Basilachia arthemis, were the 
most abundant butterflies upon the island. © 

Geographic Range.—This butterfly has the most extensive range of 
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any known species. “With the exception of the Arctic regions and South 
America, it is distributed over the entire extent of every continent.” 
(Scudder). This species is very abundant in Southern Europe; con- 
tinually invades northern Europe but cannot establish itself. It swarms 
in immense numbers both in Europe and in America (Calif.). Fletcher, 
02, p. 56; Farnham, ’95, p. 150; Scudder, ’76. This species is probably 
of North American origin. Its inability to withstand, even in the adult 
stage, the winters of northern Europe and northern North America, and 
its powers of: flight suggests that this species, which is probably of 
southeastern North American origin, reached the old world not only 
by way of the north but also across the Atlantic Ocean. Specimens 
have been taken at sea 200 miles from the Cape Verde Islands in the 
Atlantic. 

Basilarchia arthemis Dru. Arthemis Butterfly. This. butterfly was 
very abundant along the beaches, where they were frequently taken on 
Conglomerate Bay (near I, 5) and where two specimens were taken 
on July 10; five other specimens were taken along the beaches on July 
19 (G. 29) and one on July 11 and 17 respectively (G. 47, 107); also 
one specimen in the Light-house clearing (I, 7) on July 8, 10, 24, 26, 
and two on July 17. A single specimen was taken along the path at 
the outlet of Siskowit Lake (V, 9) on August 7 (G. 215). This was a 
burned over area and was relatively open and especially so on the rock 
exposures. Three specimens were taken in the clearing about the camp 
on Siskowit Bay (V, 3) on August 9 (G. 222). It was also abundant 
in rock clearings near the head of Rock Harbor (near III, 3) on July 
14 (G. 97). 

This purple black butterfly with its oblique white band is a con- 
spicuous form along the beach, on the rock openings, and in the clear- 
ings and burnings. Scudder, ’99, -p. 225. 

Geographic Range. Newfoundland; Nova Scotia; Quebec; Ontario; 
northern New England; New Hampshire; northern and western Mass.; 
Catskill and Adirondack Mts., N. Y.; mountains of Penn.; southern 
Mich.; southern Wisconsin; northern Indiana; Minnesota; Alberta; 
British Columbia; Fort Simpson, Mackenzie. Of North American origin. 
cf. Field, ’04, p. 1. 

Anosia plexippus L. Milkweed Butterfly. Two dead specimens and 
‘one yet alive were found upon the beach at the head of a small cove 
south of the Light-house (I, 1) on July 6 (G. 19). On the following 
dav abcut a half dozen dead specimens were also found under 
similar conditions. This drift must have been cast up several days 
previously, as was indicated by its stage of decay. A single bright 
colored fresh looking specimen was taken near the head of Siskowit 
Bay (VIII, ’04) on August 13, and is in striking contrast to the faded 
‘specimens preserved from the shore drift. Scudder, ’99, p. 95. 

The food plant of the caterpillar is milkweed, one species of which, 
Asclepias incarnata L., was found along Washington River (II, 704). 

This species is not, in all probability, a permanent resident of the 

island, as it cannot endure the winters of eastern Canada. Scudder 
(93, p. 52) has expressed the opinion that this species cannot survive 
the winter north of the Gulf States and that those individuals found 
further north reach there each year as migrants from the south, or the 
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immediate descendants of such migrants. It is well known that these 
butterflies congregate in vast flocks in the fall and migrate, some think 

to the south (like birds), others that they wander about aimlessly until 
killed by the approaching winter (Tutt, 02, p. 127). This wandering 
tendency, however, would tend to scatter them as they died off slowly 
by exhaustion. While it seems incredible to think of a southerly 
migratory instinct, yet the meteorological conditions developing in the 
far north might give a southerly direction to the wandering move- 
ments. ‘ 

The occurrence of specimens in the shore drift is of interest in 
connection with the wandering habit of this butterfly. Specimens have 
been picked up on the beaches of Lake Michigan (Needham, ’00, p. 6) ; 
Lake Erie (Moffat, ’01, p. 48); and Lake Ontario (Bowles, Can. Ent. 
Vol. 12, p. 134; and they have been observed flying over Lake Erie. 
Such facts as above cited suggest that this member of the Isle Royale 
fauna is restocked each year by migrants, which are probably more 
likely to come from the southern rather than the northern shore of 
Lake Superior. If Scudder’s opinion is correct, an annual extension 
of range from the Gulf States to Isle Royale—over 1,200 miles—certain- 
ly shows remarkable powers of dispersal. 

Geographic Range.—This species has a very extensive range in this 
hemisphere from northern Patagonia in South America, northward 
through the tropics, West Indies, over most of the United States and 
southern Canada to British Columbia, Hudson Bay and Lake Athabaska. 
Through man’s influence this species has become almost world-wide in 
its range. It has been recorded from the south Pacific 500 miles from 
land (Tutt, ’01, p. 40). Originally it was of American origin. 

Lycaenidae, 

Epidemia dorcas Kby. A single specimen of this was taken on August 
16 in the Cassandra and sedge zone of an open bog (V, 11), (A. 136). 
Determined by Dr. James Fletcher. 

Geographic Range.—Michigan (Isle Royale) ; Nipigon, Ontario; Mani- 
toba; Saskatchewan; Athabasca; Alaska. 
Epidemia epixanthe Bd.—Lec. Exipanthe Butterfly. Four specimens 

were taken on the sedge zone on the north shore of Sumner Lake (III, 
5) on July 29. 

This is a swamp species about which Fiske (’01, p. 50) writes: “Tt 
confines itself closely in its journeyings to the swamp or bog in which 
its early stages are passed, and rarely indeed ventures upon higher 
ground. It loves best of all an open, mossy morass, such as are found 
scattered throughout New England, usually surrounding some small 
pond caught in a hollow between the hills, and formed by the moss and 
subaquatic plants which, constantly encroaching upon the water, are 
bound in time to cover it over.” 

Geographic Range. Newfoundland; Quebec; Ontario; Maine; New 
Hampshire; northern Indiana; Iowa; Kansas and Nebraska. 

Cupido saepiolus Bd. Greenish Blue Butterfly. In all seven speci-’ 
mens of this interesting western species were taken; one about the 
camp at the Light-house (I, 7) on July 7, (G. 26); a second in the 
clearing on Benson Brook (II, 1) on July 25 (G. 148) and five speci- 
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mens in the clearing about Neutson’s Resort (IV, 5) on July 21 (G. 
121). 

Geographic Range.—Michigan (Isle Royale only) ; Great Slave Lake; 
Mackenzie Basin; British Columbia; Montana; Colorado; Nevada; Cali- 
fornia. Cf. Elrod, 06, p. 186; Carey, 706, p. 451. Isle "Royale is also 
the most eastern record for this species. 

Hespcridae. 

Amblyscirtes vialis Edw. Vialis Skipper. Three specimens of this 
skipper were taken on July 11 (G. 49), 22 (G. 183), and 28 (G. 179) 
in the clearing about the Light-house (I, 7). 

Geographic Range. Quebec; Maine; New Hampshire to Florida and 
westward to Texas; Nevada; Alberta; Manitoba (Fletcher), and 
British Columbia. 

Geographic Notes. After the preceeding geographic records had been 
secured, the following notes on the distribution of butterflies in Can- 
ada were received from Dr. James Fletcher, of Ottawa, Canada. His 
letter contains so many interesting features that I have thought it de- 
sirable, with Dr. Fletcher’s consent, to publish it in full, supplementary 
to the data already given, rather than to scatter the records. 

“In just running through your letter I see that I can answer it with- 
out turning up any records. The geographical range in Canada of the 
following butterflies is as follows: Papilio glaucus turnus—from” the 
Atlantic to the prairie region, common; across the prairies into British 
Columbia, rather scarce, and not to my knowledge crossing the interior 
elevated plateau which is a semi-arid region. North of this in the moun- 
tains it reaches right to the Pacific Coast. South of the north part of 
Vancouver Island its place is taken by Pap. eurymedon and P. rutulus 
arizonensis as named by Mr. W. H. Edwards. 

“Colias philodice—very abundant from the Atlantic to the Lake 
Superior region, where its place is taken by C. ewrytheme, of which one 
form, the variety eriphyie resembles philodice very closely and although 
it is claimed that it is a form of eurytheme it resembles philodice so 
closely that it cannot always be separated unless the locality is known. 

“Argynnis atlantis—this occurs in what we consider the typical form 
‘from the Atlantic coast to the Great Lakes. West of that the black 
markings are rather lighter and the color is brighter. In the Rocky 
Mountains I believe what we have been calling electa is merely a form 
of atlantis. That at any rate extends to the main chain of the 
Rockies, but I have never seen it further west than the Arrow Lakes. 

“Brenthis myrina and bellona—from Atlantic Coast to the interior 
plateau of British Columbia. 

“P, tharos—from the Atlantic Coast to British Columbia, running 
north to the coast, probably with the main chain of the Rockies. In 
‘Vancouver Island and the Fraser River Valley its place is taken by P. 
pratensis and the same areas are inhabited by Brenthis epithore in 
place of bellona. Pratensis however extends west into Manitoba. 

“Hugonia j-album, E. antiopa, A. milberti, V. atalanta and V. cardui 
occur over the whole of our country from Atlantic to Pacific and from 
the southern border to the arctic regions. 

36 
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“VY, hunteri also occurs right to the coast but is very much rarer 
west of the Great Lakes than the other species mentioned. I have it 
from Nova Scotia and also took it on Vancouver Island. 

“Basilarchia arthemis extends from the Atlantic coast to the Kootenai 
Lakes, when its place is taken by B. lorquinii. Anosia plexippusa mi- 
grant and may turn up at any place where Asclepias grows, but is 
much rarer in British Columbia. 

“Epidemia epixanthe.—This is the only species I have some doubts 
about. There is no doubt that some of the records of epivanthe should 
be of the rare and little understood species doreas which occurs in the 
Lake Superior region and into Manitoba. It is easily distinguished 
from epicanthe by its slightly larger size and the brilliant orange wash 
on the under surface. Epixanthe I have only actually taken myself in 
Ontario. Dorcas I have from Nepigon on Lake Superior the Bruce 
peninsula and from Manitoba. West of that the form, for it is hardly 
a variety, florus which is really only a dimorphic form of helloides 
occurs, and has I think, sometimes been recorded as epixanthe. The 
reference of florus to dorcus instead of helloides as a variety, which 
was done by Dr. Dyar, has in my opinion no reason in it at all. 

“Amblyscirtes vialis—This is nowhere very common but extends from 
Atlantic to the Pacific coast. I have specimens from Halifax, Nova 
Scotia and have taken it in Vancouver Island. It is more abundant 
perhaps in the Lake Superior region than any other where I have col- 
lected.” 

The butterfly fauna of Isle Royale may well be compared to that of 
the White Mountains of New Hampshire on account of the large number 
of species common to both localities (cf. Scudder, ’97, pp. 71-87). Much 
the same resemblance holds for northern New England in general. So 
far as United States is concerned Isle Royale is the western outlier 
of the distinctly northeastern or Canadian biotic type. -Perhaps the 
Black Hills will show similar affinities, but farther west a marked 
Rocky Mountain influence becomes apparent. It is of interest to note 
that six of the eighteen species hibernate as butterflies and another 
spreads each season into the region. This number includes the species 
which are of the most northern range and one (V. cardui) which is 
cosmopolitan. Four of the species, H. j-album, P. cardui, B. arthemis 
and A. plexippus are known to flock, or migrate. There can be but 
little doubt but that these characteristics are important factors in an 
understanding of their geographic range, and are probably adaptations 
which permit these species to maintain themselves in the region. Such 
adaptations may have originated in response to the environment or the 
possession of them have allowed the species to enter the region already 
adapted to it. 
When the above listed species are grouped geographically they fall 

into the following classes: 
1. Of general geographic range from Labrador, Newfoundland, north- 

ern New England, southward on the Adirondacks, Catskills and Ap- 
palachians, westward through northern Ohio, Indiana, Wisconsin to 
Alberta, and southward on the Rocky Mountains, British Columbia to 
Alaska. 
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Argynnis atlantis. 
Brenthis myrina. 
Brenthis bellona. 

Eugonia j-album. 
Vanessa milberti. 

Basilarchia arthemis, 
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" These forms may well be called members of the Canadian biota for they 
‘only extend a short distance southward on the lowlands of the United 
States, but reach much farther south at higher altitudes. 

2. Much the same northern limit as group 1, but reaching much 
farther south of the’ above southern lowland limit. 

= 

Papilio glaucus turnus. 
Colias philodice. 
Phyciodes tharos. 
Euvanessa antiopa (Asiatic). 
Vanessa atalanta (Asiatic). 
Vanessa hunteri. 
Vanessa cardui (cosmopolitan). 

Epidemia epixanthe, 
Amblyscirtes vialis. PODASP OP wh 

Anosia plexippus (Nearly cosmopolitan). 

3. Species of distinctly Rocky Mountain or Rocky Mountain and 
Pacific coast distribution, and reaching their eastern limit in the Lake 
Superior region. 

4, Of very extensive geographic range, Asiatic or Cosmopolitan. 

1. Epidemia dorcas. 
2. Cupido saepiolus. 
3. Argynnis cypris. 

1. Pyrameis cardui. 
2. Anosia plexippus, 
3. Vanessa atalanta. 
4. Huvanessa antiopa. 

‘Probable geographic origin: 
Papilio glaucus turnus, S. American. 
Colias philodice, American. 
Argynnis atlanta, Asiatic. 
Brenthis myrina, Asiatic. 
Brenthis bellona, Asiatic. 
Phyciodes tharos, American. 
Eugonia j-album, Asiatic. 
Euvanessa antiopa, Asiatic. 
Vanessa milberti, American. 
Vanessa atalanta, Asiatic. 
Vanessa hunteri, American. 
Vanessa cardui, Amercian. 
Basilarchia arthemis, American. 
Anosia plexippus, So. American. 
Cupido saepiolus, West No. Amer. 
Epidemia evixanthe, Eastern U. 8. 
Epidemia dorcas, W. No. Amer. 
Amblyscirtes vialis, No. Amer. 
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In discussing the geographic origin of the butterflies common ito 
the old and new worlds, Scudder seldom attempts more than a hemis- 
pherical location. In discussing the origin of American faunae that 
are both boreal and Asiatic, it is well to recall that geologically speak- 
ing the American boreal and aretic are largely of recent origin in the 
northern regions. It is therefore not unlikely that many of these forms: 
which it has been customary to consider boreal are in reality not so, 
but from high altitudes—from the North American Cordilleras or from 
the Himalayas, where high altitude and low temperature existed long 
before the Ice Age. With the development of an Ice Age, there was 
a great increase of this low temperature, lowland habitat and when 
once the glacial climate declined a vast area was open for invasion— 
an area of such great extent that we have become thoroughly accustomed 
to think the fauna has originated there. It has thus become customary 
to speak of them as of northern origin, in spite of the fact that we know 
that they are almost entirely post-Glacial migrants from the south. 
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ANNOTATED LIST OF THE MOLLUSCA OF ISLE ROYALE, MICH- 

IGAN. 

BY BRYANT WALKER. 

1. Introduction. 

This list contains all the species of molluscs collected on Isle Royale, 
both in 1904 and 1905, and so represents the complete fauna so far as 
known. For the details as to the localities represented by the col- 
lection made in 1904, reference should be made to the Report of that 
expedition (pp. 96-99). 

The collection made in 1905 was much larger than that of the preced- 
ing year, both in species and individuals. While eleven of the species 
collected in 1904 were not found in 1905, no less than forty-two ad- 
ditional species were obtained, making the total number of species now 
known from the island seventy-two. The species added in 1905 are in- 
dicated by an * on the list. In compiling the completed list, it has 
been deemed of sufficient interest to add both the general range of 
each species and its distribution so far as known in the state of Mich- 
igan. 

= 2. Faunal Affinities. 

The molluscan fauna of Isle Royale becomes of additional interest 
when considered in conection with Dr. W. H. Dall’s recent work on the 
“Land and Fresh Water Mollusks of Alaska and Adjoining Regions,” 
(Harriman Alaska Expedition, Vol. XIII, 1905), which is a complete 
digest of our present knowledge of the land and fresh water mollusca 
of North America north of latitude 49° North, and practically of our 
entire boreal fauna. So far as available, the general range of the species 
given in that work has been followed in this list as being the most “up- 
to-date” attainable. 

Of the seventy-two species recognized from Isle Royale, forty-nine 
are included by Dr. Dall in his list of boreal species. 

The remaining twenty-three species not cited by him are: 
Strobilops virgo (Pils.) 
Vertigo tridentata Wolf. 
ELuconulus chersinus polygyratus Pils. 
Zonitoides exiqgua (Stimp.) 
Agriolimax campestris (Say). 
Pallifera hemphilli (W. G. Binn.). 
Pallifera dorsalis (Binn.). 
Lymnea pilsbryana Walker. 
Physa sayit Tapp. 

‘ Physa aplectoides Sterki. 
Ancylus sp? 
Amnicola lustrica Say. 
Musculium securis Prime. 

37 
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Pisidium affine Sterki. 
Pisidium sargenti Sterki. 
Pisidium roperi Sterki. 
Pisidium subrotundum Sterki 
Pisidium splendidulum Sterki. 
Pisidium pauperculum Sterki. 
Pisidium medianum Sterki. 
Pisidium punctatum simplex Sterki. 
Of these Lynnea pilsbryana is, so far as yet known, peculiar to Isle 

Royale. The remainder have, as a rule, a general distribution all over the 
state. Strobilops virgo and Zonitoides exigua, however, are characteris- 
tic boreal species and are apparently rarely found south of the Saginaw- 
Grand Valley. While, of course, it is possible that Isle Royale marks 
the northern limit of the range of these species, in view of the fact 
that nearly all of them are known to range through the Upper Peninsula 
and that practically nothing is known of the fauna of the north shore 
of Lake Superior, the probability is that most of them range further 

‘north and should be included in the boreal fauna of North America. 
While the Isle Royale fauna is thus to be considered purely boreal 
in its character, it must be understood that it is not in any material 
respect different from that of the Upper Peninsula and of the northern 
part of the Lower. The occurrence of such species as Vallonia costata, 
Vertigo tridentata and Physa aplectoides must be considered rather as 
evidence that these forms have been overlooked in the region immediate- 
ly south rather than that they are restricted to Isle Royale. And the 
existence of Lymnea pilsbryana and the peculiar forms of Lymnea 
stagnalis, Planorbis bicarinatus and P. campanulatus, if ultimately found 
to be confined to the island, should rather be ascribed to long isolation 
under peculiar local conditions than as indicating any essential difference 
from the fauna of the surrounding region. 

Considering the, fauna of the Upper Peninsula and Isle Royale as a 
whole, it will be- found to include two elements. The first and larger 
one consists of species having a general range through the northera 
United States and southern portion of Canada. Just how far to the 
north most of them range is as yet undetermined. These species, although 
found in the boreal region, cannot be properly said to be distinctly 
boreal species. Accompanying these species of general distribution, is 
a smaller element of purely boreal species, which are characteristic of 
the northern region and whose range to the south is as a rule quite 
restricted. This purely boreal element is represented on Isle Royale 
by the following species: 

Acanthinula harpa (Say). 
Vitrina limpida Gould. 
Vitrea binneyana (Mse.). 
Zonitoides exigua (Stimp.). 
Pyramidula asteriscus (Mse.). 
Lymnea megasoma Say. 
Lymnea emarginata Say. 
Lymnea pilsbryana Walker. 

So far as the land species of Isle Royale are concerned, there are 
but few of special interest, most of them being of general distribution 
RP AR SUP yw bor 
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in the Upper Peninsula. The occurrence of Polygyra albolabris (which 
was not found in 1904) in abundance causes a feeling of surprise that 
Polygra fraterna (monodon auct.) was not found. In Michigan, its 
range is coincident with that of albolabris and, according to Dall, it is 
found as far north as James Bay, Hudson Bay. 

All the specimens collected of Pyramidula cronkhitei were of the 
anthonyi form as in 1904. 
Among the fluviatile species, however, several forms either pre- 

viously undiscovered or new to the fauna of the state were found and 
some interesting facts in regard to their distribution were developed. 
The division of Lymnca stagnalis into three very distinct forms coin- 
cident with the character of their habitat is very striking and specially 
noteworthy. 

The fact that all the larger species of Lymnwidae from Siskowit 
Lake: Lymnea stagnalis, Planorbis bicarinatus and Planorbis cam- 
panulatus, are well marked varieties peculiar to that lake, is very 
significant and points to some specially favorable environmental condi- 
tions, which apparently are not present to affect the facies of these 
species on other parts of the island. What these are, if not already de- 
termined, would be an interesting subject for future investigation. 

The acquisition of the additional material, which has enabled the 
specific distinctness of Lymnea pilsbryana to be determined, is a matter 
of congratulation. 

. The occurrence of the beautiful little Physa aplectoides adds a new 
species to the fauna of the state and affords another instance of ap- 
parently anomalous distribution, which so frequently puzzles the 
student. Originally described from Ohio, it has hitherto escaped at- 
tention in southern Michigan, and its discovery on Isle Royale was 
wholly unexpected. The remarkable form of Planorbis bicarinatus 
from Siskowit Lake was one of the most interesting novelties discovered 
by the expedition and is a noteworthy addition to the fauna of the 
state. 

“All the Pisidia, except Pisidium idahoense and Pisidiwm sargenti, 
are represented by small, and, as it seems, characteristically northern 
forms, slight and generally of light or pale color. Some are not very 
characteristic and apparently little different from each other and 
were rather difficult to work up.” (Sterki.) 

The writer again acknowledges his indebtedness to Dr. V. Sterki for 
the identification of the Spheria and Pisidia and to Dr. H. A. Pilsbry 
for the determination of the slugs. Dr. H. A. Gleason, who collected 
most of the specimens, and Mr. Chas. C. Adams have kindly interpolated 
the details as regards the local habitats and distribution of the 
different species. The field numbers by Mr. C. C. Adams are indicated 
by the letter A; all others are Dr. Gleason’s, except a few lots collected 
by Mr. N. A. Wood. 

Detroit, April 1, 1909. 

3. Annotated List. 

1.* Polygyra albolabris (Say). 
Range: “Eastern United States, from Georgia and Arkansas to the 

Saskatchewan.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
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Distribution on Isle Royale: Station I, Sub. 1, Lake and Bay 
Beaches, Numbers 19, 32, 50; I, 5, Jack Pine Ridges, Nos. 19 A, 23, 33, 
81, 187; I, 7, Light-house Clearing, Nos. 34, 42; II, 1, Ransom Clear- 
ing, No. 150; II, 2, Tamarack Swamp, No. 113; II, 3, Rock Ridge 
Clearing, Nos. 51, 145; III, 4, Trail to Sumner Lake, Nos. 88, 93, 158, 
174; III, 5, Sumner Lake, No. 120; III, 6, Southwest Coves, Rock 
Harbor, No. 91; IV, 5, Neutson’s Resort, No. 121; IV, 8, Trail to 
Greenstone Range, No. 128; V, 2, Heath Zone and Beach, Nos. 101 A, 
107 A; V, 3, Rock Clearing at Camp, No. 233; VIII, ’04, Upper End of 
Siskowit Bay, No. 232. 
A “dead” shell was found in driftwood cast upon the beach at the 

head of Tonkin Bay (No. 19) and (No. 32) in a small creek at the 
head of Conglomerate Bay. The animal was glead but the body was 
still within the shell. In both of these numbers the shells were be- 
yond their normal habitat. 

Live examples (No. 50) were seldom seen but the abundance of the 
dead ones upon the rock ridges and open Cladonia clearings make it 
apparent that they are abundant here. Numbers, 23, 33, 81, 187, 51, 
145, 88, 98, 138, 174, 128, 101 A, 107 A, 232 and 233 were all taken from 
that association. Thence they wander in small numbers to the moister 
places, such as the light-house clearing (Nos. 34 and 42), Ransom 
Clearing (No. 150), or even in the tamarack swamps (No. 113). 

Although not found at all in 1904, this species was collected in 
1905 in considerable numbers, which show a wide variation both in 
size and in the thickness of the shells. The 124 mature specimens col- 
lected varied in height from 14 to 21.5 mm., and in width from 21.75 to 
30.75 mm. The average being 17 by 25.86 mm. The accompanying dia- 
grams, 61-62, show the variation in height and greater diameter. 

A series of 42 from all parts of the Upper Peninsula vary in height 
from 14 to 20 mm., and in width from 22, 75 to 30 mm., with an average 
of 17.20 by 26.28 mm. While a series of 183 from all parts of the Lower 
Peninsula vary in height from 12 to 24.25 mm., and in width from 18.75 
to 34.25 mm., with an average of 18.10 by 27.11 mm. 

It would appear from these series that the average Isle Royale shell 
is slightly smaller than the average specimen from the Upper Peninsula, 
and considerably smaller than the average Lower Peninsula example. 
The range of variation in the Isle Royale series is somewhat greater than 
in the Upper Peninsula series, but much less than in that from the 
Lower Peninsula. ; 

2. Acanthinula harpa (Say). 
Range: ‘Northwestern Scandinavia, Northeastern America, British 

America near Hudson Bay, Southeastern Alaska and the easternmost 
margin of Siberia.” (Dall.) 

Michigan: Petoskey and Charlevoix in the Lower Peninsula, and 
Ontonagon County and Isle Royale in the Upper. 

Isle Royale: I, 5, Jack Pine Ridges, No. 19 A; II, 1, Ransom Clear- 
ing, No. 150; V, 2, Heath Zone and Beach near Siskowit Bay, Nos. 118 
A, 129 A, 130 A; V, 4, Trail through Balsam-Birch Forest, No. 236. 

Number 150 was collected under logs resting on the ground in an 
open clearing near the lake; No. 286 was in leaf mold in the dense 
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shade of the balsam forest; No. 15 A was taken from under a stone; 

and No. 118 A, 129 A, 180 A from under mats of Cladonia. 
3.* Strobilops virgo (Pils.). 
Range: “Canada to Northern Alabama, and west to Minnesota and 

Kansas.” (Pilsbry). 
Michigan: Upper Peninsula and northern counties of the Lower. 
Isle Royale: I, 5, Jack Pine Ridge, No. 81; V, 2, Heath Zone and 

Beach near Siskowit Bay, Nos. 129 A, 130 A; III, ’04, Desor Trail, No. 
142 A. 

In damp soil (No. 81) under loose rocks at a depth of 2-6 inches; 
No. 129 A and No. 180 A from under Cladonia; and No. 142 A from 
leaf mould and rotten logs in the maple forest. 

4.* Bifidaria tappaniana (C. B. Adams). : 
Range: ‘Ontario to Gulf of Mexico, west to Iowa and Kansas, south- 

west to Arizona, but not known from the southeastern Atlantic States, 
Virginia to Florida.” (Vanatta and Pilsbry). 

Michigan: Generally distributed in Lower Peninsula, Isle Royale. 
Isle Royale: II, 1, Benson Brook, No. 150. A single specimen, the 

first record of this species from the Upper Peninsula. 
Under a prostrate log in an open place near the lake. 
5. Vertigo ovata Say. 
Range: ‘Eastern United States from Maine to Texas and north- 

ward.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: Not collected in 1905. See Report 1904, p. 97. 
6. Vertigo gouldii Binn. 
Range: “Northern United States east of the Rocky Mountains and 

northward.” (Dall.). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: Not collected in 1905. See Report Exped. 1904, p. 

97. 
7.* Vertigo tridentata Wolf. ; 
Range: “Quebec and Maine to Minnesota, south to Illinois and Ohio.” 

(Pilsbry). 
Michigan: Ann Arbor, Grand Rapids and Isle Royale. 
Isle Royale: V. 2, Heath Zone and Beach near Siskowit Bay, No. 

130 A. 
A single specimen found under Cladonia. The first record from the 

Upper Peninsula. 
8. Vertigo sp? 
Isle Royale: I, 2, Natural Rock Clearings, Light-house Peninsula. 

Two unidentifiable fragments. 
9. Virtrina limpida Gld. 
Range: “Central New York and northward from New Brunswick to 

Alberta and Hudson Bay.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Upper Peninsula and northern counties in the Lower. 
Isle Royale: V, 2, Heath Zone and Beach near Siskowit Bay, No. 

130 A. A single dead specimen was found under Cladonia. 
10. Vitrea binneyana (Morse). 
Range: “Quebec and Maine to Northern Michigan and British Colum- 

bia.” (Dall). 
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Michigan: Upper Peninsula and northern counties in Lower. 
Isle Royale: I, 3, Balsam-Spruce Forest, No. 140; I, 5, Jack Pine 

Ridges, Nos. 19 A, 81; V, 2, Heath Zone and Beach near Siskowit Bay, 
No. 180 A; III, ’04, Desor Trail, Nos. 141 A, 142 A; V, ’04, Ridge back 
of Club House, Nos. 144 A, 147 A. 

In moist soil under loose rocks (Nos. 81 and 19 A) or in the loose 
leaf mold under the balsam forest, No. 140; No. 130 A under Cladonia; 
Nos. 141 A and 142 A, from leaf mould or rotten logs in yellow birch 
or maple forest and Nos. 144 A and No. 147 A from under bark, leaves 
and among moss in the forest. 

11. Huconulus fulvus (Dr.). 
Range: “Holarctic, and widely distributed southward.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: I, 5, Jack Pine Ridge, No. 19 A; V, 2, Heath Zone and 

Beach near Siskowit Bay, Nos. 129 A, 180 A; V. ’04. Ridge back of the 
Club House No. 147 A. No. 15 A from under a stone; Nos. 129 A and 
130 A from under Cladonia. 

12. Buconulus chersinus polygyratus (Pils.). 
Range: Northern United States and Canada. 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: I, 5, Jack Pine Ridges, No. 19 A; V. 2, Heath Zone 

and Beach near Siskowit Bay, No. 129 A; III, ’04, Desor Trail, No. 
142 A; V, ’04, Ridge back of Club House, No. 147 A. 
Found under a damp stone (No. 19 A); under Cladonia (No. 129 A); 

in the forest under leaf mould, bark, moss or decaying logs (No. 142 A 
and 147 A.). 

13. Zonitoides arborea (Say). 
Range: “North America generally and Japan.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. ' 
Isle Royale: I, 2, Natural Rock Clearings, No. 65; I, 3, Balsam- 

Spruce Forest, Nos. 140, 141; I, 5, Jack Pine Ridges, Nos. 19 A, 81, 102; 
II, 1, Ransom Clearing, No. 150; II, 2, Tamarack Swamp, No. 1138; V, 
2, Heath Zone and Beach near Siskowit Bay, Nos. 118 A, 129 A, 130 A; 
V, 4, Balsam-Birch Forest, No. 236; III, ’04, Desor Trail, Nos. 142 A, 
149 A; V, 04, Ridge back of Club House, No. 147 A. 

In the thin soil collected under bearberry on the dry rock clearing 
north of the light-house (No. 65); under loose rocks in the jack piné 
ridges (Nos. 19 A, 81, 102) ; under log in an open, sunny place (No. 150) ; 
or in leaf mold in the dense shade of the balsam forest; under Cladonia 
(Nos. 118 A, 129 A, 130A); and in the dense forest among litter (Nos. 
142 A, 147 A, and 149 A). 

lt. Zunitoides exigua (Stimp.). 
Range: “Quebec and Ontario, New England, New York, Alleghany 

Co., Pa. and Michigan.” (Pilsbry). 
Michigan: Upper Peninsula and northern counties of the Lower. 
Isle Royale: III, ’04, Desor Trail, Nos. 141 A, 149 A; V, 704, Back 

of Club House, No. 144 A. 
Found only in the dense forest among litter. 
15. Zonitoides milium (Morse). 
Range: “Eastern United States and Canada, Manitoba.” (Dall.) 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
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Isle Royale: V, 2, Heath Zone and Beach near Siskowit Bay, No. 
130 A. A single specimen under Cladonia. 

16. Agriolimax campestris (Binn.). 
Range: “Entire United States.” (Pilsbry). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: V, 2, Heath Zone and Beach near Siskowit Bay, No. 

133 A. Found only under Cladonia. 
17, fullifera hemphilli (W. G. Binn.). 
Range: Mountains of Georgia, North Carolina, and Eastern Pennsyl- 

vania, and Michigan. 
Michigan: Isle Royale, Ontonagon County and Ann Arbor. 
Isle Royale: Not collected in 1905. See Report Exped. 1904, p. 96. 
18.* Pallifera dorsalis (Binn.). 
Range: New England, New York and Michigan. 
Michigan: Isle Royale, Haton and Marquette Counties. 
Isle Royale: III, 04, Desor Trail, Nos. 142 A, 149 A. : 
Taken only in the dense hardwood forest among litter. Ole ie 
19. Pyramidula alternata (Say). a 
Range: “Eastern North America as far north as Nova Scotia, Lower 

Canada and the international boundary.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: III, 04, Desor Trail, Nos. 142 A, 143 A, 149 A; V, 04 

Ridge back of Club House, No. 144 A; VIII, 704, Upper end of Siskowit 
Bay, No. 232. 
From the litter of the maple forest (No. 142 A and 144 A and 149 

A). 
20. Pyramidula cronkhitei anthonyt (Pilsbry). 
Range: “Kansas, northward to Great Slave Lake and from New Eng- 

land to the Sierra Nevada and south to Arizona.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed in the Lower Peninsula. 
Isle Royale: I, 2, Natural Rock Clearing, No. 78; Balsam-Spruce 

Forest, Nos. 140, 141; I, 4, Tamarack and Arbor-vite Swamp, No. 182; 
I, 5, Jack Pine Ridge, Nos. 19 A, 81, 102; II, 1, Ransom Clearing, No. 
150; V, 2, Heath Zone and Beach near Siskowit Bay, No. 129 A, 130 A; 

V, 4, Trail through Balsam-Spruce Forest, No. 236; III, 04, Desor Trail, 
Nos. 141 A, 142 A, 149 A; V, ’04, Back of Club House, Nos. 144 A, 147 
A. 

As stated in the 1904 Report, this form is apparently replaced 
throughout the Upper Peninsula by the var. catskillensis Pils. 

This species shows a wide range of habitat, and may occur under or 
in decaying logs (No. 78, 150); under loose rocks (19 A, 81, 102); in 
leaf mold (140, 141, 236). Also found under Cladonia (129 A and 130 A) 
and in the litter of the hardwood forest (141 A, 142 A, 144 A, 147 A, 
and 149 A). 

20a. var. albina (CkIl.). 
Isle Royale: This form occurred in 1905 at I, 5, Jack Pine Ridge, No. 

19 A; III, 04, Desor Trail, No. 141 A; V, ’04, Back of Club House, No. 
147 A. 

Found under stones (No. 19 A) and in, the hardwood litter (No. 141 
A and 147 A.) 

21. Pyramidula asteriscus (Morse). 
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Range: “Maine; Provinces of Quebec and Ontario, Canada.” (Dall.) 
Also Northern Michigan. 

Michigan: Isle Royale, Ontonagon County and Charlevoix. 
Isle Royale: Not collected in 1905. See Report Exped. 1904, p. 97. 
22.* Helicodiscus parallelus (Say). 
Range: Eastern United States, Florida and Texas, north to Manitoba. 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: V, 2, Heath.Zone and Beach near Siskowit Bay, Nos. 

118 A, 129 A, 180 A. 
All found among or under Cladonia, upon the rock beach slope. 
23. Punctum pygmeum (Dr.). 
Range: “United States generally; Quebec; Manitoba; Victoria, Van- 

couver Island, Europe.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: Not collected in 1905. See Report Exped. 1904, p. 97. 
24. Sphyradium edentulum (Dr.). 
Range: “Northern Europe, Asia and America.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: Not collected in 1905. See Report Exped. 1904, p. 9%. 

One of the specimens under No. 8 may belong here. 
25.* Cochlicopa lubrica (Mull.). 
Range: “Europe, North Africa and Asia Minor; Siberia; Kamchatka; 

most of North America.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: II, 1, Ransom Clearing, No. 150; V, 2, Heath Zone and 

Beach near Siskowit Bay, No. 130 A. 
No. 150 was taken under a fallen log in an open place near the lake 

and No. 130 A. under Cladonia upon the rock beach. 
26.* Vallonia pulchella (Mull.). 
Range: Europe; North Africa; Southern and Western Siberia to the 

Amur; Madeira; the Azores; North America from Manitoba to Florida 
and Montana to Nova Scotia.” (Dall). 

Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: A single specimen only occurred in the collections, the 

exact locality of which is uncertain. 

27.* Vallonia costata (Muller). 
Range: Europe; Northern United States and northward. 
Michigan: Owosso, Monroe and Isle Royale. 
Isle Royale: II, 1, Benson Brook, No. 150. Apparently a rare species 

in Michigan, and this the first record in the Upper Peninsula. Under a 
fallen log in an open sunny place near the lake. 

28.* Succinea ovalis Say. 
Range: “From Louisiana to Hudson Bay and eastward to New Eng- 

land and Gaspe, but not west of the Mississippi valley.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: V, ’04, Tamarack Swamp, No. 145 A. A single dead 

shell was found at the margin of a small stream flowing from the 
swamp. 

29.* Suecinea retusa Lea. 
Range: “Northern United States, from Kentucky northward to 

Canada and British America.” (Dall). — 
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Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: Only a single specimen was collected, the exact locality 

of which was lost, 
30. Carychium exile canadense Clapp. 
Range: Northern United States and Canada. 
Michigan: Generally distributed north of the Saginaw-Grand Valley. 
Isle Royale: Not collected in 1905. See Report Exped. 1904, p. 97., 

where it is listed as Carychium ezile. 
31. Lymnea stagnalis (L.). Fig. 63. 
Range: “Europe; the. Caucasus: Western and Northern Asia; the 

Northern United States; Canada and British America.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: 
ead A. (Fig. 63, No. 1.) II, 1, Mouth of Benson Brook, No. 167; IT, 

» McCargoe Cove, No. 53; ITI, 2, Small Island in Rock Harbor, No. "89: 
ci, 3, Bulrush Zone, Head of Rock Harbor, Nos. 161, 162, 168; III, 4, 
Sumner Lake Trail, on Rock Harbor, No. 156; III, 5, Sumner Lake, No. 
155; IIT, 6, Southwest Coves of Rock Harbor, Nos. 91, 95; North side of 
Rock Harbor, No. 110; IV, 6, Small Island in Tobin Harbor, No. 123; 
Washington Harbor (Wood). 

Variety B. (Fig. 63, No. 3.) I, 1, Lake and Bay Beaches, Nos. 32, 50, 57; 
3rd Cove below Camp on Light-house Peninsula, No. 7; II, 1, Mouth of 
Benson Brook, No. 54; T1I, 4, Head of Sumner Lake Trail, (Wood) ; V, 
1, Beach at Siskowit Bay, No. 200. 

Variety C. (Fig. 63, No. 6.) V, 6, South shore of Siskowit Lake, Nos. 
199,210, 211, 217. 

Notes on the habitats of this species are given in detail in the chapter 
by H. A. Gleason. 

This large and widespread species seems in this country at least, to 
exhibit its greatest variability in the Lake Superior Region. Two well 
marked varieties have already been described; one var. higleyi Baker 
trom Michipicoten Island on the north shore, and the other var. sanctre- 
marie Walker from the St. Mary’s River. It is apparently one of the 
most abundant species on Isle Royale, where three very distinct forms 
are represented, none of which are typical and none exactly coincident 
with any of the described varieties. All the specimens collected fall 
into one of these groups which are apparently correlated with definite 
local conditions. For present purposes they may be designated as 
varieties A. B. and C. Variety A (Tig. 63, No. 1) most closely approaches 
to the usual North American form known as var. appressa Say (Fig. 63, 
No. 4) from which it differs mainly in the pear-shaped rather than regu- 
larly rounded aperture. I is characteristic of the quieter waters of the 
long, narrow harbors which are such a remarkable feature of the island. 
The same form has also been collected in the St. Mary’s River near the 
Neebish Rapids. Variety b is an inhabitant of the shores exposed to the 

more violent waves of the main lake. Correlated with these conditions 
the shell is smaller, with a short spire and a relatively large body whorl 
for the accommodation of the large foot necessary to enable it to re- 
tain its hold upon the rocks, among which it lives. This form (Fig. 63, 
No. 3) is more nearly related to the var. higleyi (Fig. 63, No. 5) from the 
north shore, but is apparently much smaller. It is about the size of the 

38 
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var. sanctemarie (Fig. 68, No. 2) but quite different in the shape of the 
spire. Variety C. (Fig. 63, No. 6) is the largest in cubic capacity yet 
known from this country. It was found only in Siskowit Lake, whose 
quiet waters and especially favorable conditions have conduced to the 
production of this unusually fine, thin, inflated form. 

32.* Lymnea megasoma Say. 
Range: “Northern New England, Canada, and British America to 

Lat. 57° N.” (Dall). Also Northern Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota. 
Michigan: Isle Royale, St. Mary’s River and Roscommon County. 
Isle Royale: IV, 3, Bayou at Tobin Harbor, No. 124, (Adams). <A sin- 

gle large, but dead, specimen was found in a pond-like bayou which was 
connected with Tobin Harbor by a very narrow and short outlet. 

33. Lymnea emarginata Say. 
Range: “Northern United States east of the Mississippi, Canada and 

northward.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Shores of the Great Lakes north of Saginaw Bay and some 

inland lakes from Roscommon County northward. 
Isle Royale: I, 1, Lake and Bay Beaches, Nos. 24, 50, 57, 58, 59, 74, 

118, and 125; 3rd Cove west of Camp on Light-house Peninsula, No. 7; 
III, 4, Head of Sumner Lake Trail, (Wood) ;'V, 1, Beach at Siskowit 
Bay, No. 200. 

This is a characteristic and abundant species along the lake beach 
where it was found associated with var. B. of Lymnea stagnalis. The 
same form, but with a rather heavier shell, is very abundant along the 
shore of Mackinac Island. Specimens from one rock pool, No. 58, are 
peculiar in being longitudinally striped with white like Lymnea reflera 
zebra Tryon. Those ‘from another, Nos. 59 and No. 74, are unicolored. 

34. Lymnea pilsbryana Walker. 
_ (Nautilus, XXII, p. 4, Pl. I, fig. 2, 8-11, 1907). 

Range: Isle Royale is the only known locality. 
Isle Royale: X, ’04, Washington Harbor, No. 1 (Wood). This form, 

so far as the collections show, is apparently confined to the west end 
of the island. It was doubtfully referred to Lymnaea sumassi Bd. in 
the Report Exped. 1904, p. 97. A larger suite of specimens from the 
original locality in Washington Harbor was collected in 1905, including 
a few full grown examples which confirm its specific distinctness. 

35.* Lymnea obrussa Say. 
Range: “Northern United States and Northward.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. . 
Isle Royale: III, 2, Small Island in Rock Harbor, No. 89; III, 3, 

Bulrush Zone at western end of Rock Harbor, No. 164. 
36.* Lymnea catascopium Say. 
Range: “Northern United States to Rocky Mountains, Canada and 

northward.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Shores of the Great Lakes and connecting rivers and lower 

waters of tributaries in northern counties. 
Isle Royale: North shore of Rock Harbor, No. 110; III, 3, Bulrush 

Zone at western end of Rock Harbor, Nos. 160, 163, 164; III, 6, South-. 
west Coves of Rock Harbor, No. 91; IV, 2, Island No. 14, Tobin Harbor, 
No. 30 A; IV, 6, Small Island in Tobin Harbor, No. 123; V, 6, South 
shore of Siskowit Lake, No. 220. 
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Apparently most frequent in shallow water in places sheltered from 
the waves, but No. 220, a single very young specimen, was collected on 
the under surface of a water-lily leaf. 

With one exception, the specimens from all these localities are alike 
and belong to the common, rather short, lake form of this species. As- 
sociated with this form at Station IV, 6, was a very thin, elongated 
form with the characteristic sculpture of catascopiwm, which is closely 
related to, but much more fragile than, the elongated form, which is 
characteristic of the lower Great Lakes. 

387. Limnea sp? 
Isle Royale: III, 3, Bulrush Zone at western end of Rock Harbor, 

No. 163; IV, 2, Island No. 14 in Tobin Harbor, No. 126. 
At both these localities occurred a few dead, fragmentary and more 

or less decayed specimens, which could hardly be referred to any of the 
species listed above, and yet were too imperfect to successfully identify. 

38. Physa sayii Tapp. 
Range: Northern United States and Canada. 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: I, 1, Lake and Bay Beaches, Nos. 50, 57, 118, 125; 3rd 

Cove west of Camp on Light-house Peninsula, No. 7; TTI, 4, Head of 
Sumner Lake Trail, (Wood); V, 1, Beach at Siskowit Bay, No. 200; 
Washington Harbor, (Wood). 

The specimens from Washington Harbor are of normal thickness and 
more nearly typical in shape than those from the.other localities, which 
are unusually thin. 

More detailed notes on the local distribution of this species are given 
in the chapter by H. A. Gleason. 

30.* Physa gyrina Say. 
Range: “The United States east of the Mississippi, Canada and north- 

ward.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: II, 5, Forbes Lake, Nos. 71 A, 90; III, 5, Southwest 

Coves of Rock Harbor, No. 91. 
Specimens No. 71 A were found on driftwood in water a few inches 

deep. 
The specimens from Forbes Lake are a very large, inflated form. Those 

from the other locality are much smaller and may be one of the varying 
forms of No. 41, though closer to typical gyrina than those included 
under that head. 

40.* Physa aplectoides Sterki. 
“Range: “Tuscarawas County, Ohio, and elsewhere.” Sterki. 
Michigan: Isle Royale. 
Isle Royale: V, 11, Tamarack Swamp, No. 128 A. 
Taken from foot-print pools in the Sedge and Buck Bean Zone 

about a small pond. 
The occurrence of this minute species so far from its original locality 

in Ohio, was one of the surprises of the 1905 collection. It is a very 
distinct form resembling a young Aplexa hypnorum in shape but beauti- 
fully sculptured, especially on the apical whorls. The identification is 
based on comparison with topotypes of aplectoides received from Dr. V. 
Sterki. 
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41. Physa sp? 
Isle Royale: II, 1, Benson Brook, No. 149, 167; III, 2, Island at 

West end of Rock Harbor, No. 89; II, 3, Bulrush Zone at western end 
of Rock Harbor, Nos. 161, 162, 163, 164; North shore of Rock Harbor, 
No. 110; III, 5, Sumner Lake, Nos. 77 A, 78 A, 79 A; IV, 5, Neutson’s 
Resort at Rock Harbor, No. 44 A; IV, 6, Island in Tobin Harbor, No. 
123; IV, 7, Head of Tobin Harbor, No. 127; V, 1, Beach near Siskowit 
Bay, No. 200; V, 6, South shore of Siskowit Lake, Nos. 220, 221; V, 
9, Outlet of Siskowit Lake, No. 238; V, 11, Swamp near Siskowit Bay, 
No. 126 A. 

Under this head are included nearly all the Physe from the harbors 
and interior waters which, although exhibiting considerable variation 
in shape and size, appear to be variation of a common form. Most of 
the specimens are immature. The few mature examples at first glance 
would naturally be referred to Physa heterostropha Say, but the uniform 
sculpture of the apical whorls, which becomes more or less obsolete on 
the body whorl of the mature shell, forbids their reference to that species. 
The sculpture is that of gyrina and the form may ultimately referred 
to that species as an extreme form, but the shape of the immature shell, 
its small, acute spire and deeply impressed suture is quite different 
from that of typical gyrina. In the present chaotic state of the nomen- 
clature of the American species of Physa it would seem the better policy 
to refrain from any attempt at specific identification than to run the 
risk of adding to an already over-burdened synonymy. 

42. Aplexa hypnorum (L.). 
Range: “Northern Europe, Asia and America. Northern United 

States and Canada.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: Not collected in 1905. See Report Exped. 1904, p. 98. 
43. Planorbis trivolvis Say. 
Range: “Entire Atlantic Drainage of North America; and the Mis- 

sissippi Valley and northward.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: III, 5, Sumner Lake, Nos. 78 A, 135. 
in a small pool in the sedge zone of a tamarack swamp. 
44. Planorbis bicarinatus Say. 
Range: “The United States East of the Rocky Mountains; Eastern 

Canada; Oregon.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: III, 2, Small Island in Rock Harbor, No. 89; III, 8, 

Bulrush Zone at western end of Rock Harbor, Nos. 159, 160; III, 6, 
Southwest Coves of Rock Harbor, No. 91. 

Dredged from the mud bottom at the upper end of Rock Harbor, near 
mouth of a small stream, in 3-5 feet of water (Nos. 159, 160). 

. 44a. var. striatus Baker. 

Isle Royale: III, 3, Bulrush Zone at western end of Rock Harbor, 
No. 162; ITI, 5, Sumner Lake, Nos. 78 A, 79 A. 

Dredged from the mud bottom of the small sluggish stream at the 
head of Rock Harbor (No. 162) and from the margin and sedge zone 
of Sumner Lake (No. 78 A, 79 A.). 
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44b.* var. royalensis Walker. 
(Nautilus, XXII, p. 9-10, Pl. I, fig. 11, (1909). 
Isle Royale: V, 6, South shore of Siskowit Lake, No. 210. 
This novel and very distinct form, characterized by its very acute 

carinee and rough, irregularly corrugated surface, was one of the most 
interesting discoveries of the expedition. 

In the mud among loose stones at a depth of about 1 foot. 
45. Planorbis campanulatus Say. 
Range: “Atlantic, Mackenzie and Hudson Bay water sheds and north 

to Great Slave Lake.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: III, 5, Sumner Lake, Nos. 78 A, 79 A; V, 6, South shore 

of Siskowit Lake, Nos. 210, 211. 
In mud and among loose stones at a depth of about one foot (Nos. 

210, 211) and in small pools in the Sedge Zone (Nos. 78 A, 79 A). 
The specimens from Sumner Lake are the usual form. Those from Sis- 

kowit Lake are a peculiar variety resembling the rare Planorbis multi- 
volvis Case, in having apparently the apical whorls elevated above the 
line of the body whorl. Unfortunately the upper surface of all the speci- 
mens collected is so eroded that it is impossible to determine just what 
degree of elevation the spire of the perfect shell attains. 

46. Planorbis exacuous Say. 
Range: “Northern United States, east of the Rockies; Canada, etc., 

south to New Mexico.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: III, 2, Small Island in Rock Harbor, No. 89; III, 8, 

Bulrush Zone at the western end of Rock Harbor, Nos. 159, 160, 161, 
162. 

In the muddy bottom of a small stream flowing into Rock Harbor and 
in the Harbor itself, at a depth of 2-5 feet (Nos. 159 to 163). 

47. Planorbis parvus Say. 
Range: “Eastern North America from Florida to North Lat. 67°, 

and the Yukon Drainage System.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: I, 1, Rock Pool, No. 2, Light-house Peninsula, No. 59; 

III, 2, Small Island at Rock Harbor, No. 89; III, 3, Bulrush Zone at 
western end of Rock Harbor, Nos. 159, 160, 168, 164; III, 5, Sumner 
Lake, No. 79 A; III, 6, Southwest Coves of Rock Harbor, No. 91. 

As with the last species (Nos. 159, 160,, 163 and 164). 
48. Planorbis hirsutus Gld. 
Range: “Washington, D. C., northward east of the Mississippi.” 

(Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: Not collected in 1905. See Report Exped. 1904, p. 98. 
49. Ancylus sp? 
Isle Royale: I, 3, Balsam-spruce Forest, No. 140. 
“In the damp leaf mold in the dense shade of the balsam-spruce 

forest.” 
A single broken specimen, too much damaged to identify specifically, 

was the only one obtained. There is apparently some mistake in regard 
to the locality where this specimen was found. 

50. Valvata tricarinata Say. 
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Range: “From New England and Virginia westward to Missouri and 
northward.” (Dall). 

Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: III, 2, Small Island in Rock Harbor, No. 89; III, 3, 

Bulrush Zone at western end of Rock Harbor (Nos. 160, 163). 
In the mud in deep water at the head of Rock Harbor (Nos. 160, 

163).. 
51. Valvata lewisit Currier. 
Range: “Northern United States from Atlantic to Pacific and North- 

ward.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: Not collected in 1905. See Report Exped. 1904, p. 98, 

cited as Valvata sincera lewisii. 
52. Valvata sincera nylanderi Dall. 
Range: Northern United States from Maine to Wisconsin. 
Michigan: Isle Royale and Marquette County. 
Isle Royale: III, 2, Small Island in Rock Harbor, No. 89; III, 3, Bul- 

rush Zone at western end of Rock Harbor, Nos. 159, 160, 163, 164; V, 
6, South Shore of Siskowit Lake, No. 220. 

With Valvata tricarinata at the head of Rock Harbor and in shallow 

water in Siskowit Lake (No. 220), especially abundant on the lower 
side of water-lily leaves. 

538. Ammnicola limosa (Say). 
Range: “Virginia to Wisconsin and Hudson Bay.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: V, 6, South shore of Siskowit Lake, No. 220, living in 

company with the preceding species under water-lily leaves. 
54. Amnicola lustrica Pils. 
Range: Northern United States. 
Michigan:, Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: III, 2, Small Island in Rock Harbor, No. 89; III, 3, Bul- 

rush Zone at western end of Rock Harbor, Nos. 159, 160, 163, 164. 
Jn muddy bottom in deep water (3-5 feet deep) at the head of Rock 

Harbor. 
55. Lampsilis luteola (Lam). 
Range: “Entire Mississippi drainage and north to the Red River of 

the North.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: V. 6, South shore of Siskowit Lake, Nos. 210, 211, 218. 
Some of the specimens collected are very similar to the form from the 

Beaver Islands, Lake Michigan, referred to Lampsilis borealis Gray, but 
they are connected by intermediate specimens with the more typical 
form and seem rather referable to this species than to borcalis. 

56. Anodonta grandis footiana Lea. 
Range: Northern United States and northward. 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: II, 4, McCargoe Cove, No. 52; III, 2, Small Island in 

Rock Harbor, No. 89; III, 3, Bulrush Zone at western end of Rock 
Harbor, No. 168; III, 4, near head of Trail to Sumner Lake, Rock Har- 
bor, No. 93; III, 5, Sumner Lake, No. 154; III, 6, Southwest Coves of 

Rock Harbor, Nos. 91, 91, 156; South Side of Rock Harbor, Nos. 109; 
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V, 6, South Shore of Siskowit Lake, Nos. 210, 211, 218; Sargent Lake, 
No. 112. 
Abundant in all of the lakes, especially on sandy or gravelly bottom 

in the smaller coves sheltered from the waves. 
57. Anodonta marginata Say. 
Range: “Drainage of the St. Lawrence River basin, including the 

Lakes.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: II, 1, Benson Brook Clearing, No. 80 A; II, 5, Forbes 

Lake, No. 90; III, 5, Sumner Lake, Nos. 94, 120, 185, 139, 154, 186, 
(Wood) ; IV, 3, Bayou at Tobin Harbor, No. 124; V, 6, South shore of 
Siskowit Lake, No. 210; VII, 04, Lake Desor, No. 139 A. 

58.* Sphaerium simile (Say). 
Range: “United States east of the Mississippi River; Canada, Mani- 

toba.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Lake Michigan and Lake Superior. 
Isle Royale: III, 5, Sumner Lake. Only two immature valves taken. 
59.* Sphaerium walkeri Sterki. 
Range: Lake Michigan and Northward. 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: III, 2, Small Island in Rock Harbor, No. 89. A single 

fragmentary specimen is doubtfully referred to this species by Dr. V. 
Sterki. 

60.* Musculium securis (Prime). 
Range: Northern United States, Maine to Atimneeota, 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: III, 3, Bulrush Zone, Rock Harbor, No. 160; III, 5, 

Sumner Lake, Nos. 77 ’A, 78 A, 79, 176; V, 9, Outlet of Siskowit Lake, 
No. 238. <A few examples only of a small form. Some immature ex- 
amples from the latter locality “may be the same.” 

In small, shallow pools in the outlet of Siskowit Lake (No. 238) and 
at the margin and Sedge Zone of Sumner Lake (No. 77 A, 78 A). 

61.* Pisidiwm idahoense Roper. 
Range: Idaho; Washington; Alaska; Lake Michigan; Lake Superior. 
Michigan: Lake Michigan and Lake Superior. 
Isle Royale: III, 2, Small Island in Rock Harbor, No. 89; III, 38, 

Bulrush Zone, Rock Harbor, Nos. 159, 160, 162, 163. Rather common. 
The Isle Royale form is similar to that from Lake Michigan and is neither 
as large nor as inflated as the typical form. 

Dredged from a muddy bottom in 2-5 feet of water at the head of 
Rock Harbor and in a small stream flowing into it. (Nos. 159, 160, 
162, 163.) 

62. Pisidium variabile Prime. 
Range: “Eastern United States, north of Virginia; Colorado and 

northward.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: III, 5, Sumner Lake, 77 A; III, 2, Small Island in 

Rock Harbor, No. 89; IIJ, 3, Bulrush Zone, Rock Harbor, Nos. 160, 
162, 163; V, 9, Outlet of Siskowit Lake, No. 238. 

With the last at the head of Rock Harbor, and also in the small 
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pools with gravel bottom in the outlet from Siskowit Lake and at the 

margin of Sumner Lake. 
62a.* var. breviis Sterki. 
Range: “Michigan; Minnesota and Keewatin.” (Sterki.) 
Michigan: Upper Peninsula and northern part of the Lower Pen- 

insula. 
Isle Royale: III, 3, Bulrush Zone, Rock Harbor, Nos. 160, 164. All 

the examples both of the typical form and the variety are “small and 
mostly immature.” 

With the typical form in the mud bottom in 3-5 feet of water at the 
head of Rock Harbor: 

63.* Pisidium affine Sterki. 
Range: “Great Lake Region, Michigan to New York; Minnesota, 

Illinois and Ohio (Ohio River Drainage).” (Sterki). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: III, 5, Sumner Lake, Nos. 77 A, 79 A. <A few ex- 

amples, “quite small,” from the margin and Sedge Zone. 
64.* Pisidium sargenti Sterki? 
Range: “Northern United States, New York to Minnesota.” (Sterki). 
Michigan: Generally distributed in Lower Peninsula; Isle Royale. 
Isle Royale: III, 5, Sumner Lake, No. 176. Two specimens only, 

which “may be Pisidium sargenti. One example is large, especially in 
contrast with the small forms of the other species. In the smaller 
specimen the hinge is partly reversed.” 

65.* Pisidium scutellatum Sterki. 
Range: Northern United States, Michigan to Washington and 

northward. 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: III, 2, Small Island in Rock Harbor, No. 89; III, 3, 

Bulrush Zone, Rock Harbor, Nos. 159, 160, 163, 164; “Small, north- 
’ ern variety. The most common species and somewhat variable.” 

In the mud and silt bottom in 10 inches to 5 feet of water at the 
upper end of Rock Harbor (Nos. 159, 160, 168). 

66.*  Pisidium roperi Sterki. 
Range: Northern United States, Maine to Minnesota. 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: III, 5, Sumner Lake, No. 78; IV, 8, Trail to Green- 

stone Range, No. 128. “Small, but good and characteristic.” 
67.* Pisidium ventricosum Prime. 
Range: Northern United States, Maine to Michigan and northward. 
Michigan: Western part of the State, Kent County to Charlevoix 

County; Marquette County; Isle Royale. 
Isle Royale: III, 5, Sumner Lake, Nos. 77 A, 79 A; III, 2, Small 

Island in Rock Harbor, No. 89; III, 3, Bulrush Zone at Rock Harbor, 
Nos. 163, 164. 

In 10 inches of water in the Potamogeton Zone at the mouth of a 
creek at the upper end of Rock Harbor (No. 163) and at the margin 
and in the sedge of Sumner Lake. 

68.* Pisidium subrotundum. Sterki. 
Range: “New England; Anticosti Island to Michigan.” (Sterki). 
Michigan: Kent, Marquette and Ontonagon counties and Isle Royale. 
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Isle Royale: I, 6, Sphagnum-Spruce Bog, No. 116; IV, 8, Trail to 
Greenstone Range, No. 128; III, 3, Bulrush Zone at western end of 
Rock Harbor, Nos. 159, 160; I, 4, Tamarack and Arbor Vite Swamp, 
Nos. 181, 182; V, 5, Tamarack Swamp, No. 237; V, 9, Outlet of Siskowit 
Lake, No. 238. <A “form” of this species “common and somewhat vari- 
able.” 
Among dead leaves and sedges at the bottom of shallow pools in a 

tamarack swamp (No. 116). In silt and debris on the bottom in 4-5 
feet of water (Nos. 159, 160); small sphagnum-lined pools, seldom 
exceeding six inches in depth in dense shade (Nos. 181, 182); among 
sphagnum and Utricularia in small streams and pools, mostly in the 
sun (No. 237); in shaded, shallow pools with gravelly bottom (No. 
238). 

69.* Pisidium rotundatum Prime. 
Range: Northern United States, Maine to Minnesota and. north- 

ward. 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: I, 6, Sphagnum-spruce Bog, No. 116; III, 3, Bulrush 

Zone, Rock Harbor No. 160; V, 5; Tamarack Swamp, No. 237; “Few 
and probably none mature.” 
Among dead leaves and sedges at the bottom of shallow pools, in 

shade (No. 116); among sphagnum and Utricularia in small, shallow 
streams and pools, mostly in the sun (No. 237.) 

70.* Pisidium splendidulum Sterki. 
Range: Northern United States, Maine to Michigan. 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: III, 5, Sumner Lake, Nos. 77 A, 79 A, 176. At margin 

and in the Sedge Zone. 
71.* Pisidium pauperculum Sterki. 
Range: Northern United States, Maine to Minnesota. 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: III, 3, Bulrush Zone at western end of Rock Harbor, 

No. 164. A few specimens of a small form. 
72.* Pisidium medianum Sterki. 
‘Range: Northern United States, Maine to Wisconsin. 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: III, 5, Sumner Lake, Nos. 77 A, 78 A, 79 A; III, 2, 

Small Island in Rock Harbor, No. 89; III, 3, Bulrush Zone at western 
end of Rock Harbor, Nos. 160, 164; V, 9, Outlet of Siskowit Lake, 
No. 238. 

Near the mouth of a small creek, on a silt and mud bottom at a 
depth of 5 feet (No. 160); In shallow, shaded pools with gravelly 
bottom (No. 238). 

73.* Pisidium punctatum simplex Sterki. 
Range: “Michigan, Wisconsin and Illinois.” (Sterki.) 
Michigan: Carp Lake, Emmet Co. and Isle Royale. 
Isle Royale: III, 3, Bulrush Zone at Western end of Rock Harbor, 

No. 160. 
74.* Pisidium milium Held. 
Range: Europe; Maine and Michigan. 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 

39 
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Isle Royale: III, 3, Bulrush Zone at western end of Rock Harbor, 
Nos. 160, 162. No. 162 occurred in a small creek near its mouth, on a 
silt and debris-covered bottom at a depth of 3 feet. 

75. Pisidiwn abditum Haldeman. 
Range: “North America, from Honduras, north to Alaska.” (Dall). 
Michigan: Generally distributed. 
Isle Royale: Not found in 1905. See Report Exped., 1904, p. 98. 
76. Pisidiuwm sp.? 
Isle Royale: Undetermined forms of Pisidium were collected in the 

following localities: IIT, 8, Bulrush Zone at western end of Rock 
Harbor, Nos. 159, 160, 163; V, 5, Tamarack Swamp, No. 237. 
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Geological Survey of Michigan. Annual Report for 1908. 

FIG. 63. LYMNAEA STAGNALIS VARIETIES FROM ISLE ROYALE. 
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REPORT ON THE ISLE ROYALE ORTHOPTERA OF THE 1905 

EXPEDITION. 

ALBERT P. MORSE, RESEARCH ASSISTANT, CARNEGIE INSTITUTION OF 

WASHINGTON. 

e 1. General Remarks. 

The orthoptera secured by the University Museum expedition of 1905 
to Isle Royale consist of representatives of 13 species. Of these, one 
is a cosmopolitan roach, the Croton-bug, Blattclla germanica, doubt- 
less introduced in merchandise through man’s agency. The others, with 
a single exception, are boreal Acridians characteristic of the cooler 
parts of central and eastern North America, whose presence in this 
locality was either known or to be confidently expected. The exception, 
Melanoplus alaskanus, is a species hitherto known only from the North- 
west, whose presence on Isle Royale, in sufficient numbers to make it 
appear to be the dominant species of its genus there, was, to say the 
least, unlooked for. It would be of much interest in this connection to 
know the status of this species on the adjoining northern mainland. 

Some striking variations are present in the representatives of certain 
species and will be found noted in the following list. In general, there 
seems to be a tendency toward an increased duskiness of coloring as 
shown by Camnula pellucida, Hippiscus tuberculatus, and Circotettix 
verruculatus (all geophilous species), due perhaps to humidity, per- 
haps to environmental coloration; also, as compared with eastern ma-_ 
terial, the specimens are of relatively large size, particularly in the 
cases of Melanoplus extremus and fasciatus. 

The locust societies represented consist of campestral and thamnoph- 
ilous groups, though all of the species are to be obtained in the clear- 
ings or about their edges, rather than in the forest. 

The thamnophile species are Chloecaltis conspersa and abdominalis, 
Melanoplus fasciatus and huroni. The campestral species, notwith- 
standing the generally forested character of the country, are more 
numerous and consist both of phytophilous and geophilous species. In 
the damper situations occur Stenobothrus curtipennis, Mecostethus line- 
atus, Melanoplus extremus and femoratus. In drier places Camnula 
pellucida, Melanoplus alaskanus, and Hippiscus tuberculatus are to be 
found. Characteristic of the bare rock ridges is the saxicolous Circo- 
tettix verruculatus. The two latter species, with their strikingly colored 
wings and noisy flight, are the most conspicuous members of the orthop- 
terous fauna of the island. 

The 1904 expedition secured examples of a Tettigid (Tettiz acadicus) 
and of a wingless Locustarian—Ceuthophilus seclusus. The species of 
Ceuthophilus usually inhabit damp, dark places, under bark, in hollow 
logs, etc., and are among the most characteristically sylvan of our or- 
thoptera. 
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The lot numbers refer to the field numbers of the collectors, those 
without a letter to H. A. Gleason and those followed by an A. to C. 
cC. Adams. 

2. Annotated List of Species. 

Blattidae. 

1. Blattella germanica Linn. Croton-bug. Station I, 7, camp. Lot 
179. July 28. A single female with odtheca. Probably introduced in 
merchandise. 

Acridiidae. 

2. Stenobothrus curtipennis Harr. Stations I, 7, camp; V, 3; V, 5; 

I, ’04 and VIII, ’04. Lots 99 A., 134 A., 137, 228, 232. July 24 to _ 
Aug. 24. 

This species is a characteristic inhabitant of moist, grassy or sedgy 
meadows. It was taken in the cassandra and hummock zone at V, 5, 

and in a clearing near end of Wendigo road at Washington Harbor. 
Both long—and short-winged forms were secured. 

3. Chloealtis abdominalis Thom. Stations II, 3; IV, 5; and I, 04. 

Lots 121, 148, 154 A. July 21, 25, Aug. 24. A young male in 5th stage 
on July 21. 

4. Chloealtis conspersa Harr. Stations J, 1; II, 3; and I, ’04. Lots 
22, 143, 144, 147, 154 A. July 6 to Aug. 24. A voung male in 5th stage 
on July 6. Some of the males of this species show indications of the 
more closely reticulated spot in the tegmina so characteristic of ab- 
doninalis. 

The species of this genus are dwellers in thicket and woodland edges, 
ovipositing usually in decayed, though sometimes in firm, wood. 

5. dlecostethus lincatus Scudd. Stations IT, 5; V, 5; V, 11; and I, 
04. Lots 91 A. 136 A., 154 A., 180. July 8 to Aug. 24. 
- Numerous immature examples of this genus are referred to this 
species with some doubt, and it is quite possible that some of them be- 
long to an allied species. The hind tibiae of these young specimens are 
‘markedly fuscous. , 

6. Camnula pellucida Seudd. Stations I, 7; IV, 5; V, 3; and I, ’04. 
Lots 121, 133, 222, 228, 154 A. July 21 to Aug. 24. Young in 4th and 
5th stages on July 21 and 22. 

The representatives of this species, like those of some others, are un- 
usually dark in color, a phase of coloration probably correlated with the 
humid climate or soil background. This is a campestral species, occur- 
ring plentifully from Atlantic to Pacific oceans in the boreal zone, 
usually upon dry, upland soil. 

7. Hippiscus tuberculatus Palis. Coral-winged Locust. Stations 
IV, 5; IV, 9; V, 9. Lots 121, 122, 215. July 21 to Aug. 7. 

This species is represented by 6 males, 4 females, which differ marked- 
ly from typical eastern examples in being deeply infuscated, the hind 
tibiae coral red except on basal half of outer side, and in having the 
posterior process of the pronotum more produced. 

This large locust is an inhabitant of clearings on dry soil. Its bright- 
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colored wings (whence the name of Coral-winged Locust is derived) 
render it a conspicuous object during its powerful and usually sustained 
flight. 

8. Circotettic verruculatus Wirby. Stations I, 5; I, 7; Il, 3; III; 
IV, 5; V, 2; V, 3; V, 9. Lots 121, 131, 182, 144, 108, 147, 179, 208, 201, 
212, 215, 222, 239, 27, 107 A., 185 A. July 20 to Aug. 16. 

This species is represented by numerous specimens, in general very 
dark in color, which were secured in the cladonia zone, the beach heath 
zone, rock clearings and ridges. It is a typically saxicolous locust, de- 
lighting to sun itself on outcropping ledges of rock or the neighboring 
patches of bare soil and usually presents a very close resemblance in 
coloration to its background. 

9. Ifelanoplus alaskanus Scudd. Stations I, 7; IT, 3; IV, 5; IV, 9; 
Vi, 2; V, 9; V, 11; and I, ’04. Lots 55, 121, 122, 133, 137, 144, 146, 147, 
166, 179, 215, 216, 107 A., 154 A., 136 A. July 21 to Aug. 24. 

This species, described from Alaska, is apparently the dominant form 
of the genus occurring on Isle Royale, to judge from its abundance in 
the material examined and the localities whence derived. It is recorded 
from clearings, along trails, rock ridges, the beach heath zone, etc. As 
the original description was based on a small series of specimens, 
measurements follow to show the range of size in the material at hand. 
The coloration varies much individually, recalling that of femur-rub- 
rum in cool, moist regions. 

Length of body: & 20-23.5; 2, 23-29. Hind femora: oc’, 12-14; 2, 12- 
14.5. Tegmina: o', 19-20.5; 2, 17.5-23 mm. 

10. Melanoplus extremus Walk. Stations IJ, 5; V, 5; V, 11. Lots 
180, 99 A., 186 A. July 8 to Aug. 16. 

This species was found in the cassandra and sedge zone of the 
swamps, and on the jack pine ridge. It is a typical inhabitant of moist 
meadows throughout the Canadian zone from Alaska to Nova Scotia. 
The examples secured are of large size and measurements are ap- 
pended. 

Length of body: <, 20-21; 2, 2629. Hind femora: &, 11.7 12.7; ,13.5- 
14.5 Tegmina: co, 11.5-14.5; 2, 13.5-15.5 mm. 

11. Melanoplus fasciatus Barnst.-Walk. Stations II, 3; III; V, 2; 
V, 3; IV, 5; V, 9; III, 04. Lots 121, 181, 144, 146, 193, 207, 208, 212, 
214, 231, 215, 222, 239, 101 A., 107 A., 135 A., 148 A. July 20 to Aug. 16. 

This is a common and widely distributed species in the procumbens, 
heath and cladonia zones. It is a thamnophilous species in the east, 
and typically short-winged, but in the central part of the continent ex- 
amples with fully developed wings and tegmina are not rare, and both 
forms are represented among the material secured. The average size is 
considerably greater than that of specimens from the east and measure- 
ments are appended. 

Length of body: &, 19-23; 2, 23-27. Hind femora; oc’, 10.7-12; 2, 12- 
13.5. Tegmina; o’, 11.5-18.5 (average 12.5); 2, 10.5-18 mm. 

12. Melanoplus femoratus Burm. Station I, 7, camp. July 24. Lot 
137, a single male. 

18. Melanoplus huroni Blatchley. Stations I, Light-house Penin- 
sula; I, 5; I1I,.5; IV, 5; IV, 7. Lots 35, 44, 121, 131, 183, 35 A. July 
8 to 29. Seven females from dry, aspen-covered, burned-over ridge, rock 
clearings and ridges. 
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The Melanopli have been determined from adult examples solely. 
There are in addition numerous immature specimens, in several stages, 
representing at least three species and possibly more, which cannot be 
identified with certainty at present. 

3. Station List, 1905 Collections. 

J, 1. Lake Superior and Bay Beaches. 
Chloealtis conspersa, (No. 22). 

I, 5. Jack Pine Ridge. 
Circotettix verruculatus, (108, 27). 
Melanoplus huron, (44). 

I, 7. Camp at Light-house Clearing. 
Blattella germanica, (179). 
Stenobothrus curtipennis, (187). 
Camnula pellucida, (1383). 
Circotettian verruculatus, (179). 
Melanoplus alaskanus, (133, 137, 166, 179). 
Melanoplus femoratus, (187). 

II, 8. Rock Ridge Clearings on McCargoe Cove Trail. 
Chloealtis conspersa, (148, 144, 147). 
Chloealtis abdominalis, (148). 
Circotettix verruculatus, (147, 144). 
Melanoplus alaskanus, (144, 146, 147, 55). 
Melanoplus fasciatus, (144, 146). 

II, 5. Forbes Lake. 
Mecostethus lineatus, (180). 
Melanoplus extremus, (180). 

III. Western End of Rock Harbor. 
Circotettix verruculatus, (181, 132). 
Melanoplus fasciatus, (181). 
Melanoplus huroni, (181). 

III, 5. Sumner Lake. 

Melanoplus huroni, (183). 
IV, 5. Clearing at Neutson’s Resort. 

Chloealtis abdominalis, juv., (121). 
Camnula pellucida, (121). 
Hippiscus tuberculatus, (121). 
Circotettia verruculatus, (121). 
Melanoplus alaskanus, (121). 
Melanoplus huroni, (121). 
Melanoplus fasciatus, (121). 

IV, 7. Head of Tobin Harbor. 
Melanoplus huroni, (35 A.). 

IV, 9. Mountain Top. 
Hippiscus tuberculatus, (122). 
Melanoplus alaskanus, (122). 

V, 2. Heath Zone and Beach. 

Circotettin verruculatus, (A. 135, A. 107). 
Melanoplus alaskanus, (107 A.). 
Melanoplus fasciatus, (101 A, 185 A, 107 A). 
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V, 3. Rock Clearing at Camp on Siskowit Bay. 
Stenobothrus curtipennis, (99 A., 228). 
Camnula pellucida, (222, 228). 
Circotettia verruculatus, (289, 222, 208, 201, 212). 
Melanoplus fasciatus, (198, 201, 208, 212, 214, 222, 239, 231). 

V, 5. Tamarack Swamp. 
Stenobothrus curtipennis, (99 A.). 
Mecostethus lineatus, (91 A.). 
Melanoplus extremus, (99 A.). 

V, 9. Outlet to Siskowit Lake. 
Hippiscus tuberculatus, (215). 
Melanoplus alaskanus, (215). 
Melanoplus fasciatus, (215). 
Circotettiv verruculatus, (215). 

V, 11, Tamarack-Spruce Swamp. 
Mecostethus lineatus, (186 A.). 
Melanoplus alaskanus, (136 A., 216). 
Melanoplus extremus, (186 A.). 

I, ’04. Clearing on the Shore of Washington Harbor. 
Stenobothrus curtipennis, (154 A.). 
Chloealtis abdominalis, (154 A.). 
Chloealtis conspersa, (154 A.). 
Mecostethus lineatus, (154 A.). 
Camnula pellucida, (154 A.). 
Melanoplus alaskanus, (154 A.). 
Melanoplus sp. indet. 2. 

III, 04. Trail along the Top of Greenstone Range. 
Melanoplus fasciatus, (143 A.). 

VIII, 04. Western End of Siskowit Bay. 
Stenobothrus curtipennis, (232). 
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NEUROPTEROID INSECTS FROM ISLE ROYALE, MICHIGAN. 

DR. JAMES G. NEEDHAM, CORNELL UNIVERSITY. 

A small but interesting collection of aquatic larvae of dragonflies, 
stoneflies and mayflies was obtained from Isle Royale, and the fine 
stonefly, Pteronarcys dorsata Say, from the Northern Peninsula. Among 
the dragonfly larvae were two that are hitherto undescribed, a species 
of Sympetrum too immature for description, and the cast skins and the 
young larva of a species of Somatochlora, described below. The list is 
as follows: 

Odonata. 

1. Anagx junius Drury. <A young larva from Isle Royale was col- 
lected on August 14 (No. 120 A) in a rock pool on the beach (V, 2); 
and another on July 29 at Summer Lake (III, 5). 

2. Aeschna sp.? perhaps constricta Say. Represented by both cast 
skins and nymphs from Sumner Lake (III, 5), Nos. 170, 221, 72 A, 
77 A, 78 A, 79 A; a rock pool on the beach (V, 2) on August 14; in the 
stomach of a duckling loon (Gavia imber) from Siskowit Lake (V, 6) 
August 10, No. 108 A; and from the margin of a swamp (V, 11) 
on August 16 (No. 126 A). 

3. Aeschna sp? A second species, represented by a single young 
larva, was taken in a rock pool (V, 2) on August 14 (No. 120 A). It 
has lateral spines on segments 5-9 of the abdomen, that of 5 (usually 
absent) being very small. 

4. Somatochlora sp? Perhaps S. forcipata Selys. (This suggestion 
as to the species is based solely on the fact that this species is known 
to occur commonly at Duluth, Minn.). A single young nymph in 
alcohol, July 26, from the head of Rock Harbor, No. 162; and a cast 
skin (No. 89) from Rock Harbor (III, 1) July 14, 1905. Being new to 
science, a description drawn from the cast skin is herewith offered. 

Length 23 mm., abdomen 13 mm., hind femur 7 mm., width of head 6 
mm., of abdomen 7 mm. 

Body stout, hairy on all margins. Antennae very hairy, and also the 

legs, especially the tibiae externally. Head with a ruff of stiff rough 

recurved hairs overspreading the abruptly narrowed hind angles. La- 

bium stout and wide, its hinge reaching posteriorly well between the 

bases of the fore legs. Median lobe prominently angulate in the mid- 

dle; mental setae about thirteen each side, the outermost eight of these 

in a close-set uniform series; some of the smaller inner ones more or 

less out of line. Lateral setae eight; hook small, hardly longer than the 

setae, but much stouter; teeth crenulately recurved and densely spinu- 

lose margined. 
The wing cases reach posteriorly to the tip of the 6th abdominal seg- 

ment. Dorsal hooks on abdominal segments 3-9, beginning with a mere 

40 
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rudiment on the third and regularly increasing in size backward to the 
ninth, where somewhat surpassing the level of the tip of the 10th seg- 
ment; they are spinelike on segments 4-6, but somewhat laterally flat- 
tened and distinctly decurved at the tip on segments 7-9. Lateral spines 
on segments 7 and 8 straight and sharp, directed straight posteriorly, 
at base very slightly angulate with the lateral margins of their seg- 
ments, that of the 9th segment about two-thirds as long as its segment 
and about twice as large as that of the 8th segment. The margins of 
all the abdominal segments are hairy, especially posteriorly, and there 
is a dense fringe across the ventral spical border of the 9th segment. 
The superior appendage is slightly shorter than the inferiors: these are 
triangular and sharp pointed; the laterals equal the superior in 
length, and are stout and cylindric, and abruptly pointed. 

The larvae of the four American species of Somatochlora now known 
may be distinguished as follows :— 

1. Lateral setae of the labium eight: lateral spine of the 9th 
abdominal segment more than half as long as its segment, and 
the dorsal hook of that segment larger than its predecessors. 
S. forcipata, supposition. — 

Lateral setae of the labium seven: lateral spine of the 9th 
abdominal segment less than half as long as its segment, and the 
dorsal hook of that seginent not larger, usually smaller, than some 
Of its PredeceSsOrs avs vscrcscivaseases sc ah oee steed a SEES SE Se KS 2. 

2. Abdomen less than one-fourth longer than wide: lateral 
spines of the abdomen, short and broad, equilateral triangles. 
S. CenebrOsa, SUPPOSITION. 0... 0c cc cece ceca ene e ee ee cn eceeees 3. 

Abdomen more than one-half longer than broad: Lateral spines 
of the abdomen longer than more acute aS oe Rhee ace MU S/SN Reise ae a BN Bs 

3. Dorsal hooks “of the abdomen of equal size on segments 6-9. 
Dorsal hooks largest on the 7th and 8th segments, that of the 

Sth segment smaller .i.scvn seca wensesedeca wees eee ees S. linearis. 
5. Cordulia shurtlefi Scudder. This fine species is apparently com- 

mon on Isle Royale, being represented by nymphs, Nos. 79 A, from Sum- 
ner Lake (III, 5), July 29; No. 120 A. from a rock pool on beach (V, 2) 
on August 14; and No. 126 A. from a swamp (V, II) on August 16. 

6. Celithemis eponina Hagen. Two large and four small larvae. 
From a rock pool (V, 2) on August 14, No. 120 A. 

7. Leucorhinia intacta Hagen. A number of larvae in bad condition, 
apparently this species, on July 29, No. 78 A, 79 A, from the sedge zone 
of Sumner Lake (III, 5). 

8. Enallagma sp.? A number of broken larvae: Sumner Lake (III, 
5), July 29, Nos. 79 A and 126 A; and a rock pool on beach (V, 2) on 
August 14, (No. 120 A); also from a swamp (V, 11) on August 16 
(No. 126 A). 

Plecoptera. 

1. Arsapnia vernalis Newman. A number of specimens of both 
sexes, Nos. 24. 46, and 80 (I, 1), July 6, 11, and 14. Very abundant 
upon the cliff at the shore. ; 

2. Isopteryr cydippa Newman. One specimen from the balsam-birch 
forest (V, 4), on August 14 (G. 236.) 
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Pteronarcys dorsata Say. A few larvae from Otter River, in Baraga 
County Michigan, collected by A. G. Ruthven, No. 30791, U. of M. 
Museum. 

Ephemerida, 

1. Heptagenia sp.? One pinned female subimago from Isle Royale 
in August, wholly undeterminable; another specimen from Tobin Har- 
bor on July 20. ; 

2. Siphlurus sp.? probably S. alternata Say. A larva from the 
sedge zone of Sumner Lake (III, 5) No. 78 A, on July 29. 

Neuroptera. 

1. Sialis infumata Walker. One larva and one adult were taken on 
July 26, by H. A. Gleason, (No. 160) near the head of Rock Harbor 
(III, 3). ® fh J 
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DIPTERA OF THE 1905 UNIVERSITY MUSEUM EXPEDITION TO 

ISLE ROYALE. 

PROFESSOR JAMES 8S. HINE, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY. 

Much interest always attaches to a collection of insects from north- 
ern regions and when Mr. Chas. C. Adams wrote and asked me to work 
up the Diptera of the 1905 Isle Royale Expedition, I gladly accepted. 
The collection is a small one and includes a number of common and 
widely distributed species, but on the other hand it also includes several 
species of special interest. Most of the specimens were collected by 
Dr. H. A. Gleason, but he was aided by Mr. B. F. Savery. 

As the locality is not so far from midway between the East and the 
West the question naturally arises as to whether the eastern or the 
western species predominate in the makeup of the fauna. This matter 
is the more interesting to me for the reason that lately I have studied a 
collection of Diptera from New England and also one from British 
Columbia. After some study of species of Diptera from boreal regions 
I am convinced that there is not the difference in the eastern and 
western faunas in the North that there is in the South. There are a 
number of species in the collection that are common to New England 
and British Columbia, but there are others that so far are not proven 
to have such a wide range, and it is with the latter that most interest 
attaches in the consideration of our question. 

If the Tabanidae are considered we find that three species may be 
said to be exclusively eastern and one exclusively western, while six 
are distributed entirely across the continent. 

_ In the family Syrphidae are seven species that may be considered ex- 
clusively eastern, and twelve species that reach clear across the conti- 
nent, but not a single one that is exclusively western. 

In the Stratiomyidae the single species is eastern. So far as I can 
find Isle Royale is the farthest west the species has been taken. 

In the Bombyliidae one species is western, and the other reaches 
across the continent. 

In the Therevidae the single species is western, Montreal being the 
farthest east that specimens have been taken. 

In the Asilidae two species are eastern and one is western. The west- 
ern species however is hardly typical. 

In the remaining families are several species that are exclusively 
eastern and several that reach clear across the continent, but none that 
are exclusively western. To sum up I find four western species and 
more than a dozen eastern, while there are about thirty that occur from 
the Atlantic to the Pacific. Therefore, although there are many species 
common to Isle Royale and British Columbia, the following show that 
the .general complection of the Isle Royale Dipterous fauna favors that 
of eastern rather than that of western North America. 
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Family Culicidae. 

1. Culex pipiens Linn. The rain barrel Mosquito was taken July 
11, (Station I, Sub. 1) and August 3, (V, 3). This is the common mos- 
quito that breeds in receptacles of standing water and small pools 
generally, and widely distributed in this country and in Europe, hav- 
ing been described under various names. I hesitated somewhat in giv- 
ing the specimens a specific name for the reason that they were dropped 
into alcohol when they were collected and lost many of their scales be- 
fore they reached me. 

Family Simulidae. 

2. Simulium venustum Say. Black Fly. Taken July 14 (J, 5) and 
July 28, (III, 5). In Ohio I have found the larvae of this species cling- 
ing to rocks in swift flowing brooks and at the outlet of a small artifi- 
cial lake where the water passed through an iron pipe and dropped a 
foot or two on to rubbish and stones. This minature waterfall seemed 
to furnish ideal breeding grounds for the species, for the larvae were 
there in abundance and the adults were flying about in swarms. The 
type locality for the species is along the Ohio River near Cincinnati, 
but it has been identified from a number of states and from Canada. 
It is a matter of interest to know that the species is a member of the 
genus with the well known and destructive Buffalo Gnat. 

Family Stratiomyidae. 

3. Stratiomyia badia Walker. Judging from the large number of 
specimens taken the species must have been common from July 17-31. 
All specimens were taken at the Light-house clearing (I, 7). At San- 
dusky the species appears in numbers on flowers of White Sweet-clover 
and milkweeds, and specimens are often seen with the pollen-masses of 
the latter plant clinging to their feet. The Isle Royale specimens are 
typical in coloration but are slightly larger on an average than other 
specimens I have seen. The type locality is New Hampshire but its 
range is known to extend over a large part of northeastern North 
America. 

Family Tabanidae. 

4. Chrysops carbonarius Walker. Specimens were taken along the 
McCargoe Cove trail and at the head of Rock Harbor (ITI, 3), July 11- 
14. This is usually a northern species but has been taken on the east- 
ern coast of the United States as far south as North Carolina. It be- 
longs to the group without an apical spot and is closely related to mitis, 
the species next considered, and from which it is separated by the pres- 
ence of a hyaline spot at the base of the fifth posterior cell. In these 
specimens this spot is very small, sometimes making it difficult to say to 
which species they really belong. As a usual thing specimens of car- 
bonarius are noticeably smaller than specimens of mitis. 

5. Chrysops mitis Osten Sacken. A number of specimens taken 
along the McCargoe Cove Trail, July 11, are of this species. As stated 
above the difference between this species and the former is not always ap- 
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parent, but the specimens with the fifth posterior cell uniformly infus- 
cated at its base are usually decidedly larger than the others. This is 
quite noticeably in the Isle Royale specimens. The type locality for the 
species is the Lake Superior region, therefore these specimens should be 
and are very nearly typical. Specimens of carbonarius from farther 
east usually have a distinct hyaline spot at the base of the fifth pos- 
terior cell and therefore are easily known. 

6. Chrysops frigidus Osten Sacken. <A single specimen taken Au- 
gust 7, by B. F. Savery (V, 3) answers the description of this species 
very well. Here the abdomen is variable in coloration in a series of 
specimens, but the wing markings are nearly constant. I have never 
observed or heard of the species being so abundant and troublesome as 
other members of the genus. Type locality Great Slave Lake and other 
northern regions, but it is now known from as far south as Ohio and 
New Jersey. 

Tabanus affinis Wirby. Taken July 2, on Mackinaw Island, Michigan. 
-A species with hairy eyes, measuring nearly 20 millimeters in length, the 
abdomen is broadly red on the sides and the palpi are long and slen- 
der. The type locality is Boreal America and the species may be “ex- 
pected anywhere from Maine to British Columbia. This specimen is 
typical for the species. 

7. Tabanus epistatus Osten Sacken. Three specimens taken at 
Light-house clearing (1,7) July 8, 11 and 31. Similar to the last in 
coloration and general appearance, but smaller and the palpi are ro- 
bust. Type locality Hudson Bay Territory, but now known to be 
widely distributed in northern United States and Canada south to Ohio 
and New Jersey. 

8. Tabanus lasiophthalmus Macquart. A single specimen taken at 
Rock Harbor, in July, by Adams. The eves are hairy, the abdomen is 
red on the sides and the size is near that of cpistatus. The cros¢veins 
are margined with fuscous making the wings appear spotted, a char- 
acter which serves to separate it from epistatus and most other north- 
ern species with hairy eyes. Type locality Carolina, but it is dis- 
tributed over northeastern North America south to Georgia and west 
to Illinois. 

9. Tabanus nivosus Osten Sacken. Several specimens taken at 
Light-house clearing (I, 7) July 11, 26 and 28; (V, 3) August 7 and 9. 
Length about 15 millimeters with a row of large white blotches or 
spots on each side of the abdomen; wings clear hyaline; general color 
blackish. Type locality New Jersey, and known from New York and 
Obio. 

10. Tabanus sp. Specimens taken at Light-house clearing (I. 7), 
July 18 and 22. This, I take it, is a distinct species but it mav be 
one of Walker’s obscure forms and I hestitate to name it specifically 
until more material is available. The size is near that of nirosus, but 
the general color is reddish, and the white markings on the sides of the 
abdomen are not so conspicuous. There are a number of other char- 
acters which distinguish it. 

11. Tabanus illotus Osten Sacken. Specimens taken at Light-house 
clearing (I, 7), July 7, 11 and 25; and (III, 3), July 14, and August 
5. Eyes hairy, abdomen with a row of white spots on each side, wings 
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with the front part of the basal half clouded with fuscous, but other- 
wise hyaline. The species is near the size of nivosus and appears 
much like that species. Type locality Hudson Bay Region, but at the 
present time known from Alaska and various parts of the British Pos- 
sessions. Specimens from Isle Royale have the white spots on the 
sides of the abdomen larger than in some specimens I have observed. 

12. Tabanus insuetus Osten Sacken. A single specimen taken by 

B. F. Savery August 9, (V, 3). This is the only species known from the 
western states, with the hairy eyes and ocelligerous tubercle absent and 
therefore falls in the genus Atylotus of some authors. Type locality 
Weber Lake, California. Now known from Alaska, British Columbia 
and several of the northwestern states. 

13. Tabanus astutus Osten Sacken. (?) Several specimens taken at 
Light-house clearing (I, 7) July 26 and 28, and (V, 8) August 7 and 
15, by B. F. Savery. These specimens come nearer agreeing with astutus 
than any other species I know, but there are some points in which they 
do not agree and for that reason J have named them astutus with a 
question. Walker described a number of species from the far north that 
have never been identified since. It is therefore with much interest that 
I receive such collections as the present. Although a number of species 
have a wide north and south distribution in boreal regions every col- 
lection from the north is apt to contain something of interest. 

Family Bombiliidae. 

14. Anthrax morio Linn. Two specimens taken at Light-house clear- 
ing (I, 7), July 11 and 26. Anthrar seminigra and morio are be- 
lieved to be synonyms. The species is common to. Europe and North 
America and is distributed in the latter country from Maine to British 
Columbia. Nearly the basal two-thirds of the wing is black, the re- 
mainder hyaline. The outer margin of the black is irregular and begins 
on the costa near the apex and proceeds obliquely, gradually nearing 
the base. 

15. Anthrax fulviana Say. <A single specimen taken July 26, (IIT, 
8). The whole body of this insect is clothed with dense yellow pile, 
the legs are black and the wings hyaline with costal margin and narrow, 
base black. Type locality Pembina, Minnesota, and besides it has been 
taken in New Mexico, Washington and British Columbia. 

Family Therevidae. 

16. Thereva frontalis Say. Two specimens taken at Light-house 
clearing (I, 7) July 29, and (V, 3) August 9. Type locality Northwest 
Territory and specimens are at hand from Montreal, Colorado and Brit- 
ish Columbia. The Isle Royale specimens aré rather larger in size than 
other specimens I have seen but agree closely in coloration with Colo- 
rado examples. Those at hand from British Columbia are slightly more 
brownish, but the thoracic and abdominal markings are of the same 
form and extent in all. 
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Fanily Asilidae. 

17. Cyrtopogon chrysopogon Loew. Taken at Light-house clearing 
(I, 7), July 6 and 10. Type locality Massachusetts. Known from 
Montreal, Quebec, New Jersey, New York and Florida. This record ex- 
tends the westward range of the species considerably. It is black with 
the beard straw-yellow and the bases of all the tibiae red. 

18. Dasyllis astur Osten Sacken. Taken at Light-house clearing (I, 
7), July 7. The two specimens that I include under this name do not 
fully agree with the original description of the species but are nearer 
it than to posticata, and as Osten Sacken indicates certain variations in 
his description the specimens are given this name. In typical astur 
from British Columbia the pile on the anterior dorsum of the thorax 
is largely black and that on the tibiae yellow. In the Isle Royale speci- 
mens the pile on the anterior dorsum of the thorax is all yellow and 
that on the tibiae is black. Osten Sackén observed that specimens of 
astur taken at low altitudes had the pile on the tibiae black, and as the 
size agrees I believe it proper to place the specimens in this way. Type 
locality California, but otherwise known from Oregon, Washington and 
British Columbia. 

19. Asilus annulatus Williston. Three specimens taken August 5 
(V, 3). Known from northeastern North America, as far west as Kan- 
sas. The specimens appear to be typical for the species. 

Family Dolichopodidae. 

20. Hydrophorus philombrius Wheeler. A number of specimens 
taken July 11 (I, 1). I suspect there are plenty of species of this 
family in the Isle Royale locality but this is the only one included in 
the collection sent for study. The type locality is Milwaukee County, 
Wisconsin, and it is also recorded from Texas. These specimens are 
typical, agreeing in detail with the original description and figure. 

Family Syrphidae. 

21. Chrysotorum ventricosum Loew. Specimens taken July 7, at 
Light-house clearing (I, 7). The family Syrphidae is a most attractive 
family of flies and the genus to which this species belongs is one of its 
finest groups. The various species are mostly found in northern regions 
or at high altitudes, and are easily recognized by the oblique yellow 
abdominal markings and elongate antennae. This one is the largest 
American species of the genus and was first described from specimens 
taken in the District of Columbia. It is now known from New Jersey, 
Canada and Arizona. 

22. Pyrophaena granditarsus Forster. A female specimen taken 
July 28, at Light-house clearing (I, 7). This is the same species that 
formerly passed under the specific name ocymi. It is common to Europe 
and North America and in the latter country is distributed from New 
England to British Columbia. The two sexes are very different in 
appearance and to some extent in structure, and it is from the front 
tarsi of the male that its specific name is derived. 

23. Platychirus peltatus Meigen. Taken July 25, (II, 1). Common 
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to Europe and North America. Widely distributed in northern North 
America from New England to British Columbia and .Alaska. 

24. Platychirus hyperboreus Staeger. Taken at Light-house clear- 
ing (I, 7) July 23 and 26. Type locality Greenland ‘but widely dis- 
tributed in North America. As with most species of the genus only 
the males can be identified satisfactorily by the known characters. 

25. iJfelanostoma angustatum Williston. Specimens taken July 23 
and 26, at Light-house clearing (i. 7). Type locality, state of Wash- 
ington. Known also from the White Mountains and British Columbia. 

26. Syrphus americanus Wiedemann. One specimen taken July 22, 
at Light-house clearing (I, 7). The species is abundant and somewhat 
variable in coloration and is distributed over nearly the whole United 
States and Canada. The larvae have been observed feeding on the grain 
Aphis. 

27. Syrphus diversipes Macquart. Specimens taken August 4 and 
7, (V, 3). Type locality Newfoundland. Distributed from New York 

to British Columbia and Alaska, reaching as far south as southern Ohio. 
28. Syrphus genualis Williston. Taken July 24, at Light-house 

clearing (I, 7), July 25, (II, 1). Type locality New Hampshire and 
recently reported from Beulah, New Mexico. 

29. Syrphus ribesii Linn. Specimens taken July 24 and 26 at Light- 
house clearing (I, 7). Common to Europe and North America. This 
is one of the most common members of the family and is almost sure to 
be included in Jocal lists of Diptera as it is distributed over nearly the 
whole of North America. The larvae are of importance as they feed on 
various species of plant. lice. One often sees a colony of plant lice with 
one of the syrphid larvae in the midst of them, and he cannot help be- 
coming interested if he observes for a short time and endeavors to count 
the number of plant lice a larva is able to devour in a given time under 
favorable conditions. 

30. Sphaeropheria cylindrica Say. Specimens taken July 25, 26, and 
28 at Light-house clearing (I, 7) and July 25, (II, 1). Type locality 
Pennsylvania. Common over a wide range and included in many local 
lists. The larvae are reported as feeding on the grain Aphis and on that 
account the species is of interest to the economic entomologist. The 
sexes are quite different from one another and one is not likely to asse- 
ciate them on first acquaintance. 

31. Lristalis dimidiatus Wiedemann. Specimens taken July 22, 24, 
25 and 26 at Light-house clearing (I, 7), August 4 (V, 3) and July 25 
(II, 1). About 40 specimens of this species were procured indicating 
that it is as common at Isle Royale as at other places. The larvae of 
the various species of Hristalis are what are known as rat-tailed larvae 
and are found in shallow water in swampy places or at the outlet of 
sewers and drains. Each larva‘is furnished with a posterior appendage 
which can be lengthened and shortened at will and which contains the 
posterior parts of the tracheal trunks. At the free end of the appendage 
are the two posterior spiracles which are kept at the surface of 
the water. Thus the larva is fitted so it can remain beneath the water 
and yet get the necessary air for carrying on respiration. The adults 
are common around flowers in autumn, sometimes several species visit- 
ing the same patch of asters or goldenrods as the case may be. LE. dimi- 

41 
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diatus is found all over eastern North America from Florida to Canada 
and west to Kansas. 

32. Eristalis bastardii Macquart. Specimens taken August 4 Wa 3). 
I have observed this species at midday when the sun was shining, flying 

actively over water and have taken them in numbers at such times with 

a net. It is common over the greater part of northeastern North Amer- 
ica, being found as far south as the District of Columbia. 

33. Helophilus similis Loew. Specimens taken July 26 and 28 at 
Light-house clearing (I, 7). The members of this genus are peculiar 
in that the eyes are separated in the male as well as the female. This 
species is often taken in early spring from the blossoms of willow and 
other early flowering plants. The type locality is Georgia but it appears 
to be more common northward where its range extends from the Atlantic 
to the Pacific. 

34. JMallota cimbiciformis Fallen. Specimens taken July 23 and 26 
at Light-house clearing (I, 7). Common to Europe and North America 
and widely distributed over the eastern part of the latter country. The 
species has a resemblance to certain species of Fristalis, but the greatly 
thickened hind femora are distinctive. 

35. Xylota curvipes Loew. One specimen taken July 26, at Light- 
house clearing (I, 7). The genus Xylota contains upwards of 40 North 
American species which in ‘the main are reasonably easy to separaté, 
and for that reason it is an attractive group. Various species are often 
observed resting on logs in damp places or that lie across small streams. 
In many the abdomen is distinctly elongated and ihe hind femora are 
swollen. X. curvipes is common to Europe and North America, being 
most often taken in northern latitudes. 

36. Xylota fraudulosa Loew. One specimen taken August 12 (V, 3). 
Type locality Illinois, but known in northern North America from New 
England to Washington reaching south to Ohio and Nebraska. 

37. Xylota pigra Fabr. One specimen taken July 22 at Light-house 
clearing (I, 7). Common to Europe and North America and generally 
distributed over the United States and Canada. The adult has been 
reared from a larva taken from under the bark of a pine tree. 

38. Temnostoma aequalis Loew. mpecimens taken July 17, 22, 23, 24, 
26 at Light-house clearing (I, 7) and July 25 (II, 1). This fly has some- 
what the appearance of the common bald-faced hornet and one usually 
thinks the second time before taking it in his hand. In Ohio various 
species of the genus are to be found around rotten logs where the females 
oviposit and the larvae pass their lives as such. Type locality, English 
River, Hudson Bay Region. Otherwise known from New England and 
Colorado. The Isle Royale specimens vary slightly in abdominal and 
thoracic markings but on the whole agree very well with the original 
description. 

39. Temnostoma bombylans Fabr. One specimen taken July 17, at 
Light-house clearing (I, 7). Common to Europe and North America and 
widely distributed in the latter country. having been taken as far south 
as southern Ohio. 

Family Tachinidae. 

40. Peletcria robusta Wiedemann. One specimen taken July 26 at 
Light-house clearing (I, 7). This species is reported as occuring from 
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Argentina to Canada and from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Wiedemann’s 
types were taken in South America. The Isle Royale specimen has 

less red at the tip of the abdomen than most Ohio specimens. 
The family Vachinidae contains a large number of species and nearly 

all of them are of more or less interest to the economic entomologist on 
account of their parasitic habits. Many injurious insects have one or 
more Tachinid parasites which aid in holding them in check. 

41. Echinomyia algens Wiedemann. Two specimens taken July 14 
(III, 3) and July 26 at Light-house clearing (I, 7). The types were 
taken in North America, but the exact locality is not given. Recent 
writers have reported the species from many points in Mexico and north- 
ward. It is said to be parasitic on the larvae of the moth, Hadena ligni- 
color Guenée. 

Family Sarcophagidae. 

42. Sarcophaga sarraceniae Riley. Flesh Fly. A specimen taken 
July 11 at Light-house clearing (I, 7). This is our common flesh fly, 
and is an important scavenger. Type locality Missouri. The species of 
Sarcophaga are not well understood in America and it may be that this 
is a synonym. However the name is included in many local lists of 
Diptera which indicates a wide range for the species. 

43. Lucilia caesar Linn. Carrion Fly. Four specimens taken July 
25 (II, 1), July 26 at Light-house clearing (I, 7) and August 5 (V, 3). 
Known from Europe and America. A very common carrion fly every- 
where. Along the shores of the Great Lakes its larvae feed largely 
upon the carcases of fishes cast on the beach by the waves. 

44. Callophora viridescens Desv. Blow Fly. Three specimens taken 
July 25 (II, 3) and August 7 (V, 3). This is one of the common blow 
flies and is widely distributed in Europe and America. 

45. Cynomyia cadaverina Desvy. Two specimens taken July 8 (I, 1). 
Carolina is the type locality but the species is found in most localities 
in the United States and Canada. 

46. Phormia terraenovae Desv. A specimen taken August 4 (V, 3). 
Type locality Newfoundland. Generally distributed over North Amer- 
ica, especially northward. 

Family Jluscidae. 

47. Musca domestica Linn. House Fly. <A specimen taken August 
7 (V, 3). This species needs no particular comment here. It is found 
in nearly all parts of the world and has lately been proven to be con- 
nected with the transmission of typhoid fever. 

Family Anthomyidae. 

48. Hyetodesia serva Meigen. Five specimens taken July 11, 23 and 
24 at Light-house clearing (I, 7) and August 4 (V, 3). This European 
species has been reported for America, but its distribution is not well 
understood. I have compared these specimens carefully with Schiner’s 
description and find that they agree well, but as the group is very rich 
in species their determination is not always an easy matter. 
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Family Sciomyzidae. 

49. Tetanocera plebeia Loew. A specimen taken July 26 at Light- 
house clearing (I, 7). Type locality Middle States. Specimens are at 
hand from British Columbia and other localities. The members of this 
genus are often common in marshy and damp places. 

50. NSepedon pusillus Loew. Two specimens taken in a swamp in Cass- 
andra and Sedge Zone (V, 2), by Max M. Peet. Type locality Middle 
States. Known from Ohio, New Jersey and White Mountains, New 
Hampshire. The various species of this genus are usually found in 
swainps where they may be observed flying over water. 
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ANNOTATED LIST OF ISLE ROYALE HYMENOPTERA. 

E. G. TITUS, ENTOMOLOGIST, UTAH AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. 

The determinations in this group were made in Washington at the 
U.S. National Museum, Mr. J. C. Crawford and myself working over 
most of the material together. Myr. Theodore Pergande, Bureau of Ento- 
mology, determined the two species of ants represented in the collection. 
The general collection of ants are reported upon elsewhere by Dr. W. 
M. Wheeler. Mr. W. F. Fiske, at that time in the Forest-Insect section 
of the Bureau of Entomology, very kindly determined the Ichneumons 
and Siricids, both of which groups he had been working with for several 
years. At the time the determinations were made the writer had no 

expectation of writing up the notes or he would have doubtless been able 
to add considerable to their value by making further notes on the speci- 
mens retained at the National Museum. 

Boimbidae. 

Boibus terricola Kby. (Det. Crawford.) Three on flowers of Opu- 
faster (II, 1) (14): about camp at Rock Harbor several specimens (133, 
166 three, 179, 191) and one specimen (222) around camp at Siskowit 
Bay. 

Geographic Range: Originally described from Canada; Kirby, 1837. 
Also reported by Provancher from region around Montreal and by 
other authors from various localities in Northern United States east of 
the Rocky mountains and as far south as Colorado. J have seen speci- 

' mens from Massachusetts, New York, Illinois, Kansas and Colorado. 
Bombus consimilis Cress. (Det. Crawford.) Two were taken around 

camp at Rock Harbor (86, 45). 
Geographic Range: Described from New York, Cresson 1864, p. 41 

and reported by Packard, 1864, p. 112. 
Bombus sp. One flying over beach at end of Conglomerate bay (31) ; 

one on flowers of D. trifida on a jack pine ridge (23); and two about 
camp at Rock Harbor (A. 5, 98). These all seem to represent one species 
but neither Mr. Crawford or myself care to name it in the present un- 
settled condition of the group. 

Psithyrus latitarsus Morrill (Det. Crawford.) Two around camp 
clearing at Rock Harbor (A 36, 45). 

Geographic range: Desc. from Montana by Morril 1908, p. 224. 

Mfegachilidae. 

Monunetha albifrons Kby. (Det. Titus.) One specimen flying over 
ridges near Conglomerate bay, (68). 

Geographic range: Desc. by Kirby 1887, p. 270 from “Lat. 65°”; 
again by Cresson 1864, p. 387, 388, as three separate new species from 
Colorado, Pikes Peak, and Slave Lake. It probably occurs over all the 
region from the Mackenzie river and Upper Hudson bay to the lower 
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Rocky Mts. areas in New Mexico and westward to the Pacific. (Titus 
1906, p. 158, Cockerell 1906) (1 and 2). Nothing is known of its 
breeding habits. I have specimens from eastern Canada and New Eng- 
land but have seen none from south of New York along the Atlantic 
region. There are mites on the Isle Royale specimens. 

Xanthosarus melanophea Smith. (Det. Titus). Taken on jack pine 
ridge (108) ; about camp at Rock Harbor (133, 166 eleven) and on flow- 
ers of Campanula rotundifolia in clearing at Siskowit Bay (148, 202). 

Geographic range: Described from British America, Smith 1853, p. 
91 and known to occur throughout the region of southern Canada, New 
England, New York, and in northern United States to the Pacific coast 
and in British Columbia. This and the following species are leaf-cut- 
ters working especially on the leaves of Rosa spp., the pieces clipped 
out are used in lining their nests which are usually made in old logs 
or dead trees, the female often utilizing the abandoned boring of some 
other insect. The little rolls are often found when splitting logs or 
wood in the fall or winter. 

NXauthosarus latimanus Say. (Det. Titus). Very frequently taken 
about the camp clearings at Rock Harbor and Siskowit Bay (388, 49, 68, 
133, 187, 153, 179, 231); also at sand beaches at head of Conglomerate 
bay (31); on jack pine ridges (68, 1-8); near Neutson’s resort (121) ; on 

flowers of Opulaster (148); and on flowers of Campanula rotundifolia 
(202). 

Geographic range: Described from “Arkansas” by Say 18238, p. 81, 
which may mean any where from Missouri to Colorado. It is one of the 
most common species in the United States and Canada, occurring from 
coast to coast and from the Gulf northward. 
Anthemois sp. near infragilis Cresson (Det. Titus). This specimen 

was taken around camp at Rock Harbor (86). While it bears a close 
resemblance to A. infragilis there are sufficient differences to make it 
a good species and probably new. A. infragilis was described from 
New York and probably occurs in the Isle Royale region, since I have 
seen specimens from Canada (Titus 1906, p. 152). 

Stelidae. 

Caliorys moesta Cresson. (Det. Titus). One on flowers of Cam- 
panula rotundifolia in clearing at Siskowit Bay (202) (V, 2). 

Geographic range: Described from Connecticut, Cresson, 1864, p. 
403; reported by Provancher, 1882, p. 241, 1888, p. 725 as tristis, from 
Canada. Occurs westward to Colorado, New Mexico and probably 
Utah. 

Chelynia nitida Cresson. (Det. Titus). One specimen about camp at 
Rock Harbor (26). 

Geographic Range: Desc. from New York by Cresson, 1878, as 
a Stelis-and from Canada by Provancher, 1888, p. 322 as Chelnia 
labiata and in Panurgidae. Ashmead, 1896, p. 283, erected the genus 
Melanostelis for his species betheli, which is congeneric with nitida 
(Titus, 1906, p. 161). 
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Andrenidae, 

Halictus terowxrii Lepeletiers (Det. Crawford). One specimen about 
camp at Rock Harbor (133). 

Geographic range: Described by Lepeletier 1841, p. 272 from “Am. 
Boreal.” Occurs at least as far west as [linois, Robertson, 1803, p. 146. 

Halictus versans Lovell. (Det. Crawford). Five specimens on flowers 
of Physocarpus in Ransom clearing (IT, 1), (148). 

Geographic range: Described from Maine by Lovell. 

Prosopidae. 

Prosopis basalis Smith. (Det. Crawford and Titus). One about clear- 
ing at Rock Harbor (166). 

Geographic range: Described from Hudson’s Bay Jy Smith, 1853, 
p. 23 and cccurs from the upper Atlantic coast to at least the moun- 
tains of Colorado. 

Prosopis species. (Det. Crawford). On flowers of Opulaster (V, 2 
behind camp at Siskowit Bay (203); in camp clearing at same place 
(212) and two unmarked specimens. There may be two species involved 
here but we were unable to specifically determine them. The species of 
the genus breed in stems of small plants. 

Crabronidae. 

Crabro singularis Smith. (Det. Crawford). One specimen on sand 
beach on a jack pine ridge near Conglomerate bay, (108). 

Geographic range: “Canada and United States.” 
Solenius sp. (Det. Titus and Crawford). One specimen about camp 

at Rock Harbor, (179). 

Pemphredonidae. 

Diodontus adamsi n. sp. Titus (Det. Titus and Crawford). On sand 
beach with Aimmophila at end of Conglomerate bay (31). Notes on 
Anumophila will apply to this species. 

Q@ Leng h 7.1 mm. Black, with scattered silvery pubescence, espec- 
iallv abundant on face; clypeus projecting, with two sharp teeth wide 
at the base, tips of mandibles reddish, palpi brown; tegulae brown, 
vellow in front; wings slightly infuscated; tibiae and tarsi reddish 
brown. 

Sphegidae. 

Ammophila sp. (Det. T. & C.). Three on sand beaches at head of 
Conglomerate bay (31); one near Tonkin bay (41); and one about camp 
at Rock Harbor (133). The normal habitat of this species of sand- 
wasp is on the sand beaches... They fly rapidly about at a height of 
3-15 centimeters over the sand or gravel, alighting only on the 
sand. This group all store their nests with caterpillars, the holes being 
usually in quite hard ground. They are very skillful in removing or 
covering up all traces of the place where they have worked, often going 
to much more labor than the occasion would seem to require. Peckham 
and Peckham, 1898, pp. 6-32, have a very interesting chapter on this 
subject. ; 
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Psammophila sp. (Det. T. & C.). One specimen from rock clearing 
near outlet of Siskowit lake (V, 9) (215). 

Ceropalidae. 

Entypus americanus PalBeauy. (Det. T. & C.). One specimen (235) 
captured with a specimen of Lycosa kochi Keys. (Det. Banks). The 
wasp was backing over the ground, dragging the spider, at brief in- 
tervals it dropped its prey and ran rapidly back and forth looking for 
its hole. It apparently had a general idea of the direction in which 
the nest lay but had to walk right to it in order to be certain of its 
location. Even a couple of centimeters was not close enough. Having 
found the nest the wasp searched in the same way for the spider and 
was backing away with it in a direct line for the hole when both were 
captured. 

Geographic range: Della Terre gives “United States.” It was de- 
scribed by Palisot-Beauvois, 1811, p. 117. Peckham and Peckham, 1898, 
pp. 125-166, describe the labors of several species belonging to this 
group and call them “The Spider Ravishers.” 

Vespidac, 

Vespa diabolica Saussure. (Det. T. & C.). One specimen about camp 
clearing at Rock Harbor (166). Described by Saussure, 1853, p. 
138. Occurs fairly common throughout the eastern United States and 
Canada. There have been many errors in determining species of this 
group so that one can hardly state the distribution of any species. 

HBuminidae,. 

Ancistrocerus capra Sauss. (Det. T. & C.). One taken about camp 
at Rock Harbor (133). 

Geographic vange: Saussure 1857, p. 273. Known to occur in 
northern United States and eastern Canada. 

Ancistrocerus pertinax Sauss. (Det. T. & C.). Two on flowers of 
Heracleum lanatuin in camp clearing at Rock Harbor (105). This 
species may be a true Odyncrus. All of this group are predaceous and 
these probably store their nests with caterpillars. Their habits are 
varied, some boring in one plant or substance and others using old 
burrows. 

Geographic range: Saussure, 1856, p. 216. Known from northern 
and eastern United States and Canada. 

Bumcnues sp. (Det. T. & C.). One in Cladonia clearing behind camp 
at Siskowit Bay (201). This genus are the so-called ‘jug-makers” or 
“mason-wasps” and store their nests with small caterpillars. 

' Formicidac. , 

Formica sp. (Det. Pergande). One specimen in camp clearing at 
Siskowit Bay (231). 
Camponotus pennsyloanicus Degcer. (Det. Pergande). One from 

Station IV, 1 (130), another found running over smooth sand bleach at 
head of Conglomerate bay (31); one at camp at Rock Harbor (104) 
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and others at Siskowit Bay camp (212, 222 eleven, and 232). A very 
common species throughout eastern United States and Canada. 

Chrysididae. 

Chrysogona rerticalis Patton. (Det. T. & C.). One specimen about 
camp clearing Siskowit Bay (239). 

Geographic range: Described by Patton 1879, p. 67, and afterward 
noted by Aaron 1885, p. 226, from California and Provancher 1887, p. 
215, from Canada. 

Evantidae. 

Gasteruption incertus Cresson. (Det. Fiske). One at camp at Sisk- 
owit Bay (239). Mr. Fiske placed this in Foenus which Ashmead makes 
a synonyn of Gasteruption. 

Geographic range: “Canada, Colorado” Cresson. All of this genus 
that have been bred were found parasitic on some species of wasp or bee. 

Gasteruption tarsitorius Say. (Det. Fiske). One taken at Siskowit 
bay camp clearing (A. 152). 

Geographic range: Eastern United States and “Canada.” 
Aulecus rufitarsus Cresson. (Det. Fiske). One at Rock Harbor 

(135); and others at Siskowit Bay (A. 152, 212 five, 231 two, 239). 
Geographic range: “Canada, Colorado” Cresson. 
Some of the species in this group are parasitic on Cerambycid larvae. 

Ichneumonidae. 

Poemenis sp. (Det. Fiske). One about camp clearing Siskowit Bay 
(251). Probably a parasite on some wood-boring coleoptera. 
Pimpla conquisitor Say. (Det. Fiske). One about camp clearing Rock 

Harbor (179). 
Geographic range: “Canada; U. 8.” Cresson. 
Doubtless parasitic cn a Lepidopterous larva. 
Ephialtes gigas Walsh. (Det. Fiske). One about camp at Siskowit 

Bay (153). 
Geographic range: Described from Illinois, also reported from Can- 

ada. 
Rhyssa albomaculata Cresson (Det. Fiske). Taken at Rock Harbor 

clearing (166), and at Siskowit Bay camp clearing (A. 152, 158, 212 
Six, 229, 231 two, 239). 

Geographic range: “Canada; U. 8.” Cresson. 
Species in this genus have been repeatedly bred frem the larva of 

xylophagous saw-flies such as Urocerus. The ovipositors in some species 
attain the length of six or more inches, with these they are able to reach 
the larva of the host and lay their eggs even when the unsuspecting 
victim is living far inside the trunk of a tree. 

Braconidac. 

Apanteles sp. (Det. C. & T.). One alcoholic specimen without data. 
It would be impossible to even superficially determine this from the one 
specimen. 

42 
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Gymnoscelus pedalis Cresson (Det. Fiske). All taken around camp 
clearing Siskowit Bay, (A. 152, 212 six, 222 three, 231, 239 six). 

Geographic range: Canada, Eastern U.S. 
Parasitic upon some wood-boring Coleoptera. 
Melanobracon sp. (Det. Fiske). Two taken at camp clearing. Siskowit 

Bay (212). 
Niricidac, 

Urocerus flavipennis Wirby. (Det. Fiske). <All specimens taken in 
camp clearing, or near it, at Siskowit Bay (A. 152 four, 153, 91, G. 212 
two, 200, 228, 231 three, 239 seven). Usually flying with a moderate 
velocity about the clearing, keeping at average height of 2-3 feet 
and not alighting. A few were found climbing up and down trunks of 
balsam trees in which they deposit their eggs. 

Geographic range: Vancouver's Island, Kirby 1882, p. 380. Occurs 
across the continent. 

Urocerus flavicornis Fabricius. (Det. Fiske). All taken in or near 
Siskowit Bay camp clearing and not differentiated at the time from the 
previous species (195, 201, 212, 241 two). 

Geographic range: British America, Fabricius 1781, p. £18; appears 
to be a more northern species in its range than U. flaripennis though 
they are often taken in same localities. 

Tenthridinidae. 

Tenthredo mellina Nort. (Det. MacGillivray). One at Rock Harbor 
(136), others on flowers of Opulaster in camp clearing Siskowit Bay 
(203) and around camp, same place (208). 

Geographic range: Canada and U. §. 

Cimbicidae. 

Cimber americana Leach. (Det. T. & C.). Taken in rock clearing near 
water’s edge on north side Conglomerate bay (106); also one larva in 
alcoho] which may belong to this or the next species. 

Geographic range: The earliest record for this species is Abbot 
1792, plate 61, under the name of femorata Linne. Leach described it 
in 1817, p. 33, and since that time many authors have written upon 
the species which is rather a common insect throughout most of the 
regions in North America where willows are found. The larva of this 
and probably the following species feed on willow leaves. 

Cimbex violacea Lepeletier. (Det. T. & ©.). July 13. Sta. I, 2 
(71 and 55). 

Geographic range: Described by Lepeletier 1823, p. 27, from North 
America and reported by Kirby from British America; also occurs in 
northern United States. 
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THE ANTS OF ISLE ROYALE, MICHIGAN. 

BY DR. WILLIAM MORTON WHEELER. 

Harvard University. 

Subfamily Myrmicinae. 

1. Myrmica brevinodis Emery var. canadensis Wheeler. Sev- 
eral workers from a single colony: 61 (J, 2) H. A. Gleason. “Found 
on the dry rock ridges under the mats of bearberry and also excavating 
nests in the crevices of rocks to a depth of some 8 cm.” This is the com- 
mon variety of the subspecies brevinodis at higher elevations in Canada 
and the Eastern States. 

2. Leptothorax acervoruin canadensis Provancher. Workers from 
three colonies: 63 (I, 2), (I, 1), 77 (J, 2), H. A. G. “Abundant in Cla- 
donia clearings and on rock ridges, running about on the surface and 
through the thin deposits of soil. The specimens of No. 73 were from the 
rock pools on the shore just south of Tonkin Bay.” This ant, like the pre- 
ceding, extends its range into the Northern and Eastern States, but it is 
by no means common. It is abundant, however, at higher elevations 
(8000-9000 ft.) in the Rocky Mountains and at lower elevations in Nova 
Scotia. 

Subfamily Dolochoderinae. 

3. Tapinoma sessile Say. Workers from a single colony: 132 (V, 
2) C. C. Adams, “under Cladonia.” This is the only Dolichoderine ant 
which ascends to high latitudes and elevations. I have found it nesting 
under stones at altitudes of over 10,000 ft. near Cripple Creek, Colorado, 
and it is common in the Canadian zone throughout the Rocky Mountains. 
In the Northeastern States it descends to sea-level. 

Subfamily Camponotinae. 

4. Lasius niger I. var. neoniger Emery. Workers from five col- 
onies: 20 (I, 5) C. C. A., and 75 (I, 1), 79 (J, 5), 82 (J, 5), 88 (I, 5), 
H. A. G., “Abundant on the rock ridges and jack pine ridges (I, 2, 5). 
The nest is always constructed beneath or at the side of a flat or angular 
stone, at a depth of one decimeter or more. A complicated system of 
roomy galleries is excavated with passages 1.5-2.5 cm. high by 2-5 cm. 
broad. This ant was seen to capture and kill a beetle. No. 75 H. A. G. 
is material from the rock pools.” (Gleason). 

There are in North America three distinct varieties of the circum- 
boreal L. niger, viz., var. neoniger Emery, sitkdensis Pergande and ameri- 
canus Kmery. ‘The first and second have the legs and antennae of the 
workers and females covered with suberect hairs, and the hairs on the 

body are also conspicuously abundant. JL. neoniger is small and black, 
sitkdensis much larger and of a lighter brown or yellowish color. L. 
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americanus is small, like neoniger, but brown and has few erect hairs 
on the body and none on the legs and scapes. It is closely related to 
the palearctic variety alienus Forster, and like this form inhabits warm 
and rather dry localities. It is the common form of aigcer throughout 
the Northern States. LD. sithdcnsis occurs in Alaska, Nova Scotia and in 
the damp alpine meadows of the Rocky Mountains at altitudes between 
8000 and 9000 ft. ZL. neonigcr occurs in dryer situations at somewhat 
lower elevations and is occasionally found even near sea-level in isolated 
colonies in our northern woods. Varieties (hybrids?) intermediate be- 
tween neoniger and americanus also occur in these same localities. 

5. Formica sanguinea ascrva Forel. Workers from two colonies: 78 
(I, 2), 72 (1, 2) H. A. G. “This is one of the commonest species on the 

rock ridges, but constructs its nest either in or under decaying wood. 
On the ridge north of the light house, a nest (72) was made under a 
rather small rotten stick, and the soil beneath was composed mainly of 
finely comminuted fragments of the wood. The second colony (78) had 

constructed a nest in the interior of a large decaying log.” (Gleason). 
This subspecies has been taken hitherto only at Toronto (Forel), on the 

summit of Mt. Washington (Mrs. A. T. Slosson), among the Litchfield 
Hills of Connecticut (Wheeler) and in Casco Bay, Maine (Wheeler). 
It is a decidedly boreal form, approaching the typical palearctic 
sanguinea in size and coloration. There were no slaves accompanying 
the specimens from Isle Royale, a fact which tends to confirm the con- 
clusions of Forel and myself that this subspecies usually lives in pure 
colonies. 

6. Formica adamsi sp. nov. Worker. Length 3.5-5mm. Allied to 
F. rufa L. Head, including the mandibles, nearly as broad as long 
even in the smallest individuals, with straight posterior border, rounded 
posterior corners, and slightly but distinctly convex sides. Eyes large. 
Mandibles 7-8 toothed. Clypeus prominently carinate, with broadly 
rounded anterior border, not produced in the middle. Palpi of moderate 
length. Antennae slender, scapes nearly straight at the base, funicular 
joints all distinctly longer than broad, the basal somewhat more slender 
and longer than the apical joints. Pro- and mesonotum moderately 
rounded, convex, the latter eliptical and nearly twice as long as broad, 

the former a little broader than long. Epinotum with subequal base 
and declivity, the former slightly convex, the latter flattened or slightly 
concave; the two surfaces in profile passing into each other through a 
rounded angle. Petiole more than half as broad as the epinotum, in 
profile with convex anterior and flattened posterior surface and sharp 
upper border; seen from behind the border is rounded and but feebly 
or not at all produced upward in the middle. Gaster and legs of the 
usual shape. 

Opaque throughout; only the mandibles, frontal area and sides of the 
clypeus faintly shining or glossy. Mandibles finely and densely striated. 
Surface of body densely and indistinctly shagreened. 

Hairs and pubescens pale yellow; the latter covering the whole body 
and appendages, not conspicuous except on the gaster, but even on 
this region not sufficiently dense to conceal the surface sculpture. Hairs 
short, sparse and obtuse, in several rows on the gastric segments; on 
the thorax confined to the upper portions of the pro- and mesonotum, 
on the head to the clypeus, front and vertex. The hairs on the mandibles 
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are appressed and pointed, on the palpi short but numerous and conspic- 
uous. Legs naked except for a series of pointed bristles on the flexor 
surfaces of the tibiae and tarsi and a few blunt hairs on the anterior 
surfaces of the fore coxae. 

Sordid brownish red, the smaller specimens somewhat more yellowish 
red. Gaster dark brown, except a large spot on the base of the first seg- 
ment and the anal region, which are reddish yellow. A large spot on 
the pronotum, one on the mesonotum, much of the posterior portion of 
the head, the distal halves of the antennal funiculi and in many speci- 
mens also the coxae and femora, dark brown or blackish. These dark 
markings are present in the largest as well as in the smallest workers. 
Teeth of mandibles black. 

Described from numerous specimens taken from a single colony: 115 
(3,6) H. A. G. A dozen workers taken by myself on Pikes Peak, Col- 
orado, near timber line, at an altitude of 10,500 to 11,000 ft. differ from 
the Isle Rovale specimens only in having the frontal area smooth and 
shining, in having the middle of the petiolar border produced upward 
as a distinct, blunt point, and in the less extensive infuscation of the 
head, pro- and mesonotttm. These specimens may be regarded as repre- 
senting a distinct variety, alpina var. nov. Both this and the typical 
adamsi may be distinguished from our other North American forms of 
‘the rufa group by their small size, opaque surface and peculiar color- 
ing and pilositv. The following collector’s note on the Isle Royale 
specimens adds some ethological characters which are not seen in the 
other small forms of the rufa group known to me: “The nests of this 
ant are one of the most conspicuous features of the drier tamarack 
swamps. They are rounded-conical in shape, 3-6 dem. high or even 
larger and with a diameter at the base about equalling the height. They 
are composed within of Sphagnum, but as would be expected with such 
material, without any definite system of galleries. The outer surface 
is thickly covered with leaves of Cassandra, probably to prevent loss 
cf moisture by evaporation from the interior. They are frequently 
placed near or under a bush of the Cassandra, but the same covering is 
used if no Cassandra is near.” (H. A. Gleason). 

7. Formica rufa obscuriventris Mayr. Workers from six colonies: 
46 (I, 1), 47 (1, 1), 68 (1, 2), 76 (I, 2), 114 (J, 6), 14 (112) H. A. G. 
“This subspecies occurs on the rock beaches (I, 1, 46, 47) where it 
forages about on the surface and in crevices but is more abundant on 
the jack pine ridges (I, 5, 63) and on the rock clearings (I, 2, 76).” 

T recently described this subspecies as F'. dryas, but an examination 
during the past summer of some of Mayr’s types in Professor Forel’s 
collection, shows that in so doing I created a synonym. Mavyr’s original 
description based on specimens from Connnecticut is entirely inade- 
quate, and the list of localities which he later cited for obscuriventris 
shows that he lumped together a number of different forms belonging 
to the rufa group The name obscuriventris, therefore, should be re- 
stricted to the form having the characters of my I. dryas. This ant is 
rare in the Eastern and Northern States and evidently belongs to the 
boreal fauna. 

8. Formica fusca L. var. subsericea Say. Workers from 11 colonies: 
23 (I, 5), 102 (V, 2), 181 (V, 2), C. C. A., and 80 (TI, 5), 81 (I, 5), 
100 (I. 5), 102 (I, 5), 223 (V, 8), 224 (V, 3), 226 (V, 3), 227 (V, 3) 
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H. A. G. Also specimens from a single colony on Mackinac Island 
(3, H. A. G.). “A common ant on the jack pine ridges (I, 5, 80, 81, 
100, 102). It constructs its nests under rocks in moist soil (100) and 

was observed to capture beetle larvae (108). The specimens collected 
in the rock-clearings at Siskowit Bay (V, 3, 223, 224, 226, 227), cen- 
structed circular, flat-topped craters 6 dem. in diameter, covered with 
debris of balsam and spruce needles and frequently with growing plants 
on them.” This is the common form of the circumboreal F. fusca 
throughout Canada and the northern states. At higher altitudes on 
the Rocky Mountains it passes into the more silvery red-legged var. 
argentata Wheeler, a form which also occurs even near sea-level but 

very sporadically in the Atlantic States. 
9. Formica fusca L. var. neorufibarbis Emery. A few workers from 

two colonies: 15 (I, 1) and 20 (J, 1) H. A. G. in vials with specimens 
of Lasius neoniger and Camponotus whymperi. Of the numerous 
varieties of I. fusca this is the most boreal, being known only from 
Alaska and British America as far east as Labrador and Nova Scotia. 
and from higher altitudes in the Rocky Mountains (9,000 to 12,500 
feet). It forms rather small colonies under stones and logs in moist 
or shady places. . 

10. Camponotus herculeanus L. var. whymperit Forel. Workers 
from 10 colonies, with larvae and pupae: 15 (I, 1), 18 (1, 1), 22 
(TI, 1), 80 (I, 1), 62 (I, 2), 140 (J, 3) H. A. G. and 105 (VY, 2), 126 
(V, 11), 148 (ITT, 704), 149 (ITT, 04) ©. C. A. “Although an abund- 
ant species on the rock and gravel beaches (15, 18, 22 H. A. G.) where 
it forages for dead insects, its actual home appears to be the ridges.; 
On the dry ridges it occurs singly, usually in soil under stones (62, 
H. A. G.). It was also collected (140 H. A. G.) in the dense balsam 
fir woods, where it forages over the surface. This variation in habit 
leads to the conclusion that it belongs properly to the rock ridges.” 
Like the preceding variety of F. fusca, C. whympcri is a truly boreal 
ant. It is our North American representative of the typical paleo- 
boreal C. herculeanus and in the United States is known to occur only 

at considerable elevations in the Rocky Mountains (above 8.000 feet} 
and on the summits of the Green Mountains of Vermont. The types 
of whymperi were taken in the mountains of Alberta, B. C., by the noted 

mountain climber, to whom the variety was dedicated. I have seen 
specimens from Nova Scotia (Russell) and Labrador (Henshaw). 

The foregoing series of Formicidae, though represented by only ten 
different forms, is of considerable interest on account of its pronounced 
boreal character. Only two of the forms (Formica subsericea and 
Tapinoma sessile) are abundant at ordinary elevations in the northern 

states. IMyrnvica canadensis, Leptothorax canadensis, Formica asecrea, 

F. obscuriventris and Lasins neoniger occur sparingly in the same 
region, but always in situations which indicate that they are not in 
their optimum environment or station, or where they seem to represent 
the laggards of a wave of post-glacial migrants to more northern lati- 
tudes cr higher altitudes. I’. adansi, F. neorufibarbis and Camponotus 
whynuperi are exquisitely boreal ants of circumscribed alpine distribu- 
tion in the United States, but probably of extensive range in British 
America. 
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THE COLD-BLOODED VERTEBRATES OF ISLE ROYALE. 

DR. ALEXANDER G. RUTHVEN. 

The collection which has served as the basis for this report was made 
by the University of Michigan Museum expedition to Isle Royale, in 
the summer of 1905. The report should be considered as supplementary 
to the papers upon the fish, amphibians and reptiles of the island, pub- 
lished in 1905. (Ruthven, 1905, pp. 107-112.) This, the second expedi- 
tion to Isle Royale, has added a number of species to the fauna, and 
has established the fact that most of the previously known forms ex- 
tend throughout the entire length of the island, which was, of course, 
to he expected. 

The amount of data on this fauna accumulated by the two expedi- 
tions is considerable, when it is considered that up to 1904 practically 
nothing was known of the cold-blooded vertebrates of the island. Our 
knowledge, however, ix still very incomplete. In the case of the 
fishes this is due to the fact that no systematic attempt was made by 
the field parties to secure these forms, and the specimens obtained are, 
in most instances, those that came most easily to hand. The list is, 
therefore, undoubtedly very incomplete both as regards the number of 
species and their distribution. On the other hand, particular attention 
was paid to the amphibians and reptiles, and, although there is still 
much to be discovered concerning the local distribution of the species, 
the complete list includes nearly all of the species which would be ex- 
pected to occur on the island. 

Nature of the fauna—The cold-blooded vertebrate fauna of Isle 
Royale, as at present known, consists of eighteen fish (exclusive of 
Triqlopsis thompsoni, which was taken in deeper waters of Lake Su- 
perior), one toad, one tree toad, three frogs, the mud puppy, and two 
snakes.* 

Affinities of the fauna—Adams, on a previous page, has dwelt at length 
on the fact that Isle Royale has never been connected with the main land 

since glacial times, a fact that is of first importance in discussing the 
origin of the fauna. Most of the fish obtained on the island occur both in 
the inland waters and in the hays and coves about the shores. Since they 
are, moreover, forms of general distribution in the Great Lakes drainage 
system, occurring also in Lake Superior, their presence on Isle Royale 
is easily explained. To account for the presence of the inland, brook- 
dwelling forms, however, another explanation must be sought; for such 
species as the common stickleback, nine-spined stickleback, black-head 
minnow and Leuciscus neogacus can hardly be conceived as able to 
eross the fifteen miles of open lake intervening between the island and- 
the nearest mainland. At present we have no data that throw light 
on this problem. 

The same difficulties arise in attempting to account for the origin of 

* As elsewhere stated (Ruthven, 1905, pp. 109-112) Myla versicolor and Thamnophis sauritus have 
been recorded from Isle Royale, but the records cannot be verified. 
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the amphibian and reptile faunas. As in the case of the fish, the species 
are all of general distribution in northeastern North America, but, 
with the exception of the mud puppy, none of the species recorded from 
the island are aquatic, and, as they also belong to groups which are 
very sensitive to cold, they could neither reach the island through the 
water in summer or over the ice in winter. The theory of involuntary 
transportation thus seems to be the only tenable one. At present the 
most plausible explanation for the presence of the reptiles and amphi- 
bians (with the exception of the mud puppy, which might swim across) 
found on the island is that they have been transported on driftwood. 

Unlike several of the other groups of animals, and the flora, the 
amphibian-reptile fauna is not strongly boreal in its affinities. It is 
true that the forms which are found on the island also range to the 
northward, but the principal range of the species is to the southward, 
and only one species (Rana septentrionalis) does not extend rather far 
south in eastern North America. The southern affinity of this fauna 
is undoubtedly due to the fact that the amphibians and reptiles are both 
pre-eminently warm climate groups, and the representatives in. this 
region are those few that are able to endure the colder climate. 

ANNOTATED LIST. 

Pisces. 

1. Catostomus commersonit (Lacépede). Common Sucker. Taken 
in the southeast coves of Rock Harbor (IIT. 6). As this species was 

found in a similar habitat at the south end of the island in 1904, it is 
undoubtedly to be found in all of the suitable bays and coves along 
the shores, and probably also in the larger inland lakes. 

2. Pimephales promelas Rafinesque. Black-head Minnow. Speci- 
mens of this fish were taken in Sumner Lake (III. 5). This is the only 
locality known for the island. 

3. Leuciscus neogaeus (Cope). As in the case of the Black-head 
Minnow, this species was only taken in Sumner Lake (IIT. 5). 

4, Coregonus quadrilateralis Richardson. Menominee Whitefish. 
This species, a common food fish in Lake Superior, was taken in Siskowit 
Lake (V). 

5. Argyrosomus ariedi (Le Sueur). Lake Herring. Taken by the 
1905 expedition in Rock Harbor and Lake Desor (VIT. ’04). Like the 
Sucker this fish, which is a common Great Lakes species, probably occurs 
in most of the larger inland lakes. 

6. Argyrosomus nigripinnis Gill. Blue-fin; Black-fin. This fish was 
only found in Rock Harbor. 

7. Cristivomer namaycush (Walbaum). Mackinaw Trout; Lake 
Trout. Adult specimens were taken in, Rock Harbor, and a single im- 
mature specimen (41 mm. in length) in Benson Brook (TI. 1). 

8. Salvelinus fontinalis (Mitchell). Brook Trout. The 1905 expedi- 
tion secured specimens of the Brook Trout only in Benson Brook (TT. 1). 
As it was found on the southern end of the island, in Washington Harbor 
and river, in 1904, it may be considered as occurring throughout the 
length of the island, in suitable habitats. 

9. Lucius luctus (Linnaeus). Common Pike; Pickerel. Taken in Sar- 
gent Lake. This is apparently the only Isle Royale record. 
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10. Hucalia inconstans (Kirkland). Brook Stickleback. This species 
was found in the following localities: Tamarack swamps, Siskowit Lake 
(V. 5); Spruce swamp, Siskowit Lake (V. 11); Sumner Lake (III. 5). 
It is probably to be found in most of the ponds and small streams on 
the island. 

11. Pygosteus pungitus (Linnaeus). Nine-spined Stickleback. The 
Nine-spined Stickleback is represented in the collection by specimens 
from the “Bulrush and Delta zone at the western end of Rock Harbor” 
(III. 3), and from Tobin Harbor (IV). 

12. Percopsis guttatus Agassiz. Trout Perch. This fish was taken 
about a small island in Tobin Harbor (IV. 6). 

13. Perca flavescens (Mitchell). Yellow Perch. Taken in Forbes 
Lake (II. 5). This species is probably to be found in most of the larger 
inland lakes as well as in the coves and harbors about the island. It 
was taken in Washington Harbor in 1904. 

14. Cottus ictalops (Rafinesque). Miller’s Thumb. This cottid was 
found along the shores of Rock Harbor (III. 6) and the island in this 
harbor (III. 2). As it was found in a similar habitat at the southern 
end of Isle Royale in 1904, it may be considered to occur throughout 
the entire length of the island in this habitat. 

15. Uranidea franklini (Agassiz). There ave specimens of this form 
in the collections, labeled Rock Harbor and Benson Brook (II. 1). 

16. Triglopsis thompsoni Girard. Three specimens of this rare 
species were taken from the stomachs of Lake Trout (Cristivomer namay- 
cush) taken, by fishermen off the east coast of Isle Royale. Jordan and 

-Evermann write of this form as follows: “Deep waters of the Great 
Lakes; not common; known from Lake Michigan and Lake Ontario; 
doubtless a relic of a former arctic marine fauna, and descended from a 
species of Onocottus.” Bollman (1890, p. 225) records a specimen from 
Torch Lake, Michigan, which was also found in the stomach of a Lake 
Trout. 

17. Lota maculosa (Le Sueur). Lake Lawyer; Burbot. Taken in 
Tobin Harbor (IV. 5) and Rock Harbor (III). 

Amphibia. 

1. Necturus maculosus (Rafinesque). Three immature amphibians 
that are undoubtedly this species were taken in Benson Brook. They 
are very young and lack the dorsal fin and stripes. Dr. L. Stejneger, who 
has kindly examined these specimens for us, states that the limbs and 
gills are proportionately shorter than the smallest in the U. S. National 
Museum. It should be noted here that Yarrow (1883, p. 144) has pre- 
viously recorded this species from the island. 

2. Bufo americanus (LeConte). Common Toad. The capture of a 
number of specimens of this species on the northern part (II) estab- 
lishes its occurrence throughout the length of the island. 

3. Hyla pickeringi (Storer). Pickering’s Tree-frog. This amphibian 
was taken in the woods on the northern end of the island (IV. 8), and 
in the woods (V. 4) and Tamarack swamps (V. 5) in the vicinity of 
Siskowit Lake. It probably occurs also on the southern end of the 
island, although it was not taken by the 1904 expedition. 

4. Rana septentrionalis Baird. Mink Frog; Northern Frog. A single 
specimen of R. septentrionalis was secured at Sumner Lake (III. 5). 
This establishes the presence of the species on Isle Royale, a point that 
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has hitherto been in question, owing to the unidentifiable condition of 

the specimens taken on the island by Dr. A. E. Foote (see Ruthven 1904, 
110). Miss Dickerson (1906, 225) writes of the habits of this frog as 

follows: “The Northern Frog is described as decidedly a river frog; 

it is never captured in lakes and ponds.” Our observations are exactly 

the reverse, all of the specimens taken on both expeditions having been 

found about the shores of the inland lakes. 
5. Rana clamitans Daud. Green Frog. As represented by the col- 

lections of the 1905 expedition, this is the common frog of the island. 
Numerous specimens were taken on the shores of Rock Harbor (I. 1), 
at Sumner Lake (III. 5), and Siskowit Lake (V). Although it was 
not found on the southern end of the island in 1904, it doubtless occurs 
there. 

6. Rana sylvatica cantabrigensis (Baird). Northern Wood Irog. This 
frog is now known from practically the entire length of the island. 
Specimens were taken by the 1905 expedition at Forbes Lake (II. 5), 
the small island in Tobin Harbor (IV. 6), and at Siskowit Lake (V. 5). 

Serpentes. 

1. Storeria occipitomaculata (Storer). Red-bellied Snake. This 
little snake is the characteristic reptile of Isle Royale. It was taken by 
the 1905 expedition at Rock Harbor (I. 7 and IV. 5) and Siskowit Lake 
(V. 5). No notes are available on the habits of the individual specimens 
obtained, but they are doubtless similar to those noted in 1904. As the 
variability of the scutellation of this snake has apparently never been 
determined, I add the scale formulas of the specimens examined. 

4 

Museum No. | Dorsals.| jathuis, | iabiais. | sale’ | Oculars. | ceuidais, [Ventrals.| engin, | length, 

BBA Esso * 15 6 a) ace Bl wai Ls cata atten canes 
33476........ 15 6 6 1-2 2-2 46 122 250 60 
33478........ 15 6 7 1-2 2-2 48 124 | 268 63 
33493........ 15 6 z 1-1 2-2 40 121 230 59 
ene 15 6 7 12 2-2 41 121 200 40 
95408 cera 15 6 6-7 13 2-2 43 127 298 61 
33409........ 15 6 7-6 1-3 2-2 43 126 310 59 
33410........ 15 6 7 i 2-2 42 123 294 58 
EL Wh Weert 15 6 7-6 at 2-2 42 125 291 56 
B3412........ 15 6 7-8 1-1 ord eee Oe vaatran a eaaeas 
33413........ 15 ei ee] ee ee 39 120 238 49 
BIAI4 cca 15 6 7 1-1 oe 43 127 243 52 
33416. 15 6 a) 14g iE 46) 19] 233 55 
33416........ 15 6 6 1-2 2-2 48 120 235 60 
S840 7% csinaives 15 6 7 1-2 22 rene Ch RCE ORES eevee 

* In these specimens there is no decrease in the number of scale rows on the posterior part of the 
body. (Compare Ruthven, 1908.) 

2. Thamnophis sirtalis (Linnaeus). Garter-snake. Garter-snakes 
were taken in the following localities: Light-house clearing (IT, 7), Ran- 
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som clearing (II, 1), Shore of Siskowit Lake (V, 1), Sumner Lake (IIT. 
5), Tamarack Swamp Rock Harbor (VY, 5), and Siskowit Bay. The 
specimens of this snake obtained vary greatly in color. A number, like 
the few obtained in 1904, would be referred unhesitatingly to variety 
perietalis, were it not for the fact that there are other specimens in the 
collection which have a smuller amount of red on the sides, as well as 

some in which it is entirely wanting. When the series is examined as a 
whole it is quite evident that the specimens are intermediate between 
the typical form and variety pericltalis, which is not surprising since 
the island lies in the latitude of the known “intermediate zone” to the 
southward (see Ruthven, 1908, p. 168). 

This, however, in no way vitiates the statement made in 1904 that 
the presence of this snake on the island is an evidence of a western 

affinity in the fauna; for the frequent presence of a considerable amount 
of red pigment on the sides and the tendency toward the fusion of the 
upper row of spots, indicate that the Isle Royale specimens are more 
closely related to the western parictalis than to the garter-snake of 
eastern Canada and Northern Michigan, which belongs to the typical 
form, in that it never has the interspaces of the first row of spots en- 
tirely suffused with red, nor the upper row of spots usually fused. 

A number of specimens from Rock Harbor, differ so much from 
the usual color of Isle Royale specimens as to merit special 
mention. The ground color in these individuals is black or blackish. 
The stripes are dark greenish, the dorsal being indistinct. The spots 
of the first row are distinct, the interspaces being of a light bluish color; 
the upper row of spots is usually fused except for short bars or spots 
of bluish. Belly dark blue with a black band on the outer margin of 
each scute. Supralabials dark blue, bases of the second to the fifth, 
white. Iris black. These specimens are identical with those from New 
Hampshire described by Allen (1899, 64) as pallidula; that they are 
only dark individuals of the form which inhabits the entire island is 
shown by the numerous “intermediate” specimens in this collection. 
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ANNOTATED LIST OF THE BIRDS OF ISLE ROYALE, 

MICHIGAN. 

BY MAX MINOR PEET. 

1. Introduction. 

Our observations on the birds of Isle Royale extended over the period 
between July 5 and September 22, 1905. Three parts of the island were 
studied, namely Rock Harbor, Siskowit Bay (especially near the outlet 
of Siskowit Lake), and Washington Harbor. The party remained at 
Rock Harbor from July 5 to August 1; at Siskowit Bay from August 1 
to August 17; and at Washington Harbor from August 17 to September 
22. At Rock Harbor the observations were made by O. M’Creary, N. 
A. Wood, and Dr. R. A. Brown. At Siskowit Bay the work for the first 
week was carried on by M’Creary and Wood, as Brown had left the 
island; on August 8 they were joined by the writer. On our arrival 
at Washington Harbor M’Creary left the island, and the work was con- 
tinued by Wood and the writer until September 1, when the former 
was called home. However, he was forced by severe storms to remain 

on Washington Island at the mouth of the harbor until September 5. 
and while there made a number of observations which are included under 
their respective heads. The observations during the remaining period 
(September 1 to September 22) were made by the writer. Before 
joining the party at Siskowit Bay, he had spent three days, August 5 
to 8, at Washington Harbor, the observations giving some idea of the 
bird life at that place before migration had set in. 

Practically all the birds observed at Rock Harbor were nesting, those 
observed within a few days after our arrival at Siskowit Bay may also 
be considered as breeding, but after about the first of August it is not 
safe to say whether the bird nested there or was an early migrant. As 
an example of this we may cite the case of the Tennessee Warbler, which 
probably did not nest on the island, and yet was first observed there 
August 2. Unless the nest was found or young unable to fly, we did 
not consider them as breeding in that vicinity, if seen after August 1. 
In the case of the waders, the earliest migration date must be placed in 
the latter part of July. 

Under the head of stations, the particular habitats in which the birds 
were actually found are given with their numbers, so that a fuller 
description of the conditions existing there can be easily obtained by re- 
ferring to that number under the “Description of Stations.” It must not 
be supposed that the birds were limited to the station in which they are 
recorded. In all probability the birds noted in one tamarack swamp 
would be found in nearly every similar habitat on the island. But owing 
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to the limited time spent here it was of course impossible to examine 
every locality, and so the records simply indicate the particular habitats 
in which the species under discussion were actually found. If observa- 
tions were conducted for a sufficiently long period, the majority of the 
birds on the island would probably be recorded for nearly every habitat 
even if they did not breed in them; especially would this be true during 
migrations. It is not my intention, therefore, to give every habitat 
in which a particular species might be found, but rather to give the 
habitats which are preferred by that bird,—conditions which can be said 
to be characteristic of that species. 

When a species was seen before the opening of migration, and yet 
no other signs of its breeding were found, it was considered simply 
as a resident, and the first and last dates when it was noted are given. 
The migration records of the resident birds are probably nearly all later 
than they should be, but the dates are given when they were first seen in 
actual migration. Many of the birds were still migrating at the time I 
left the island (September 21), and in such instances this is the last date 
given, and signifies that the migration of the bird was still under way. 
More extended observations on this interesting movement of the birds can 
be found in the paper “The Fall Migration of Birds,” which is included 
in this volume. The paper on “The Ecological Distribution of Birds” 
should also be consulted for a discussion of that phase of the work. 
From July 5 to September 22 we recorded 63 summer residents, 3 

winter residents, 31 migrants, and 14 permanent residents, making a 
total of 111 species. In 1904 we observed eight birds which were not 
recorded the second year; these were: Sora, American Coot, Least Sand- 
piper, Short-eared Owl, Bronzed Grackle, American Goldfinch, Clay-col- 
ored Sparrow, and White-breasted Nuthatch. Besides these, the Club- 
house people described three other forms, the Snowy Owl, Snow Bunting, 
and Lapland Longspur, making a total of 122 species known to occur on 
the island. Many ducks come to the island, but the descriptions given by 
the fishermen were of no help in their determination. A complete list 
of the birds observed during the summer and fall of 1905, arranged as 
“Summer Residents,” “Migrants,” “Winter Residents,” and “Permanent 
Residents,” is included in this paper. Forty-two species were found 
breeding. 

I have attempted to make this more than a simple annotated list— 
a list giving nothing but the occurrence, relative abundance, and dates 
of migration. Besides this usual data, I have given as complete a life 
history of each species as I could, using nothing but the original records 
secured by the expedition. All habitat records are also included so that 
the characteristic environment of the birds may be understood. 

I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to Mr. Chas. C. Adams for the 
opportunity of accompanying the expedition, and for his kindness and 
assistance in the preparation of this paper. 

Specimens representing nearly every species found on the island were 
secured and are now in the collection of the University of Michigan 
Museum. For the determination of certain specimens we are indebted 
to Mr. H. C. Oberholser of the Smithsonian Institution. 
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2. Classified List of Birds Observed in 1900, 

1. Summer Residents. 

Pied-billed Grebe. 
Loon. 
American Herring Gull. 
American Merganser. 
Hooded Merganser. 
American Bittern. 
Spotted Sandpiper. 
Marsh Hawk. 
Sharp-shinned Hawk. 
Coopers Hawk. 
American Goshawk. 
Red-tailed Hawk. 
Red-snouldered Hawk. 
Pigeon Hawk. 
American Sparrow Hawk. 
American Osprey. 
Saw-whet Owl. 
Black-billed Cuckoo. 
Belted Kingfisher. 
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker. 
Flicker. 
Whip-poor-will. 
Night Hawk. 
Chimney Swift. 
Ruby-throated Hummingbird. 56. 
Olive-sided Flycatcher. 
Yellow-bellied Flycatcher. 
Alder Flycatcher. 
American Crow. 
Vesper Sparrow. 
Savannah Sparrow. 
Slate-colored Junco. 

9 
me 

Baldpate. 
Green-winged Teal. 
American Scaup Duck. 
Canada Goose. 
Wilson’s Snipe. 
Yellow Legs. 
Greater Yellow Legs. 
Solitary Sandpiper. 
Killdeer. 
Broad-winged Hawk. 
Kingbird. 
Phoebe. 
Least Flycatcher. 
Thick-billed Redwinged 
Blackbird. 

Rusty Blackbird. 

#98 
on. 

cae 

* — Breeding. 

White-throated Sparrow. 
Chipping Sparrow. 
Song Sparrow. 
Swamp Sparrow. 
Cliff Swallow. 
Barn Swallow. 
Tree Swallow. 
Bank Swallow. 
Cedar Waxwing. 
Red-eyed Vireo. 
Nashville Warbler. 
Black-throated Blue Warbler. 
Myrtle Warbler. 
Magnolia Warbler. 
Bay-breasted Warbler. 
Black-throated Green War». 
ler. 

Oven Bird. 
Grinnell’s Water-thrush. 
Mourning Warbler. 
Canadian Warbler. 
American Redstart. 
Winter Wren. 
Brown Creeper. 
Red-breasted Nuthatch. 

57. Chickadee. 
158. Golden-crowned Kinglet. 
*59. Wilson's Thrush. 
#60, Olive-backed Thrush. 
*61. Hermit Thrush. 

*62. American Robin. 

*63. Blue Bird. 

Migrants. 

16. White-crowned Sparrow. 
17. Lincoln Sparrow. 
18. Migrant Shrike. 
19. Philadelphia Vireo. 
20. Blue-headed Vireo. 

21. Black and White Warbler. 
22. Tennessee Warbler. 

23. Cape May Warbler. 
24. Black-poll Warbler. 
25. Palm Warbler. 

26. Connecticut Warbler. 
27. Wilson Warbler. 

28. American Pipit. 
29. Catbird. 
30. Ruby-crowned Kinglet. 
31. Gray-cheeked Thrush. 
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3. Winter Residents (migrants from the north). 

Horned Lark. 3. Northern Shrike. 

Pine Grosbeak. ae 

4, Permanent Residents. 

#1. Prairie Sharp-tailed Grouse. 8. Northern Pileated Wood- 

*2. Bald Eagle. pecker. 
*3. Great-horned Owl. 9. Blue Jay. 

*4, American Hawk Owl. *10. Canada Jay. 
5. Hairy Woodpecker. : #11. Northern Rayen. 
6. Downy Woodpecker. 12. Purple Finch. 
7. Arctic Three-toed Woodpecker 13. White-winged Crossbill. 

14. Pine Siskin. 

3. Annotated List. 

1. Podilymbus podiceps (6). Pied-billed Grebe. 
Range: British Provinces southward to Brazil, Argentine Republic, 

and Chili, including West Indies and Bermuda, breeding nearly through- 
out its range. 

Stations: Washington Harbor, X ’04£; Washington River, IT ’04. 
Breeding: Brood of 5 young, Aug. 18. 
The Pied-billed Grebe was not found either at Rock Harbor or Sis- 

kowit Bay, but was a common summer resident at Washington Harbor, 
frequenting the river and upper end of the Harbor. 

Breeding Notes: A family consisting of two old birds and five young 
were seen almost daily at that place. They seldom came out into the 
harbor. Although very shy when approached from land I succeeded in 
getting quite close when in a rowboat. They were never seen to take 
wing, generally diving or swimming rapidly away upon the approach of 
danger. Sometimes when badly frightened, instead of diving, they would 
rise upon their small wings so that their feet just touched the sur- 
face and in this way half ran, half flew across the water. The young 
were still unable to fly by the middle of September, and I doubt if the 
parents had completed their moult sufficiently to use their wings much 
either. During the rainy days when the creek was swollen and very 
rapid the grebes generally stayed ont in the harbor near the river’s 
mouth. A shallow spot covered with water plants and grasses near the 
bend in the river was their usual feeding place. 

2. Gavia imber (7). Loon. 
Range: Northern part of northern hemisphere. In North America 

breeds from the northern tier of states northward; ranges in winter 
south to the Gulf of Mexico and Lower California. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, J1I, 2; Sumner Lake, ITT, 5. 
Siskowit Bay, V, 1; Siskowit Lake, V, 6. 
Washington Harbor, NX, ’04. 

coe Two young, two or three days old, were taken on August 
10. 
Common summer resident throughout the island, as shown by such 

records as these: “Seven loons seen in the west end of Rock Harbor, 
July 13” and “eight adults seen at Siskowit Bay, August 1st.” These 
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birds had not left the island September 21st, as the fishermen reported 
them at this time. 

They appeared to be more common at the northern end of the island 
and at Siskowit than at Washington Harbor. It is doubtful whether 
any nested in the immediate vicinity of the latter place. 

Breeding notes: From their actions a pair were supposed to be breed- 
ing on Sumner Lake (IIJ, 5) during July, but no nest was found. 
As long as any one was in sight the pair remained together, calling 
and diving continuously, often coming up many rods from their diving 
point. 

On August 10th, a pair of adult birds were found with their two 
young on Siskowit Lake. The birds were swimming together with their 
young close beside them. Although apparently not more than two or 
three days old, they were expert divers and could swim under water 
much faster than the boat could be rowed when pursuing them. When 
approached, the parents swam rapidly away, leaving the young to take 
care of themselves, which they seemed perfectly capable of doing, and 
would have, had it not been for the use of a shot gun. As the young 
were approached, they swam rapidly away at right angles to each other. 
Upon being closer pressed they dived, swimming under water for twenty 
or twenty-five feet. This was kept up until they were procured. The 
young at this early age were capable of performing that remarkable feat 
for which the adults are so noted—the act of swimming at different depths 
with the head still above the surface. This is not done by diving, but 
simply by sinking the body lower down as a fish might lower itself; 
no special motion is noticeable, the sinking being gradual, and seemingly 
without effort. Towards the last the young swam with only the head 
out of water. One which was only wounded we kept alive twenty-four 
hours, after which it was killed as there was no food which we could 
easily procure for it. When placed in a basin of water it swam briskly 
about, seldom using the whole leg, but simply the foot, bending at the 
upper end of the tarsus, which was moved back and forth with a fanning 
motion, the toes folding back on the forward stroke. It showed little 
fear, even when taken in the hand. Occasionally it uttered a call or 
ery, much resembling that of a young turkey. In the stomach of the 
other was found a dragon-fly nymph and four small fish about an inch 
and a half to two inches long, which shows that the fish diet is acquired 
early in this species. Low marshy land suitable for nesting sites oc- 
curred in some part of nearly every lake or bay on the island, and 
probably many breed here every year. 

Miscellaneous notes: Many loons are caught each year on “set lines” 
and also in the gill nets on the shores of the island. One fine male 
was brought to the party by a fisherman, which was caught this way. 
The line had been sunk where the water was about 100 fathoms deep and 
about ten miles out in the lake from the Rock Harbor light-house. The 
line was down twenty fathoms, and this loon is supposed to have swan 
down this distance and taken the small herring used as a bait. The 
fisherman reported that this was a very common occurrence, the birds 
sometimes being found at the great depth of fifty and sixty fathoms; 
but this seems improbable. These birds roamed about much in the 
evening and during the night, their loud peculiar cry being heard at all 
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hours as they passed over the camp. Severe storms like those during 

the first few days of September drove the birds into the seclusion of 

Washington Harbor, where they were usually in pairs, and very shy. 

8. Larus argentatus smithsonianus (51a). American Herring Gull. 

Range: North America generally, breeding from Maine, northern New 

York, the Great Lakes and Minnesota northward; in winter, south to 

Cuba and Lower California. 
Stations: Rock Harbor, I, 1; ITT, 2. 

Siskowit Lake and vicinity, V, VITI, 04. 
Long and Menagerie Islands, V, 10. 
Washington Harbor, X ’04, River, IT 04. 

Breeding: Young seen August 1 and 6. 
Very abundant, their numbers at places being counted in thousands. 

This was the only gull seen on the trip. Gathering on the rocky islands 
in such numbers as to make them look like one solid mass of white, 
their cries were alinost deafening. In the evenings they visited the 
various places where the fishermen had thrown away the fish cleanings. 
At these feasts the water would be fairly covered with the birds, which 
would remain feeding long after dark. No matter on what part of the 
island, within a mile or so of the water, these gulls were nearly always 
in sight. 

Breeding notes: On August Ist, near Chippewa Harbor, a brood of 
these young were seen swimming with their parents, the former being 
unable to fly. On August 6th a visit was made to the breeding grounds 
of these species at Siskowit, V, 10. Fig. 45. Were a chain of small 
islands runs nearly parallel to the shore and about three miles distant 
from it. The largest of these is nearly two miles long, and from a few 
rods to a fourth of a mile wide. It is composed of red sandstone, which 
rises out of the lake at an angle of about 20°. The rocks are almost 

bare of vegetation, but above the wave swept zone there is a narrow 

belt of shrubs and smalj trees. 
As the island was approached, the rocks .could be seen covered with 

the adult birds, which, however, soon took wing and circled about our 
heads, making a great noise. As we landed, many of the young birds 
jumped into the water and swam hastily away to the gathering flock of 
adults which was forming just out of range. Others ran and hid in 

_the small bushes, while some, particularly the youngest, merely squatted 
down between the rocks, Pig. 58, their mottled, downy plumage fur- 
nishing such excellent protective coloring that many were actually pass- 
ed over in the first search. The great mass of young remained about a 
quarter of a mile out in the lake, while overhead the parents flew and 
screamed. The nests were built in crevices, Fig. 59, and nooks in the 
rocks from near the water’s edge to the top of the ridge which in some 
places was from ten to twenty feet high. Most of them were placed 
on the southern exposure and were composed of grass, sticks and such 

rubbish as was easily accessible. No fresh eggs were found, and the 
young birds appeared to be a month or more old. 

The young when frightened squatted flat on the bare rocks, or squeezed 
themselves up in small nooks and crannies, trusting to their. protective 
coloration for safety. 

It is a common practice among the fishermen at Washington Harbor 
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to take the newly hatched young from the nest and raise them at their 
homes. Some who have a few chickens take the eggs and place them 
under a setting hen. These young soon become as tame as chickens, and 
feed upon any form of table refuse. The writer procured five of these 

young from some fishermen. They ranged in size from one about two 

months old and nearly able to fly to a little downy fellow scarcely three 
weeks old. These had all been obtained on some rocks just outside of 
Washington Harbor. They came into the writer's possession on August 
8, and in a few days were turned loose on the beach in front of our camp 
on Siskowit Bay. 

They ate everything offered them, vegetable as well as animal matter. 
Fish seemed to be particularly relished. Whatever they ate was 
swallowed entire if it could possibly be gotten into the mouth. One 
such instance was especially ludicrous. A northern red squirrel with 
simply the skin and head removed was fed to the youngest. Because of 

the weight it was with considerable difficulty that the squirrel was 
started in the right direction. The body was too long, so that when 
swallowed, the tail still protruded from the gull’s mouth. By stretching 
its neck as high as possible, most of the tail disappeared, only to appear 
again as soon as the gull dropped its head down on its shoulders, and 
closed its eyes in the satisfied manner evinced by all the voung gulls 
after a good meal. 

Often when food was given to them they picked it up and walked to 
the water, swashing it around several times before eating. The downy 
young never ventured into the water where they would have to swin, 
preferring to stand on the beach where the waves would just lap their 
feet. The older ones often swam out a considerable distance from land 
and made the acquaintance of a young wild gull able to fiv. After a 
few days this latter bird became tame enough to come on the beach to 
be fed. One of the most characteristic habits of the young gulls was to 
walk to the water’s edge where the waves would just wash their legs, 
and dive the head down into the water, raise it quickly and throw the 
water over their backs, at the same time giving the tail a few jerks 
sidewise. This performance was repeated many times each day, often 
not five minutes apart. The young which had acquired their full plum- 
age, but were not able to fly, could usually be told from those which 
were able to do so, by their manner of holding the head. The former 
rarely held the head erect, either when on the water or land, usually 
holding it well forward and often on a level with the back, while those 
able to fly held the head erect and nearly straight above the breast. The 
change appeared to take place immediately after the first flight. For 
many days before this occurred the young gull would be seen jumping 
up and down on the beach, often to a height of two or three feet, flapping 
its wings rapidly at the same time. The first flight of our largest gull 
occurred one afternoon after one of these performances. Making a 
short run down the sloping beach it rose on its wings with a few rather 
uncertain strokes and sailed out over the harbor. The flight must have 
covered half a mile when it returned and alighted on the water near 
camp. Its alighting was anything but graceful, for not being used to 
this new method of locomotion, it raised its wings straight over its back 
and dropped heavily into the water, nearly submerging itself. When 

’ 
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it rose to the surface and had completely arranged its feathers, it held 
its head upright, like the adult gulls, as if proud of its performance. 

General Notes: The Herring Gull’s manner of feeding was interesting. 
When small bits of fish were thrown on the water, the birds would fly 
down and just pat the water with both feet, at the same time lowering 
the head and picking up the morsel with the bill, not even stopping in 
their flight. When the piece was too large to pick up, the bird alighted 
near it, and either picked it to pieces or swallowed it whole. They were 
often seen dropping into the water from a considerable height, appar- 
ently catching small fish. The Herring Gull is sometimes taken on set 
lines like the loon, only in this case the hook must be near the surface. 
While on “Long Island” (V, 10) the dried’ body of an adult bird was 
found with a large fish hook attached to a short line in its throat. 

The majority of these birds go south with the freezing of the lake; 
a few, however, remain throughout the winter around the fishermen’s 
huts. Wherever a cut is made in the ice at this time, many of these gulls 
may be found. 

4, Merganser americanus (129). American Merganser. 
Range: North America generally, breeding south in the United 

States, to Pennsylvania and to the mountains of Colorado and Cali- 
fornia. 

Stations: Lake Superior (Rock Harbor), I, 1. III, 2. III, 3. II, 4. 
Siskowit Bay, V, 1. Siskowit Lake, V, 6. 
Washington Harbor, X, ’04. 

Breeding: July 18, young; also July 27. 
The American Merganser is a rather common species on the island, 

breeding in suitable localities. 
Breeding Notes: The fisherman reported several families of adults 

and young at McCargoe Cove on July 11, and on the 13th a female with 
several young was seen in the west end of Rock Harbor (III, 3). A 
much larger flock of young was seen with the female at this same place 
on July 27th. 

At Siskowit Lake (V, 1), on August 1, a large flock of young not vet 
able to fly were found, and on August 8 another flock barely able to 
use their wings were met near the Siskowit Islands. As many as twenty- 
two young were counted with one female. No young were found this 
year ‘on Washington River, but several were seen out in the Harbor, 
which might have been raised here. 

5. Lophodytes cucullatus (181). Hooded Merganser. 
Range: North America generally, south to Mexico and Cuba, breeding 

nearly throughout its range. 
Stations: Lake Superior (Rock Harbor), I, 1. 

Sumner Lake, ITI, 5. 
Breeding: Young observed July 27. 
This species was quite rare, being observed only three times on Sum- 

ner Lake (III, 5) July 26, 27, 29, and at the Caribou Islands on several 
occasions. 

Breeding Notes: From the actions of the single females seen at Sum- 
ner Lake they were thought to have young in the vicinity, but none were 
found. On July 27 a female and six young were seen on the Caribou 
Islands. The young were very small, not more than two weeks old, and 
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by rowing fast they were overtaken, but escaped by diving. This same 
tlock was seen in this vicinity several times afterwards. 

6. Mareca americana (187). Baldpate. 
Range: North America from the Arctic Ocean south in winter, to 

Guatemala and Cuba. Breeds chiefly north of United States. 
Station: Washington Harbor, II, ’04. 
Migration: Sept. 5. 
On September 5 a single individual was found on Washington River, 

II, ’04. It was poorly colored; perhaps an immature specimen. 
7. Nettion carolinensis (139). Green-winged Teal. 
Range: North America. Breeding chiefly north of the United States 

and migrating south to Honduras and Cuba. 
Station: Washington Harbor, IT, ’04. 
Migration: September 4. 
A flock of five appeared in the Harbor on the morning of September 

4 but soon disappeared. 
8S. Aythya marila (148). American Scaup Duck. 
Range: North America, breeding far north. South in the winter to 

Guatemala. 
Stations: Siskowit Bay, V. 

Washington Harbor, X, ’04. 
Migration: Aug. 4 to Sept. 1. 
This duck was very rare here. One pair was found on Siskowit Bay 

near Wright’s Island on August 4. Just before the hard storm which 
commenced September 1, a flock of these birds came into the harbor and 
were seen near Washington Island (X, ‘04). 

9, Branta canadensis (172). Canada Goose. 

Range: Temperate North America, breeding in the northern United 
States and British Provinces; south.in winter to Mexico. 

Stations: Washington Harbor, I, ’04. 
Migration: September 16. 
On the afternoon of September 16, a solitary Canada Goose was ob- 

served flying over the island in a southerly direction. The residents on 
the island reported that in late October great flocks of geese pass over, 
sometimes stopping for a few hours, but never remaining for any length 
of time. 

10. Botaurus lentiginosus (190). American Bittern. 
Range: Temperate North America. South to Guatemala, Cuba, Ja- 

maica and Bermuda. 
‘Stations: Shore of Sumner Lake, ITI, 5. 
Breeding: Dead young found on July 18. 
Only one of this species was seen during both years, although there are 

many haunts which seem suitable for it. On July 18 and again on the 
25th a single individual was flushed from the grassy bog along the edge 
of Sumner Lake. ‘ 

Breeding Notes: An old nest was found July 18. It was on a grassy 
tuft in the bog, and contained an addled egg and two dead young. The 
nest consisted simply of a depression in the mat of green and dry grass. 

11. Gallinago delicata (230). Wilson’s Snipe. 
Range: North and Middle America. Breeding from the northern 

United States northward; south in winter to the West Indies. 
45 
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Stations: II, ’04, Washington Harbor. 
Migration: August 27 to September 21. 
‘On August 27, one of these snipe was found in the marshy spot near 

the mouth of the river, and again on September 20 another was found 
in the same place. They were very wary and were only found by walk- 
ing through the grass from which they were flushed. On several occa- 
stons, birds which might have belonged to this species were met after 
dark along the road to Wendigo, but owing to their very rapid flight, 

identification was uncertain. 
12. Totanus flavipes (255). Yellow-legs. 
Range: - America in general, breeding in the cold temperate and sub- 

aretic districts, and migrating south in winter to southern South 
America. 

Stations: Bulrush Zone and Delta, IT], 3, Rock Harbor. 
Siskowit Bay, Beach, V, 1. Washington Harbor, I, ’04. 

Migration: July 26 to September 15. 
On July 26 a bird of this species was seen at close range at III, 3. 

Three others stopped on the biuff above the river September 15. They 
showed little fear, and appeared curious as I approached. 

13. Helodromas solitarius (256). Solitary Sandpiper. 
Range: North America. Breeding occasionally in the northern 

United States, more commonly northward and migrating southward as 
far as the Argentine Republic and Peru. 

Stations: Siskowit Bay beaches, V, 1. 
Washington Harbor, I ’04. 

Migration: August 6 to September 15. 
This sandpiper was rather common throughout August at Siskowit 

Bay, being found mostly on the bare wave swept rocks. True to its 
name, it was rarely seen when not alone. The pure white underparts 
and olive fuscous head and back made it quite conspicuous as it teetered 
back and forth on the rocks. They were seldom seen at Washington 
Harbor, although on September 5 small flocks were seen all along the 
road to Wendigo. They were picking up food and paid little attention 
to the writer, simply running ahead a few feet when approached too 
closely. 

14. Actitis macularia (263). Spotted Sandpiper. 
Range: North and South America from Alaska, south to Southern 

Brazil. Breeds throughout temperate North America. 
Stations: Rock Harbor, I, 1. Siskowit Lake, V, 6. 

Siskowit Bay, V, 1. Menagerie Island, V, 10. 
Washington Harbor, I, ’04; X, 704. 

Resident and Migrants: July 26 to September 16. 
The Spotted Sandpiper appeared to be rare at the northern end of the 

island, but was rather common at the other two localities where ob- 
servations were made. It was seen almost daily at Siskowit and was 
by far the most common wader seen on the trip. At Washington Har- 
bor they often came around the dock and were also met with along the 
river and the road parallel to it. At this latter station the birds were 
probably migrants as they were not seen regularly, being present one 
day and absent the next with perhaps a day or two between their 
visits. 
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15. Oxyechus vociferus (273). Willdeer. 
. Range: Temperate North America, breeding north to Newfoundland 
and Manitoba, migrating to the West Indies and Central America and 
northern South America. 

Stations: Rock Harbor region, II, 2. Washington Harbor, I ’04. 
Migration: July 18 to August 5. © 
Only one of these birds was seen at the northern end of the island; 

this was on July 13 when one was seen flying over the tamarack swamp 
(II, 2). No others were found until August 5 when a flock of three 
were seen feeding on the grassy slope of the first clearing (I, 04). 

16. Pediocaetes phasiancllus campestris (808b). Prairie Sharp-tailed 
Grouse. 

Range: Plains and prairies of the. United States east of the Rocky 
Mountains; north to Manitoba; east to Wisconsin and Illinois; south 
to New Mexico. 

Stations: Partial clearings along Benson Brook, II, 1. 
Old Burning, V, 9. 
Old clearing and burning at end of Siskowit Bay, VII ’04. 

Breeding: July 25, female with young. 
The Prairie Sharp-tailed Grouse was found at Rock Harbor and 

Siskowit Bay by our party and was reported at Washington Harbor 
by the residents who called it a pheasant. At the latter place during the 
fell of 1904, IT observed what I still think was a young of this species, 
but as it was not procured, the record for this part of the island must 
depend almost entirely upon the reports of the keepers of the club- 
house and the fishermen. It was nowhere very abundant, but probably 
occurred much more plentifully than our observations would tend to 
indicate, as those parts which seem to be favorable for its home were 
the least worked by our party. 

Breeding Notes: On July 25 a female accompanied by three young, 
about half grown, was found in a clearing on a small rock ridge near 
Benson Brook (II, 1). Mr. Kneutson of Park Place reported July 
20, that the grouse nested regularly at his clearing (IV, 5) and that 
several broods of voung had recently been seen there. He also said 
that during the previous fall he had found them very plentiful and 
tame at the clearing at McCargoe Cove (II, 4). The Malone boys at 
Menagerie Light-House reported these birds to be quite common breeders 
at the clearing when the old town stood near the head of Siskowit Bay. 

Miscellaneous Notes: A Myrtle Warbler’s nest was found July 7 
near the head of Tonkin Bay (IV, 7), lined with feathers of the Sharp- 
tailed Grouse and Canada Jay. An adult bird was secured August 5 
in a burnt clearing near the outlet of Siskowit Lake (V, 9). The crop 
contained fifteen fresh June-berries and three grasshoppers. On August 
18, three adults were seen in the large clearing near the head of Sis- 
kowit Bay (VIII, 04). This was once a prosperous mining town but 
has been deserted since about 1879. <A forest fire swept away nearly 
all the buildings, and since that time a second growth of birch, alder 
and low brush has covered a large part of it. But many acres are 
still bare or overgrown with long grass, principally timothy. It was in 
this clearing that the birds found the most favorable conditions, and 
were therefore more abundant here than at the other stations. An adult 

° 
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female, about half moulted, was taken here on September 16. Its crop 
contained seeds and berries with portions of grasshoppers and other 
insects. The birds as a rule were very wary, and when approached 

either took wing or ran swiftly through the long grass. Their flight 
was swift and direct, accompanied by a whirring noise as they arose. 
During the fall they make local migrations and are reported to visit 
the clearings of Washington Harbor in quite considerable numbers. 
One was thought to have been seen here during the latter part of 
August by Michael Hollinger, a hired man at the Club-house. 

17. Circus hudsonius (3831). Marsh Hawk. 
Range: North America in general. Breeds throughout its North 

\jnerican range. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, Tamarack and Spruce Swamp, II, 2, 5. 
Washington Harbor, I ’04. 

Resident: July 13 to September 12. 
On July 13 one of these birds was observed in a tamarack swamp at 

the end of the island. At Washington Harbor a female was seen fiying 
over the clearing August 6, and again a female was found September 
1 in a tamarack swamp on Washington Island. 

Two old males were seen together several times on September 8 and 
again on the 12th in the trees bordering the first clearing, chasing 
small birds, probably Savanna Sparrows. 

18. Accipiter relox (332). Sharp-shinned Hawk. 
Range: North America in general. Breeds south to Panama through- 

out its North American range. 
Stations: Spruce and Balsam Forest, I, 2-3; Forest, V, 4. 

Washington Harbor, f ’04 (clearing) ; Forest, II ’04; Clear- 
ing and Forest, X ’04. 

Resident: July 26. 
Migration: Began about the first of August, continuing throughout 

our stay. 
The Sharp-shinned Hawk was first seen July 26 at the western end 

of Rock Harbor. Only one specimen, a fine male, was found at Siskowit 
August 15, but at Washington Harbor it was rather common the first 
of August, and so increased in numbers that during September it be- 
came even more abundant than the Sparrow Hawk. 

The Sharp-shinned Hawk, more than any of the other raptorial birds, 
timed their migration to that of the warblers and sparrows upon which 
they preyed. During migration they increased gradually from day to 
day, those which came in from the north remaining with those already 
here instead of passing on to the south, probably because of the very 
favorable feeding grounds offered by the clearings. 

19. Accipitcer cooperi (333). Cooper’s Hawk. 
Range: North America from southern British America south to 

southern Mexico. Breeds throughout its range. 
Stations: Rock Harbor, II, 2; Washington Harbor, I 04. 
Resident: July 18 to September 12. 
This was one of the rarest hawks on the island although food was 

very abundant. It might be that the clearings were not extensive enough. 
One was seen at Rock Harbor (1, 2) July 18. Also at Washington 
on August 24, 29, 31 and September 12. On this last date several came 
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to the first clearing in search of small birds, many of which they caught 
in the burned area where Savanna and Lincoln Sparrows were quite 
abundant. 

20. <Accipiter atricapillus (334). American Goshawk. 
Range: Northern and Eastern North America, south in winter to 

the middle states and southern Rocky Mountain region; casually west 
to Oregon. Breeding range restricted to the Canadian towns of the 
United States and northward. 

Stations: Rock Harbor beach, I, 1, 4. 
Breeding: Young seen and secured on July 26, 1905. 
This rare hawk was seen but twice, once on a tree at the edge of the 

beach( I, 1) and again in the birch and spruce forest near the tamarack 
swamp (I, 4). This latter bird was secured and proved to be a young 
male. Professor W. B. Barrows, in a recent letter to the writer, gives this 
bird in Michigan as a “winter visitor,” “irregular and no nesting data.” 
The specimen secured was probably raised on the island, as July 26, 
the date when taken, is very early, for the migration of hawks especially 
for the immature birds, even in this northern region. Although a 
few Sparrow and Sharp-Shinned had already appeared at Washington 
Harbor at this date, they were nearly all old birds, and I think had 
simply gathered there from the surrounding territory. From all 
observations made, it seems evident that the young of the hawks do 
not migrate until some time later; therefore it seems probable that this 
immature male was bred on the island. 

21. Buteo borealis (3837). Red-tailed Hawk. 
Range: Eastern North America, west to the Great Plains, north to 

about 60°, south to eastern Mexico.. Breeds throughout its range, ex- 
cept possibly the extreme southern portion. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, IJ, 1. 
Resident: July 14. 
The Red-tailed Hawk was only observed once during the two seasons 

spent on the island. This specimen was seen flying over a small clear- 
ing (IJ, 1) at Rock Harbor on July 14. 

22. Buteo lineatus (339). Red-shouldered Hawk. 
Range: Eastern North America to Manitoba and Nova Scotia; west 

to Texas and the Plains; south to the Gulf states and Mexicc. Breeds 
throughout its range. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, IV, 1. 
Resident: July 20. 
Like the Red-tailed, this hawk proved to be very rare, the only record 

being that of July 20 when one was seen pursuing a pair of Bald Eagles 
near the head of Tobin Harbor. 

23. Buteo platyptcrus (343). Broad-winged Hawk. 
Range: Eastern North America, from New Brunswick and the Sas- 

katchewan region to Texas and Mexico, and thence southward to north- 
ern South America and the West Indies. Breeds throughout its United 
States range. 

Stations: Washington Harbor, I, ’04 (clearing), X, ’04. 
Migration: August 30, September 5 and 12. 
This hawk was rare on the island and was only observed as a migrant. 

A single specimen was seen at the camp clearing (I, ’04) on August 
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30 and another on September 5 at Washington Island (X, ’04). Several 
were found September i2 accompanying the large bird wave. They were 
exceedingly shy and there might have been many present during the 
large bird waves, which, owing to this trait, were not identified. 
4, Halioétus leucocrphalus (352). Bald Eagle. 
Range: North America at large, south to Mexico, northwest through 

the Aleutian Islands to Kamchatka. Breeds locally throughout its 
range. 

Note. “The birds from Alaska and much of British America are con- 
siderably larger than those from farther south, and on this account have 
been separated as a distinct race (Haliacetus leucocephalus alascanus 
Townsend).” Thus this new subspecies occurring in northern North 
America makes the old name of the Bald Eagle (Haliacetus leucocepha- 
lus) apply simply to the southern form. Without doubt the ones seen 
here are referable to the southern form. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, IIT, 2; Tamarack Swamp, II, 2; Tobin Har- 
bor, IV, 7. 

Siskowit Lake, V, 4. 
Washington Harbor, X, ’04; along Washington river, IT, 

04. 
Breeding: July 20 two young still in the nest. July 24 an immature 

bird was seen at II, 2 and another at Siskowit Lake August 5. On 
August 8 a nest with one young was seen near Siskowit Lake. 

This species was rather common when we consider how few large 
birds of prey are usually found in a limited district. They were seen 
at Rock Harbor, Siskowit Bay and Washington Harbor; only a lone 
male was seen at the latter place, however, and probably none bred in 
the vicinity. 

Breeding Notes: On the morning of July 20 when near the head of 
Tobin Harber (Iv, 7) a large female flew out over the boat scold- 

ing and snapping her bill, as though a nest were near. A Pigeon 
Hawk soon attacked her, the eagle turning completely over in its efforts 
to strike its tormentor. The male shortly made his appearance, and a 
little further on the nest was discovered in a small ravine. It was 
situated in a tall poplar tree about sixty feet from the ground. The 
nest itself was very large, about five or six feet across the top and. six 
or seven feet deep, and had probably been used for several vears, the 
additions made each year soon making it quite bulky. It contained two 
young, one of which flew from the nest when approached. An im- 
mature bird was seen in a tamarack swamp (II, 2) near McCargoe 
Cove on July 24. On August 5 another young bird was seen at Sis- 
kowit Lake (V, 9) and on August 8 a nest was found about 125 yards 
north of the same lake in a small burning. It was situated in a dead 
Norway pine about sixty feet from the ground and was composed of 
sticks, making a mass at least four feet across. One young was in 
the nest. As the tree was approached the old birds circled overhead 
snapping their beaks, but did not dare to approach very closely. The 
immature specimen was procured and proved to be nearly feathered and 
about as large as the adults. 

At Washington Harbor an old white-headed male was a frequent 

visitor, a dead limb of a giant white pine tree which stood near the 
shore being its favorite perch. 
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25. Falco columbarius (357). Pigeon Hawk. 
Range: The whole of North America south to the West Indies and 

South America. Breeds chiefly north of the United States. 
Stations: Trail to Siskowit Lake, V, 4. 

Washington Harbor, clearing, I, ’04. 
Resident: July 20. 
Migrant: August 5 to September 16. 
The little Pigeon Hawk was rather rare here, but became more com- 

mon during the fall migration. On July 20 one was seen near the head 
of Tobin Harbor pursuing a Bald Eagle. It was seen several times 
annoying these great birds at Rock Harbor and Siskowit Bay. 

Breeding Notes: A young male was taken August 6 near cur camp 
at Siskowit. Its cry closely resembled that of a Flicker. 

I saw this species at Washington Harbor on August 5, 6, and 7 and 
again on the 23rd. After that it was occasionally seen, usually along 
the border of the road and clearings, until September 16, when the last 
Specimen was taken. The only time when they occurred in appreciable 
numbers was during the large wave of September 12. At this time flocks 
of 6 or 8 were quite common and must have caused considerable damage 
to the warblers and sparrows on which they seemed to be feeding en- 
tirely. 

Like the other small hawks, they preferred the border of clearings but 

were not as often seen far away from the forest as were the Sharp-shin- 
ned and Sparrow Hawks. Places where the forest had been cleared away 
and had not yet grown up to alders and birches, seemed to be the favorite . 
haunt, but some were found in the heavy balsam forest where the other 
hawks just spoken of rarely ventured. 

26. Falco sparverius (360). American Sparrow Hawk. 
Range: North America east of the Rocky Mountains, and from Great 

Slave Lake south to Northern South America. 
Stations: Spruce and Balsam Forest, I, 2-3. Partial clearing, I, 1. 

Clearing along Benson Brook, II, 1. 
- Rock Ridge Clearing, II, 3. Forest, V, 4. 
Washington Harbor clearing, I, ’04, II, ’04, N, ’04. 

Breeding: No nests were found but immature specimens were seen 
throughout July, August and September. 

Migration: About August 1 until after September 21. 
The Sparrow Hawk was not very common at Rock Harbor and was 

not often seen at Siskowit Bay. But at Washington Harbor they were 
very abundant and during the first part of the season considerably out- 
numbered all other species of raptores. They frequented the clearings, 
feasting on the swarms of grasshoppers which everywhere infested the 
open. The stumps at the edge of the first clearing were fairly covered 
with the legs and wings of these insects which had been pulled off before 
the bird would swallow them. 

27. Pandion haliaetus carolinensis (864). American Osprey. 
Range: North America from Hudson Bay and Alaska, south to the 

West Indies and northern South America. Breeds throughout its North 
American range. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, I, 1. Siskowit Lake, V, 6. 
Washington Harbor, X, ’04. 
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Resident: Observed from July 5 to September 21. 
These birds probably breed on the island, although no nests or young 

birds were found. They were often seen soaring over Rock Harbor in 
search of food, dropping into the water to catch a fish which would 
be taken to some near by land, the bird soon returning and repeating 
the act. 

At Siskowit Bay two Ospreys were seen presumably catching herring, 
on August 2. These small fish often swam near the surface and were 
caught by the Herring Gulls as well as by the Ospreys, Loons and King- 
fishers. During the time observations were made at Washington Harbor 
in 1905, only two individuals were seen, both at Washington Island. 
Several were observed at the upper end of the Harbor during the 
previous year. 

28. Cryptoglaux acadica (372). Saw-whet Owl. 
Range: North America at large, breeding from the Middle States 

northward, and in mountainous regions of the West southward into 
Mexico. 

Stations: Washington Harbor, X, ’04. In forest near Washington 
river, II, ’04. 

Breeding: Young in first plumage August 30. 
This little owl may have been much more abundant on the island than 

our records would seem to indicate, its diminutive size and nocturnal 
habits easily permitting it to escape observation. The first record we 
have for the island was the capture of an adult bird on July 24 by two 
fishermen of Washington Harbor. The owl had evidently been lost in 
the fog as it settled on the fishing tug when about 4 miles out in the 
lake. 

Breeding Notes: The other record was of a juvenile male taken in 
the balsam forest at this harbor. This specimen was sitting in an alder 
bush about two feet from the ground near the river. It possessed the 
beautiful brown plumage of the first moult and was undoubtedly bred 
near by. When dissected, a young deer mouse was found in the crop. 
For several nights past deer mice caught in exposed traps set near this 
place had been pulled out and it is possible that it was the work of this 
owl or its parents. 

29. Asio magellanicus occidentalis (375). Great Horned Owl. 
Range: Western United States, from Minnesota and Kansas to Nev- 

ada, southeastern Oregon, Utah, and Montana; south in winter to Iowa. 
Stations: Washington Harbor, clearing, I, ’04. 
Resident: Throughout the year. 
Breeding Notes: Three young were taken August 26, 1904 at the 

second clearing, Washington Harbor. These were the youngest speci- 
mens found and still possessed a considerable amount of the first downy 
plumage. This year (1905) the owls were observed practically through- 
out our stay at the’ Harbor (August 18 to September 16). These were 
mostly adults, although a few young were seen which jwere nearly full 
grown. The thick balsam forest was their usual hiding place by day, 
and at night they frequented the borders of the road and clearings where 
they could secure their prey. Two of the specimens procured this season 
were found sitting on the roofs of the deserted houses at Wendigo (in 
the third clearing). Here the numerous White-footed Mice and North- 

ern Hares furnished them with an easily procured food, and small birds 
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were therefore probably seldom molested. Often the remains of hares 
were found along the road, showing where one of these birds had feasted. 
Of course many hares were killed by the lynx, but as a rule these animals 
carried their victims into the brush to devour them while the owls 
usually ate theirs in the open. Then tco the lynx rarely ate the intes- 
tines while the owls nearly always did. These birds appeared at the 
clearings just at dusk, and sometimes in rainy weather they were seen 
along the road even at midday. Their actions when observed just 
after dusk reminded one of the love antics of the Flicker. Sitting on the 
end of the ridgepoll of a deserted house, they would bow and turn one 
way and then the other, bowing at every movement until their breast 
nearly touched the roof. They showed little fear at this time of night, 
and in fact appeared curious at our approach. 

The Great Horned Owl was not seen at any other station by our party 
but was reported at Siskowit Bay by the Malone boys. They are re- 
ported to be much more common in winter than in summer and several 

pairs of wings were seen which had been taken at this season. 
30. Nyctea nyctea (376). Snowy Owl. 
Range: Northern portions of the northern hemisphere. In North 

America, breeding wholly north of the United States; in winter migrat- 
ing south to the Middle States, straggling to South Carolina, Texas, 
California and Bermuda. 

The Snowy Owl is a regular winter resident on the island and several 
were shot there during the winter of 1904. None were seen by our party, 

but the descriptions given by the club-house keepers leave no doubt of 
their identity. 

31. Surnia ulula caparoch (377a). American Hawk Owl. 
Range: Arctic America, breeding from Newfoundland northward 

and migrating in winter to the northern border of the United States. 
Occasional in England. 

Stations: Old burning at Siskowit Bay, V, 9. 
Breeding: Young August 4. 
We have only one record of the Hawk Owl for the island, but this 

breeding record is one of the first authentic records for the United 
States. About 9 o’clock in the morning of August 4 an adult Hawk Owl 
was seen sitting on the top of a tall dead tree in a small burning (V, 9) 
near the outlet to Siskowit Lake. The sun was shining brightly, but 
appeared not to effect the Hawk Owl as it would the common species. 
A short distance away a young bird still in the downy plumage was 
found. When first seen it was sitting on a dead stub like a Sparrow 
Hawk, but soon went to another stub, uttering a shrill cry as it flew. 
The young bird was taken, and is now in the museum collection. 

32. Coccysus erythrophthalmus (388). Black-billed Cuckoo. 
Range: Eastern North America, west to the Rocky Mountains, breed- 

ing north to Labrador, Manitoba, and eastern Assiniboia; south in 
winter to the West Indies and: the valley of the Amazon. Accidental in 
the British Islands and Italy. 

Stations: Partial clearing, IT, 1. 
It will be seen that Isle Royale lies very near the northern limit of 

the cuckoo’s range. It was accordingly quite rare here, the only 
records being those of July 6, 7 and 9 at Benson Brook (II, 1). 

33. Ceryle alcyon (390). Belted Kingfisher. 
46 
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Range: North America from the Arctic Ocean south to Panama and 
the West Indies. Breeds from the scuthern border of the United States 
northward. 

Stations: Harbor, III, 2. Bulrush zone and Delta, VII, 3. 
Siskowit Bay, V, 1. Siskowit Lake, V, 6. 
Washington Harbor, X, 04. Washington River, II, ’04. 

Breeding: An occupied nesting hole wax found July 27 and another 
on the 28th. Also an old one August 6. 

Migration: The last Kingfisher was seen September 16. 
Throughout the island the Belted Kingfisher was a rather common 

summer resident, preferring the banks of streams and the sbores of the 
lakes and harbors, alihough it was occasionally found in the cedar and 
tamarack swamps. 

Breeding Notes: Near Light-house Peninsula (IJ, 1) a nest of this 
species was found July 27. It was dug in a sandy bank and probably 

contained young as the adult birds were frequently seen entering it. 
Another nest was found on the 28th near the trail to Sumner Lake (IIT, 
4). At Washington Harbor, on August 6, a nest was seen which the 
club-house keeper said contained 6 young the latter part of June or 
the first of July. The hole had been dug in a sandy bank, Fig. 17, about 
5 feet high on the road to the second clearing and quite near the river. 

The Kingfishers were very common along Washington River, and 
probably there were more seen here than at all the other localities on 
the island put together. They were usually found sitting upon a leafless 
birch Him) overhanging the water, from which position they often 
sallied out to snatch up a fish or chase a companion. On the open lake 
the birds were commonly seen hovering about 30 or 40 feet above the 
water until a fish was located, when, closing the wings, they would make 
a sudden perpendicular drop, often completely disappearing from sight. 
On the Washington River they fed quite extensively upon brook trout. 

34. Dryobates villosus leucomelas (393a). Northern Hairy Wood- 
pecker. 

Range: Northern North America south to about the northern border 
of the United States. 

Stations: Tamarack and Arbor Vitae Swamps, I, 4. Balsam Forest 
I, 3. 

Along Benson Brook, II, 1. 
Forest, V, 4. 
Washington Harbor, clearing and burned area, I, ’04. 

Resident: Observed from July 12 to September 12. 
This Woodpecker is rather rare throughout the island. On July 12 

one was procured in the balsam forest back of the Light-house (I, 3), 
and on the 13th one was taken in the birches along Benson Brook. They 
were found in nearly every kind of environment from the cedar and 
tamarack swamps, balsam and spruce forest, and open birch woods to 
the camp clearings and old burnings. They were rarely seen at Sis- 
kowit and seldom at Washington Harbor. Probably nearly all are 
resident throughout the year although none were seen after September 
12. 

35. Dryobates pubescens medianus (394c). Downy Woodpecker. 
Range. Northern and eastern North America west to British Columbia 

and the eastern edge of the Plains; south to the Gulf of Mexico. 
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Stations: Siskowit Bay; Forest, V, 4. 
Washington Harbor, clearing and burned area, I ’04. 

Resident: July 22 to September 17. 
The first of this species was seen July 22 and was met with every 

now and then until September 17, although like the Hairy, it probably 
stays all winter. It was found in all locations, but preferred burnings 
and the more open birch woods. 

36. Picoides arcticus (400). Arctic Three-toed Woodpecker. 
Range: Northern North America from the Arctic regions south to the 

northern United States (New England, New York, Michigan, Minnesota 
and Idaho), and in the Sierra Nevadas to Lake Tahoe. 

Station: Washington Harbor, clearing along road and burned area, 
1, 704. 

The Arctic Three-toed Woodpecker was observed only at Washington 
Harbor, where it was very rare, only two specimens being found, Sep- 
tember 7 and 12. 

37. Sphyrapicus varius (402). Yellow-bellied Sapsucker. 
Range: Eastern North America north to about Latitude 63° 307 

(north of Fort Simpson), breeding from Massachusetts northward; 
south in winter to the West Indies. Mexico and Costa Rica. 

Stations: Forest, V, 4. Washington Harbor, balsams at edge of 
clearing, I, ’04. 

Migration: September 13. 
A single specimen was found September 13 among the balsams at 

the edge of the road (I, 04). This was a young female and probably 
was raised on the island. 

38. Ceophlocus pileatus abieticela (405a). Northern Pileated Wood- 
pecker. 

Range: Formerly the heavily wooded region of North America south 
of about Latitude 62°, except in the southern Rocky Mountains; now 
rare or extirpated in the more thickly settled parts of the eastern states. 

Stations: Siskowit Bay, Forest, V, 4. 
Washington Harbor, edge of clearing, I, ’04, also dense 

forest. 
Resident: Throughout the year. First seen Aug. 3; last on Sept. 18. 
None of these birds were observed at Rock Harbor, but evidences 

of their work were numerous. Several were seen at Siskowit Bay and 
one near Siskowit Lake trail (V, 7). On August 8 two were heard 
near our camp, and by clapping the hands in imitation of their ham- 
mering they were called within fifty or sixty feet of us, when one was 
procured. Another was taken on August 8 near camp (V, 3). 

They were very often heard at Washington Harbor and were seen 
quite often, usually in the morning, but in rainy weather their call 
could be heard all day. Several stubs containing nesting cavities were 
found and some of the birds procured were young of the year. The 
woodpeckers preferred the forest where large dead or dying trees were 
to be found, usually in the vicinity of clearings, the large birches 
usually being selected when feeding, possibly because they decayed much 
more rapidly and contained more larvae than the balsams and spruce. 
Unless called, the birds were very shy and difficult of approach, al- 
though when busily engaged in digging into a tree they would not leave 
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until nearly forced to for the sake of safety. Nearly all the smaller 

woodpeckers protect themselves by dodging around the trees, but the 

Pileated, possibly because of its large size, rarely attempts this, but 
flies away with a rapid, undulatory motion. When in full flight the 
white in the wings is very striking and seems to catch the attention 
when otherwise the bird might pass by unnoticed in the dark woods. 

39. Colaptes auratus luteus (412). Northern Flicker. 
Range: Northern and eastern North America west to the eastern 

slope of the Rocky Mountains and Alaska. Occasional on the Pacific 
slope from California northward. 

Stations: Rock Harbor; Spruce and Balsam Forest, I, 2-3. Tama- 
rack and Arbor Vitae swamps, 1, 4. 

Partial Clearing, I, 1; along Benson Brook, II, 1, I, 4. 
Siskowit Bay, Forest V, 4; Old Burning, V, 9. 
Washington Harbor, border of forest and open clearing, 

T, ’04. 
Breeding: A young of the year was taken July 31. 
While not a rare bird, it was not very abundant in the east end of the 

island, undoubtedly owing to the scarcity of suitable timber to nest in. 
Several individuals were seen, the first one on July 6 at the edge of 
the balsams along the clearing from the light-house to the fisherman’s 
cottages at Rock Harbor (I, 3). They were occasionally noted in the 
cedar swamp at the end of Tonkin Bay (I, 4), and also in the birch 
forests near McCargoe Cove (II, 4). A young of the year was taken 
July 31 in the balsam-spruce forest( I, 3). 

They were rather scarce at Siskowit Bay probably because the timber 
was mostly green balsam and spruce, as this bird prefers clearings and 
burned areas where it can get larvae from decaying trees, or where 
ant hills are abundant. The most favorable conditions existed at Wash- 
ington Harbor where large clearings afforded the much coveted ants 
as well as dead trees. At this point, therefore, the birds were very 
common and continued to increase in number throughout our stay. 
Many of these birds were found dead during September but I was 
unable to determine the cause; it might possibly have been due to some 
parasite. The keeper at the club-house told me that the birds con- 
tinued to increase through October and that towards the end of the 
season hundreds died, but he did not know the cause of their death. 
The Flicker probably gathers at the southwestern end from all over: 
the island and possibly many come from the north shore, remaining 
here where such favorable conditions exist, until cold weather neces- 
sitates their journey onward. 

40. Antrostomus vociferus. (417). Whip-poor-will. 
Range: [astern North .America to the Plains, and from Latitude 

50° south to Guatemala. 
Stations: Border of clearing, IT, 1. 
One of these birds wis heard calling in the edge of the clearings along 

Benson Brook. 
41. Chordeiles virginianus (420). Night Hawk. 
Range: Northern and eastern North America, west to the great 

plains and central British Columbia, and from Labrador south through 
tropical America to the Argentine Republic. 
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Stations, Rock Harbor, Light-house peninsula, I. 
Siskowit Bay, V, 1. 
Washington Harbor, clearing, I, ’04. 

Resident: July 6 to September 1. 
First seen July 6 as it was passing over the Rock Harbor light-house. 

It appeared to be rare in this locality. On August 10, 11, 14, it was 
also observed at Siskowit, but was rare here also. At Washington Har- 
bor it was very common, feeding either singly or in pairs or small flocks 
in all the clearings. Much of the food was taken on the wing, but 
grasshoppers were greatly relished, and these the birds pursued on the 
ground. There is little doubt but that these birds breed here in the 
clearings, but owing to the lateness of the season, no nests were found. 
I see no reason why these birds should not be found more plentiful 
at the other localities unless the clearings are hardly extensive enough 
to furnish the conditions best suited to them. Insect food seemed 
abundant everywhere on the island, so it seems that clearings were what 
was lacking. The birds commenced their migration towards night, and 
a little after sunset large flocks would be seen drifting slowly toward 
the south, catching their evening meal while on the way. 

42. Chaetura pelaugica (423). Chimney Swift. 
Range.—Eastern North America north to Labrador and the fur 

countries, west to the Plains, and passing south of the United States, 
in winter, at least to Jalapa, Mexico and Cozumul Island. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, I. Washington Harbor clearings, I, ’04. 
Resident: July 8 to August 19. 
These birds were only occasionally seen at Rock Harbor, commenc- 

ing with July 8. On August 1 it was found at Siskowit and the light- 
house keeper on Menagerie Island said that two pairs of these swifts 
nested in the chimney of the light-house, but he thought they had left 
about the first of August. At Washington Harbor, on August 19 a 
pair of these birds was observed circling over the clearings and neax- 
by river, just at sunset. These were the only ones observed here either 
year. 

Isle Royale being wooded for the most part with conifers and having 
very few buildings upon it, the cavities used by chimney swifts for 
nesting places are of course almost wanting. Conifers rarely offer any 
cavities except where the woodpeckers have dug out their burrows in 
the dead trunks so common in old burnings. Perhaps this is the reason 
why more were seen at Rock Harbor than at the other localities as 
at this station there were extensive burnings. Probably as Isle Royale 
becomes more settled and chimneys and other nesting places become 
more plentiful the Chimney Swift will become abundant, as it already 
is in some of the towns on the northern shore of Lake Superior. 

43. Trochilus colubris (428). Ruby-throated Hummingbird. 
Range: [Eastern North America to the Plains, north to the fur 

countries, breeding from Florida to Labrador, and south, in winter, 
to Cuba, Mexico and Veragua. . 

Stations: Menagerie Island, V, 10. Washington Harbor clearing, 
I, ’04. 

Resident: August 17 to 22. 
A pair of these birds were seen on August 17 hovering over some 
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flowers on Menagerie Island. They were said to be seen ,here nearly 
every day and probably bred near. 

A single male was seen on several occasions during August and 
September in the clearing at Washington Harbor. The cultivated 
nasturtiums and some wild flowers furnished it food. More of this 
species would probably live on the island if it were lumbered, thus 

making more extensive clearings where wild flowers could grow. 
44. Tyrannus tyrannus (444). Kingbird. : 
Range: North America north to New Brunswick and Manitoba; rare 

west of the Rocky Mountains; winters in Central and South America. 

Station: Washington Harbor, I, 704. 
A single individual came to the clearing on the afternoon of Septem- 

ber 4. 
45. Sayornis phoebe (456). Phoebe. 
Range: Eastern North America, west to eastern Colorado and 

western Texas, and from the British Provinces south to eastern Mexico 
and Cuba, wintering from the south Atlantic and Gulf States south- 
ward. Breeds from South Carolina northward. 

Station: Washington Harbor, I, 04. 

Migration: August to September 12. 
The Phoebe was quite common throughout August and the first part 

of September leaving on the twentieth of the latter month. It was 
probably migrating, as I believe none nested at this end of the island. 
The edges of the clearings and along the road were the favorite places, 
and especially those parts where there were small burnings, the leafless 
bushes making ideal perches from which they would sally forth in 
true flycatcher fashion. Both young and adults were seen, sometimes 
in little groups of three or four. 

46. Nuttallornis borealis (459). Olive-sided Flvcatcher. 
Range: North America, breeding from the northern and the higher 

mountainous parts of the United States northward to British Columbia 
and the Saskatchewan River. Accidental on the Lower Yukon and in 
Greenland. In winter, south to Central America, Columbia and Peru. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, alder zone, I, 1. Tamarack and spruce 

swamps, IT, 2, 5, IV, 7. Siskowit Bay, old burning, V, 9, V, 11. 
Washington Harbor, X, ’04. 

Resident: July 17 to September 3. 
A rather common summer resident at Rock Harbor and Siskowit 

Ray and probably at Washington Harbor, although only one was seen 
there this year. In 1904, however, they were fairly common. On July 
20, at the head of Tobin Harbor, one of these birds was seen, whAch 

probably had a nest close by, as it flitted from tree to tree, scolding 
and showing other signs of distress, which usually indicates a nest 
or young in the vicinity. 

A pair was taken July 17 in a tamareck swamp (IT, 2). They were 
quite common in open tamarack, spruce and cedar swamps, usually 
perching on top of the highest dead trees, and uttering at short in- 
tervals a loud, harsh ery. After a short flight for an insect, they gen- 
erally returned to the same perch. At Siskowit one was taken August 
11 in a tamarack-spruce swamp (V, 11) where they were fairly abund- 
ant. In nearly every swamp visited two or three pairs of these birds 
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were found, their harsh cry attracting instant attention. As a rule 
they were found in pairs with sometimes a third, perhaps a young one. 
The only record for Washington Harbor was one observed September 
3 on Washington Island (X, ’04). 

47. Empidonax flaviventris (463). Yellow-bellied Flycatcher. 
Range: LEastern North America west to the Plains, and from south- 

ern Labrador south through the eastern Mexico to Panama, breeding 
from the Northern states northward. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, tamarack and arbor vitae swamps, I, 4, 

Li, 2. 
Tamarack and Spruce forest, IT, 2, 5. 
Washington Harbor, near river, II, 04. 

Resident: July 14. 
Migrant: September 13. 
A pair of this species was seen in a tamarack swamp (II, 2) on 

July 14, and an adult female taken. Another pair was found in a 
cedar swamp (I, 4) July 26. These birds were sitting on top of high 
birch’ trees and one uttered a note which resembled that of the Wood 
Pewee. None were noted at Siskowit and only one at Washington 
Harber. On the morning of September 13 an adult male was found dead 
near the river. It did not lie there the evening before, so probably 
died while passing over during the night. Many other species were 
found dead on this same morning, the day after the great wave, but 
no outward indications were evident which would point to the cause 
of death. It might be noted here that the temperature was a number 
of degrees below freezing. See discussion under head of “Perils of 
Migration.” 

48. Empidonax traillit alnorum (466a). Alder Flycatcher. 
Range: Eastern North America from the Maritime Provinces and 

New England westward at least to northern Michigan, etc., breeding 
from the southern edge of the Canadian Fauna northward; in winter 
south to Central America. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, alders, I, I. 
Washington Tfarbor, alders, II, ’04. 

The Alder Flycatcher appears to be very rare from our data, but owing 
to its small size and to the fact that much of its time is spent in thick 
alder bushes or the tops of the forest trees, it seems probable that it 
is more common than it appeared to be. Small Flycatchers were often 

seen in these situations, but could not be procured and without doubt 
many of these were alders. A single specimen was procured August 
26 in a clump of tag alders near Washington River (II, ’04). 

49, Hmpidonae minimus (467). Least Flycatcher. 
Range: Chiefly eastern North America, west to eastern Colorado and 

central Montana, south in winter to Central America. Breeds from 
the Northern States northward. 

Stations: Washington Harbor, I, ’04, II, ’04. 
Migration: August 20 to September 14. 
The Least Flycatcher was noted only in migration, but some of the 

immature specimens were so young as to warrant the supposition that 
they breed on the island. The first were seen on August 20, and were 

abundant the rest of August and during the first large waves of Septem- 
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ber. They preferred the dead brush of the burning and the low open 
alders and birches along the road and clearings. 

50. Otocoris alpestris (474). Horned Lark. 
Range: Northeastern North America, Greenland, and northern parts 

of the Old World; in winter south in eastern United States to the Caro- 
linas, Illinois, etc. 

Stations: Washington Harbor, clearing, I, ’04. 
Migration: September 18 to 21. 
Large flocks of Horned Larks appeared at the first clearing early in 

the morning of September 13. The birds continued to increase in number 
for several days, and were found almost entirely at the first clearing, 
which was considerably the largest. They were eminently birds of the 
open, not even being found in the most open forest. They showed little 
preference between the plowed ground and the grassy meadow, and fed 
on insects as well as seeds. Little fear was shown, and when shot at 
upon the ground they often rose up in a whirling flock and after circling 
about the clearing would return to the same spot. It was a common 
occurrence to see them rise suddenly, seemingly without cause, and fly 
rapidly away only to wheel about and return to their old feeding 

grounds after having gone a quarter of a mile or so. Occasionally Amer- 
ican Pipits were seen in company with them, but usually because the 
feeding grounds of the two flocks overlapped. The first flocks numbered 
from 30 to 50, but soon they grew to two or three hundred, the birds 
being very gregarious at this time of the year and seldom found alone. 
In a good series taken at random from different flocks the females seemed 
to predominate. The birds were all highly colored, especially the males. 

51. Cyanocitta cristata (477). Blue Jay. 
Range: Eastern North America to the Plains, and from the Fur 

countries south to Florida and eastern Texas. 
Stations: Rock Harbor, clearing along Benson Brook, II, 1. Sis- 

kowit Bay, Forest, V, 4; clearings, V, 1. IT, 2. II, 3. ITI, 5. 
Washington Harbor, clearing, I, ’04; Forest, II, ’04. 

Resident: July 13 to September 20. 
Without doubt many of the Blue Jays winter on the island and none 

were seen which showed any indications of even a local migration, either 
from one part of the island to another or to the mainland. They were 
fairly common in the swamps and along the rock ridges at Rock Harbor. 
On July 13 several were seen in a tamarack swamp (II, 2) and a flock 
numbering six or seven were found along a rock ridge (II, 3), feeding 
in the mountain alders along the edge of the rock clearing. They were 
also noted at Sumner Lake on July 26. At Siskowit they were only 
occasionally met with, one specimen being taken on the trail to Sisko- 
wit Lake (V, 4) August 15. At Washington Harbor they were very 
common and were recorded nearly every day of our stay. The Blue 
Jays preferred the dry open birch forest and clearings or old burnings. 
Occasionally they were found in the swamps and also in the balsam 
forest along the river. It was, however, a bird of wide distribution and 
was liable to occur in any habitat. 

52. Perisoreus canadensis (484). Canada Jay. 
Range: Northern New York, northern New England, and northern 
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Michigan, northward to Arctic America. 
Stations: Rock Harbor, tamarack and Arbor Vitae Swamps, I, 4; 

Partial Clearing, II, 1. 
Clearing along Benson Brook, IJ, 1.; Tamarack and Spruce 

Swamp, II, 2, 5. 
Siskowit Bay, Forest, V, 4. 
Washington Harbor, clearing, I, ’04; Forest II, ’04, II, 

04. 
Breeding: July 7. Adult with young. 
The Canada Jay is a common resident throughout the year, but ap- 

peared to be less abundant at Rock Harbor than at the other localities 
visited. It was found in nearly every form of habitat, but was most 
common about clearings and especially those where scraps could be 
picked up from camps. In the forest they showed a decided preference 
for coniferous trees and even when hunting for food about the camps 
they chose the balsams rather than birch or alder. 

Breeding Notes: A female with one voung was seen on July 7 near 
the Light-house at Rock Harbor, and on July 25 an old bird was found 
with two young. Occasionally both parents would be found together 
accompanied by one or two young. 

53. Corvus corax principalis (486a). Northern Raven. 
Range: Northern North America, south to British Columbia, north- 

ern Michigan, New Brunswick, Maine, New Jersey, North Carolina, etc. 
Stations: Rock Harbor, Tamarack and Arbor Vitae Swamps; I, 4; 

Clearing I, 1. 
Siskowit Bay, trail to Siskowit Lake, V, 4. VII, ’04. 
Washington Harbor, clearing, I, ’04. 

Breeding: See below. 
The Northern Raven was nowhere common but seemed to occur in 

limited numbers all over the island. Three were seen in a cedar swamp 
(J, 4) on July 29, and a skeleton was found previous to this on the rocks 
near the light-house (J, 1). They were occasionally seen at Siskowit 
during August, usually flying overhead or at some natural clearing near 
the beach. At Washington Harbor they were only visitors, coming every 
now and then to the clearings where they fed on the grasshoppers which 
were so abundant. They were very wary. 

Breeding Notes: Jarle Kneutson of “Park Place” (IV, 5) said this 
species nested in the vicinity. While exploring the ruins of the deserted 
town (VII, ’04) near the head of Siskowit Bay on September 10, a nest 
of the Northern Raven was found in the old stamp mill. It was placed 
in the small hollow formerly occupied by the metal plate upon which 
the head of the stamp fell. The side walls of the stamp mill are broken 
down in places so that the entrance to the interior was simple. The 
nest was about four feet square and the deepest part about a foot deep, 
and was composed of sticks varying in size from a quarter inch to three 
quarters in diameter and a foot to three feet long. Several tail feathers 
of the Raven were found in different layers of the nest showing that in 
all probability the mass was the accumulation of several years of nest- 
building and repairing. Smaller feathers were scattered about the nest 
and floor. The lining consisted of small sticks and roots loosely laid to- 
gether, but forming quite a compact mass in connection with the other 
material. 

47 
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The floor of the building was strewn with pellets consisting prin- 
cipally of fishbones, skeletons of small mice, and some insect remains. 
Under some of the rafters this had accumulated to such an extent that 
the deposit was four or five inches in depth. In places it was weathered 
so badly that it appeared simply as a mass of brownish earth. 

54. Corrus brachyrhynchos (488). American Crow. 
Range: North America from the Fur Countries to the southern border 

of the United States. Locally distributed to the west. 
Stations: Rock Harbor, Beach, I, 1; Spruce and Balsam Forest, I, 

2-3; clearing along Benson Brook, IJ, 1; IV, 9; III, 3. 
Washington Harbor, clearing, I, ’04; Forest, VI, ’04. 

Resident: Throughout our stay. 
The Crow was not common at any locality visited. It was occasion- 

ally met along the shore of Rock Harbor (I, 1) where it fed on the 
cleanings thrown out by the returning fishermen. Several were ob- 
served in the birch forest at the top of Greenstone Range (IV, 9) and 
also at the Bulrush Zone and Delta at the western end of Rock Harbor 
(III, 3), but the natural and artificial clearings proved to be the most 
favorable for these birds throughout the island. They were quite rare 
at Siskowit Bay, but proved to be quite common at times at Wash- 
ington Harbor. Here they resorted to the clearings and roads where 
they fed greedily upon the swarms of grasshoppers. No nests were 
found, but young of the year were more abundant than adults at Wash- 
ington Harbor. The residents reported that these birds leave the island 
the last of October. 

55. Agelaius phoeniceus fortis (498). Thick-billed Redwing. 
Range: Breeding range, Mackenzie River, Athabasca, and other in- 

terior districts of British America. During migrations, the Great Plains, 
from eastern base of Rocky Mountains to Manitoba (Red River settle- 
ment), Lowa (Burlington, October), Indian Territory (Beaver Creek, 
November) western Illinois (Henderson County, Morgan County, March) 
northern Kentucky (Mason Co., December) and southward through 
more southern Rocky Mountains to Arizona (Fort Verdi, December, 
February; Big Chino Valley, March), and western Texas (El Paso, 
February). 

Stations: Washington Harbor, clearing, I, 04; forest along river, 
IT, 04. 

Migration, August 19 to Sept. 20. 
By all odds the most abundant black bird on the island. On July 

1£ a Red-winged Blackbird was seen in a marsh at Rock Harbor, but 
was not procured, so identification, where so slight a difference exists 
as between the species and subspecies, was impossible. It is my opinion 
that this was the common Redwing (1gelaius phoeniccus phocniceus) 
and not the northern form. On August 19 large flocks of the latter 
form came to the clearing at Washington Harbor (I, 04). On the 
day previous several specimens of phocniccus were taken, but none were 
seen after this. The keeper ai the club-house said none of these black- 

birds had been seen before this date, and as we found none on any 
other part of the island (unless the one previously mentioned should 

have been fortis) it seems probable that this form does not breed on 
the island, and only appears here during the spring and fall migra- 
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tion. The people at the club-house reported that large numbers of 
Red-winged Blackbirds came to the island in the spring. 

About fifty specimens in all were procured, which proved to be fortis. 
None were in the black plumage, and the scarlet shoulder patches were 
just showing through the pin feathers of those taken during August. A 
young male taken on September 16 was just about half moulted. The un- 
der-parts, except down the breast bone, have black feathers edged with 
brown; the central line and feathers covering the abdomen are still un- 
moulted and are fuscous with whitish borders. The head, throat and nape 

also unmoulted, as are the first four primaries. The next five are 
new, and the remainder old. Nearly all the secondaries are new, 
while the tertiaries are still unchanged. Only the central tail 
feathers have been moulted. The specimen thus presents a mottled 
appearance, glossy black -alternating with brownish fuscous, the 
cinnamon tipped secondaries and back feathers adding to the 

appearance. The epaulets are a rich orange-brown, a few, par- 
ticularly at the bend of the wing, being tipped with, black. The 
plumage of the entire series varied greatly, according to the sex, stage 
of moult, and also individual variation. Some, males and females, 
have a decided pinkish tinge to the throat while others have a rich 
yellow sometimes grading into orange. As a rule the first four prim- 
aries seem to be the last feathers on the body to moult. A few adults 
taken on August 20 have moulted entirely, but the majority, especially 
the young, bad just started to moult at this date. Stomach examina- 
tions showed the food to consist largely of grasshoppers, which were 
very plentiful at the clearing. These birds were larger than the aver- 
age male which, as a rule, was considerably larger than the female. 

The birds usually came in flocks numbering from a dozen to fifty or 
more. They came to the first clearing quite regularly throughout August, 
usually frequenting the brushy area, but extending out into the grassy 
imeadow in pursuit of the grasshoppers. When shot into, the remnants 
of the flock would often wheel several times around the gunner’s head, 
allowing themselves to be fired at repeatedly before leaving. These 
birds migrated almost entirely by day and toward dusk were often 
seen preparing to roost in a alder thicket at the first clearing. That the 
birds actually remained there for the night was several times demon- 
strated when they were driven from their retreat long after night fall. 

56. Euphagus carolinus (509). Rusty Blackbird. 
Range: Eastern North America, west to Alaska and the Plains, 

Breeds from northern New England, Northern New York, and North- 
ern Michigan northward. Accidental in lower California. 

Stations: Washington Harbor, clearing and burned area, I O04. 
Migration: September 15 on. 
Large flocks of Rusty Grackles appeared at the clearings on Septem- 

ber 15 and were abundant the rest of the time I remained on the island. 
Males and females were in about equal proportion, and while the sexes 
were often found together in the same fiock, there appeared to be 
flocks composed wholly of one sex. Like so many of the other migrants, 
they were seldom found out of a clearing, where they crammed them- 
selves full of grasshoppers. As a rule the birds were more wary than 
the Northern Redwing, and were difficult of approach when in the open, 
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but when gathered into the brushy areas of the first clearing they 
probably felt more secure, as here I had no difficulty whatever in pro- 
curing specimens. The residents reported them abundant here during 
the spring migration. 

57. Quiscalus quiscula aeneus (511b). Bronzed Grackle. 
Range: From the Alleghanies and southern New England north to 

New Foundland and Great Slave Lake, west to the eastern base of 
the Rocky Mountains, and south to Louisiana and Texas. In migra- 
tions, the southeastern states, except Florida and the Atlantic coast 
district south of Virginia. 

The Bronzed Grackle was not observed this year, and only one speci- 
men was noted here in 1904. This one was secured. August 19 at the 
third clearing (I, ’04), and not at Station II, as published in the re- 
port of last year. 

5&8. Pinicola cnucleator (515). Pine Grosbeak. 
Range: Northern parts of the northern hemisphere, breeding in 

North America from northern New England, Quebec, and Rocky Moun- 
ains in Colorado, and about Lat. 37° in the Sierra Nevada; northward 
nearly to the limit of trees; south in winter irregularly into north- 
eastern United States. 

Stations: Siskowit Bay, Trail through Balsam-Birch forest, V, 4. 
August 14, M’Creary found two Pine Grosbeaks in the Balsams 

(VY, 4). These were the only birds observed, but the species is prob- 
ably much more common and we simply did not chance to observe them. 
This is the more likely as the Grosbeaks make little noise and keep in 
the tops of the conifers. As the greater part of the forests on the 
island are so dense that the tops are practically shut off from sight 
to one below, the birds could easily pass unnoticed. 

59. Lanius ludovicianus migrans (622a). Northern Loggerhead 
Shrike. 

Range: Greater part of the United States east of the Great Plains, 
but very local in more eastern districts; breeding north to New 
Brunswick (York County), Maine (Bangor), New Hampshire (Han- 
over), Vermont (Mount Mansfield, etc.), northern New York (Lewis 
and St. Lawrence counties), Quebec (Montreal), Ontario (Hamilton; 
Kingston; Beaumans), Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota, and south- 
ward to Midland Virginia and western North Carolina, Kentucky 
(probably also Tennessee), and eastern Kansas; in winter southward 
to Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas (1 Paso, February; Fort Clark, 
January; West Caranchua Creek, January; Washburn, August). 

Stations: Washington Harbor, clearing, I, ’04. 
A single individual was seen at the Camp clearing (I, ’°04) on August 

23. 
60. Carpodacus purpureus (517). Purple Finch. 
Range: astern North America from the Atlantic coast to the 

Plains. Breeds from the Middle States northward. 
Stations: Rock Harbor, Spruce and Balsam Forest, I, 2-3; Partial 

clearing, II, 1; Clearing near Benson Brook at IT, 1. Siskowit Bay, 
Forest, V, 4; old burning, V, 9. Washington Harbor, border of clear- 
ing, I, 04; Forest, II, 704. ; 

Resident: July 7-August 28. 
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The Purple Finch was rather uncommon all over the island. <A fine 
male was taken on July 7 in the balsam and spruce forest (I, 3) at 

Rock Harbor and on July 24 a large flock was seen in the balsams 
just back of the light-house (I, 3). It was only observed a few times 
at Siskowit, but usually in the balsam forest. At Washington Harbor 
the only time it was observed was August 28. Although the bird was 
most abundant in the balsam-spruce forest, it also frequented old burn- 
ings, the borders of clearings and tamarack and cedar swamps. 

61. Loria leucoptcra (522). White-winged Crossbill. 
Range: Northern parts of North America, south into the United 

States in winter. Breeds from northern New England northward. 
Stations: Rock Harbor, Spruce and Balsam Forest, I, 2-3; Tama- 

rack and Spruce Forest, IT, 2, 5. 

Resident: July 13 to the last of July. 
The White-winged Crossbill was quite common at the upper end of 

Isle Royale, but was not observed at Washington Harbor this season, 
although it was observed several times there in 1904. At Rock Harbor 

they were usually found in the sphagnum bogs (II, 2, 5) and late 
in July were seen several times near the light-house feeding on the pine 
cones. 

62. NSpinus pinus (533). Pine Siskin. 
Range: North America generally, breeding in the British Provinces, 

Rocky Mountains, Sierra Nevada, and high mountains of Arizona, 
south to Lower California and the mountains of Mexico to Orizaba. 
Also breeds sparingly in northeastern United States. 

Stations: Rock Harbor. Spruce and Balsam Forest, I, 2-3; Partial 
clearing, IT, 1. Washington Harbor, Forest, II, ’04. 

Resident: July 9-September -18. 
The Pine Siskin was only occasionally recorded from the vicinity 

of Rock Harbor, and not at all from the other localities. On July 9 
while rowing around the islands in Rock Harbor (I, 1) several of these 
birds were seen and heard. singing as they fed among the balsams on 
the edge of the islands. They were also observed on July 18 in a tama- 
rack swamp (II, 2) and were seen several times in the forest near Rock 
Harbor Light-house. 

63. Poecetes graminens (540). Vesper Sparrow. 
Range: Eastern North America to the Plains, from Nova Scotia 

and Ontario southward; breeds from Virginia, Kentucky and Missouri 
northward. 

Stations: Washington Harbor, II, ’04. 
Migration: August 22. 
An immaturé Vesper Sparrow, the only one seen, was secured on 

August 22 in a strip of brush on the banks of Washington River. 
64. Passerculus sandwichensis savanna (542a). Savanna Sparrow. 
Range: Eastern North America, breeding from the northern United 

States to Labrador and Hudson Bay Territory. 
Stations: Washington Harbor, clearings and burned areas, I, ’04. 
Breeding: An immature specimen taken August 6. 
Migration: August 31 on. 
While at Washington Harbor the first part of August several Savanna 

Sparrows were seen and a young one barely out of the nest was secured 
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on the 6th. They were frequenting the clearings, and the immature speci- 
men procured was taken near one of the old houses at the first clearing. 
Upon our return to this locality on August 16 none were seen and they 
were absent until August 31, when a large wave of Savannas struck the 
island. For the remainder of my stay these sparrows were present, but 
the majority had passed on to the south, either slowly or with some of 
the other large waves. This species was very partial to the clearings 
and was especially abundant along the road where the very short grass 
did not interfere with their motions. The birds were quite tame and even 
entered the houses by the open doors and windows. During one day of 
the large wave a dozen or more were thus caught in the house I was liv- 
ing in, most of these entering my work room. 

65. Zonotrichia leucophrys (554). White-crowned Sparrow. 
Range: North America at large, breeding chiefly in the Rocky Moun- 

tains, the Sierra Nevada and northeast to Labrador. South in winter to 
the Valley of Mexico. 

Stations: Washington Harbor, clearings and burned area, I, *04. 
Migration: September 12 on. 
This year the White-crowned Sparrow was much later in migration 

than in 1904, as none were seen until September 12 while the first date of 

the previous season was September 1. They were quite rare and were 
never seen in flocks of more than 5 or 6. The clearings, roadside, and old 
burnings were the favorite resort, but occasionally they were found 
busily scratching among the fallen leaves along the river. 

66. Zonotrichia albicollis (558). White-throated Sparrow. 
Range: Chiefly eastern North America, west to the Plains, north to 

Labrador and the Fur countries. Breeds from Montana, northern 
Wyoming, northern Michigan, northern New York, and northern New 
England northward, and winters from Massachusetts southward. Ac- 
cidental in Utah, California, and Oregon. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, natural rock clearings, 1, 2; Balsam-Spruce 
Forest, I, 3; Lake and Bay Beaches, I, 1; Jack Pine Ridge, I, 5; 
Sphagnum-spruce Bog, I, 6; Benson Brook and Ransom Clearing, IT, 
1; Tamarack Swamp, IJ, 2; Shore of Forbes Lake, II, 5; Rock Ridge 
Clearing, II, 3; Small Island, III, 1. Shore of Sumner Lake, ITI, A. 

Siskowit Bay, Balsam-Birch forest, V, 4; Beach, V, 1; Outlet of 
Siskowit Lake, V, 9; Rock Clearing, VY, 3; Clearing, VIII, ’04. 
Washington Harbor, Clearing and Burned area, I, ’04; Along river 

IT, 04. Tamarack Swamp, V, ’04. 
Breeding: Young able to fly, July 7. 
Migration: Last seen September 17. 
The White-throated sparrow was very common throughout the Island, 

where it inhabited the open swamps and borders of rock clearings, al- 
though it was found in limited numbers in nearly every station ex- 
amined. It can easily be considered one of the birds of general dis- 
tribution on the island, chiefly frequenting certain habitats but not by 
any means restricted to these specific environments. These sparrows were 
seldom found feeding in the clearings any distance from shelter, but 
were usually seen along the borders of the forest or in the more open 
areas. Low, damp places where the decaying leaves formed a_ thick 
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mat on the cool earth were favorite feeding grounds. They were often 
associated together in small flocks of six or eight, the young as a rule 
outnumbering the adults. Their food apparently consisted largely of 
fallen seeds and small insects which they found under the ground 
rubbish by vigorous scratching, much like a barn-yard fowl. We found 
the White-throats rather timid, and when first startled they usually 
dived into the nearest thicket, soon to appear, however, if no further 
move was made, as if forgetful of our presence. Throughout the breed- 
ing season and even during September their plaintive song could be 
heard at almost any hour of the day and often in the night. It was 
usually rendered from some low branch or pile of brush; and in fact the 
birds were seldom found above the lower branches, the major part of 
their time being spent on the ground. In flight the White-throats closely 
resemble the Song Sparrow, flying low for short distances dropping 
suddenly out of sight. : 

Breeding Notes: On July 7 several young White-throated Sparrows, 
just able to fly, were seen with their parents at the edge of a clearing. 
A nest containing the nearly full fledged young was found in the grassy 
marsh around Summer Lake (ITI, 5) July 17. Jt was placed in a 
bunch of grass at the foot of an alder, and consisted entirely of dried 
grasses. The nest was placed about a foot above the water. Another 
nest was found July 18 in a tussock of grass at the foot of a willow 
bush. It was held about a foot above the water as was the previous 
one. The edge of the lake was only a couple of feet away, and a wave 
would have destroyed it had there been heavy winds. The forest was 
about two rods distant. Four bluish-white eggs heavily and irregu- 
larly spotted with brown were found in the nest, which was composed 
entirely of grasses. Many White-throats were heard in this habitat. 
Young able to fly and take care of themselves were seen throughout our 
stay at al] parts of the island. 

67. Spizella socialis (560). Chipping Sparrow. 
Range: Eastern North America, west to the Rocky Mountains, north 

to Great Slave Lake, and south to eastern Mexico, breeding from the 
Gulf States northward. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, natural rock clearings, I, 2; Open Balsam- 
Spruce forest, I, 3. 

Siskowit Bay, Trail through Balsam-birch forest, V, 4; 
Outlet of Siskowit Lake, V, 9. | 

Washington Harbor, Clearing, I, ’04. Border of forest 
along roads and river, IT, ’04. 

Breeding: Chipping Sparrow and nest seen July 20. 
Migration: These sparrows were seen throughout our sojourn on 

the island, but were migrating; those seen one day might be replaced 
by new flocks from the north the next. 

The Chipping Sparrow was only abundant during the migrations; at 
other times it was of very local distribution, and occurred in limited 
numbers. The dense coniferous forest is unsuited to this sparrow, and 
this fact probably explains its comparative absence at Siskowit Bay 
camp where the clearings were very limited. They were usually found 
in pairs or families until the middle of August, when they collected 
into flocks numbering from a dozen or so to fifty or sixty. 
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Breeding Notes: The only nest which we found was placed in a 
birch in the spruce and birch forest near the light-house. The nest 
was in a little opening, and I doubt if the bird ever nests in the dense 
forest if other conditions are available. 

68. Junco hyemalis (567). Slate Colored Junco. 
Range: North America, chiefly east of the Rocky Mountains, breed- 

ing from the higher parts of the Alleghanies, the Catskills, and the 
mountainous parts of southern New Iingland northward; south in 
winter to the Gulf States. Casual in California and Arizona. 
Stations: Rock Harbor, Jack Pine Ridge, I, 5; Rock Ridge clear- 

ings, II, 3. IV, 1. II, 5. 
Siskowit Bay, Forest, V, 4. V, I. VY. 2. V, 3. 
Washington Harbor, Clearing, I, ‘04; Forest,-II, ’04. 

The Junco was a common species throughout the island, frequenting 
clearings, rock ridges, and old burnings. Several were seen on the Jack 
pine ridge along Conglomerate Bay (I, 5) on July 10, and the next day 
they were abundant on the rock ridge at Sargent Lake (II, 3). On 

July 19 a large flock was observed feeding in a small clump of dwarf 
cedars at Seovill Point (IV, 1). They were also noted at Sumner Lake 
(IIT, 5) on July 28. At Siskowit they were fairly abundant, prefer- 
ring the natural and artificial clearings. They were quite plentiful at 

Washington Harbor, frequenting the same places as at the other local- 
ities. No nests were found but young in nearly all stages of plumage 
were seen throughout our stay. 

69. Ielospiza cinerca melodia (581). Song Sparrow. 
Range: Eastern United States to the Plains, breeding from Virginia 

and southern portion of Lake States northward to the Fur Countries. 
Stations: Rock Harbor, Lake and Bay Beaches, I, 1; Benson Brook 

and Ransom Clearings, II, 1; Smal] islands, ITI, 1. 
Siskowit Bay, South Shore of Siskowit Lake, V, 6; Outlet 

of Siskowit Lake, V, 9; Long Island Gull Rookery, V, 10. 
Washington Harbor, clearings, I, ’04. 

Resident: Rock Harbor, July 5. Siskowit Bay, Aug. 5. Washington 
Harbor, August 21. 

Migration: None seen after August 24. 
The Song Sparrow probably bred on the island, although no nests 

were seen. They were usually found feeding on the ground, scratch- 
ing among the leaves and debris after the fashion of the White-throated 
Sparrows, although not to such a large extent as these latter birds. 

70. AMfelospiza lincolnii (583). Lincoln’s Sparrow. 
Range: North America at large, breeding chiefly north of the United 

States (as far north as Fort Yukon) and in the higher parts of the 
Rocky Mountains and Sierra Nevada; south in winter to Panama. 

Stations: Washington Harbor, clearings and burned areas, I, ‘04. 
Migration: September 12 to 15. 
Lincoln’s Sparrow was very common September 12, 13, 14 and 15 

at Washington Harbor. They were found along the roads, particularly 
the borders where the underbrush was thick, and in the clearings. They 
were yery difficult of approach, skulking in the ground hemlock and 
rubbish along the roads or hiding in the piles of brush in the old burn- 
ing at the first clearing. 
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71. Melospiza georgiana (584). Swamp Sparrow. 
Range: Eastern North America to the Plains, accidently to Utah, 

north to the British Provinces, including Newfoundland and Labrador. 
Breeds from the Northern States northward, and winters from Massa- 
chusetts southward to the Gulf States. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, Bulrush Zone and Delta, III, 8; III, 5. 
Breeding: Adults accompanied by one young seen July 26. 
Several of these birds were heard singing at the mouth of a little 

stream near the west end of Rock Harbor (III, 3). This was am ideal 
spot for this species as the stream was slow and deep, with grassy bogs 
and alder bushes along its banks. Others were noted on a grassy bog 
around Sumner Lake (III, 5). The single immature specimen observed 
was found at the west end of Rock Harbor, July 26. 

72. Petrochelidon lunifrons (612). Cliff Swallow. 
Range: North America north to the limit of trees, breeding south 

to the valleys of the Potomac and the Ohio, southern Texas, southera 
Arizona, and California; Central and South America in winter. Not 

recorded from Florida or the West Indies. 
Stations: Rock Harbor, Scovill Point, IV, 1. 
Breeding: Occupied nests July 19. 
The Cliff Swallow was only found at one place on the island and 

only several pairs were seen here. 
Breeding Notes: At Scovill Point (IV, 1) on July 19 a number of 

Cliff Swallows’ nests were found placed on the bare face of the rocks. 
They were above the reach of the waves and were usually protected above 
by shelving of rock. The nest was composed of mud and lined with 
feathers but could not be examined closely. The probabilities are that 
they contained young, as the old birds continually flew to the nest and 
then away again, chattering all the time. 

73. Hirundo erythrogaster (613). Barn Swallow. 
Range: North America in general, breeding from the Fur Countries 

south into Mexico; visits the West Indies in migrations, and winters in 
Central America and South America. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, Spruce and Balsam Forest, I, 2-3. Men- 
agerie Island, V, 10. 

Breeding: August 17, nest with young. 
On July 9 a flock of these swallows stayed around the light-house 

and neighboring islands for some time and finally flew away toward 
the south. 

Breeding Notes: At Menagerie Island we saw four nests in a small 
boat-house, on August 6. Several pairs of adults were flying about the 
buildings. On August 17 they were again seen and a fifth nest contain- 
-ing young was found, this time built against the bare cliff about twenty 
feet above the waves. A shelving of rock a few feet above protected it 
from the rain. This nest contained four young nearly able to fly. An 
old nest was placed a little ways from this one and in a like location. 

74. Iridoprocne bicolor (614). Tree Swallow. 
Range: North America at large, breeding from the Fur Countries 

south to New Jersey, the Ohio Valley, Kansas,.and Colorado, etc., winter- 
ing from South Carolina and the Gulf States southward to the West 
Indies and Guatemala. 
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Stations: Rock Harbor, Spruce and Balsam Forest, I, 2-8. 
Menagerie Island, V, 10. 

Resident: July 17 to August 1. 
A flock of twelve Tree Swallows was observed flying about Rock 

Harbor Light-house on July 20 and 21. It was also observed here on 
August 1. 

75. Cliwicola riparia (616). Bank Swallow. 
Range: Northern hemisphere; in America south to the West Indies, 

Central America, and northern South America; breeding from the 
middle districts of the United States northward to about the limit of 
trees. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, Ransom Clearing, II, 1. 
A single specimen of the Bank Swallow was seen July 25 at Ransom 

Clearing (II, 1) near the mouth of Benson Brook. The scarcity of this 
species is probably due to the lack of suitable nesting places on the 
island. Scarcely a bank suitable for their burrows was found by our 
party. 

76. Totanus melanoleucus (254). Greater Yellow-legs. 
Range: America in general, breeding from Iowa and northern Illinois 

etc., northward, and migrating south to Chili and Argentine Republic. 
Stations: Siskowit Bay, Beach, Y. 
A single specimen of the Greater Yellow-legs was seen on the beach 

at Siskowit Bay on August 1. ; 
71. Ampelis cedrorum (619). Cedar Waxwing. 
Range: North America at large, from the Fur Countries southward. 

In winter, from the northern border of the United States south to the 
West Indies and Costa Rica. Breeds from Virginia, southern Alleghan- 
ies, Kentucky, Kansas, Arizona, etc., northward. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, Jack Pine Ridge, I, 5; Balsam-Spruce 
forest, I, 3; Benson Brook and Ransom Clearing, II, 1; 
Rock Ridge Clearing (burned over) II, 3; Small Island, 
ITI, 1. 

Siskowit Bay, Border of Rock Clearing, V, 3; Trail 
through the balsam-birch forest, V, 4; Outlet of Sisko- 
wit Lake V, 9. 

Washington Harbor, border of clearings, I, ’04; Forest 
along river, IT, 04; Washington Island, X, ’04. 

Breeding: See below. 
The Cedar Waxwing was a rather uncertain bird in its distribution. 

Unless held to a limited region by its nest, it wandered about and was 
seldom ‘seen in the same locality two days in succession. We usually 
found them in flocks of from 5 or 6 to 15 or 20. Small berries were 
greedily devoured by them, ‘as well as insects, the latter often being 
taken on the wing. In this they were very graceful and rivalled the: 
true flycatchers, their strong, graceful flight, together with their 
quickness making them quite expert on the wing. As a rule they weve 
very quiet, especially in the vicinity of their nest. The Waxwing was 
usually found in open places, as borders of clearings, along water ways, 
and at sphagnum bogs. 

Breeding Notes: A nest containing 5 eggs was found July 10 in a 
Jack pine tree on the Jack Pine Ridge, I, 5. It was held against the 
trunk by two small branches about ten feet from the ground. The eggs 
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were greenish brown speckled with black. The nest was composed of 
moss, gray lichen, and grasses and was lined with rootlets and the 
soft gray tree lichen. July 20 several nests were found on a small rocky 
island, III, 1. The nests were placed in small spruces and cedars and 
were from eight to fifteen feet above the ground. All were built of the 
gray hanging lichen which grew on the neighboring trees. Another nest 
of the Waxwing was found July 27 on a small island in Rock Harbor. 
It was about six feet from the ground in a White Cedar, and was com- 
posed of the usual gray lichen. It contained two nearly hatched young, 
and one ege. July 28 a nest was found on a horizontal limb of a birch, 
about ten feet from the ground. It contained three young. On two 
small islands in Rock Harbor 14 Waxwing nests were found. Here 
the nests ranged from three to twelve feet above the ground. Another 
nest was found July 28 which was placed on a limb overhanging the lake, 
and about ten feet above it. It contained several young. July 29 a 
nest was found along the path to the fisherman’s cabin. It was on a 
birch about twenty feet from the ground, the highest nest seen. The 
nests of the Cedar Waxwings were placed in both conifers and decidu- 
ous trees, but all were composed of the gray tree lichen. 

78. Lanius borealis (621). Northern Shrike. 
Range: Northern North America, south in winter to the middle por- 

tions of the United States (Virginia, Kentucky, Kansas, Colorado, Ari- 
zona, northern California). Breeds north of the United States. 

Stations: Washington Harbor, clearings at edge of forest, I, ’04. 
; Washington Island, X, ’04. 

Migration: September 1 and 9. 
At Washington Island (X, ’04), September 1, a Northern Shrike was 

seen eating a small bird it had just caught. Another was seen in the 
first clearing September 9. 

79. Vireo olivaceus (624). Red-eyed Vireo. 
Range: Eastern North America west to Colorado, Utah, and British 

Columbia; north to the Arctic regions; south in winter from Florida to 
northern South America. Breeds nearly throughout its Northern Ameri- 
can range. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, Partial Clearing, JI, 1; along Benson 
Brook, ITI, 1. 

Rock Clearings, II, 3. Birch forest, III, 4. Forest, V, 4. 
Siskowit Bay. Old Burning, V, 9. Washington Harbor. Along road 

in alders, I, 04. : 
Breeding: July 13, nearly full grown young. 
Migration: September 12. 
These birds seemed to prefer the more open growths of timber: such 

as the birch forests which contained more or less of an undergrowth 
of aspens, such as was found along Benson Brook (II, 1), where many 
were seen. On July 20 we found this species in the valley at the west 
end of Tonkin Bay (IV, 7) in a second growth of birch and aspen. 
It was also found on the trail to Sumner Lake (III, 4) on July 27. 
At Siskowit it was not nearly so common and was observed only two 
or three times at Siskowit Lake. 

It was observed only as a rare migrant at Washington Harbor. Only 
one, ap adult male, being taken, September 12. 
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Breeding Notes: Probably the Red-eyed Vireo bred quite commonly 
in all suitable localities, but no nests were found. A pair was seen 
feeding nearly full grown young along Benson Brook (II, 1) on July 
13. 

80. Vireo philaudelphicus (626). Philadelphia Vireo. 
Range: Eastern North America north to Hudson Bay; south, in 

winter, to Costa Rica and Panama. Not recorded from Mexico or the 

West Indies. Breeds from Maine, New Hampshire, and Manitoba north- 
ward. 

Stations: Washington, Harbor Clearing, I, ’04. 
Migration: September? 12. 
The Philadelphia Vireo was-by far the rarest of this family, only 

one pair being seen throughout our stay this year. These two were 
found on the morning of September 12 among the low alder bushes 
along the road between the first and second clearings (I, ’04). The 
year before one was seen September 1 in about the same locality. 

71. Vireo solitarius (629). Blue-headed Vireo. 
Range: Eastern North America to the Plains, north to Hudson Bay 

and Fort Simpson. South, in winter, to Guatemala. Breeds from 
southern New England and the northern part of the Lake States north- 
ward. 

Stations: Washington Harbor, alders at edge of clearing, I, ‘04. 
Migration: August 30; September 12. 
The Blue-headed Vireo was only observed on two occasions. On 

August 30 a pair was seen feeding in a low birch along the road from 
the first clearing (I, ’04), and on September 12 another was noted in 
the same place also feeding among low birches and alders. ° 

82. VUniotilta varia (636). Black and White Warbler. 
Range: Eastern United States to the Plains, north to Fort Sidi 

south ‘in winter, through Central America and the West Indies to 
Venezuela and Columbia. Breeds from Virginia and southern Kansas 
northward, and winters from Florida and the Gulf States southward. 

Stations: Siskowit Bay, Old Burning, V, 9. Washington Harbor, 
forest along river, IT, ’04. 

Migration: August 3 and 31. 
One of these warblers was seen on August 3 among the alders and 

dogwoods which formed a dense thicket at the outlet to Siskowit Lake. 
No others were seen until August 31, when a single individual was pro- 
cured in an alder thicket along Washington River (II, ’04). 

83. Helminthophila ruficapilla (645). Nashville Warbler. 
Range: Eastern North America to the Plains, north to the Fur 

Countries, breeding from the northern United States northward. Mexico 
and Guatemala in winter. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, Lake and Bay Beaches, I, 1; Natural Rock 
Clearings, I, 2; Balsam-spruce forest, I, 3; Tamarack 

and Arbor Vitae swamps, I, 4; Benson Brook and Ran- 
som Clearing, II, 1. 

Siskowit Bay, Trail through Balsam-Birch forest, V, 4; 
outlet of Siskowit Lake, V, 9. 

Washington Harbor, border of clearing, I, ’04. 
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Breeding: July 11, 5 young. 
* Migration: Migrating at Washington Harbor from August 25 to 
Sept. 12. 

The Nashville Warbler was usually seen near the tree tops, especially 
along the border of clearings. They showed quite a preference for the 
vicinity of high, open mixed forests. 

Breeding Notes: We found a Nashville Warbler’s nest in the side 
of a bluff about eight feet high. The nest was placed about two feet 
from the foot of the cliff, which was not quite perpendicular at this 
point. The nest was almost hidden by the moss, and was composed 
of moss from the trees, the lining being made of grasses. It contained 
five young, still in the down. There were several birch and spruce 
trees close to the nest, completely shading it from the sun. The top 
of the cliff was bare rock and entirely exposed. The parents fed in 
the tamarack swamp near by, but refused to come close to the nest 
while we were near. 

84. Helminthophila peregrina (647). Tennessee Warbler. 
Range: Eastern North America, breeding from northern New York 

and northern New England northward to Hudson Bay Territory; in 
winter south through Mexico to Costa Rica and Columbia. 

Stations: Siskowit Bay, Forest, V, 4. Washington Harbor, clear- 
ings, I, ’04, Forest, II, ’04. 

Migration: August 2 to September 18. 
The Tennessee Warbler was perhaps the most abundant species of 

this family on the island, although it was only recorded as a migrant. 
The first seen was on August 2 in the coniferous and birch forest near 
our: camp at Siskowit (V, 4). They were observed regularly after 
this date, but never in very large numbers. We noticed these birds 
soon after arriving at Washington Harbor (August 19). In a few 
days their numbers were greatly increased and they continued plentiful 
until the first of September, when their numbers gradually diminished 
until the 8th, after which time onlv scattered individuals were observed. 
On August 20 we saw flock after flock of these beautiful birds among 
the scrub growth of alder, birch, and balsam, along the road (I, ’04), 
and also along Washington River (II, ’04). They were evidently gather- 
ing for the long journey south and were busy feeding in the brush and 
low trees. On August 22 a large flock came into the door yard, feeding 
about the doorstep on crumbs which had been thrown there. They 
were also noticed diligently hunting over some wild mustard, scanning 
every leaf and blossom carefully. 

85. Dendroica tigrina (650). Cape May Warbler. 
Range: Eastern North America, north to Lake Winnepeg and Hud- 

son Bay Territory, west to the Plains; breeds from northern New Eng- 
land northward; winters in the West Indies. 

Stations: Siskowit Bay, Forest, V, 4. 
Migration: August 15. 
This species was seen August 15 in a tamarack swamp (V, 5) at 

Siskowit. About six or seven birds were seen in company with several 

other migrating warblers. This is the only record we have for the 
island. 

86. Dendroica caerulescens (654). Black-throated Blue Warbler. 
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Range: Eastern North America to the Plains, breeding from northern 
New England and northern New York northward to Labrador, and ‘in 
the Alleghanies south to northern Georgia; West Indies and Guatemala 
in winter. Accidental on the Farallon Islands, California. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, Spruce and Balsam Forest, I, 2-3; Tamarack 
and Arbor ‘Vitae Swamps, I, 4; Tamarack and Spruce Swamp, IJ, 2-5; 
Siskowit Bay, Forest, V, 4; Washington Island, Clearing, I, ’04; Forest, 
TT, ’04. 

Migrant: August 28; September 12. 
The Black-throated Blue Warbler was not common on any part of 

Isle Rovale. We found them in the spruce, tamarack and balsam 
forests and swamps, especially where there was considerable under- 
brush. No young were seen, although it undoubtedly bred on the island, 
as males and females were seen as early as July 8. 

87. Dendroica coronata (655). Myrtle Warbler. 
Range: Eastern North America, chiefly straggling more or less 

commonly westward to the Pacific; breeds from the northern United 
States northward, and winters from southern New England and the 
Ohio Valley southward to the West Indies, and through Mexico to 
Panama. 

Stations: Beach at Rock Harbor, I, 1; Spruce and Balsam Forest, 
J, 2-3; Small Islands, ITI, 1. Forest, V, 4; Old Burning, V. 9. Wash- 
ington Harbor, clearing, I, 04; forest, II, ’04. 

Breeding: Nest and young, July 7 and July 27. 
Migration: Last seen on September 12. 
The Myrtle Warbler was fairly common in the balsam and spruce 

forest, but was often found feeding along the rocky shores. Although 
a tree nester, and principally an arboreal feeder, it commonly descended 
to the ground in search of food; this was particularly noticeable on the 
bare rocks along the shore of Rock Harbor. They were not as com- 
mon at Siskowit, and only scattered migratory flocks were observed at 
Washington Harbor. 

Breeding Notes: A nest containing four well feathered young was 
found on July 7. It was situated in a Jack pine on the extreme edge 
of a cliff, and about forty feet above the water. The nest was placed 
at the end of a horizontal limb, about ten*feet from the ground, six 
feet from the trunk of the tree, and directly over the water. It was 
composed of balsam twigs and needles and lined with feathers of the 
Sharp-tailed Grouse and Canada Jay. being a little larger than a Chip- 
ping Sparrow’s. No overhanging branches afforded the nest any pro- 
tection from the sun or storms. The surrounding trees were Jack 
pines and spruces. The bird flew directly to the nest as long as the 
observer was out of sight, but at other times it approached very cauti- 
ously, and when about fifty feet from the nest it would drop close to 
the ground, flying low until almost under the nest. It always left the 
nest by flying low along the top of the cliff. There was very little 
underbrush within fifty vards of the tree on which the nest was situated, 
and the surrounding Jack pines and spruces were scattered so that 
the sun had access to the ground. The small plant life was composed 
mostly of mosses and heath plants. 

On July 27 another nest was found, this time on an island at the 
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north side of Rock Harbor. It was placed on a horizontal limb of a 
white spruce about six feet from the ground. Like the first one this 
overhung the water, but not so far above it. It was composed of small 
twigs and grasses, lined with feathers and contained three voung about 
two days old. On July 28 a young Myrtle Warbler just out of the 
nest was found on a small island (III, 1). Four nests were found on 
two small islands near the end of Rock Harbor, one of which con- 
tained small and nearly full-fledged voung July 21. The other two 
were empty, but gave evidence of having been recently used. Thev 
were all in coniferous trees and ranged from six to ten feet above the 
ground. , 

No nests were found at Siskowit, probably because the breeding sea- 
son was nearly over, and due, in part also, to our short stay at this 
location. A juvenile male was taken here on August 3, and several 
were seen feeding in the tree tops near the outlet of Siskowit Lake (V, 
9) August 5. At Washington Harbor they were observed on August 5, 
6 and 7; after our return, from August 18 to September 12. 

88. Dendroica inaculosa (657). Magnolia Warbler. 
Range: Eastern North America west to the base of the Rocky Moun- 

tains, and casually to British Columbia; breeding from northern New 
England, northern New York, and northern Michigan, to Hudson Bay 
Territory and southward in the Alleghanies to Pennsylvania. In winter, 
Bahamas, Cuba, and south through eastern Mexico to Panama. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, Spruce and Balsam Forest, I, 2-3; Grove of 
Evergreens, I, 1, I, 4; Spruce and Cedars along Benson Brook, IT, 1, 
II, 4. Siskowit Bay, Forest, V, 4. Washington Harbor, clearing, I, ‘04; 
Forest, IT, *04. 

Breeding: July 7, female and young. 
Migration: August 28, September 12. 
Magnolia Warblers were common in the balsam and spruce forests 

and also in the second growths of birch at all three localities, but could 
not be called migrants. 

Breeding Notes: A female was seen feeding a young bird in the 
top of a birch tree on Julv 7. The same day a female was found in a 
spruce thicket feeding a young bird which had just enough feathers to 
enable it to fly six or eight feet. Another brood of four young were 
found just back of the light-house in a thicket of birch. These were 
scarcely able to fly, two being caught by hand. The following dav 
(July 8) several families were found in the tamarack and arbor vitae 
swamps (I, 4). One brood was large enough to fly. They were also 
found quite regularly along Benson Brook (IJ, 1) and at McCargoe 
Cove (II, 4). 

General Notes: During migration the birds preferred the banks of 
the river and the roadside, although scattered individuals were occa- 
sionally met with in the more open parts of the coniferous forest, especi- 
ally where it was sufficiently open to allow the growth of birches. 

89. Dendroica castanea (660). Bay-breasted Warbler. 
Range: Eastern North America, north to Hudson Bay. Breeds from 

northern New England and northern Michigan northward, in winter 

south through eastern Mexico (rare) and Guatemala to Columbia. 
Stations: Rock Harbor, Spruce and Balsam Forest, I, 2-3; Rock 
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Ridge Clearing, II, 3. Forest on Trail to Siskowit Lake, V, 4. Wash- 
ington Harbor, clearing, I, ’04; Forest, IT, ’04. 

Resident: July 7. 
Migrant: August 28; September 12. 
Only a few of these birds were seen and it is probably an uncommon 

summer resident throughout the island. A fine adult male was seen 
feeding in the balsam-spruce forest (I, 3) July 7. On July 14 another 
male was observed in a thick second growth of birch, aspen and spruce, 
near the edge of the tamarack swamp (IJ, 2). From its actions we 
thought a nest was near, but it could not be found. A badly moult- 
ing male was taken August 8 near Siskowit Lake. At Washington Har- 
bor it was observed only as a migrant, being observed from August 
28 to September 12. At times, particularly during Warbler waves, 
they were abundant, but among all those observed, only a few adult 
males were seen, and the young greatly outnumbered the females. 

90. Dendroica striata (661). Black-poll Warbler. 
Range: Eastern North America west to the Rocky Mountains, north 

to Greenland, the Barren Grounds, and Alaska, breeding from northern 

New England and the Catskills northward. South in winter to northern 
South America, but not recorded from Mexico or Central America. 

Stations: Washington Harbor, clearings, I, ’04; Forest, II, ’04. 
Migration: August 25 to September 25. 
At first the Black-polls were rather uncommon, but they rapidly in- 

creased in numbers until August 26, when the great wave of this species 
commenced. 

91. Dendroica virens (667). Black-throated Green Warbler. 
Range: Eastern North America to the Plains, north to Hudson Bay 

Territory, breeding from Connecticut and northern Illinois northward, 
and south along the Alleghanies to South Carolina. In winter, south 
to Cuba and Panama. Accidental in Greenland and Europe. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, Natural Rock Clearing, I, 2; Balsam-spruce 
forest, I, 3; Tamarack and Arbor Vitae swamps, I, 4; 
Sphagnum-spruce bog, I, 6; Tamarack swamp, II, 2; 
Forbes Lake, II, 5; Birch Forest, ITI, 4. 

Siskowit Lake, Balsam-Birch Forest, V, 4. 
Washington Harbor, Border of Clearings, I, 04; Forest 

along river, IT, ’04. : 
Breeding: Young with adult seen July 9. 
The Black-throated Green Warbler fed on the ground as well as in’ 

the tops of the trees, but the latter place was much preferred, and, ex- 
cept during the breeding season, when they hunt everywhere for food, 
they were usually found there. 

Breeding Notes: A young Black-throated Green Warbler was seen 
in company with the male on July 9 in the tamarack swamp, I, +b. 
July 11 a nest containing voung was found in a cedar tree about 20 
feet from the ground. It was composed of moss and grass. The nesting 
site was in a rather open spot where the trees were mostly cedar and 
birch, and only a, little underbrush and low vegetation was present. 
When we were near the nest the female Black-throat moved anxiously 

about from limb to limb, keeping up a constant chirping, but would not 

approach closely. Another nest containing young was found the same 
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afternoon. Both parents were very nervous in their movements, remain- 
ing within a few feet of the observer and scolding constantly. The 
male had food in its mouth when first seen. A male, female and young 
were found in a ‘birch forest July 27. 

92. Dendroica palmarum (672). Palm Warbler. 
Range: Northern interior to Great Slave Lake; in winter South 

Atlantic and Gulf States, the West Indies and Mexico. Of rare but reg- 
ular occurrence in the Atlantic States in migration. 

Stations: Washington Harbor, clearings, I, ’04; Forest, IT, ’04. 
Migration: August 28 to September 21 on. 
The Palm Warbler was second in numbers only to the Tennessee. 

From August 28 to the middle of September these birds were always 
found in considerable numbers along the road connecting the clearings. 
It was also found in the first clearing, usually near the border where 
the alders and other shrubs furnished a large share of its insect food as 
well as a protection from the numerous hawks. The birds were quite 
tame and often came into the house through the open doors and windows. 
The birds have a characteristic habit of jerking the tail up and down, 
which serves as an aid to identification at quite a distance. As a rule 
they were usually found in flocks, usually numbering about thirty or 
forty. 

93. Seiurus aurocapillus (674). Oven-bird. 
Range: JFastern North America, north to Hudson Bay Territory and 

Alaska, breeding from Kansas, the Ohio Valley, and Virginia north- 
ward. In winter Florida, the West Indies, southern Mexico, and Central 
America to Panama. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, Sphagnum-spruce bog, I, 6; Benson Brook, 
II, 1; Birch forest, ITI, 4; Tamarack swamp, I, 4. 

Siskowit Bay, Balsam-Birch forest, V, 4; Tamarack 
swamp, V, 5. 

Washington Harbor, borders of clearings, I, 04; found 
along river, IT, ’04. 

Resident: Rock Harbor, July 8. Siskowit Bay, Aug. 12. 
Breeding: Young seen August 12. 
The Oven-bird was not common on the island and occurred only in 

limited numbers in its favorite habitats, such as the cool, damp forest 
along the streams and in the tamarack swamp. No nests were found, 
but young able to care for themselves were taken in the tamarack swamp 
(V, 5) August 12. It was uncommon even in migration and was last 

, Seen September 12. 
94. Seiurus noveboracensis notabilis (675a). Grinnell’s Water 

Thrush. 
Range: Western United States, from Indiana and Illinois westward 

to California, and north into British America. Casual in migrations 
eastward to the Atlantic coast. Winters from the southern border of the 
United States southward to Lower California, Mexico and northern 
South America. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, Along Benson Brook, II, 1; Forest, V, 4; 
Siskowit Lake, V, 6; Old Burning, V, 9. 
Washington Harbor, Clearing, I, ’04; forest along river, 

IT, ’04. 
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Migration: August 5 to September 12. 
On August 5 several Grinnell’s Water Thrushes were seen at the edge 

of Siskowit Lake (V, 9). They frequented the borders of the lake, secret- 
ing themselves in the dense masses of fallen tree tops and rubbish. They 
were afterwards seen running along on the bare rocks and sand, at a 
distance being similar in their actions to the Spotted Sandpiper, as both 
birds run in about the same manner with the accompanying tipping up 
and down motions. These Water Thrushes could be as truly called “tip 
ups” as the Sandpiper and were often found standing on a rock or 
log tipping up and down and wig-wagging the tail. It was occasionally 
found on the Lake Superior shore near camp, but was nowhere as com- 
mon as on the inland lakes or streams. At Washington Harbor they 
were found along the road, in the dense balsam forest and along the 
river. During rainy days, especially, the Water Thrushes were quite 
common along the road, more particularly in the damp places where 
the alders thrived. Usually the birds were in pairs and were very shv. 
About the only way specimens could be procured was to call the birds 
near by sucking or kissing the hand to make a noise resembling that of 
a young bird in distress. This seldom failed to bring a pair or two of 
excited birds within a few feet. As soon as the deception was discovered 
they were quick to seek the protection of the long grass on the banks 
of the stream or of a nearby rubbish heap. 

This bird probably breeds on the island, although nothing definite 
was determined. While at Washington Harbor earlier in the season 
I shot a young Water Thrush unable to fly, but could not find it among 
the dense underbrush and ground hemlock which covered the ground. 
An adult with three or four young was seen with it, but it was too dark 
under the thick balsams to see the color of the breast, or determine in 
and other way whether it was Grinnell’s or the Small-billed Water 
Thrush. 

95. Geothlypis agilis (678). Connecticut Warbler. 
Range: Eastern North America, breeding north of the United States 

(Manitoba, Ontario). Northern South America in winter. 
Stations: Washington Harbor, clearing at edge of forest, I, ’04. 
Migration: September 12. 
Several Connecticut Warblers were seen during the large wave of 

September 12. They were found singly in the damp alder thickets along 
the road. In actions they reminded one of the Water Thrush, running 
along the fallen logs and keeping out of sight as much as possible. 

96. Geothlypis philadelphia (679). Mourning Warbler. 
Range: Eastern North America to the Plains, breeding from the 

mountainous portions of Pennsylvania, New England, New York, and 
northern Michigan northward. Central America and northern South 
America in winter. Accidental in Greenland. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, burned area of rock ridge clearings, II, 3; 
Shore of Benson Lake, II, 1. 

Breeding: July 11, young seen. 
An adult female Mourning Warbler was seen near Benson Lake July 

11, and near the outlet into Benson Brook an immature bird was seen 
on the same day. 
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97. Wilsonia pusilla (685). Wilson Warbler. 
Range: Eastern North America, west to and including the Rocky 

Mountains, north to Labrador, Hudson Bay Territory, and Alaska. 
sreeds chiefly north of the United States, migrating south to eastern 
Mexico and Central America. 

Stations: Washington Harbor, forest near river, II, ’04. 
Migration: August 31, September 5. 
Wilson’s Warbler was one of the rarest of this family, only two birds 

being observed on the island. On August 31 a female was seen catch- 
ing insects over the river and also picking something off the leaves on 
an overhanging alder bush. The other was a male and was found in 
nearly the same place. 

98. Sylvania canadensis (686). Canadian Warbler. 
Range: Eastern North America, west to the Plains, and north to 

New Foundland, southern Labrador and Lake Winnipeg; south in win- 
ter to Central America and northern South America. Breeds from the 
higher parts of the Alleghanies and the more elevated parts of southern 
New York and southern New England, northward. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, Alder zone, I, 1. 
Breeding: July 8. 
Just above the beach at the head of the bay at Rock Harbor is a 

partial clearing fringed with alders, and here among the bushes, fallen 
trees, alders, birches, and spruce we found a number of warblers, among 
them being the Redstart, Canadian and Nashville Warblers. The 
Canadian gave unmistakable evidence that it had a nest near by con- 
taining young. It scolded and fussed, approaching the intruder and 
fluttering rapidly away as if frightened at every movement in its direc- 
tion, all the while holding food in its mouth. 

99. Setophaga ruticilla (687). American Redstart. 
Range: North America, north to Fort Simpson; west regularly to 

the Great Basin, casually to California and Lower California; breed- 
ing from the middle portion of the United States northward. In win- 
ter, the West Indies, southern Mexico, Central America, and, northern 
South America. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, Alder zone, I, 1; Benson Brook, II, 1. 
Siskowit Bay, Outlet of Siskowit Lake, V, 9. : 
Washington Harbor, borders of clearings, I, ’04; forest 
along river, II, ’04. 

Breeding: August 3 a male and young were seen. 
Migration: Last seen September 8. 
The Redstart was a much rarer breeder on the island than one would 

suppose. It was not near the limit of its range in any direction, and 

the conditions were the same as found elsewhere where it is quite plen- 

tiful. During migration it was quite common, but it never occurred 
in flocks like the Tennessee or Blackpolls, but was usually found asso- 

ciated with flocks of other species. The only young bird found was on 
August 8, when a male Redstart was seen feeding a young one near 

the outlet of Benson Brook, IT, 1. : 
100. Anthus pensylvanicus (697). American Pipit. 
Range: North America at large, breeding in the higher parts of the 

50 
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Rocky Mountains and sub Arctic districts, and wintering in the Gulf 
States, Mexico and Central America. Accidental in Europe. 

Station: Washington Harbor, clearings, I, ’04. 
Migration: September 18 on. 
Large flocks of the American Pipit appeared in the first clearing at 

Washington Harbor on September 19. More also came on the next two 
succeeding days and probably continued to come, but on the 21st I left 
the island for the south. They came in flocks numbering from 30 to 
150 and 200. The grassy clearing was preferred to the plowed area, 
possibly because it offered many more insects at this time of year. 

Small seeds, probably of the wild grasses, were found in some of the 
stomachs. The birds as a rule were not shy, even flying around one’s 
head and alighting within a few feet after being shot at. When in 
the long grass it was sometimes difficult at a distance to distinguish 

them from Palm Warblers, as the latter has much the same colored 
back, and often resorted to the same places to feed. On the open 
ground of course there was no such difficulty. Even when in the field 
the exceedingly long hind toe nail is very conspicuous. The Pipits 
were very nervous in their actions, only feeding in the same place a 
few moments at a time and then rising up in a scattered flock they drew 
close together into one compact mass of whirling birds and flying a 
short distance would wheel around and return to the same location. 

101. Galeoscoptes carolinensis (704). Catbird. 
Range: Eastern United States and British Provinces west to and 

including the Rocky Mountains; occasional on the Pacific coast, from 
British Columbia south to Central California. Breeds from the 
Gulf States northward to the Saskatchewan. Winters in the southern 
states, Cuba, and Middle America to Panama, Bermuda, resident. Ac- 
cidental in Europe. 

Stations: Washington Harbor, forest near river, II, 1. 
Migration: September 12. 
Only one individual of this species was seen during the two years 

of work here. Late in the afternoon of September 12 I took a single 
specimen as it was passing through a dense thicket of mixed alder, 
birch and balsam on the steep banks near the river. 
. 102. Olbiorchilus hiemalis (722). Winter Wren. 
Range: Eastern North America generally, breeding from the north- 

ern parts of the United States northward, and in the Alleghanies south 
to North Carolina, and wintering from about its southern breeding 
limit southward. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, Tamarack and Arbor Vitae swamps, I, 4; 
III, 5; burned clearing near I, 1; thick undergrowth 
along Benson Brook, II, 1; Tamarack and spruce forest, 
TI, 2, 5. 

Siskowit Bay, forest, V, 4. 

Washington Harbor, forest near river, II, ’04. 
Resident: July 13 to September 18. 
These little birds were very partial to the tamarack and cedar swamps 

where they would be heard singing from the very tops of the tallest 
trees. They were often found in a small tamarack swamp (II, 2) at 
the west end of Rock Harbor and in the tamarack swamps around Sum- 
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ner Lake (III, 5). A pair was suspected to nest in a small tama- 
rack swamp, (I, 4) but the nest could not be found in the thick tangle 
of logs and brush. It was often heard singing along the shores of the 
lakes and bays, preferring places where there was a rank growth of 
ground hemlock. We found it fairly common all through the regions 
studied, but in each place the birds were found in the same environ- 
ment. Those taken at Washington Harbor were found in the wet, dark 
forest along the river. 

103. Certhia familiaris fusca (726). Brown Creeper. 
Range: Eastern North America, breeding from the northern and 

more elevated parts of the United States northward, and casually further 
south, migrating southward in winter. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, Tamarack and arbor vitae swamps, I, 4. 
Siskowit Bay, Forest, V, 4. Washington Harbor, Forest, II, ’04. 

Resident: July 26. 
Migration: August 22 to September 19. 
This species was not common anywhere on the island and was rare at 

Rock Harbor. It was confined principally to the balsam-spruce forests 
and cedar swamps. At Siskowit it was often seen in the balsam-birch 
forest, being much more common than at either Rock Harbor or Wash- 
ington Harbor. In all probability it nested on the island, but no 
nests or young were found. Even during migration it was uncommon 
and was usually found accompanying flocks of Chickadees, Golden- 
crowned Kinglets, or Red-breasted Nuthatches. Sometimes all of these 
birds would be found together. ‘ 

104. Sitta canadensis (728). Red-breasted Nuthatch. 
Range: North America at large, breeding from northern New Eng- 

land, northern New York, and northern Michigan northward; and south- 
ward in the Alleghanies, Rocky Mountains and Sierra Nevadas; in 
winter south to about the southern border of the United States. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, Balsam-spruce forest, I, 3; Tamarack and 
Arbor Vitae swamps, I, 4; Edge of Ransom Clearing, II, 1; Tamarack 
swamp, II, 2; Border of Forbes Lake, II, 5; Conifers along trail to 
Sumner Lake, III, 4. 

Siskowit Bay, Conifers along trail through Balsam-birch forest, V, 
4; Tamarack swamp, V, 5;’Arbor Vitae swamp, V, 8; Tamarack-spruce 
swamp, VY, 11. 

Washington Harbor, forest along river, II, 04; Tamarack swamp, 
V, 704; Conifers around camp clearing, I, ’04. 

Breeding: Young able to take care of themselves were seen through- 
out the season. 

Migration: Last seen September 12. 
The Red-breasted Nuthatch was quite common on the island, but was 

somewhat local in its distribution. The tamarack, arbor vitae, and 
Spruce swamps were their favorite resorts, but they were often seen 
along the borders of the clearings where the conifers predominated. 
Practically all of their food was obtained on the various forms of ever- 
greens. 

105. Parus atricapillus (735). Chickadee. 
Range: Eastern North America, north of the Potomac and Ohio val- 

leys. 
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Stations: Rock Harbor, Natural rock clearings, I, 2; Balsam-spruce 
Forest, I, 3; Tamarack and Arbor Vitae swamps, I, 4; 
Benson Brook and Ransom clearings, IJ, 1; Tamarack 
swamp, II, 2; Forbes Lake, II, 5; Conifers along trail 
to Sumner Lake, III, 4. 

Siskowit Lake, Trail through Balsam-Birch forest, V, 4: 
Tamarack swamp, V, 5; Outlet of Siskowit Lake, V, 9; 
West end of Siskowit Bay, VIII, ’04. 

Washington Harbor, Border of clearings, I, 04; Forest 
along river, IJ, 04; Tamarack swamp, V, 704; Washing- 
ton Island, X, ’04. 

Breeding: On July 7 a nest was found with young and on August 
10 a nest with 4 young. 

The Chickadee was abundant throughout the island, but, except dur- 
ing the nesting season, it roamed about in small flocks from place to 
place, the conifers near camp being well populated one day, and the next 
day all would be gone. These small flocks were probably single families, 
or at most two or three families together. As soon as the young were 
able to leave the nest they commenced these local excursions and prob- 
ably never returned to the nesting site except by chance. Their clear 
whistle mating song, “Péto,” was heard throughout July and August 
and occasionally even in September. The Chickadees were often found 
in company with flocks of Red-breasted Nuthatches and Brown Creepers, 
especially as the migration season came on. 

Breeding Notes: On July 7 a nest of the Chickadees was found in a 
hollow birch tree in the spruce and birch forest (I, 3). It contained 
several partially fledged young. Another nest was found August 10 in 
a dead birch tree about ten feet from the ground. The entrance was very 
small, there being scarcely room enough for two of the little ones to stick 
their small heads out at once. The parents flew to the nest with a moth 
or other small insect about once a minute. Four young were found, but 

+ on the next day (August 11) they had left the nest and were seen sitting 
in a small balsam, their parents industriously feeding them. 

106. Regulus satrapa (748). Golden-crowned Kinglet. 
Range: North America generally, breeding in the northérn and ele- 

vated parts of the United States and northward, migrating south in 
winter to Guatemala. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, natural rock clearings, I, 2; Balsam-spruce 
forest, I, 3; Tamarack and Arbor Vitae swamp, I, 4; 
Sphagnum-spruce bog, I, 6; Benson Brook and Ransom 
Clearing, II, 1; Tamarack swamp, IJ, 2; Forbes Lake, 
II, 5; Conifers, ITI, 4. 

Siskowit Bay, Balsam-spruce forest, 'V, 4; Tamarack 
swamp, V, 5; Arbor Vitae swamp, V, 8; Tamarack- 
spruce swamp, V, 11. 

Washington Harbor, Border of clearings, I, 04; Conifers 
along river, IJ, 04; Tamarack swamp, V, ’04; Washing- 
ton Island, X, 704. 

Breeding Notes: Nest partially completed July 7. It contained 8 
eggs on July 21. 

The Golden-crowned Kinglet was very common throughout the island, 
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usually occurring in small flocks of from fifteen to twenty. They were 
found wherever suitable conditions existed, namely, coniferous habitats, 
as balsam, spruce, tamarack, and arbor vitae forests and swamps. 
The birds were never shy, and were only momentarily disturbed by the 
discharge of a gun. Their song was one of the most common sounds of 
the forest, and is described in MCreary’s notes as tsee tsee-tsee-tsee. 

Breeding Notes: <A pair of Golden-crowned Kinglets were seen July 
6 with food in their mouth and giving every indication that they had 
young near. July 7 a pair was seen building a nest in a tall spruce. 
The birds were gathering the moss from the ground for nesting material. 
The nest was placed about 25 feet from the ground and was composed 
of green mosses partially lined with a white down-like substance. The 
site chosen was near the top of a small rocky hill where the forest was 
not very dense. The nest was nearly finished and was suspended from 

two limbs near the trunk of the tree. When next examined, July 21, it 
contained eight eggs. It was now composed of green ground moss, 
together with the long gray strands of the tree lichen, and was lined with 
fur from the Northern Hare. Its dimensions were four inches deep, and 
4 inches in diameter, with a circular opening 114 inches in diameter. 
In the balsam-spruce forest near camp we found a nest containing 6 
young August 10. The structure was placed about thirty feet from the 
ground and five feet from the top of a tall, slender spruce. Both par- 
ents were carrying small moths and other insects to the young. This 
was a late nest, as young Kinglets had been seen early in July. The 
nest was suspended from a couple of small limbs, was composed of gray 
lichen and green moss, lined with Northern Hare fur, and was con- 
siderably larger than the nest previously described, the outside depth 
being about 6 inches. 

107. Regulus calendula (749). Ruby-crowned Kinglet. 
Range: North America south: to Guatemala, north to the Arctic 

coast, breeding chiefly north of the United States, and in the Rocky 
Mountains, the Sierra Nevada, and the mountains of Arizona. 

Stations: Washington Harbor, borders of clearings and forest, I, ’04, 
II, 704. 

Migrations: September 5 to 15. 
The Ruby-crowned Kinglet was rather rare, especially if compared 

with its abundant relative, the Golden-crowned. A few were observed 
migrating on September 5. Both males and females were found in the 
little flock which passed slowly down the river, feeding on the insects 
about the alder bushes; small flocks, perhaps only families, as they seldom 
numbered more than five or six, were seen on the 7th, 8th and 9th. The 
birds were found again on the 12th, but this time they were much more 
common, and considerable flocks numbering twenty-five or thirty were 
seen. Only a few were seen on the 15th, the last day they were observed. 

108. Hylocichla fuscescens (756). Wilson’s Thrush. 
Range: Eastern United States to the Plains, north to Manitoba, 

Ontario, Anticosti, and Newfoundland. Breeds from northern New 
Jersey and the northern part of the Lake States northward; winters 
sparingly in Florida, but chiefly south of the United States. 
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Stations: Rock Hasbor, Spruce and Balsam Forest, I, 2-3; Sphag- 
num and Spruce Bog, st. I, 6; Along Benson. Brook, It; 
1. I, 4. I, 3. I'v, 7 

Siskowit Bay, v 4; Pe Clearing, IT, 1. 
Washington Harbor, Clearings, I, ’04; Forest, II, 04. 

Migration: August 24; September 14. 
The Wilson’s Thrush was very common on nearly all parts of the 

island, living in the balsam forests. This bird was first seen July 6 

and was common throughout July and August. At Rock Harbor it was 
observed in all the balsam-spruce forests and was often seen along 
Benson Brook (II, 1) at McCargoe Cove (II, 4) and on the rock ridges 
near Sargent Lake (II, 3). They were also found among the birches and 
balsams at the west end of Rock Harbor (III, 3). It was occasionally 
seen in the birch forest near the head of Tobin Harbor (IV, 7) and at 
Siskowit Bay, V, 4. ; 

109. Hylocichla aliciae (757). Gray-cheeked Thrush. 
Range: Eastern North America, west to the Plains, Alaska, and east- 

ern Siberia, north to the Arctic coast, south, in winter, to Costa Rica. 
Breeds chiefly north of the United States. 

Stations: Washington Harbor. Clearings, I, ’04. NX, 04. 
Migration: September 5, 12 to 21 when observations closed. 
The first record was a specimen found dead at Washington Harbor on 

September 5. (X, ’04). This was at the close of a heavy gale lasting 
since the first, and the bird had flown against a lighted window during 
the night previous. Many other species were killed at this same place dur- 
ing this storm, the lighted windows proving a much more fatal place 
during storms and on cloudy nights than during clear weather, probably 
because the birds fly lower on such nights. This specimen was killed on 
the north side of a pavilion. No others were seen until September 12, 
when in company with thousands of cther migrants, it was very abun- 
dant in the clearings. 

Large flocks were seen every day throughout the remainder of my stay. 
the border of clearings and the roadways being the places where they 
were the most abundant. 

110. Aylocichla ustulata sivainsoni (738a).  Olive-backed Thrush. 
Range: Eastern North America and westward to the Upper Columbia 

River and East Humbolt Mountains, straggling to the Pacific coast. 

Southward in winter to Cuba, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Columbia, Ecua- 
dor, and Peru. Casual in Bermuda. Breeds in the northern Alleghanies, 
the Catskills, the mountainous parts of southern New England, southern 
Sierra Nevada, and northward. 

Stations: Rock Harbor, Beach at Rock Harbor, I, 1; Spruce and 
Balsam Forest, I, 2-3. 

Partial clearing, I, 1, IJ, 1; Partial clearing along Ben- 
son Brook, IT, 1; Rock Ridge clearings, II, 3. 

Siskowit Bay, Forest, Y, 
Washington Harbor, acne I, ’04; Forest, IT, ‘04. 

Breeding: July 8 nest with 3 young. August 3, two young just able 
to fly. 

Migration: From about the middle of August to September 17. 
The Olive-backed Thrush was a common breeder throughout the island 
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and was one of the most abundant thrushes during migration. The 
dense heavily shaded forest offered the most favorable conditions and 
except during migration it was seldom found in any other location. 
The damp places bordering streams were a favorite resort, the birds 
being usually found on the lower border of the balsam and spruce or 
among the decaying leaves and rubbish at their bases. Owing to the 
dense. shade the lowest branches usually died and dropped off, so for a 
height of three to-five feet it was relatively open. It was this rather 
open, yet heavily shaded condition which seemed to be best suited to 
these thrushes during the breeding season. They were also found in 
dense alder thickets and resorted to the border of the woods and the 
roadside during the migration. 

Breeding Notes: On July 8 an Olive-backed Thrush’s nest was found 
in the balsam-spruce forest at Rock Harbor (I, 3). The nest was 
situated on a horizontal spruce limb about five feet from the ground. 
The tree stood at the edge of a small rocky opening. It was placed 
about four feet from the tree trunk and was quite conspicuous. The 
nest was composed principally of dead grasses with moss and the long 
thread-like tree lichens woven in. Rootlets and leaves formed the lining. 
Three very young birds were found. Only one adult was seen and this 
one proved very shy, refusing to return to her young while being watched. 
During the forenoon the sunlight fell directly upon this nest, so exposed 
was its position at the edge of the rocky clearing, but in the afternoon 
it was shielded by a high wall of rocks about twenty feet distant. 

On August 3 a female Olive-backed Thrush was found accompanied 
by two young just able to fly. They were feeding in a thicket of maple 
and mountain ash at the edge of a small clearing on one of the islands 
in Siskowit Bay. 

111. HAylocichla quttata pallasii (759b). Hermit Thrush. 
Range: Eastern North America, breeding from the northern Alle- 

ghanies, the mountainous parts of southern New England, southern New 
York, and northern Michigan, etc., northward and wintering from the 
northern states southward. : 

Stations: Rock Harbor, Balsam-spruce Forest, I, 3. 
Siskowit Bay, Balsam Birch Forest, V, 4. 

Washington Harbor, borders of clearings, I, ’04; Forest 
near river, IT, *04. 

Breeding: A young bird was taken July 7. 
Migration: August 22; September 14. 
The Hermit Thrush probably breeds throughout the islands in suitable 

localities. No nests were found, but the immature specimen taken July 
7 is probably a breeding record, as none of these birds were observed 
migrating until August 22. They were never abundant, but during 
part of the period were nearly as common as the Olive-Backed. The 
dense clumps of mountain maple were the favorite habitat. 

112. Merula migratoria (761). American Robin. 
Range: Eastern North America to the Rocky Mountains, including 

eastern Mexico and Alaska. Breeds from Virginia and Jxansas north- 
ward to the Arctic coast; winters from southern Canada and the north- 
ern states (irregularly) southward. 
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Stations: Rock Harbor, Rock Ridge Clearing, IT, 3. 
Washington Harbor, Clearings, I, ’04; Open Forest, II, 

"045 X, 704. 
Breeding: July 11, nest with setting bird. 
Migration: September 6 to 21 on.* The residents reported large flocks 

in October. 
This bird is rather rare, considering the island as a whole, but occurs 

in limited numbers wherever favorable conditions exist. The clearings, 
both natural and artificial, at Rock Harbor afforded suitable habitats, 
and at this place most of the Robins were found. At Siskowit they were 
reported by the light-house keeper as occasionally nesting on Menagerie 
Island and at the large clearing near the end of the bay (VII, ’04) a 
few were observed September 9 and 10. These latter were probably 
migrating. They were regular nesters at Washington Harbor, the clear- 
ings and other changes brought about by the agency of man, furnishing 
conditions better suited to their needs than the balsam-spruce forest 
which covered the island. Our observations at this latter point were so 
late in the season that no nests or young birds were found, but the resi- 
dent at the club-house (J, ’04) and also on Washington Island (X, 04) re- 
ported that the birds nested at both places during the latter part of 

June. Only scattered individuals were observed at the club-house until 
September 6, when the real migratory movement commenced. 

Breeding Notes: <A nest with the female setting upon it was found 
July 11. It was situated in a small birch tree on the edge of a clearing 
on one of the rock ridges along the trail to McCargoe Cove (II, 3). The 
nest was placed about fifteen feet from the ground. Several pairs of 
these birds were observed at similar locations and probably nested 
wherever found. 

113. Sialia sialis (766). Blue Bird. 
Range: Eastern United States to the eastern base of the Rocky 

Mountains, north to Manitoba, Ontario and Nova Scotia, south in winter 
from the middle states to the Gulf States and Cuba. 

Stations: Washington Harbor, clearings and burned area, I, ’04. 
Breeding: Found near nest August 18. 
Migrating: August 22 to September 12. 
The Blue Bird is a rare summer resident on the island. None of this 

species were observed during our stay on the island the year previous, 
and the few families which came to the clearing at Washington Harbor 
were the only ones observed throughout this season. 

Breeding Notes: A nest of this bird was found in a birch stub near 
the edge of the third clearing. It was located in a Downy Woodpecker’s 
hole about fifteen feet above the ground. On this date, August 18, the 
young had left the nest, but still kept in its immediate vicinity. 
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NOTES ON ISLE ROYALE MAMMALS AND THEIR ECOLOGICAL 

RELATIONS. 

BY DR. CHAS. C. ADAMS. 

I. Introduction. 

The following notes on the mammals should be considered supple- 
mentary to those published concerning the collections made by the 
Museum party during 1904.* The specimens were largely collected by 
N. A. Wood and Max M. Peet, although others were taken by Dr. R. A. 
Brown, O. M’Creary and W. P. Holt. Unfortunately the ecological 
relations of the mammals could not receive the attention in the field 
which their importance deserved. 

For the determination of all doubtful specimens we are indebted to: 
Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Chief of the Biological Survey of the U. S. De- 
partment of Agriculture; to Mr. W. H. Osgood and Mr. E. W. Nelson 
of the same survey; and to Dr. Glover M. Allen, of the Boston Society 
of Natural History, for the determination of certain bats. 

In the references to the literature, no attempt has been made to cite 
all authorities for the ecological notes or those of geographic range, 
but enough are given to furnish an index to such literature as will be 
of special interest to the Michigan student. 

Although Isle Royale is an almost uninhabited region, except for the 
summer visitors, yet its original condition has been modified in several 
important respects. Thus forest fires have at various times swept over 
large areas of the eastern half of the island, and trappers have extermi- 
nated the beaver and perhaps other species. 

The location of the old trading posts is of interest because of their 
relation to mammal remains, such as antlers, which have been, and 
may be again found. Dr. Lane (’98, p. 3) cites the location of several 
of these posts and others are given on the U. S. Land Office map by 
Ives; these different posts were located as follows: 

1. Near Washington Harbor, Sec. 2, T. 63 N., R. 39 W. American 
Fur Co. 

- 2. Head of Siskowit Bay, Sec. 2, T. 63 N., R. 837 W. American Fur 
Co. Trading post and fishery. 

8.. On south shore of Siskowit Bay, Sec. 35, T. 64 N., R. 37 W. 
American Fur Co. Trading post and fishery. 

4. Near Hay Bay, Sec. 24, T. 64 N.,.R. 37 W. Hudson Bay Co. 
5. On the north shore of Fish Island, Sec. 35, T. 67 N., R. 34 W. 

American Fur Co. Trading and fishing post. 
6. Near Card Point. (cf. Lane, 98, p. 3.) 
It would be of considerable interest if the records of the fur com- 

panies could be examined for information bearing upon the original 

* An Ecological Survey in Northern Michigan, 1906, pp. 131-133. 
51 
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mammal fauna of the island. It is not unlikely that the Otter, Lutra 
hudsonica hudsonica (Desm.), was a member of this fauna; it would 
be more surprising if it were not. Near the east end of Todd Harbor 
there is an Otter Lake, but it is very difficult to determine how much 
reliability can be put on such place names, as evidence of the former 
occurrence of animals. The most notorious case in Michigan is that 
of the Wolverine (which may also have been a resident of Isle Royale), 

where in spite of the fact that Michigan is called the “Wolverine” 
State and there are such place names, yet no undoubted records of the 
occurrence of this animal are known. (cf. An Ecological Survey 
of the Porcupine Mountains and Isle Royale, p. 131.) In the present 
connection it is therefore of interest to note that there are several 
place names about the Isle Royale archipelago which have evidently 
been derived from the fauna, of which at Jeast one member has become 
extinct. Reference is made to such names as Beaver and Caribou 
Islands and to Beaver Lake near the east end of Todd Harbor. Other 
animal place names worth mentioning in this connection are the fol- 
lowing: Fish (island), Pickerel (cove), Angleworm and Chicken-bone 
(lakes, descriptive of their form), Hawk and Gull (islands). The 
abundance of pickerel, hawks and gulls upon Isle Royale make such 
names quite appropriate. 

As almost nothing of a general character has been written on the 
mammals of Michigan, it has been thought desirable to depart from the 
usual form of an annotated list and include such brief ecological notes 
as could be secured from available literature, while the geographic 
data are intended to orient each species geographically. 

The following is, so far as known, a complete list of the mammals 
recorded. from Isle Royale: 

1. Rangifer caribou (Gmelin). Woodland Caribou. 
2. Seiurus hudsonicus (Erx.). Hudson Bay Red Squirrel. 
3. Castor canadensis Kuhl. Northeastern Beaver. 
4. Peromyscus canadensis umbrinus? (Miller). Isle Royale White- 

footed Mouse. 
Evotomys gapperi (Vigors). Common Red-backed Mouse. 
Fiber zibethicus (Linn.). Muskrat. 
Lepus americanus (Erx.). Hudson Bay Varying Hare. 
Lynx canadensis (Kerr). Canada Lynx. 
Mustela americana (Turton). Eastern Marten. 

10. Putorius vison (Schreber). Mink. 
11. Putorius cicognuani (Bonap.). Small Brown Weasel. 
12. Putorius noveboracensis (Iummons). New York Weasel. 
13. Myotis subulatus (Say). Say’s Brown Bat. 
14. Myotis lucifugus (Le Conte). Le Conte’s Brown Bat. 
15. Vespertilio fuscus (Beauy.). Brown Bat. 

2. Mammal Sueccssions. 

While it was not possible to make a detailed study of the ecological 
distribution of the mammals yet a few relations seem evident which may 
prove suggestive to others. The succession of vegetation has long been 
recognized, as it was well known that burned forest lands will in time 
become invaded by herbaceous plants, later by shrubs, and finally by 
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a forest. Yet the fact that there must be similar animal successions 
has attracted but little attention and, so far as known to the writer, 
no definite attempt has even been made to determine maminal succes- 
sions, much less to recognize the need of formulating its laws. Suc- 
cessions of vegetation initiated by man were recognized long before 
those in nature, but it seems that the students of animals have not only 
neglected “natural” successions but also even those influenced by man. 

A priori no one can doubt but that there must be mammal successions 

correlated with environmental changes upon which mammals are de- 
pendent. To resolve such a problem as this demands more than a 
recognition of the species involved and needs a knowledge of their 
life history, habits and their environmental relations. On account of 
the preliminary character of this work only a few suggestions will be 
attempted at this place. 

As the level of the Glacial and post-Glacial antecedents of Lake Su- 
perior were lowered, Isle Royale began a new biotic cycle; from a reef 
in the lake it became transformed into an island. But the history of 
the island even prior to its emergence must be considered because the 
pre-Glacial topography and the overriding ice both left a record of their 
influence upon its surface in the form of parallel ridges and depressions. 
Thus the Isle inherited from the past certain characters which are 
conspicuous features of the animal environment even today. These 
irregularities of the surface produced rocky flats and ridges, or rock 
bound basins, which in all probability were thoroughly wave washed 
and cleared of soil as the waves fell from them. The inheritance of 
these depressions, rock surfaces and ridges, allows us to consider two 
sets of original conditions. That of the depressions with their lakes, 
ponds and swamps, and that of the ridges or rock surfaces with open- 
ings or “rock clearings.” The first will be called the Wake-Pond- 
Swamp series. 

1. Lake-Pond-Swanp Scries.—From the large lakes upon the island 
all gradations of conditions are found leading to the forested swamps. 
The shore line of the island itself should also be mentioned in this 

connection as its conditions and mammal fauna in protected parts must 
be much like that of the larger lakes upon the island. To these mar- 
ginal conditions must be related the Muskrat, Mink, and perhaps the 
Otter and the Beaver. All of these animals will traverse the open water 
but are more truly amphibious or frequenters of the margin. The dryer 
shrub or Cassandra zone is likely to be invaded by Hares, as is clearly 
shown by their numerous run-ways, while wandering Lynx, Mink and 
Weasels may also be expected here in search of their food, while the 
open area over the water and.marsh are likely to furnish a flight area 
for bats. It should not be inferred, however, that these mammals do 
not occur in other conditions, but rather that they are representative 
vr dominant forms in such an environment. 

The dynamical relations of such conditions should be considered 
for their bearing upon the laws of environmental changes. With the 
falling of the Lake level the beach zone moves downward and is invaded 
by » land flora and fauna. This same change of level, supplemented by 
inwash, vegetable and animal debris, and possibly the down-cutting 
of outlets tends to drain basins and allow the encroachment of the open 
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marginal zone upon the open or deeper water. At the same time this 
marginal open zone, as a solid substratum develops, tends to become in- 
vaded by Tamarack, Black Spruce and Arbor Vitae, and still later by the 
balsam and white spruce forest. But while attention has only been 
directed to the conspicuous forest cover, it should be remembered that 
the entire environment, the water, soil, ground cover, light relations, 
animal foods, etc., are also undergoing a transformation. 

Correlated with the invasion of the open swamp by the forest is the ar- 
-vival of the Red Squirrel; while as the forest becomes denser and a shade 
develops under the trees conditions are produced which are favorable 
fer the Red-backed Mouse. These forested swamps are likely to have 
a poor ground fauna, as the forms likely to frequent the open are 
greatly reduced in numbers or excluded, while the wet ground tends 
to exclude many forms of the balsam forest. But as these forested 

swamps become dryer, the balsam and white spruce tend to invade 
them and thus one is able to see all stages of transition, from the open 
water to that of the balsam-spruce forest. With regard to the mammal 
fauna, these relations may be briefly summed up as follows: from the 
open water to the balsam-spruce forest there is a relatively simple 
change, from the dominance of the aquatic and marsh types (supple- 
mented by the bats) to land forms which are terrestrial, as the weasels, 
terrestrial and arboreal, as the Lynx, and arboreal as the Marten, and 
aerial as the bats which frequent the margins. 

Let us now consider the second series, which begins with land rather 
than open water, and trace its general succession. 

2. The Land Series.—As the lake level fell from the island, rock 
surfaces were exposed which surrounded the wet and damp depres- 
sions. In all probability these surfaces had but little soil, like the 
exposed wave-washed beaches of today. These flat rock surfaces and 
ridges have probably had quite different histories or successions from 
that of the depressions, although both were originally open, yet this 
was due to very different causes; in the case of the lake this may have 
been because a substratum was lacking, while on the rock surface there 
was no soil and hence the openings or “rock clearings.” Thus bare 
or lichen covered rocks offer little that is attractive to mammals, 
although bats might take shelter here during the day under loose 
rocks, and patrol the open at night; yet it is not until there has been 
an accumulation of soil in the crevices, so that the Bearberry, Pennsyl- 
vania Cherry, Cladonia or scattered Jack Pines get a foothold, that the 
Varying Hare, Red Squirrel and Caribou can find their food here. In 
turn comes the Lynx, Weasels and perhaps the Marten in search of 
the vegetarians. Here again the Bats, Red Squirrel, Hare and 

Lynx are pioneer mammals invading open unforested areas. As the 
soil increases in depth on such surfaces, a bordering zone of Aspen 
and Birch spreads over the surfaces and slopes in a-manner similar 
to the encroachment of the sedge zone upon the open water of a lake, 
and tends to restrict the open areas. These in turn are followed by a 
zone of Balsam and White Spruce, so that in time these surfaces tend 
to become completely forested, just as the depressions tend to have a 
similar fate. With these forests comes the exclusion of the bats, while 
ihe Red Squirrels increase, and the Hare tends to frequent the forest 
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margins, where many go to feed in the openings at dusk. With the 
. dryer substratum and more diversified vegetation the conditions are 
evidently more favorable for the White-footed Mouse, which with the 
Squirrels and Hares become dominant forms, and prove attractive to 
Weasels, Marten and Lynx. These mammals are the representative 
balsam-spruce forest types; and it is not improbable that if such a 
forest becomes transformed into a maple-yellow birch type, the char- 
acter of the mammals but little changed, with the possible exception of 
the relative abundance of some species. 

Briefly summed up, the general succession of mammal types—from the 
“rock clearing” to the balsam-white spruce or hardwood forest—is thus 
seen to be a change from the dominance of the forms frequenting the 
open to those of the forest. The final result of both the lake and the 

land series is thus seen to be practically the same—both lead to the 
dominance of the forest types. Such observations and influences, which 
attempt to correlate environmental changes with the habit and habitat 
relations of the mammals, point to a general conclusion which should 
prove useful in field work: that each habitat, swamp, conifer or hard- 
wood forest, etc. should not only be considered as a unit of environment, 
but even more—as parts of a serics of changes or stages in the contin- 
uous development of the animal environment. Standing upon the top 
of the Greenstone Range, one may see this entire series of conditions, 
varied, to be sure, and confusing to many, yet in many ways relatively 
simple and free from chaos. 

4 
3. Faunal Affinities and Migrations. 

1. The Geographic Affinitics of the I'auma—As determined by the 
present geographic range of the species and varieties of mammals found 
on Isle Royale, the fauna is emphatically of the northeastern biotic type 
(Adams, 705, p. 58). This is the dominant fauna of the region from 
Labrador westward, between Hudson Bay and Lake Superior into the 
Mackenzie basin, and only enters eastern United States to a limited de- 
gree, except on mountains. The representative forms are: Caribou, Red 
Squirrel, Beaver (typical form), White-footed Mouse, Red-backed Mouse, 
Hare, Lynx, Marten and the Small Brown Weasel. In case these forms 
range westward into the Rocky Mountains and to the Pacific Coast, they 
are represented by another variety, except in the case of the Lynx. The 
Muskrat, New York Weasel, Mink (typical form) and Say’s Brown 
Bat are forms ranging far into southeastern United States, some reach- 
ing west to the Rocky Mountains or the Pacific Coast. Le Conte’s 
Brown Bat and the Brown Bat have such extensive ranges to the south 
of the United States as clearly to suggest a dispersal from the south. 

To determine close faunal affinities, much weight must be given to the 
geographic range of the varieties or forms whose affinities are to be de- 
termined. In a region whose fauna has undergone extensive migrations, 
within comparatively recent times, as in the case of glaciated North 
America, many allied varieties have had a very different history and such 
forms must be subordinated in the faunal comparison to those that have 
had similar histories. For this reason the post-Glacial migrations of 
the fauna of eastern North America make the north and south rela- 
tions stronger than those between the east and the west because there 
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is a closer genetic relationship between forms along the same general 
migration route than between those of very distinct routes and histories.. 

2. Post-Glacial Origin of the Fauna.—The geographic affinities of 
the mammal fauna of Isle Royale have been shown to be with those of the 
region north of Lake Superior, and representative of the coniferous 
forest region of central and eastern Canada. There now remains to be 
considered the approximate post-Glacial geographic origin of this north- 
ern fauna. But before this subject can be understood, special attention 
should be directed to the fact that an extensive barrier in the form of 
a series of Glacial and post-Glacial lakes and even the Champlain Sea 
(cf. Taylor, 05, pp. 103, 106 and 107) stood between the advancing fauna 
from the south and Canada. All these barriers were not contempor- 

aneous, yet some of them, generally several extensive ones, have been 
present since the decline of the Wisconsin ice sheet. This barrier was 
only interrupted, as far as many mammals have been concerned, by 
narrow streams, such as, the Saint Clair, Detroit, Niagara and St. 
Lawrence rivers. Even these must have retarded many forms, except 

during the winter, if they were not amphibious or flying species. The 
significance of this barrier seems to have been generally overlooked, 
but a moment’s reflection will show its important influence upon the 
post-Glacial origin of the biota of eastern Canada. 

On account of the presence of the ice sheet on both sides of Hudson 
Bay, and its longer duration at the Labradorian center, we may safely 
dismiss the question of the fauna under consideration as being of imme- 
diate northern origin. On the other hand we have much positive infor- 
mation which shows that there were centers of preservation of biotic 
types south of the ice margin in the United States. For these reasons 
our problem becomes one of tracing the probable northern and perhaps 
eastern migration routes from these centers of preservation to the region 
vacated by the retreating ice sheet. 

Therefore, keeping in mind the major interruptions of the water 
barrier and the faunal affinities of Canada east of the Great Plains, it 

appears that the major routes into Canada have been, in the east, up 
the Hudson and Champlain valleys, along the Appalachian range up the 
Hudson and Mohawk valleys and thence around both ends of Lake 
Ontario—routes for the coastal and Appalachian types. The Ohio val- 
ley types invaded Ontario around both ends of Lake Erie, especially some 
of the more recent southern and Mississippi forms. around the western 

end. Perhaps a limited number of western forms have entered Ontario 
through the Upper Peninsula of Michigan and a very large number of 
Mississippi valley, and to a lesser degree western types, around the 
western end of Lake Superior. The Mackenzie basin seems to have been 
invaded largely up the Mississippi and down the Red River valleys, the 
Plains also sending their quota. These routes are largely shown by the 
affinities of the present biota and have in all probability functioned 
throughout post-Glacial times, because there have been no marked 
changes in the major routes, with the exception perhaps of the drainage 
changes which have influenced the fresh-water life. With such general 
relations in mind, we are in a position to consider the geographic origin 
of the northern Ontario fauna. 

In considering the post-Glacial invasion of northern Ontario from 
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the southern centers of preservation, it is evidént that the barren ground 
types must have traversed this region en route to the northern position 
which they now occupy. But relicts of this type have not been recognized 
among the mammals, although it seems very probable that some inverte- 
brates have lingered. Miller (’97, pp. 6-8) evidently considers that the 
exposed north shore of Lake Superior, shows marked Hudson Bay affin- 
ities, but is not able to decide whether or not this area is limited to the 
Lake coast. Of the five mammals which he lists as showing these north- 
ern affinities, only two, the Caribou and White-footed Mouse, occur on 
Isle Royale. Miller evidently did not recognize any barren ground 
relicts in the fauna, yet its Hudsonian affinities may belong, in part, 
to this class. The barren ground relicts, when present in the coniferous 
forest belt, may be expected to occur in open swamps, talus or other 
open rock areas or habitats, as these conditions will most nearly ap- 
proach those of the open barren grounds. 

With the amelioration of the glacial climate, the barren ground forms 
were replaced by an invasion of the stunted tree growth and its asso- 
ciated fauna. The coniferous forest association, in all probability, in- 

vaded the north shore region, not only around the western end of Lake 
Superior but also from the east, where it lingers even today as a domi- 
nant type upon the higher mountains, thus preserving a continuous 
record to the present day; while to the westward this type has not lin- 
gered so far to the south because of the absence of favorable mountain 
habitats. On account of the present great extent of this biotic type in 
the east, a more rapid northward extension may have taken place there, 
but the mountainous character of the country, the various water barriers 
westward to Niagara, and possibly the longer duration of the ice in the 
northeast may have retarded this advance, so that a relatively more 

rapid extension took place from Michigan into southwestern Ontario 
and around the western end of Lake Superior (cf. Taylor, ’05, p. 107, 
map). It therefore seems quite probable that the north shore region 
was invaded both from southern Ontario and from around the western 

end of Lake Superior. 
Returning now to the immediate origin of the Isle Royale mammal 

fauna, it is quite evident that with the exception of the bats, this fauna 
reached the island from the north shore of Lake Superior. There is 
perhaps another possibility, but one which seems highly improbable, 
and that is, that the island was stocked from the south shore of the 
Lake at that time during post-Glacial migrations, when it contained 
a more boreal type of fauna. But when we consider the fact that the 
Superior basin since Glacial times has had much the same general form 
as the present lake, it seems probable that lake currents similar to those 
of the present lake existed, and under such circumstances the north 
shore fauna, especially to the eastward, would be favored. The ice 
bridge between the island and the north shore permits direct communi- 
cation with that shore during the winter. The method of arrival for 
various mammals must of course remain largely conjectural, but the 
following methods seem probable; the bats by direct flight; the Caribou, 
Hare, Lynx and Marten probably over the ice; the Red-backed and White- 
footed Mouse, Red Squirrel and perhaps the Weasels by means of drift- 
wood and lake currents; the aquatic forms, Muskrat, Mink, Beaver, and 
perhaps Otter, by swimming. 
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4. Annotated List. 

1. Rangifer caribou (Gmelin). Woodland Caribou. 
Many reports are in circulation concerning the occurrence of Caribou 

upon Isle Royale, and yet I have learned of but two records in the 
literature, and these refer only to antlers. Baird (’57, p. 634) figures, 
from the Smithsonian Collection, an antler from an adult Caribou from 
Isle Royale (No. 900), and Gillman (’73, p. 751) gives the following 
information: “During a recent visit (May, 1878) to Isle Royale, Mich- 
igan (Lake Superior), interesting evidence of the former presence of 
the Caribou (Rangifer caribou Aud. and Bach.), long extinct there, 
was brought to my observation. .I have now in my possession two relics 
—the greater parts of the horns of this animal—which were picked up 
at different points on the island. The antlers are much decayed, one 
being a mere shell, and besides, they had been gnawed by rodents. 
Such specimens, often of great size, are frequently discovered of late 
at this isolated place.” 

Mr. Gillman has recently written to me that these antlers were many 
years ago presented to Columbia College. But upon inquiry, it seems 
that it is not possible now to find them. 

Dr. A. C. Lane, State Geologist of Michigan, sends me the following 
records from his Isle Royale note book: “Note book 115, p. 72, Septem- 
ber 25, 1895. Forbes found a Caribou horn 214 feet long.” 

On account of the limited information on this subject I was there- 
fure pleased to secure the following observations from the men who 
had only recently seen the live animals upon the island. Two trappers, 
Victor Anderson and his son, John, spent the winter of 1903-1904 trap- 
ping upon the isle. On March 27, 1904, John Anderson saw two 
Caribou at Blake’s Point, on the northeast end of the island, and on 
the same day his father drove two Caribou, on the ice, from the head 
of Rock Harbor eastward to the outlet of the Harbor near Middle 
Islands. These two Caribou were very tame, so that Anderson, who 
had no gun, was able to get within about 200 feet of them. Anderson 
said that at this time the island was connected with the mainland, 
on the north, by ice. On April 16, 1905, Anderson, his son and several 
fishermen saw 9 Caribou on the ice in the channel near their fishing. 
camp on Rock Harbor near the Light-house. At this time the lake was 
open but Rock Harbor was still frozen over, as the ice remained in 
the harbor for some little time after the ice broke up in the lake. These 
facts clearly indicate that Caribou must have been upon the island 
during the past summer, and the following observation tends to sub- 
stantiate this inference. On September 9, 1905, Michael Hollinger, an 
experienced trapper, and Max M. Peet, of this expedition, saw, about 
four miles out from Washington Club, on the Desor trail (III, ’04) 
a small bunch of low maples which had been broken down, the branches, 
bark and leaves stripped off, and the small branches eaten away. The 
work was fresh, as the leaves were only wilted, and the exposed wood 
was not discolored. Hollinger was confident that this was the work 
of the Caribou. 

The following information, which was reported to me by Mr. J. H. 
Malone, Keeper of the Menagerie Island Light on Siskowit Bay, is 
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suggestive for its bearing on the question of the origin of the Caribou 
upon the Isle. John Erickson was fishing through the ice, about 5 
miles out from Pigeon Point, Minn., and at one time saw 11 Caribou 
on the ice in the direction of Isle Royale. This clearly suggests a satis- 
factory method by means of which these animals could easily reach the 
island. 

Ecological Notes.—According to Canton, Caribou frequent marsh and 
swamp grounds, a characteristic which is in decided harmony with the 
physical conditions of the area it inhabits. It is adapted to these con- 
ditions in several ways, as is shown not only in its feeding upon plant 
life and frequenting damp and wet places, but also in the character of 
its feet. Caton (’77, p. 90) says: “In traveling through the snows, or 
soft marshy ground, the Caribou throws his hind feet forward, so as to 
bring the leg into something of a horizontal position, spreads wide his 
claws, and broad accessory hoofs, and thus presents an extraordinary 
bearing surface to sustain him on the yielding ground, and so he is 
enabled to shuffle along with great rapidity, where any other large quad- 
ruped would mire in a bog, or become absolutely snowbound. The Rein- 
deer [Caribou] alone leaves in his track the marks of all four of his 
hoofs belonging to each hind foot, and specimens show the effects of 
attrition on these secondary hoofs, and prove that they serve a useful 
purpose in the economy of the animal.” Still another adaptation is of 
interest. During winter, the frog of the Caribou’s hoof is entirely re- 
sorbed (Elliot, ’02, p. 268), thus producing a sharp rimmed concave sur- 
face well adapted for walking upon the ice. 

In addition to the swamp plants used for food, the branches and 
leaves of trees are frequently eaten, but the characteristic food is the 
“reindeer lichen or moss” (Cladonia). This lichen is very abundant on 
Isle Royale where the soil is too shallow and physical forces too severe 
for most other plants to grow, as on the south shore of the island( V, 2 
and upon the ridges. These lichen growths are very character- 
istic of the area over which the Caribou ranges in Northeastern North 
America. The region has been so recently glaciated and the soil removed 
so that extensive patches of these lichens occur scattered through the for- 
ests and are as characteristic of the region as are its swamps and conifer- 
ous forests. This kind of food is therefore of general occurrence through- 
out its geographic range. 

The female Caribou is remarkable in the possession of antlers, a char- 
acteristic in the deer family, as a rule, of males only; they are, however, 
much smaller in size than those of the male. Caribou antlers are 
further remarkable for their variety of form, the antlers from the same 
individual, according to Caton (’77, p. 89), having as little in common 
as those from different individuals. The old males, as a rule, shed their 
antlers annually before the last of December, but the young males retain 
them longer, the yearlings till spring and the females still later, until 
after the young are born. 

The breeding season, according to MacFarlane (’05, pp. 679, 678) 
occurs in September and October, and the young, one or two, are born 
the following spring. ; 

The migration habits of Caribou are of considerable interest and may 
have an important bearing upon the differentiation of the Woodland and 

52 
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Barren Ground, R. arcticus (Rich), forms. In the vicinity of York 
Factory on the west coast of Hudson Bay, the Woodland Caribou 
(Preble, 02, p. 41) migrates to the coast in the spring and returns in- 
land about the middle of October and during November. In addition 
to this summer seaward migration of these coastal ones, there is also 
a summer southward movement to the interior (Georgeson, *04, p. 378). 

At least some of the more northern Barren Ground Caribou during the 
summer also migrate to the coast near Hudson Bay as well as near 
the mouth of the Mackenzie River (MacFarlane, ’05, p. 681), and inland, 
at Reindeer Lake, Keewatin (MacFarlane, ’05, p. 684), there is a distinct 
northward spring migration during the last of April and May, and a 
return movement during late October, November and December. The 
breeding season is during September and October, and as this period is 
much the same for the two forms, the northward migration of the Barren 
Ground Caribou and the southward migration of the Woodland Caribou, 
has a distinct tendency to isolate these two types during their early 
fall breeding season; a result which in time would certainly influence 
their specific differentiation. Similar relations in the past may be one 
of the causes for the differences which are today recognized. MacFar- 
lane (’05, p. 680) states that the two forms do not associate. The 
seaward migration is probably limited to those in the vicinity of the 
coast and does not influence the inland forms to a marked degree. These 

seasonal migrations are very suggestive of the influence which climate, 
and, in part, the resultant habits, may have upon habit and specific 
differentiation. 

Geographic Range.—The Woodland Caribou ranges northward, in for- 
ested regions, from Labrador, Nova Scotia, and Maine, (formerly north- 
ern New Hampshire and Vermont), on the east, westward through 
Quebec and Ontario along the north shore of Lake Superior, where 
Miller reports it very abundant, (Isle Royale) Michigan; northern 

Minnesota; Manitoba; Saskatchewan (Cumberland House) to Atha- 
basca, and Great Slave Lake, Mackenzie (cf. Grant, ’02, p. 18). 

Aside from the Isle Royale records, the only other record of the 
occurrence of Caribou in Michigan is that given in Caton (’77, p. 87) 
whose statement is as follows: “If it was ever abundant south of Lake 
Superior, where it was found when the copper and iron mines first in- 
vited extensive settlements there, the fact is not well attested, and I 
cannot learn that any have been met with south of that Lake within 
the last twenty years or more.” 

Fossil reindeer remains have been found in a number of Pleistocene 
deposits, far to the south of their present range (cf. Hay, ’02, p. 686) 
and clearly show that they formerly occurred in New York, New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania, Kentucky and Towa. The extreme southern localities may 
be due to southern winter migrants. It is not improbable that among 
these fossil remains, several forms occur, as even today the ranges of the 

various forms are not sharply defined, and as our knowledge of the recent 

species has been greatly extended in recent years, these fossil remains 
are in need of critical study. Fossil Caribou are of special interest on 
account of their bearing upon the Glacial and post-Glacial dispersal of 
these animals. These facts clearly suggest an extensive migration from 
the vicinity of the glacial border northward into the barren grounds. 
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As the Woodland Caribou, even in its migrations, tends to remain near 
the forests, their fossil remains may furnish valuable suggestions con- 
cerning the southern extension of forests during the Ice Age. 

2. Seirus hudsonicus (Trx.). Hudson Bay Red Squirrel. The Red 
Squirrels were exceedingly abundant, especially in the coniferous forests. 
The Squirrels, Hares, White-footed Mice and Lynx are the representa- 
tive mammals of the island. The most conspicuous as one walked 
through the forest were the Squirrels, whose abundance and persistent 
barking repeatedly attracted attention. A total of 40 specimens was 
secured from the following localities: I, 1, 2,3,4; 11,5; V, 2,3, 4,5 and I, 

04. They were seen or heard at or near the following additional places: 
I, 5; III, 2; 1V, 9; V, 7; J, ’04 and IT, ’04. Only a few of the details 
of occurence will be given. Squirrels were abundant in the forests about 
the Light-house at Rock Harbor (I, 3) and along the path to the fishing 
camp; also fairly abundant on the Jack Pine ridge on the north side of 

Conglomerate Bay (I, 5), and in the woods about the margin of the 
Sphagnum-spruce bog (I, 6). They also occurred in the hardwood 
forest at the top of the Greenstone Range (IV, 9), near the head of 
Tobin Harbor. Along the Haytown trail, north of Siskowit Bay (V, 7), 
they were apparently not abundant, in fact very few birds or mammals 
were seen along this trail, and the forest was noticeably silent and in 
marked contrast to the forest at other places. The small heaps of 
bluish cone scales of the Balsam were several times seen marking the 
place where a squirrel had taken its meal. Our camp at Siskowit Bay 
(V, 3) was surrounded by a balsam- spruce forest, which fact explained 
the abundance of squirrels at this place. Much the same general con- 
ditions prevailed along the trail to Siskowit Lake (V, 4) where they 
were also abundant. At Washington Harbor, along the road to Wendigo 
(I, ’04), squirrels were very abundant, particularly young ones. 

Heological Notes.—MacFarlane (’05, p. 749) states that this squirrel 
“makes its nest in a tree and has usually, once a year, from four to six, 

and occasionally as many as seven young.” Merriam (°86, p. 218) states 
that in the Adirendacks of New York the young Red Squirrels are born 
about the first of April. On Sept. 17, 1905, Max M. Peet saw a squirrel 
about 20 feet above the ground, tearing away loose bark from a birch 
tree and carrying it away, presumably to be used in the construction 
of a nest. 

Only a few observations were secured upon the food habits. While 
fishing for trout in the outlet of Siskowit Lake, Mr. kK. Neutson saw a 
Red Squirrel running with a mushroom in its mouth. Max M. Peet also 
saw young squirrels eat similar fungi at Washington Harbor. He 
further reported that traps baited with nuts (hickory, peanut and wal- 

nut) did not prove attractive to them. Along the Wendigo road (I, 94) 
at Washington Harbor I saw a young squirrel examine some very low red 
raspberry bushes, evidently in search of berries. It secured one and 
stood up to eat it, but dropped down and approached within a few feet 
of me its curiosity momentarily getting the better of its hunger. 

Notes on the Npecimens Collected.—This series contains both young 
and adults collected during July and August of 1904 and 1905, and in- 
cludes two specimens taken in winter pelage by a trapper. In all there 
are 52 specimens, 40 of which were taken during 1905. An examination 
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of these specimens brings out some interesting relations regarding the 
seasonal moults of pelage and its consequent color changes. These 
changes, as they occur about New York City, in the Southeastern Red 
Squirrel (S. hudsonicus loquar Bangs), have been studied by Allen 
(90). This is the common Red Squirrel of Southern Michigan. The 
characteristic differences between the winter and summer pelages may 
be briefly stated thus: The winter pelage (from Michigan specimens), 
as a rule, is long and dense, with a bright rufous median dorsal band, 
very conspicuous ear tufts, body without distinct lateral black stripe, 
lower parts of body grayish white, sides of body yellowish olive, and 
soles of feet furred; the summer pelage is short, lacks the conspicuous 
rufous median band, the ear tufts, and the fur on the soles. It acquires 

a very distinct lateral black line, the lower parts are whitish or yellow- 
ish, and the upper parts suffused with rufous. 

The spring moult, according to Allen, begins in April or May and is 
nearly completed during June and July. By the fall moult, a winter 
pelage is acquired during the months of November and December. This 
undergoes slight change, with the possible exception of an increasing 
intensity of the broad rufous band during February and March. The 
gradual character of these changes suggests that this process may be 
an almost continuous one. 
A few specimens taken near Ann Arbor, Michigan, early in November, 

show the transition from the summer to the winter pelage. In some 
specimens the ear tufts are becoming prominent, the rufous on the tail 
is becoming intensified and is moving forward along the mid-dorsal line. 
One specimen (No. 32991) taken November 17, 1905, has but few long 
hairs upon the ears but has a very broad intense rufous dorsal band, 
a distinct black lateral line and is white below. Another (No. 33000), 

taken December 2, 1905, has the dorsal rufous band, well developed 
ear tufts and lacks the lateral black line. It seems probable that the 
time of spring moulting will prove to come during April and May, as 
in New York, but specimens are not available by which this can be 
determined for southern Michigan. 

Turning now to the Isle Royale specimens some interesting differ- 
ences become evident when the winter pelage is compared with that of 
similar specimens of S. hudsonicus loquax from Michigan. Unfortu- 
nately there are only two specimens in winter pelage from Isle Royale, 
and one of these skins (No. 32138) lacks ears and feet. The other (No. 
33066) was taken early in January, 1904; both were collected by 
trappers. In these specimens the dorsal rufous band is only slightly 
developed, about to that degree of general rufous suffusion seen in 
summer specimens of S. hudsonicus loguax from southern Michigan. The 
difference between the two forms is very striking when they are placed 
side by side. In one specimen of hudsonicus the ear tufts are barely 
developed, and in both specimens the lateral black stripe is indistinct; 
the lower parts are dirty white or plumbeous; sides of the body olivace- 
ous gray and the pelage long. In one the soles are densely furred. The 
summer pelage of hudsonicus apparently retains the rufous median 

stripe as in winter but is somewhat obscured by the general rufous 
suffusion of the upper surface, the amount of rufous having been in- 
creased on the sides; the ear tufts are, of course, lacking; the lateral 
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stripe becomes black and conspicuous; lower parts whitish or yellowish ; 
above olivaceous or suffused with rufous but much paler than 8. hud- 
sonicus loguaz in the corresponding pelage, soles bare, and the pelage 
short. A few immature specimens (Nos. 33072, 33074, 33076, 33078) 
taken between July 27 and Aug. 11, are quite as gray as the January 
specimen, the lateral black line and the under parts corresponding 
closely to it. An adult male (No. 33050) belongs in the same category 
but is even more gray than either winter skin. The amount of fur on 
the soles is perhaps the most marked seasonal change with such speci- 
mens. In other words, the seasonal color changes are not well developed 
in some specimens. 

It is evident from the above observations that, if the two winter speci- 
mens are representative, the seasonal color changes are much less pro- 
nounced in hudsonicus (some individuals, in all probability, hardly 
changing in color at all) than in S. hudsonicus loquax. This of course 
does not mean that there are no moults, but that moulting is not accom- 
panied by a marked color change. Such observations also suggest that the 
Red Squirrels, in the northern part of their range, may not show as 
marked seasonal color contrast as is seen farther to the south. But this 
point can only be definitely determined by the aid of a larger series of 
winter specimens than are at present in the Museum collection. From 
a somewhat different point of view, Allen (’98, p. 253) remarks “All 
the forms of the S. hudsonicus group present two well-marked phases 
of.individual color variation, particularly in the summer pelage, namely, 
a rufous phase and an olivaceous phase, the former usually predomi- 
nating in about the ratio of 4 to 3, with a considerable proportion of 
intermediates, which connect the two principal phases. The two princi- 
pal phases are usually so well marked that were they separated geograph- 
ically, it would be natural to regard them as subspecies. For this reason 
a small series of specimens from a given locality is apt to be unsatis- 
factory.” 

Allen’s law of the increase of intensity of color from the north south- 
ward is well illustrated by the Red Squirrels in Michigan. The paler 
form, S. hudsonicus, occurs to the north, on Isle Royale, and the brighter, 
more rufous forms hudsonicus loquax to the south, in the remainder of 
Michigan. It is also worthy of note that the seasonal contrasts in pelage 
are apparently less marked in the northern than in the southern part of 
the State. 

Geographic Range.—The typical form of the species has an extensive 
northern transcontinental range from Labrador, New Brunswick and 
Vermont, westward to the north shore of Lake Superior in Ontario; 
Isle Royale, Michigan; North Dakota; Manitoba; Mackenzie basin to 
Alaska and the Pacific Coast. 

This extensive geographic range in the Canadian forested region and 
in Alaska is of special interest. The far northern range of this form 
and its great abundance suggest that it is well adapted to the region it 
inhabits. It is evidently a Glacial or post-Glacial migrant into most of 
its present northern range, as the entire area (excepting part of Alaska) 
lies within the region glaciated by the Wisconsin ice sheet. It seems 

probable therefore that, at the time of the maximum extension of this 

sheet, this squirrel frequented largely the coniferous forests at its south- 

. 
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ern border—east of the Rocky Mountains—and as this sheet retreated 
northward it spread with the forests into the area now occupied. It 
also seems likely that their main headquarters were in the region south 
of the Great Lakes and eastward, because the probable aridity of the 
Great Plains in Glacial times would be unfavorable to extensive forest 
growth. The Glacial and post-Glacial migrations of the Red Squirrels, 
as far as they can be inferred, may explain some of the peculiarities of 
their present range. The Red Squirrel is a representative member of 
what I have elsewhere called the Northeastern Biota) (Adams, ’05), 
some of whose members have, in Glacial and post-Glacial times, invaded 
the glaciated region from the south and have spread northwest to the 
Pacific coast in Alaska as well as eastward, in Labrador, to the Atlantic 
coast. 

It also seems probable that the geographic isolation and the peculiar- 
ities of the Black Hills Red Squirrel (S. hudsonicus dakotensis Allen) 
may be explained, in part, if it be considered a glacial relict which has 
become isolated by the change of climate attending the decline of the 
Ice Age. The incomplete development of the lateral black line, whieh 
usually occurs in the summer pelage of this group, is of special interest 
in this connection. 

In addition to the typical form there are 9 or 10 varieties of this 
species which have a range from southern Alaska to Washington, Oregon, 
Idaho, northern Utah, Montana, Wyoming, South Dakota, southern 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, northern Illinois, Indiana, southward to North 
Carolina and northward to Labrador. The Red Squirrels are doubtless 
one of the best groups of North American mammals for a study of the 
laws of geographic variation, and is a group of undoubted Mexican or 
Central American origin (cf. Coues & Allen, ’77, p. 670) ; the Isle Royale 
form being the one which has departed the fartherest from its region of 
origin. This species, judging from its geographic range, has apparently 
crossed the Rocky Mountains from the east, perhaps near the Canadian 
boundary. 

3. Castor canadensis canadensis Kuhl. Northeastern Beaver. In all 
probability the Beaver is extinct upon Isle Royale, although it formerly 
occurred there. We saw no one who had any recent information of its 
occurrence. Mr. J. H. Malone, reported that a Mr. Butterfield had seen 
a beaver dam on a creek at the head of Hay Bay in 1878. About that 
time Mr. Malone found beaver cut stumps and remains of a dam on the 

short stream which forms the outlet of Siskowit Lake. The U. S. Land 
Office map indicates the site of “old” beaver dams as follows: SW. 14 
Sec. 18, T. 64 N., R. 388W. NE. YY, Sec. 15, T. 64N. R. 87W. and NE. 14 Sec. 
9, T. 63 N., R. 88 W. The Survey furnishing the data for this map was 
made by Wm. Ives in 1848. 

Heological Notes——The Beavers of Michigan have been given more 
study than any other native mammal found in the State, and at the 
same time they have perhaps contributed more toward our knowledge 
of the natural history of the American species than those from any other 
locality. The extensive and important investigations referred to were 
made in Marquette County about 50 years ago by Lewis H. Morgan, 
and were published in 1868 in his volume entitled “The American Beaver 
and His Works.” This publication, to which reference should be made 
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for a detailed account of the habits and activities of this animal, has 
become a classic in American natural history. 

In brief the life history is as follows: The breeding season, according 
to MacFarlane (’05, p. 742), occurs in January and February, at which 
time the males fight fiercely. The young, blind at birth, are born during 
April and May, and are suckled for several weeks, but scon begin to eat 
the succulent stems and roots of plants. The young are believed to 
remain with parents for 2 or 3 years, and to breed at about the age of 
three. They are most prolific at about middle age, when they usually 
produce from 4 to 6 at a birth, and occasionally even 8 or 9. The 
Indians believe that they reach the age of 12 to 15 years (Morgan, ’68, 
p. 222). There is a tendency for beavers to migrate (Morgan, ’68, p. 
137), especially when a region becomes overstocked, and very naturally 
they follow the streams. 

Their food consists of roots of grasses and water plants, including the 
water-lily, the bark of aspens, fresh willow branches, birch, the leaves 
of deciduous trees, and late in winter even of wood itself. The winter 
supply of food is stored under water. The burrows, lodges, dams, and 
meadows that result from the activities of this animal have aroused 
much popular interest, but space can not be allowed to describe 
these in detail. There is a very extensive literature devoted to this 
phase of beaver life. The Beaver is essentially a burrowing animal, so 
that the margins of the waters which they frequent contain numerous 
burrows or tunnels. These are from 10 to 15 feet long and open, at the 
lower end, a foot or so below the water; from this point they incline 
upward to within a few inches of the surface of the ground, thus allow- 
ing for the necessary ventilation of the burrow. Morgan reports that 
in the case of the river-inhabiting beavers the upper ends of these 
tunnels are occasionally indicated by a pile of cuttings a foot or so 
high, and that it is probable that from such a beginning as this beaver 
lodges have been developed. Of these lodges there are several modi- 
fications, but their essential features are a burrow with submerged en- 
trance, which leads upward into a chamber above the surface of the 
water. As a rule these lodges are located on the bank a few feet back 
from the water, but they also occur at the margins of streams or lakes. 
and within the ponds made by the dams. It is very evident that all of 
these lodges are but variations of the same fundamental plan. 

The beaver dams excite much interest, and the completed dams may 
be quite extensive affairs as some are even several hundred feet long and 
over 6 feet high, causing the submergence of many acres of land. But 
it should be borne in mind that such feats are not the work of a single 
pair or family, but are the results of generations of industrious beavers. 
These dams are begun on a small scale, in all probability by a single 
pair or family, and in the course of time each generation contributes its 
share toward the repair and extension of the dam, so that in time it 
may become a very composite structure and perhaps of great extent. 
The dams, like the burrows and lodges, are built upon a simple plan, 
and susceptible of much modification in different conditions. Thus on 
small streams according to Morgan, where the banks are ill defined, the 

usual form of dam is one composed of sticks and poles, whose upper 

or water face is reinforced and plastered over with earth, stones and 
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sod, while on larger streams or where the banks are well defined with 
a deep channel and uniform current, the stick and bank work becomes 
buried and obscured by the large amount of earth, mud and stones com- 
posing it. In order to understand the utility of these dams and the 
resulting ponds, it is necessary to recall the fundamental burrowing 
character of the beaver, whose burrows and lodges require a submerged 
entrance, whose winter food must be stored in the bottom of these 

ponds, the protection thus afforded as a retreat from enemies; and there 
is yet another important relation which remains to be considered. In 
a large part of Northeastern North America a marginal zone of floating 
vegetation, bordered by tamaracks and spruces, tends to line the banks 
and margins of such streams ponds and lakes as are frequented by 
beavers. But these conifers are not only unavailable for food, but form 
a barricade between the water and the hardwoods, aspens, birch, etc. 
(the food of the beaver) which occupy the higher ground. A further 
disadvantage of this zone of plant life is that it is very unstable, often 
even floating, and furnishes no solid ground for burrows, which are 
the final retreats of the beaver when in danger. Thus the formation 
of a dam, and the consequent drowning of this unfavorable zone of plant 
life, tends to bring the water’s edge nearer to the hardwoods and solid 
ground. But to credit all these advantages to the beaver’s intelligence 
is unnecessary because the habit of building dams is of greater geo- 
graphic extent than these marginal conditions. It seems more probable 
therefore, that such a habit has proved to be of special advantage under 
such conditions, rather than that these conditions have developed the 
habit. 

The beaver meadows are grassland areas, sedges largely, which invade 
the shallow water and tend to replace the bordering conifers drowned 
out by the formation of the dams. Such grasslands may be quite exten- 
sive, and even occupy many acres, but such results are only secondary 
products, as far as the beaver’s needs are concerned, for although the 
grass stems and roots are eaten to some extent and may be useful in 
plastering over their houses and in repairing the dams, yet they are 
apparently not essential features in their economy. 

Geographic Range—The typical form of this species has a range 
throughout northeastern North America northward to the tree limit 
from New Brunswick; Maine; New York; Quebec; Ontario; Michigan; 
Idaho; Mackenzie (Ft. Simpson); Alaska Peninsula and Yukon Valley 
and Alaska. 

There are three geographic varieties ranging south of the Canadian 
or typical form; one in southeastern United States; another in the Rocky 
Mountains, and the third on the Pacific coast. Pleistocene beaver 
remains have been found in New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Vir- 
ginia, Tennessee, South Carolina, Ontario and Oregon. It is thus seen 
that for the species as a whole, these fossils do not indicate a range in 
Pleistocene times materially different from that of the present time. 

The Glacial or post-Glacial extension of range of the Canadian Beaver, 
from the Atlantic Coast to the Pacific Ocean in Alaska and north to the 
tree limit, is a range much like that of the Hudson Bay Red Squirrel, 
and suggests a somewhat similar history. The great development of 
beavers in this northern region appears closely related to the physical 
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conditions brought about by baseleveling and glaciation—the poor 
drainage, as shown by the innumerable swainps, ponds and lakes and 
their small and sluggish streams. 

In addition to the great abundance of the food plants there is the 
further favorable physical condition of deep snows, which fall before the 
soil or ponds freeze to a great depth, and thus make conditions favorable 
for beavers on account of the protection afforded from deep frost, which 
may close up the entrances to their burrows, houses, etc. 

4. Peromyscus canadensis umbrinus? Miller. Isle Royale White- 
footed Mouse. This mouse was perhaps the most abundant mammal 
upon the island. It occurred in a great variety of situations as is indi- 
cated by specimens taken at the following stations; I, 3, 4, 7; III, 4, near 
6; V, 1,38, 4; I, 04; and IT, ’04. These stations include a variety of condi- 
tions, balsam-spruce forests, tamarack and arbor vitae swamps; second 
growth of birch following a burn, and specimens were even taken in the 
Light-house. As there was some doubt as to the identity of’ certain 
specimens secured in 1904, the entire series of 55 specimens, including 
46 taken in 1905, were sent to the Biological Survey and have been ex- 
amined by Mr. W. H. Osgood who pronounced them umbrinus? [== P. 
maniculatus Wag. cf. N. A. Fauna, No. 28, p. 41, 1909.] 

Ecological Notes—Almost nothing is known of the life history of the 
variety wmbrinus; it is onlv known from the vicinity of the northern 
shore of Lake Superior and Keewatin and the typical form P. canadensis 
fares but little better because the accounts of P. leucopus are confused 
with it. It seems safe to conclude, however, that it is a forest inhabit- 
ing species feeding upon seeds and nuts, but Preble (’02, p. 50) reports 
it as invading houses in Keewatin and as rare in swamps. It is also 
probable that they are active during the winter, at least on Isle Royale. 
The Beaked Hazel (Corylus rostrata) perhaps furnishes them part of 
their winter food. 

Geographic Range.—IKknown elsewhere only from Peninsular Harbor 
(types), and Nipigon, Ontario. Compared with the typical form this is 
a dwarf and melanic variety. A similar dwarfing and darkening of this 
species occurs upon Roan Mt., N. C., and upon the mountains of south- 
western Penn. (var. nubiterrae). <A third variety, abietorum, occurs in 
Nova Scotia. The typical form of the species ranges from New Bruns- 
wick, western Massachusetts and central New York to northern Michi- 
gan and the north shore of Lake Superior, in Ontario. 

5. Evotomys gapperi (Vigors). Red-backed Mouse. Although our 
parties trapped extensively in the vicinity of our camps, during 1904 and 
1905, yet no specimens of this mouse were secured. The authority for 
its occurrence upon the island is the 10 recorded specimens (Nos. 7725, 
9966 to 9974) given by Coues (’77, p. 145) and collected by B. A. Hoopes. 
These mice were “excessively abundant and universally distributed” on 
the shore of Lake Superior according to Miller (’97, p. 15). It is therefore 
surprising that is was not secured in abundance on Isle Royale. 
Michael Hollinger described to Max M. Peet a mouse which the house 
cat had caught during the winter and brought to the Club House. 
There were two of these specimens, which were described as reddish 
brown, short tailed mice, and which Hollinger said were quite differ- 

53 
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ent from the White-footed mice with which he was familiar. It seems 
probable that these were Red-backed mice. 

Ecological Notes. Very little seems to be known concerning the 
breeding habits of this mouse. Merriam (’86, p. 272) reports that 
in the Adirondacks he has examined females taken during April which 
contained four young, and one taken early in June was nursing her 
second brood; still later in the season, on October 4, a female was 
taken containing 4 young. Kennicott (758, p. 90) found in Minnesota 
a nest with 8 young, and another litter of 5 or 6. He also states 
of the nests that “with the exception of one placed in a stump, they 
were all situated on the top of the ground, under logs. They were 
slightly formed of a small quantity of soft leaves and grass.” Their 
food, according to Merriam, consists of seeds, berries, roots, and the 
bark of trees and shrubs. In addition to these materials Rhoads (’03, 
p. 983) states that they feed upon the leaves and stems of many weeds 
and grasses, various nuts and even land snails. Upon Isle Royale 
both Beaked Hazel nuts and snails are abundant. Rhoads further 
states that during the winter it subsists “almost entirely on the 
leaves of the evergreen strawberry bush, Hwonymus americanus, which 
grows abundantly in the cedar swamps and damp hemlock forests.” 

The habitat of this mouse is of special interest and has been de- 
scribed by Batchelder (’96, p. 192) as follows: “One may look for it 
with some confidence in almost any large tract of wet ground that re- 
tains its moisture through the summer, but is not subject to serious 
floods, and which bears a growth of woods sufficiently heavy to afford 
a dense shade, so that the ground beneath, and the roots of the trees, 
are covered with a deep carpet of sphagnum. If the older trees have 
been suffered to die a natural death, and their stumps and fallen 
trunks lie slowly rotting on the ground, half-concealed by the sphagnum, 
the chance of finding it is certainly not lessened. One of the most 
evident peculiarities of such a spot as this, in southern New England, 
is that the dense shade and the abundant evaporation maintain a 
temperature during the hottest summer weather that is far below 
that of the surrounding country. In these respects of coolness, mois- 
ture, and shade, there is a striking resemblance to the woods Hvotomys 
gapperi inhabits in extreme northern New England and other parts 
of the Canadian zone.” 

Geographic Range.—The typical form of this species ranges nortb- 
ward from Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania, northern Michi- 
gan, through southern Canada, westward to the Rocky Mountains. Miller 
(97, p. 15) reported it universally distributed on the north shore of 
Lake Superior, and Kennicott (58, p. 90) states that he found Red- 
backed mice (perhaps Joringi) the most numerous in Minnesota (near 
Breckinridge) in low, heavily timbered valleys, although they were 
common on higher ground. There are 5 recognized varieties -of this 
species; one, ochracus, is confined to the White Mts. of New Hamp- 
shire; a second, rhoadsi, is only known from New Jersey; a third, 
loringi, is found in “timbered valleys along the edge of the plains in 
Minnesota, and eastern North and South Dakota” (Elliot) ; the fourth, 
galii, is from the mountains of Colorado and Montana; and the fifth, 
saturatus, is from the mountains of north-eastern Oregon, Idaho and 
British Columbia. 
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The geographic and topographic isolation of these varieties is worthy 
of special notice. The occurrence of a local firm (loringi) of a forest 
inhabiting species, in the forested valleys upon the plains is of special 
interest in showing how topographic and geographic influences may 
favor isolation. 

6. *Fiber sibethicus (QLinn.). Eastern Muskrat. No specimens 
were taken by our party in 1905, but two specimens were found in 1904, 
at Washington Harbor by Max M. Peet (I, ’04) ; and early in the spring 
of 1905 Charles Preulx secured one specimen from the same place—the 
small island near the mouth of Washington Creek. A few additional 
locality records were secured this season. Victor Anderson, the trap- 
per, reported muskrats abundant at Sumner Lake (III, 5), and numer- 
ous broken Anodonta grandis footiana Lea shells were found there by 
N. A. Wood. Similar broken shells of the same form—were also found by 
Wood at Sargent’s Lake, while J found such shells abundant at the end 
of the McCargoe Cove trail (II, 4). John Anderson reported muskrat 
houses at Fish Island Bay and at Tobin Harbor during the fall of 
1904. There is an abundance of Anodonta and Lampsilis upon the is- 
land, especially of the former, which occur upon sandy shores, such as 
are found near the head of Rock Harbor. It may be a question as to 
how much broken shells should be taken as evidence of the presence 
of Muskrats, but the trapper’s statements of occurrence are in harmony 
with the evidence from the shells. Perhaps part of the damage to 
these should be credited to the Mink. 

Mike Johnson, fisherman, reports that he has seen the Muskrat at 
Chippewa Harbor. Mr. J. N. Malone, Keeper of Menagerie Island 
Light, several years ago found a Muskrat in the cellar of the Light- 
house (X, 10), and caught two near the camp in Siskowit Bay (V, 3). 

Ecological Notes——The Muskrat is one of the most generally known 
of our native mammals but although much has been written of its 
habits, much more is yet to be learned. In several respects its habits 
are similar to those of the Beaver, although they are not at all closely 
related. Thus both are aquatic, burrowing, house-constructing animals 
with submerged entrances to their houses. Both have been reported 
(Morgan, ’68, p. 188) to exhale under the ice, and after allowing the 
bubbles a moment’s exposure, to reinhale them, and continue their 
journey under the ice. Such similiarities, if true, are very interesting 
because they illustrate the independent acquirement of similar traits 
along distant lines of descent; due apparently to the influence of sim- 
ilar environments. 

The life history is about as follows, but apparently varies in differ- 
ent localities. Thus in Pennsylvania, the young, according to Rhoads, 
(703, p. 105) are born “at all seasons.” This statement seems remark- 
able as Kennicott (’57, p. 107) states that “from five to seven young— 
more or less—are produced in April or May,” and Merriam (’86, p. 
283) states that in the Adirondacks of New York “It brings forth from 
five to nine young at a birth, and is said to raise three litters in a sea- 
son.” Farther north in Saskatchewan (MacFarlane, ’05, p. 738) re- 
ports that the females are said to begin breeding when about a year old 
and give birth to “but two litters the first, and three each succeeding 
season for a time.” The number of young in each litter varies from 8 

54 
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to 20. In British Columbia the females are said to have three litters 
each season and to successively diminish in fertility with each 
brood. The species thus appears to be more fertile in the northern part 
of its range. 

The food of muskrats consists of grasses and water plants, and in- 
cludes a wide range of vegetable food. In addition to this vegetable 
food, occasionally dead fish and mussels (Unionidac) are eaten in 
quantities, as is shown by the abundance of shells along the banks of 
streams and the margins of ponds and lakes. Such heaps of shells are 
generally credited to the Muskrat, but the Mink, as has been suggested, 
may share in this. Direct observations bearing upon this point are 
very desirable, but the usual nocturnal habits of the Muskrat doubtless 

account for the limited information on this subject. There is a sur- 
prisingly small amount of direct information, in the accessable litera- 

ture, on the relation of Muskrats to the mussels. Thus Kennicott (757 
p. 106) states that “Collecting them [mussels] from the bottom, it car: 
ries them in its teeth to a log or stone, where, sitting, upon its haunches. 
and grasping them in the fore-paws, it opens the shells with the in- 

cisors as skillfully as it could be done with an oyster-knife.” * * * 
“IT have observed that those species with thin shells are more sought 
for, and have often found large specimens of Unio plicatits unopened 
among the piles of empty shells, the muskrat apparently considering 
them not worth the trouble of gnawing apart the valves at the back, in 
which manner the heavy shells are sometimes opened.” The Muskrat, 
like the Beaver, does not hibernate in winter but leads an active life, 
which means that they require a food supply throughout the winter. 
This they are usually able to secure under the ice, where they may store 
a supply, or by eating their lodge (Merriam, ’81, p. 277), but in ex- 
ceptionally cold winters or during a dry season, their winter sunnly 
may be frozen up; under which circumstances they may be frozen in 
their winter quarters, or must search for food above ground. 

Extensive burrows are made in the banks of streams or tn the shores 
of the bodies of water which they frequent, and in these they usually 
rear their young, although the houses or lodges may also be so used, 
especially in swampy areas. These lodges are generally built in the fall 
for winter use, and are constructed of grass, roots, mud and sticks; 

within this is a chamber, reached by a submerged passageway, lead- 
ing under the ice. 

Drouth, disease, large owls, Mink and perhaps the Otter are the 
most prominent native enemies of muskrats. 

The conditions which cause migration are of interest on account 
of their bearings upon the geographic range and isolation of muskrats. 
Severe cold may shut off their supply of submerged food and 
necessitate a migration during the winter; also during the summer 
a change of residence may be necessitated by drouth, especially of 
those species which inhabit shallow ponds. This no doubt in part ex- 
plains the occurrence of those animals which are occasionally taken far 
from water. Such migrations will not only explain in part the trans- 
ference of these animals from one drainage system to another, but 
also the populating of isolated bodies of water. 

Geographic Range. An examination of the ranges of the five species 
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of described muskrats, as given in Elliot’s recent Check List (’05, pp. 
252-255), clearly shows that very little is known of the range of these 
common animals; and at the same time their somewhat anomalous 
geographic relations suggest that the interrelations of these species 
must be imperfectly understood. Similar relations are suggested by 
the data concerning zibethicus, of which there are five varieties in ad- 
dition to the typical form. This latter form ranges from Labrador 
to the Gulf States and northward, east of the Rocky Mountains, to 
Ikeewatin. As to its occurrence in earlier geological deposits, musk- 
rat remains have been found in the Pleistocene deposits of South 
Carolina, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. 

The post-Glacial changes within the glaciated portion of their 
range presents an interesting problem. Thus starting with a 
poorly drained glacial topography, the inwash from the sur- 
rounding hills, the accumulation of vegetable and animal re 
mains, the perfecting of drainage lines due to the down-cutting of 
outlets, and other effects of running water, would all tend to encroach 
upon the poorly drained areas and convert them into dry land habitats; 
while, at the same time, there would tend to be a corresponding in- 
crease of stream habitats to a certain degree. Such changes as these 
would begin on the surface first exposed by the retreat of the ice; and 
since the ice retreated in a northerly direction, the southern margin 
of this drift would first be exposed to the general processes of meta- 
morphism (in the sense of Van Hise) in the zone of weathering (so 
far as the soil was concerned) and to erosion (so far as the topography 
was concerned); and as the retreat continued these processes would 
extend their range of influence northward, and thus give to the en- 
vironment a definite dynamic trend. 

Fostunately, direct observation clearly shows that the processes just 
outlined in a general way have been active on all the drift surface. 
In general, the drift first exposed is the most metamorphosed and 
eroded and the best drained, while those regions which were later 
exposed are less metamorphosed and eroded, and imperfectly drained. 

This gives ground for the opinion that as the ice retreated to the 
north there has been a general extinction, from the south northward 
of the poorly drained habitats whose origin was due to the glacial 
topography. Perhaps a more definite statement of these effects, from 
the standpoint of processes, would be that the direction of extinction 
was a resultant, determined by the direction of the ice retreat and the 
lines along which the drainage later developed. 

The above remarks on the dynamics and history of the muskrat en- 
vironment are of special interest on account of their bearing upon two 
problems as follows: first, the probable post-Glacial migrations of their 
optimum environment, as it thus seems probable that there has been 
a post-Glacial northward migration of the most favorable habitat for 
the muskrat; and second, on account of its influence upon the habits 
of muskrats. The muskrat is essentially a burrowing animal, and this 
is perhaps an older habit than house building. It is therefore of interest 
to know that the muskrats of the southern range are primarily bur- 
rowers, rather than lodge builders. In the south, below the glacial 
lake area, they frequent the sea coast, coastal plains, and streams, 
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but find relatively few small bodies of water, which are so abundant 
farther north. Except along the coast, these habitats are generally 
or relatively isolated, in striking contrast with their relative proximity 
in the north. These southern muskrats as a rule especially those in- 
habiting streams do not construct houses, but live in burrows. 

Turning now to the northern part of the muskrat’s range, from Lab- 
rador to the Mackenzie basin and southward into the glacial lake belt—, 
the most extensive lake and swamp area on earth,—muskrats are found 
in the greatest abundance and development. Here instead of the rela- 
tive isolation, as in the more southern part of its range, it finds an 
almost continuous habitat, of considerable geographic extent, and it 
is in this area that they are lodge builders, in addition to being bur- 
rowers, especially those that live about the swampy margins of ponds 
and lakes. This general change of habits between northern (Minnesota) 
and southern (Ohio) muskrats was pointed out by the Herrick (cf. 
791, pp. 15-18; or Herrick ’92, p. 212). 

It is thus seen that a close relation exists between the habits and 
the habitats of this animal; thus, whether or not they live in burrows 
or lodges, is determined, in part, by the local topography and geological 
history. Such observations show the need of detailed locality studies 
of animals, in which the interrelations of the habits and the environ- 
ment will be given primary attention. From such investigations, it 
will in the future be possible to prepare maps showing the topographic 
and geographic distribution of habits, just as other characteristics of 
the North American mammals, such as color, dimensions, etc. have 
been carefully investigated and mapped. But so far as known to the 
writer, no particular attention has been given to this phase of geo- 
graphic problems. The muskrat would furnish an excellent subject 
for such an investigation on account of its extensive range, abundance 
and evident response to its environment. 

But before leaving this subject, attention should be directed to the 
fact that while the above remarks apply primarily to the Muskrat, yet 
they have a much more general bearing, and apply equally well not 
only to many animals, but also, it is probable, to the habitat relations 
of many plants. 

7. Lepus americanus Erx. Hudson Bay Varying Hare. With the 
possible exception of the Whitefooted Mouse, the Hare is the most 
abundant mammal upon Isle Royale. In all 27 specimens were taken 
trom the following localities: I, 2, 3, 6; II, 2; III, 4, 5; V, 3, 4; I. 
04, VIII, 04 and V, 704. Evidence for their presence occurred at the 
following additional stations: I, 5; II, 3; IV, 5, 9; and VII, ’04. It is 
thus seen that their distribution was quite general and their abund- 
ance was equally characteristic. Although frequently found in the for- 
est there was an apparent preference for open areas. This was sug- 
gested by the well defined paths or runways seen in sphagnum 
swamps, in Cladonia openings and on the jack pine ridges. 
The shallow soil with its attendant rock openings combined to produce 
an extensive area of favorable habitats for them; supplementing this 
is an abundance of vegetable food and a relatively small number of 
carnivora. 

Ecological Notes.—The food habits seem to be quite varied as shown 
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by the variety of trees and shrubs whose bark and twigs had been eaten. 
All such injury seen was attributed to hares, as it occurred close to the 
-ground in places frequented by them. The most extensive injuries to 
vegetation were on the jack pine ridge (I, 5) where the smaller lower 
branches of the Jack Pines had been eaten off up to about three feet 
above the ground. The cut ends clearly showed that the branches had 
been bitten off. The young Wild Red Cherry (Prunus pennsylvanica) 
growing in the crevices of the Java were often cut back, the bark re- 
moved and stems killed by the injury; Amelanchier showed similar in- 
jury. Along the trail to McCargoe Cove (II) Rock Maple, aspens and 
alders were seen with the bark injured. Max M. Peet observed the 
bark eaten from birches and Ground Hemlock at Washington Harbor, 
and from apples at Siskowit Bay (near VIII, ’04). 

At dusk the Hares came out to feed in the clearing about our camp 
at Siskowit Bay (V, 3), and were quite tame, coming close up to the 
camp. On a small island in Siskowit Bay, about 14 mile west of camp 
they were exceedingly abundant at dusk in a small clearing at a. fish- 
ing camp. They were also abundant at Washington Harbor, along the 
rcad from the Club House to the old mining camp—Wendigo—and in 
the clearings at Neutson’s Resort (IV, 5). 

A very young specimen was taken (IV, 704) Aug. 22, 1905. whose 
total length was 190 mm. This shows that young are born in August, 
and it perhaps represents the last brood of the season. ‘The size of 
other young specimens (215 and 310 mm.) suggest that at least one 
brood has preceded the one just mentioned, although it is probable 
that the broods are not sharply defined. = 

A very interesting periodic variation in the fertility of the Varying 
Hare (L. americanus macfarlani Merr.) has been pointed out by Mac- 
Farlane (’05, p. 740) who says “A litter usually consists of three or 
four; but when on the ‘periodic’ increase, females are known to have 
as many as six, eight and even ten at a time, and then gradually re- 
turn to three or four.” This periodicity he also shows (1, ¢., pp. 691, 
692, 710) is of fundamental ecological importance in the nature his- 
tory of the fur bearing carnivores of the far north. The staple food of 
the Lynx is Hare, so that when the latter decline in fertility and abun- - 
dance, the Lynxes, not only also become reduced in number but are 
even known to starve. The Marten and to a much less degree the Mink 
also seem to be influenced in a similar manner. 

Dr. Merriam (’86, p. 306) thinks that in the Adirondack Mountains 
there may be two litters in a season, of from four to six, the former 
being the usual number. The first litter is born late in May. 

Upon Isle Royale in addition to those mentioned, other possible 
enemies of hares, at least for the young, may be the weasels, and the 
hawks, owls and the Bald Eagle. 

There is an interesting seasonal variation of habitat (Merriam, ’86, 
p. 305), in the Adirondack Mountains of New York; during the sum- 
mer they tend to frequent the coniferous forests, and in winter the 
swamps, alder and spruce thickets bordering lakes and beaver mea- 
dows. 

Notes on Color Variation.—A series of 27 specimens was secured dur- 
ing July and August, the examination of which shows that there is a 
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considerable color variation. In order to understand the significance 
of this it is necessary to have a general idea of the nature of the sea- 
scnal color changes of the Varying Hare. These hares have a brown 
swnmer coat and in winter a white one; and from this seasonal change 
or variation is derived the name Varying Hare. The difference in color 
is due to a change of pelage which occurs in the spring and fall; as 
one coat is shed another of a different color, grows and replaces it, 
proving conclusively that the white color is not due to a bleaching of 
the summer coat as some have supposed. Unfortunately this subject 
has not been investigated in Michigan, so that we do not know the ex- 
act period in spring and fall at which these moults take place. It 
would be of value and of interest to know how the time of moulting 
varies in different parts of the State. 

This moulting process has been studied in detail by Allen (794), from 
whose paper the following outline of the laws of moulting are taken. 
The fall moult (1. c. p. 121) begins “with the feet and ears, the sides 
of the nose and front of the head, which often become radically changed 
before the body is much affected; while as regards the body, the change 
begins first at the base of the tail and extreme posterior part of the 
back, and at the ventral border of the sides of the body, working thence 
upward toward the median line of the back and from behind anter- 
iorly; the crown of the head and a narrow median line over the 
shculders and front part of the back being the parts last changed. In 
the spring the order of change is exactly the reverse, the moult begin- 
ning on the head and along the median line of the anterior half of the 
@orsal region, extending laterally and gradually to the ventral border 
of the sides of the body and posteriorly to the rump, and then later to 
the ears and down the limbs to the feet, which are the parts last af- 
fected, and which often remain but little changed till the head and body 
have pretty completely assumed the summer dress.” 

The Museum collection, however, contains a specimen of L. aimerican- 
us phaenotus Allen (determined by E. W. Nelson) from Houghton, 
Mich., which shows that the early stages of the fall moult may begin 
late in October (No. 31806, Oct. 30, collector, W. H. Grant), as the 
nose, ears, legs and lower hind parts of the body, are well advanced 
with the white pelage. The hind legs are only slightly mottled with 
fulvous although the upper parts of the fore legs still retain a consider- 
able amount of this color. The remainder of the body is in the brown 
or summer pelage. Two April specimens Lepus americanus Erx. (deter- 
mined by E. W. Nelson) from Luzerne, Oscoda, Co., Mich., (No. 31396, 
31397, collector, J. A. Parmalee) have the white winter coat, and the 
upper parts of the hind feet more mottled with fulvous than in the 
Houghton specimen, while the upper parts of the fore feet are much 
more fulvous. It is hoped that by calling attention to the fragmentary 
character of our knowledge of the moulting of the Michigan hares others 
may be induced to secure the spring and fall specimens needed to com- 
plete the history of this process in northern and southern Michigan. 

With regard to the moulting of the Isle Royale hares, but little is 
known, but a few observations made by Max M. Peet are of interest. 
The following notes were made by him September 13, 1905, at Wash- 
ington Harbor: A large Hare whose ears and the upper part of the 
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hind legs were conspicuously white crossed the Wendigo road (I, ’04). 
Others were seen which had apparently not begun to change, even on 
the ears or feet. Two were shot which had much white on the ears. 
In general the adults appeared to change first. Other specimens were 
seen at close range with white patches on the legs, especially on the 
hind ones, while the ears were apparently unchanged. 

From the above observations it seems probable that the Isle Royale 
hares begin their fall moult about the middle of September. This is 
somewhat earlier than might have been expected from the observations 
of Miller made at Peninsular Harbor, Ontario, on the north shore of 
Lake Superior. He reports (’97, p. 8) that one specimen was taken 
October 5, in which the white winter pelage had begun to appear upon 
the ears and buttocks while others secured “about two weeks later 
had nearly completed the moult.” It seems likely that there may be 
a considerable amount of individual variation in the moulting process. 
This is very clearly shown by an examination of the upper sides of 
the hind legs in the series secured from Isle Rovale. 

Geographic Range.—The typical form of this hare has an extensive 
northward range from Labrador and New Brunswick westward through 
Ontario, north of Lake Superior; Isle Royale, Michigan; northwestward 
to Alaska and the tree limit on the north. In 1900 Miller (p. 117) re- 
ported that “The northern varying hare occupies the wooded portions 
of Labrador. Its southern limit is not definitely known; but the 
animal does not reach the northern border of the United States.” The 
specimens found last season (1904) by the Museum party thus appear 
to be the first recorded from the United States. Miller (’97, p. 8) 
records it common on the north shore of Lake Superior and Preble 
(02, p. 59) states that it is “quite generally distributed throughout the 
region between Lake Winnipeg and Hudson Bay.” 

A decayed hare was found, July 6, upon the beach in a cove south of 
the Light-house (J, 1). It was, of course, impossible to determine 

whether the specimen came from the immediate vicinity or had been 
washed in from a distance. The abundance of table refuse(orange 
rinds, chicken bones?, etc.) stranded at the head of this cove suggested 
that at least part of the material came from the open lake to the 
northeast. This inference is further supported by the fact that the lake 
currents, as mapped by Harrington, favor this interpretation. The 
occurrence of the dead hare is of interest in connection with the ques- 
tion of the direction of origin of the mammal fauna upon the island 
and its relation to lake currents and the lake drift. 

8. Lynx canadensis Kerr. Canada Lynx. <A lynx skull was picked 
up at the Ransom clearing (IJ, 1) at Rock Harbor; its fractured condi- 
tion suggested that it had been killed by a trapper. Victor Anderson and 
son, John, secured 48 skins during the winter of 1903 and 1904. Mest 
of these were from about three miles southeast of the head of Rock 
Harbor, in the vicinity of Lake Richie. Lynx tracks were seen abun- 
dantly on the jack pine ridge on the north side ef Conglomerate Bay 
(I, 5), also along the trail to McCargoe Cove, from the top of the 
Greenstone Range to the end of the trail. William Garnish, of Ash- 
land, Wis., was camping at McCargoe Cove and reported that lynx 
tracks were abundant in the clearings about the old mines. Tracks 
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were also observed on the top of the Greenstone Range near the head 
of Tobin Harbor (IV, 9). A few tracks were noticed in the small 
rock clearings in the forest along the trail from camp (V, 3) to 
Siskowit Lake (V, 4). Near this trail, at the margin of a tamarack 
swamp (V, 5), tracks were found upon hummocks, and in another 
swamp (V, 11) in the sedge zone. Such observations suggests that the 
Lynx roams about everywhere through the swamps and over the ridges. 
Several years ago, Mr. J. H. Malone secured two lynx near the outlet 
of Siskowit Lake. 

I secured a lynx skull from a mummified body found hanging on a 
tree where it had been left by Chas. Preulx along the Desor trail 
(VII, 704) through the hardwoods. Charles Preulx, Keeper of the 
Washington Club, has for several years trapped lynx at the head of 
Washington Harbor. Most of the specimens have been taken along 
the Desor trail, not far from the Club House. He uses fish and Hare 
for bait. During the past summer he kept one alive in a cage for 
about a month, and then sent it alive to Duluth, Minn. 

In September Max M. Peet often saw the remains of Hare along 
the Desor trail and the Wendigo road, evidently marking the place 
where a lynx had taken a meal. He saw two live lynx on the Wendigo 
road (I, ’04) about September 15; and a few days previous to this 
Chas. Preulx also observed one here. Two were caught in Preulx’s 
traps, at the beginning of the Desor trail, but escaped. 

The Lynx apparently wanders about over much of the island and 
seems to frequent in particular the rocky ridges, at least the tracks 
were especially abundant in such places. The Hare and Red Squirrels 
furnish an abundance of food for them. Attention has already been 
called to the close correlation, noted by MacFarlane, between the 
abundance of Hare and Lynx in Canada. 

Ecological Notcs.—The life history of the Lynx, in outline, is as 
follows: the breeding season occurs in April and May; in June and 
July from two to five and occasionally six young are born in a partly 
blind condition. They are “about the size of a puppy” and are suckled 
for about two months (MacFarlane, ’05, p. 692). Reference has else- 
where been made to their dependence upon Hares, and to their remark- 

able periodical fluctuations in abundance. In their native haunts the 
food, in addition to the Hares, consists of eggs, birds of various kinds, 
small mammals and young deer. 

Geographic Range—The Lynx has an extensive range, on the east 
from New Foundland; Maine; New York; Pennsylvania; Isle Royale, 
Mich.; Mackenzie Basin to Alaska, and northward nearly to the tree 
limit. At the extremes of its range this species becomes differentiated 
into two local forms, while the typical form has an extensive range 
in the intermediate territory. It has also been found in the Pleistocene 
deposits of Pennsylvania. ® 

Miller (797, p. 44) states that he has no authentic record of the Lynx 
for Ontario. On account of their abundance on Isle Royale this seems 
rather remarkable. 

9. Mustela ancricana Turton. Eastern Marten. During the past 
season Chas. Preulx took eleven Martens along the Desor trail (IIT, 
04) among the maples. Hollinger secured one near the creek (II, ’04) 
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and another on the ridge north of Beaver Island. Fish were used as 
bait. 

Ecological Notes——The breeding season occurs but once a year, dur- 
ing February and March, and the young, 6 to 8 in a litter, are born 
blind. Their nests are made preferably in hollow trees, under logs, 
and in holes in the ground (MacFarlane, ’05, p. 711), or by robbing a 
squirrel of its nest (Coues, ’77, p. 95). Its food consists of mice, 
squirrels and rabbits, supplemented by other small animals such as 
birds and their eggs, frogs, toads, fish, etc. ; 

This animal, as well as the Hare and Lynx, shows the same kind of 
periodical variation in abundance, and MacFarlane (’05, p. 710) brings 
forward the following interesting observations bearing on this subject: 
“Tn years of plenty the marten is very numerous throughout the entire 
northern forest region; but is not uniformly so at the same time in 
every section of country all over the immense territories covered by 
the Hudson’s Bay Company’s trading operations. When it is abundant 
or scarce, say in the northern and western departments, it will generally 
be found that there is an important and corresponding increase or 
decrease in the southern and Montreal departments. The natives main- 
tain that lynxes and martens migrate from the north and west to the 
east and south, and that when they have attained their height in num- 
bers for several reasons, the great bulk (no section is ever totally 
devoid of martens) of those who escape capture resume the return 
march until the next period of protracted migration. It must be ad- 
mitted that many old fur traders have come to entertain similar views 
from their own personal experience and observation. I think the 
aforesaid twenty-five years’ London sales statement adds strength to 
the migration theory, and is otherwise of some interest.” The natives 
also maintain that there is a fluctuation in the birth rate correspond- 
ing to this periodical abundance. Such migratory tendencies as above 
mentioned could not help but have an important bearing upon the 
geographic range and the interbreeding opportunities of these animals. 

Geographic Range——The typical form of this species has a range 
from Labrador; Nova Scotia; Massachusetts; Northern Pennsylvania; 
Quebec; Ontario; Michigan, southern Keewatin; Saskatchewan; Al|- 
berta; south on the mountains into Colorado; Utah; northwestward 
into eastern Oregon; Washington and British Columbia; and eastward 
to Hudson Bay on the north (Rhoads, ’02, p. 445). A second form, 
of this species brwmalis, is restricted to the coast of Labrador; a 
third, actuosa, ranges north of latitude 55° to the tree limit, from west- 
ern Labrador westward to the Rocky Mountains nearly to the U. S. 
boundary and westward to the Coast Ranges of British Columbia into 
Alaska; a fourth form abietinoides, is restricted to the interior of 
British Columbia, the Selkirk and Gold ranges; and a fifth abieticola, 
is only known from Saskatchewan. So much differentiation of the 
type seems rather remarkable when combined with the marked migra- 
tory tendencies of the species and suggests that these wanderings may 
not be as extensive as has been supposed or that these movements are 
quite local in character. 

10. Putorius vison (Schreber). Northeastern Mink. Three speci- 
mens of mink were secured at Isle Royale. One was taken at camp 
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on Siskowit Bay (V, 1) where it was shot by N. A. Wood at the water’s 
edge during the day time; the second specimen was caught in the fish 
house at Malone’s fishing camp, just east of our camp on Siskowit 
Bay. A steel trap had been baited with a Herring by Frank Malone. 
The third specimen was taken by W. A. Maclean, at the west end of 
Grace Harbor. 

Victor Anderson saw a Mink on July 16, on the mainland at Rock 
Harbor, about opposite Middle Island. He reported it as abundant on 
the north of the Isle, at Fish Island, during the winter of 1903 and 

1904, and also reported it from Tobin Harbor. Charles Preulx secured 
18 skins during the past winter at Washington Harbor, most of which 
came from the harbor at the Club House, but a few were found upon 
the neighboring ridges. 

There can be but little doubt that this animal is of general distribu- 
tion over the island in moist and wet places. To what degree broken, 
mussel shells (Anodonta) may be credited to the Muskrats alone is 
uncertain, as the Mink may share in this mischief. 

Max M. Peet saw numerous mink tracks, Sept. 16, (II, 04) along a 
small stream, where mink had eaten a Grinnell’s Water Thrush, Her- 
mit Thrush, and a few days previously an Oven Bird. 

An entry in the University Museum Catalogue records a specimen 
of mink (No. 3595) from Isle Royale, collected in 1868 by Dr. J. C. 
Gubbs, and presented to the Museum by Dr. A. E. Foote. 

Ecological Notes.—The breeding season for mink occurs in February 
and March, at which time the males wander about a great deal; the 
young are born about six weeks later, or usually in April. The young, 
which are born blind, remain so for about five weeks. There are 
usually five or six young in a litter, but the number varies and there 
may be only three, and it is reported to be subject to a periodical in- 
crease similar to that of the Hare. When on the increase, there may 
be as many as 8, 10 or 12 in a litter (MacFarlane, ’05, p. 714). In each 
litter one sex is said to predominate (Cowes, ’77, p. 182). In the fall 
the young begin to shift for themselves, as Minks live solitary lives, not 
in pairs, and may frequently be seen swimming about, presumably in 
search of new quarters, This tendency, with the wanderings by day 
and night of the males during the breeding season, combined with his 
promiscuous tendencies, must have a marked influence toward favoring 
interbreeding. The females reach their growth in about a year, but the 
males require about a year and a half, although they are somewhat 
smaller than the females. Their nests are formed in burrows, hollow 
logs, muskrat burrows or other cavities, and the female makes for the 
young a compact nest out of leaves, grass and straw, and lines it with 
her own fur. 

The Mink is very fierce, and so courageous that it will not hesitate to 
attack animals larger than itself, such as hares, muskrats, etc. Its 
amphibious habits allow it to procure food from both the land and 
water: Thus snakes, frogs, mussels and fish are secured from the water 
by diving (Webster, ’89, p. 176), while birds and their eggs, and mam- 
mals are found on land. In pursuit of its prey, Kennicott (’58, p. 103) 
says: “It follows the track by scent, like a dog.” 

Geographic Range——This species has an extensive range over most of 
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North America. The typical form however, ranges from Labrador and 
the Arctic Sea, westward to the north shore of Lake Superior, Ontario, 
to the Rocky Mountains, Michigan, northern Pennsylvania and New 
York. In spite of its activity, four other forms have become more or 
less differentiated but their ranges are not well defined, lacustris oc- 
curs west of Hudson Bay, energuinenus from Pacific Coast from British 
Columbia to Alaska, ingens from the Yukon Valley and vulvivagus 
from the Gulf States. 

11. Putorius cicognant Bonap. Bonaparte’s or Least Weasel. Only 
one specimen was secured, and this is a white skin taken by Michael 
Hollinger in the vicinity of the Club House, at the head of Washington 
Harbor, on December 31, 1904. (No. 33016). 

Dr. Merriam (’96, p. 6) has called attention to the close correlation 
between the geographic range of the cicognani group of weasels and 
the field mice (J/icrotus), but upon Isle Royale these mice are appar- 
ently lacking; it is probable therefore that the White-footed mice form 
an important element in their food. 

Ecological Notes.—Very little seems to be known of the breeding 
habits of this species. It is reported (Coues, ’97, p. 109) to have three 
litters of young a year, with four or more, frequently five, in a litter. 
The nest, located in a depression in the ground or a hollow tree, is com- 
posed of dry vegetation. The female shows almost unlimited courage 
in the defense of her young. The food consists of small mammals, birds 
and eggs, and insects. As to its native habitat preferences, in the Adiron- 
dacks Merriam (’86, p. 54) says: “It inhabits all parts of the wilder- 
ness, being found along water-courses, in deep swamps, and on rocky 
ledges and mountain sides.” Like the Mink, it tracks its prev by scent. 

The seasonal color changes of this weasel are of special interest. 
Rhoads speaking of Pennsylvania weasels (’03, p. 172) says “Bona- 
parte’s weasel always turns white in winter even in its most southern 
distribution, but the New York weasel [P. nuveboraccnsis] in the tran- 
sition and austral zones very rarely turns white, the winter pelage be- 
ing merely paler than that of summer.” 

Geographic Range.—The typical form ranges over forested areas 
of Labrador; New England; New York; Pennsylvania, in the moun- 

tains; Ontario; Northern Michigan; Minnesota; Colorado; British Co- 
lumbia and Southeastern Alaska. In 1896, Merriam said: “It probably 
occurs also in northern Michigan and Wisconsin.” Merriam (’96, p. 
12) recognizes two varieties: richardsoni ranging from British Colum- 
bia and the interior of Alaska to Hudson Bay, and alascensis from 
southern Alaska. 

12. Putorius noveboracensis De Kay. New York Weasel or Ermine. 
Two specimens were secured; one a small pale brown skin and skull’ 
(No. 33015) on December 31, 1904, by Michael Hollinger, near the head 
of Washington Harbor, and the other a much larger white skin taken 
in January, 1905, (No. 33019). Both of these specimens are referred 
to this species with doubt by Dr. Merriam. 

Ecological Notes.—The breeding season occurs in February or March, 
and the young are born in April and May. The number of young in a 
brood appears to vary greatly, from two to a dozen, although four to 
six is perhaps the average number (Coues, 77, p. 125, 184). In the 
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Adirondacks Merriam (’86, p. 60) says “from four to six young are 
commonly brought forth early in May.” The female is smaller than the 
male. 

The food of the weasel consists mainly of small mammals and birds, 
but even animals much larger than itself, as the ruffed grouse, cotton- 
tails, and, about settlements, chickens, fall to its share. Upon Isle 
Royale, in all probability, the Hares and Grouse come into this class. 
Its habit of climbing trees, while of great advantage to it, proves to 
be the opposite for birds. Like the Mink, it follows its prey by scent. 
Kennicott (’58, p. 106) was of the opinion that it preferred rocky, hilly 
and forested regions. The frequency with which it occupies the bur- 
rows of other animals suggests that it does not burrow with ease, al- 
though according to Kennicott, it burrows in the snow. It also lives a 
solitary life. 

Reference has already been made to the two seasonal moults of this 
species as compared with the Least Weasel. This color change, as in 
the case of the Varying Hare and Red Squirrel, is due to a fall and 
spring shedding of the old pelage and to the growth of a new one. 
Winter specimens from the vicinitv of Ann Arbor, Mich., vary in color 
from dark brown, through chocolate colored specimens, to white,; 
while specimens taken November 6 (No. 34139) and November 18 (No. 

30019) are white excepting a suffusion of pale brown hairs along the 
mid-dorsal line, the former specimen having much more brown, espec- 
ially on the head and neck. 

Geographic Range—Southern Maine; New York; Pennsylvania; 
New Jersey; south to North Carolina and west to Illinois; and north 
to Michigan. A southern variety, notius, occurs in North Carolina. 

13. Myotis subulatus (Say). Say’s Brown Bat. Only two speci- 
mens of this species were secured; one by means of a broom in the case 
of one which entered the Club House on the evening of August 23, 
1905, and the other on September 4, was also taken in the house at 
Singer’s resort near the mouth of Washington Harbor. 

Ecological Notes.—The females usually give birth to two young (cf. 
Merriam, ’86, p. 195). Some species of bats migrate southward from: 
the northern part of their range (Rhoads, ’03, p. 209, Howell, ’08). 
This species has been known to enter abandoned houses in such vast 
numbers as to become an intolerable nuisance, nearly 10,000 having 
been killed in one house, (Smith. Ann. Rept. for 1861, pp. 407-409). 
They take flight not only at dusk but at nearly dawn, and their flight 
toward and over water has suggested that not only food but water 
is sought there. 

Geographic Range.—Nova Scotia; Rupert House, Quebec; Ontario; 
Maine; Mass.; New York; Penn.; Md.; Va.; West Va.; Tennessee; Mich- 
igan; Indiana; Illinois; Missouri; Wisconsin; Minnesota; Colorado; 
Alberta. There is a variety of this species, Keenii, occurring in British 
Columbia. 

14. Afyotis lucifugus (Le Conte). Le Conte’s Brown Bat. Nine 
Specimens of this species were secured by Max M. Peet between August 
23 and September 6, at Washington Harbor (I, 04). At dusk several 
were shot while flying over the Harbor. 
A few bats were seen on wing, which perhaps belonged to this species, 
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as it was apparently the most abundant form, or to M. subulatus. The 
last bat seen on the wing by Peet was about Washington Harbor, 
September 15. A small dark colored bat was startled from a loose 
projecting rock on the face of the cliff on the jack pine ridge (I, 5). 
A few days later one was flushed at nearly the same place. A bat 
flew into the Light-house at Rock Harbor but was not secured. Bats 
were also seen at camp on Siskowit Bay (V, 3). One specimen was 
taken in 1904 by Peet at Washington Harbor. 

Two specimens were received from Michael Hollinger, who secured 
them November 30, 1904, at the Club House (I, 704). These evidently 
hibernated in the cellar as they were found on wing in the house after 
a fire had been built in the cellar. 

This species had previously been collected from Isle Royale by B. A. 
Hoops, No. 5319, U. S. Nat. Mus. (Allen, ’98, p. 80). Allen also 
records three specimens from Grosse Isle, Mich., collected by Rev. C. 
Fox, (No. 5500, 5501, 5505 U. S. N. M.); another specimen (No. 5354) 
was taken by S. F. Baird on the Detroit River. Miller in his revision 
of the family Vespertilionidae (1897) examined no Michigan specimens 
of this species. 

Ecological Notes._-On account of the difficulties in determining bats, 
their life histories are much confused. This species Todd found hiber- 
nating in the caves of Pennsylvania (Rhoads, 02, p. 208), and the 
November specimens show that it hibernates on Isle Royale. 

Geographic Range. This bat has the most extensive geographic range 
of any of the mammals on Isle Royale. The typical form ranges from 
southern Alaska east of the Rocky Mountains throughout North 
America, yet in spite of its powers of locomotion, two local forms are 
known; longicrus ranges from Puget Sound and Wyoming south to 
northern Mexico and Lower California, and alascensis which is restrict- 
ed to the northern British Columbia and the coast region of southern 
Alaska. The differentiation of ‘these forms, in the case of a flying 
mammal, suggests that the mountains form to some degree a true 
barrier within the range of this species. 

15. Vespertilio fuscus Beauv. Brown Bat. One specimen was taken 
at Washington Harbor (J, ’04) on August 19. 

Ecological Notes.—Fisher (Merriam, ’86, p. 184) remarks that this 
species is the last to appear in the evening and that they are “parti- 
cularly fond of fields well surrounded by trees.” It is an abundant 
species about human habitations and hibernates. 

Geographic Range.—The typical form of this species ranges from 
California over the United States except Florida, and northward into 
British Columbia and Ontario. There are eight forms of the species 
ranging over the West Indies and south into Guatemala and Costa 
Rica. 
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ABTIOl Max icCAMPCBONIS fis sanes oa odes 4 ba SOA SALTS 66k ESS EARN ESR ee aon 24, 281, 287 

Asrionidae .¢sa ones cd genrdeac se endow 8 peewee eg hated ees papcase hay ¥arheiae/a hae 262 
ABTIOPIARe 4 viens e-d iid was HeepAR ORT HEE Has DRA te TREE SE GF RHEE a ROE TO HGRA 254 

Asriotes: MMOS: aa sais age s-arsiipass Ola gate ok ai ecrlaneg. db wats Pate asa Ae ey eked wae Shee 197 

AProstis: Hy enralis: 2:52.23 a2te Sis hs Gee dis Gee HE Bae eS Ged etings ro gud Beane 233 

Alaska, insect fauna........ Lid Re ee Rens ees 163, 181, 189, 266, 268, 301, 814, 313, 328 

Alaska, see: Russian: Ameri Cd sosgaiis ggg bie 606 POMC AES es BS wlnaeng pba wens aS 181 

Alberta; insect: faund 22422044 came yeaded nad BOOED RS E888 095 SS EELS Cote ie 164, 328 

AGE SENOS he esi tees eea dnd ee eae REA ems ape eee Qe ee 86, 105, 118, 339, 359 
PINCUS 535 aiectig ctasiss ce ) Haravees mos cmsiteie 11, 15, 15, 17, 19, 25, 26, 29, 38, 68, 85, 86, 89, 98, 101, 139 

Algonquin times, history of Superior basin. ....... 0... cece cece eee eens 35, 37, 50, 51 

Allen, J. A., mammals nee 420 

Alnus alnobetula .............06- F 226, 237 

COCRNE ocecan sae Ede a eee eh EL ROC RaW Pee eee ead A BERR A 219, 226, 237 
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Alpine and Arctic, insects ......... cece eee eee eee wl preeahactch toreuild te a tecariswizar soa casts 190 

Alsine: Jongifolia: icccxsies 6 vcie-as Peas Mei serene ween e ew ood tha donee Gree ER wae wes Daal aTS 240 

Amara impuncticollis 22.0... 2c ccc ee et eee te ee ene ete tee eee e nee 204 

ADMAPA: WAEOP oui sce ok ds Ae OO ae GOAT E ORS FSO EETS DMG RRMA ROS R pe ae GiHe arae 204 

Amaurobius: bennett cidciwacivasa esa eres pone eee eae eee Ae Fae ew ET 77, 86, 253, 258 

Atoblyscirtes: Vialis. aieicig sao gare ee nee seeneddiats Ge Soe Ee FOG) Hare mtele re ei OR 268, 273-275 

ATOPIANCHION «402.053.454.445 6449 eS Sy eee alg abceaar aia ere anaareraRe amas 14, 22 

AIBIPOITA 5 ceohernasa ve00 BO Ankle abseernv cian tats Seo eR OLE SORES Pera s Bed 17, 20, 237 

OTISOCRL DA so xeiee sg Se epee are oie are Soe eee ww WE weed Na giave die ees aren ee 20, 28, 237 

AMEDICAN JWSECES “sac yg aos petlaanes sittigiald woes 4 prelate dues wane Oa 169, 170, 173-179, 271, 315 

American aspen ..........s cesses nee BGs oth SOR LOE RRRK RENE OEE Sod Ae wie Seals 236 

American (bitterny ss064 p6h nome cicd ater Gow dade d Daaeipaase ea SORG ORG 6 BH 138, 339, 345 

PMOMNe = cckcdswsds evetenswnee 1454359 as SOR piitccta erie are Bie Optiad @ Ae Ktcens 246 
¥ COOE Se 68s be 6S a ee eA WA ROMANE ee SR Ralere Gee ee RAS Css dada Paresh 338 

CLOW oka iaresscrseao48 Ga dewewedds Sake ss 2zbons Dybeeeas Ee oe ses eeesee 339, 862 

GO VICE so oie dx Scie testa ernie waa te sae SE GES DEOMI SRE SSS ae 243 

BIG GL is ccc sca oot ee se evenanens Seatead nial nice eee a ane ee tee eyes ms Bean Wa Hees em we EN 246 

fly honeysuckle: 246 secnces datracrn eaneeeeey ee GA Hee aNe ganas, isha vactarte He i's 247 

SOMA Ch. scons tssacnt oA eweee este ye eo say Sei PERN aS EE KEE EY vide aime 338 
BOSWA WA. 5 cine seca sadn cd myavauetmecavanase urine pio ba. oa iglas cepeniceae ene ett ais toa ce Sette 339, 349 

HOW -OW] ssa sccvevsseaa wee eee anaes aa wy awe etre was aaNet Bw aes ESTs Ameo 340, 353 

herring gull 6605 pccsrews ths eisbya ob ahah adele Os 6 M6 RTaNe me 1g) gCNRN are RUE ATED Nepal SE een Re ee 339, 342 

laRCh::. 2.3 eh Seca dais eemeien aD eee eee SGA AS MRS OEE STEVE FEES ew wi 235 

merganser.......-...06- Te COT Eee rT 82, 88, 90-94, 118, 137, 339, 344 
mountain ash ........... sine Ea eas Sepa a wae eee ee RRR ew ee oO 237 

OSPICY 6 sass esaaee aucns ele gard ese ate Bim cause: gba asia td Bala hance letter SNS ev ens Spe were 339, 351 

PIPE tw caves dene e bated haw a O45 Ae ROR ee ers 108, 109, 113, 119, 339, 360, 379. 380 
POASUATE: 0 se detdn 5.6 s keer seweaes ees SEE ee cau k AG RONKeSS EE ea SE 339, 379 

TQ UAYD. <3 205) eie' sd Wud bua hs Reouchtnpennariado ts tants tole lacsha aD oreseeereaues Feed cua atau taleesiayetinaartenenastuanerahauniave 339, 385 
SCOUP eae case NR AOR REGR EE CLE DOR ES Usa nena ewaaims te een ae 119, 339, 345 

SPAETOW NAW cic assim lol dudes pe le-epa & oce!s 6 ea gee goad Rene Wid Won eee. w 339, 351 

SEAR-ROWEL  256.54.565 RRR CORRER AAS OSA SAENGER S44 ROU ORLA OF BER ar 245 

tPODICH]) CONLOR: eco. os. ie 258 alacdsimarenaietoseevess tere beet os sus ae ROEM EE ERS 188 

WAGs MING co tees oeare hays deperdinds ew Sale Gr OO WEG. etre Sndye ath eig doa aie ates neo 246 

VOW Gas) bac: sdiesiaviats te wha Wiech aust a lst faeesiteratici i grasa Sidhe patho ist pe: oreXsheravena Rilaalts cersNe GES Seeendiay 
AMMOPHIUA> area ides 4ade aad 84 HERR E REY ee eee baa RRR RSNA DES Ra wae 

Amnicola limosa 

lustrica 

Amnophila ...... 

Ampelis c@drotum -s.5¥ 5 ices ec oesavsaadse@eweh eee bode d he eed EAR E SEE Pee eee a RS 370 

ACTON POET A ens ns ec teh th cp By seth AS Lo caer sascha ago BV BRR Bann. Bite BMS Se Eph crescyan potion es Soe ae Maees 330. 33 
AMPHIPO, CHISCACEANS: je iece os. avscsaqaecesdud dus! ghavaue laa lgia's godpevnenaueaugrace aud haba 18, 64, 249, 252, 253 

ANS CAPALACCHE! ssi9i-5 aiscsa wate O Sors TORO OIE Ey aa STE 6 DERE See LOS SA 243 

Anaphalls Mar gari taceay cca ax aistgedgercetar ce was opt eeu tw akertaiemniad tna a Grae eae 248 

Anaspls: Bula ges veudeag sedi e Gees Gee hehes rode eee eee Sees CAs ewee eke Onis een eens 203 

ANAS: TO ADUN GGA GA: 25 accgeci- 5 cise. esies Sey Bis coepayeaauey ol ala hon ceed woevens Add suabuienniosene 8 oabakeee EAI ORAS 68 

PB SPUMCEATA: cesses eos aeanaieelemewce aeediaew awe teasers a pharabararanmle eae Re 6 w weep atonveleaereraoV sparireriind 158, 196 

Anax junius ............ fesse sericwawss ose aeweswnca yee aA eon x eae e ee ee ee 263, 305 

Ancistrocerus Capra. sa see0 066 et ccdeeatced oh DR ECAR GRAS biacnae Gia’ ee Rea a see 320 

ATICISETOCETUS: POREMAK: --..corg sccee Rardaae aware eda Eman Geena Rca ble see 48 ORME eR de 32 

ATV GINS sgn cha sariasia:catse ADNAN GURNE Lb Skala odes oes AN is pan Bt STIRS te nbaar 3 4 Sew eie aca sods ROSAS 76, 281, 293 

Ancyrophorus: planus! .¢ cass cuieves eke Ved 894s sob) KRAMAOMAROR LE KRDO SES Am AES 206 

Andrenidae 319 

Andromeda 18 

POOTUL OU GAS 35st secs so and cas Seine selemayenss a Sern a de nb cance Neues ahah oA HE AE) cons goes arate e Sobel 29, 220, 244 

Anemone multifida ..............0000- gee h eek Peed ooideekhhen sos weed as Eee 241 

ANGIOWORM sss ete eee es 84 aR SSS DESO SE ES Beidamen we cds Mebmiaguds Se atuacann 39 

ATBIEW OTM: Tak) 5... se <e eaoe ener disvaracncare e078 Gee WN ed ae eG ianthensine dye di Onno tasene ke tana 390 

AniStoma AsslMINS) ee coscctacctaticndctitere stash gene agate aise dainee Ties Gaia pans geqdalalattgh 205 

Annelids ............- ete Gigs Bhasha' Wet. walang Sing Rea aiMlelawng NG El nga ed A OA eS 250 
Anodonta: sy2ccssckexcationewnas es Sie avers BME aie Bebispsndbadana teria = 416 

STATIS: so s.5 51 och Bie, Setva th ele aassupreweursnen Go dal. Sean Blea ee Rane ® CATA AR AE ak orareee 63 

grandis-footiana goin te Savin ebighigtrar oUtpelaie etNS Se ora. 16-19, 61, G4, 294, 407 

marginata. 420% oe 46 eae sy sarinegarvies 3 ee ee eres 20, 61, 68, 295 
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Amophalis margaritaceg .. 06406 ch sega ss epee deseo nee e NK ed Ree OO G : 270 

Anosia plexippus ............ NOE LAER ARGH BEM Se AGE COE REes 68, 268, 271, 274, 275 

PRMNGROMUS. CORTES cicce seek ie dao Keene eee ere Rese dR Biacny eee a4 & Reeae pe nes 211 

Anthophagus’ Vervticalis: sisi aleie es is ail schpeeeies chara eee oinaadG 35 NERS ROHR ene g 9 206 

Alifexcw sai cueane*yees ts eantene,3 12, 15, 22, 23, 30, 65, 67, 69-75, 77, 95, 221, 256, 317, 325 

Anthemoig sp. 2... jece eee ce eee eee eee eee (aid auidohida CO HERE AG eM Tee 318 
AIRE es ng DARE ES Wo 844 ERO KER OE OE oT BERNESE ERIS S GEOR hed HOSE 315 

Anthrax COlwiaWS 204 dgend sos 60464 BN e eas ee Ne 42d ORES TS OE OG Ed PERE R ETE ey 311 

morio ..... ate: eho. Me Bug eere iilgrcaseastertes ripe? Beaeieide sie. t0 FANS EEG owiehe ashe ee dee 311 

SeMIBI ZS. 5 scsecisy secre started see ees SERRA «ee HN Re Emi 311 

Anthus pensylvanicus .......... eee ee byyahia anh star Srsaitacta See eh ehatantehe “See SNe 379 

Antiopa BUtteray . csicescdssew dias aes GLOREEES ARO C ERE FACES e844 Chee Sees 270 

ANCLOSTOMMUS VOCILEYUS: eee sce cars ser ectseee ee BRS 6 le ee ANS, wee nl ow eeariese! a maevieerine d/o ai 356 

AME VOD: 6 aio gta grerantoteare eisnd ay eared Orn uereed se era aise See READ Wes as Be HPAES aes se 262 

Apanteles Spi. Sains Sawada PAS ei ck Gea pa ade PBT SG.64 KISS ee DASA Ae Y Rona eS Bae 821 

AD DS) sacnacd sexe i nasaelae se Ao a toa We wamtaes 2 shad Suk Path parece sauaig hol at Sue ativectp anetaetaninbeeeecates ie 313 

AD TOI: KS Pie) seceeaes aia eo GIANG wipe ads IGRI. Ke Sheed ig OMe yea ch ae ghaaa @ Shee RS EEE ou 211 

Aplexa, hyPnoruM s4eesan1s2n cds ewe eae FASE TE 4S GRETERS 4 OES PEaPOORERELEL EES 292 

APOCYDACEAE: 5.2 s5ci5154 avevaereidl asd everg.e ecnleumumiayelere a) nace oieds ea apdearsuaeiaud alane 245 

Apocynum androsaemifolium 245 

Apple: TamMilly- scs4 senkes 5 dos vio a Sea OOk aos cae Mona ee PSs 64S b64 s HOMEY eH sie 237 

Aquilegia Canadensis  soe.svacows seks dense ee ee SEM a eee EOS SS Ee ee ee as 240 

AWPADIS “DrACHYCALrPAS, asc '6.% 68.824 wd 5 Aceen mess MGW Syleeodee See even lnne RES S 9-6 e Balla ws demeassriene: Ee aquette 24) 

ATECOAC: fo55 oi5 s-ssensia mt daieaded a ue sg sag uemraterg wis ees faites osc ng dr iohal pease SURES alee a eas aa RRA Ra Be 238 

ALACHNIES. 5.05.0 e653 280548454 HOUESSS DEES HESS SWEETS S OOK cons Bdaeea ee es asaad 30, 253, 258 

ATA OLOBG) «5 oish c's tise erscec succeed esac ghaalaite ions catrntseure tovanes os 5: 8"¥ 10.54 98 ba Sy auteninna deste oP ars eae thGar Oe as 261 

ATAGUS ADDAS x. e:ccis-s Raniieves Dae saa Soa RRAE s SRNR EEN Berens e's wa ayes es Rarandimanee a 261 

Aratia: Dispida: 12s onnedade Seats ec ds quashed goeee eee ORME ee aoe ewe eae eee ele ee 244 

DWGICAUNIS: 23.645 phewa RSS ee eset nese ha od Seas CAS tS ae Rae oA Dee 220, 244 

TAYE CODG® ies disdain Seactanerta ie 3 ested aoa lors arrenduinlouaus a cgyiece rahe Bi Gian Saeteaea Oo ay aeiane auscaves SeeaelNade. Sac 244 

ALbor ‘Vitae sciscisisicigais eaicnsa 11, 13, 16-18, 22- “24, 26-30, 65, 66, 68, 78, 81, 84, 1389, 159, 235 

Arctic GIStLICE 222s s455aeesey ease cKe se SERRE SEEN Eee DATARS SED REE ST TS MRR EY oe 171 

ADCUIC: PEATE WOE: oie Acciona ee sah aaa Bae ea rgeereice Sing BIG eT INE patho a do Giaue 5 Scope emnaiereo 8a 240 

VASP DOLUY: 5.25 sacar sasasiansan 6 eee on aes ig 00s ahd ee caciw as 98 Oe Sa aa aaa ane ae aecs wa tea Gore RRS OF 24° 

three-toed ‘woodpecker’ 5.4662 ssmeseend ate e ee se eeauaeeea ne sax sees 119, 142. 840, 355 

Arctostaphylos MVAANITSL 6sco95 % odtedie Geos 9554. G ECR EE ESE SES ESE Due e sees 222, 224, 244 

ATEUHUSS, DUIDOSA: oie scisiaie ie reseds dreaiceie sce atacee teres: gd aes nS ee Fioueia Ssiaadone: Aienseausrsia eer 239 

AEDS. sissies eed ee sass os Goa de dees Eee RARE a Sue FE EE See SPS RR E wo ae sp arew Ria We 28 

Ablantisxeuiunis ovswrswecsebanservededss wee 21, 64, 72-74, 267, 269, 270, 273, 275 

CYDUS so rKeeinchs hames te Aaigubias FOSS ewE Atom danatnd Sa ment cuckdas meee wa 267, 269, 275 

UNV. 5:5 ase iaiies cad! ae 0 cde a Raucuieaa ase: 8 dep udvticn lesa bm hala uaaie iiarec® Muara @ Sremmaene parece 72 

Argyrosomus artedi 3 

nigripinnis 

ATI MESELUS: SiesestiscWec ger titnadase: d wr Stee ave seaaaretace A ee a eee i 8 eee lela evo le es Pada 

ATISCOLOCIIA CCA Cara tenis: a sdsw oi Seca open asicas sna psars senna 3 Ria ora oases HB BP apa wah, FSR SERS REO Be anes wo as ge ae 

Arizona, insectS.............002005 

ATODIA, MITA. xi ciscsad 4-2 Bchanwies tiardiicacicouen SE ae Stee ee ARS A acai be guid Breen AG ah eee She ah gama 

ATpPediuM: SPs. siecoiadie dd. basses HR aeneee dd 20 eek ae Ge vataunndualec SRUaad Glave g Seach Saunt s -0% ae aaens mao 

ATPOW-STASS: TAMMY oo sc esis scant s paws gs Hee Ae Rage SUNS oe eRe GEMS sels 

APSAPNId: ‘VErNAS 4 os-c5 56H HO ROE G 65a OS ACROSS EE ETS See RAE Ta BA ome 

Artemisia canadensis 

Arthemis Dutterfy. sses.sccs asc onde. s sop se ie wba syepannlie nie 0 OR 8 a4 S-aeratnpne aes “Sere wie ares ve aE 

Artificial clearings, insectS .........0 ccc eee eee ee eens iss ane sian a soe eee GS 17 

ATUM) TAM? cs cc ctece es bs ose ee SRR ae Se AGO ROE E SACS S AG EASA eta Se oo Have 238 

ASBrum; CANAdENSE? #054 40. Se dare Soe as ere eee Shas e a eRe tee EP Dalame bree 240 

Asclepias: incarnata iio s6 eran ended e hex Wee Se Ssam HN Mae pao cma ada e ay 271 

Asilidae .......... oa edad £2 SARA REELS AS SOs AMORA ERNE ee Bos SER Nert ard tread acd 308, 312 

ABING: BUCS 25.5.3 autora BARRE RGAE Diteee otal ob Dia A Ry cera PU anenee lG, Soe ateiaive ie, BOM AR EAP 74 

Asiing annulatus: ....5..ccceccancsncsav ees ee ee te ee ree rr ey 14, 312 
Asio: magellanicus occidentalls 4 s.ccuc gsc esas Wega ne b Rees COT EERE EE SEERA eae 352 

Aspen..............11, 14, 18-21, 24, 25, 27, 28, 31, 76, 85-87, 92, 95, 139, 140, 159, 162 
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Aspen-birch association ........... cSra owsibinis. cep bc ustistea erin: iva tay'ee Go itarigJ8-av gua revainausnanace ca A aneraliehie 139, 141 

Asphodel 238 

ASP WCNOMANER cnoccsy cues ou ea ead Gee RK TLE KS HEHE DEEPER REE EY boos KS 231 

ASA LVSMTICHUNE scaeeae esd 448 84g aed REWER RARER. EEG MN AG ET RRRRS EES OR ERE 248 

MACTOPH YN US ss css: aratasigdedane g 5 Hee 8 wiareue vee vA devarauenet + 12, 14, 20-22, 25, 26, 28, 76, 225, 247 

Piotmacoldes a cnioseereee0st one een c Gl sWoe eke Ee weeny See RERES EH RES 222, 248 

Atlantis: bucterhy™ wiac ye cisralanaetied a eelosieauiniea cue woman ene va.08 = Ea eaten ome 4 < 269 

ALTMOSPHELIC TMAUEN CES: $c yes craic Sx is sea jaa Goh dybow Spb mea gamma Wiley Pave Som wee iecracenednielee oe 41 

AMIS: -cg2ace etiw ee ius : 257 

AMIARNS TUAIOUE. potccna awakes Sucues ean ed SEE RREE CE ES ERY aeE ERO DENEHY 321 

Aulocomium palustre : 230 

Avian, environ MentSssa5.3 22595658 6 ea taeed aga saree RASS oom h aes g donee 128, 133, 150, 151 

EO TTI MELO UNS 2a 16 iscsi asa eds coher ean BR. Wier Road a ea VA ny inc eee RecA cid Mele ra 131 

SME CESSIOM. -gprsracistonacensncespetnla breee Agee oie eS ROE ae HERVALNANeP Daw Pe agree eg GererOnE 184, 147 

Oythyn Mats acs yy n0444 9 45 wem We ewe RELY EENGUE HHS 144 BRRORS ERS SL EER ES EKER SEES 345 

BR. 

BRAVO RNC as jo testes Ge ta Se eiahr Sosce Bicdesnins ered Baa Bah as RG aaa aa Geode Dura aesnvaausesar oa? Seale 88, 118. 340, 349, 350, 411 

Bald Dates ag. pga beh 8 AA AGG Aten aera Hon Dd eee Stud ale pubes Seolins worth sod eal toes BAKA 118, 339, 345 

Bal Sawa ssscncs cs sleds fala joeriteacs 11-15, 17, 20-22, 24-28, 30, 57, 68, 73, 74, 76, 77. 81, 82, 84, 

89, 94, 95. 98, 101, 159, 161 

WSS ISA TA URS: oe 4% charac pss Syed ve SB Ried SS fe AAG ae UD as is sts GE ee 220, 224, 225, 235, 237 

PAP OUINOL SOM fesse 38 5.75 seas dg aia sd elo Musschowacianstaad layanes Sau 8c Bd) B18 cO.LSle Lele aro. isspraus leas g ar deca" eh@ice a "deneue 248 

POURS 04 Falk 8 8a heed BAGS ORR ROTOEA HOA ERED LANE SA OD RER Ou eelen DEA HRE EHR 236 
Balsam-biteh; PORES wuceegis dais gure sexe whens, 4 a brere Eads eae ab wie dew sees bata eRe dd, 15; 27 

Balsam-spruce forest............... 11, 24-27, 30, 58, 66, 74-76, 141, 161, 162, 252, 254, 258 

Balsam-white spruce forest ....... cc cece eee cece ee tet eee ete teen eee tenes 12.139 

Banks SWAllOws vo sas ton Ca Bok ot he bee Nae Se te WP oreartenionner aege F:acqusettereraied yond Gr Succanomepaaieie Swe -donce ave 339, 370 

DRA Tins SVU MO ye sip aspects lana cab Madan Ss esa we eh esben ss aes W8Le AN ern Panel HNEINS XBR a Sava oe 83, 93, 94, 339, 369 

Barometri€ Pressute: jy vs acas 6 ew wes mae dleendae nds eH RAE Ee Ry Ra OTE IMEEM EE POWAE 111 

Barren ground, Mammals: ..5s.4 2444 eases cows er eae eee SASS 4 4 See eee eee < 395, 398 

APATHY SERA WW DORR gece: ais ta lode arsirgida tes pied clique ats Del ooh ea He AN Ieice.ces areal attasiauenaateas alcqn ae splat. g-dcoveo dessa Ge 242 

Bartramia. pomMMor mis: «osc cies a sv eerie wa eas A ee Sees aS aS RR SE a es a 230 

Basilarchia arthemis........... 0.00 se ee neues 10, 22, 29, 68, 70-74, 268, 270, 271, 274, 275 

lorquinii 274 

Bassareus mammifer 210 

Bathoscopus: PLUM e465.) 8 Be Goo Ge NRE ANA Os AREER GA De wwhl seas 261 

IB AAS sects siesvs-ts se ee eealt able HO POMS ic sh BR ea arta vase ay Hata EAE pranar eddnchden Baia Ate oe gall 15, 22, 391, 392. 395, 419 

Baybetry family son sevssdeceeeewes oe eehmae ries eedSRR EEE ESS ORES Bee esas 240 

Bay-breasted warbler ......... 0 ee ce eee ee eee eee ee eee S82, 88, 87, 91, 109, 118, 339, 375 

Bayileld “heetless 3 seca eus.g-a4 0 mera Gabel ak ok ame aw Me Dae iene eRe ES 160, 161, 191 

Besebes «6 gs ise wicca swansea s we ee ee ee eee 9, 10, 66, 68, 257 

Geaked hazel ....... PEMA OCR wadia sp MeoaMga wes aed Bee te RIO Hehiuoree Ges oo s 28, 30, 236, 405 

Bean Ts Hy, Alberta. insect faunas; ..<ca0ee ole psig yd idee pea RWS eS oe ee eae 164 

BOALDOR EV ioinigcsac ses, cane HS. Taa OG awed qcpangranngens 11, 12, 17, 20, 22, 23, 26. 38. 71-74, 222, 244 

FRG A MON: seioesseisisa-siesaiteory 6 wie eA aan iaces ai Bsa Gs hd Be aeaerse ga acia) bP Ge Se F8 SIs: ak Wasa AARNE a HR eS 391, 393, 395, 402 

BGA V. GI’ 7G AMINE secyeisaean Ses we vaca seed asc se nee aa BRA ean Tae Ri br 8 aera RANG we oD GAG STIaRS Saas lh Seaioe Ua 402, 403 

Beaver Tsland sccacaeevar ce sheds atGewes ABR e eee Ye Boe RES eae ee ed 4 101, 390, 415 

Tea Vel! LAKE! ie BS Se oe 8 See Midas BOREAS 6 Fema ae arte wa eae eee ara 390 

Beech: family acicisae sad o24 40 8 eta weet wow Wioaeelivran ih a Boel ea th dle ves NOV N de ptee ee ANe mates stesso 237 

BOOS! 22 scoters: apeles ae ah aeES We Hoes ea Arera g al slaeeaNN eae Say eran Magia nine emane ee Re 72. 73, 77 

Beetle associations, succession Of... 06... cee cre ee eee ee eens 160, 163 

Beetles...... 12, 13, 19, 20, 28, 24, 26, 27, 81, 65, 78, TA, TT, 157-1638, 182, 183, 185-192, 204 

Bellflower family” ve disaviis aoa 4 a sees ero wee BAA Clg FS WGA EGER EW BOT Des @ EOS NE 24T 

Bellamita, SCalavls: cae. cie ee gd gamarokrmewer eas gaw gees wale wean Ses BA bi AnD edits do aa, Mba bahay 200 

Bellona, WUCterAy saesew vee cs ee eea ss ake Seg. 84S hENS RO NGG BOREAS Y 66 Eos 8 GH 269 

BelOStOMD « aissie a sic aed a ea.a CR G4 Re ane FS OUR TARE ERA CSc a Ha wae aioe SO bles 29, 260 

Belostomatidae: ssw ia hs cduied Mas Pawewwd eee a ARE ewes ade dUNew eee hae ead be aw 260 

Belted kingfisher ............0. Siang aa maa hdew Way etre la e blete irbany aus ip lareatmla ale eps 339, 353, 354. 
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POO hi ae b.09:9 44 ER RMO RELIES HS ETRE EEN LAD ERAS BES Shae eouselaeee ...158, 160, 161 

CAVINUI A, ic yeccseane aquedsinehi aa {elas ee aeebe Rare hig fod Gebel ence a ce Rea Oa oe 69, 192 

CONCOlOE si eye eke st DAG eee kee Ge a ew WOS Loess soem eee dae pure aia stall 204 

BLAME +5 Heoeaals edie ary Gubaannnees ARR. Ahtabd AYA Me eal nea hog ea stan aneean a ecde neh ace 192 

PIA ACUIA, siscsicis wie Oabdistenyy a scecerdnaG wlgiwe Ney a "eB alienevielaratelarar Read av’s Shap aukraigs Gvne 204 

UPPAMSVEESALE + ie Migs gt toducasuausrer'a soer sone Gre aunleitecnte 053 DR ae SG ARROCR A BS, 8 0s le re 192 

VATICZATUM: season wr savcihaane Fa educa his wena poet RIE Naame he SBS ENG Aha 193 

VETSiCOlO” ‘24 vauiase-nh id e¥eh445 Samay ERY EE Te Ga Dm eee eam oa vine 193 

Benson brook.............. 1, 7, 16, 66, 85-87, 254, 272, 330, 331, 347, 351, 353, 
354, 856, 360-362, 364, 365, 368, 370-372, 375, 377-379, 382, 384 

Lf eee ee Ce eee eee eee eee eee rere Cer Ce  re reer rr eer eos T 7, 16, 378 
Jake, see Lake Benson. 

Betarmion. ‘bigeMIMatus: oii iie dose Wise wee cere towns eh oreteda rela ela a. ea veya eNRCousua anand audueveUe dub eeieLala 208 

Betula lenta: eisiacsiseg catia wh cow as oasions elas aia Chee BRS Rad ae om 224, 237, 238 

luted, sveudees ye hesba es BORE PONS 4 TESS OKO EN EEE e ese OH RERE ERE ET 224, 237, 238 

DAD VANHSPS: sie, Gaia ug ss Syaen alecees & dalidabaverdes: Aceueniagre Hoe fear danse Mat coe RB inca POS Seats 294, 225, 236 

Betulaceae ....... pits Ae Rem eRee-¥ drakecteee aes wah ec sdaneran rake Ghee ect nhuprnees ed ah Ah OA Ra eaeeone 236 

Bicknell’s ‘Cvanebll sc cieass eh eewaed sexes saa Qabawa veal aan wes walelonaes aes eanne airs 242 

Bifidaria tappaniana ....... cc eee eee eee HUPE GRASS 4a Hsosees P4osdea AAs 77, 285 

Biogeographical affinities, insects ........ 4 ayaraene eaSieaCO A eee Haste G aaudlauaimelaia, Ma Qateeus see 186 

Biota; aediauc aemeci nw alaeicivws Pa alawAals owe see sinwlaninaids 14145 nee g BM ueRTe eee GR ae 2 

Biota; Stations: ace s2 juss taddiiniewea vr ege teak Xaademe gs OEE eek oe ee Eo yiseaes 6 

Biotic: Succession: +o. suc 2essomsesadad sts vals ee medi bad Gee Rob eAmmeaned onee NDS 147 

Bi ve iiersie kieiocraacese ceive a 12, 14-18, 20-22, 24-31, 76, 84-89, 92, 95,..98, 101, 104, 162, 236 
Bird lifes. ¢4e0es sox siete eegekss Mase eaada peewee en eee 1, 10, 28, 81, 82, 85, 91, 121, 125 
Bitd’ WAVES: Pcie enes die gS MH ORA EUAN Loa TERENAS RGN ENE Ee as Rae DS ees 100, 105, 110 
Birds), annotated: St 2220 ss oa dind on o8 eowaiecarmmaneinad Soba 406 gud aoa endauain dee dames ei 337 

Birthwort family ........... evils gad fap ah eran. Cane Saari bec Ree ow waa RAED IEE Geaetenaare a 240 

i ee eee ee eee ee eee Ter ere ee eT ewer Tee reer eer re re Lee rr eT ery) 90, 139 
Black and white warbler....... ccc cece ee eee eee ee eee nee nee 90, 92, 101, 105, 339, 372 

Black ash 2. cisciesees eis cave wa sip GER WB aRLaslae SO TRINA BAT Ree DEA wipla ce HEN ee 15, 30 

DWC sath ed wescnnwus enlists ded amen area Mindtidlajdds eis craw pid @ueleuneMeie sg Soersaane ¥ 224, 237 
MleSiecs00 44 oa tees es bo oeGsGRMo Ed ORNs ee Ed RSME ER ee ee 17, 66, 72, 73, 99, 309 
GS, red: SOUIBEEL a5 Gi seeivataargag ih ad, s:9lnua tera cievanaapadnata edd ahaew canara’ Gu seuelavedeoaast olla nena 402 

08K: asus care sae ek sa Ree ETERS OO am eae tena ewe Sane eae Oe K 30 

Black-poll warbler. ..... 0.0.0.0 s ce eee eee eee 101-103, 106, 109, 114-116, 118, 339, 376, 379 
BiGGK |SPrucey. ot. es cagsadse ved cS ae ord 15-17, 21, 22, 26, 29, 65, 1389, 220, 221, 225, 235 
Black-billed cuckoo. .ccccie ce eee eee oe wee eed meee So Rag uauesandsa abba 85, 339, 353 

Bilaelesfinis’ dere his ava Sidastetasy etieese < i i hfs cet aswel tebe va, SA aa oo rere er bas 330 
Black:headed. minnow © 2.444 Vs.icesss dase kaw Ceeda sag Vals Eee ETA ER EOGRE RITES EE 329, 330 

Black-throated blue warbler............. 00s ee eee 82 84, 87, 91, 95, 105, 109, 118, 339, 373 

green warbler............ 18, 15, 82, 84, 85, 87, 89, 91. 95, 101, 105, 
109, 118, 140, 339, 376 

Biadderwort family seacvs 5 s4cees serSgets's e's eeae sesame dens seen wa AMeaesigs Hae 246 

Blake's: Point’ scscoieiacns tina epachara shee Bnse es 4A ROR TN oe st 4A SEES aE a8 396 

Blattella germanica 2.0... 6 ccc cc eet eee eee eee eee eee te tenes 299, 300, 302 

Blattidge: sas4  Seaeigd bend <a a OAasg ee He etna Se eee oe a bc Gee watery 300 

BIECHLOS os eb sn Kawa kod 4G FERRO OR ORES SHEE Soe Ce RAW SEO SARE YESS 159 

Blechrus nigrinus ........ 0c eee eee eens Fags sagt asbsresceageieeaudessv oes Ge eas acenlelb sar agshounyslcnen staudear wredle dy 191, 193 

Blow fly .vceeseceaes Cea sch inst aagehebsta stone gees tne. ne 9.9. cavio eras aaa Ate bila Sea capisuaptertelee eae, ‘ 315 

Fike HD: 5 oi wed fous ease eeeewas 4s eh25 4005 Peek eek weeds susan 104, 108, 117, 339, 386 
FASS Saserery speck dad ded Rarnais oda eS ORO DAME RR Ee Delgominee ay ho caste aes 17, 26. 28 

Mare ebells cisics c setae’ Gop Bdjaraie aveveisahiguand's Grove ws uel gue tacmniatiggties Sd ea dohi seas Braneeiepesctseau 247 

GAY Wo nwo s eee ee ees Beigrnric ds WED ne ET eT eRe aon 86, 91, 117, 340, 360 
BIC AD: .ciiscca ss oa HAGE BES 8 ee sa Swe bree ag fice g wo elpicudanms Ladnn seis gh ag bslaiebleahve 26.8 330 

Blue-headed vireo .<.ecccvccccaveae ceed beeen ee awe (Giese je A eas ed Deeleaee F 105, 109, 118, 372 
Blunders, fatalities of birds 116 

Bog associations, beetles ©0066... eee e eee ete ene eee tee tenes 161 
societies ......... Bb A EG ERRNA GOSS CRLAPRALEVERPRERBS L8 € 217 
AO LOU vassal hes area a Mca eee BAS etal pansiGuaneyet ane ee whee? Bbranedm ele O Mawes, ' 246 

Bog-forest association 2.0... cece eet eee eee te eee ete 139 
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Boletobius: ass ciscwecaseiiiees ceae toe ceee nee Hat eG eee Ra TEES SES Rew Cae ° 26 

CINCLICONIS: 4. cu ea-naw sc Saasieduws sie do Seale Gea Cama 24.4 50ers a at 77, 159, 196 

CIO BUIATU Si csa ccs Aces AREA Oe BAPaOeaNES GIR AS Bae 4 eerie Oe ee 205 

Bom DIG aes. peace stl sioteeatnbinwaradas, 5:4) ch bia larauel a, Rabe aweieccorengueuanager @ shan ele a aie a a Suapindwasihid eases 317 
BOMDUS? sence red Sag soe emerson oa Paine De eawaetae ees is Scsiniaviotesfoiguatirapaaiteae ts vere Se 15 

Bombus consimilis .......... SMePRePeIAS ows FS RRM RSE SS GEER SR SERS BiteraR ae es eee es 317 

Bec sero ds did art ene RA dsudlaneue te ouencid catia Subels saviatayttaniea de Gasesna or te wp Sak save tous agsuaney ducaenahege aus 317 
terricola ses .s ee ceca ee ee Sete one sa a eis ae ane Bib ae BBS ehates ise fori ofa Sorte aS ecard Sisavieiw 73, 77, 317 

Bombyliidae ....... HG eR Beemer ee ee oe ee eer eeae ee rads wee eee. 808, 311 

Bonapartes weasel ........... SRR Ee Be Raia eG Sega ieeneia i aN Make ae aia a brag aheiigienser 417 

Boros unicolor ............... stdtie lore EERIE a fatigue Ca saarmsssyesepns cecce nad oalen, Bi dcerenaa shes abeuaaverace nue 211 

Botaurus lentiginosus ............ cece scenes pienrsas SERIE Wis cores er Ssaigionaiebieie 345 

Botrychium lunmaria .............006. eee eee ere nT ee 8s aA yin eset 231 

WAPI CUT 225 o dd odsscseicitaec deed Sos eek eee ces adie teed Sete Ee SIE yey dbanenais 231 

Bottled gentian ......... cece eee ee eee eee er er Set ere ree Laem 245 

Bottom fauna of lake ....... siesta In ne ste Se aelas'4 god gptinr aistianig, qistees'ss 83 eae als eS ‘ 63 

Braconidae: x scta0cdsw ia eva hesaeews so Ved sows shea Madawewea ee tes Sag nak eR 321 

Bradycellus cordicollis ....... 0... sce c eee eee eee eee ee ences diag Gacasl Ese tysem a avaheeuase 204 

Brake: (EEN sce secds oie cee We tesuiion idaleoewne Ot eret oan aGNeyS Ne nN Oa ES Os Hae eure ee Sew 21 

Branta -canadenstS << 626.6 0:06 9 ee wisvairwi wie aieeee od sree eens oak Sahib sheep eenaRis ow area ia hans eraals 345 

BLAsSenia: cacisccaeesvee osx DHA RDERE SAC SES ae acetals sé ERGY ASS AP eos 6 osu 29 

BPasenla, PULP UPd: M555 seoce Wig Asetbe eiensusadushavntlse cy eis) eral. eSeaviese Jesh tasecetausnninuad wedi De NODA, rae Ge 240 

Brazilian stirps, insects........ eececseke tae Ae Ay eared cect dtc Shea 0, Suen daira erred aa ace DM a Ie cate 175 

Breeding birds....... 7... .339-342, 344, 345, 347, 349-354, 356, 361, 364, 366-379, 381-386 
Brenthis bellona .............6. peeaw gaa Heya Gore LAL tds ese a ends 267, 269, 273, 275 

epithore ..... Ear era) CENT GA RAE ee Ree SOL a are eee eee 273 

MELE 5 Sie ca. oucanacsedioetce a daw na severe uti aca dee a HRCA UM SaE ERAS 267, 269, 273, 275 

Bristly gooseberry. scicccc ies as -ecsosia vsvans oars arene WE ew oe wea ee MaMe alae ee ee SS Rare Se wie 242 

sarsaparilla ......... snd thine miata eee te do 6/8 gals eta) Ae eave dimen Gea Ea gla ee 244 

British. America, insects: 2.06404 co scieterseees cs Shee ede eG eek wee ese So aaa eE 328 

COMMA oa sijie a echt SoG tis Scale esos Re Sie SMa are Wea edes a evacuees 310-313, 316, 408 
Britton Gwarl WASPPeLLy™ occé x4 ooe.¢ Seven epics ascawrewa we we Sane svaleuw. 4 ofa wD a BO wienncese Cue SU 242 

Broad-winged hawk ........-.--0ce eee eeee 5 119, 339, 349 

Bronzed grackle s.sceeessiecencsereas eee eee eee eee 124, 365, 338 

Brook stickleback ..... oe 

trout ........ * 

Brown bat ........... 

creeper.... ‘ 
Rs Ao ageasae eer net tdees se Casa seriguiucasee see ae ses 

Bryum palleus ....... 

Buckbean............ a 

Buffalo, insects .......-..0005. 

Bufo: aMericanus 2 6.66405 sew es SHA Seawe ened ee Eee case POSTERS 

Bulb-bearing loosestrife 

BIS: © isis coin ausgdecd $05 aS eee a evap pe tents as taag a ecg gl ge US 

Bumblebees .......... 

Bunch berry ......... 

Bunch-flower family ......... ccc eee cece e nee 

Buprestidae ...... Or Bina sarprohlalerls GeSeeiSccansuaeeasiduacs! at bcernce-siceue eye Ae dc babomgjondenvelecenelar aualte aeaunle. OS 

Buprestids: jcaccate ace soa 80 Sales eave ne 

Buprestis ¢asclata. soca ccqa oe stipeconeaiaw. ceo 8d wee tans wrniedtemerny s 
maculiventris 

striata ...... 

BUPHEd “Area: ASSOCIATION. 6.6). cents euase ie hile eae eee ew ayaadstee RU Apa iasetlaalenere prea y case auade & an 149 

Burnings; vegetation: 6.0006 c ccc ee meee Saree Sa Rie eww a HERR SEES OE SRE RSS 225 

Pee HORST AS: 5s deed es 4)-4 oben sana POReeanseOh reese ads eeeeeee need 14, 21, 247 
Buteo borealis ......e eee eee ees isi Sehees Fo pew ee ke sj hate drip Swe eats Saas chia 349 

lineatus ..........0.. ieee etnies SS noose edeteharesrsec SS, Ais Coho eainlavetensaoweene bila sayti elas dceysnayy 349 

platypterus ...... ee a ere TRO Saree nee SiR cates 6 tive tages SE 349 

Butterflies. .......... beer nad 10, 11, 15, 16, 21, 22, 29, 30, 64, 67, 68, 70- 73, 273, 274, 276 
Butterwort sccc0seces sees cs estas snows Cee os seaiea {5 SOMO O SMR ES i2e 5004 seeines 222; 246 

Byrrhidae ..... aueikwusce ee are CG Ae eet eRe re eo eRe 207 

Byrrhus caminatoa: ee Clee SO BN Th le ar Osada shai oneltaed cane! SeeBide hidlave waco ORS 207 
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Gaddis: AY And. LATVACs. «6 iscee ainsnien soe MOe we Smee ad ae.A NS Seams 10, 23, 62, 64, 67, 70, 71 

Calamagrostis canadensis 

Galandridaé: 5.245 scsaeanchck cha qeeeew es ede ae @evnine oie 
Calathus ......... waeveleaw 

MAVENS: 45 gas Mirs oes ee ERE TE Eee eww S FOES R TSG w OTe aE 

advena var. mollis .......... sei gy eve anale aba dhds be nibs tetera lees Cae acide Wan dis ash . 204 

SLSPATIUG: ~ seisus sree ohis Gtapapaisminio se eb PO ose ekcactud ae toe BS ie th aT Be Oa 193 

California, insect fauna............. as . .165, 166, 168- 171, 173-177, 181, 188, 271, 312 
CaWas PalUseris: so sisckiidl ads co vie eaue Gye soahaiecren iad bee alas ase eid ca lacagapeneoan eg wes gto saa ice sats os wMarapatene, gcd 219, 238 

Callophora ‘Virldéscens ..0 34 45 ceeaw rds paca std DHE SOe NES Cee ReER OS bY eae Ramee 815 

Calosoma frigidum ............. fn a hits Webel Seater Bcdod aye uoseeead, Gicvaataste soa cuss Conere eres 158, 192 

‘Caltha. palustris’ 214 .00se<riew Boeke es bs hed weet abt wet eee See pia Garena Co ee 6F KOE 17, 240 

Calthus: greparinus 6.6 ic ackdedaew sang eae een QHASRS HN 4s eS SHOES erase eee oe 06; 191, 

CBIVDSO) BWIBOS8. ie siciussivecs.e-d we DAuadeenaugrese y gated blene-ervianara apes biden ded ca case Sualavstieeas Dal Bek elord Goce 240 

Cambrian beds .......-... eee ee eee Sisseass gi sah aia alae Bic a and AA Sue NRRGMR GW a ee eleenls ca oy aT 32 

Cammnula: ‘pellucida scsi oxees 444 see eae 5 4es 44 RARE OEE 21, 30, 73, 299, 300, 302, 303 - 

Campanula aparinoides .......... ccc eee eee eee ee ee eee eens eats eee Tae ccnes 219, 247 

TOTUNGPOL As sos con essse sain wea ees eae wes CR Se Sele SES 74, 222, 247, 318 

Campantlactae: 4.ismes vp eeea VAR eReO NICS 6s ha CARER ET ead bee Che eee eee eS ee 247 

Camponotinae ........ SRG Ter Mapai BS Bs ties Bisa tt rein masters had arrays SESW chenbuneait ce, a bicag Bare atonn 325 

Componotus: -hereuleanus: 2:4 6.65264 04 he eee he 2S eee Oe ta eka eee ed 71, 72, 76, 32 

WHYMPCL! sic eas Fee island Foie eee Ee LS ee eer 30 

pennsylvanicus 

whymperi ......... 

Campylus denticornis .... 

Canada, insect fauna...... 

goose ........ ass 
POLY 5, 6. caacelenata-econaters e 

Vy aeiietecy aiese asses 

wormwood ..... x 

Canadian, eastern, conifers 

Canadian beaver ......... 

climate ......5-e00- 

imsects ......5.0505 : 

meteorological service .......... cece eee eee rere er ere a eee 41 

WAT DIOR dei caved dieaaerves th AGN RAO Lah eww ees GP RNa eS ae ab 8a Ba RIO TS 85, 339, 379 

Canoe birch ....... Heid netiwe Mini h ) eared G aEAA ence eae ieee CAESAR 224, 236 

Cape May warbler .......eeeee ee eeeee Site te ONO OMNS AA's OS RE hearin RS A OH 91, 339, 373 

Capnoides: sempervirens i.e iis e-icoca ware: c)a: sie aces ie euisiauavsrquede 4, 9).ac: ue igvavecetenelinle ie oo aisives 4 ie aiacapaicwal 241 

Caprifoliacete: acces ccs war esis ie siecene ae Giereieranemee eed es Oe Ase RENEE Saad’ o5 @ dae 246 

Carabidae ..... Jtos ERRORS Cad seed < Oik ewe PERSE OEE TABDONSME Cee oes wee SRS 192, 204 

GAT ADIASE saci te dys desea schsicesoue-te ody wratietalors. ever dsdive Ad vocorsstashae stiaoutani nda alos SR (auatsonSariutbtedualen 13, 76, 158-160, 162 
Carabus serratuS ....... cc cee eee een eee estas acd BEG fava bveaehce teaver apt) 8 evans erueere 73, 191, 192 

Card Point, mammals ....-... cece eee ence eens apd ee wEE Uae aaa Pawo a ARES 389 

Carex Aquatilis iaacs sis cegeewiwsdiaass oad ah te Sek Sea. a 18 SRR S BBG og Scr 234 

SATCU Ca i torn tay ce dar aives oy isasselt “ap ousyas sorcar desu anions ietevenaba Sela pat fe a oy eB VndG RL acaba coy finn wkiecO.d8 oe te Matec 234 
brunnescens ........+++ ee ee a iatinlsdb faaove Se aita eaule 1g aks hla Seuss Bele eee ote LG : 234 

echrodorhiza ..........-. Hiking bale hah ee hee SOE. ove eM awa MAYS ee Ew Se ba dee es dec 234 

CHING 3. ctciensicig ans de aed Cera) ee scion 234 

festucacea 234 

filiformis 234 

folliculata 234 

limosa .. 234 

WMONLE: 5 seshisuenaierd sce ssiai eesti scandperese:'n« eleytens aioe 234 

pauciflora 234 

retrorsa . 234 

viparia .. 234 

scoparia 234 

sterilis ... 234 

stricta .. 234 

57 
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Carex—Continued. : 

POMC A: ails os Reset asesb Geanecdeaiicdus masse ate wh ORs ee OAS eta Soe deta SaaS 234 

THISPEXK IME: 4-4 o-¥ cna mawnede aes. ea Fete lacy Ses Solel ascabecy aseiasle Sot fe Ralbae de, aot Bl ree sesisian el 234 

CH CKELIMNATH | oa ccetoy uysie a a Sa aig aiplde dress, wx ain 84 oa ue dean RR Te iene Cre re me ees 234 

ViINiGulas cy ap dakauaks Foe RAIA DSSS ERGO 1 AA GREOCE DAE CN ates BAER 234 

GTO UA Fa ccecheaw ovens tcc die cent ak Bese: lone cauntsioaay tai sntetastoniaT tl tt SieelaeuOOs en Bt ee ventana yetecton see 892, 393, 395, 397 

Caribou! Tslands -<...c6 scram vgs sR gee Ss <BRSa AACE SS iterate ahop-aane canta caveat ee 344, 390 

Carneades bostoniensis ........ 0. eevee evens (HVA Pesing ee BRM Ew Eee s aegeeAsE se 267, 268 

CATOMMAS) AN SSCUS? ai-2 ser ah aauiawe areca Pigra naw taistuecs dud ose usiene wets teak aplgda eee te apr asa co ti sleeseuh AAG 179, 310, 315 

Carp Creek: sisasces 659 sae Gece eee PHRASE TSAO OES EDR ETE TR AS 250 

CaTrpodacus PULPUTEUS™ ns 64:0 drdeea ies ashe we adelenela x ® @ hla dose wareartcsl ase n tg SOE Sele sug erene Nate 365 

Cartion DY <scccedceierc Se aes een e694 BEG ee Keb DS as hee dG MOKE REESE SY RO ES eae 315 

CATEOR asc eS aapaiauconeeind oP 5 i Aicdcd gofache Je: Alby antyas alta RAEN Sawascig cD “ke niseiGGr GABE Ge So Noucen SOAS RDN Rages eo sire 244 

Carychium exile canadense ............0ee eee eeee iat Soot Bact sah ta aeolian caste savetiog etek i 0s Dee 289 

CaryopNylaceae: cnicwcieae ose y ae cw Glew a a eee eesti we oh eae aE gdm ALenDteeceya Ss Hones 240 

CaSSanGra,. say amg ctee ait Mina ne ues scare eete bat aew Mang fede eee 15-18, 26, 27, 29, 30, 65, 139, 272 

CAStANA, OG OTA CA. eas cca cscsercaneta ue. o.5 dd. h Sam beheenead Gaydon ualecayaliausiiues web wise einw rs) bea eLe pata le 219, 240 

Castilleja eMwMinatar sas sraschave sweet nc annaee ane y's. aN eRe Ba) BG eta ea aad a 246 

Castor. caAnadensls- 35 ssoasiscorwine sp be os eee ee coos s se REAM pa We eRe wa eA a wRNNS 390 

Cp Roe eS SOR Oe SRE EEO ERS SS a bee eee ee ee Bees 402 

CREDIT 252.5 ond seata co a vevianie fe lscaybesiup nica ssalblneter eves aide ew agh Riad instore odd 105, 109, 118, 339 380 

Cater pa] Var gas tet cee eee hs ah as Ww cadens. Be BRS Gens aCe a oS oa Poa Was BE Me WO va BAL Ree a Aon ae 5 

Catostomus commersonii 330 

Cedar se nehixccha sae Reee Pane eae GIaS eee eee eGR jc BOAT Ee EERE Reese SuHisla .. 86,88 

GOCE UTS: 3d eaves soc re Ceeterepe eto anand Gre) Se eh aE Tee aa A oeaa lame osu tGe Nook Bear Rae new Ras 17 

WAR WITE 6 4.4.2 Senceiabuen hans 15, 85-89, 92, 94, 95, 99, 117, 189, 140, 339, 370 

Gelithemis: eponinal, 2.3 cis svese.6 Cae Fase apa ereptieash aga aes Gea ard haps eee ges He aM Daubliadlaey ecard 264, 306 

Centers: of dispersal, beetle fauna... ccccnacwaeduye saw sagewau ca Seu Re Ee Oe oo eres 183 

Central: GisStrict - 2 6.5.0 de s-0k 5523 Fs PORES Pa oO EE ENS SFO e GH GG 84 ORR eae bee 171, 172 

Ceophloeus pileatus abieticola 2... 2... cc ee ee ee eee nee eee e eens 355 

Gerambycidae: cass ect iis a A Rao ed bane lela Ae aoe Bag 4. 4b 88 Gua eema eS 199, 219 

GE OTAMDY CLAS? sie diese aera, Shehas greats eng etek gat are GS II Saag ah S Gils erage tages ac eehae denne tee 12, 16 77 

Ceropalidae: ccmeeaios 50ers vekowags ae wergemosaueeess Sea we Te heals eS mEs e 320 

Gértha: famiilisris: LUSGE: 55.424 she 8 6k 656 SONOMA KY OR Wey cwiearh OSE Sam Oa 381 

Cery ler salley Oy ncysvccrinseecd ovals 0s ay(tyasseo cbeced hier a sa loses caventeustey du-duavrgur vaaidae dda sane, doo casdinle rbd aubadl synteny 353 

Cetratia. 1ACUNOSB:. 5 iii iadwsese wis e885 5 unc ease. Go R- 4, BAR RAR Te tao ea KGS Bee teils 2, Wile NE 227 

Ceuthophilus-Seclusus: sigiaeins daa serase odenala's gs ve Geis ecire's Sse G eee oie wale SAGES 299 

Chaectura pelagica. accacves dude ieee s 2096444 e eee See OS hie ee eae Gee oe was 357 

Chamiaedaphne: calyculata cece ind twee ea g salon ewaes oh Saeed oe eee y 244 

Chamaenerion angustifolium 5, 243 

Characteristics, general, beetles, Isle Royale... 2... 0... cece ee tee ee eee eee 190 

CRelynia: pitida, 224.4 veeseaeeeer eta ntaeae ee ee ees esd ease aye eee eee dee 318 

CME T BY. DED CU 2 29a pss as asecsise BE AAS tg cease Slaves Sat ait ae Beato ee ganrca se eae ate Te fer BY Bua) PS wee AFReE 224, 237 

Chickadee......... ee eee 13, 82-87, 89, 91, 92, 94, 95, 99, 105, 117, 1389, 140, 141, 339, 381 

Shickem=bomer ake: sss sissiseassarees aes ace td sed uate eH WG Sea Rahae BARES ATR wm We-8 ahaa. utes. abaialygy lene a 6, 39, 390 

CHIiCOriACeAe ces ag edapragkacwae des Se Eee CR PTR EA CAMEO EMRE AOE bese OSE E ela eeS, 247 

Chicory family: 342825 oy nt Sa eae RS eee POA ARR lng ee Mois Bw dal ERdiR arate 247 

CHUM A PMI. UMDSLW AVA,» cig.6. diss Ace ste tar eit ord Seca abt du cd Glaica Wiel vosauds4e Sovape acaue saw ite Gin Geese ea areeey 248 

Chimney: Swifts: eacacicccwescn4 ees Gate a woes acd Warelaeiete ey wa} Cena eae ie ee 105, 117, 389, 357 

Chiogenes: HISPIAUIay aia cess aeunaiares 66 seas aewek wane si arela RM b-LMe TES aM whe alte 29, 245 

Chippewa: Harbor n4 i64644.54 4 aerew ss eOeee tees § yaad s GaP ea WEB Ls Ves Pog Fe HSGES 89, 407 

TERN EUINS seh Sie sias: ett Se fasan ates raea esecaaa ecedpn Gb Such sooth eg tinea 1g enebataUleneah ona kang) de dP Week BERENS eG 5 

Chipping sparrow...........00.0eeees 16, 82, 83, 91, 92, 95, 98, 102, 108, 107-109, 

115, 117, 140, 141, 389, 367, 374 

Chiocaltis abdominals’ ss.ccnckun sic veceeewe cian Gaaahtewe dee 16, 21, 30, 299, 300, 302, 303 

COTS PERSE 5. nuseeivasscasis Sessa) Ay loc anita eG BB iesnsersantaion’ o-s4ig) SRI EL 16, 30, 72, 299, 300, 302, 302 

Choke cherry acsiesic ive eda a ie Cen Vv A HH eis I) acid oO RER Hanan: BOT NE MRR Be Ba ave se ee Ae 237 

Choleva: basillaris: scissor we ge eels pWEtaede lea yoga senes SPORE aes saesaaeans 205 

(Catops) terminans, .<2s0.60% ssaemege des eaten gay Se aaa pre eee eee 205 

Chordeilés: Vir gMlanuss v2 i ccae wa weejnce sce acd mwas Aaa Sea A Ca eb e mOReLMigcein Dale Dawa 356 

CHrysrd dv). scare cesses ce tisce hsb ws Serene Gok haart ook anaes es ASIANS, BIE Ra eres weeks 321 

Chrysobothris trinervial j2...00.28<te wea eda taaes soya ee aeee ee HERER ee Ga Re eS ee 198 

821 Chrysogona verticalis ....... 0. cece eee ee eee ee eee CS RARE GS HR eta ease ; 
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CHY SOME AAG) 2 455 Siscane gia wer aaadare.is a, dis-ease od 6 eau sey witsrladaderd's We scare Wis Sadar wa ea 

Chrysops carbonarius 

frigidus 224 .6cssianes 

MILIS® s datd ary svioteayiey Aa gee as Alea E # wees okie mmualale eR gee eR Slams ae ‘ 

Chrysotoxum ventricoOSuM ......... 0... cee eee eee Merete capes patria ise 312 

Cilcadidae: v4 asians 4 animated acne n o atheneie wictelagrad) anced eae hk dream ana pCa MeneRaCH 75, 261 

Cleindela. 1ongilabnis: gacuee asses pba eee Reka eee wae RRM MOE EE Ga a MEMS Ee eRe ree 192 

MCECITN GONG ASS Sin “oie. la, acts dhs-srrsuundatiante Esa tee Rerealhoces ocean aut sue dccdidn dest Sassiuaeatin sale Waa readied ab toperectaaswin nd 192 

Cicwrina: aucun ata: cals cadoc 9 cteceteieee ai % eras jencetia-d (RACH Ae REIN Ha RS RNY was 75. 255, 257, 258 

G@ieuta biulblfets: o+454c04¢ scetess see Gee 4 CSREES Ree ee eee ee Sow eee es 29, 219, 244 

Ciliated, MOMeYSUCKIE. goss us ccs ie Bowed Maas WR Heb arapprecety Ded acts mudiialtp e alewemavera, svaitees 28 

Cimbex, wUMSL LCA. soja grdsieeses Dein we srezias oe gis dignes hav ayy bitmestenia log pnglaaniealss Bk wig gee iauMNTE apes 71, 322 

VIGIICED: zadans ease geed ewe eae ks Ye eS OY abet e ed ee eee eee ee ee eeee 322 

CUMPTCLARG: 512.4 rstovernsasd a QorheG are wapudeuad Pa aad Moduays fo bor leaped, dea fale B RNase: We eet aaa aed) ame 322 

Cioidae ........... 209 

Cireaea alpina ...... WER eeD Pee ad SRM EE HERS ce eh Thee betedoe ade eee Rees 243 

Circotettix verruculatus...... 0.0... cece cece 16, 21, 24, 29, 72, 75, 299, 301-303 

Circus hudsonius 348 

Cis creberrimus 209 

Cistela sericea 202 

Cistelid ...... j ccna eds 75 

By 12) 0 sb - aa  oD 210 

Cladonia. ..11-13, 16, 17, 22, 23, 25, 26, 28, 29. 44, 69, 71-74, TS, 224, 227, 252-254, 256, 257 

ClAGONIA “AIPESPLIS: 08-4, Soo sua test scpsricee ase be ae hig SRB ah SaeEIN Seed arene eu deans Geers robs Te apts 228 

AMOAUTOCTACA® hiss g.8 3:08 6 TVA RAD SEDI RE ETERS aoe TIGRE 228 

COCCIESNA. Sieve co soy ere ag s ae Gs ad o9 8 eRe FEW ae ane we rede e tals 228 

CLISPSTA. sco dideays 24 Fe ace As SUH ROEOTS Cee ee Ea WEA eS SES aaa 4 Soe 228 

CEASED CCUIA, » cyrcisyssnenietaicg, Sao. sad le eoseeielairuan es asco eeileieg lava eVaviatepe te GLb Rha Sem Sa torre e 228 

GOLOPMES, sepsis, eases ae cae clarlaiic RiGee wim ge GIS araAteGA alba cesta erp nane Dene ees s ame 228 

fimbriata. conlocraea. 2 ioc agccoysc vas dean doa eseies exes ee us Seeieaen st 228 

SIMPLER. cit oases: eipsescetee Soi Ghar charg eau gid a-aene Ble g Acbotaaunmenac. 6 228 

TULCACA: PINMALTA? scien hd Gad Sela easiest aa awa da apaenlede tw Ss ogy oda evaew Seas een 228 

gracilis: ‘dilatatta, | wsgsssiac pane wetted e's ed wie hot aae EA a hoe See we alabas 228 

pyxidata " 

MEU SLES UT: 55:28 so do) $3 cto instar saslh: ax.gueatbcnraysnnniea ded toltaresauh sn dpsyriua qubted. co aoa ae Wien sscasbyavbal cent 

BVIVAELCA aegis Wane oa 4 Eevee Owe TF ce eae RERUN EO eee EO A 

GUTS: ctatainis Widin ase Vues w eretingaads Oey avn ag eco s @ eu, hon Does aw us Mepitemise | 

Verticilata. sisceisycscheess Segwew doe pe we bee doumsnte bos Rae oe balances 

Clad GULADEATHETLY, sh jeresers di a.3 eS derdie wlecareuaoguare re Tdi-aneions laslels lydyandadcnd a bah alade snare e ous OG 

Cladonia-juniperus nana 

nana-huckleberry society 

procumbens 

Cladonia-procumbens zone .............0205. Se eee eee eee ete staf 

Clam bus SIP DUIWS essa soe weseencanteis ois ghee pore ners Besa eiginal acd DARN al gdedMe Ne DE Ere Sa Ay RE 

Clasping-leaved twisted-stalk .:s.s ie. ceeus sed oo bee eed ORES SEE RES be EES aR cee 

Clay-colored sparrow ....... cece eee eee eee tee 

MTC TVS = ws 9-5 se sas seep ay ain a S seeGg a RRA A wa ca ia we ae de la tesa Sw ata NS as OTS Rae 

Cleis: (Harmonia): picta. sak vooxia ese ewe dale raven etaginadeee ne ae POR ES 

CLGTIGAG: science Soe whit eb 4 BAS AiG eae aaay art Bday dwt keene hele Gat aerate Pansy 

CTE 6 Wa O Wes dwsce 6 dus cn eebaedals, ar avens bias sAseoabyausue, aaa gRdie MNoINUne ae saute (seroees . 

Climate pik satya sate soso ioe ay AREAL TS oye ME es wee wa Redeye 

Climax association’ sc eccce sedi ced eas oas ADS as OREM NOAH OT LE Sew EE Marea 

Clinopodivin: VUIAVE: ica dwisidee caw fee wes Guages cmon g Aer g ERS vbw naa sas Rea S YD 

CUNCONTA: DORCAS 64.4 ase AS46893 HOUR GAMES TD YESS TG ORE 

GLIV COLA BTPAU A a eck eee ear mnecisens a 9: doe dase wea aacerne. o-o-eayreuis lagetiGns figs al by Sek Se ely cay eharianteotaitg np 370 

CIOSEM: BOM CLAM: 5. sa sice diss ns acgelanialsiiiai de Whos Soerienass Oke BRIRANE-TAy Shs ate aie SNE A gi Dlemad Awad ee 

Clouded sulphur butterfly 

CMD LONa: TIPAVIA. acc ise Siepstenue dee OS eG Rods BENS BSS ade Aa lw, bod eka ln oe aoa 

Clublonidae: aos. ist ha ss wee Ge heals Hh ORG Marae aS 

Wilebnse TAS ove cs Sevens sce Mowe Ores kas. deneeans SPRASIOEN Wee SecA Tetnaronmed 
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Clustered alpine saxifrage ....... 0. cece ee eee ee et tenes 

Cnemogonus epilobii ...........0 cece eens 

Coast cinguefoil ..........2 eee eens : 

Goagtal Plain, Insects: siaieies sxcarciiniese acoa-s ie e a ieee Wee omanerene 

Coceidae ...... cece ee eee sredguetiiiudie. cls nares ciated ke A Sean R Ras SUAS SER mae ee 

Coccinella perplexa ...........-...00008 

transversoguttata, Fold. var. 

Coccinellidae 1.1... .. cece eee eee ee eee 

Coccyzus erythrophthalmus .......... 

Cochlicopa lubrica ............4. Bela 

Cockerell, T. D. A..,..-..05 Sieg ener . 

COCTCTOS: ini wi arecerigt uae oe Re gtr ~ 6 SoM coher seb biaiadn aliases Me Siaeee < B ww ede ews adap eneane wend : 

Coelioxys moesta ............- pasellatina nts 

mlveSta. s-.260.4549< teeta Zanes jee 

Colaptes auratus luteus ............. 

Cold-blooded vertebrates ........-.0ceeee 

Coleoptera............eeee EROS LLRAD BRA 

Colias eurytheme ...............2006- as 

Colias philodice ..... Bibua iene ce sea DMO UA Malaesbia, wer Waa SR Rater aaa ave Rin cumsebuenalnuareen 

Collembolan ........+.. ash aia arousing ca eetangice oe t'g, Bek Sue Mea AN Asti ante 

Columbine ...........- ie edtroasataleessguenassthe'sauader ten ate eitraw G vege eaten ay ae 

Comandra livida ...........-..0- iis ig roseicante Ge b-5: 18 aie Sn 0 wiceieyer SURE ete Olea ane 68-8 oe etaiecle as 

Comaruimn: PAlUsStre. cies sc he eee sheers Ha ea OH WOT EE RES 

Common: réd wile: 4 5454 6 oy VERDE ae ae Te EOE Eee ag EAS ORO EA Ea ee ee 

BUTCHER 52 tue Ws Sod aassoc dh ausousstcs Gistdaal eviace ets sesso tesa Ansore FE ¥ 

TORE pasa aantanwasne agreed gh pene Yass OGhop BS St 500-19 oa ns aM gv ston pm larmattevi@ dae veduangy gave delta ia 

Compiled generalizations, beetle fauna 

Compositae ............e eee af tiisttonreiiaiieG ds 4,4. Slalae aw aba eg le eles alehcundilella deve sg we ao aN 

Composite family ........... cece cece 

Conglomerate Bay..........-.+005 1, 8, 9, ‘43, 18, 38, 59, 60, 63, 66, 68, 81, 84, 85, 

219, 225, 254, 256, 271, 317, 319, 322, 368, 399, 413 

Coniferous fOKest: < sisiicsisis 5.05; 86's oe ee Fa HS GeO MN TR ee baie Ore w GG SKEraTe 

Connecticut warbler........ r 

Convallariaceae ..........60% 

Convergent tendency ..... 

Convolvnlace aes 25: s-sicacesess iis: arouexsiet siiertandaeiancs Wena ca Gis ay oases Rae aNS wis are Rae a 

Convolvulus repens, var. raya 

Cooper's hawk: 2524 %442 ¢ctidteeaee see S se eeeae een GES eEEeE ake es 

Coptis trifolia ..........6-.5 bleesuatese Sea. DaROoiea Nieto cee ener Wibiassadendn# gael Shee 28, 72, 240 

Corallorhiza corallorhiza 

MUICIMOTA. 4 vijeie wind erie ook Oe Sarseinrae eae 

Coral-winged locust ........ 

Cordulia aenea ............ 

shurtlefi ..... 

GOrdulidae:. ssc cases ais ares eae searine 

Coregonus Artedl ves ccees ov aiadeegentondanesces 

quadrilateralis ........ ec eee eee eee 5g SEPM SEAE EASES SETS AES or 330 

(00) ob ¢: Oana a ae cn cee ene ee ee er ee 10, 29, 71, 260 

CURCINACA: essa ce Greece's aeaievauens ee ee ee are ere rere er een 238, 244 

stolonifera ............ We MAO RD aes ae esoAtS eT rere ree ee Kakenees 29, 219, 238, 244 

Corticaria serricollis 2.2... cece eee eee eae jee wistoSiavaiaers ie be hey crows wares paces 207 

Corvus brachyrhynchos ......... ee cc cree eee eees ee ree 684 4 & KEenige Sowes 362 

corax principalis ............ Soe edad vere thao acustagasueneey eae poor aGlaeuayanetiane vain 8 361 

Corylus rostrata ...... os Byacaldeadaae siistesl eerie Gatinn. AAMT NE eels peta 4 Aguile: Meuse ewan sewer 236 

Corymbites aeripennis......... S Wiktine gutete alone Siearsgyeicdieianer’s ies ere 197 

aratus: isi sscews Se PUR GLOSS EHES iS RER Ow Ale he oe eR éghedises eee 197 
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Corymbites—Continued. 

falseficus see%s 0% 00s wane 

insidiosus 

medianus .............005 

mendax .. 

nigricollis 

nigricornus 

PEOM OVA: sic aia deere @ Si@inaneient 

resplendens 

spinosus .......... 

splendens ae 

CVIUNGUIREUS, sec cssccarsiswian dies secs a res Sree wee RL Seen eee ese Rue 208 

Cossonme SUbATERIMS 2. ck needs Hee SKS HOE eae emOM Ge KE SEONG Y PEERS NG Hem eee’ 203 
Cotton grass ...... Sue T ess SBA acasueene RL CT REGO SRE eee coe er ree 15 

Ota: SARA cor des4 boos by iL weedee ess eoedsa ee anewaw ish dota Sues Rabie Gautweucreniasiaat auata‘soatiens, 381 

Cow parsnips............. 2h, @ Bate ialea is taal aS Fae om sn alias @ Re Sa hR eee Ray g Ga 16, 21, 77, 158, 244 

Cowslip «sssacnexawses PeResees alain J PyaSeeG MOOS HEM es Goce Meadelee cee as aa 5 240 

Crabro singularis ......... Ss apeansansastones ews ea: BLD eases Sp SENG SSOOI Des Sl Ge SIGE A Ta Auer ee aes ae TE ae 319 

Crabronidae .......6.e.eeeeee cdi priols fasted eer posta yas SRR IG Ra gar oretosaria ts PIA Sie Teed se 319 

Creeping smowberry .........2...e00- pr CESS Gos SOMES AEN eas os Mao sevvess 29, 245. 

Crenophilus (Hydrobius) digestus ............... Me Suasieee ne AG dre tales Adumeneaedecea Ser acts 205 

Grevice: plants sscciiscwi wi ece ces tee ees we arse waie ee Selealal tates cease wraangerne Oe AARNE NS BH 222, 223 

Cristivomer mamaycush ...........:e cece cece er eeee Ses es a ode k MEME GaS pes ee 330, 331 

Croton-bug ....... Ses phensemcnuesty B dissesas egit bey cnet sie stat saan ioneyaone dese ae thd needtiewsiada eaausasntuatncan.n aneia ae 299 

CLOW. a:isiisie ese es fhe as ann seni “ae ig sins else adda be Rh eat ac Sah Reser Masln gure ia cea 82, 86, 105, 117, 124 
CLOWDETEY: ess chuiaiwesave gus ve a Sok onattiyheite lace goal waa een aie opis ie ge aie ee aN a kay 222, 243 

Crowfoot family ............... ABUTS Th AAD ARTA ES ed ae. Rae FE ye oe 4 240 

Cruciferae ....... Spiaaaeud- dads avtaS sae ot suave gph ib hasty oh lacda-ce i ae brah oudarictbn Wo seca we Orig cay ananeptohapratian slides 2 : 241 

Wrustacen... vig sca renscsrBaievess ere ag shapes else Seay’ a ge Sv yy vn Rviaboa apt R Ga ee ds avg seas & ace MaRS eaaEE aid Doan ae, 253 

Cryptoglaux acadica ......... cece eee eee eee s PRRESS OS OE ESTOS SERRE LETS eee 352 

Cryptogramma acrostichoides ..........csseeeeeeee i iSicudtes, a BD aictie auds sa Deal ausdamabiotenses Soeow 232 

Cryptohypnus bicolor ...... Ee ica aah hover a hues Paes ana ela SareAetnee ayaa aes 207 

TUMESCONS: hse Steen s coascek peek. > o's 50> Vey s We wigkwila ean Bene 207 

Culex: pipietis: <sssdcseesouess tt eeeie na eGa ses MA Se ee Boe Ra Capra REA e 309 

Culicidae ..... i ecaanoa nae yrtness Bedaa eye Te RY Guo GVEA Rieter Aa Ros Sa eu oe) eee 309 

Cupido: SaeplOlusts:s: ase. 5 sisrcctenas ais BG ee ana siparheiblgy Pages pmuda eames 77, 268, 272, 275 

Curculionidae s « sawades 05.444 45.0 HAWES 2 ees 2d AG SER Ee Ee 5 fe ula mel silae eB Salle: so 203, 211 

CUrrentS,: iSUTEACE: Of TAMKG oa. se susnssersspisusi.d ace cecneielelg o-oo ton @anennse di tee Brees AP ANAS wae 47-50. 59 

Guster county, inSeet Pawn, <0: oc avsite wince seat Baraca axa eratetoeahs Havers deem a Sep apa a we) aces 164 

Cut-leaved water-hoarhound ..... Sew. 6 YESS 4 Qersiaile Meal Ae ow a He EAE Sees e 246 

Cyanocitta cristata ...... Baa Ddlo Ee es BS I9 8 Gs RNAS BEES ES ae a ale econ hades 360 

CY eloneda, SANSUI saccce 8 ge: dih.c0.ce slasewarccreertes coins: Ew fa acluadas al aaa Seasie Vemeaoe BAN ANanae GLA ga oe 206 

Gy SLiCUs: CONVERS! «wie wiles: oig a ha HAM ig WARE oe & ate RB ENE TIE aN 6s A uas i MARa p EP ESOS 258 

CymoOmyia. CAGAVEEING 45.43 c244 ce vewaw oe5 24 eA ee yates Wises PERM ED O LS 69, 315 

CYPETACERE 6.66 ce ieinveace O65 G8. cebrouayans shin Sursisdisrra lector eueauteutsasonenade ard) oi fie als: tavaabbvcneanaa © bated 233 

Cypripedium. Wirsutwm. <ei-s6-5) 9 cpeasparsiwlasnd-¥ oho eunw ees Ses areedesaers wg ww Bosca ap uarBle aaa e0 ey 239 

TOSINACS -cgaxie o'v06 sag Kelsi Ma do ay sews MAGRRS LYE yaks eds Dee eet Rae 2 239 

Cyrtopogon ChYYSOPORON, «ac cesc% 44 Cae pee RODE en es aOR Serer Ee oa 312 

Cystopteris bulbifera ............... sinter Beh Ce Ruuecld Hates avin ne ase al Oe WM wieekat a naaedleelaelal dress 231 

fragilis ....... Bos eitiviabarintedealpeidae Ts cae devas Wadhat RE MORNARS Ss ahaegnane GEN alee Ne aetna 231 

D. 

Dascyllidae ....... Riga aaees ah cattails ool acest tamed dade SN a Dichsng Wiiiacedd alate eas’ 196, 207 
Dasyllus ast’ snecews sisdas b umemewe dieses oa Ws5 Seaee aS Nees Es Reem Leda 312 

TOSEICAUAL <i acussenendsd¥ <dui eJo-14 ssautagpssan acd B. weNe nls veo Saucon ds, yd Blom MUA SA naan Mea 312 

Deer Mis. csc ecco ciwewas seca aaa HEA ROM EOT ACHR CES RERUNS oo aes 99 

MOUSE. 2054 ax KeslonE s¥.2¢ aula eRaaere teens oer G Garauelepnser's Die ea se eS se Lee 99 

DeGeer, insects ....... Ge Velie SI Beene OS NES eG Bau oe Aah ey nod A women Reo e 323 

Dendroctonus rufipennis ..... Aes ene Bg rbvses ose ac 8 vie base aU ISAT Es Sheed ah Aah Beaver elie ait owes 212 

Dendroica. caerulescens) ecassee cacvsee g acigacie as von Gey SEGRE. ays Seas REE awS TOS Se 373 

Dendroica castanea ......... S86 OPEB AORS PAGES 640s BRE Pe HEE so ciendnald Bao ee 375 

COTOMAER: « sacisueiesie cess, Sts t.sd 15 soeeduayerminacac er ald aiwed Bereneuatteoens asia Die aoa Neeaneliece Fares 3874 
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Dendroica—Continued. Page. 

TAACHIOSA a coo-nwarsry- a's ordinal san ireteeae aia wimelnleTEtare ea) eaiaMind dish ce HS aNe 375 

PalMaPUM, caccccdsceese yeh hess gee a 5 Hee ese Ss De eee lajeeaeeels ntabagtds eid “377 

striata 376 
tigrina 373 

virens 376 

Desor lake, see Lake Desor. 

Desor trail pik vega eons ceoemeae Ap R aie a Renee ee aN resent 8, 28, 30, 159, 254, 268, 396 414 

Dicera “pProlongata. secriccedug civ achpgwaes gaan dso. eae we a Tas ees Oe ae 197 

TOMCDIOSA. 4550040 995 ER ee awe eS FE ERO ee ee eae HORA e avis a 8 ly.s ewig a algala elas 197 

Dick yaniar Hi CIN ALU 3.4.3 atconaneias edad 6 sor 9. daa ods B RBM HEN AS SM ae HRS 231 

Dickerson, Mary E., frogs . 333 

‘Dicrantii RUsces Cen. o.9.4i eS atawing mala’ d a0 ae ewe a wed a alginviarpeainmen sd at antes waRe Fe he 229 

IOWBILOMUM ai eh esas Pou ae AS DOMES PRR Se eG has Sky siete 229 

SCHED ORE «<3 5,054.4. up av anraseg tar atphelte-aicatia Neb ire eldsinad dayne "@ilaeqrsannaeaa denen ads bdo ftro. east wopbninheg Ai Gadns 229 

SCOMATIWIA! eisiscw now eicreisrasenwinissys ard aca geod ayereo ig we yaw tas ensidanlenhewenseu Sein ilar ween tae ee 229 

TNANIATHi. wid ee canoer eWN ade ohG9s 54595465 oo Ama ded ea ee E ee’ ¢ @ 229 

DLCTY MARE? scsi Seeveein bree g GH Moi Saam ows RH De he WES AS hc ee Sag Be weg 

DICIVAN A: aed hea aks Ud OG Grd SE EOS BAERS Sh Rie adaaan as WS ee) Soe 

QeEV I abe ncssind aia wisting@ipia sql aie wig ed gaa eMea awk ie gs aeaw Ben 

Dimoderus substriatus 
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Mackenzie basin, insects ............... Gaistie le ige nion clin twee. w sulb Hobby e/a Selpusdasteatcnican, ah steeds er beep 189 

Mackenzie Basin, insects ...........050000. ig Gg So aHTSt Boies Hee Se ba Sn ee ia igre RA Uh genietsnante areas 189 

river, caribou ............. PHRMA EA SORPREREENS TEER ORR E SE OG GAY 398 

Mackinaw Island ...... eatahieh p caeh evar esitcee® Heaghnk SR biands tesbetuanacn ae iG ca etechaatae Soseuenae ees 253, 310, 328 

MEO sies easiest oS eis ce asen gic capa Ne SG evs cerca sw ive ips BhBy BRIA aeeR Eh aoa gry we elon Decalva gta a armaotors dar 330 

Macoun’s buttercup ...........0000- Stee ee ee ee ee eee 241 

Macrobdella decora ......... cece eee eee eee mse kshnssorsanisust ge Sues neve novels iatiatlieeey ov ep Sues canteife ke 251 

Macropogoni Piceus: esiiecdvcecos s Sean Tar ee eS oo aod we earth teane 207 

TUG POS? fine yo ees ve leva tes awlidity wm % 7a ws. wists Sas rte oo ats erage aeRO MI oe eee aECE O67, 158. 

Madaeascaits Insects: aids. cbs et aca ches c82ee a4 btwwa dora se Saacgndeee ee Sid Ateede te 173 

Mad-dog' iSkKUN CAD? sivocius doh da ee eticoh tS ined baad inareesee sta AS rian Weep OnaiauaM@erts wide Glee 246 

Madder family ................66- Uaioe ig fies Reahedepidpie ea Sc Si Brie fe eidedeetanay ews ever iecwata te 246 

Magdalis! 22009 scvidewsd i. s44e acer ndascchaG aaieeewe ote eee 6 aaR SECON eee 203 

AIMEE COA, — 52: dees sare. 9 peed aver aauereriocinal goin 2U8 08 Arcee Waenin rasan eee aed preushienedenalaneya eee. 491, 211 

Fig 000) Catt) |b (= ee ee se ec fava i inh a sas ape es a oS anal ppipdpnainidalh ayy eter atta le 211 

Pentilis s acceva vss esses Saagve oe thes eee RAMON TEE oe ea se Ew ES FOS Esa 211 

MIUSPOLAES  -ssicsriersaitarig assy sed covers secosboecass di siinrvan sien puss sarienke: Rameraeaedgauiane: Shah abba re Ae Sexe Vaart eatse ess ON Serials 211 

Magnolia warbler.........-..e.eee eee eee 82, 83, 85, 86, 89-91, 95, 109, 116, 118, 339, 375 
Malayan district, insects ........ di Shtanbjen ness, S3e-grG ah testa aalleaon ea) ng) ae aes aie ae eee 175 

Mallota. cimbiciformis’ 22.432 c4.4¢% dsnseda codecs se eatewee rua de sae we Se eee a 314 

Malone creek .........-+.04-. Bante 26 fojsedmataaans dS Reaction Setoviel SUP en gAR CARS Praants de Coeaaavan dort eee er eee 39 

Malone, Ws. mink: « vaveeciand cates ae eekaiws Ca a Vs Re oes its ves ares ata ee 8 416 

Je Hz. and! Jy Aees tijnknne ess ees os sae ee sewed 10, 49, 98, 116, 396, 402, 407, 414 

Malthodesicon caves ucts. 3 sos hetehene ah oR ae Sere eeeA PRES AES Wir eIAS BS 209 

fragilis .......... siehwstiesenwagisneweg telat ag cooiteay Spee pbtoccelian al a-Si MUA eS Wirgalt oe Alera ialle eRe 209 

laticollis: i cavesk wv, Gane ages ia jorisn ebay wastes Give eRe viseeldetebe werhaay-avod aa tae pafidcapae gee aL are 209 

MICE? < o5 4 dieee Gass See Sd aoe Ee SARE oe eR eR ROSE PARE eee eS Eee ee os 158, 199 

Mammal successions. ....... Said iS, Cocina eee Aha Slee fe mpaaie anasto ii nlbtoee sadeasastacte sees een oe 390 

WE a NTH BS aceecpctits sea Es MANA eGR AR Aa St 1d aval Shee: GEA ACER By ASTON Rae a an be Dasa lea AS ee 1, 389 

Maples? 2 s:icecucis oeees ajar than ee arratia die duate Sea ate eaayars a arb e subs espaulaleiece eles Boe ea Care 86, 99, 237 

Maps. <4 a.40068 veseada oe MY sds aka RADIO RG a ees SEE i eeesnwe ceses dane eee wee F 5 

Mareca americana .........ce eee ceeeeee RR Hei dasa. SVR aden Ge nD AORN. LE TS A 345 

Mare’s tall) sisisc occas sina teie 3-05 ee Aataratetw 6 AES Bae Oe Drees Fay eed eae DEE eS 244 

Marah @8SOClation, 4 sess navacert vere aes AEE EA -o we saa Gana Meee e's. aiaa ee aaal ae 138 

Marsh bell-flower ........ Shs OE LAER SS $0456 AM RUSS SB URES oe See Gd 247 

Cinquefoill: 2 sca vaiinmseeee kok Danes ich Fa upa naevas ONO RADNE MScaras teu ate EOS 219 
HE WK ta aris atty, Sig aire tens 8p anargy sabes sha gas eters wiGiaieante Havin wid oS 87, 95, 109, 118, 138, 139, 339, 348 
marigold ....... GSR BR DA ea ge er ee ae kee eo MRO DRRE ORES RBA GOS 28, 240 

tt DOWD SWORE: ve sieieuscrd cs ca ad S65 tars vdiaiesdtin leh 6) shai wie 8 leranei atten wseatie Boe Se woes erae Rama eE 243 

SWUTSCAD! sensei aia whaeresesady oo eea weet, Wea Ry ism sansa oon wirbed Veal nsnveaien Ka he RA eT earn ee 246 

MAPBEED sacle: veld aeons ey. noe oh a aloes 6.8 sie ia sladnedinle'y oe me eae 392, 393, 395, 411 

Maryland. yenlow=throat: <ahidiasses sida Cire Odes GS Oe ETE SR OOESE ET Ba Sad ea aAMliee 126 

Ma ttson's: resort: ics tee a ieaniccaals'4. 8 aQihtet Sowhrauelaw. o:5:F0n a Rab A wvseineilh ean Nook and Sao teeeaia wr 19 
Maximuia Size), Deetles: ssiay scicesiseseserg ore oasis seins Rao lg ba edo Sane Ree gree & wave angie 185 

May. files) 20% <iceee ieee es eeuawew ve V4 ROR RS Was PUSe ee ke BOICE ERE EE ER ae a ERS 64, 305 

MECOStH CLUS: NCA TIS sicicaaie es: gc0e eed weeteeeiaky ab HH Rare se wietatenmne sD 17, 27, 30, 299, 300, 302, 303 

Megachilidae sacicisces ds seer ne eee ee eae’ i eediavaan aa 0c0 sah ase and Deparceeabioneplehe ey tod Ree ele eee 317 

Me lam py run | x5 sissies, 6 sca gsitrs a ase ehdse ns grew wie bial yendein aw dre Wells ine RR fede WHOS wie nd org lenpeatenieTe 73 

JINGATe «ic oecses Ga tesac ged sace gto HE EGR eRe ASRARAME LSS Os Ce Bocc 246 

UGTA GEG VARS: 5. arccisci cose 8505: ca 5 Ree Seass asl de 018 ls sib sa. sa ayeeyiatshl oa dagved aly: Spend be bP eeu auaGeRe wpngyld oA aVaL sha 202, 211 

Melanobracon ~ gis 66a isco ea ean w © a eae’ Hecate Palas i Bie ceve- spew eMeaadeya ose Stainecors ete ridihdesesahus 322 

Melanophila accuminata .............. Pte di-paniene Save Besos ta Giewe sh et es 4. Rasa aha 198 

CUB UTIT OM Le Soon a5 6 Apaqescoazes'b id apetleviaion a cane BCS. 0) Adan sabe atie w tensadnaueiapecd Sua la vsmuenavond 198 

fulvoguttata: <scsciecaonwnw er area de nee x seme eNO Rae BR Gace sece eave ereae 209 

Melanoplus alaskanus......... 0... cece eee eee eens 16, 21, 24, 29, 30, 72, 299, 301-303 

extremus............ assis Rp tanareeaty Be weaned GANS Ge SMO IR averaLD BRS 17, 27,.299, 301-303 

PASCIATUG!:. 32616 a csnannte note We raise Bh e ace 16, 22, 24, 25, 20, 78, 299, 301-303 
femoratus ...... cielo: tater’ tila lS pita ahh erdiats ca Fe screed etapa Reg oni tebe whew ae 299, 301, 302 

HUPON 500 ea eens ces ere eee hs $84 leartese eae seeee. 21, 72, 299, 801, 302 
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Melanostoma angustatum ....... eee ee a 

Melanostus castanipes ..........-0c eee aandat a on cdh-oy Gro ai-bs-d anova, atataneds : 

paradoxus .......-5-.00e Series gitesavemaas 

Melanthaceae .....-.-eeeeeeeeee DHA LESSEE SHS RODS S 

Melospiza cinerea melodia ............... Nid kyneeasng-d cuovaneks Soteesapnmacaeaenn ate 

SCOR PUA. se sicsiceware-cteie)Sorienlasienses S45 sap Sic aise Nels le Sh hana By AAA ELS ale iw elena 

Mineolnil, ose 6 os aadee ood eer asin wae 

Menagerie island...... 8, 29, 90, 92- ‘94, 116, 342, 346, 347, 357, 358, 369, 370, 386, 396, 

Menominee whitefish ............. sasha o nea eg sana steta iba) GiseDve? musaalan Guede: SiSStcglnottanjadenialS auesexerquatete see 

Mentha canadensis .........eee eee eeeee ieee Sid ny toa i USE aR pana Na Stata aise 

Menyanthacedée. scccesaa vy Cede e nce teas NRO SE PACE EE Sete a Se SRR ETE Cede e wwe ns 

Menyanthes .......-.e ee ee ee eeeee 5 Cee aeieman are teen eee ee eee eee 

Menzie’s rattle-snake plantian .............2000% 

Merganser americanus ........ $e PG e SESS COOMA ARs VWs MEO SEEES 2 4.58 oe SS 

Merula migratoria ............... ose Pe ouiassepcobayauuabaar se gutesiessoilay 5) Sus Ress Nas 9 Sohapiua ieeaiag AC aed Ss seuel-e see neve 

Mesophytie forest; AmSeCts® a. sieeve cence acscacea cy ee nepee Sete www aah S we sO na ee a ew OOS BD 

Methods of work ........... 6 Satan sis diss PRUBMiC male en tbe na wie RIS enw erroeue Na eer g 

Microclytus pazellula: onie¢2e5 4. sa dcs ase eweoeweed SES a eas oe kek OO a See dite 

Middle beach ........... AS Seah wee Se LOIS. oo ieponcaaanenaaNe ees 
eastern province, central district........... 0. ccc eect eee eee tenes 

Migrant ‘sbrike: 4 sideiweedee cg oee sees ees a ormennaGea Sees es oe eee Sheas Temes 

Migration of birds.............. 97, ‘19, 338, 339, 345-3409, 351, 354, 355, 358-360. 

362, 363, 364, 366-368, 371-381, 383-386 

Migration, mammals ............. ae es GO Oeaa Re Raa Res eas sea RNAS 393 

Milbert's: buttery? dascaiscwiicd sey ieee «alates dase pad st Tete eater arkiana lange migicvee eS 270 

Miikweed butterfly .......... jRVSS ELSES TE PAREOSEMTS LEME tha WOES FRR REO se 271 

MHEWOERt- LAG wc nsseraeeegcaveesse tac iia Ae BG eS hae Geeks eas: gapices 243 

Miller’s thumb ......--..-eeeeeees Eee Bhavan aS vanehionstisysian nets ivan auav aig Sas rues dusuaelarangmnaele 10, 331 

EVOR gvie rrig stances tee 395 Ree ea ewe wats Om eGR © ck SHR he WES Bier 

Minong trap range....... Wim aleas ere eee Peres 

OVD Ge PING assess. 5, Severe girci-aiies arse asingnnce Share oo fo-sa sa sessbeu yh iipcaborasids danse Ny ane oestieos wwiverecSoeteukuare 

Miscellaneous notes, birds .......-.ee cere ee eeee 

Mississippi system, fresh- water preserve 

Mitella nuda ........ AEGIS 8 8eF Se ee-wlay greats cuues 

NILES apiece eh dacieteee een ISM TS eae s 

Mniotilta varia ............ SRS RAV aEEa 

Maiti puUnetatuna. sieccccansis net oie eA arses Hh a RAGS Ea toes Os, SATO Se 

MONMUSGSa. iis i wigan tien ga Pmmasialia Sales 4 Oe eG eRe @ LasbEa EE VER ERARRY 

Moneses uniflora ...........- Ree 

MMOMOMAS TMSECES: asics isnicie de see! ds goad doe cegia as. G.Ace trad ouevandoaegs Hava aveiaed-ans Gossararmmsae 

Monohammus scutellatus ......... 8 D8 LaLa by pans Gee Raia Yea Boe Sid tcc Tae aae. lend eS aebeaAabe ect 

Monotropa: uniflora; iaacasoseire os seem oree OME ARAL nw adg eG Sa e edGuimaniE Lea ey 

Monotropaceae ..........005 {PORES EPIRA REE 

IMIOTUER OA 5.5 Sr acairsienceswaasies sare patie ia we a eiag hep aulstlayousateueas yorger-ev Sava gasas MN iesale Res OaanmIRS, Aa Sock SALE 

Monument rock trail ........ 

Monumentha albifrons ............... 

Moosewood, «2 sxktsecorees.ca is eeenws ea couioeess 

Mordellistena biplagiata .......... 0. cece eee 

SCAPUlLALIS: 580-354. 8s 2:8, e Geass omnis ase wea is 

Mordellidae 2... . cece cece cece ener e ete ener eee retnaee pepaeeeens 

Morgan, Lewis H., beaver ...-402, 403, 407, 

Morning-2lory familly” sige iso p04 66 eS Acie Ed BO ROR a Gack DASE HEWES Mee OS 245 

Morpe) AD Ort Was es sicsepinan tip: are dard aa ausiwsllyr o Rustirslavgup duels MPA dab SAue uaa ORAM e A Nee RSA 299 

Mosquito ............ sttieensaae ae aaNet sewsa ees erase gens avis) ahah ewe seperate 66, 76, 86, 309 

MOSS: crncinints Ged G's esoeis/s aalnala maausienae he t 11, 12, 17, 20, 22-26, 28, 30, 220, 228. 226, 229 

Mt. Josephine, beach lines ...... Pee CAR BARRE ua caney ets Gitte Beat dm mes BAS ae naane 38 

Mt. Washington, insect fauna ...........+.... ies Gd Suan SRE W Se Re Seon a gueue AE .... 1638, 326 

Mountain <aldefsc ic sacaewa inate, ous oa. 4 Blame’ siieaiinee we anaraveras 14, 17, 20, 21, 24, 29, 226, 237 

OS Ns ee wie are 4 shalnAnallin cag a joabianwaa a Aa stishitwnssaters as ..18, 17, 18, 20, 25, 28-30, 92 

maple ..... SRL VE HES ES ERAT ROAR ee Mises DOORS GHEE SA SOR 15, 21, 28 30, 238 

HOD! ccdeveiesegssasees a Go Gad lteter TE Nee Syreregyanataathracen ghey D Naaua dead anata Wie AND cand eons 302 
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Mourning: Warbler sicece eeisic cgi se eons daosemannce od aire as ie inbbearia Bia SRE EE Rca 87, 339, 378 

Mud puppy ..... GNAeiee KE Breer Rae AOS wR RE S, Patil vee eas Syd Beha ty Wieck ea se aviayee 1.329, 330 

Musca domestica ........ Ss eek SoA de ge sen Ka GH RA Se See eee iy are cieanitos 315 

Muscidae ........ 

Musculium securis 

Mushrooms ....... 6S 

MISHA US (oc5 ood. oS iese sua aan nieces d Oia Reeve edete BADIRE 4% 

MUSSELS. « x. siccinsss,axanidfoeitiverseacunets 

Mustard family 58a 

Mustela ableticola ...... robe dh quvaslan aueetteiged ue GAS te uaig./a pb iesvlalaniayds 8 gow RUe Td ov Sraboveubianandi 8 Saote ace fate 415 

abletinoldes << .c.s6crccaweawe cee as He TEER wee OR BREE Te Mada we ne 415 

ACtwOSa,  dasiasavgeesduiewes e S$4e S44 EMESREC RD TERS SEEMED RE ROL Oa ae 

americana 

Myotis lucifugus 

subulatus 

Myriopods: ¢iscscccws cece cess seews Ce ee eee re ee ee hr ete 

MYTICH PALO? o's whee c eee bare : 

Myricaeeae ........-0e eee 

Myrina butterfly ............ 

Myrmeleon immaculatus ...........-0.-0005 duet Soziale Mosk a0 NE ag henouawaderiere: itd. e-aue ee Br asueieyl 262 

Myrmeleonidae ........... ibe Sige 25 2 eh Sesarig gat Sn fer devaapan eg ven Cas ad Ys Wa fgceiygribTaag tae dee Ges Be Sse gyigs Seta 262 

Myrmica brevinodis var. cannilensis EFA DRAPES SHEE Pd GOH SGE PE EEE Se oa eS 325, 328 

MY PMO TCA UDA: esate Eis laced ails Sa a lard pe cehacsandenerse dew sutiacy sas. (erre ont iad doula ain ee Semeneaid ae ele wate 71 

Myrmicinae: ‘ai00 $0.4 sao SAW aeaca hy Ot ae eleewapd DAR a aso Seas eae hwnd hoa aaeteiate vende aes 325 

Myrtle warbler........... 82, 83, 8s, 90-92, 94, 101, 108, 116, 117, 140, 339, 347, 374, 375 
MyslS os gancee2 see0ts SSeees Vege see SSUES Nok eG oR AEae Ss 6 oe wae ERs 35, 

N. . 

Nabalu's: albus) 4s: vesiden ose 35a. Oat ene hee oe RG See Ae Ska ot i eedidae ten 

a PA COIMMO SA, «5.0.50. 0)e (otaiiaeyser a Sud csiland “a ay alaupue sotteaaiape Rckarlaud le Gutespanlnavia ehacdh cua dean eee uma Gens 
Naiadaceae ...............4. FE la aris a So Va ISGpta Tawa Ts) Wa oes nits “aU ati caniaala PS ar hg Sriskge everest eregee SSNs 

Naias Mex: asec csaas dbase oes once Soe aS Hee ee es RoepE eee Rea SS 

Naked mitrewort ...........-2000- 

Narrow-leaved cow wheat 

hawk-weed 

willow-herb 

Nashville warbler............... 82, 84-87, 90-92, 94, 95, 109, 118, 140, 339, 372, 373, 379 
Naumbergia thyrsifolia 1.0... 0.6. c ccc e eee eee eens iotingounsignn Saat 6 Laude es Oran tes 245 

NGATCLIG, INSECES® a4/4 2 06s. es sions yess re Rule win ens Beep as Baleiwiegamels ses 177 

Neckera: ONPOCAPDa: 2005 casas ese Sak 4 RSE SS SEE EE OE Sa OG Oe AE ceokoceate 231 

Necrophorus vespilloides : 205 

Necturus: Maculosus’ «57s sssiciess ieee wscce ees Goad, ore WM aces ad “w ShaN Raa NaS TAS Sh Spain eve AedheaeUEiS 331 

Needhani; Jc Go vccweead ce4G 4 snes ee dE 94844 a Rs O's Gaoes s 5 2 267 , 805 

Nehalenia irene ............0.-0008. Riiates fared sree Sae aye NOs kibameiaad enese sesh aie Daneevene aE aneniandens. 262 

Nema toda, wseecisea eessnninare sched do coe Ae es eerhe ba averenan didreve @ bet naa apmecannaMeans 250 

Nephalopsis: ODSCUTas aacudiace dacecwaw Deanne nese eee eos hem eeete Rs qagloe hag aReasenas 21, 251 
Nettion: CaAPOlINENSIS ...4 o2sees ose ee a reese Se 5 aes MSE E ESOS Seed Geiuendaune ¢ 345 

Neuroptera ......eee sees eis bela OG Lal enngicbereiseat eh hie Ba eerie. fork 9 direst acne.) abe vataie'é cw a ern ane BOD, BOB, BOT. 

Neutson,. BK. squitrels) <csoci6 vests anata e 00a de aa 8 RPE cee eee Re eee ema 399 

Neutson’s resort... .. 2... cece rece e ee eeee 7, 19, 21, 251, 261, 262, 269, 270, 273, 302, 411 
New Bogland, Wisect PNA ccas cc deca sad peewee Coen Ke yd RNR RR ES EL SSR e aes 164, 312-314 

Pei: vicina ns 38.5545 bdo eG SERRE ATI GeO ee Serres 258, 309, 3138, 316, 333 
New York weasel.......... Ce ST Eek OPREERRESE NERA ReRRSOSEG ee acwn ug da ney BOB 417 

Newfoundland, insects .........-+++-- ig Seoesen Sidecar Sei Bsogriene et amelie stavewd td; 172,313, 315 

gs. ee ee See eee ere eee re ree re es eee ee ge 99, 117, 339, 356 
Nine-bark....... 200s eee eeeee Ricyayonat seeh Seats Bie aine: en snishetiousrdagis ancy ei eisyareysasieane bake watts aT; 25, 222, 242 
Nine-spined stickleback ............ dec ARiGDALAIN Ie wh ar aneatia tone sweaty "e's edie aad aA ny 329, 331 

Nipigon, Nipissing beach ....... 6 cece ee cece eee eee ee teen eee een ee eee eens 38 

Mipicslee Creat LAKGS: 6 i cn nden ge 08384 G8dS Beene hee PoeR GEM be eM pA HRA REE 35, 87, 50, 51 

Nitidulidae: 06 dcadues win aete 6 4 de:8 Se ecereen e Pie St icdott (oe cea lahiteainsts to endear se sahelids evar aa iaecs Ma tp 207 
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NGGLUIA AEs aiiscicn icine: ge si siechreieaininte s gagbiicnenatetecn SOS OS SEES 268 

North America, fish 330 

INSOCESs aid. sus ilaiiela Ha gy swieg ieee & misleteniglion 4 168, 310, 312, 314, 315, 327, 328 

American beetle fauna, general characteristics.............4- 163, 169, 189, 311, 313 

Northeastern beaver ........ iia let Had daa dustanorreubae ) oe aeseiayetece ane Beecssdhgeuesres Beals NSE SSeS 390, 402 

MIGK scnweca eis « sad a asfe far um eHOHa RGAE UNS 4 Beh ata Glas Seashore aR d Aisin Pea ais 415 

Northern bog: willow-herb « «4064 peesdsacae ee reece cc eee dae eee een tesa e eae 243 

commandra . 240 
flicker ciniwwcdie vases 356 

EPOS -apiseiiei icon eae eg Salas ‘ ' 331 

Brass of Parnassus: ¢ 356 cock ccagmtioese adi bo e ee ee ce eeeeRe ee cen es dees 242 

hairy woodpecker ........... Bi sibeuibsebiga kaise FURIE, oe: on SiseRe op a aeoMa ean tg dOPEE OORT 354 

hares 

loggerhead shrike 

Maple avcusesuw sods segs eerste epewee ee eae es ees 55S KARR ORAS ASE ORES 92 

PILCALEM WOOAPECK EH oe odes ceysls sre vsiacseiwraceuesas'o alapa aig Sera: lole Sualerduarerne OH erect 340, 355 

province, Atlantic district: 2. csc cissicicecaain eae sare wes oo We tee ee Ree 171 

central. GISELICE -dcaws ss aaislinweeaees0 oo eiselaes Sores Neale ee 171 

Pacific district, insects ...... eSNG SEES ta dor Ny eerie SRG ts ON Ree 171 

AVON: 0 5 incor justauaaaened ho 9 dan eat eanesap a apaaoemuney eal aeacenhotes CHIE Hatin eA ERS NA 83 340, 361 

TOA WADR®  saaisricnarisiens ie eee v6 Bets ei0 aig Ratidalia SESS MOOS ee ecirctvan aie das eter CR a re 363 

SHTIKE: cdioiisine nue ooeaenad Meee taint tevends ote Saige aka des upeaawee X¥ 119, 340, 371 

WOO, £FOR! 2 ws /sisemets dots Ba. aces are aad de BR ee Klee rere eee eee 332 

Northwestern Jume-berry ....... ee cece cee eee ene Dig Lesi eae ae snares iacecnpibiaoedeieiace. quae 237 

Norway pine ......... ee Qh oy ara ai ANeet Aan EN ore ere es cee avatenal 18, 21, 226, 235 

Nova Scotia, insects ..... brag tend Set gras Gcfetabiaanets ooo ay ete alow fod te ore secs Lee eee ...171, 325, 328 

Nuttallornis: borealis: ssnseee saeco ihe eo a Be KR RTE EE RSS 65-59 Ge ate CERES o's 358 

Nyctea nyctea 2... cece cece cece eee e eee t erence eee etenes CE Rae cere aes 353 

Nymphaea advena ........ Pa haiwk hae ena Rail UGGNGASED Bbce Ray Na eae a eueAR ena Toalscesea 240, 251, 252 

Nymphaeaceae .......... Cra rane ae «eens fen gue alee Reece Tee SAGA AAG DA ORCS 240 

NYMph@lidae: oo oss Ssisidanawhin’ 6568 eGo 4%2'0 4S Sp nailee betenanay ss dcp aie ye gadig lite ais sierra’ ; 269 

0. 

Oak fern ..... SS ch cincetdahiacevens a ance aierie aut ony shisha anOTE aeaee a giaiiasie'e iacle cpucera hebehapetigy Ma Gertie toe wate 29 

Oblong-printed Jumeberry ....... cece cece eee eee noes ROMS a Beg e we he G's AVES MMe Rees 237 
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PoeMenis SP. 2c. ccc re ccc eee c cent eee eee ee ete e eee tenet eee ete e ents etna 321 

Pogonia ophiogossoides ....... HE AESA SAGA SOMME SORE REY ca eoe la rE S Ge ye a er 219, 239 

Pogonocherus mixtus .......-.eee eens (acd G Baleratene nae SSAC ESE s Weewae est See eS 210 

Polygala paucifolla 2... ... cc eee eee eee tet eens Syeve-ei aie wis Gua dorama a a Oeeins trek 243 

Polygalaceae ........e es ececeeeeee oh Sue aye aust eapasteye pebect dads ia aancontanth Hy ae donee CKOiR amen ue 243 

D220) 2-2: cc ccc 15 

AIDOVADTER), sacks tea saad @apeslina wie Andie d Riese able ln ’s Guepeurics 25, 31, 68, 69, 72, 73, 75, 77, 283 

TraterNa, 5. sexi vow eawe daadess oe es ea gaa ie ge decors Sree ear Guat teslancal anal Sueerei-si 7 28: 

Polypodiaceae 1... cece ce eee eee eee eee etter e nee ee tee eenne ieeieateass Se Aas 231 

Polypodium Valgnre 4 .45.crceewsren bere ween ee  RPOSS RARE LORIE TAG BRE eee E HE a ee 232 

Polytrichum commune .......-.+.2+0--- MR a Ai ea Wale, OseaUNe eH Eee a avaceetorerionstn ies pa des, 220, 229 

BELICEWMOT ce ¢ % Avivo sate veal wai ai y gies whateva e New egieafiaea ea ia Se ea ae Se Lib ee Eee ee ate 229 

Pomaceae ...........- qararayaneaand 2 eae ROE 4H Slee 6 oes se a Seb emgMiay-s ape ayers 237 

Pond associations, beetles . 1... eee eee eee eee eee ee tee tee tenet e teens 161 

Weeds: sisceyecesac iiptlevsrieste ateiler pisos: eave Slave a hoe aN wt A Be aes Te w+. 63, 232 

Pontoporela vc ve es ova e $4 BUREN EEE Bee enble: wig auahscapmaunidtne's la ties Sassane 0 Rie sleaswe eae 35 

Pooecetes gramineus ...........--- Gio ese Bb pray 5-2 Shs OR RNB Nees RE eG ie es ee 366 

Poppy family ............. ee ee ee ee te ga vas eee gh fo ve ee: caras Susipaye leah de decd 6 arteews ect sheen ee 241 

Populus balsamifera 2... ... cece cece cece ee eee eee tee tee eee te eee eHneisl hes 236 

erandidentata. <.4cs anwnwaossewnss 6484 EMBER ae Bh Baie mids & srahanee Rratale oe 236 

TLEMUWUIOLGES: —6csce8 ead 919 sae aketaaroverges ab. siy WE ale ee SHA ER Ga SS os SR ROA WS 225, 236 

Porcupine mountains ............. Bia tata 125, 250, 252 

POrliera. secceciaacscescedaeas sii piariavaiisey Be Seieee-e Sed a Xa eieaialadeieeos 249 

Port: ACthwur. CHMAte: sis-049 8 Ok 4K Ors CR ae + BYES eae PSRs BE eee ee 41, 43, 100 

Nipissing beach ........ Sercoucbo ke sduccrerane ae jaulene: es eoaitersniearcuicase e10) Susrenenoaase tremor enaeees 38 

FRUPOM: (OWES se cats Bests. tase oops sa NGeatiR RE GS hy as nd forks WRN Meera AlaUh-e ok <a hide ara ve. 338, 34 

Post glacial origin of the faunas «.s.cccadee sve lce gaa se 6 eal mee ese eee See seen where 166, 394 

POLAMOLECOM  B.is-8-bK 6 SA Ales KOREN ASE S446 HERMES SERA Ss EE RS 18, 19, 29, 251, 252 

ULSD S eaves! s3-G.ateue aetna nanctoarane tain KiB yaesus ig gath Mesomessi eS OD Teoh T ag ee 18 
heterophyllug: 2.266 ca wwiwiwicwew screen Skee eee AE Dea a ee Re aie 233 

HUW sea eecy a cece ey ee aheuab at toyeund dean are) Saneteueae Se Sib Wi aripniereancdyane ie Reig awe fo ete or 233 

MAAN 655.68 eeowes SS PPE SETAE SS SS TSS NA ORES CIO A TSS SARE SEAS 232 

HCPL A CALS 5p. or 5B ig di cacd diva: faateSrcaucbeconcbsogtagerasdeu dv a ay'at otireeadaala (o-1acle Gass sarees ts suse). Bweiovgure oc Maha 233 

PerLo lia LAM x oj cicsedeces a awe HO Meee Sa Diba e Rae AGS aes teteee RS Boe iw Ss 22, 233, 250 

Potentilla arguta ..........0..000- Riegiiane 2 wie ee Guu ss REG ERAR SO yaa0e- ee Gi aula 242 

fruticosa ........... core Cee ER ER RTC OS Cte a ke eee ee baie 242 

VAGROD SD a5: 5.105 5 xis Satara Dose dusdsaa asians dey de) a. cera varia uaa dastaynay tuedsgenestg cae naphict gomapah tsayaurersins 222, 242 

tridentata. sic cincswsa ae a aN kaccale afl, Oe aped8 casa NN Rhin in 8 COMES SEN str a aE a 222, '242 

Prairie sharp-tailed grouse ............... bane avew Gala nt Oe. s ps lgaie eels .. 340, 347 

Precipitation ..........00 eee £5 oS GMO MMA COATES HH. Fos To aK ORGAO EE oe OS 4 ee 42 

Préeulsx, :CWas., MAMMA S: fo:5 25: a tetes 4 ecarausvtcia esa. th ahsesiogs ajoanle- 4.4: dy Seamer awbhel dew sue toaeve dana 407, 414, 416 

Previous biological investigations 0.0... 0... cee eee eee eee e teen ences 4 

Prickly £0S8¢@): ainssscoeecoai vseeees ees ddelamendos ed Seb.van pea eeewalers ss yet ea es Swe 242 

Ptimrose: family: ooumssed ot eos ec ik Soe, Mh AEE OES SEE SUES ONES Pee REN 245 

Primula: : WLStASSIM LCA osc ow is ceevve eae von os trahavrece tote ed dosee rem Ase iate Snanltonsmenee ee soaube Jenta ae 222, 245 

REV TM UA CO BC. co -cssssszeshcsscescnseecar Whswiiahb “Conona nya ce ah BY sp DAR ARS SES Ruane ta @ eae NE aaa Saw gue we RRaLaTTG 245 

Principles’ of succession ....... emaiteats Rifle as CePespo ces toneused shits cselin visa ORs nel ae 146 
PPOCUMbERE: JUMIPEE: wy aeasisedc sasreee wed Sac Msie ee BRR ea ac eeein anda h deare He iaibers- avai 236 

Prosopidae ............ edna ecb 8 eA Suie eyeteave tvaumdenyee. eae P freien Kamae eee te wide kee 319 

PROSOPIS” jive aeeis-srenn eens + ge ny Bm ik aces Rein wh nies Ss hosel Dg a Ce aR NCS, 2 eee 74 

basalis ....... CARS GoD aeSe'SG GT ROM MNE ELS Es Lee EA LAS MEGM STEN 8S 4544 Sse 319 

Be, 46-04. A eon g es 5 REE CA ea ae BARRA w ae Rts eben Ne Bee, Goon 319 

Prunella vulgaris ...... Aaa ao gig aye ANG a iemecaceulen ahegiloiss S26 eh po MURA INLENS ANG Gvanael ie) BON aa Age SE 246 

Prunus pennsylvanica....... ec cece eee eens ERR. Gao Pee MO NING aay 14, 20, 28, 29, 72, 225, 237 

VALEIMIANA, - casas. c sin eis Dee a ara amlde ns Vee e eed c oeemaM mele nee years eure 237 

Psammophile, Spr sxe ceriswass 6 ie0ees aeeOK GG) Aba Jh A NSC alae GME Stee tet ot 320 

PRELAPUIGRE™ < seaseisa- Ge ererevareisacqie swe dsaian Cub GOheNGvaciba ety atm IR Le aL a. H.-S Ooo eaw Tae SASL aD GENIN ATE EMO Mal oIaG ae C 205 

Pseudanthonomus (Anthonomus) crataegil ..........- Rr ne ee ere Se ae nb ee ‘ 211 

Psithyrus latitarsus 2... cece eee eee eee tenes Sa ee Ses eae tas tape vera aneedla, oso arr) 8 eae 3817 

Pterldophytes 1... cc cece eee ee et eens ee tortor! WALES T ORT ESRI. Ea yo ees 4, 231 

Pteris aquilina ....... eeayacd Beso ceae Sede nneans Ae hah a OTR CAA Ae ee Sabot ‘ 232 
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HLOLOMATEYS: COPSOEE, -hieg.e we selennaais ane aa.d Nea eee hsohde Aemuadaae Wa oosu ee ewauMeeT eee 305, 307 

Pterostichus. ........ FStntustitert gus artraterieniea einige are MEA y case ee wae centlase N ys wees 161 
coracinus ....... pence eeewercuadeeees ee eee ee Tae eee ree 193 
femoralis ............. P44 LA ORERR EPR ERA EEO LEE Hee ee wy TET, 193 

MADGIDUIATIS «candi dancer ha ons wish ee awiteeleds BA EES oA OR EAS Bee 204 

PUNCLOTISSIMNUS: to 4c soeteney & Bekie-aue daaapalerg + arduienand Rome ALE wah 204 

PONUGNE: 4 chewy GELS 4 Geass Mowe aD Peueee ie Add Ansa Doe ees e 5 «ous Rw ace eM 209 

Pubescent: DIMA Weed) 22.4.7 Ate gcica o caisiah mye aaccastn saad sd Same Sad SRE EERE OEE 245 

Lunctum: pyemaienmM) sv dainive's a geees § Wews dose oo SG Reetasnera b ho au Goa donvesteha. be dea 28S 

Bure: DONESEES 45:5 ek We ee wigee Bere, wea arsaidiadue, ia) So airdges aca SAN NUD WM 'w DAVE Race oak OU Reade Boe 247 

CIDGMGLON, § 2295.02 A aad teas ea areysa den Barine & Ghaghar DA gaia Ae Co 
AN CD asi's carcanty God A ga gar eeremaaQed s Mees Es 15, Sh, 86, § 2, 5, 118, 141, 340, 365 

marsh cinquefoil ....... GOs Susteeh Adidinain’ 2 nl hud an naling aul D Meee se AO Lavage Rh a8 242 

rock creSS............ Bo hl: Rchae Hoes chy sh nhd ts oc ghbeg ieee E Eh, Bia ae he BSE BAS ENF BS Bae ta sits 241 

Futorius cleognant s..i 2 ccs veeae hea deaeas sae nea eadvaganenas wareleened deep ese 

ENCTSUMENUS! avatar ey oon: 4 Baie aha ata Rrceeniein eeanay emda s bala eid Seucbanay aaa we 417 

MIB OINS > as fo essinsgar net olde Suastctnceware tits sh cudus aera maoueeodh ak Bh Avesta te Ae cenapnieibenadk Ge we gh ie ak & AIT 

VACUISTVIS — sversnsagiisieeecs craavg Siecsdyn yd ay Slens Sea wOa SA RUSE & & GRAS 4 Loe 41T 

DOVEDOTFACENSIS saw ep oes Rhea wads Reece iain G da SS SS Recta iat e eae 390, 417 

vison 

vulvivagus 

Pyeusleus WMNgMS cag cue vac cawdav seeder nene dag eeNeKES 2445 9.844 HOSE R EEE S 

PyrameisyCArdul: +i2 3 62-44 thats ea Se Aecceaane oop wb Sys Aa Disnenideuats Dooce Wee Rudo aeer ey 

DUNC: (22 we. mae a Phe a mame ele Ait aa aeas de basen a ea eed aa eR eS mene 

Fyramidula alternata 

asteriscus 

striatella 

PeyVOla ASATILOUUD: |, o5.5.3. Fcatcesanadd a. Sis Ud eullehecetty bid Weare Rub R Sadie Sid bs a Bae Meader oa Be Pa leoaee 

chlorantha. coeccciacecaannsaas Ps caniascay Patient tes Beeches rg goat te WTR ance tae a 76, 243 

MDOT! 2s ep xadgey e's ness cA PHRNDE YE RO SE OGRE ok eerste dew Ree Re 245 

BCCUNGL. Vek pos die deese oad Me S SBOE TE SRA OESE DORE TY SOAS NGS SRR eG EB ye ts 245 

Pyrolaceae ........ Asay Naar PR hte fer he eee NN ig By Sy RTE eouaSiuenlta ocia OD a Da Denise pandbolil & & Bk sb. lees 245 

Pyrophaena granditarsus ©. 0.6.6. eee ee ee eee i aces densa teh ccna: Sake aS aw 312 

OCYM!. .cyyeue ene coe Pike See see ea Rak Me Th eye ees Bee y bs a geeee 312 

BRYERIGA GE: asjieind 5.2 wet theduden be hale aust dae SiR Q sets le MER RDNS Gd PS Die pe ening Sev PEON Be 211 

Q. 

Quaking Aspen cy iion es esws 4 MEME Hie gh aimsd SHAS Sapre des GPa gear was 21, 26, 225 

Quebec, insects .......-.. Thoda ha hao cel h Lead Da bata acl etic inl hee aaa aan aaa mak 312 
Quedius fulgides ............+4.- dra iaulea cade Dice sesbriskb ROME RA SHe) SOS ER ances see..eal, 159, 195 

Taevigatus 2. ccc eee eee eee panda a and Meaerd ih euerntnoed etal -4 2 ea 205 

Vit a ae gli, ee ree ee se ee ee ee ee ee ee ee er ee 237 

Quillwort family oo. ee ee eee eee eee eee eee eee ene 232 

(yulsealus, quiscula aenews , 6.45 452sc0sesavews hecaeenm aye) sn Ah SY tn baled fd.d- rcnsciavatnestaens se eah feat 365 

R. 

PaINPAW sossenave ss Peses o soscassuerg bbe ee elgaranie SS Fy EFS Saas To Re wine oslwlomdes eae 3 aew 43, 44 

Ramalina calicaris farinacea 2.0... . ce ttt tee ete eee 227 

Rand, catabrileensis: . ogaiaa evan es ertaaa sy eased wa Se MA MaKe Hae ee BoE CES a Sate a1, 2% 

ClamMitans 1.6... eee eee ene teins (EE eMe eG ta aed, Lh, 29, BS2 

septentrionalis 

sylvatica cantabrigensis 

Hangifer ArcticUS 2... ieee cee ee ee tet Ree eee en eet ee eet eae 398 

CaTIbOG ager omeo eee eaee 390, 396 

PAREN cee deseo eet Re KEEE SARC a NRK ET Tee ee EMER Eee CHR OER aT eee ee 16, 252 
Fe) (1701) b 0 an . 16. R72, 381. 382, 415 

RANUNCUIOCERE scwiceiovoers cus Peake dyads eee aR GS es Gems SaaS Ee BERENS Benes 240 

60 
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Ranunculus AWOEUIVUS ayeeyen ga cg ean gle nignaRetiay SAA ER Gar a HOMIE e Bi Sees are ols 244 

MACOUDIL 4555 deen e sta ewee setae hese ees eae SEAS | pha peered 24d 

OVAHS: wee seaadaosed dae vere Peau o Avan Tit toa acieahle ech atauchinaenns y Saale Die, Gon ace 241 

RAS OTT sz atasigtetdicch Seis a gc desge eneim oevie eo salad pit Sus VSEC iE SE Tack Caesars Rie tacos a inane aia ay HAND ceeds Reta 12 

RAVEN. sx2cdirage Speier te éoeese eas CA ade NRE FEE Ee Cheese eRe Oe AE agen 84, 91, 118 

RSC RMU. acct asia dh Bia vlad heh, Goa Hea bag guioeeegopes 08-8 Rubs? ree arlevanertnauaawe Ge SD aiGraiewe.G abodes 270 

DANE DOETNS resstasvearse: theca es Ges Meas eSanvestecianculs 6 OU aLaRaR afl A Sere ah See WR PERE ERT RAO OSB F 24g 

GHOETY << ceed ie sa ee ee ceeGe a eee Ss Whee as Baw ewle es Sa ain bly Giang gis yer ale at 80 

CIOVEE,  Satincdwwalaihy od PASEO EY SPE. ABS S Sea Se Se Ae oe ee ES 16, 21 

CUUETEANLINCD” , scape op oA Go eesb tee sneha ale aerpaicaite Munaghel aside dane ined. aircon toa hammer les 242 

DBL? 5 cite cp etree eteeteicde apa ava tails aeons Gua Meatiomne fod WE Ris rem DEM pEA Ae FRR a 238 

OOK. veeeeoaiwe snag bee eee 14 Re BA Geos ewes ess ee BER DHS EDS aac ae eg 237 

TORY VS fies eG Baausine lena cab eae Bai aee pasate Seeateiapiaislo pn Hak. a PG ou Gah pee See ee 235 

SQUUVHEIS i mates ida aye meg 22 58 ee 

windflower 

Red-backed mouse 

Red-bellied snake 

Red-berried elder 

Red-breasted nuthatech................-. 13, 82, 84, 86, 87, 89. 91, 94, 95. 99, 105, 

117, 139, 142, 339, 381. 582 

Red-eyed vireo 

Neédeshouldered: hawk woes vised cee arabs eww aware Mie oddwdt awe tees REAR ao 339, 349 

Red-tailed: Wasvle 5 <jscisya tae acavecancanieneny 2 ccenanedarantrae be Seip aemeany Ghteenenr a Strain iOS alates aes 339, 349 

Rea winked blackbind  ae0ie 44 602k ones ayia Satine deed ¥ es Loe bag oa BANOO Lesa aaa ews 89,124 

TRGUS CAI En ct teas ey tienen aes oe, Se ei ef Hae age papa aa oye OLE 85. 86, 92, 101, 108, 117. 139, 379 

Red winged) Svasshoppew ssa zack esis VEO GM hese Ge PS ghow See GaN ee ae a a a Re GS 

GRINS: MATOM AIA ays e-em waterepaciarts oeewy Wier AR Seo EW a ee dee eM Relate aislgtereudaeaee 3838 

SUCVOVE aiicals see i 6ae PREG esas aeRO HS WAS 1 4.e PETG SA DAMS O EVER AE CRESS as 

Reichenbachia (Bryaxis) propinqua ..... 0... 0. cece ee ee ee ee ee ene Roa eerie 205 

Reindeer Take, Caribou «2. 06. eee eee eee owen gs BUD SBA Ree adaembeta age ae acaatventel 398 

HeHORS = sn vieeic ate ease ean eid aie ditions ened ow yan ava ye a es Rmiay eee erase Ss ts area eee ot 

Rept Laue; Oui iy ox p56 g 0004 5.54 teyignike eke ye saree eae se or aaeaea danas eores 330 

Rhantits: bIngtatus- .aes422 poveeeS ete ee gegesd eee Gast teeaaee eee Be 10, 71, 158, 160, 195 

Rhizocarpon (Buellia) geographicum 

Rbus_ hbirta : 
Rhyncholophus simplex 

Rhyssa albomaculata 

Ribes prostratum 

TUDE wins ints ent es onaa's 

SCtOSUML seauiayse oeegguee ee se 

Richie Jake 

ROGCh. s4.2namiwia ec? Beane Ruse oR an cae aE SEE 

RODE MY auras sas ww aca e eae eendudiees OnE eeee eee ba ee a PROS phe Sad aaae ae Wels 

ROD Hie ane caida eh se Shag ee LATA Gene Med dadeewadhne LUE, TOTO) Tie, A IAS 

ROGER HathObicccoued os Gace es 1, 7. 8, 10, 15-19, 21, 44. 45. 59. 62, 63, GE. 69, 738. 

Tt; Si, 82, 85, Si, 89, 90. OA. BEB 221. BAG, BWA, 252, BE, SEL, 

264, 268-271, 502, 805, 307, 3509, 310, 817-822. 330-3383, 337, 

340-842, S44, 846-952, 356, 358-362, 864-371, AT4, 375, 877-382. 

384-386. 396, 209, 407, 413, 416, 419 
Rok: Openiwer, WEehHes 6.500.884 berauak Se Mee Ky ee ik delae ib ad Rhee Aue e a waedeetee cies 160 

Rocky aniowntaiins, sacansscas. e534 a grag anes ee eguelaa ee nee 131, 165, 164. 167, 171, 189, 3825, 328 

Ridge clearings 

AVON o- Ds MOSSES! 5: 2:2, Sopa cciante Gib -soaleadacim Nae SME Sk Be acs wy Gonrede Penh wn. Fralas Sectiedeihe OB, apiece 
Rosa acicularis .........- 

RROSACEMGS © saisis cst ess areesisaite ane 

Rosé family” aveeeeesycece 

POFOWIA> 25.43 crease. THe sree TES ALD OS OSS REAR ee aS 

Round-leaved cornel 

drosera 

violet 

Round-lobed hepatica’ 
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Routes of migration ............. ROR ane er rire mtehlinaectsaicay or wes\ioh BITE idee eames waeowed ee 112 

RUDIGCOMG: oe scaccceesal «diane 2, Meh avn wenandotsne ro crore apheresis 246 
Rubus americanus 242 

arcticus 242 

parviflorum ..... BIG Ace recharge cu Sonia a anne cave cans heeds paONA a ane ei uins aW Ha ION a Sas are Gaetan 225, 242 

BtVIZOSUS! . aewies ed oosia wa AEE RSD O04 «TAH TARE ALS inate aie jlabianar se e5 pane 242 

Ruby-crowned kinglet......... 0.00.0 ce ccc ccc ee eee cee ence eneeeeeaeee 109, 119, 339, 383 

Ruby-throated humming bird ......... 0.0... cece cee cee cee cee cence eee eeeee 99, 339, 357 

RUSHES: oe ticre en nova antes Sere gry hon east ahaheisa Salat ang G GEG Me nGN nae a wee eee id Aneta ana ates whee 63, 238 

Russia, insects ......... fen Rae LENDS 8S ss Reaeeeeasne MRD as SOS Heo SSR os) 176 

Russian America ........ Bh Saye cai (Sgug\ erie ecaan RR ae Wie ia UMARg TON alle Goa Tantra. dG PO ecanRsernLiNs 173, 174, 176 
Rusty blackbird ......... BR UR ERE sag Bunda and palcha hen as Sey Ws 8 ig A Da grata etapa arte Shera als 339, 363 

See eee Te eee ee see ee er ee re ee ere Te ere ee 99, 108, 109, 118, 119, 363 

Ruthven, A. G....2, 4, 30, 31, 34, 39, 53, 126, 154, 248, 250-252, 259, 268, 277, 307, 329, 333 

Rynchospora alba Byathae, B05 aot ya rte cers doce ear scans ace iahgelauls Wher bre He dren Me ea neha HUUA BSE orisha eee 234 

Ss. 

Sagina saginoides ................000- Spay as fe ys ayeaatetec leasat eat at Oasis peepee nash oats 222, 240 

St: Jolin’s-wort family sek nee ceas gy dees euesce dus sehouwtas deed esas waneeemweaees 245 

St. Layee Walley, WSS onc de sen APUA OEE ARR OW AAA DEEE DOD Y PRO BEKO RAILS 191 

ESET) (6 Fn GY £2: agi cS ORO om a Pn OR Po TPP RT 

Saldidae ........... 

SEITE COG: al Se es cer chi tchitss dat Bass se saovdileh anna asa’ be sb SUE GUE ou cpaaetoiy a SlacmcmelE eo Blasaiaeadl in dea we 

UTS Sisse aden einsaed : 

*Salticidae. > 266: c wiaecidaars d iveet a de ainlereietals sergeant 
Salvelinus fontinalis 

Sambucus canadensis 

PUDONG. tee aititeatcare ee won eshaiy Geshe marae ce. wan evetatig cate GeO Rae a erele wie RHIC 

Sandalwood family 

Sand beach 

violet 

Sandpipers 

Sand wasps 

Santalaceae ...... c 

Sarcophaga: ‘sarraceni ae). ogists iss civcese ss sanavio,guscsiserard acate toltsigsig Para Maa Greg k ¥ see aw iassid-elaypieayetesiedy 315 

Sarcophagidae o..4¢i5 desea ents eek ROrweebeev ed ok HAESS ERS SEES Reese; OEE Hs 3 315 

Sargent lake...... Gee oS AWG bee eee Eten e ease 1, 16, 39, 85, 218, 330, 368, 384, 407 
Sarracenia. purpurea 2 sss iccccwsaed yee awe Se tancew Gare hae aia ai eale Mase Soe he ew sleminyie ig 219, 221, 241 

Sarraceniaceae ........ ean d soman ae. aG vevallecvmytls. ar A/a al wig ania ls Beasreaisttavn’s ay eis lae Beata oe 241 

SAPSAPAPIMA. chaz cyan eie Ae uceeAicsserace:d east aiesa eee ed aed aed Se tare tar oR ae as ajavah eevee ee Rr Hparvessaytsts » 26, 29 

Saisk@teh want 4063 cc atcaceco aed ets eda ab eye eanaleice die ence ee opment tedes Sih del eA Sree .171, 407 

Savannah sparrow............ 99, 102, 103, 107-109, 114, 115, 118, 124, 339, 348, 349, 366 
Daiw-WHet: Owl 2.2 43s 0 akAce casei oats BSC AAA SERS MH Mel aauered arsed We 115, 339, 352 

DAXIEFA GA: AIZOOMS ese avraitieye. ede. fons oath aeil ck nein Rvelidaraua cleats Eegtileng. a Gsecunenbede ..-28, 222, 241 

nivalis ......... Weiate oe eres eagty aieaeadede a A niaie lave ace Sia eiickeguiss ganso-e optus etal ahvansceiadeds 222, 241 

tricuspidata. s<acws.cse0 044s acecGe see eed sg RMSE SY See dee sd weet 222, 241 

Saxifragaceae ........ ahrdratteciac sib ah cGy andr’ doo nanlauasteleose/ os Sua OMe ie ee SpeteiPe e ag) st Hiaaatan levi Jo-invpsenendus an 241 

Saxd irae cco se weasaiwitsiavs e ccaravar sie eterno) sede va seciard @cadh arian ey ny poe ths eva Gara Eig ah Oo 23, 25, 241 

Bayornis phoebe cosas eceveeeeeresyeeyaeree geese eae eeem Mewkeneeaees& veana 358 
Say’s brown bat ......... cc ce ween eee SH a Bata erdaiaauad Sale e Sia Meas chathaate 390, ‘39, 418 

Scaup duck ........... icin teneipal 0 Asad chu el lan cote inde der hima ueOe een doves angen ie Seales 4) 8 a msterset dese 90 

Schewehzeriaceae: + sse.g ddwsiaw ned aienw ea Wawiewo ns da pees a SRO ee eee Ee aaa RMSE 232 

Schwarz and Hubbard .......... tee’ Webewss 2) 6 lag a PeR ROME ES eee Re BRerean 4 

TDs agudateaaws enews eer ete er re ere ja sasia ca aide 157, 177, 183, 187- 190, 214 
Sciomyzidacd acc cc cece se cee eee ene eavis Ua welleivoce erence ie ave’ eas Gadiistd scaly e Oia BOR ere 316 

SClrPpus: ¢adanesiv seas ene Ba wtih Ge aay Sem Bee ee ee eae thawte. G18: 

caespitosus ....... Sag ee Se URAL EREAGHE TE CED Acces naipiew de ha idee et eomee, 233 
CVPOLIN US: ei cislad syd ares nic ses sateen ar aris ical easar Fara dean ase WAI AY Sogn ahr od muerte ee 233 

Seiurus hudsonicus ....... 00. c eee eee eee eee wanebia gis a aeeises Gace dada’ oka terdiesece 390, 399 

@akotensi§: <sc2s.cicsoeiewsoeneersen doadauadieerig 8 dog. 8 Rd Rie aS 402 

VOQUAR: aia eres Sdranienpuaie endaiging Sh AM lee serie’ vance eee e en eee ee 400, 401 

61 
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Seolytidae: .ccsodewes een e ease ah ed coeeetee sede deaws Gob RES OES COS e ees ees a 212 

HCOvoechrOa: DASA S wesundianiuad- sarees a SA sea Mid gras gaia d aha Se HALE Heels o Raa De 211 

SOV Boi bees sscecasid te ga -spessatise encanta sacs 5 "et acai seaile wsars fo shat sn 7, 20, 94, 160, 222, 260, 261, 368, 369 
Scrophularia leporella: sacs eccee sce dae slevncicie ge c0 55 6 soe peer eae Suites es sedated 246 

SeCropHulariaceae- <siecin ca aie wise skies sm anton cndreceietaabr a oO See eS SS RES 246 

Scutellaria galericula .............. avy Seemelig attananous pmo ele gelnesen Sie ener sestosnes eee re 219 

galericulata oi csscs cece eeu eRe dae es Hwee GREENS TAS eas Baas 246 

laterifoNa. 2iececes2 ected BREET EE eee ee eee Ow E DRE GEE Pees 246 

CU GOP CLUB > ise cas fe: Meeasnssrdestscicociasss oyun died dey Sp Soe yaedae so-saslne-brcauoestatayegearea eae! D8 Silay Sua leans uaureins 35 161 

Hhornlls ccecesen. seca es Be 194 

Scymnus lacustris 206 

Seasonal distribution, insects 185 

Sedges ......... ial Dae se hulle Sher Suekenadnveaiebn(svelaue. 2 20.8 saue Bal hn Seah A aumretoaelsia ae Qhuenainets 221, 233, 272 
Seed plants: ..cssscicssicevaws ov ac ewes oes sr bvedevlgi goa vases Bag rbviay ene is dates oes SMSRaLO TRA AS ANE 232 

Seiches. o:cscecevaass o exe nes es ads WS RAD GRAS a Va Re Oud. Bare A  iaaen AS oat oe 9, 44, 45 

Belurus: AUPOCAp NUS. icici peices BS Reseesacoes utiie ee eas ieaseabinlea eso Soe oy Ae ae eg ea NS oe 377 

noveboracensis notabilis ....... fends dove hsusatonasepeastersire net a suai daaeala ceed sautpaneneaataudse on 377 

Nelaginella family ssc cicaicccicaudsacss sy ewsaiesergs she tale. tal ohavavmenmictesd(eve esb ued, anus evreaha co aoatichsin meee er 232 

rupestris .......... cecewe mead CR rere et eee eT eC rr er 232 

Helaginellacede: as 45 educa warnndian Mays tetioas As, e acece Maeesperatucnsnctaneger cae aaa Ate eer en 232 

Self-heal .......-.....00-- ered RS Cancun to ae eseun iftinenaetetete 2 Bul Gone na Mienened tee aaa 246 
Senecio- balsamitae css secccceseacgaiiacy meee as do v8 oie eee 214 Se Sara wie OS acid lipases arises 222, 248° 

Sepedon -pusillus: 0:55.02: miengerecess neevene geass sunleyidieiaatelarauyea © 4) ees. ge aus w aynerahiane ale 316 

Serica vespertina ........... Where sad hacks Yak sersna SF 66s Sk ATEN ENGR eal RE ORE Sa GF 67, 158, 199 

Sericoosomus incongruus ..........- cece eee e eee e ees CRROAWR ectai fe leds ua ad evened tare sece. + 208 

Serropalpias: Dard ats) ssicvis siege sis wiglsc alle tele hactehs ig ebavareca tencilananaa ints are Shahg tgvts eeasonenseaneanlionass ye. & 5 202 

Setophaga: Tuticilla, ciiscmaweeadade sade goes 4 ¥ Serenades oy eee a egies a stiebaes 379 

Sharp-shinned hawk.............. 83, 91, 98, 99, 102, 103, 108, 112, 115, 117, 339, 348, 349 
Sharp-tailed grouse ...........ceeeeeeeees soinnaleaeseese ares .....81, 86, 92, 95, 119, 141, 3874 

Shells............ ai sehacran Sha seeecabieniela ls) siloponaes Lait “eye adinbeeyaiel 24, 26, 31, 59-61, 66-69, 71, 73, 75-77 
Shepherdia canadensis .............. HE Ree Seete lg ee wis RA Stare ete ee SaaS aoe Ow race wt eeeliaDe 228 

Shore association. <4 cs svaenewedd coe sd yee s 244-44. SWASRER ORE LY Bowes eee ao SRS 3 138 

BIE AS, bo s.sid eisvevenetn & Sraesoayseenase aye se seca. Aadays aa yaae Rubens) seep nanuns ameaeiara Keats Serariecg sd Sikoeherde ot 

Vegetation wsciiss:taciawwewe ace Set Be te ‘alas ni alae te Gees Redness ta ayetgetanceal & 222 

hortseared OWL soci aisisiacgietahs\siddsauane teuedeanieda (or seas cera eee Gre Wealanengwieie easel: & dee elena Serer 338 

Showy ledles-slippet. = 3 iwvccvasesseesdevecesceewae se eee gece On eee eee re 239 

ERTS, PLDT oases recs sy bedieus cebotinte, 5 seats Sco se ob fale Ge seaiorssuddlninie fare’ g) overeuaiie we uageuamenene 239 

Shrubby cinquefoil ......... ay ai aii aie eA eORS wha ands.s & brome CR eT ere aren 242 

Sialis: Infumala, .cocisswkied Sadesnimekpew vale s ae aes eles PO ees ee SR ee are whavee® i 307 

Slalis: Sigs: scsacc0s eee 5s e458 Mee eew ROSS VES E EGE eRe a SAREE QR EEE Dee ees s Re se) 386 

Sibbaldiopsis tridentata ................. siden: Gods waste Beavonaes Bocas aaecamDMieushe ds receneene eric 14 

Siberla, insects 7 

Silene antirrhina .............. icabsovah elastic lave Gpuaylan ge 8 a te ge eg ads wha ere Racal ats G8 Gkegearedsnate : 240 

SUphidae: sccewsans se yoge seks te swedeieitnwieded ede G4 Ata SeE ETE COLE eae oe 205 
Simulildae ..............008 a nyaste Sd as dainaeed aaeanums ea? des ah gc 0 aiier a Win os aomba ua iausiaaues deal aliereveiniete rene 309 

Simulium venustum ................ calif Saket sant cys sare saaheepile sparta dass wi oy eimcaveslevarta scar w 5S 72, 309 

Singing birds .................. e SORE eRe wane ene Red He wiliuwinraiow es eee eles aes 90 

SIpHlULUs: saciewa ake egn seas e hae epsiwkesoad se ges (2 FeSO LA REE Se ee es Oe 307 

Siricidae 322 

Siricids 317 

Siskowit bay...... 1, 7, 8, 22-24, 28, 31, 32, 38, 39, 40, 51, 61, 63, 73, 81, 90-92, 
97, 98, 112, 116, 217, 219, 223, 250, 251, 254-256, 260, 261, 
263-265, 268-271, 303, 417, 318, 321, 322, 328, 333, 337, 340, 
343-347, 350-358, 360-362, 364, 365, 367, 368, 370-375, 377, 
379-382, 384, 385, 389, 396, 399, 407, 411, 416, 419. 

TWSIANdS. veageuesu su taricsaen a cangeeaeaas ha ake a Na asa al Suetella Ga Soe sh areleta ls 344 

VARBec ss a sities %, 8, 22, 25-28, 40, 59. 61, 63, °64, 66, 90 92. 159, 218, 226, 
251, 252, 261, 268, 271, 288, 303, 305, 320, 330-332, 337, 340, 
842, 344, 347, 350, 351, 353, 354, 360, 361, 364, 367, 368, 370-372, 
375-378, 381, 382, 399, 402, 414. 

TYAN spsseieveseacarees CM aay She EAR EL A reds ww ae peeWneeaa ad PheNORES ene 229 
Sisymbrium altissium .........0eeeeeeeee dinate BusvonacustNtonnie araF Readies actu enagntiensiovers 241 

humile ....... sabia lat yeiehsSily Sac ey 8 oracle Se 5M toch /DA ONO LG GA NAAR Ae WGiiafesde aria tung saae 222 
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Sitka, IMSeCts: -sc.05. cone ers res he ase Ma Le ee as Meee a ase ek eR A wre eS 169,171 

MLLER: CANAMENSIE: - ouese Srasyagutes ¢ s:bitveisneseus Gunmreracdod. atvarund as te Fa laisiaania Goce Sey led factodeioanvarisasn sueiahar 381 

Skunk cabbage ..... sansa ea ans Sea a wre ranma RES teecenatie eas Eerie ara Rie aratonevara ee 20, 28, 238 
Slate-colored juned. ssascasar vex gabe a dalbeas S45 50% 44 REIS Ue SONAR A eae ee 339, 368 

Sleepy catch-fly ..... fis gael ep waren aueapiedmas eat baeae ete aves eae Se cceibagacay eriso.Aitep deck espe staves ase. op 240 

Piendemiesved GROSEPR. <ccaaa vce gu 64554 uae Yb eee eed PERRO EM CEE SK ee TRO . 241 

Sniall brown weasel, ccscee0s% 650434 eww Oden ces Re ai@es F Seri sits Bad eiiGaa fos 390, 393 

CYADDELIV 5.0.4 cs seerngene & FiRSecEs Te Sosie hasthargs san atic aged IRENE y eeskep lata So cay sl aie RRL aase Re ees ae sD 29 

widish: BOISE O caxcsae dns ee Odie THES ead SR EPSEPRATLS PERa 8 aE MORES 246 

northern bog orchid ............. eae t40% SH ae Goa (GER ER EE DAY ROM SES 239 

round-leaved orchid .............. 2 eee ee dah go x's Wve Vndeviribusvisiabads ea conte a Race Wa Aestauauss 7 239 

Sniall-toothed: vaspem tess dessa cower tera ecu ce tan ee Weaver aia pose Moke Cov raca Holmatauain we, db A Var@h anew doaa’lg QeaYEr’ 14-17 

Smaller enchanter’s nightshade ......... ccc cee eee eee eee eee ee eect eben nn eees : 243 

purple;fringed: OreHid) .a.j5-2e5 ccc ie csiarcevanencd Hades eieiele aCadudeeses db bee wee eustens 239 

Snail....... Fe avlosasanaed ae 

Snakes ... fons fase 
Snow buatting ee eee an ieee ee sees BG EAA Ss HSA RR SERMON eae AG 338 

Snowfall ..... eee ate Wanwisiormiehs ava awtye a gan eibeialigngresita lee bits ch lgd. ala Hand psa ea hag RR ater a SE A 43 

SNOWY OW] sicacsiae desis creragaiece es Ain aiiet orig vehighah leaped eevee so al S vas vab a Rath ceudaete a eet kw hee 338, 353 

SOL, eeu 0e oa Pees LUNE Goad SRR DONE BEG ag KEROREREE HONE S FATT THESES ELLER CONES «. 40,41 
Solenius sp. .......-..05- Bicep eee: ei ay Mee IS tance hs bei ah stoic tae ik BN nS PD ss baer SSS caging fede whe 319 

SONG ag Oi scsi wis esoavers epavtnaiatise oad aye doiard el anmainlesis ia w Rs eer GRRE Yas Soe Li, 24, 20, 22, 25, 269 
JUNCEA sae ig nee dee Somes daisy ndtasia a ts ima aearEss Se Bem wos eea EROS (ie tine Rat aS 247 

NESIECEA, Sn ds wee capses eS 4d SOLAR RAMEE IO RSH OE DERE SOAS AES 65, 219, 247 

MIIBINOSA. 68s BAL OMAHA Ate ok Roar anaes teens bad, aiaileve sacendatdannna taro tees OSes 247 

WAT AUTO reds. gy sr pi te tal reiecesn retee wagered hole goth epg eg aN a ve arg eee “sa RR Sa ee eae cole ts 222 

Solitary sandpiper.............. Soabes Oe eeew sewed dds sess ~.90, 94, 109, 118, 138, 389, 346 

Somatochlora ...... ian Buse Gavia aaoesetehipegind arbi dlc SS aah fa ae Pec ease eh ge Sot aga Aire eee pren aeorabenibe Shao TRE ee 305, 306 

Glongata MIMO «<5 vases be saw dade tecains bE Reo Se Meow ine sisal ea 264, 265 

JIMNGRTIS ss o.5 25-4 ease eet eos hats aie Bere Ee Fi SE OE PERE R EER ee es 306 

forcipata 306 

shurtleffii 19 

tenebrosa 306 

Songs Sparrow ones ce ccd a cannes 17, 82, 86, 88, 89, 92-94, 102, 117, 123, 140, 141, 339, 368 
SOMO LAT jase sarnrelans avo. Windies ded Gicvrsnliein Gord tke Srerre tae eacete anew s ena Sana ee 165, 167, 168, 177, 179, 181 
SORA big xd da sis Htanea saw S46 Saws Mee RENE Ai eore ERR ARAR IOS RE Ramla dg Saree deere 338 

Sorbus americana 2... 0c. ccc cece cee ween ee renee rene eee tae tweeter tn te teres 226, 237 

South-southwestern province 2.2.2... cee eee ee tee tee te tee eee tte 171 

Southeastern humid hardwood forest area, insectS......... +. eee e eee e ee ee ee eeee 189 

province, central district, imsectS ......... 2. eee eee ete eee 171 

red squirrel .......... 0c eee eaee ela Do I he Viens a Gd dngris ada SRN te eee 400 

SOWLUG coos ci Stier hes oad Hae da de Souk we meee He Ce SORT MARA MES Lowe ese 249 

SPALrOWien sss dmow esd sted So Game ely gers epireweniemNle es aed +....98, 102-104, 108, 114-116, 348 

Hewitt ce wie ee 82, 88, 85-87, 91, 99, 102, 108, 108, 109, 112, 115, 117, 348, 349, 353 

Spathyema foetida ........ 066 cece cece eee ee eee ete e teen ete eee 238 

Spatulate-leaved sundew .......- eee cee eee eect eee ree tee ene t tenet ne eee nee 241 

Species-forming areas .....--...eee ee ee eee is lan pe eecencl covey aiisletaede Goudy Sa Jae ew iitie le voMeaved eu eyereee 167 

Speckled alder ....... cc cece cece eee eee ee eee e eens Bi alaiaratexiversss wiacelsnaneresaers 21, 28, 237 

Spermatophytes ......... 0c cee cece eee e eee erent tte tee eet teres ee rtees ‘ 232 

ES 283 

Sphaerium striatimum .........0. 0. cece eee eee eee eee ett Sasdasena eat 34 

TTT T © -¢- Ses oh -deesvtan avsss 0 alee sa Sisk Santal eed nas ig gh: Bee NOS Signe Be Release Na Sosa barra seca ad late SSP apm Ta oes 295 

WHIKOEL socccaaesnd aes peenee eens steed FG ec aeRO EE ERA EE BES eR Ee Pee 295 

Sphaerophoria cylindrica 1.22... 6... eee eee eee eee eee tte tte eee 624 wee eee 77, 318 

Sphagnum. .....--..-- cee eee eee eee eee 15-18, 21, 26, 27, 65, 81, 85, 87, 220, 221, 257 

girgensohnii Russ., var. molle Crev., palleus......-+-se recess eee eeeeeee 229 

platyphyllum Sull., var., subsimplex Cdbg., glaucum.......--...--+-+--- 29, 

robustum RI., var. gracile RI. palleus ........ 2. cece ee eee ee eee eee eee 229 

teres Aug., var. tenellum R., bicolor....... 66... eee e eee eeee A ceanfasia lode’ 229 

Sphagnum-cassandra ....... seve Gheuhdecaee: 3h Le SAAS CEE Se ¥ Big tule ee erence eaters 15 

Sphegidae .....--.-e sree eee eee Bie is Ataataron ae cel ave QAuesnass Gs hanseaie tsa ot enhont sat eamciecd 4 319 

268 Sphingidae ....-.--: ese e eee eee ee eee Sisecd tiie aieecg estore pice AAA B Aectlerqcerseinate S 
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Sphyradium edentulum ............. A aulbosiach abu gaes be ist beh ERNE SALES UD IPRS SEALOD OM RTE 288 

Roherayl Gan ViNdd@) og sh uda cs cny ae cw we er OL ERO REA BOGS GR Aa eRe RERHE SAGES PHS EEO 355 

BolGers. 4 cxxecus evar emwawass yey 10, 15, 17, 22, 27, 31, 67, 69-77, 86, 249, 255, 257, 258 
SDUDUWG: DIBUS! isis acciauen tortie, pore PS ora ee Srais smc: Gre Pier once wigs Go Soe Sted eae pats $58 tee tt 366 

Spizella socialis .......... (PLEO GS SESE TEE Cae OF MOOREA eA ARE ALO 367 

SPONE wcceenw is vagaces en iiace sewabsunigunetets i558 nee ee.a Ge aE tT CA oh ee ba EWS 18, 249, 250 

Spongilla lacustris ..... 18, 249 
paupercula 249 

Spongillidae ........... 249 

Spotted sandpipers........ i nw RN “10, 82, 90, 91, 93, 04, 108, 117, 138, 139, 339, 346, 378 
SPLEACIDECOSDaAHe.- sila adecy ds F.otg.co-aneatve tind dueveoscmearcaonsa dod d-0 Sed trate cess av ecsndanuecs wine nee tce devel te 245 

SPVINesbaI] ccs. siscesa wcieadera eo hed ened we gile tod % le esha a AP ND OW Gh AOR Oa A wee Rk 249 

SPLUCEs 5 boc. ag esigterawale 15, 22, 24, 57, 73, 74, 77, 81, 82, 84-89, 94, 95, 98, 141, 161, B31 
Spurred Selitian sscccavricesesgedus sso siteweees bere yewcs hoe Biss GETS LEE DR ETE 245 

SUIT TOTS © 5 sizateiagecenasoish- co pig al sick Rea Sesto setae del-seinGGn ndaadndorsi bags SUAS TE wiceua Gis a vauaeuateayed Re Ar Ce 393, 399 

Staghorn: SumMae,. se sccisen-s5 tas: aca wrariasieoia sa yard pee Peale aisiese a dacta war acacaste pe eases. 8 APRN a shale Aaa aN oe 243 

Staphylinidae ............ EET eae ete EGA HAN Wad mea RA DER gfe wh Bete 195, 205 

Staphylimid@?  aduairstase yh vtk a ase ok Sea aceite ne OR Ek TES AH EP DA aS RDR TA eS odes es 159 

Station M5 OA» Gace yee tie 0 Dk Sok A ors 5 Se Npacdete bea Vala se seta Dc gatalen Sy can a ner h aROG Aok B A ora 30 
SUDStACION: We sistascssevd cdue we wie eneneneyema w aewianso wa teee a e Raremianw ane, woe we ise enahaane ile 8, 81, 85 

2 Beewe se sade eae aagee leno y 64 e Wess A ainemee a VG Ste eeu 11 

dee SC AG STARS RELER ER GER SNAG Bes Sawer Le Bee e 12 
bs it 5 ate il lacy igi NaN Ea Ge UR A Je et ta Re bo Sai gS Cs “Bde ha aca 3 
Bo Ghewes ey ese cee heSUed Pre eee a andg Cpr keeewla eee e eed 13, 84 
Go Becha ee gaa AMAR SERAGL SHAT ED Sse ASG WREROSWU ES 2 OSE SEE 15 
RAFAH ait concactuatingtesd ete SNe Mee Nae lactase eG ete free Stetina od, SRL GS 15 

SDT resis eh As sd hate A tocaponta ercaan RIGS i Sek BNI a Gaia ose evap ian tecaens fever) a Mae ne 16 
WT pO sees satshs phan on acagn wh Sa tapeny ce oak otealghcredalaonetise tae at gueseama st dua aha enengianads op ha mto ce 30 

Substation: Ls wre gk cutee eee 45 4 aN RO ea SRE Leek Eh aes See. 16, 85, 86 

Diz A Bens te tateasul Spsheyayna eva touatertaor toa Dae UNG Leos a Bees ake Rosen taadones austere hela a 16, 87 
a PiDEtede see ULATITA Da tans Sex Rem aROG MERI ee mee 16 
A -aciaiie Sa hae Xa cpr eb anietaaigelanens iG. Aone ae a eyrgia > Sey RU GuRNANUIe, Ge wlee ak 16 

D8 auan ae SUNOS ae 5-8 fold ded 44 dc eiceaieR ae eet ama ee 16,87 
TID OS) seta A iticauiby Sena torte Svar k taebowarwiactioues Seuard am eoenel aS ke.a:idVe e Bhsooueumouslane Gol Dita es 30 

TE wassdscceiinads deems ceagest PR RRAN 6 Vanes Osta sauna wes 6 sae e cient Sigs 17 

DONE G> avaiirnwenos ats snow com weet suaapaceigeaeeie oe ¥-alaverele iy Be 

E> eet hain eteuititanadandad, bag sare eee Goss eae mates FE MRS e AG Seed 

Vins OA 8 30h 34g ob ws teed aM oe SAP ere etheet acne Ritigceenuand a} suave eulwusadva ave 

VE eich ie ech NS: Sty See ain oe istg he acPaatparsd ae a Sebo Dh cawhsde Mena Aap coteaetieal lt ay GN ep RLgieee Jo aan a 

Substations L ‘and 28) 227 mpajieiene te eavaiow sence Ob egeaemban ahs sbataes awe 

substation 2 

Blea acoadswnd oe deueeee ss duecnautae ERS Drvepaentae nb hee a. Poi hea, 
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Stenobthrus curtipennis......... 0... cee eee eee 27, 80, 31, 209, 300, 302, 303 

Stenusi semicolon sicaiecee ved ga aeeeas Gs seed Sib. shale siacean lay ake gaave we cee'e Moaeanee teen Sees: 205 

Stephostethus (Lathridus) liratus ....... 0.0... cece eee cece eee nee n ee nenee 207 

SlELECCAUI GH. -COLAIICIAES-o-2.5.35 euctna wep dt aa ue eda senion Maaco eee Ps a Need an Lease 228 

paschale ..... 2 wis PRUE sis LEER ESS ERR CRO BUSES S MS Page Reyes 228 

Sticklebachks: = s 2 5c wears 2 edo acne ievald o/h S6.w us Spear meaeayaue TR eigse wm any wee 19, 20, 27, 29, 329 

CUS DUNNE, 9s cs bck ERe Sede Eee iaws SU easse enn ereeade Rew 227 

Bbowe Mes .2cg coke wse was ggt eauimegs 4 ga paws siidrlersiesiees eee aes ee waeeO2, 63, 67, 70, B05 

Storeria occipitomaculata 21, 332 

IS COPIMS; > LARC. 22-6 sen hi seitlessehdiss shave vision Jac otspatadiimy aidr-acde dunia denn Ua leu uowlenh podee ae 2, Ay0s0. esaile, Ble deraieedeunl cuswene 46 

Stratiomylia badia: cé00. 0c a-asiearner as eg eae weaned’ 309 
Stratlomyidae: .cdccacs escdea tetas s eR ee ees 4G ee eS oraae ede 308, 309 

Steptopus amplexicaulis 239 

Siriped Mayle so.ccaacvcew 45 b ORs a EE Sey Fa POM Rse EKG set ee eed QE RE EE Re wee 238 

Strobilops virgo ...... DR PAGO RT BF De abt Gibicera a dead he kes ease 24, 31, 75, 281, 282, 285 

SUDHA WGI. CORSON oo 5a wedge ee 90484.4-0 RD SENET CET SNS RMEADA RODEO RETER DD 353 

DMDLATERNeOn SHUN casccwwds sengeate svc yaad evokes es whoa new ad Reandie gow kee eae 71, 76 

Subtropical province, Atlantic district ...... 0... 0c ccc cece cee nee tee ene eees 171 

Succession and environmental evolution ........... 00. c cece eee teens 145 

Buco, WANE cco een tile ias wires OOOOH Rees EE Ke Kaede Ge ee eee 126 
laWS: Of; siigien sisceusg st Geese oeSo6e0c Ree e EKER SEE 4s Sree eaad oe 4a 149 

Of DeCtlE-ASSOCIAHIONS wicse ibe iowa Guincho awe Geo Deedee ee Eee 160 

Principles! sOf: 2.54 a4 SRV ee as 458 ta wee Oe Fae ee HE ee aS 146, 390 

SUCCINIC A: HOM. ciccterrsiise acid acaa ia atanrtg tila ahlpceig ms Dek v8 geprar ine SESE ia as aa sting a RRL ACTa RAY ae te 288 

FOCUSA saccesese Ve see ees BYERS Y HEE SL See GREER Yo Ee eee Gas eae a Pee 288 

SUA: MAS gre dias oicaien dado. of Srlaves ts Sayanastoucataresede: vb Svyera dU sousvendsveardutin di vik Shania WRtve sacduaneuslonaviens 30, 159, 237 

Sumac: family, 22.20 deans cise vsecd cavecee s yee wads Meese eee eee SETS DHE SAD 248 

Summer esidents;. birds: ah sy vcaaas cewennews ves epe ws Rw A y's eye wo aas ee eolkds anal 339 

Sumner lake.......... 1, 7%, 18, 60, 63, G4, Bi, 87-80, 210, 220, 226, 251-253. 260, 
2638, 264, 269, 272, 302, 306, 807, 330-333, 340, 341, 344, 345, 
854, 360, 364, 367-369, 371, 381, 382, 407. 

Stndéw faniily .wsssceskvesy eve e345 Suseliasg 2 4544544000 RR See as ae a eae YaeSaow Ve 241 

Superior basin, DIStOLY 2.4 82. ore aa sewawe ea ene cbES 4 ngs abde cow dte me Tada eed 35 
TODO) occs2s s raies sis os Saino 85 F WG ee Gee wae fa ed Aw eee RG a BE e a os Gea Roatdses © NG 32 

Surface: CULLERES: conan es ese ewes samidanii we KEE ORs MA RaE Ds Ons HH Ts Palla w RRS « 47 

FAUNA sors SH SESS 42 6 o 2 WET MH ARRUG. RT BEAR AGH OBHREE O35 HESS See HOMES 64 

Sia OWS! > seisouin ce, Sisco va Bussycaplonge adobe einloco- le len aurntneriesh. bealBhbrrerays Bits Marcus aandhonac nia, die a derioere edakiwntiaran 142 

Swany birds 6. cccaes 14 tise ees we ade we Le eOUe OPER Eee oe TERRE RR ST REO RET 94 
POlGCH-TOd. saxvesesarevwe wees eoaKiMande gasee pep TMM R Sy takes kee a CHINES 247 

TaUre) a peadi caer ear ocho re SES ees FORRES StS Boe Cates See ee Se 244 

SP MELO ME. 3 Beietich Aol eeavtvnn dicale fica is. clued disee % fonaulogay atuanare Moa AU laude uabereunusl ia. 89, 138, 339, 369 

WOE BAIR uso .c9 eas Ce gsE eh ad Wade SEOAIMEE TEES AGA RARER ROH w Ae REE eR 240 

Sweet scented. Ded:straw vaxync da aan: dutewsiaat sew sue Gees Qh sim vow hea wag weeding 246 

BOT Gakace 2.2048 Seesewee SRL E wed PemReWRe d OP Okada Seek REE EOTIS SH Pee ee ee 142 
Sylvania: Cama densis'.v oxicitaincace na ox asus <n mek ie BH ee mule e relovsusidunindid sean gue. Gale's Basten 379 

Sympetrum caustic east ik ereaa, mip ech aPeaheot day heated wi sgise a Tosti ga atiar a dee Reiter ge Ap eyaceanss fi CR TDA eae 22, 266, 305 

ODETUSUM, —oeciios isi sie sind Gaver LEME LESS YE RS ERP ALSO TESS 5 6 BEEHET TG SES 27, 264 

PUbiGUM GAIAM hws ect ead maaan land Hands dsniee. WeoadaeGhey Web ceed, Bie NPA esate 264, 205 

Syneta, Perniigined. a4 .ciiikiesina sae ead a ped eee aw aga FOE Ray ati Baath oa Glaiaie 210 

Syrphid WIG . occas ss kaw e Ered E ds DRRERE SEO E KP eR OE Gee ReR EES Paaqeeaed dua Bae 16 

SyPPhidaer gusset oac.rgsiianrast Poe eee PY UREA MEReoaG SLEDS ad eo shee 308, 312 

Syrphus americanus ...... 0. ccc cece eee eee tener eens ave Sereeragbhaneeie kod wa Sandee aoe 313 

Giversipes: 2esa5 ceeekidn ssc ccna Cer omsicdetauye.phs MRE ne eee TaN 313 
genualis ...... Ose ER REEL SRT EAMG ee) bar He bes Pa lduisisites SE BaE He eee NaS 813 

PIDOSULs 426-8 ab. 0 8 Gpaisleontsacd Fo Saeco e Apna ye ers SPRY Bbichancacyome ee ayecio Gigi ga abet 313 

OTE 1 races Sopa aieeis earn Bert ae ca cavemen eens ele ahr al aug ww dan Solder cermin ate AT. an D3) AgemBeretena ct yea TT 

Ty 

LEVEE TNA CL ALCL >. <einctese Sis Sica recta Gh SR HD se. Mae ea pune Mee Pactor ae LARS RTO OEE RB accion oat 308, 309 

CT AWAD US al PTS: oo 6 a hayracs aie alec fees a ww ait ake hes ain BUDE Gib. wr web ew nose ges w Svaear ade ww gore od 5) 310 

ASCULUS: 4.2254 bs emenies. 08 59k CEO REREOS Ws BEE ORS VS soca hE at ae , ell 

epistatus ....... sr cabayatehen die pe ise OW Acasa lt MOY SES Gide Wile ELAR ie acts SOW Goh BETA aa alig aS BIR RE ae 310 
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illotus ......... ss SisceieaaeiOnteastedeiiot deler Bye oid aeviecahe, atspeaaanpua ee enka are En ae ee ee 310 

insuetus ..... Stas aaa aS RE Ree eee Ke 9S eR a ee aa ‘ 311 

lasiophthalmus ..............4.- faeslidaes Wp gat ata ma Qula ee. Sut eoM RE ed ar fomeoen ns 310 

MIVOSUS, siccowmseug. 28 caret khe dypaanaus b PRE RE ees Hie aee a SOR SR TEES 310 

SPs sei ewes eR Petess sip toveventrnidiny Samana d Wore She heres i scp Shahid ree ee a wate) Seve ieee 310 

Tachinidae ...... CREE EEE R HS SX (aes S ERNE EEE SS PLS YEE Coe BOG Sita Mae: Ye eee une < 314, 315 

TACHIDUS: LUMP SDDS sis avecsie idieresacd ecdce 4.88 Be wa Teese aud essary gre a were Beeriotacnieder 205 

memnomius .......... 

Tadpoles .......... Cee e eae eel 

Tall purple rue ............. 

sisymbrium .......... c 

white bog orchid .......... 

einquefoil ....... 

Tamarack....... Si avieuamhinis 13, 15-17, 19, 21, 25-29, 31, 63, 65, 66, 78, 81, 84, 85, 87, 

89, 94, 95, 139, 159, 220, 221, 225, 235, 250, 269, 303, 331 

PaNATAcksSPLUCe vs igaig! ascsiareinswee aly one t eee wa eds SOA MUOe I aR Ree ..15, 29, 94, 252, 303 

Mapeerass: LAMY: 6.5 ging ctewman de one §4.Oe S608 AAR OERERROE FIA Co oak G2 ee CaY oe 233 

Tapinoma sessile ....... 0c. eee cece ee eeee Raha Be SS Saceph alas arcar eyisegs 46 Notas S7 abs: SANE Biogen ance te cerataana 325, 328 

Taxaceae ...... Sia arc nn natin ana ne “aS eee tecetn i/P ea ar nas aca RNS scorn 236 

Taxus canadensis ............. iit eiia ote Saecees wae wines giaualoraratad ee bile eee Ase ah ade 236 

MING!  saccacieseedoe eee oe aes TERS Re ere Oe SOEs Fd ae Rees 218, 225 

TREVOR, SES TB Gis nant cul. ds Sa uaa aad aos dogs past aqeaeieaniodeiapy aide aa A aed Aha Ryan aoa 54, 35, 37, 38, 53, 395, 422 

Tagenaris: <erbamy esc sasscvseaa eS asthe 4s bo MR ouEo hae BO ORE aT AR Meatinre en 255, 258 

Telephorus curtisii ......-....... $6 diosa a aba ss ig nig dtigiligaaase aes Sis Tatlacd Soa Sees veneer ere 209 

Temnostoma aequalis: acidegeda ness gZssiee sks Gia wandedwas . 4 NEE eases Mes Meee ees es U7, 314 

bombylans ......... rer an dubriavtacd's Giaceedneosiuarnce BOE BAG ees Wired Dkeneoubabete 314 
Tem perature: acsscisw-d. wo.0 00 ee Giaye ed oe Oi A aANE ONE DET 6 4 O04 Da RaraR Que a Hae 41, 70, 111 

PEN ED ELON ID AE 5a 10.515 esi Sy Gp Shsissine se iain Ween ai gig: © a Ge ig Hi Ge ssl Raatea aE NRMEIEAS, OB Dare gra eres HianUO A 202 

Tennessee warbler..............-64- 91, 101-103, 106, 108, 112, 114-117, 387, 839, 373, 379 

Menthredo: Mel Ma: eo oisisv sides dasentes Sow eceet he ae suid A Se uarshoreprumes tate, OF OSA Wks Brecersveene 322 

Tenthredopsis: mebelloides: sarees aise ese gid wee We Ne pee ML AAW OS TAR Sle ae woos 73, T4 

MONEHEIGIDIAAE:  -oseusie ssi seeysieiaceineahatsnansécd eestor & e.b 2's gig gsi Ge ONS) ia hae eaten sie SiX laeai'a aiatavirfes atevanao die 322 

MOLE: de shoe 645545 6 ORS ERO aE ESA CORE) eee sg eee ees iinet 142 

Terra <del. Fuega, INS€CtsS -2cccieg ie ce ese ON BSS DA aea Ta TE HOUT EEO oe Gee Be Biecmewee 175 

Terrestrial fauna .............- oe AE RACE OS i iessaSled aves BiadwGees! Gesallesca te spew Aeasooe severe! aN e Oa CLES 7 72 

Tetanocera plebia .........cc eeu eevee eens QPEL AER Ree ee eee earerecontod 316 

Yetragnatha extensa ............. AGE ED WED Said AAO aaiemtah gos; s.34 slates are stuahgideicaite 254, 258 

Tetlagonanthus deMexus: «.nececiccdcscce sede iaaeteune de hs Sess see 8 o44 Sees 245 

Tetraphis: pellucida:, -222.6.26.. once tans had he cee ewan @arwaunnivemae tae Emel Woekee ee aahcoued 229 

Tetregoneuria spinigera ...... 0... cece te eee eee eet ee eee eens 24,72 

Tetropium cihnamopteruM, sisccessss oven ces sessed cee imees sare gizen gaa easlaesiaars 210 

GEG, 6.5.6 23k sd Hee Betas nae ARO + OAGE PUREE RERSEE ERE fo aise GR: leche ANG tere PaaS 299 

Tettix acadicus 299 

TRA CtEUDI PULPULASCENE — sssiieiseeiesagise Gea: eM wgrw Sg way 8 NBR Rear GIS Rede diem rengra nw, Rinna 241 

Thamnophis: Sittalisscsiewoccg ise ou dee saw as ae weawtoe d Fae See eke Teese 16, 27, 252, 332 

Yhanasimus (Clerus) undatulus .......... 0. cece eee cee eee ee eee eee 209 

"Tharos BUbterAy’ vc wsisiaaea Fe OO ke ek AORN ENR RAE Wh ENERO SO aR Lemons 269 

Mhereva: LONbALIS: ccd sieiecta whitey eg ie wing ee eee EN anges ees Setante is wie RRR EE Gieler 311 

THETeVidGe. 4 6644.4 6A EENRNOSRR TERETE Co PRP EMMA RE Pa gU seks ESRB ET aw 308, 311 

Thick-billed redwing blackbird..............-- Sar R Sank Sa cod 99, 105, 108, 113, 117, 339, 362 

TPHistle “Dwtter ily oie ce avs aososeecseecoreve ia oF in So yaa id Bl Ra Srigulnn sheen sailed gue Boe wide Selb Cer anise eee iy ae eS 270 

Thiaspid: ALVODSE, © iccsuideatiwee eat cami wes Barer ee ee ee ee en 241 

Thomisidae nsccass SeGenese dad eesiesesn oa Mea ae ea ooo ee eRe RSE S LAs 

Threé-léaved ‘Solomon's: seal suis. o04-048 68.454 R RHO YS SSeS SERS SS Sa EN < 238 

Thres-tosthed etequetell .04446 290) 04 0G0 9 aries reGek boo RNa o NE RE ase R ES HOE 242 

SAMMTASE see cree agence sce Ride ante deavecnieeds dak Braye Ah ay a Baar eats aa wee REA GEE 241 

THUS, 2 os-s0esd55 G4 OeReRe seed nage acs Aare ip udlananes agus e esate see: Pee sea eNU ARLES ae 83, 104 

Thuidium abietinum ...........+..6- See ak MOWSEROa LEASE (ieesacade nn inde Bae BH 230 

Thuja occidentalis ......... ee ates Gos Suscaba is asta eto srasat pissin te Ae (aPe Meee Saag te 223, 235 

TPAD TCO: TUTOR org cask savannc to ren areerseseu teens OR Bo xa fog Int erin eeretmnatioens ONE ded i Gaaed Aad eG avons 72, 75, 261 

IMD: .2.at ha oratnidaeioine bos eer a acne elas Frdibicideanse wear aed ebay d ahead MOY ONaNe ienainin ¢ vasa teie wile 40 

THING occ cece e eee eee ee UAteagwive vac ceeds’ saints eu eRee enue ppunsaiee Cus 38 
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Tins, Bi Giccsuaesenves ivEae PER EATAE SONS KEARSE DEES a Bada tb. ca Ravan a toni aren 157, 317, 323 
TOA) sass a seseg saws wits x) 86 CSC idraivga Say de gk MAP AMOR he he ew ,15,. 30, 31, 629 
Tobin Harbor..... ie fe 7, “19- 29, 44, 250, 251, 261, 302, 331, 332, "349, 350, 

351, 358, 384, 399, 407. 414, 416 
Todd Harbor 44.0600 2+ ssemws ex eean es Leeboeens byeea seer demeee C8 err reer TS 39, 390 
Pohieldia: Palustris: 2 sv saswgasayeweaeardoaveanivecde oo.4e HSA OSM A SES 49 404s Aes 238 

TOmOceras: WSR - a ssa cox syarmnmerans sa spareracions dacwomainesee's A a OR cai eia is AE epateonapirasunralse Sp iastud: Oeneatronete 76, 260 

Tonkin: Days. :69286 sss: we ayfengiare: ales 11, 13, 49, 60, 66, 81, 84, 94, 160, 319, "325, 347, 356, 371 
Topography ...... % dos Riera ce TAPS Seo ee ad 6 SRR MEN CRE DNS Gas VS REE YE 39 

WOPtEM A. LOPLWOSA. 22.0 essere snecece See eceie eeereare dial A sanded ra gy ereeena ons tau deateeer svasle Grain eraretmanisne, 230 

Totanus flavipes ............... Lave (arch green ts Satake Seema spine sees aat aioe etek Rie caine wa aYeraeanaree te 346 

melamOlentns cxexcdcyenecieeoaexes Ci 8G obs FT RNRRR RUE BEE eee Dh eee 370 

Transcontinental conifer area, insectS ........ cece ec eee ee eee eee nee 189 

PERE G MS WAV OW: . a: slecar aise Gicc Hed Ba wire seauincd ose alee anaratang a oranee bane ewe Rw aEN ene Mie 83, 93, 339, 369 

CORE. Aratis uses Dddekin es geo KE MORASS Hee eel > Mee EncNAa eRe Gus a elaemEske soy 21, 329 
MVONt VALey:ss.0G40 2 ensuite eck eee alee ES eSB ls See See Abad 6 tae a 33 

Erladenum VitginicuM. 6.22 00008 14.44 OREO SS bo RR OES ORME TES DS AE Teele 219, 243 

Trichalophus alternatus ...........e0020000ee Geko ana ad Dibra atane adeno toa wa ats wae iia ierielse $045 211 

Trichias 160 

affinis 199 
Trigloehin: ma eeima: sinjasesdio.ce 57 65sec ar eiiolia ead ace wie gs ste snais mr seb Neos Ce aig ene wears anadh ane ane Re 233 

Trientalis americana sae.c ose sea eewes vod ecewee ee Agee kPa eS eee oe RaGumlos lads 220, 245 

IEPIGIODSIS: 6-e sh GA ERAS s Bow Bee eae eee 2a apisyraysy cisshie ey Bee Ro AR GHEE Ree eS 35 

thompson: » siwsaaces venir german sb 28 25 ee Koehn ee Abrae eee BS 329, 331 

Trillium grandiAoram © sigs cceiee sy siege wins Bae waren ice ies eer Hasiid peilgseualons 239 

Trisetum, subspicatum: sas<2.65<444 gaan tase eee ESS PEESES OTS SES SE aE KLE seietlbc'y bre 233 

PRE CORI «5g xeses isco es rsices sere BSS Hh oS vaso ved apiarnnawtinties  WeiRcautace oorintonclee ge nla: & alc ata ue ey guauasaanuopen ae aneaw 26, 159 

“ sMaeray a wweesaaa sho sammaiosuariaae es peewee nanan i al Oa eamale cacvove TE,186 
THOPACICA. aanpend tele ne ncs o RD ARTRR OT aM Ea E Simla are, oe e!s Glare erestianl daa a cs 77, 196 

MRO CHUMUB COND LIG> ches: caesar ere Ac ecarcavaneitece hd aN 6G DeeNaainn HO S6 ORS Aareenee eee 8 8ae 357 

Trott perchy- 6 yz. shies ae ae es cai ew Sacer Oe ad Waar Haden AS egcummnsz paltb tester dod 331 

SLOAN 2c. Sosa ays eens wei sig Stat eaaad a id ose aries Whshigdatip dees cata ores seine ws neha wee a ane ares 29, 30 

Tufted loosestrifé: cass22¢0042- seeseews O8e ¥6 255 SENOS esse Cees san RSE REE ee eee 245 

PPM ENUS? “BUbt EMG. © ss. jascceissiie ces arieues¥ sdtiers oe day beraveeagaa ye dyna eis vaste cavancalteees ta cate uel dL ghee Nee EIS enmuavewaraietee's he 268 

way (Plage ccs rceray aah 4e Seared Sew a GRE RS We iNo aaa DR eB wee 28 

TRwinsOwer. assiesvirge oss ek aaa enemas net Hew e PRR ES ONS w epee oy acederdiod Pee gare 247 

Two-leaved Solomon's seal ................5. WiichnmaniedidsSRSERE RA TA SHE eA Bes 239 

Pychus: lon ZiPAlPws’ si so6 sess ecese sea reiwiece a Boe 4d Meraiaisinve inal er eg SoA SI ANS ca caamttacuteantions ap aya aa 205 

"TYTANNUS “CPYAMNUWS © ss6i%6'5 jose sc teite te Siess Sigma AE ap decird vances ey Media Lea laren Own Gow Rae a See 358 

Uz 

Ulota: americam a: iencieii csiancs haga Gia d wera ase Oboe ah oars eee Ye aiscaate wes He a eee 230 

Umbel ‘family? anwssex seeds sa dis@ews oaud oHece heated. ce ecea hee e chien ease ee 244 

UM DeCMILETAG: - 5. cacaasiens a ARG ace PSS Sas SME ES DE DAT EE CE SRI S EG OG SS ae 244 

Umbilicaria 2... 0... cece eee bidiedcaial cleanse i Soest aeencn tos een: eR Ia aes tare nemia euaGaudiS aie Son ay 14 

Unifolium canadense ,...-..... ce cece ee eee rete eee teens Sc penne aahanstes eee; Rar avy- ata 239 

Unio Pucata- «cancewcse atest iankeew es edeses 4 saewEied Yee ea ask Ree OsE RS oe ee 6 408 

Unionidae if 408 

Upis ceramboides : 202 

Upland white aster .............. BRS Pewee WS Be aed ye Gen oes Bre Rica eae wees 248 

Upper beach 9, 10 

Uranidea franklini ..... ccc eee ee eee Biresdeaeeyseidss Sea uare veg: Aas A suapsaanen Tee Rs 10, 331 

WIROGCCTUB! bos atresia hive eb waar sp a deisenee a at al ge asain nt a pa 69H 0 RN, ap aR RA REE Reece alah 18, 26 

flavicornis ............ HGS Rie wks Re Wiominilata Slay o'e Blnala ore aaa wea a(e es aalag 74, 322 

PUB VAP CTA. » esse ao covie as secieoresnsnss ds 20a) Seo veuye. dh Wi semaa aleneel Se BOR His SF os RAs ase Se) eas Maeslese ene 74, 322 

TISNGR:. Sis sisi woinand. a Boreas ala hnes SONS Eh 9% Syapomincontlye nal 9) 0% asa deeenshphaiaueliaiGheltvehse evenaanns Sea 88 

barbata: cerotina, ...c64 s sigaicare eo 9 ee ea el sladdeteietens eo Se Eee SMEs Fa Bese . 227 

JONGISBIMA: (sh eco s eke + 8 Eee ged Awe Ooo bee ERY Rese se Ge eG avai 227 

TC PU TAR LAS sawed cuanes wieisssere ua dG Suserdinsonte eran ee i vor ee Fvgvaidichcc ue aahal sage @ Sule Ze ansruaie Ruble eee Pel ake .. 29, 65 

MINOR ees eae wea cet eies G5 aay 8 Bye ania aici oseai te see ela lie Migtan ets we aaeinies +219, 246 
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Malcetniaceae: s.ssacdy2 saeeen se eee te ae eee ae ts ees eew ede ROR eee Red eee 245 

Vaecinitin. PENNS ylVaHICUM oa c. ess ecece edie ccece wane cmoraionannca’s oo danse ahbre re eidienmaneig we dS Band 224, 245 

MUZiNESUM! a s.ciaisess Haare DO WRT Da Eee aE ES eR ORS 245 

Vaeneria, trifolla, sacecosge se b)caaees st BreBaSuese sees Yee ee ee a6 Keel alees ele aay 238 

ValliSMeria (SpITALIS) ses scsnsitesie iratenedn Seige Bis Racker aed Laas Ries AAS ERS 18, 233 

Wallisneniacere: 2252.4 wonteasoias scree ane nena debs POA eee aie ee Oe oem ernde 233 

Vallonia.COStata cis scocuaie vation quem inmieia y aie sion Gee Rea Ste es SS Go BH. Sean 77, 282, 288 

pulchella. 520654 snsaigemesers $8 S20e4 seaeed (oer e ence een eee eeene 288 

Walvata, IOWASih  e-cinecisssavencsinieere nis ies ae cee es nace faxtoeyecananee hoBiisdiacar sho she. kao SE ac erma ae RIE 294 

Sincere NPlAandery: ai6is54-c se ccteis anced warraebuadlse as wears RIS Sa NORMA aaaNS eS 63, 64, 294 

tricarinata 

Vancouver, insects 

Vanessa atalanta .... 

eardui 

Huinteti secs nese gi sas 25 -ORE see ORS RDP AE Ee Os Fae So 

MIUDELEL~ sie otes ce does Sei kcamannienie dla PSS SSA ORE LAME TAG BYERS ES Pe 

WSIVINe NAvGs 4 penance acaas ish sen ba nn Fa4 OES eOSEREWAWS VAEIRSAS 

VWepetatigny. ctincinaccs ee eisagce s spines sain trvegaiae alate phe ere ans eels Broa Milas eens a ae aaa eo 

Venezuela, insects 

Veronica americana .............0e ee eee iisbreGsdexe dae dora phceh osu. esreceotaee MRD Saorlonstaase epee BA Sie 246 

Vertebrates, cold-blooded 

Meptieal: ‘Suceessl ont sivs.5-4sceiciies gee gia wees a8 Swords de Biles Sage ang Seas nee A dh grinaein Nate caneoclact lace wears 

Vertigo ...... Siae Misa ‘ 

OUI eomidcde Fas BR SG.S Es Sek A Sieicaew erode sees 

OVATE, sieneuieis eels in evaia Ga Aiton ct aise de aye revi aN laG Woes e id oud eon lone -eN A eiaRANAGIOIE ON BAN CS ea 

tridentata ............ 

Yeon Migiwlica verseaeags 60500 0044 94947 RR SHOEEED NAN LSS 6409494 RENO ERSTE LYE RE RE 

Vesper Sparrow ......- ec eee eee eee eee 

Wespertilio: £useug: vcccccsaye ee hota to od dank eae mens 

Vespidae ........ Es sieeso Qin feise ga Sosbuy-6 B) i. oS aia cguap NATTo 1a aN. Pat rig dselspatginah Te ewe Ts ges Ang Sons 54 <ooipha wwe Na semeuMuibarles ste 

Vialis' skippe? .2ccsqane sais eee gens ses aalemea sae 

VAbUTNWM -ACEPITONMOMy. 5.55 gore 55 See seas wes SG ee lcds onmpe perce wR eS 

PAUCILOM WM» 5 ie Al sid i sacks e laren Ge ee ae Sie ear a NT A ea @ AN noes HE 

Viola: arena rian ss ix dispenses kre ie ae sre Sa nesetake, eae andrarenieaigvereigesuscay ete 

labradoricé, sdAviceeses war Vtas os 6564.0 bs BROS RS AAD NE eon SORe OREM SME EE ES 

TOCONGILGIAs sheesh Aros OAS SOR ELS Moe ak aos eae Vee 

Violaceae ..... wie ui tates touts aoe diaues BWA Cay Rie aise voxtayaus 

Witolet, Lama ye si saiss sc scyeesee elouenseehatir ees Sek eee lop he catace apy wel sede Rhatle Baga Nerd re SLave pe Sg we Secale ng ataiie Bolg igily 243 

Vireo OllVaCOUS sc 2.5 ck sdeeseenee en censes PSA POMS dames cia eee ee Eee ooo a 371 

PHAGES HICUS) as iaicuscanigngsous ee ees auieaes a ee tisk eb ace OSA Adetitounpetnn ees 372 

SOWMtATIUS”. aiveaiieainiinnis wg 504 be ahiatande base Ren Neacedasentih Soa dct aves dos is 6 Beep ehieranenanana 3872 
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